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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

FAA'S PLAN TO CONSOLIDATE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL FACILITIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FAA has looked at three basic
alternatives for consolidation: (1) a "full
consolidation" into 27 facilities, (2) a "moderate
consolidation" of about 53 facilities, and (3) a "limited
consolidation" with about 200 facilities, including 9

consolidated terminal approach control (TRACON)
facilities. FAA has notified the Office of the Secretary
of Transportation (OST) that it wants to proceed with the
limited consolidation plan.

When will FAA deliver to the Congress the plan to
consolidate ATC facilities?

ANSWER: The Report to Congress "Plan for Limited
Consolidation of the National Airspace System" is in the
Office of the FAA Administrator for final approval before
being sent to the Secretary of Transportation.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why did FAA fully develop and
evaluate only the moderate and limited consolidation
alternatives?

ANSWER: The full consolidation option was fully
evaluated and shown to be unacceptable from an operational
perspective, particularly in the area of vulnerability.
Other alternatives were initially evaluated and three were
fully developed. We believe these evaluated alternatives
represent the full spectrum of consolidation.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why did FAA not develop and
evaluate other alternatives between the moderate and
limited consolidation alternatives?

ANSWER: FAA evaluated all three alternatives. The
number of consolidated facilities is not intended to be

rigid. The intent of Limited Consolidation is to
establish a policy framework and criteria allowing
consolidation where and when it is needed.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is the FAA still leaning toward
a limited consolidation of ATC facilities?

ANSWER: The FAA and the Department of Transportation
have agreed on limited consolidation as the ATC system
architecture of the future.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will this limited consolidation
change the technical complexity and equipment requirements
of some Capital Investment Plan projects, such as the
Advanced Automation System and the Voice Switching and
Control system? If so, please specify all such projects
and describe the technical impact that limited
consolidation will have on them, as well as the cost and
schedule implications.
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ANSWER: The limited consolidation decision will not

materially affect the design of either the AAS or VSCS
,

other than a moderate down sizing. However it does change
the quantity of systems necessary. The original plan
required the purchase of 23 systems to be installed in the
ACF's. Under the limited consolidation plan, the FAA will

buy 22 en route systems for the 22 ARTCC's, plus between 5

and 9 systems for the newly established Metroplex Control
Facilities.

No schedule impact is expected to either the AAS or
VSCS programs due to limited consolidation. In both AAS
and VSCS, additional systems are required (27 to 31 versus

23) and total F&E costs are likely to increase. However,
because these systems will be smaller in size, that
increase will not be linear. FAA is still working
detailed cost estimates for the AAS and VSCS impacts.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is this a limited consolidation
an end-state, or does the FAA plan to further consolidate
ATC facilities in the future?

ANSWER: Limited Consolidation is an open
architecture system. The degree of consolidation can
increase to meet future demands of the air traffic system.
When a facility is due for modernization or significant
financial investment must be made at that facility,
consolidation options will be studied for feasibility.
Consolidation or co-location of terminal facilities other
than MCFs is possible as needs arise. Establishment of a

MCF will require that site-specific analyses be done to

prove the consolidations are cost beneficial and

operational advantages will occur. There are no current

plans to consolidate terminal facilities into Area Control
Facilities (ACFs) .

AUTOMATED TERMINAL RADAR SYSTEM UPGRADES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FAA is requesting $23.6 million
in its fiscal year 1994 request to purchase ARTS IIIEs for
the Dallas/Fort Worth and Southern California TRACONs.
FAA has also funded an ARTS HIE for the new Chicago
TRACON in a separate budget line item. ARTS HIE system
may be replaced with Terminal Advanced Automation System
(TAAS) when it comes on line; altogether, TAAS will be
installed at 9 or 10 large TRACONs under FAA's limited
facility consolidation plan. However, ARTS HIE provides
some capabilities over and above TAAS. For example,
ARTS HIE can handle 600 flight plans as compared with 480
with TAAS. ARTS HIE can also take on additional
improvements, such as the Terminal Air Traffic Control
Automation (TATCA) enhancements.

How long will the ARTS HIE systems at Chicago,
Dallas/Fort Worth, and Southern California be operational
before they are replaced by TAAS?

ANSWER: The FAA developed the plan to install ARTS
IIIEs at the largest TRACONs beginning in 1994 to solve
serious capacity shortfalls that were projected to occur
before installation of AAS equipment. Prior to the
limited consolidation decision the FAA was planning on

delivering TAAS systems (option on AAS contract) to the
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largest TRACONs beginning in the year 2000. This would
have produced a operational life for ARTS HIE of

approximately 5 years. As part of the limited
consolidation decision the FAA has advanced the schedule
for TAAS by 2 years to 1998 thereby replacing the
ARTS HIE at the first delivery site 2 years earlier.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Can ARTS HIE be cost-effective
given the likely short period of time it will operate
before being replaced by TAAS?

ANSWER: The ARTS IIIEs will be installed at Chicago
and Dallas/Fort Worth because of serious capacity and
functional shortfalls that can not wait until TAAS
implementation for resolution even on the accelerated TAAS
schedule. The cost of potential system delays caused by
these shortfalls far exceeds the cost of ARTS HIE at
these sites. Moreover, since the ARTS HIE system has a
useful life of at least 10 years, it can be relocated to
one of the larger TRACON ' s that could benefit from the
increased capacity of the ARTS-HIE and the display of
Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS) data.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has FAA considered ARTS HIE as
a long-term alternative to TAAS for large TRACON 's? If

not, why?
ANSWER: Yes, the ARTS HIE has been considered as an

alternative for TAAS for the Metroplex Control Facilities
(MCF's) but was not found to be satisfactory for several
reasons. First of all, the ARTS HIE which is large
enough for several of the large TRACON ' s (Chicago,
Dallas/Fort Worth) does not have sufficient capacity to
handle the larger MCF's which are a combination of several
large TRACON' s. For example. Southern California TRACON
(SCT) will require 2 ARTS IIIE's to handle the traffic
load in 1998. Secondly, the larger MCF's are comparable in
size and complexity to the Area Control Facilities (ACF's)
and therefore warrant the robust, high availability system
offered by the AAS program (i.e., TAAS for MCF's and ACCC
for ACF's). The AAS provides state-of-the-art functions
and capabilities including electronic flight data,
improved tracking and color displays. Finally using TAAS
for the MCF's provides commonality of hardware and
software in the major FAA facilities and provides an

upgrade path to ACCC if it is subsequently determined that
some en route function like flight data processing and
Automated En Route Air Traffic Control (AERA) would be
useful in an MCF in a large geographic area.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What quantitative and
qualitative advantages does FAA believe TAAS has over and
above the ARTS HIE?

ANSWER: A qualitative comparison of TAAS/ARTS HIE
system features includes the following:

1. TAAS is more available than ARTS HIE.

2. TAAS is highly fault tolerant/ARTS HIE is fault
recoverable.
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3. TAAS has slightly higher capacity than ARTS HIE.

4. TAAS is easily expandable to the Area Control Computer
Complex (ACCC) configuration providing capacity and
functional expansion (including electronic flight plans)
above what is available to ARTS HIE.

5. TAAS software is common with AAS software.

6. TAAS shares common logistics with AAS.

A quantitative comparison of performance parameters is
shown in the following table:

PARAMETER
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LONG RANGE RADARS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Air Route Surveillance Radar
(ARSR-4) is a long-range surveillance radar. The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) is purchasing 39 ARSR-4s in
a program jointly funded with the Department of Defense.
FAA is requesting $20.4 million for ARSR-4 in fiscal year
1994. What is the status of factory testing?

ANSWER: Factory testing has been completed. Open
items exist and some regression testing will be required.
Preliminary results show that the radar will exceed
operational requirements. Field testing at Mount Laguna,
California is scheduled to start in July.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FAA has not yet exercised the
option for the final six radars in the ARSR-4 contract.
Has FAA analyzed alternatives to purchasing these six
radars, such as using existing equipment or purchasing an
off-the-shelf system?

ANSWER: Since all operational software has been
integrated and tested, a Procurement Request has been
initiated for the six radars. We have analyzed
alternatives such as purchasing off-the-shelf equipment
and this approach is the most cost effective means for
meeting operational requirements.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FAA plan to use all or part
of the $20.4 million in fiscal year 1994 funds to purchase
the final six radars?

ANSWER: Funding to purchase the final six radars was
provided in fiscal year 1993. The $20.4 million requested
in fiscal year 1994 will be used to cover site
preparation, component level training, shakedown testing,
acceptance testing, logistics support, and engineering
support for systems purchased with previous funding.

RADAR MICROWAVE LINK REPLACEMENT AND EXPANSION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) is requesting $15.5 million in fiscal
year 1994 for the Radar Microwave Link (RML) replacement
and expansion program, which is composed of three pieces:
(1) the Radio Communications Link (RCL) Backbone Network,
(2) Low Density RCL (LDRCL) , and (3) Routing and Circuit
Restoral (RCR) ,

The RCR component of the program is currently
suspended. When does FAA estimate that a decision on
whether to revive RCR will be made? How much funding is
FAA requesting for RCR this year, and for what purpose?

ANSWER: A decision was made to proceed with RCR in

February 1993. The new RCR effort will begin as a pilot
demonstration network. After the pilot demonstration
network is completed, the remaining RCR equipment will be
procured. All hardware/software required to meet agency
requirements will be procured as commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) utilizing a Department of Defense contract to
minimize cost. The estimated budget for FY 1994 is

$1 million. These funds will buy and install equipment on
the RCL backbone.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If RCR is not revived, will the
RCL backbone be used for communication between en-route
centers? If yes, what type of data will flow over RCL
between centers?

ANSWER: A revised RCR procurement strategy was
approved as outlined in the previous question. With RCR,
many services are eventually expected to utilize the RCL
for transmission. These services include, but are not
limited to: Data Multiplexing Network (DMN) , NADIN II,
NARACS, en route radar data, Back-up Emergency
Communications System, etc. As the utilization of RCL
increases, the number of leased lines will be reduced.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FAA have an official
schedule for LDRCL? If no, when does FAA estimate that
one will be issued?

ANSWER: The official schedule for LDRCL is contained
in the FAA's ARTEMIS scheduling system and is available
upon request. However, the Phase II portion of the LDRCL
implementation schedule is dependent upon funding
thresholds being reevaluated.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will the upcoming consolidation
decision based on the Advanced Automation System affect
the RML project?

ANSWER: No, it will not affect the RML project.

USE OF AIRPORT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM FUNDS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) invests about $2 billion annually in

airports through the Airport Improvement Program (AIP) .

FAA distributes, by statutory formula, entitlement, set-
aside, and discretionary funds. The General Accounting
Office (GAO) has recommended that FAA incorporate goals
and performance measurement into FAA's airport planning
process to ensure the best use of AIP funds.

What steps has FAA taken in response to GAO's
recommendations for incorporating goals and performance
measurement into FAA's airport planning process?

ANSWER: The FAA is preparing an expanded report on

airport system performance for inclusion in the next
edition of the National Plan of Integrated Airport
Systems. The FAA also plans to adopt quantifiable goals
for the Airport Improvement Program, as suggested by GAO.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does FAA decide whether a

project is needed? Please describe the process from
sponsor proposal through FAA approval. Do all of FAA's
regions use basically the same process? Can projects be
compared between regions?

ANSWER: The FAA works with airport sponsors to
refine the recommendations of the National Plan of
Integrated Airport Systems into a mutually agreed upon
airport capital improvement plan (ACIP) . This 3-5 year
plan denotes a proposed funding schedule for the projects
which have been justified in an airport master plan or
other study. The plan is based on expected AIP funds
projected by the FAA.
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After the ACIP has been developed, the airport
sponsor submits a preapplication for the current year work
to the regional or district airports office. If the
review finds that the proposed work has a high national
priority, the documentation is acceptable, and the cost
estimate is within AIP funding constraints for the given
year, the preapplication is submitted to Washington
Headquarters for funding consideration. When funds have
been confirmed and reserved, the project is sent to OST
for formal notification to the Congressional delegation,
after which FAA issues a notice of allocation of funds to
the sponsor.

All FAA regions follow the same procedure for
processing AIP projects and use the same priority system
for rating projects. Accordingly, projects can be
compared between regions.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is the current formula
distribution of AIP funds consistent which FAA's
assessment of the needs of the national airport system?

ANSWER: Some aspects of the formula distribution of
Airport Improvement Program (AIP) funds are consistent
with the FAA's assessment of system development needs.
For instance, 10% of the AIP is set aside for reliever
airports, which account for 9.4% of the development in the
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) .

Other aspects do not coincide as well, such as the
reservation of 12% of the AIP for noise abatement, which
accounts for only 6.5% of NPIAS development. Some
differences may be due to efforts to concentrate Federal
aid on development that cannot easily be funded from other
sources. However, the most significant set aside is the
passenger entitlement formula, which tends to concentrate
a large amount of Federal aid at the busiest and most
credit worthy airports, which may have ample ability to
finance development without resorting to Federal aid.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Which FAA reports identify the
needs of the national airport system and the extent to
which those needs are being met?

ANSWER: The National Plan of Integrated Airport
Systems describes the airport system, its condition and
performance, and the type and cost of development that is
warranted to accommodate forecast demand. The Aviation
System Capacity Plan provides more detailed information
about measures to relieve congestion at specific airports.

STAFFING OF AIR TRAFFIC TERMINALS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) staffing standards indicate that,
overall, FAA has the appropriate number of controllers.
However, when a facility-by-facility analysis is done, the
result looks quite different. For example, in May 1992
more than 200 air traffic terminals were understaffed
while another 150 or more were overstaffed when compared
with the staffing standards.

What is FAA doing to address the staffing imbalances
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at its air traffic facilities? What staffing options are
available to address the imbalances, and what are the
estimated costs of such options?

ANSWER: Most of Air Traffic's staffing imbalances
are a difference of only a few controllers from the number
determined from the staffing standards. The staffing
standards forecast model is based on engineered
measurements at a sampling of air traffic facilities. The
staffing standards are updated each year by using actual
traffic levels from the prior year. While it is
reasonable to expect the staffing standards to be accurate
in the aggregate, the staffing standards are not designed
to be applied rigidly for individual facilities. Regional
Air Traffic Division managers have the responsibility to
utilize their knowledge of local conditions to distribute
staffing.

Within the context of the limited staffing imbalances
that do exist, the FAA plans to hire approximately 300 new
controllers each year for the next three years to address
attrition. When these new controllers are hired,
consideration in their assignment will be given to

correcting any staffing imbalances.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FAA estimates that it could save
between $90 million and $110 million if it contracted out
about 100 of the lowest level FAA-staffed air traffic
control towers. How were these figures derived?

ANSWER: In June 1993, the FAA completed a report
which describes a program to convert FAA Level I towers to
contract operation. In the FAA report, "FAA Level I Tower
Staff Study," the FAA estimates that after a 2 to 3 year
period of employee attrition, the agency will save an
average of $200,000 for each FAA Level I tower converted
to contract operation. This figure is based on an FAA
operations cost of $450,000 per year per tower versus
$250,000 per year per tower for contract operation. If
the FAA converts 99 FAA towers over a 4-year time period,
the potential savings after the conversion period and
employee attrition period would be approximately $20
million per year.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What would FAA do with the
freed-up controllers from contracted-out facilities?

ANSWER: We do not plan to conduct a Reduction-in-
Force for controllers at contracted-out facilities. These
controllers would be given the opportunity to bid on
vacancies from attrition at higher level facilities. We
will also use this opportunity to correct staffing
imbalances at other air traffic facilities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does the FAA have a plan to
implement its contracting-out program?

ANSWER: The FAA originally proposed a plan to
convert FAA Level I towers to contract operation in 1984,
this program included implementation planning. Over the
years, the current FAA Contract Tower (FCT) Program has
focused its efforts on reopening towers temporarily closed
after the Professional Air Traffic Controllers
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Organization (PATCO) strike of 1981, as well as operating
congressionally directed contract tower locations.

The FCT Program has gained tremendous experience over
the years and has utilized that experience to refine
planning, processes and procedures as necessary to ensure
a cost efficient, manageable program. The most recent
plan designed to convert FAA Level I towers to contract
operation incorporates these refinements. The program
office will periodically review implementation planning
in an effort to safeguard the high quality of the FCT
Program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much Permanent Change of
Station (PCS) funding is required to move controllers to
other facilities from towers that would be contracted out?

ANSWER: In the FAA report, "FAA Level I Tower Staff
Study", the FAA estimates that over a four year conversion
period, the program will involve 918 FAA Level I tower
employees and require an up-front cost of approximately
$26 million to provide for an estimated 753 PCS moves.

CONTROLLER CANDIDATE/TRAINING PROGRAMS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many controller candidates
does FAA need at its centers? Is this an increase or
decrease from prior years? If less, why does FAA still
hire graduates from schools that trained their students
for the centers?

ANSWER: The controller work force (CWF) has been
growing, but is now stabilized. The FY 1994 CWF is the
same as in FY 1993. Our hiring requirement is less than
in prior years because hiring is only required to replace
attrition. We project that the total requirement for CWF
hiring during FY 1994 will be about 300. The specific
requirement for hiring at centers during FY 1994 will be
determined by balancing the attrition replacement
requirements at centers with the requirements at our tower
facilities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Since some of these schools have
4-year programs, is FAA going to continue to receive
graduates it does not need for the next several years?

ANSWER: The FAA's controller hiring requirement has
been reduced because the CWF workforce has stabilized, and
attrition is down from previous years. We are closely
monitoring the situation and intend to keep the schools
informed of our reduced need for controllers to enable
them to make appropriate adjustments in the number of
students in the programs.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How quickly does FAA communicate
to the schools its changing hiring needs, especially for
students entering their third and fourth years?

ANSWER: Schools are immediately notified of Air
Traffic Service hiring projections as they are approved.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe briefly how the
new screening process is working? How many individuals
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were screened? How many passed? How many failed? How
much did FAA save by eliminating the longer screening
process? Did FAA actually save these dollars or were they
used in other programs?

ANSWER: The new screening process replaced a 9-week
screen administered to new FAA employees with a one-week,
objectively scored, prehire procedure. Our somewhat
limited experience to date indicates that the new process
has been very successful.

In the year ending June 1, 1993, 867 individuals were
screened; 564 (65%) passed, 290 (33%) failed, and 13 (2%)
withdrew either before or during the screening process.

FAA reflected a program decrease of $2.7 million in
the FY 1993 request to Congress, and an additional $2.6
million decrease in FY 1994 as a result of lower Air
Traffic training costs. The remainder was reprogrammed
into high priority training requirements, specifically a

program of Academy training for newly hired Air Traffic
Controllers which reduces the training workload on
operational facilities. FAA does not expect any further
savings.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Since FAA has little need for
controller candidates, why have so many individuals been
tested? What does it cost FAA to test each individual?
Is testing continuing? If so, why?

ANSWER: FAA has not accepted applications for the
Air Traffic Control Specialist (ATCS) written examination
since February 1992. Prior to that time, we had accepted
applications in anticipation of a need to fill large
numbers of jobs. The cost for administering the OPM test
to an ATCS applicant is approximately $7.74.

Our declining hiring needs, the labor market, the
emergence of test preparation companies, and other factors
created a supply of candidates far in excess of our
current and projected needs and led us to close the ATCS
examination. We were, however, obligated to test and
process all applications received prior to the date we
closed the announcement; we are also legally obligated to
test certain people, e.g., recently discharged veterans,
even though the exam is now closed.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For how many candidates has FAA
conducted a security check, and what did the checks cost
FAA?

ANSWER: Since February 1992, we have conducted
National Agency Check and Inquiry (NAC&I) security checks
on about 150 people at a cost of $75.00 per applicant.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many candidates have had
medical examinations, and what did this cost FAA?

ANSWER: Since February 1992, we have provided
medical examinations for about 150 individuals at a cost
of approximately $125.00 per examination.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FAA plan to eliminate or
substantially reduce the administrative costs associated
with performing security checks and medical examinations?
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ANSWER: FAA has substantially reduced administrative
costs by clearing only enough candidates to meet current
hiring needs.

SAFETY PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SUBSYSTEM (SPAS)

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FAA has requested about
$10 million to develop the Safety Performance Analysis
Subsystem (SPAS) . This system is intended to help FAA
better target its inspection resources. However, this
system relies heavily on the Program Tracking and
Reporting Subsystem (PTRS) which, by FAA's own admission,
has reliability problems. Please provide an overview of
the status of SPAS.

ANSWER: SPAS is being developed in three separate
phases, the first being the air carrier phase which has
been fielded nationally in a prototype status for
evaluation. Upon completion of the prototype evaluation,
adjustments to system requirements will be made, and a
full performance air carrier segment of SPAS will be
fielded. The second phase of SPAS, the air agency
segment, will be undergoing design and development. The
third and final phase, aircraft and airmen segment, will
have design and development work, reaching full
performance level. During the development of all phases
of the total SPAS project, concurrent efforts are being
initiated to strengthen the reliability and quality of the
25-plus data bases which the SPAS will be using to support
its analytical requirements.

The reliability issue of PTRS has been evaluated
internally by the SPAS Steering Committee and field user
groups, through requirements analysis and operational
testing. SPAS needs to deploy adequate equipment,
appropriate training, and better human interfaces that
will allow the end users to develop and to maintain their
sense of ownership and to take responsibility and care
when entering data into any database. Finally cross
applications and validation checks are an ongoing process
with SPAS. The key to PTRS data reliability is feedback—
feedback to those who input the data. The only way to
meaningfully generate this feedback is to provide the
hardware we need to have each inspector actually use as
well as provide data to, the SPAS system. This hardware
provisioning will be based on funds availability.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What amount of additional funds
will be required to fully implement SPAS, and what are the
milestones for its implementation?

ANSWER: The total requirement for SPAS is
$13.8 million (F&E) . These costs will include equipment,
telecommunication interfaces, software and implementation
costs, which include initial user system training. System
enhancements and/or modifications are anticipated due to
technological advancements or system requirement changes
occurring. Operations dollars will be needed to maintain
the currency of the indicators and the infrastructure for
all field locations. SPAS is a dynamic system and must be
refreshed to respond to changes in the industry.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FAA expect to include the
results of its inspections of foreign carriers in SPAS?

ANSWER: The FAA will examine the possibility of

including an analytical capability to address the foreign
carrier issue in the aircraft and airman phase which is
the third and final segment of the complete SPAS

subsystem.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does the FAA plan to ensure
the reliability of PTRS to ensure the integrity of SPAS?

ANSWER: This issue has been evaluated internally by
the SPAS Steering Committee and field user groups, through
requirements analysis and operational testing. Within the

operations of the many SPAS elements, data quality is

being improved by involving the most knowledgeable people
assigned the task by the Flight Standards National
Training and Automation Committee to identify shortcomings
and develop recommendations to improve the reliability in

documenting and improve the quality of data. SPAS needs
to deploy adequate equipment, appropriate training and
better human interfaces that will allow the end users to

develop and to maintain their sense of ownership and to
take responsibility and care when entering data into any
database. As the user sees more and more usefulness out
of the SPAS system in providing a more accurate means of

doing their job, the data will also improve. Finally
cross applications and validation checks are an ongoing
process within SPAS. The key to PTRS data reliability is
feedback— feedback to those who input the data. The only
way to meaningfully generate this feedback is to provide
the hardware needed to have each inspector actually use,
as well as provide data to, the SPAS system. This
hardware provisioning is paced by funds availability.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES' COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL SAFETY
STANDARDS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In 1991, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) announced a new program to assess
foreign countries' compliance with international safety
standards. To date, FAA has found that 11 of 20 countries
assessed did not meet those standards. When FAA finds
that a country does not meet the standards, it allows
existing carriers from those countries to continue flying
into the United States and says that it will increase
surveillance of such carriers.

In view of budgetary constraints, what are FAA's
plans for this program in fiscal year 1994 and beyond?

ANSWER: The FAA believes that this program is one of
the most significant safety efforts currently underway.
The findings which this program has generated verify the
need for its continuance.

We plan to continue to conduct assessments when
necessary and to increase inspections of all air carriers
which we have safety concerns with. We also intend to
continue working with foreign civil aviation authorities
to correct safety-related deficiencies or prevent air
carriers which they license from operating to or from the
United States.
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We are also exploring the possibility of establishing
a group of FAA inspectors who will perforin certifications
and inspections for other governments which do not have
the resources or ability to perform this function. This
group would operate under a full reimbursable agreement.
Another key function of this group will to help train
foreign inspectors so they can assume an oversight role
when they are qualified.

This effort will continue using available resources.
Although the Flight Standards Service has not received any
additional resources to accomplish this work, we believe
it is important enough to use some of our available
inspectors and budget for this purpose. We plan to
continue using appropriately qualified inspectors to
continue this program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FAA expect to revisit
countries that experienced greater difficulties in meeting
international standards?

ANSWER: The FAA intends to continue to monitor all
air carriers which operate to or from the United States.
We will conduct additional assessments and visit countries
when the adequacy of their safety oversight system is

questionable. Routine inspections of foreign air carriers
provide us with current safety data which we analyze to
monitor the effectiveness of other governments' safety
systems.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What additional burdens does
increasing surveillance on foreign carriers from
noncomplying countries place on FAA's inspector work force
and budget?

ANSWER: Increased inspections of foreign air
carriers place an additional burden on our inspector work
force. In addition to the inspections, a significant
amount of time is typically spent following up on all

problems which are found during the inspection. In terms
of budget, the assessment program and follow-up
inspections are costly, especially when it is necessary to
send teams to other countries.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In November 1992, the General
Accounting Office recommended that FAA perform
comprehensive inspections of foreign carriers that have
serious safety problems. What actions will FAA take, or
has it taken, to respond to that recommendation? What
activities will be included in the comprehensive
inspections?

ANSWER: The FAA conducts ramp inspections of all
foreign air carriers which operate to or from the United
States. These ramp inspections are generally no different
from the inspections which we conduct on air carriers
which we license; however, foreign air carriers are not
required to comply with the same regulations and standards
which U.S. -licensed air carriers must comply with. In

addition, foreign air carriers typically have manuals and
documents prepared in other languages, which usually makes
a comprehensive review impossible.
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We currently perform at least one ramp inspection
each year on each scheduled foreign air carrier which
operates to or from the United States. We conduct
additional inspections on air carriers if we find that
they or their government fail to meet the minimum
international safety standards. The FAA is formalizing a

process which will provide notification to all Flight
Standards field offices to advise them which foreign air
carriers require additional inspections.

AIRCRAFT CERTIFICATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Several recent aircraft
accidents, as well as National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) and General Accounting Office (GAO) reports, have
raised serious questions about FAA's certification and
regulatory activities. FAA uses designated
representatives employed by manufacturers to conduct many
of these activities.

In January 1992, an Airbus A320 crashed in France.
This was the third fatal A320 crash since it was
introduced into service in 1988. Have these accidents
been design-related? If so, what steps has FAA taken to
ensure the safety of those A320 aircraft now in service in
the United States?

ANSWER: Two of the accidents occurred in France and
were investigated by the French Direction General De
L'Aviation Civile. In both of these cases the U.S.
National Transportation Safety Board was involved. The
other accident occurred in India and was investigated by
The Court of Inquiry. In all cases no evidence of
airplane problems were found and the investigations
concluded that the airplane met all safety standards. The
FAA is continuing to monitor the situation. Should an
unsafe condition be identified, the FAA will take action
as appropriate in the form of an airworthiness directive.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The new generation of commercial
aircraft, such as the Airbus A320, Boeing 747-400, and
Douglas MD-11, employ extremely sophisticated control
systems. Has FAA had difficulty hiring and retaining
qualified engineers and flight test pilots capable of
certifying these systems? If so, what actions is FAA
taking to improve its technical competency in the
certification field?

ANSWER: The Transport Airplane Directorate, Aircraft
Certification Service has not had difficulty hiring
qualified engineers and flight test pilots capable of
certifying the new commercial aircraft control systems.
Retaining engineers to perform certification work has
recently been a problem due to the grade level
restrictions for that type of work. A large number of
highly qualified engineers have accepted promotions to
perform regulatory work which has left vacancies in the
Aircraft Certification Office. However, we have not had
problems locating highly qualified engineers.

In response to what actions are being taken to
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improve our technical competency, the FAA is continually
providing technical training to its certification
engineers. There are numerous technical training courses
available to our engineers and flight test pilots through
the FAA Academy. During the last three fiscal years our
employees have attended 29 different out-of-agency
technical training courses. Our National Resource
Specialists (NRSs) have developed, or are in the process
of developing, 12 training courses which are offered
nationwide to certification engineers. In addition, the
Aircraft Certification Service has a number of activities
underway to provide training in our technical occupations.
Five new courses have been developed to include a new
Indoctrination Course, Aircraft Certification Service
Evaluation Program (ACSEP) , Reliability and Probability,
Safety Analysis for Engines and Aircraft, and Software
Quality Assurance. The Service plans to continue to
identify four subject areas or courses each year which are
in need of development or revision. The new training and
our commitment to continuous updates will be a significant
step in improving our ability to maintain a high level of
technical competence in those areas critical to job
performance.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is there a point at which FAA
can delegate too many certification duties, resulting in a
lack of understanding of critical systems? How does FAA
ensure that it has not delegated too many critical
certification activities?

ANSWER: Any system of delegating authority could
result in a situation where excess duties were delegated
and result in the personnel suffering some loss of
understanding of the critical systems that are being
certificated. The appointment of Designated Engineering
Representatives (DER's) is based on the selection of
individuals who are highly qualified in one or more
technical areas and understand the airworthiness
regulations to an extent that they are capable of
determining whether compliance with the applicable
regulations has been demonstrated. In a type
certification program, to ensure proper delegation, the
DER must obtain specific authorization from the
responsible Aircraft Certification Office prior to
witnessing official Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
tests. The FAA management is continually emphasizing the
need for early involvement in establishing the type
certification basis, the applicants plan to demonstrate
compliance, and the most effective use of DER's in

supplementing the FAA's approval responsibility. This FAA
involvement should result in an understanding of critical
systems and identification of areas to be properly
delegated. The manufactures self-interest to build safe
aircraft, the DER's professionalism and integrity, the FAA
supervision of DER's, and the FAA's consideration of how
critical approvals are made are all factors supporting the
system. The FAA's discretionary authority and oversight
of the delegation system is, of itself, is the best
insurance that inappropriate delegation will not occur.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In October 1992, a Boeing 747-
200 cargo aircraft crashed in Amsterdam resulting in at
least 55 fatalities. In 1991, a similar crash occurred
with a Boeing 747-200 cargo aircraft in China. Press
reports indicate that (1) during takeoff under full power,
the right inboard engine fell off and struck the right
outboard engine and (2) FAA did not test the 747-200
design for this possibility as part of its certification
activities. Are these reports accurate? If so, how could
FAA overlook this when certifying the aircraft?

ANSWER: The reports of the 1991 China and 1992
Amsterdam Boeing 747-200 accidents are correct. In each
case, after a failure of one or more of the pylon
supports, the right inboard engine separated and struck
the right outboard engine, causing it to separate also.

The engine and pylon attach structure is designed to
break away in the event of a gear-up landing. This is to

prevent the wing from being torn open and spilling fuel
which would in turn create an explosion or fire situation.

Engine separation is not evaluated during type
certification. The structure is designed to retain the

engines, except in certain cases of massive engine
failure. No evaluation of the trajectory of a separated
engine is made. In fact, the variables (airplane
altitude, speed, failure location, engine power, etc.) are
so numerous as to make trajectory analysis of a separated
engine practically very difficult with results that are

likely to be unrepresentative of a wide range of possible
trajectories. Boeing has agreed, as a result of these
accidents, to develop improved fail-safe attachment
structures for the 747 pylon, to preclude future similar
accidents.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In May 1991, a Lauda Air Boeing
767-300 crashed over Thailand due to an in-flight thrust
reverser deployment resulting in 223 fatalities. Neither
Boeing nor FAA ever analyzed the system during the
certification process for such a deployment at full power.
Should FAA have identified this possibility during the
certification process?

ANSWER: During the original certification of the
Boeing 767 in 1982, an inflight deployment of a thrust
reverser was tested. The reverser was deployed, with the

engine at idle, at approximately 250 knots at 10,000 feet.

Flying qualities were evaluated and the airplane was then
landed with the reverser still deployed. From the results
of that test, Boeing conducted an aerodynamic analysis
that showed the airplane should be controllable throughout
the f 1 ight enve 1ope .

The deployment of the thrust reverser at high speeds
resulting in aerodynamic effects on the horizontal
stabilizer was not envisioned during the 767, or any
other, certification program. Therefore, these tests and

analyses were believed adequate to show compliance with
pertinent FAR's at the time.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In February 1989, an improperly
latched Boeing 747-100 cargo door blew open over Honolulu
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resulting in nine fatalities. NTSB's accident report
recommended that FAA's aircraft certification staff
receive training on the interaction of aircraft designs
and human performance. Did FAA develop specific training
as a result of this recommendation? If so, how many FAA
certification staff have taken this training?

ANSWER; As a result of the recommendation the FAA's
Research and Development organization contracted the
development of a course titled: Human Factors for
Certification Personnel. Approximately 120 Certification
personnel have attended this course. The service has also
identified a need to design a course on Human Factors
Engineering.

SENATOR IJ^UTENBERG: In March 1987, a Spanish CASA
C-212 aircraft crashed in Detroit resulting in nine
fatalities. NTSB's accident report criticized FAA's
oversight of its bilateral airworthiness program with
foreign certification authorities. FAA responded that it
was conducting a full review of its bilateral program and
would forward the final report to NTSB. Please provide
the date that report was issued, a summary of the finding,
and actions taken to improve the bilateral program as a
result of the review.

ANSWER: As a result of the March 1987 accident in
Detroit, the FAA undertook a review of the import type
certification process and, in particular, the Spanish
CASA-212 transport airplane program. This report, issued
March 25, 1988, revealed that the rationale for the FAA's
Directorate system established within the Aircraft
Certification Service after the CASA-212 was certified was
still valid, although the way import type certification
was conducted and airworthiness issues resolved after
certification needed to be improved. Procedural
recommendations were made and implemented that defined the
roles of the Directorate and Aircraft Certification
Offices when conduction import type certification, as well
as improved communication within the service on this
issue.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FAA officials have stated that
over the last several years authorized certification staff
positions have been left vacant so that training
initiatives could be funded. If this is correct, please
provide the (1) number and description of the unfilled
positions, (2) length of time each position was left
unfilled, and (3) specific training initiatives developed
with these funds. Was FAA able to adequately fulfill its
certification mission without these staff? If so, should
these authorized positions now be cut?

ANSWER: The Aircraft Certification Service staff
positions were not left vacant for the purpose of funding
training development. These positions were left vacant
due to hiring restrictions and to normal lapses due to the
backfilling process. Certification is revitalizing its
training program and has funded most of this effort using
hiring lapse rates throughout the year.

In 1989 a job task analysis was completed. The
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Service developed technical training programs for each
technical specialty. The service has also completely
revised the service's basic Indoctrination course. An
extensive set of job function training courses as well as
advanced technical training courses, critical to

fulfilling the service's mission of aviation safety, are

being developed. In an effort to increase organizational
efficiency, the service is also funding the Supervisory
Identification and Development Program to develop and
select more capable first-level supervisors.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In June 1992, FAA and the Joint
Aviation Authorities issued a strategic plan to eliminate
differences in aircraft certification regulations. Please

provide an update of the progress made to eliminate each
of the regulatory differences listed in the plan relative
to the time frames listed in the plan.

ANSWER: The 2nd Edition of the Joint Aviation
Authority (JAA) Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Harmonization Work Program (Attached) was issued
June 7, 1993 at the 10th Annual JAA/FAA meeting held in

Stockholm, Sweden. This document contains both the

original and 2nd milestones for each of the working
groups. The original milestones were used as a management
tool to establish the work program and to prioritize the
initiatives to be undertaken. Delays will be noted
between the original dates and the 2nd milestones in the
latest Work Program. This is the result of more realistic

expectation of the work to be done and the resources

required to accomplish it. In a number of cases the

original milestones were established before the groups
held their first meeting. Initiatives to harmonize
Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Parts 23, 27, and 29

with Joint Aviation Regulation (JAR) Parts 23, 27, and 29

have met with great success. Technical agreement has been
reached on almost all of these initiatives. Complete
FAR/JAR Part 25 harmonization has been more difficult.
This area of regulatory responsibility is the most
established and contains more complex issues/initiatives.

[CLERK'S NOTE. --Due to its size, the document
entitled, ''The Joint Aviation Authority (JAA) Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Harmonization Work

Program,
' ' does not appear in the hearing but is

available for review in the subcommittee files.]
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In August 1992, GAO testified
that aircraft manufacturing officials had raised concerns
about FAA's Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC) .

As a result, GAO recommended that FAA report to the
Congress on ARAC accomplishments before extending its
charter. In response to GAO's recommendation, FAA stated
that it did not concur because it does not need
congressional approval to recharter ARAC. As a result,
FAA rechartered ARAC in February 1993 and filed that
charter with the appropriate congressional oversight
committees without providing the information recommended
by GAO. Please provide a progress report on ARAC
including (1) the results achieved, (2) the problems
encountered during its implementation, (3) FAA's actions
to overcome the problems, (4) ARAC ' s effect on FAA and
Joint Aviation Authority activities, and (5) ARAC ' s impact
on FAA's rulemaking process.

ANSWER: The FAA is pleased with the success that
ARAC has achieved thus far. The committee was slow in

getting started, and this can be attributed to its lack of
familiarity with the overall rulemaking process. The
initial learning process has been completed, and ARAC is

providing effective regulatory advice and helping the FAA
to complete its regulatory agenda. A true partnership
exists between the FAA and the aviation community in

dealing with rulemaking issues. We have encouraged ARAC
to submit any rulemaking recommendations to the FAA in the
form of a complete regulatory package, including a notice
of proposed rulemaking and the economic evaluation that we
are required to provide to support any regulatory
proposal. The following reports correspond to the
numbered items in your question:

(1) As a result of an ARAC recommendation, a

proposed advisory circular (AC) to define the minimum
performance criteria for noise abatement profiles was
published in the Federal Register for public comment on
August 7, 1992. The comments from the public have been
considered, and the final version of the AC is being
coordinated within the agency. We expect to issue the AC
within the next month. Resulting from several ARAC
recommendations dealing with air traffic issues: general
aviation operators were relieved of the burden of having
to equip their aircraft with Mode S transponders; a study
of Mode S ground sensors began at Baltimore in June 12 and
will run for the next several months; and an AC suggesting
pilot procedures for non-towered airports will be
available for comment within the next few months. Based
on an ARAC recommendation, a notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) to eliminate certification requirements to
demonstrate an accelerated entry stall for commuter
category airplanes, and an accompanying AC, were published
for comment in the Federal Register on June 7 . The
comment period will close on September 7. Also based on
an ARAC recommendation, an AC to provide a method and
procedures for developing a weight and balance control
system will be available for comment shortly. This month,
ARAC recommended an NPRM that would improve occupant
protection from certain items of mass outside the
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occupied compartments of rotorcraft during emergency
landings. The NPRM is being considered by FAA management
and, if accepted, will be published for public comment
some time in the not-too-distant future.

In addition to the above recommendations, ARAC has
submitted others dealing with the issues of simulator
instructor/check airman medical requirements, the Part 121

operations training manual, cosmic radiation,
cockpit/cabin communication, a flight attendant English
language program, dispatch resource management, and
controlled rest on the flight deck. The agency has
accepted all of the recommendations; however, since they
were not submitted in a form suitable for publication, the
FAA is in the process of putting them in the appropriate
format.

(2) The most significant problem that the FAA
encountered was the lack of knowledge of the rulemaking
process, and its attendant requirements, exhibited by the
ARAC members. There was relatively little knowledge of
the magnitude of the work involved in developing and

justifying a rulemaking proposal. Another problem that
both the FAA and the ARAC members have begun to recognize
is the tremendous amount of resources that ARAC is

consuming to complete all of its assigned tasks. That
burden is especially felt by the ARAC members.

(3) To overcome the problems associated with the
lack of knowledge of the regulatory process, the FAA has
made its in-house training on the regulatory process
available to ARAC participants. In addition, the FAA is

providing drafting and economic evaluation support to the
ARAC working groups. The FAA has agreed to make legal
advice available as needed and to review ARAC-drafted
NPRM's and AC's for legality. Insofar as the resource
burden is concerned, the FAA and the ARAC have agreed that
asking ARAC to provide complete drafts of a regulatory
package is a burden that ARAC is willing to assume. By
participating in the development of a rulemaking proposal,
ARAC has the opportunity early in the process to resist
changes or direct them along the least costly path. This
could amount to significant cost savings in the future.
In the meantime, no additional tasks will be assigned to
ARAC unless ARAC determines that it has the resources to

complete the tasks and agrees to accept them.
(4) The Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) is a member

of ARAC and participates in many of the ARAC working
groups. The FAA and the JAA have agreed that all of the
actions outlined in the JAA/FAA Harmonization Work Program
will be assigned to ARAC. Many of those activities are
already underway and more will be assigned as resources
permit. Having the JAA participate with the FAA at the
working group level will ensure that any regulations
developed and recommended by ARAC will be in harmony with
those of the JAA member States.

(5) We did not believe at ARAC's inception, and do
not believe now, that ARAC will have a significant impact
on the FAA's rulemaking process. A considerable portion
of the process results from requirements/restrictions
imposed on the agency by legislation, executive orders.
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and other sources. What we hope to achieve, however, is a
more immediate public acceptance of our regulatory
proposals because they were developed by those most
affected by them. We also hope to expedite the issuance
of a final rule to some extent because, if ARAC has done
its job properly, we should have few or no comments to
resolve.

MOUNTAIN AIRPORT SAFETY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Federal Aviation
Administration's (FAA) Airman's Information Manual states
that flying in mountainous terrain can be "a never to be
forgotten nightmare" for the inexperienced or ill-trained
general aviation pilot. Nevertheless, FAA has no
regulations aimed at reducing the risks of mountain flying
for general aviation pilots.

Does general aviation in mountainous areas (i.e.,
mountain flying) present higher risks than other types of
general aviation?

ANSWER: The Airman's Information Manual , chapter 7,

paragraph 7-75, addresses potential hazards and preferred
operating techniques in a discussion of flight operations
conducted in mountainous terrain. Although the paragraph
lead states that a pilot's indoctrination to mountainous
terrain could be a "nightmare if proper planning is not
done and you are not aware of the potential hazards," the
paragraph concludes that "mountain flying need not be
hazardous if you follow recommendations" in succeeding
paragraphs.

Guidance is provided to pilots by 14 CFR Part 91,
Section 119, Minimum Safe Altitudes, General. The rules
specifically require pilots to operate at altitudes no
lower than that necessary to effect a safe landing in the
event of a power failure. In addition. Section 91.103
requires pilots to become familiar with all available
information concerning that flight. For flights not in the
vicinity of an airport, that information must include
weather reports and forecasts, fuel requirements and
alternatives available if the flight cannot be completed
as planned.

Pilots not familiar with mountain flying techniques
are encouraged to obtain additional information from local
operators, flight instructors, and other experienced
airmen as a normal part of the continuing education
process. Every pilot considers the educational process a

necessity during an aviation career/avocation and
understands that education and training directly affects
safety of flight.

In short, risks of flight in mountainous terrain are
no greater than those encountered over jungle canopy, open
water, flat open fields of grain, or the local airport.
Pilots who have been trained to fly over open country find
challenges in flight operations conducted over mountainous
terrain much as pilots trained in the desert southwest
would find a challenge in flight over open water of the
Great Lakes or the Gulf of Mexico. Risks are reduced by
the educational process and preparedness of the
flightcrew.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FAA's pilot certification
process adequately prepare general aviation pilots for the
risks of mountain flying?

ANSWER: Before a pilot may be issued a certificate
or rating, he/she must demonstrate the knowledge and skill
necessary to hold that certificate or rating as
established by the FAR. Such guidance is given to
instructors and examiners in the practical test standards,
and flight tests are required to be conducted in
accordance with these standards and to the level of
proficiency and competency stated. The adherence to these
standards is mandatory in the evaluation of pilot
applicants. Proficiency is accomplished through adequate
training, and competency is displayed during the testing
process by the accomplishment of tasks and elements. The
completion of the tasks is considered satisfactory if the
objective meets the standards listed.

One of the many areas tested is the pilot's knowledge
of airplane performance, considering density altitude,
wind, terrain, and other pertinent conditions, and if
he/she can make a competent decision on whether the
required performance is within the operating limitations
of the aircraft. The occasional pilot visitor to
mountainous country would be expected to show common sense
and judgment by acquiring knowledge with respect to the
anticipated operations before attempting such a flight.
Additional regulations regarding flight operations
conducted in high country would accomplish very little in

regulating the application of common sense and good
judgment.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FAA relies on its General
Aviation Accident Prevention Program to ensure general
aviation safety in mountainous terrain. How much has the
FAA allocated to the Accident Prevention Program between
1989 and 1993 (specify amount by year)? How much is FAA
requesting for fiscal year 1994?

ANSWER: The Accident Prevention Program is
administered by the General Aviation and Commercial
Division and established with the selection of more than
90 Accident Prevention Program Managers in Flight
Standards field offices and regional offices. It consists
of a national staff in FAA headquarters of 7 people,
9 Regional Accident Prevention Program Managers (RAPPM) ;

and 1 Accident Prevention Program Manager (APPMM) in each
of the 90 Flight Standards District Offices (FSDOs) .

Salaries for those positions come out of PC&B funds.
Since its inception, in the early 1970 's, the

Accident Prevention Program has had no dedicated funds
until FY 1991, when it had $500,000, and FY 1992, when it
had $100,000. There were no dedicated funds in FY 1993
and none requested for FY 1994; consequently, the only
money requested for the program in FY 1994 is PC&B.
Special projects are and would be funded out of available
F&E monies. For example, 200 copies of a commercially
produced mountain-flying safety video were purchased with
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funds allocated from the operational budget.
Historically, the Flight Standards Service Operations
appropriation funds special projects as the need arises.
District offices and regional offices provide travel funds
for RAPPM's and APPM's from their regular travel budget.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FAA imposes special training
requirements for commercial air carriers operating into
certain mountain airports. Similar requirements do not
exist for air taxis or general aviation. Why not? Have
the regulatory differences resulted in safety differences
between the various modes at mountain airports? Does FAA
set a lower level of safety for air taxis and general
aviation than for commercial carriers? Given that air
taxi and general aviation pilots also transport
passengers, should such a distinction be made between
modes at mountain airports?

ANSWER: 14 CFR Part 121, Section 121.445, Pilot in
command airport qualification: Special areas and
airports, allows the Administrator to designate "special
airports" due to terrain, obstructions, or complex
approach procedures, and pilots operating under FAR Part
121 (air carriers using large airplanes) are required to
accomplish initial and recurrent training in those special
procedures .

Special procedures are required (not special
training) since large high performance aircraft cannot be
easily maneuvered for steep, high rate of descent
approaches or easily slowed to approach speeds and
altitudes as can smaller, more maneuverable general
aviation aircraft.

These special procedures are specifically developed
for airports which would otherwise be unusable to large
aircraft. In that special procedures are to be used, it
is incumbent upon the air carrier to provide training in
those procedures to the flightcrews.

Air carriers operating and certificated under Part
135 ("air taxi" is a misnomer and is used for DOT economic
regulation) may operate into these same airports without
the requirement of using the special procedures. However,
if they wish, these special procedures may be authorized
and, if authorized, would be listed in the carriers'
operations specifications just the same as a major air
carrier under Part 121. In this case, training
requirements for special procedures would apply to the
small carrier under the requirements of Sections 135.321,
135.329, 135.345, and 135.347.

General aviation pilots are not authorized operations
specifications and are normally not authorized to use
special procedures at these airports. The air carriers
are specifically authorized and others are not.

Since air carriers (121 and 135) hold out to the
general public for the purpose of air transportation, they
are held to a higher standard of safety than are other
operators in order to provide additional protection to the
general public.

Given that operations conducted under FAR Part 91 for
the typical general aviation pilot, or for the on-demand
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air carrier operating under Part 13 5, generally involve no
higher level of risk for operations in mountainous terrain
than that sustained at any other area if the pilot uses
good judgment and common sense.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What was the general aviation
accident rate for 1991 and 1992, and how many of those
occurred in mountainous terrain? In addition, please
provide the number of general aviation accidents by state
for calendar years 1991 and 1992.

ANSWER: National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
data show a total of 2,175 general aviation accidents for
the U.S. and its territories in 1991 and a total of 2,061
in 1992. These correspond to an accident rate of 7.99
accidents per 100,000 flight hours in 1991 and a rate of
7.58 accidents per 100,000 flight hours in 1992. Data are
not readily available on the proportion of accidents which
occur in mountainous terrain; however, NTSB records show
that out of 2,175 accidents in 1991 there were 68 or 3.1%
in which mountainous/hilly terrain was determined to be a

finding, factor, or cause. Complete data are not yet
available for 1992; data for 1989 and 1990 show
percentages comparable to 1991. In 1989, 74 or 3.3% of
general aviation accidents had mountainous/hilly terrain
as a finding, cause, or factor; in 1990, 60 or 2.7% of
general aviation accidents had mountainous/hilly terrain
as a finding, cause, or factor. The table below shows the
number of general aviation accidents by state for calendar
years 1991 and 1992.

GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENTS

STATE
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GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENTS (CONT.)

STATE
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GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENTS (CONT.)

STATE
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ESTIMATES, but by the same token, it is the best that we
have.

AIRPORT TOWERS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many public airports are
there in the United States? How many have an FAA Tower?
What criteria does FAA use to determine which airports
receive a tower?

ANSWER: There are currently 5,545 public airports in
the United States. Of this total, 401 airports currently
have active FAA Airport Traffic Control Towers (ATCTs)
which are operated by FAA air traffic controllers. An
additional 27 airports are defined as FAA contract towers-
-a low activity (Level I) VFR ATCT providing air traffic
control services for a municipality or subdivision there
while under contract with the FAA. The municipality has
the option of using its own employees or subcontracting
for these services.

The FAA makes use of formal benefit-cost criteria for

recommending establishment and discontinuance of VFR Level
I ATCTs. (FAA has no benefit-cost based criteria for

higher level towers; upgrade decisions are made based on
operational considerations.) Tower criteria are
promulgated by Federal Regulation. The criteria compare
the benefit and cost of initiating (or stopping) tower
services for fifteen years into the future. [The
estimates reflect present values constructed using a

discount rate (currently 7 percent) specified by the
Office of Management and Budget.] Values for other
parameters are developed and updated by FAA. Benefits for

safety and efficiency of aircraft operation' are
recognized, as are initial investment costs and ongoing
operation and maintenance costs. For establishment, it is

required that the present value of ATCT benefits equal or
exceed the present value of establishment and projected
operating costs. (The benefit/cost ratio is equal to or

greater than one.)

AIRCRAFT LEASING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Airlines are increasingly using
lease arrangements rather than directly purchasing
aircraft. Industry sources estimate that nearly 75

percent of the world's fleet will be leased by the year
2000.

Does the increasing number of aircraft transfers as a

result of leasing arrangements have safety implications in
terms of deferred maintenance and accurate record keeping?

ANSWER: The FAA has not experienced any correlation
or potential safety degradation with deferred maintenance
on transferred or leased aircraft. However, accurate
record keeping because of differing national regulatory
requirements on aircraft which are transferred or leased
is recognized by the FAA as a potential safety issue. In
an effort to address this issue, the FAA Aviation
Rulemaking Advisory Committee prepared a draft advisory
circular entitled "Recommended Practices for Aircraft
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Transfer and/or Leasing." This document will serve as

internationally acceptable guidance material to facilitate
the leasing and/or transfer of aircraft in a safe and
efficient manner. This document is proposed to be

published sometime in late 1993.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In July 1992, a TWA L-1011
aircraft crashed during takeoff at New York's JFK airport.
The L-1011 was a 20-year-old leased aircraft. Was leasing
a potential factor in this accident?

ANSWER: The July 1992 accident involving a TWA
L-1011 at JFK Airport in New York is still under
investigation by the National Transportation Safety Board.

Preliminary reports indicate that although the aircraft
was leased, the lease arrangement was not a factor in the
accident.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) track aircraft owners that lease
U.S. -registered aircraft to foreign operators? Does FAA

inspect these aircraft if they are flown entirely outside
the United States during the period of the lease?

ANSWER: The FAA maintains a data base of all owners
of U.S. -registered aircraft. However, the paramount
concern to the FAA is not to whom or what entity the owner
leases the aircraft to (the aircraft could be leased again
or subleased) ,

but the operator of the aircraft. Each

foreign operator of a U.S. -registered aircraft must
submit, to the FAA office having geographic responsibility
for that country, a series of documents. These documents
describe how the aircraft will be maintained and operated
during the term of the lease. If all documents are
satisfactory, a Letter of Authorization is issued to the

foreign operator. The FAA office issuing the letter
retains a copy as well as any substantiating data deemed
necessary.

The FAA Flight Standards Service maintains three
International Field Offices in Europe, three in the United
States and one in the Far East. A large part of the
duties of the inspectors assigned to these offices is to

inspect U.S. -registered aircraft being operated by U.S. or

foreign carriers.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What types of surveillance does
FAA perform when a U.S. -registered aircraft that has been
leased to a foreign operator returns to U.S. operation?
How soon after the aircraft's return to the United States
does surveillance begin?

ANSWER: When a leased aircraft returns to the United
States, the lessor (operator who furnished aircraft) must
ensure the aircraft meets all Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR) requirements. Any corrective actions are made prior
to the aircraft resuming operations. Normally, the FAA
conducts or has conducted an aircraft conformity
inspection when notified of an aircraft returning to a

certificate holder.
Under provisions of 14 CFR 129, Operations: Foreign

Air Carriers and Foreign Operators of U.S. -Registered

68-625 O - 94 - 2
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Aircraft Engaged in Common Carriage, each foreign air
carrier and each foreign person operating a U.S.-
registered aircraft within or outside the United States
shall ensure that each aircraft is maintained in
accordance with a program approved by the FAA
Administrator. This requirement can be met by the lessee
(foreign operator) maintaining the aircraft according to
the lessor's FAA-approved maintenance program for the
duration of the lease. If not, the foreign operator must
obtain FAA approval of the program to be used in
maintaining each U.S. -registered aircraft.

Normally, FAA surveillance begins shortly after the
aircraft returns to the United States. Exact times vary
according to the U.S. operator's desire to resume revenue
operations.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Aviation Security
Improvement Act of 1990 requires the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) to accelerate the implementation of
new technologies to counter terrorist acts and to have new
explosive detection equipment in place in November 1993.

Which technologies has FAA evaluated to screen
passengers, baggage, and cargo for explosives?

ANSWER: The FAA has made RDT&E progress in screening
technology during the past 2 years. There are currently
several candidate bulk explosives detection systems (EDS)
in airport prototype and laboratory model stages of
development with some in production and deployment. The
most promising bulk technologies evaluated to date are
listed below:
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: On the basis of FAA's reviews
and test results, will these technologies meet design
requirements? When will these technologies be deployed at

airports?
ANSWER: Some of the bulk detection technologies are

getting close to meeting what we anticipate will be the
final performance requirements for explosive types and
detection probabilities. However, as has been pointed out

by both the National Academy of Sciences and the

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, it is
doubtful that any single technology will meet all of the

performance requirements that are likely to be contained
in the final EDS Certification Criteria. Consequently, we

anticipate that manufacturers/vendors must combine their
technologies into an integrated system in order to meet
all of the requirements of the final EDS Certification
Criteria.

The deployment of these technologies in the United
States will depend on the results of our EDS certification
testing of these systems and the detailed deployment plan
that will follow equipment certification. The FAA expects
to have everything in place (e.g., testing protocols,
performance criteria, test plans & procedures, etc.) to

accept applications and initiate the EDS certification
testing process in August 1993, or very shortly
thereafter.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In June 1992, FAA approved eight
explosive detection systems for operational testing by
airlines. Which device(s) provide the highest probability
of detecting explosives? Why did FAA approve all eight
devices for further testing?

ANSWER: From 1990 to 1992, the FAA assessed the

performance of a number of explosives vapor/particle
detection devices (EVPDD) and enhanced X-rays (EXR) for

screening carry-on electrical items ONLY—not for carry-on
or checked baggage. The following manufacturers
voluntarily provided their equipment--at their expense—
for these FAA assessments:

-Barringer Instruments -Ion Track Instruments
-Thermedics -Sciex/British Aerospace/CDI
-Scan-Tech Security -Vivid Technologies
-American Science &

Engineering -EG&G Astrophysics
-Heimann Systems
The data obtained from these assessments allowed the

FAA to determine many of the performance characteristics
of certain EVPDD 's and EXR's for this specific application
ONLY and conclude that the performance of all of the
devices assessed was equal to, or greater than, the
effectiveness of current security measures for screening
of electrical devices. Therefore, we decided that the
most effective way to encourage the aviation industry to
use these technologies was to establish a voluntary
program that would allow air carriers to use these

particular devices to meet their security requirements for
the screening of carry-on electrical items.

However, with the recent airline industry financial
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difficulties, no air carriers have elected to purchase
these technologies to screen carry-on electrical items.
Consequently, in order to obtain technical data and
operational experience, the FAA decided to purchase under
a "Cooperative Demonstration Program" a limited number of
these devices which will be used at major airports in the
U.S. to develop information for future performance
standards for approval of such equipment. Also, we will
be able to rapidly augment current air carrier procedures
and equipment—since these devices are relatively easy to
deploy—should threat conditions merit such an action.

We cannot respond directly to your question about
which of these devices has the highest probability of
detecting explosives for two reasons. First, much of the
detailed performance data which resulted from the FAA
assessments of these devices is classified or is sensitive
security information and we could not discuss it in a

public forum. Second, there are a number of technical
difficulties (e.g., a recent National Research Council
report pointed out the inherent technical problems with
reliably testing trace detection devices) related to these
assessments—as well as fundamental differences in the x-

ray versus trace detection technologies 'and some legal
issues—that prevent us from making any conclusive
statements at this time.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FAA plan to test explosive
detection equipment in an operating environment at
airports before certifying performance? If not, how will
FAA meet the Act's requirement to certify performance
under realistic operating conditions?

ANSWER: We are in the final stages of the executive
review process for the final Criteria for Certification of
Explosive Detection Systems. Be assured that the FAA
acknowledges the importance of assessing the operational
suitability of EDS equipment, especially before a decision
to mandate deployment of such equipment.

The primary objective of certification testing is to
evaluate EDS system performance under realistic operating
conditions to assure that it meets the detection
performance requirements contained in the criteria. Based
upon the independent testing protocols developed for FAA
by the National Academy of Sciences as mandated in the
statute, we have developed a draft Management Plan for EDS
Certification Testing which outlines the framework for EDS
certification testing. Notice of the availability of this
document for comment by interested parties was published
in the Federal Register on June 22, 199 3. The FAA
management plan for certification testing requires certain
vendor pre-certification testing and data requirements to

apply for FAA testing. Airport testing is proposed to be
a part of the vendor testing required prior to FAA testing
of the equipment.

The FAA recognizes that many vendors and
manufacturers utilize airport data collection and testing
during the development of their systems. The FAA will
continue to provide assistance to vendors for the

placement of equipment for testing, collecting data, and
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improving technologies. This data, combined with other
experience gained in U.S. or foreign airport
demonstrations, will be carefully considered by the FAA in
the deployment decision making process for EDS equipment.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has FAA estimated the added time
and cost needed to operationally test new equipment?

ANSWER: The FAA estimates that if all new candidate
EDS equipment were to be required to undergo full scale
operational testing at airports, the availability of
certified systems for deployment would be delayed from 1

to 3 years. Since this is an unacceptable delay—
particularly in view of the Congressional mandates to
accelerate security R&D and expedite the implementation of
improved security equipment and procedures—we have not
estimated the costs involved with performing full scale
airport tests before certification because this
alternative would be viable. However, we believe that
these costs would be substantial and that the tests would
be complicated to conduct.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does the draft interim
certification standard that FAA published for industry
comment include quantitative requirements for detection
equipment reliability? If not, why not? Without such
criteria, how will FAA measure reliability?

ANSWER: The proposed EDS Certification Criteria
included (in the classified and sensitive portions of the
document) mandatory quantitative performance standards for
probability of detection and probability of false alarm.
The proposed criteria also stipulated that "The FAA will
not require air carriers to use certified equipment unless
it is demonstrated that such equipment is . . . practical
for use under realistic air carrier operating conditions
(e.g., cost, size, weight, reliability, maintainability,
and availability), and cost-effective."

The FAA did not include specific quantitative
performance standards for these operational considerations
for two reasons. First, it was considered inappropriate
to establish specific parameters in the proposed
certification criteria that would serve to limit the
creativity of manufacturers in developing equipment and
integrating technologies. The proposal intended to
provide the most flexibility possible to equipment
designers and manufacturers in meeting the absolutely
essential, mandatory detection requirements.

Second, as pointed out by the Congressional Office of
Technology Assessment, the operational considerations
beyond the minimum mandatory detection performance
requirements will have a substantial effect on the
marketability of EDS equipment to the air carriers. Thus,
the forces of the marketplace should serve as an
appropriate incentive—ultimately sorting out the best
products through the aggregate of individual air carrier
purchasing decisions— for the manufacturers to develop
better equipment in order to establish a favorable market
for their product.

Therefore, the proposed criteria, while not
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establishing quantitative performance standards, did
specifically provide that these operational considerations
will affect the timing and scope of any FAA mandated
deployment of EDS equipment.

The FAA Management Plan for EDS Certification Testing
(DRAFT) . which was noticed for comment by any interested
parties in the Federal Register on June 22, 1993, includes
rather extensive vendor factory test, data, and
documentation requirements before and during the testing
process. FAA will use this information, along with
observations made during the testing process, to evaluate
such considerations as reliability, maintainability, and
availability as they apply to the specific technology and
design concept being tested. These evaluations, combined
with other experience gained in U.S. or foreign airport
demonstrations, will be carefully considered by the FAA in
the deployment decision making process for EDS equipment.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has FAA developed a
certification standard for vapor explosive detection
devices? If not, why not? When does FAA expect to do so?

ANSWER: The FAA has not yet developed a
certification standard for vapor and particle explosives
detection devices, which we are now referring to as
"trace" explosives detection devices. There are a number
of reasons why we have not been able to develop the
standard, which are confirmed and discussed in greater
detail by the Committee on Commercial Aviation Security of
the National Materials Advisory Board (NMAB) ,

National
Research Council, in their recently released report titled
"Detection of Explosives for Commercial Aviation Security"
(Publication NMAB-471) .

One of the major impediments to establishing
standards for trace detection equipment is the lack of an
adequate scientific basis upon which to precisely
determine the quantitative relationship between the amount
of trace explosives material that must be detected and the
actual presence of a specific minimum quantity of bulk
explosives material. Considering the statutory
requirement in the Aviation Security Improvement Act that
explosives detection equipment must detect "... the
amounts, configurations, types of explosive material which
would be likely to be used to cause catastrophic damage to
commercial aircraft", this relationship must be determined
before a detection standard can be established.

Further, the Act establishes a statutory mandate to
conduct tests of explosives detection equipment using
independent testing protocols developed in consultation
with scientists outside the FAA. The National Academy of
Sciences was asked by the FAA to develop such testing
protocols for trace detection devices in order to meet
this statutory mandate. However, in the National Research
Council report referenced above, the NMAB stated that it
could not do so at this time.

Finally, another major impediment to reliably testing
trace detection equipment is that a standard explosives
vapor generator capable of consistently delivering
specific, extremely small amounts of vapor to test these
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devices has not yet been built. Also lacking is a

complete scientific understanding of the mechanisms
involved in the evolution and behavior of the vapor and
microscopic particles emitted from explosives.

The FAA, other government agencies, and the industry
have been conducting research and development in these
highly complex technical areas for more than 20 years, but
have yet to fully resolve these issues. As affirmed by
the NMAB, until these problems are solved—particularly
the issue of establishing a scientific correlation between
level of trace material detected and the amount of
explosive material actually present—we will be unable to
complete the steps necessary to establish a standard,
develop the testing protocols to measure performance
against that standard, and conduct conclusive scientific
tests to certify trace detection equipment.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In the future, how will FAA use
the $10 million demonstration facility at
Baltimore/Washington International Airport? Is it
suitable for use as an operational test site?

ANSWER: The FAA Technical Center has established a

Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRDA) with
the Maryland Aviation Administration for continued use of
the Baltimore/Washington International Airport (BWI) . The
CRDA established BWI as a developmental test bed for
security protection equipment. The test bed will be used
by the FAA Technical Center for developmental testing to
integrate advanced technology explosives detection
equipment, intrusion and access control devices,
procedural improvements, and other emerging technologies
into a moderate activity level airport operating
environment.

While there are certain limitations to the range of
operations at BWI resulting from traffic patterns, volume,
density and city pairs, this site is fully suitable for
use as a developmental test bed for advanced technology
security systems and the FAA Technical Center is receiving
the full cooperation and support of the Maryland Aviation
Administration in these efforts.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the estimated unit cost
for hardened cargo container? Will FAA require airlines
to use such containers?

ANSWER: The present baggage containers that are
frequently used on wide body aircraft (the LD-3 unit load
device) weigh between 178-355 pounds and their average
cost is less than $2,000 each. Their life cycle
durability is 2-4 years. The FAA is still in the research
stage on hardened cargo containers and total, life cycle
or unit costs cannot be reasonably estimated at this time.
FAA goals, however, are to optimize towards a weight of
less than 250 pounds, a unit cost of approximately $2,000
and an average useful life of not less than 5 years.

These factors, among others, will be fully considered
before the FAA would make any proposals that would result
in requiring airlines to deploy and use any hardened cargo
containers developed through our research and development
efforts.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Are airline manufacturers
cooperating with FAA by providing data to evaluate the
vulnerability of aircraft to explosives?

ANSWER: Yes they are. The commercial aircraft
manufacturers—primarily McDonnell Douglas, Boeing, and
Lockheed—are cooperating with the FAA through the
National Institute for Aerospace Studies and Services,
Inc. (NIASS) . NIASS is being funded under a grant from
the FAA Technical Center entitled "Development of Aircraft
Structural Response Methodology (Grant Number 93-G-015) .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When will sufficient data be
available for the aircraft hardening program to determine
the type(s) of explosive detection equipment needed?
Without such Information, what basis would FAA use to
develop a certification standard for hardened containers?

ANSWER: As mandated in the Aviation Security
Improvement Act, the aircraft hardening program is

currently conducting field tests and analytical studies to
determine the minimum amount of explosive material which
can and/or would reasonably be expected to cause
catastrophic damage to commercial aircraft. This
research, in conjunction with research being conducted to
determine the amounts of explosive material that cargo
containers can be hardened to withstand and the potential
aircraft hardening measures that are practical to
institute, will form much of the quantitative basis for
developing the scientific determinations of the amounts of
explosive materials that should optimally be detected by
explosives detection equipment in order to refine the FAA
EDS Certification Criteria. However, the results of these
tests and field studies are not expected to be available
for about 2 4 months. Thus, the FAA will not have a
sufficient scientific and quantitative basis upon which to
propose standards for hardened cargo containers and/or
aircraft until after these results are available for
analysis.

The FAA has long been using a "systems approach" in

pursuing the problem of preventing the catastrophic
destruction of commercial aircraft by terrorists and other
criminals through the use of explosives. Reliance will
not be placed on any single system, device or procedure to

prevent such criminal acts against civil aviation. The
tradeoffs between hardening of the aircraft and its cargo
containers will be balanced against the practical limits
of detection technologies to establish a cost-effective
total envelope of protection for the aircraft. To the
extent that aircraft and cargo containers can be cost-
effectively hardened to withstand blasts in excess of the
minimum quantities of explosives that can be detected, the
travelling public will be provided a margin of safety in
the event that an explosive is somehow brought onboard
undetected .

This "systems approach" of combined technologies,
reliance upon more than one measure of protection, and
balancing of the tradeoffs between aircraft hardening and
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detection has been recommended and endorsed by the
National Academy of Sciences and the Congressional Office
of Technology Assessment. As research efforts progress in
these programs, the FAA will balance these results for the
most cost-effective balance of countermeasures, eliminate
existing measures that can be replaced more efficiently
with technology and refine its standards.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has FAA analyzed the cost of

deploying new technology at airports with international
flights? If so, what is the estimated cost?

ANSWER: In 1989, the FAA analyzed the costs and
benefits of the use of explosives detection systems for
screening of checked baggage on international flights when
14 CFR 108.20, Explosives Detection Systems, was
established at the direction of the Congress. We have
since informally updated some of the information used in
that analysis to ensure that the threat-driven
implementation scenario which proved cost beneficial at
that time remains as such.

However, since we do not have specific cost data
associated with one or more systems certified as an EDS,
we do not at this time have sufficient data to develop a

comprehensive set of cost estimates for deployment of new
technologies to airports. We will, however, fully
consider all of the associated costs and other operational
considerations during the decision making process for
implementation of EDS once we have certified systems.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The President's Commission
termed FAA's oversight of freight forwarders inadequate
and severely criticized FAA for not knowing how many
existed. As a result of this and its own findings, FAA
plans to require freight forwarders to submit security
programs for FAA review and approval. What is the status
of this initiative, and when does FAA expect it to be
fully implemented? Once these plans are approved, how
will FAA use them? How will FAA ensure that freight
forwarders follow the plans?

ANSWER: On June 17, 1993, the FAA issued a cargo
amendment to air carrier security programs. This
amendment, effective July 23, will be implemented in two
phases. Phase 1 is from July 23 to January 31, 1994.

During this period, air carriers are required to inform
each of their indirect air carriers (air freight
forwarders) that they should contact the FAA and seek
security program approval in accordance with FAR Part 109.
The standard security program for these indirect air
carriers was recently revised and will be provided to
those responding to the air carrier notification.

The second phase of this initiative begins on
February 1, 1994. At that time, air carriers are required
to either secure a written security certification from
each indirect air carrier from whom they accept
consolidated cargo indicating that the indirect air
carrier has adopted and is carrying out a security
program, or inspect such cargo themselves.

The FAA will ensure that freight forwarders follow
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these plans by inspecting consolidated cargo shipments—
and their corresponding documentation--at air carrier
cargo terminals. These inspections will be conducted in
conjunction with scheduled inspections of air carrier
compliance with applicable hazardous materials
regulations. Discrepancies observed during these
inspections will be resolved by followup inspections at
the freight forwarder's facility and enforcement action
taken whenever appropriate.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Aviation Security
Improvement Act required FAA to issue a mail and cargo
report by May 15, 1990. FAA issued the report in August
1991. Disagreements with the U.S. Postal Service (USPS)
over the x-raying of mail caused the delay. According to
the report, the two agencies expected to resolve the
disagreements through a memorandum of agreement (MOA) .

Have both agencies approved the agreement? If not, why
not? Do disagreements still exist?

ANSWER: The USPS has advised the FAA that an airmail
security program, as described in the FAA report to
Congress, is being carried out. The provisions contained
in this program have been jointly developed by both
agencies after a thorough security review and are intended
to prevent an explosive device from being introduced into
a passenger aircraft. The provisions of this security
program are acceptable to the FAA,

An MOA outlining the terms of this program has been
jointly drafted by the USPS and the FAA. This document is

currently in executive level review at USPS and should be
executed shortly as we do not anticipate any agency
disagreements .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Both the President's Commission
and the initial version of the Aviation Security
Improvement Act of 1990 called for the limited x-raying of
mail. The U.S. Postal Service (USPS) objected on
constitutional grounds, and the language was deleted from
the final legislation. The draft memorandum of agreement
does not call for the x-raying of mail. Does FAA believe
that limited x-raying of mail should take place? If so,
describe the circumstances.

ANSWER: The FAA believes that the revised airmail
security provisions developed with the USPS as a result of
the report to Congress are acceptable. These security
provisions account for both the privacy concerns of USPS
and the security concerns of the FAA. The agreed upon
security procedures would authorize the x-raying of mail
in certain limited circumstances of increased threat.

In light of the satisfactory revised security
procedures currently utilized by USPS, the FAA does not
believe that air mail must be x-rayed to counter the
current security threat. However, should the assessed
threat to civil aviation increase or should specific and
credible threat information be developed, x-raying mail
should be considered. The authorization to x-ray mail
during specific threat situations is contained in both
USPS regulations and FAA-developed air carrier security
contingency plans.
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MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Federal Aviation
Administration's (FAA) staffing standards calls for 12,719
maintenance technicians for fiscal year 1994. However,
FAA is requesting an end-of-year employment level of
8,923, which is 237 less than the fiscal year 1993 level
and 30 percent less than the standard. In addition, the
capability of the work force is declining as more
experienced technicians retire, and indications exist that
system performance may be deteriorating. Further, FAA has
requested $51.7 million for fiscal year 1994, or a

$14.2 million increase from fiscal year 1993, for contract
maintenance support.

In view of the relatively wide gap between FAA'S
standard and actual maintenance work force, is the
staffing standard realistic? What effect will the gap
have on FAA'S ability to properly maintain the air traffic
control system? What action is FAA taking to bridge this
gap?

ANSWER: Yes, the staffing standard is realistic.
However, during the past year we have used work groups
composed of field specialists to critically examine
equipment data used in conjunction with the staffing
standards. That continuing effort has greatly improved
data accuracy and has resulted in a reduction of
approximately 6% in the computed staffing requirement.

The gap has effected our ability to maintain the
system in that we have had an increase of backup system
failures, an increased use of 2nd level engineering
support, longer restoration times for equipment, and an
increase of employee "burn out" due to increased overtime
required and supervisors carrying a personal work load for
systems maintenance. Our plan is to bridge this gap by
implementing the following management initiatives; (1)
Selected work will be deferred; work such as facility
improvements, technical inspections and equipment
modifications. (2) Methods improvements and risk analysis
studies will be completed to identify areas where periodic
maintenance, shift coverage and facility restoration can
be reduced with no impact to safety. (3) Overtime use has
and will increase in restoring failed facilities and
services. (4) We will continue to request steady, but
small, increases in the maintenance technician work force.
(5) Quality effectiveness teams (QETs) composed of
employees from all levels have been set up to explore
current methods and recommend improvements with an
implementation plan.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the average experience
level of the maintenance work force each year for the past
5 years? Over the same period what percent of the
maintenance work force were journey-level and what percent
were developmental technicians?
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margin of safety will be inversely affected by the amount
of time needed to effect a repair. The more time it takes
to restore equipment redundancy, the greater the reliance
on the operation of the backup equipment. The increased
reliance on the last safeguard against equipment failure
decreases the margin of safety. Also, the degree of
equipment redundancy is highly dependent upon the
particular system in question. The NAS environment is
made of equipment systems of various ages and various
degrees of backup capability. Some systems have no
redundancy while others do. Of those systems that have
redundant capability, some are designed with more adequate
and automatic redundancy factors than others. Complete
outages can still happen to equipment systems because not
all aspects of any equipment system are made with
redundant capabilities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much longer can the
capability of the work force decline before system
reliability begins to deteriorate?

ANSWER: NAS Reliability is based on a number of
factors affecting particular types of NAS Equipment
Systems; work force capability is just one of these
factors. Although system reliability serves the purpose
of portraying total NAS reliability, we realize a more
detailed tracking method is crucial to correlate and
support claims of failing equipment systems and shortage
of personnel. We presently do not have a means to measure
accurately the work force capabilities in relation to
equipment performance. System reliability is greatly
influenced by the presence of adequate equipment
redundancy. When the redundant equipment assumes control
of the process upon main equipment failure, the urgency to
have an immediate repair is somewhat reduced. However, a
maintenance technician is contacted to do repair to
restore the margin of safety to the equipment system and
the NAS environment, returning the equipment to its
original and intended redundant configuration. A shortage
of technical expertise could result in increased repair
time for lesser priority equipment outages.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does FAA plan to use the
$51.7 million requested for contract support? What
systems will be supported by this request, and what is the
estimated cost for each system? Given the historical
delays in commissioning equipment, will contract
maintenance funds be fully utilized in fiscal year 1994?

ANSWER: We are fully committed to utilize all funds
for commissioned facilities.

System

AWOS Data
Acquisition

Automated Surface
Observation

Airport Weather
Information System
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contracts. FAA determined it would be cost-effective to
maintain these systems under contract since they were
built by corporations that have existing infrastructures
for spare parts and supplies. FAA does not have the
documentation nor required training to maintain these
systems in-house.

Contract maintenance is used to support older
equipment and permit FAA Technicians to train in new
technology. New systems are being analyzed case-by-case
to determine the viability of the contractor providing
maintenance on a nationwide basis as an alternative to
ensuring an internal FAA capability for the system
lifetime.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is the field maintenance work
force adequately trained to maintain both the old systems
and the new systems?

ANSWER: The current work force is constantly
changing due to an increasing level of retirements and the
acquisition/ deployment of new systems. We are currently
in the process of updating systems throughout the National
Airspace System, at an increasing rate, to meet the
changing demands of the airline industry and the flying
public. Training needs for the old and the new systems
are competing against each other due to the limited
available training funds. This requires Airway Facilities
(AF) to be highly innovative in establishing training
programs and/or methods to meet the true needs training
requirements at a minimum cost. With increased
retirements, new systems deployments, and the limited
availability of funds, the utilization of creative methods
has enabled AF to meet their training needs. However,
even while utilizing creative programming and a priority
system, the ability to meet our true needs training
requirements is becoming increasingly more difficult.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How is FAA preparing its
maintenance work force to meet new maintenance demands?

ANSWER: There are several initiatives that FAA has
undertaken to better prepare the maintenance work force
for the future. One of which is the Systems Model
Assessment, Recruitment, and Training (SMART) . The Airway
Facilities (AF) will use this tool to assess the required
technical knowledge and skills of the newly hired
employees facilitating their placement in the workforce.
Another program initiative is the Airway Facilities
Training Program System (AFTPS) created to facilitate the
decision making process of short to long term global
issues involving staffing, budget and training. A Star
Mountain project was initiated by FAA to provide AF with
an avenue to transition highly trained maintenance
technicians from Department of Defense (DoD) to the
Department of Transportation (DOT) when reductions in
force occur in the DoD organization. The Maintenance
Control Center (MCC) service level certification
initiative will provide the FAA technical workforce with
more centralized maintenance capabilities. This
initiative will enable the AF work force to respond
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remotely to system maintenance demands thus reducing the
FAA staffing/training requirements.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the status of the Airway
Facilities Job/Task Analysis initiative?

ANSWER: As a result of the Airway Facilities
Job/Task Analysis (AFJTA) initiative, two sub tasks have
been developed. One is a curriculum modernization effort.
The initial work on this task has been completed. Now
critical tasks and the knowledge, skills, and abilities
(KSA) that were validated through the AFJTA are being used
to modernize the training curricula for Airway Facilities
technical training. A few technical courses have already
been revised and an evaluation of the effectiveness of
these modernized training courses is in progress. The
second sub task initiated an effort to establish a new
technical government series (GS) . Based on resulting
analysis data and our request, 0PM agreed that we have a
new emerging occupation and granted permission for us to
use the GS-2101 series with the Airway Transportation
Systems Specialists (ATSS) title. A deadline of October
1, 1993 has been internally imposed for completing the
supporting documents and developing a transition plan. In
addition, the data is being used to modify training
requirements and methods.

TELEVISION NETWORK TRAINING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Committee has been advised
that the FAA is beginning an educational television
network to train agency personnel. If this is correct,
please provide a brief description of the network. Such a

description should respond to the following questions.
Why is the FAA starting a network?
ANSWER: The FAA is not developing a "television

network." We are, however, examining video-teletraining
technology to deliver high quality, interactive, and cost-
effective training as an alternative to costly,
instructor-led, resident-based training.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When will the network be

[installed] and where will it be headquartered?
ANSWER: Implementation will begin in FY 1995, with

phased implementation through FY 1999, We are currently
conducting Concept Exploration and Alternatives Analysis
studies. In FY 1994 we plan to lease video-teletraining
capabilities to augment our existing FAA training capacity
and to provide "Demonstration and Validation" studies for
the larger system.

It is premature to say where the network will be
headquartered since both lease and purchase options will
be explored. The technology would allow the network to be

headquartered at a variety of sites, depending on the
alternative selected. We expect for most courses to be
generated from the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
and our Center for Management Development in Palm Coast,
Florida .
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many downlink sites will be
installed, where will they be, and what type of equipment
will be used?

ANSWER: Initial analysis indicates we will need
about 500 units at FAA locations around the country. Our
ongoing analysis will refine that number, based on student
populations, types and frequency of materials presented,
and the sites where training is required.

We are currently exploring a number of optional
technologies to determine which will be the most
advantageous to the FAA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will the agency use digital
compression technology?

ANSWER: The technology is as yet undetermined.
Digital compression technology is a strong contender for
both terrestrial and satellite delivery. The completion
of our ongoing Concept Exploration and Alternatives
Analysis Studies will determine the most advantageous
training solution.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are the projected FY 1993 -

1995 costs for the network? Please provide a breakdown
between capital and operating costs.

ANSWER: Our initial estimates for FY 1993 - 1994 are
contained in our Computer Based Instruction budget line
item (3B02) as follows:

RE&D (development)
F&E (capital)
OPS (operational)
Total

FY 93
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will then expand the curricula to include training on new
NAS systems. Our initial analysis has shown that low cost
state-of-the-art training can be provided to FAA personnel
by academia and industry; we intend to supplement FAA-
produced training with curricula provided through private
sources such as the Airway Science Network and other
academic and industrial providers.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many hours per month will
the agency broadcast?

ANSWER: When fully operational, the system should be
in operation 6 to 8 hours per day with up to 18
simultaneous courses. Our initial effort in FY 1994 will
be significantly less, awaiting more production and
additional sites.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has the FAA explored using other
networks, i.e., private business or distance learning, as
a way to more efficiently distribute training programs to
agency employees?

ANSWER: Our intent is to have an "open system" which
can provide training produced by non-FAA sources. Our
Concept Exploration and Alternatives Analysis studies, now
underway, will identify existing sources and assess their
ability to meet FAA training needs.

AERONAUTICAL DATA LINK

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Have you obtained formal pilot
evaluations of the tower data link system? If so, please
provide a summary of these evaluations and describe how
the system has been changed, if at all, to accommodate
pilot concerns?

ANSWER: The first service provided by the tower data
link system, the pre-departure clearance (PDC) service,
has now been in operation since June of 1991. Pilots are
overwhelmingly supportive of the PDC service, and
participation in the program has grown to where 270,000
PDC messages are now delivered to pilots each month at 30

airports across the country. Prior to the national
implementation of PDC, formal operational evaluations were
conducted at Dallas/Fort Worth, Chicago, and San Francisco
airports, beginning in 1989 with American and United
airline pilots and expanding to include other air carriers
as the evaluation proceeded. The PDC service was designed
for the evaluations in a cooperative effort between the
FAA and airlines, resulting in a service that directly
meets the needs of both. Pilot response during these
evaluations was very positive, leading to the decision for
national implementation. The PDC service and the tower
data link system were refined during the evaluation in

preparation for national implementation as operational
experience by both pilots and controllers was gained.
Ongoing experience with the operational system has also
resulted in periodic system enhancements being introduced.

The second service to be provided by the tower data
link system is currently in the final stages of

development and testing in preparation for deployment.
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The digital automatic terminal information service
(D-ATIS) will augment the voice ATIS broadcast with a data
link service, enhancing pilot safety, ATIS message clarity
and efficiency of cockpit operations. An operational
evaluation of a D-ATIS prototype system at Pittsburgh and
Baltimore/Washington airports was completed in May of
1993. As with PDC, the pilots participating in the
evaluation were extremely supportive, and their
suggestions for improvements in operations and message
format have been incorporated into the final system
development.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What have been the results of
the operational evaluation of digital automatic terminal
information services and delivery of pre-departure
clearances through the ATN at Pittsburgh and BWI airports?

ANSWER: Field evaluations of the digital automatic
terminal information service (D-ATIS) at Pittsburgh and
Baltimore Washington International Airports were recently
completed in May 1993. The operational evaluations
encompassed the entire system, involving both pilots and
air traffic controllers. Pilot response to the automated
ATIS demonstration was extremely positive. High ratings
were given to the positive impact on safety, ATIS message
clarity and speed of response. Very few negative comments
were received, but concern was expressed to the clarity of
abbreviations and the layout logic. All comments have
been addressed in plans for deployment of this capability
nationwide.

Controller response to D-ATIS during the evaluation
was moderate. Major concerns were expressed during the
evaluation, including controller interaction, system
performance and configuration, the user interface, system
reliability, training effectiveness and workload issues.
Each of the controller and management comments and
recommendations made during the evaluation was addressed
by the program, and resulting changes were incorporated in
the software and procedures to enhance system performance.
In addition, operator training was modified to be more
effective, and a stand-alone training system that will
remain on-site at each facility will be provided. With
the incorporation of the new enhancements, D-ATIS will be
further evaluated during operational testing at Houston
Intercontinental Airport in the Fall.

The main issue identified during the evaluation
concerned the additional workload required by a controller
to create a digital ATIS message in addition to the voice
ATIS message. The FAA has begun research to develop an
automatic voicing capability for D-ATIS that will
alleviate this workload.

During the field evaluation for D-ATIS, the
pre-departure clearance service was continued using the
existing communications structure, and was not evaluated
using an ATN capability.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How and to what extent does
DLP-2 relate to, depend on, or support AAS?

ANSWER: The completion of the DLP-2 system and its
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operational functionality are independent of the AAS, it
will provide introductory data link services and
facilitate evolutionary progress to data link
communications required by AAS. Data Link will be a

primary communications medium for AAS. It will be
essential for full implementation of most AAS advanced
functionality including full integration of traffic flow
management and ATC automation, optimized airport arrival
and departure scheduling, automated route/trajectory
negotiation, conflict probes, and en route, terminal, and
tower automation. In the end state, AAS will allow
universal user-preferred routing and altitude/speed
communications between ground, airborne, and Flight
Management System (FMS) computers.

VOICE SWITCHING AND CONTROL SYSTEM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In budget documentation, FAA states
that during Fiscal Year 1994 it plans to both
operationally test and evaluate VSCS as well as kick off
the production contract. Would it not be more prudent to
complete lOT&E before authorizing production?

ANSWER: The decision to kick off full production of
Voice Switching and Control Systems will only be taken
after successful completion of OT&E on the complete
hardware system to be procured. We are scheduled to
complete the testing on October 1993, with full production
decision scheduled for December 1993. There are two
additional increments of software to be added to VSCS
after December 1993 and before it is scheduled to go
operational at the first site, Seattle ARTCC in February
1995. These builds pose very little risk that the
production hardware will require revision.

Waiting to authorize full production until all
software is complete would suspend the production line by
at least 16 months, causing a second major contract change
in midstream, with extremely large cost impact. Because
of this certain large cost impact, and because of the
clear advantage of early first site delivery, FAA believes
that the most prudent course is to push ahead with the
VSCS Replan as described above, while mitigating risk by
requiring successful OT&E's on the first two builds prior
to authorizing full production.

SENATOR: Given that the Initial Sector Suite System
(ISSS) of the AAS has been delayed by approximately 1

year, why is FAA taking the more risky route to VSCS
production?

ANSWER: FAA believes that the risks in the VSCS are
small and manageable. Early prudent delivery to
operational sites actually reduces risk. Experience has
shown that numerous problem areas are not revealed until
the system is installed and exercised at the site. Two
additional software builds to be subsequently added at the
site pose relatively small risk that the hardware already
installed will require revision.

The alternative of delaying production for a

significant period of time, up to one year, would involve
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a major contract change in midstream, with large cost
impact associated with the additional year of program
management, the termination and restart of the production
line, material and labor cost escalation and increased
maintenance costs of the existing WECO system. The one

year delay in the VSCS production line could also cause
VSCS to delay the ISSS. The remaining sites in the full

production decision would be delivered 3 to 4 months after
ISSS current delivery schedules. This would delay ISSS
since VSCS must be installed and training accomplished in
the M-1 consoles in order to support transition to ISSS.
The training and operational impacts at sites would force
ISSS schedule out at least 8 to 9 months.

The small risk of hardware changes caused by
installing two software builds at the site after
production decision is far outweighed by the advantage of

early first site delivery, and the certain large cost
impact of a major contract delay, and the likelihood of a

significant delay to ISSS. Therefore, FAA believes that
the route of least risk is to move ahead with OT&E on the

system configuration planned for Seattle delivery, and
release full production of the hardware only when OT&E is
successful .

MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Your Fiscal Year 1994 budget
request for MLS includes $29 million for dual sourcing of
the CAT II/III First Article Test Systems, and it includes
over $4 million for a contractor to monitor the two
development contractors.

Please explain why FAA or SEIC personnel cannot
monitor the two contractors and why 15 percent of the
contract value for dual sourcing must be spent in

monitoring. Is this a common expense on other development
contracts?

ANSWER: The FAA is using five small business (8A)
contractors to monitor and review documents in the
different areas (i.e. cost performance, network logic,
risk management, Ada software, schedule) of the
development effort. In addition to the Action Items which
result from reviews/meetings, there are over 200 Contract
Data Requirements List documents per contractor which
require FAA review/analysis and approval. Due to
reductions in the FAA staffing levels and the emphasis on

"contracting out", the FAA does not have the personnel to

provide the expertise required.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The U.S. and the international
community realize that satellite technology will be
capable of providing CAT I precision approach guidance in
the reasonably near term — Continental Airlines plans to
use it in the very near term with certain aircraft — and
CAT II/III guidance in the not-so-very-distant future.

Therefore, how important is it that the United States
meet its international commitment to replace ILS with MLS,
given that satellite guidance is not far down the road?
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And should this commitment drive us to spend millions of
dollars on MLS units that technology will overtake in the
near future?

Would it not make economic sense to begin to plan for
satellite guidance systems and reduce our commitment to
MLS? How is FAA planning to accomplish this transition in
thinking from MLS to satellite guidance?

ANSWER: Based on the potential for satellites to
provide precision landing guidance, the FAA has reduced
the MLS Program from $2.6 billion for 1,250 ground systems
to $736.6 million for 250-300 CAT II/III ground systems.
No funding for production MLS units will be committed
until the GPS technical tests of CAT II/III capability are
concluded. The FAA plans to be ready to start MLS CAT
II/III production if satellites cannot provide CAT II/III
capability.

NAS MODERNIZATION OF SYSTEM SUPPORT LABORATORY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When will AAS test eguipment be
moved into the new Laboratory Expansion Building at the
Technical Center? For which system will the vacated space
be designed?

ANSWER: On May 31, 1993, the AAS Jobshop was
relocated from the Technical Center Laboratories into the
new Laboratory Expansion Building. The remaining
components which comprise the ISSS will be relocated in
August 1993. The vacated space in the Technical Center
will be refurbished and restructured to provide an
environment for Department of Defense testing of their air
traffic control system.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Display Channel Complex
Rehost is "under review" by FAA. How much savings will
there be in the laboratory modernization if FAA decides to
cancel the rehost program?

ANSWER: The Display Channel Complex Rehost is a
small system which requires minimal space and utilizes
very little laboratory resources. The cancellation of
this program will not provide any significant savings in
the laboratory modernization.

RADIO COMMUNICATION LINK NETWORK

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: As stated in the Facilities &

Equipment Budget, specific activity levels and local
situations dictate the installation of the low density
radio communications. Therefore, how is the current
request justified in the face of stagnated air traffic
growth for the past few years and into the near future?

ANSWER: Low Density Radio Communications Link
(LDRCL) will be installed where it is economically
advantageous. LDRCL will replace existing leased lines
which in turn will reduce leased communications costs.
Even in the face of stagnant air traffic growth, LDRCL
will provide cost savings to the government. Savings will
expand even more as air traffic growth resumes. LDRCL
will provide a highly reliable transmission vehicle for
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voice and data while improving the service availability
through diversity.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Which specific locations are
slated for installation of the LDRCL and what has been the
increase in their associated activity levels?

ANSWER: The following locations are slated for LDRCL
installation in CY 93 based on the current funding
profile: Miami, Florida; FAA Aeronautical Center,
Oklahoma; FAA Tech Center, New Jersey; San Antonio, Texas;
Keller, Texas; Tucson, Arizona; JFK Airport, New York;
Laguardia Airport, New York; and Minatowopah, Nevada. The
associated activity levels for these links has gone up
since the budget for leased lines has been reduced. With
few or no dollars for leased lines, more traffic will be
carried on FAA owned systems (LDRCL) .

EN ROUTE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION SUPPORT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The budget item proposes to
continue funding contract support to fix problems with new
software packages and to integrate and implement new
software into the NAS system. This task seems to be one
that either the (1) original writer of the software should
be responsible for as part of a product warranty or (2)
SEIC contractor should take responsibility for under the
ongoing contract for this kind of systems integration
work.

Please explain why it is necessary to introduce a
third party contractor into this environment to do
something that other contractors are more familiar with?

ANSWER: The ERSDS contractor is responsible for the
total integrated software system associated with the En
Route system. As a rule, the ERSDS contractor develops
software upgrades which provide enhancements to the En
Route system. As an example, a recent enhancement to the
Conflict Alert function reduced false alerts and increased
the number of legitimate alerts. Some enhancements are
developed by other contractors because of their expertise.
An example is the modification necessary for the current
En Route Host Computer to allow it to drive common
consoles of the Advanced Automation System. The
enhancements are then integrated and deployed annually to
the En Route Centers by the ERSDS contractor. Product
warranties have not been required because the government
has assumed responsibility to certify the software for
operational use.

The System Engineering and Integration (SEIC)
contractor serves strictly to assist the government in
administering the ERSDS contract.

ARTCC IMPROVEMENT/PLANT MODERNIZATION/SPACE EXPANSION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The schedule for improving the
ARTCCs is based on the need to meet the schedule of and
support the transition to new NAS systems such as AAS. In
light of the recent 14-month delay and restructuring of
the AAS contract, how does FAA plan to make corresponding
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modifications to the schedule of the ARTCC improvements?
ANSWER: Previous funding cuts in this budget item in

FY-92 and FY-93 placed this program behind the previous
AAS delivery schedule and would have forced up to six
month delays in some AAS installations. The 14 month slip
in the AAS program simply allows us to get back on
schedule and provides a small amount of slack to allow for
normal construction schedule uncertainties associated with
modernization and rehabilitation type work. Many of the
programs supporting the AAS program (such as the VSCS
program) are still on schedule and will require space
prior to the AAS program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain why Atlanta,
Chicago, and Ft. Worth ARTCCs need 31 , 000-square-foot
expansions this year. Given that many new NAS systems
have been delayed and no significant increases in

personnel are planned, are these expansions high priority
or could they be delayed.

ANSWER: Two space studies completed in 1987 and 1990
were revalidated in 1992 in conjunction with review of the
various consolidation options being considered. The space
requirements are essentially independent of any
consolidation plans. Approximately 40 percent of the
space is required to cover current space short falls.
Approximately 30 percent of the space is required for

expanded on-site training and other operations support
activities related to the ISSS implementation. The
remaining 30 percent is required to provided for increased
space requirements for several other NAS subsystems. Only
10-15 percent of the planned space in the Operations
Support Wing (OSW) is associated with future requirements
for consolidation.

We have already provided temporary space at most
locations of between 3,000 and 10,000 square feet to
satisfy current critical shortfalls until the OSW can be
constructed. If this operations support wing space is not

provided, additional temporary space, on-si.te or off-site,
will be required to support operations until permanent
space can be funded. Funds have not been provided for
this additional temporary support space.

Full consolidation will require additional support,
operations, and equipment space of approximately 10,000
square feet. We have not requested this additional
consolidation support space pending final ization of the
consolidation approach.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Within its own budget item, the
Advanced Automation System project is requesting
$31 million in Fiscal Year 1994 funding to modernization
ARTCCs. Please explain the apparent redundancy between
the AAS request for modernization funds and the request
under this ARTCC Improvement budget item.

ANSWER: Since the AAS and VSCS programs require
approximately 40% of the increased equipment and support
space, power, and air conditioning system improvements in
the ARTCCs the AAS program was assessed a "fair share" of
the total ARTCC improvements. The balance of the
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improvements, approximately 60%, were required by many
other smaller programs. These numerous smaller
requirements were grouped under this consolidated ARTCC
modernization budget item rather than including them in
the many other budget items.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Fiscal Year 1994 funding for
enhancements to the TMS is described as critical because
of the need to mitigate flight delays, handle projected
growth in air traffic, and monitor special use airspace.
However, with many base closures and no growth in air
traffic due to continuing economic stagnation, the need
for the enhancements does not seem as great.

What other factors weigh in favor of this budget item
and which enhancements are the most necessary?

ANSWER: While there are many bases being closed and

growth in air traffic has slowed, the current traffic
management systems are still inadequate to effectively
manage traffic flow.

Adequate performance of airspace management requires
the ability to predict, assess and manage system capacity
and demand, develop and evaluate strategies for balancing
capacity and demand, disseminate directive to affected
aircraft operators, aircraft pilots, and air traffic
controllers. The Traffic Management System (TMS)
continuously monitors the traffic management situation to

readjust flow control strategies to highly dynamic air
traffic control situations and to develop and introduce
new functionality to improve TMS capabilities.

The TMS cannot support the current traffic management
services required unless there is full functional
availability at all traffic management unit (TMU) sites.

The order referenced above along with working group
efforts, orders, and RE&D and NAS program initiatives have
identified requirements for enhancements to existing
traffic flow management capabilities and the development
of new traffic flow management capabilities to support
analysis, assessment, prediction, simulation, replay and
measurement of NAS performance. These enhancements and/or
new developments are required regardless of reduced
economic growth, base closures and reduced air traffic are
essential to the optimization of traffic flow management
and more efficient utilization of available airspace and
airport resources. Top priorities identified as
enhancements that are most necessary include: (1)

antiquated workstation replacement system, (2) Monitor
Alert Enhancements, (3) ARTS Position Systems, (4) DSEDM
(DSP) , (5) Satellite/Telecommunications and (6) IFCN
replacement. These items are imperative for system
reliability and availability.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Some of the enhancements to TMS
seem to duplicate objectives of the TATCA/CTAS program.
Please explain how TMS and these other terminal area

projects relate to each other and which projects are

highest priority.
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ANSWER: The Traffic Management System (TMS) provides
a system-wide management approach for traffic flow
management and the efforts there are aimed at producing
global strategies, whereas TATCA and CTAS are directed
toward tactical real time air traffic control in the
immediate airport area. In order to prioritize we need a

global capability in place to be able to effectively
facilitate the flow rates both nationally and locally.

Both are required in order to provide efficient
traffic management and to provide cost effective air
traffic control to reduce the cost of operations to the
user community during this period of economic downturn.
TMS will also provide enhancements for increased
capabilities during anticipated economic recovery.

TMS ensures that aircraft arrive at designated fixes
in a timely fashion so that TATCA and CTAS can process
the appropriate level of traffic at the local level.

Air traffic management efforts are focused on the
integration and migration of current and planned Traffic
Flow Management capabilities which will reside in an open
system platform environment and include TATCA, CTAS and
other related traffic flow management capabilities.

EN ROUTE COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL FACILITIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For the proposed improvement
projects represented by this budget item, please list the
projects' descriptions, their locations, and their
estimated costs.

ANSWER: (The information follows:)

1. Sustain San Juan CERAP $5,000,000

Provide improvements required to continue efforts to
sustain the existing San Juan CERAP facility until
the facility can be consolidated into the Miami area
control facility (ACF) in the post-FY 2000 time
period.

2. ACF Support 500,000

Provide funds to continue ACF program planning and
development. Funds will be used to conduct regional
airspace, building, operational, implementation
studies and planning activities using contract
resources.

3. Remove/replace RML/RCO Towers 82,000
Parkville, MO (38,000)
Milinocket, ME (44,000)

4. Establish additional
operating positions 384,000
Albuquerque, NM (16,400)
Houston, TX (10,800)
Jacksonville, FL (400)
Freemont, CA (24,700)
Honolulu, HI (331,700)
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5. Improve ARTCC Sectorization 1,700,000
Denver, CO (554,000)
Salt Lake City, UT (556,000)
Seattle, WA (590,000)

6. Replace, upgrade or
relocate RCAG 1,052,000

Lacrosse, WI (415,600)
Rhinelander, WI (636,400)

7. Establish RCO 174,000
Parshall, ND

8. Establish high altitude sector 632,000
Miami, FL

9. Reconfigure operating position 109,000
Atlanta, GA

10. Establish ARTCC operations
console 615,500

Atlanta, GA

11. In-Service Engineering 1. 300.000

Total $ 11,548,000

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Which of the above projects are
justified by the need for additional operating positions
to meet the increased traffic volume and airspace
restructuring?

ANSWER: Of the projects identified in the response
above items 4,5, and 8 are justified by the need for
additional operating positions to meet the increased
traffic volume and airspace restructuring.

MODERNIZE/UPGRADE CARF

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The recent military exercises —
Desert Storm and Desert Shield — that validate the
requirement to continue operating the CARF are related
solely to the Department of Defense.

Please explain why FAA should be responsible for
modernizing and upgrading this facility without some
significant participation by DoD.

ANSWER: CARF performs strictly an FAA function in
direct support of National Airspace System (NAS)
operations. CARF processes, pre-coordinates, and
deconflicts altitude reservations with all affected FAA
air traffic control facilities, and other agencies, as-

required. This function ensures that the FAA can
accommodate both normal traffic, and missions requiring
special handling, without creating adverse impact on the
NAS. Although DoD is a major user of these services,
other government agencies and civilian activities are also
accommodated. CARF currently operates an obsolete
computer system which is not compatible with present or
future equipment which serves the FAA Traffic Management
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System. CARF has very limited communications
capabilities, and is unable to access standard existing
FAA communications options such as Service B or the
National Airspace Data Interchange Network (NADIN) .

Future plans call for CARF to interface with the Enhanced
Traffic Management System. This will provide traffic
management personnel with essential information needed for
traffic flow decision-making to ensure the efficient
management of the NAS. Modernization and upgrade of CARF
is essential if that facility is to remain a viable
element supporting the NAS.

DISPLAY CHANNEL COMPLEX REHOST

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please address the following
questions regarding this project: What has been the
reliability record of the existing equipment in terms of
downtime, frequency of repair, and other measures?

ANSWER: The attached report contains the requested
information for the past five fiscal years, with nation
results calculated for the study period, for the Computer
Display Channel (CDC) and Display Channel Complex (DCC)
systems now present in the NAS environment.

Also attached is a copy of the report detailing the
significant outage that occurred at the Chicago Air Route
Traffic Control Center in Aurora, Illinois in May 1991.
This outage resulted in 40 delays to air traffic
operations.

[The information follows:]

REPORT DETAILING THE SIGNIFICANT OUTAGE AT THE CHICAGO AIR
ROUTE TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER IN AURORA, ILLINOIS

Atlantic City, was detailed to Chicago on May 22 to assist
in repairing both processors. At 3.58 p.m. central time,
the local personnel repaired the processor that failed and
started their diagnostic checks to certify its repairs and
readiness to be put into service. The processor became
available to be put into service at 4:20 p.m. central
time. The processor was put into service at 4:34 p.m.
central time. Work continues on the processor that failed
on May 11. The cause of the May 22 failure is unknown
except that one channel had a constant "high" level,
stopping all processing. The "high" was removed and the
processor started working normally. The cause or origin
of the "high" level is unknown at this time. A total of
40 delays were caused to air traffic operations by this
outage. Equipment delays compounded the Chicago Center's
capability as they were already experiencing delays due to
severe weather in the local area.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are the specific projected
air traffic increases that argue for replacing this

equipment, and which ARTCCs will exceed their capacities
before implementation of AAS?

ANSWER: The below listed ARTCCs are currently
utilizing all ports and are at maximum capacity in sector
utilization. Their 1992 traffic and forecasts are listed
along with their scheduled date of ISSS operational
readiness demonstration (ORD) . The real concern is the
adverse impact on these facilities if the ISSS scheduled
dates slip. In addition to the ARTCCs listed below,
there are 10 other ARTCCs forecasted for a 3 0% or better
increase in traffic by the year 2005. (Data from FAA-APO-
93-4, May 1993) .

TOTAL IFR AIRCRAFT HANDLED AT
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTERS

(IN THOUSANDS)
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the DCCR. This figure assumes that the ISSS will be
implemented beginning in 1997. It is important to note
that the review did not consider the cost of operational
delays to the aircraft owners/operators caused by failures
of ageing equipment. An 11 day outage that occurred in

May 1991 at the Chicago Center caused 4 delays. The
total cost of these delays to the agency, the aviation
industry and the flying public is not available. The
review concluded that procurement of the DCCR was not
justified, and that $2 million should be made available
for supply support.

3. Using the DCCR as a backup for the ISSS is cost
effective. The review also concluded that if the DCCR
were necessary for ISSS backup, then it is a
cost-effective replacement for the DCC/CDC.

DOD BASE CLOSURES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: One of the asserted benefits of
this budget item is that system capacity will improve.
However, because many of these base closures are in remote
locations, will establishing additional capacity at these
locations really add capacity where it is needed?

ANSWER: The greatest capacity improvements will
happen where the closure base, a military airfield is
located in or near the same urban area that congested
civil airports are located. This is particularly true for
the area where a new airport is planned e.g. Bergstrom AFB
as the new Austin airport.

These fields, as well as the remote locations, can
contribute to system capacity by attracting those aviation
activities that are located at congested airports that are
not needed at the primary airport for passenger service.
Examples are aircraft rehabilitation and repair and cargo
transfer operations.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Congress established the
Military Airports Program set aside within the Airport
Improvement Program to provide funding to convert closed
bases to civilian uses. Why is that money not being
considered for the purpose of this budget item.

ANSWER: The Military Airport Program is presently
limited to 12 airports nationwide. Eight have been
selected and the Department of Transportation is in the
process of selecting four more. The money for the
Military Airport Program is issued to those airports where
there is an airport sponsor, that sponsor has an interest
in the property or a joint-use agreement with the military
service controlling the field, and where the airport has
been designated as a commercial service or reliever
airport. It cannot be used for bases that are being
disposed of now by the military services unless there is a

joint-use agreement in place such as at Myrtle Beach, SC.
The Military Airports Program funds are used for airport
improvements e.g. taxiways, runways, terminal buildings,
security fences. The F&E funds requested in this budget
item are used to procure and install FAA standard radar,
communications, instrument landing systems, approach
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lighting systems, for refurbishment of air traffic control
towers and for continued support of DOD equipment until
FAA can replace or upgrade it to FAA standards.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The justification for this

budget item rests partially on the need to continue
providing air traffic services after DOD air traffic
services are terminated. However, with the military
leaving, what assurance is there that civilian air traffic
will fill the void? Have demand studies been done to

support the required funding in each case?
ANSWER: It varies by location. Each base is

evaluated on a case by case basis. Air traffic services
provided include both terminal and en route. In those
cases where terminal services are currently provided by
the military, studies to project demand as well as cost
benefits have been or will be completed. In those cases
where en route services are currently provided by the

military to civilian as well as military aircraft under a

joint use agreement ,e.g. Wurtsmith and Williams AFB's en
route navigation and Castle AFB radar services, the FAA
will assume those services.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please list the military
installations that are contemplated under this budget
item, whether community involvement exists in converting
them to civilian use, and what the latest or current
aircraft operations are at the facility.

ANSWER: The bases to be funded under this program
are;

Myrtle Beach AFB S.

Bergstrom AFB TX.
Castle AFB CA.

Wurtsmith AFB MI
Williams AFB AZ
Norton AFB CA.

The community is involved at all the locations. Reuse of
a military airfield as a civilian airport depends on the
community, state or local government or other entity
sponsoring the civilian airport.

Myrtle Beach AFB, SC 95 operations (landings &

Bergstrom AFB, TX
Castle AFB, CA
Wurtsmith AFB, MI
Williams AFB, AZ
Norton AFB, CA

takeoffs/day
civil operations

506 overflights*/day
15 overflights*/day

civil operations
3 operations (landings &

takeof fs/day

* overflights are controlled by a military rapcon.

DBRITE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a list of tower
locations where the DBRITE equipment is planned for
installation. For each location, provide the current
traffic in terms of operations and enplanements per year
and the expected increase in traffic for the next 2 fiscal

years.
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ANSWER: A list is provided disclosing locations
where the FY 94 DBRITE appropriation is expected to be
applied. Data on operations, enplanements and estimated
increases in the next two years is included.

Enplanements represent the number of revenue
passengers boarding an aircraft. General aviation is not
included, however. This results in some locations having
little or no statistical enplanement activity. FAA Order
7031. 2C provides criteria to determine DBRITE
requirements. These criteria are based on operations and
do not include enplanements.

[The information follows:]
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FAA have standard
thresholds for air traffic above which DBRITE equipment is
recommended or mandatory? If so, what are they?

ANSWER: FAA Order 7031. 2C provides criteria for the
establishment of DBRITE. A remote display at a satellite
tower qualifies at 30,000 itinerant operations per year.
Primary towers qualify at 15,000 to 25,000 instrument
operations per year. All of the FY 94 identified
locations meet the establishment and other factor
criteria. Local operational need and approval by the
applicable region are also factors.

ARTS HIE UPGRADES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: According to the budget request,
the upgrades of ARTS equipment at Dallas and Southern
California are based on projected increases in air traffic
until implementation of the Advanced Automation System.

Please provide recent histories of air traffic
operations and validated future projections in these two
locations.

ANSWER: Air traffic operations data, provided by the
Office of Aviation Policy, Plans, and Management Analysis,
is summarized in the following tables:

Dallas/
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II southern
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items: $48 million for transition engineering support,
$64 million for the technical support services, and $121
million for system engineering and support. These
requests total over $230 million for tasks similar to
those itemized in this ATC Facilities Modernization budget
item.

Please show how the funding requested under this item
will pay for accomplishing work not paid for under any
other budget item.

ANSWER: Turnkey Contracts, such as TDWR, ASDE-3 ,
do

cover the cost for engineering, site preparation,
integration, and transition planning of the new remoted
facility . They do not cover costs of how to implement and
integrate all the different services (displays) at each of
the ATCTs on a site by site basis, nor do they cover the
cost of implementing and integrating a New ATCT or major
ATCT modernize projects. A new ATCT and a major ATCT
modernize project will also require system integration
engineering and transition planning. This funding
provides support to accomplish site specific engineering,
transition planning and configuration modeling necessary
to integrate all associated NAS equipment projects into
the Airport Traffic Control Towers.

TERMINAL COMMUNICATIONS IMPROVEMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Additional operating positions
needed to satisfy operational requirements is the primary
justification for this budget item. Please provide a

listing of the locations where additional positions are
being established and what requirements justify these new
positions.

ANSWER: No additional positions are being
established in the FY 94 request. Since this is a general
terminal communications improvement item, the FY 94 funds
will provide for the following:

1. Establish/relocate remote transmitter/
receiver (RTR) facilities $ 1,155,200

Niagara Falls, NY (52,740)
Stillwater, NJ (602,460)

2. a. Provide commercial access to the
Automatic $ 79,500

Terminal Information Service (ATIS)
Various (SW) ( 40,800)

(Oklahoma City, OK - Wiley Post Airport)
(Lubbock, TX - Lubbock Airport)
(El Paso, TX - El Paso Airport)
(Dallas, TX - Redbird Airport)
(Addison, TX - Addison Airport)
(Baton Rouge, LA - Baton Rouge Airport)
(Little Rock, AR - Little Rock Airport)

' - (New Orleans, LA - Lakefront Airport)
(Tulsa, OK - Tulsa International Airport)
(Abilene, TX - Abilene Municipal Airport)

(Commercial access to ATIS provides a convenient
means of obtaining current airport weather and field
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conditions for individuals needing to know this
information, and enhances the value of ATIS to the
flying as well as general public. Of significant
importance is that it reduces the workload and
distractions on tower personnel to answer these
calls. )

b. Establish an additional ATIS which will provide a

separate recording for arrival and departure
information. A second ATIS would provide the
ability to segregate arrival and departure
information

Orlando International ATCT (38,700)

3. Provide Flight Data Input/Output (FDIO) $ 52,300
equipment to improve the coordination
between Jacksonville, PL TRACON and
the Craig (CRG) air traffic control tower.

4. In-Service Engineering $ 775,000

FLIGHT SERVICE FACILITIES IMPROVEMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: One of the tasks listed under
this budget item is "replace FSS buildings." While the
need for maintenance and upgrading is normal, replacing
whole buildings would need some justification. Please
provide a list of locations where FSS buildings have been
allowed to deteriorate or are otherwise inadequate to the
point of needing replacement.

ANSWER: This project calls for the replacement of
FSS buildings at the following locations:

Settles, Alaska
Talkettna, Alaska
Tanana, Alaska
Northway, Alaska
Gulkana, Alaska
Iliamna, Alaska
McGrath, Alaska

These facilities were constructed just after World
War II and have been in continuous service, in the most
extreme of weather environments, since initial occupancy.
Most have been through at least two renovation efforts
during their nearly 50 year life span. Further renovation
would not be cost beneficial. Settles, Tanana, and
Gulkana will be utilized as supplemental weather sites.
The remaining facilities will become auxiliary flight
service stations. Tanana, Gulkana, and Talkeetna are all
inside their airport building restriction lines and must
be relocated in any event.

AIR NAVIGATIONAL FACILITIES/ATC SYSTEM SUPPORT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The tasks listed under this
budget item seem to be similar to those listed under three
other budget items (4A01, 06, & 10) that total over $230
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million for Fiscal Year 1994. How does this budget item
for ATC system support relate to the other three item?

ANSWER: This budget item is to accomplish
unanticipated requirements not otherwise addressed in
existing contracts, such as the SETA, NAS Transition and
TSSC contracts, which if left unresolved could have
serious operational or scheduling impacts.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain why an additional
contractor should be brought in to preform these tasks
when several experienced contractors are already on board
for these purposes.

ANSWER: This budget item which accomplishes
unanticipated requirements provides funding to the best
qualified source to accomplish the task, which may or may
not be contractors under existing FAA contracts.

LAND/EASEMENT PURCHASE FOR EXISTING AIRWAY FACILITIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Satellite navigation is now
possible, affordable, and will be adopted at an increasing
pace in the next few years. Has FAA identified the
navigation facilities in the national inventory that may
not be of use under a regime of satellite-based guidance?
If so how many of the sites contemplated for purchase
under this budget item support navigation facilities that
could be obsolete in a few years?

ANSWER: No, the FAA has not specifically identified
the navigational facilities that will be taken out of use
under satellite based guidance. We anticipate there will
be some savings in the future from decommissioning of
ground based systems and land purchases, but have not
defined the satellite engineering architecture completely.

We are in the process of assessing the need and the
capabilities of a satellite based technology. We are also
aware that a degree of redundancy has to be built into the
system in case of satellite down time. The redundancy may
be in the form of ground based systems. In coordination
with navigational needs, satellite applications are also
being looked at for precision approach landings,
communications, and surveillance. These capabilities must
be explored and factored into a satellite policy for the
FAA.

SPECIAL USE AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The justification for this
budget item is unclear as to what is needed to solve the
problem. Do existing computers need upgrading or
replacement, and how many units does the SAMS need to be
effective? How many traffic management specialists would
benefit from this upgrade to the SAMS?

ANSWER: In response to an August 1988 GAO report
entitled "Airspace Use, FAA Needs to Improve Its
Management of Special Use Airspace", the FAA has developed
a SAMS prototype and has deployed this operational
prototype to 40 different locations. The FAA's goal is to
interconnect these sites, upgrade the existing SAMS
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prototype software to allow for portability to other
platforms, and make enhancements to the hardware inventory
to support the upgraded SAMS software architecture. To be
considered fully functional, a total of 125 SAMS units are
needed to implement the system nationally and ensure the
distribution of special use airspace status on a real-time
basis. Additionally, automated flight service stations
must have the capability to update and deliver the current
status of pertinent areas of special use airspace to VFR
users.

Traffic management specialists will benefit from
having up to date SAMS information as will pilots and
dispatchers planning the most efficient and cost effective
routings for the airlines and the general flying public.

NAS MANAGEMENT AUTOMATION PROGRAM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has FAA performed a benefit-cost
study of this project? If so, please provide a summary of
that study.

ANSWER: Yes, the FAA performed the benefit-cost
study for NASMAP as part of the larger FAA Office
Automation Technology & Services (OATS) effort in 1987.
This department wide effort resulted in a contract award
in December 1989. This agency effort identified a series
of benefits which would result from the agency's
initiative to migrate toward a standard automation
architecture. The benefit-cost study determined that
productivity gains ranging from 16-3 3 percent would occur
as a result of transitioning from manual to automated
systems.

Attached is a copy of the summary for the OATS cost
benefit analysis that was prepared in support of this
departmental initiative.

OFFICE AUTOMATION,
TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICES

(OATS)

FEASIBILITY STUDY
AND

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

NOVEMBER 28, 1986

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INFORMATION

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is investigating the
feasibility of an agencywide procurement of integrated office
automation, technology and service (OATS) capabilities to meet
FAA's need for an integrated office to increase efficiency and
effectiveness of its work force at all levels. This feasibility
study document is based on previously identified office automa-
tion requirements for the FAA and provides information on these
requirements and the objectives for the OATS project.
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The study provides an analysis of the existing system and
describes the proposed alternatives for meeting the FAA's
requirements and objectives. It also presents a cost/benefit
analysis of each alternative, including a no-action option. [All
Feasibility Study references refer only to FAA OATS requirements
as discussed in Chapters 1-8. Computer based instruction (CBI)
requirements will be discussed in Addendum I and the Department
of Transportation (DOT) will be discussed in Addendum II.] This
chapter of the Feasibility Study includes a summary of the
project, a description of the project environment, and a subsec-
tion on references pertaining to the project.

1.1. Summary . The FAA has established an integrated office
automation, technology and services (OATS) project to meet the
agency's office automation and end user computing requirements.
OATS will provide three major opportunities to the FAA, including
the opportunity to;

a. Increase employee efficiency and effectiveness,
providing convenient access to ADP resources;

b. Minimize the impact of the procurement process on FAA
resources, while optimizing the agency's return on investment
through more timely resource acquisitions; and

c. Provide uniformity of FAA workstations, allowing
greater integration of office automation and automatic data
processing (OA/ADP) resources.

The OATS project is a response to multiple, competing demands on
the FAA's information resource managers for more OA/ADP re-
sources. The FAA had originally identified a need for more than
10,000 microcomputers over the period FY-88 through FY-90 to meet
requirements in several areas of office automation and tech-

nology. Further investigation determined an FAA need for 23,200
microcomputer workstations to meet office automation require-
ments, chapter 3 of this study provides detailed descriptions of
the office automation and technology requirements listed on the

following page.

a. Document storage and retrieval;

b. Word processing;

c. Mainframe access/inquiry;

d. Electronic mail;

e. Data base management (personal, relational);

f. Spreadsheet;

g. Electronic calendar;

h. Business graphics/presentation graphics;

1. Project management;

j. Desktop publishing;

k. Menu-driven information retrieval system;

1. Programming support;

n. Multi-programming requirement.
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1.2. Environment . The OATS project is sponsored by several FAA
organizations participating on a project team, with the Informa-
tion Resource Management Division staff (AMS-300) serving as
Project Manager. The team consists of staff from the following
FAA organizations:

a. The Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center, Data Services
Division, Information Center Branch (AAC-360) ;

b. Alaska Region, Management Systems Division (AAL-60) ;

c. FAA Headquarters, Acquisition and Materiel Service,
Policy and Plans Division, Plans Branch (ALG-120) ;

d. FAA Headc[uarters, Office of Management Systems,
Information Resource Management Division (AMS-300) :

(1) Information Resources Management Branch (AMS-310) ;

(2) Configuration Management Branch (AMS-320) ;

(3) Systems Integration Branch (AMS-340) ;

e. FAA Headquarters, Office of Program and Regulations
Management; Aviation Standards Data Division (APR-310) ;

f. Southern Region, Management Systems Division, Data
Processing Branch (ASO-67) ; and

g. FAA Academy {AAC-900) , Training Methods and Operations
Branch (AAC-911) .

A staff member from the Department of Transportation (DOT) ,

Office of Information Resource Management (M-30) , within the
Office of the Secretary, has served as an advisor to the OATS
project team.

In addition, an overviev committee consisting of six members
provides oversight to the OATS project. The following FAA
organizations each provide one neiJ^er to this committee:

a. Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center (AAC) ;

b. Associate Administrator for Administration (AAD) ;

c. Associate Administrator for Development and
Logistics (ADL) ;

d. Office of Management Systems (AMS) ;

e. Southern Region (ASO) ; and

f . Associate Administrator for Aviation Standards (AVS) .

The users for this project are FAA staff at every agency level,
including top management, professional and clerical support. The
ADP resources provided through the OATS project will be located
in headquarters, every FAA region, and the two centers.

1.3. References . The reference material for this project
includes several office automation studies conducted by the FAA
regions, similar studies conducted by other Federal agencies,
various FAA documents directly related to the OATS project, 0MB
and GSA policy and regulations documents, and applicable Federal
Information Processing Standards publications. Appendix A
contains a full list of the references for this study.
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CHAPTER 2. MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

The Management Summary chapter is an overview of the entire
Feasibility Study document for office automation. It presents a
summary of the office automation, technology, and services (OATS)
project requirements, goals, assumptions and constraints. This
chapter includes background information defining the problem and
the objectives of the project. The study's methodology and
alternatives evaluation criteria are also described. Finally,
the recommended alternative and other alternatives considered are
presented in summary.

2.1. Requirements . The FAA has identified 13 mandatory require-
ments and three additional desired features. The mandatory
requirements are:

a. Document storage and retrieval.

b. Word processing.

c. Mainframe access/inquiry.

d. Electronic mail (personal, relational).

e. Data base management.

f. Spreadsheet.

g. Electronic calendar.

h. Business graphics/presentation graphics.

i. Project management.

j. Desktop publishing.

k. Menu-driven information retrieval system.

1. Programming support.

m. Multi-programming requirement.

The FAA views the desirable features as being important,
but not essential to the success of the project. These are voice

mail, data teleconferencing, and voice input.

2.2. Goals . The OATS project is aimed at improving the agency's
performance by making use of modern office automation technology.
The goals of the project are to:

a. Increase employee efficiency and effectiveness by
providing convenient access to ADP resources and achieving
uniformity among FAA workstations;

b. Streamline the procurement process to minimize the
demands on FAA personnel and budget resources when acquiring
office automation technology; and

c. Optimize the return on investment for the agency's
expenditures on office automation technology by permitting more
timely acquisitions and providing for the integration of ADP
resources.
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2.3. Assumptions and Constraints .

2.3.1. Scope . This study addresses the office automation
and technology retjuirements for all FAA organizations other than
the operational functions of Air Traffic and Washington National
and Dulles Airports. [Addendvun I addresses computer based
Instruction (CBI) requirements of the Academy. Addendum II
addresses the workstations requirement and cost for the Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT)].

2.3.2. FAA Mission . The OATS project is predicated on the
agency continuing to perform the same roles and to meet the same
responsibilities that it currently does. It assumes that there
will be no major changes in the FAA's mission or organizational
status (such as privatization) . It also assumes that it is
unacceptable for the agency to fail to satisfactorily accomplish
its mission as a response to increasing workloads.

2.3.3. Workload . There is a direct relationship between
the level of aviation activity and the agency's overall workload.
Many measures of aviation activity relate to specific tasks
performed by FAA, including the following types of statistics:
certificated pilots and entities, registered aircraft, manufac-
turer facilities, approved aircraft makes and models, total
aircraft operations, air carrier operations, passenger boardings
and deplanements, etc. It would be extremely complex to model
all of these factors and relate them to each specific part of the
agency's workload. Such a forecast would also be more detailed
than needed for this study.

Therefore, the OATS project assumes that the official
projected increase in air traffic (3.2% between 1988 and 1996)
will generate a corresponding increase in the overall FAA work-
load. Although not an exact forecast, it is an appropriate,
reasonable assumption for planning purposes. In this context,
the agency's performance (as measured by the appropriate indica-
tors) should continue at the same levels of output per unit of
air traffic (allowing for variations in priority) .

2.3.4. Resources . FAA must adhere to the government's
continuing requirement for budgetary restraint. Although FAA
plans increases in certain operational staff levels (specificallyin air traffic controllers and safety inspectors) , administrative
and management personnel will be held at the same or lower
levels. Furthermore, this study assumes that total FAA budgetaryresources in the administrative and management areas will not
Increase in real (inflation-adjusted) dollars.

2.3.5. Technology. Office automation technology will
continue to decrease in cost (i.e., the performance/price ratio
will increase) over the next eight years. In the office automa-
tion area, MS-DOS compatibility will continue for several years
to be the operating system standard for many of the off-the-
shelf business software and other general purpose applications.

2.3.6. Strategies . There is only a limited range of
strategies for dealing with increasing workloads. The agency can
eliminate or streamline work requirements. Improve organizational
structures, change priorities, and contract out functions. These
and similar approaches have already been extensively employed,
however. They can only meet a small fraction of the increased
demands in the future. The OATS project, therefore, assumes that
enhancing the productivity of FAA employees is the most practical
strategy for meeting the anticipated increased workloads.
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2.4. Problem Definition .

2.4.1. Reduction In FTEs . FAA continues to experience a
gradual reduction in the number of full time equivalent (FTE)
employees in administrative and management positions. There are
restrictions on hiring new FAA employees, which prevents the
replacement of those who leave through normal attrition (retire-
ment, transfers, severance, etc.). Reduced staffing levels will
impair the agency's ability to meet its projected workloads
unless compensatory increases in productivity occur.

2.4.2. Productivity Needs . Traditional techniques for
increasing productivity, such as additional training or enhanced
workplace environments, are inadequate to meet the forecasted
increases in workload. Productivity growth must exceed the 1.5%
per year that is typical for Federal employees (as measured from
1967-64 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics) . Increased automation
appears to be the only method of increasing employee productivity
that is capable of fully meeting the anticipated workload.

2.4.3. Lack of Uniformity . FAA's current ADP config-
uration for office automation consists of over 40 different
brands of microcomputers, many of which are obsolete, and more
than 100 different software packages. Although some of these
diverse resources are compatible with each other, the overall
condition results in a considerable lack of uniformity. This
situation impairs the agency's ability to interface and communi-
cate among its various information and computer systems. it
causes difficulties in passing data from site to site, even
within the same region or national program. The lack of uniform-
ity also imposes a large, continual training requirement as
agency users switch among different systems. The overall result
of non-uniformity is to increase costs incurred by the agency
during the life cycle of the equipment.

2.4.4. Computer Capacity . The demands for ADP support
continue to increase, especially among end users. Under the
existing configuration, the increased demands are most typically
placed on larger systems, causing capacity problems on the host
mainframes and minicomputers. These capacity shortfalls result
in poor response times for the users. Microcomputers do not
currently provide an adequate alternative, as the available
supply is not sufficient to meet end user computing needs. There
are no consolidated maintenance facilities for microcomputers,
which further reduces the actual availability of these resources.
Consequently, users are often delayed in or prevented from using
microcomputers. In addition, there is a shortage of software
that supports the off-loading to microcomputers of many agency
data processing functions. Microcomputer users are, therefore,
typically only able to access these automated data systems by
using their machines as "dumb" terminals. In this mode, the data

processing functions are still performed on the host computer,
which contributes to the capacity problem, and the user is unable
to take advantage of the full capabilities of the microcomputer.

2.4.5. ADP Support Demands . Typical end users generally
have a lower level of ADP experience and expertise than ADP

programming and support staff. The increasing demands for ADP
resources and expanded use of office automation technology,
therefore, also generate greater requirements for technical
support by the agency's ADP staff. Much of the technical support
requirement results from an ever expanding repertoire of hardware
and software being acquired by users. It is also caused by the

complexity that is Inherent in servicing the needs of many end
users on large, centralized computer systems. As a result of the

ongoing staff reductions, the time spent providing such technical

support is necessarily diverted from general program support
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activities and normal operational functions. It also reduces the
ability to plan for increasing the efficiency and improving the
performance of current and future ADP systems.

2.4.6. Procurement Resources . Currently, FAA uses
separate procurements for all purchases of hardware or software.
Even when several parts of the agency require similar items,
procurements are developed separately. Each procurement is a
long and complex process, typically taking 10-13 months or longer
to process a normal competitive request for proposals (RFP) to
supply hardware or software. The existing process requires the
expenditure of considerable agency staff time and money to
complete such a procurement.

2.4.7. Procurement Requirements . There is a very complex
set of regulations and legal requirements pertaining to the
procurement of ADP resources. Recent passage of the Competition
in Contracting Act (CICA) has imposed additional requirements.
There is a widespread lack of knowledge and understanding among
personnel outside of the agency's contracting organizations of
how to comply with all the details of these regulatory and
statutory provisions. This problem is exacerbated by the large
volume of ADP-related procurements being initiated from many
points within the agency. As a result, it is difficult under the
current procurement process for the contracting staff to ensure
that the agency adheres to all regulations and legal requirements
when purchasing ADP resources.

2.5. Objectives . The OATS project addresses .£ix major objec-
tives that will improve the agency's performance?

2.5.1. Provide automated office capabilities throughout
the agency's headquarters, regions, centers, and field offices .

The automated office capabilities provided through the OATS
project will increase the efficiency and effectiveness of these
offices and keep pace with the growing workload. The project
will also facilitate decision-making agencyvide through a more
accurate and timely flow of Information. It will provide hard-
ware, software, training, maintenance, and technical assistance
to support such functions as word processing, spreadsheet
analysis, data base management, project management, presentation
graphics, electronic mail, scheduling, publishing support, and
data communications.

2.5.2. Establish uniformity among the office automation
hardware and software used by FAA . The OATS project will

accomplish uniformity through a series of methods, including:

a. Equipping the entire agency with office automa-
tion technology through one contract that is compatible with the

agency's existing investment in microcomputer based systems.

b. Establishing a single point of contract
administration for all services related to office automation
technology;

c. Selecting a single prime contractor
.
as the

source for office automation technology;

d. Obtaining integrated systems of office automa-
tion technology;

e. Reducing the number and complexity of inter-
faces among the agency's automated systems;

f . Facilitating interactions among different orga-
nizations and programs within FAA;
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g. Allowing for automated information interchange
and data communications between FAA offices and facilities.

training.
h. Providing standard software configurations and

2.5.3. Minimize the need for technical support and system
integration in the office automation area bv FAA ADP personnel .

The prime contractor selected as the source for office automation
technology will be responsible for providing technical support
and for ensuring that the proposed solutions properly integrate
with existing and planned facilities and systems. The burden of
successful performance will be on that contractor in fully
meeting the agency's support and integration requirements.

2.5.4. Decrease the agency resources expended for ADP
procurements . The single procurement approach embodied in the
OATS project is a more cost effective procedure for obtaining
hardware and software than the development of separate procure-
ments for each acqxiisition. Furthermore, procuring hardware and
software in large quantities will lower the cost per unit of the
procurement.

2.5.5. Shorten the procurement cycle for expansions of the
office automation system after the contract is awarded . The OATS

project will result in a timely, expeditious procedure for

obtaining additional hardware and software in accordance with
projected requirements. These ADP resources will then be
available to support new application systems as developed. A new

procurement will not need to be developed until the ceiling
amount in the contract is reached.

2.5.6. Conform to procurement regulations including the
new Competition in Contracting Act . By the development of a

single, agencywide procurement through the OATS project, head-

quarters can insure that FAA complies with all applicable regula-
tions and statutory requirements. With a single procurement, the
most knowledgeable persons in the agency can be used to develop
the necessary documentation and insure that all provisions are
correct. In addition, a single large procurement will be more
attractive to vendors and will, therefore, result in increased
competition.

2.5.7. Provide for "technology refreshment" whereby the
Government obtains successively higher levels of automation
within the original contract . The OATS project will result in a
long-term contract for procuring hardware and software over an
eight-year period. Providing the "technology refreshment"
requirement will allow the Government to take advantage of the
ever-changing ADP technology, procuring higher levels of technol-
ogy as they become available, within the provisions of the
original procurement.

2.6. Methodology . This feasibility study is based primarily on
the requirements analysis document preparee^ by the Office of
Management Systems, "Office Automation Requirements Package
Designed for Agencywide Procurement of State-of-the-Art Tech-
nology" (October 27, 1986). In addition, the results of a wide
variety of other prior FAA studies on office automation, agency
ADP planning documents, and other related documents have been
taken into account. A complete listing of these documents is
included as Appendix A, Reference Materials.

Although the OA studies differed somewhat in scope, methodology,
and level of detail, they collectively involved the compilation
of a substantial body of data regarding the actual and potential
automation of FAA functions. The data developed in these studies
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was generally sufficient for purposes of identifying and evalu-
ating the agency's office automation alternatives. Nationwide
data from the requirements analysis has been supplemented by
specific information from individual program offices, regions,
and centers. Additional data collection that was necessary for
the feasibility study was the preparation of office automation
scenarios by regions to illustrate current conflicts among office
functions that could be resolved by improved access to automa-
tion. Chapter A contains this material. In addition to this

work, a limited market survey was conducted to determine current
retail prices of various types of OA and ADP resources. Sug-
gested retail prices were used to facilitate a cost comparison
since not all vendors use "GSA schedule" prices.

2.7. Evaluation Criteria . This study uses four types of
criteria in evaluating alternatives:

2.7.1. Functional criteria involve the ability of each
alternative to meet the full range of automation needs of end
users. They include;

a. The ability of the alternative to use commer-
cial, off-the-shelf business software packages without modifica-
tion;

b. The degree to which the alternative exceeds the
user's mlninvun performance req{uirements for data processing; and

c. The ability of the alternative to perform ADP
functions across physical and organizational lines.

2.7.2. Technical criteria involve the relationship of each
alternative with current and anticipated ADP technologies. They
include:

a. The ability to interface with existing and
planned FAA automated systems;

b. The degree to which data processing loads on
minis and mainframes can be reduced; and

c. The ease of incorporating upgraded technology.

2.7.3. Procurement-related criteria involve the effects of
each alternative on the agency procurement process and resources.
They include:

a. The degree to which the overall impact of ADP
purchases on the FAA procurement workload can be minimized; and

b. The speed with which ADP procurements can be
completed.

2.7.4. Cost criteria involve an assessment of the overall
dollar requirements of each alternative and its effect on other
agency expenditures. They include:

a. The maximum net benefit (i.e., minimum net
cost) over the eight year life cycle of ADP equipment;

b. Other indirect costs and benefits relative to
the other alternatives.

2.8. Recommendation . Based on the criteria described above, the
recommended alternative is an integrated system of microcomputer
local area n'etworks using twisted pair connections. This
alternative provided considerable cost savings over the other
alternatives and was able to meet all OATS objectives and
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mandatory requirements. The cost of this alternative is esti-
mated at $19,200 per workstation with a total cost of $445.6
million. The calculated rate of return based on cost avoidance
is 10.4%.

2.9. Other Alternatives Considered . The other alternatives
considered were no action, host computers with microcomputers as

terminals, and microcomputer local area networks using coaxial
cable connections.

The no action alternative would only perpetuate the problems that
the agency is now experiencing and would not meet the required
objectives. For example, the lack of coordination and uniformity
in the procurement methods for ADP resources would inhibit the
development of such beneficial integrated functions as electronic
mail, etc. In addition, the impact of multiple, separate office
automation procurements would draw heavily on agency resources
and threaten the timeliness of obtaining needed automation
capabilities, as well as continuing the proliferation of non-
standard/uniform microcomputers.

Providing office automation functions through host computers with
microcomputers as terminals proved to be the most costly alterna-
tive. Its per workstation cost is $21,866 with a total cost of
$507.3 million. Besides the cost consideration, this alternative
would require housing a large number of new host computers. The
additional cost of expanding the existing facilities to accommo-
date such machines, along with special site preparation, air
conditioning, electrical support, etc. would make the cost of
this alternative even higher.

The final alternative, microcomputer local area networks using
coaxial cable connections, was also considerably higher than the
proposed alternative. Its per workstation cost is $20,185 with a
total cost of $468.3 million. This is principally due to the
added cost for the cabling of this alternative. However, it

provides essentially the same functionality as the recommended
alternative.

CHAPTER 8. BENEFIT-COST COMPARISON
AND RECOMMENDATION

8.1. Summary of Costs and Benefits . This study has determined
that the real overall cost of the OATS project, at net present
value (discounted at 10%) of projected expenditures will be $327
million. The real overall benefits of the OATS project, the net
present value (also discounted) of the costs avoided will be $332
million. The net benefits of the OATS project to the Federal
government will, therefore, total $5 million. This figure
represents a substantial savings to the government and is the
result of accomplishing significantly more work with the same
personnel complement. It is a very conservative estimate, as the
costs used represent "list" prices, without any government or
volume discount, and the benefits have been determined only based
on quantity of work performed, without considering the dollar
value of improvements in the quality of work performed.

8.2. Return on Investment . The calculation of return on invest-
ment for a project such as OATS involves determining what the
annual benefits are relative to the expenditure. It is analagous
to determining the rate of return on an annuity. The actual time
stream of benefits of the OATS project is not composed of a
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series of regular equal payments. With the discount rate
established at 10%, however, the net present value of the
benefits of $332 million can easily be reconverted to a stream of

eight equal annual amounts of $62.3 million. This time stream of

equal amounts is equivalent to the annual annuity payment. The
net present value of the projected expenditures of $327 million
is equivalent to the investment cost of the annuity. The return
on investment for the OATS project can then be calculated to be

equal to 10.4 per cent per annum.

8.3. Other Considerations . There do not appear to be any other
considerations besides benefits and costs that would warrant

selecting another alternative. Nevertheless, this Feasibility
Study has only looked in detail at three particular commercial

products. Although the Study demonstrates that it would be cost-
effective for the agency to procede with the procurement of an
OATS system, it may not have identified the lowest cost or best

performing alternative. It is very possible that a system
similar to alternative system 2 could be price competitive with

systems similar to the recommended system and still provide
higher capacity, higher speed connections. It is also very
possible that a system similar to alternative system 1 could be

price competitive with systems similar to the recommended system
and not require extensive special facilities and environmental
controls. These factors can be determined through the competi-
tive procurement process.

8.4. Recommendation . This Feasibility Study has determined that
available office automation systems can be configured to meet all
of the agency's functional requirements and that the result for
the proposed system provides a high rate of return (10.4%). The
study recommends that FAA proceed with the procurement of an OATS
system.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: With almost half of the total
funding for this project already obligated, what results
have been achieved and documented in terms of increased
productivity of airway facilities personnel?

ANSWER: NASMAP has developed an automation strategy
which recognizes the existing ADP equipment base, takes
advantage of the remaining life cycle of this equipment,
and plans for the integration and migration to a uniform
user interface, hardware platform, and LAN environment.

NASMAP results include an automation strategy for the
AF community which supports the Airway Facilities mission,
delivery of 2000 workstations to field personnel, and
NASMAP is currently supporting the installation and
standardization of local area networks (LANs) in our
regions and sector offices nationwide. When complete, the
network will consist of eighty-one local area networks and
automation equipment distributed throughout headquarters
and field organizations. Inter organization connectivity
will be accomplished via link to the Administrative Data
Transmission Network (ADTN) , or similar telecommunications
network.

This national network will provide connectivity and
standard applications capability for Airway Facilities
(AAF) personnel at the headquarters, regional, center and
sector levels engaged in the management and administration
of the NAS . To ensure this standard level of
connectivity, NASMAP has been implemented in an
incremental process beginning with site analysis, site
integration, upgrade plans, and implementation strategy
plans. Full NAS organization connectivity is targeted for
FY-95.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain why so many
(5,700) microcomputers are needed for this project? Is
this a one-for-one computer for AF employee?

ANSWER: This project provides microcomputers for the
Airway Facilities personnel located in at all levels
throughout FAA (Headquarters, Region, Sector, and Sector
Field Office). In total, there are approximately 11,000
Airway Facilities personnel. They are engaged in a

variety of activities—administrative, managerial, and
technical. The microcomputers provide automation
capability in all areas—engineering support, access to
reference information, administrative support, and others
resources used to support the NAS.

This is not a one-for-one computer effort, our plan
calls for a workstation for each full-time office based
employee plus hardware and software for the LAN
infrastructure. We have estimated that we will need
approximately 5700 workstations. The other elements of
the workforce responsible for maintaining the NAS will not
have dedicated workstations unless the job dictates.

AVIATION SAFETY ANALYSIS SYSTEM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide the following
documentation for the ASAS project: a breakdown by
general job function and location of the personnel that
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will be using the ASAS work stations and software
applications.

ANSWER: The following is a breakdown by general job
function and location of the personnel that will be using
the ASAS work stations and software applications as
reflected in 1993 authorized positions:

FY 1993 AUTHORIZED POSITIONS
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of various types. The remaining $5,000 is for technical
support to design and install the LAN and for initial
maintenance.

Of each dollar set aside for ASAS automation,
training, and general support and maintenance:

35 percent is for ASAS automation,
50 percent is earmarked for general support and
maintenance,
15 percent is for initial training
The FY 1994 projections for ASAS Automation sub-

products are as follows:
$300,000 Master Minimum Equipment List (MMEL)

Expanded initiative with industry;
electronic exchange of data (EDI) . The
MMEL program will explore the possibility
of direct electronic data exchange with
industry.

$2.5 million Program Tracking and Reporting Subsystem
Process redesign that will include
capturing data as part of various
surveillance business processes, improving
existing data quality, and new approaches
to data management data.

$850,000 Operations Specifications Subsystem
Business process redesign.

$750,000 Vital Information Subsystem
Process redesign that will include
capturing data as part of various
certification business processes, improving
existing data quality, and new approach to
data management.

$750,000 Policy Subsystem
Process redesign that will include new
document management process, information
sharing, new research capabilities, and
information distribution.

$300,000 Simulator Inventory. Evaluation and
Scheduling Subsystem
System modernization and data management
initiative.

$263,000 Integrated Safety Information Subsystem
Provide for additional connectivity for
additional mainframe databases.

$550,000 Enforcement Information Subsystem
Process redesign that will address a

modeling and tracking process, data
management initiative, and expanded data
sharing.

$450,000 Service Difficulty Reporting Subsystem
System modeling and data management and
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integration.

$ 64,000 Aircraft Certification Systems Evaluation
Program
Expand from a prototype to a national
system

$150,000 Air Imaging System
Create the system

$125,000 Manufacturing Inspection Data Analysis
System
Create the system

$130,000 Overall Integrated Resource Information
System
Create the system

$200,000 Regulatory Retrieval System
Create the system

$200,000 Suspected Unapproved Parts System
Expand from a prototype to a national
system

$ 75,000 Accident/Incident Data Subsystem
To complete requirements definition and

begin development.

$ 692,000 Aeromedical Certification Subsystem
To continue development and implementation.

$ 50,000 Employee Substance Abuse Program Support
Subsystem

'

To continue development and implementation.

$ 243,000 Aviation Medical Examiner Subsystem
To start development.

$ 100,000 Aviation Drug Abatement Program Support
To continue development and implementation.

$ 140,000 Business Area Analysis (BAA) :

Development will begin in FY 1994.

$ 35,000 Civil Aviation Security Executive
Information System (ACS ExIS) ;

Development will begin in FY 1994.

$ 85,000 Facility Inspection Reporting Subsystem
(FIRS) ;

Currently, the FIRS is a local field office

microcomputer based program. A national
CORN mainframe component of the FIRS will
be developed.

$ 40,000 Civil Aviation Security Information System
(CASIS) ;
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Major enhancements to the CASIS include
modifications to coordinate with changing
work program directives, new analysis
features, and additional table driven help
functions.

The general support and maintenance cost element
primarily consist of technical support including site
surveys, site preparation, wiring installation,
installation of standard and specialized software (e.g.
communications scripts) installing and troubleshooting
newly installed hardware and software, performing special
ad hoc reports from mainframe systems using technical
programming languages, development of local application
programs, configuration management, etc. A limited amount
of the money for this element is used for equipment
maintenance during the year equipment is installed.

Training provides initial training for end-users for
new equipment, initial training for new or revised ASAS
automation sub-products as they come on line and to a
limited degree LAN administration training as new LANs are
established.

At this point all of these FY 1994 components have
been identified in various ASAS and FAA resource
allocation and priority setting processes as high priority
or mandatory.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Given the rapid decline in
hardware prices and increases in quality, has the price
for the hardware (work stations) , software, or support and
maintenance been renegotiated or "refreshed" lately? From
what price to what price?

ANSWER: We are constantly striving to produce
competitive prices for all of our users, such as those
associated with the ASAS project. As a result of the OATS
technology refreshment process, hardware and software
prices are now comparable to the low end of the commercial
marketplace. In addition, as part of the process to
exercise continuation of the OATS contract, an extensive
market survey was completed. After reviewing the data
from this survey, the Government notified NCR that many of
the prices on OATS needed to be reduced. Those products
were no longer orderable by our user community until NCR
brought those prices into line with prevailing market
prices. This was accomplished, and OATS prices dropped
considerably. Because of these efforts, OATS prices will
continue to represent the low end of the commercial
marketplace. This will ensure that ASAS and other agency
programs will continue to receive a good value when
utilizing the OATS contract.

A significant price reduction for the agency was the
substitution of the AT&T StarStation with the NCR 3230
workstation. The price for the AT&T StarStation, a 386/33
system, was $3,100. The price for the NCR 3230, a faster
486/50 system is $1,950, a saving of $1,150. This price
is also very competitive with commercial prices for a

similar high quality system. In general, OATS hardware
prices have dropped significantly over the past year.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Approximately 2,500 units have
been delivered to date. Where are they installed, are
they connected to their respective LANS, who is using
them, and what have been the results? In other words, has
this concept of automating FAA's safety analysis proved
itself, and if so, in what terms?

ANSWER: Through the end of FY 1993 ASAS will have
deployed approximately 3,000 units. The following is a
breakdown of who has been provided this equipment by
general job function and location. Also included is the
percent of these units that are connected to LANs either
as hard-wired desk-top machines or as lap-tops connected
through docking stations.

Deployed
Units:
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times as much as the hardware, given that it is developed
once and can be prorated over almost 10,000 work stations?

ANSWER: ASAS hardware costs are related to the cost
of providing microcomputer equipment, local area networks,
printers, etc. to the work force in sufficient quantities
to perform their job functions. The application software
cost is related to the complexity and size of the
application being developed, and bears little or no
relationship to the number of users.

ASAS application software consists of the automation
tools for implementing and managing FAA safety work force
programs. ASAS application software includes:

The local end users interface to enter data, execute
queries and produce standard reports

- All the automated interfaces (including
communication) required to upload and download data
between local sites, local LAN based databases and
national databases (ad hoc queries, access to
regulatory material, creation and generation of
canned reports, two-way updates to distributed sub-
sets, etc. ) .

- Special planning and forecasting tools
- Special processes to maintain national and local edit

tables
- Automated quality assurance processes

ASAS application software supports a set of systems
and subsystems that have been created or substantially
improved through the ASAS project, or that are accessed by
safety-related employees using equipment procured through
the ASAS Project. A number of these elements are data
bases and related software hosted on platforms from the
mainframe to the PC. Other elements are interfaces to
provide an integrated look at the data in the various data
bases. Some are stand-alone data bases. Many elements
are computer-aided processes to help the safety work force
enter, access, and use information or to perform day to
day work of various sorts.

ASAS application software elements for which the
Associate Administrator for Regulation and Certification
is the Office of Primary Interest are:

MMEL (Master Minimum Equipment List)
Facilitates the electronic exchange of safety
information concerning the dispatch of all make and
model aircraft used by U.S. operators, governments,
and foreign carriers. To dispatch an aircraft with
inoperative equipment, the MMELs set the minimum
operational and special purpose equipment needed to

operate safely under various flight conditions.

PTRS (Program Tracking and Reporting Subsystem)
Provides automation support for planning,
forecasting, scheduling, and allocating manpower
resources throughout the Flight Standards inspector
work force. This subsystem captures information
needed to support the Work Management Program, as
well as analytical information to be used by other
subsystems.
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OPSS (Operations Specifications Subsystem)
Automates access to operations specifications that
are required for Part 121, 129, and 135 air carriers.
The Operations Specifications' Subsystem captures
information relating to the operators' services,
routes, aircraft, maintenance, airmen, weather
reporting procedures, etc., as an effective method
for monitoring a wide range of aviation safety
variables.

VIS (Vital Information Subsystem)
Provides a corporate data base of critical
information on air agencies (pilot and ground
schools, mechanic schools, repair stations and
parachute lofts) ; airmen (designated examiners and
representatives) ; and air operators (Part 121, 129
and 135). The VIS, along with OPSS, is designed as
an automation tool to enhance surveillance and
oversight of various segments of the aviation
industry.

PS (Policy Subsystem — Prototype)
Provides access to information that is vital to many
of the activities performed by Flight Standards
employees who are guided by policy established
through regulatory requirements. The Policy
Subsystem is Flight Standards' on-line reference
system to support the continuous research
requirements of our employees. This system will
replace the Regulatory Background Reference Subsystem
(RBRS) and provides Flight Standards employees direct
access to the Automated Federal Aviation Regulations
Subsystem.

SIESS (Simulator Inventory. Evaluation and
Scheduling Subsystem)
Provides automated assistance in maintaining an
inventory of simulators, tracking the certification
of simulators, and scheduling evaluations of
simulators.

NASIPS (National Safety Inspection Program
Subsystem)
Identifies critical problem areas rather than
specific faulty items or issues. This subsystem
provides Flight Standards with the capability to
manage effectively and maintain the planning,
implementation, tracking, and analysis of the
activities of the NASIP.

ISIS (Integrated Safety Information Subsystem —
Prototype — Phase I/II)
Provides a more flexible and organized access to
specific ASAS databases for all ASAS users. ISIS
integrates the data collection and storage design of
these databases for increased standardization and
enhanced data quality.
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EIS (Enforcement Information Subsystem)
Creates a centralized subsystem that combines
separate reporting procedures in Flight Standards,
Aircraft Certification, Civil Aviation Security,
Airport, Medical and General Counsel. This cross
reference capability provides data necessary for the
effective administration and enforcement of the
Federal Aviation Regulations.

SDKS (Service Difficulty Reporting Subsystem)
Provides automation support for the collection and
analysis of data related to the identification of
abnormal, potentially unsafe mechanical conditions in
aircraft, aircraft components, and aircraft
equipment. This subsystem provides access to
information 1) to alert the aviation community to
unsafe conditions in aircraft or aircraft equipment,
2) to detect trends in problems with aircraft or
equipment that show potential dangers, and 3) to
provide prompt correction of unsafe conditions. This
analysis serves as the basis for issuing ADs,
warnings, alerts, and for creating statistical and
summary reports.

AFARS (Automated Federal Aviation Regulations
Subsystem)
Provides access to the full text of the Federal
Aviation Regulations. This subsystem supports the
development of new or revised regulations and to
analyze regulatory issues. The field offices use the
system in support of their surveillance and
enforcement activities.

ACSEP (Aircraft Certification Systems Evaluation
Program)
Creates a national system to automate the FAA audit
process which will contain data bases of evaluators,
facilities, and audit results. It will be able to
produce statistical reports and track trends in the
aircraft manufacturing industry.

AIS (Aircraft Imaging System)
Provide electronic transmission of technical
documents between the New England Directorate and
manufacturers .

MIDAS (Manufacturing Inspection Data Analysis
Sygtgm)
A subsystem that allows MIDO managers to make quality
resource management decisions by tracking data on
projects and their related staffing standards.

OIRIS (Overall Integrated Resource Information
System)
A system to support Aircraft Certification
executives, managers and supervisors with quality
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resource information for management decision-making.

RRS (Regulatory Retrieval System)
A system to deliver electronic copies of regulatory
documents, manuals and other pertinent reference
documents to Regulation and Certification personnel.

ADS (Airworthiness Directive Subsystem)
Allows text retrieval from the mainframe computer to
search and retrieve Airworthiness Directives.

ACQS (Aircraft Certification Office Subsystem)
Tracks work provided to specific Aircraft
Certification Office (ACO) customers to help meet the
information needs of the ACO managers. This
microcomputer-based subsystem is a part of the
Integrated Resource Information System (IRIS) .

DMS (Designee Management Subsystem)
Mainframe system to track organizations and
individuals designated by the FAA to act on behalf of
the FAA.

MIMIS (Manufacturing Inspection Management
Information Subsystem)
Microcomputer-based system used by Manufacturing
Inspection District Office managers to track their
case workload.

SUPS (Suspected Unapproved Parts Subsystem)
Tracks aircraft parts suspected to be unapproved by
the FAA.

RICS (Regulatory Information and Communications
System — Phase I)

Provides on-line processing and tracking of

regulatory project status. Provides electronic
transfer and coordination of regulatory documents.

ARACBB (Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee
Bulletin Board)
Contains information on ARAC meetings, committee and
subcommittee information, working group information,
message board and final rules and NPRMs to over 300
users worldwide.

RG (Rules Genesis)
Will track history/changes that have taken place in
each specific part of the FAR. It will assist the
regulatory development process by providing rationale
for past changes and modifications.

The ASAS application software elements for which the
Associate Administrator for Aviation Standards is the
Office of Primary Interest are:

CAIS (Comprehensive Airmen Information Subsystem)
Provides on-line access to a data base of pilot
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certification and medical certification with index
pointers to supporting microfilm records.

NARIS (National Aircraft Registry Information
Subsystem)
Improves access to microfilm aircraft registration
records by use of an automated data base of index
pointers to the microfilm records.

AIDS (Accident/Incident Data Subsystem)
Provides information on aircraft accidents and
incidents by an automated data base containing the
historical cases.

AMCS (Aeromedical Certification Subsystem — Beta
Test)
Microcomputer-based system that increases safety by
ensuring that only medically qualified applicants are
issued medical certificates. Speed, accuracy, and
completeness of information are enhanced in the
physician's office by using intelligent electronic
forms to record results on the examiner's computer
and transmit completed forms to FAA's central site
where complete compliance with FAR Part 67 medical
standards is also validated. Completed BETA Test and
Proof of Concept With 50 Physicians.

ESAPSS (Employee Substance Abuse Program Support
Subsystem)
Will improve FAA's ability to track employees
enrolled in rehabilitation programs, evaluate
strengths and weaknesses of the programs, and develop
prevention programs. FAA medical staffs will create
computer-based records of test data and results, and
will be able to track the series of actions taken
whenever test results are positive for substance
abuse by employees.

AMES (Aviation Medical Examiner Subsystem)
Will provide the FAA with information needed to
identify AME training requirements, monitor AME
activity and performance, and ensure the appropriate
geographic distribution and location of AME ' s who
support the FAA in its examination responsibilities.

ADAPS (Aviation Drug Abatement Program Support)
Will assist the FAA in ensuring that civil aviation
entities establish anti-drug test programs according
to FAA guidelines. Automates the information in the
submitted drug test plans and the collection,
analysis, and reporting of drug test results.

The ASAS application software elements for which the
Assistant Administrator for Civil Aviation Security's
complex is the Office of Primary Interest are:

CASIS (Civil Aviation Security Information System)
Contains information relating to scheduling.
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tracking, and analyzing inspections and
investigations of the Civil Aviation Security
special agent work force. Also provides
environmental information on airports, air carriers,
personnel, screening points, K-9 performance, and
hazardous materials.

SIRS (Security Information Reference System)
Provides access to an on-line repository of reference
documents such as Air Carrier Standard Security
Programs, Foreign Air Carrier Security Programs,
orders, directives, policy, etc.

FIRS (Facility Inspection Reporting System)
Contains a standardized checklist program aid for
conducting inspections of FAA facilities such as
towers, navigational aids, etc. The results are used
as analytical tools for applying resources to problem
areas.

FOBSS (Foreign Operations Branch Support System)
Contains planning, tracking, management, and analysis
of the foreign airport assessment program. It allows
managers to apply scarce personnel resources in a
manner to increase the effectiveness of surveillance
assistance to foreign countries.

BAA (Business Area Analysis)
As a follow-on to the Civil Aviation Security IRM
Strategic Plan, the BAA will identify the critical
work program needs, and information and data flows
for the entire Civil Aviation Security international
organization.

Civil Aviation Security Exis (Civil Aviation Security
Executive Information System)
This system will provide the upper management of
Civil Aviation Security with immediate, current,
comprehensive information on Civil Aviation Security
staffing, budgets, training, work program
accomplishments, etc.

As can be seen from this comprehensive list, ASAS
application software does not fit into any one category.
It is not just a PC or mainframe data base that can be
developed once and distributed to a finite number of end
user machines. It is not just PC or mainframe interfaces
that are developed once and distributed to a finite number
of end user machines. It is a set of tools that support,
and is a part of, an evolving set of systems and
subsystems that are hosted on different platforms. The
requirements and data elements differ from end user to end
user and there can be significant variations between the
supported FAA organizational components.

Application software development, prototyping,
implementation and enhancements are user driven. The
complexity of the ASAS organizations and the relationship
between the ASAS partners has led to the development of

68-625 0-94-4
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applications serving the interests of a diverse work
force. This organizational complexity is further
complicated by needs of our industry and other government
partners. Other customer requirements that get rolled
into the overall application requirements include
congress, governmental oversight agencies, FOIA, and
information requests from the public.

The ultimate goals of ASAS cannot be met until all
the application pieces have been implemented. It is only
when they are readily available to the user can the full
potential for planning, forecasting, decision support, and
the widest range of safety analysis be realized. The key
is making ASAS readily available to the user.

Cost of applications remains relatively high due to
the constant pace of change. Programmatic size, scope,
and complexity also add to the high costs of software
development. Some of the costs associated with
application development can also be attributed to
organizational change.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Provide the results of ASAS
operational test and evaluation and explain any changes in

design to this project that occurred as a result of OT&E.
ANSWER: Although the multi-threaded nature of ASAS

precludes ASAS-wide Operational Test and Evaluation,
prototype development, beta testing and OT&E of individual
ASAS subsystems have allowed Regulation and Certification
to place ASAS components into the hands of the users
quickly. For example, as a result of operational testing
and evaluation of the Designee Management System (DMS)
Version 1.0, all user identified improvements were
incorporated into DMS Version 2.0, which facilitates the
acceptance/use of this ASAS system. By OT&E the ASAS
community not only gained the benefit of users' expertise
to help us make components useful to them, but we also
gained early acceptance of the systems. Enhancements
based on users' OT&E give systems greater capability, and
give users a sense of ownership of the system.

Regulation and Certification's ASAS operational
system enhancements are often beta tested at various field
locations before full implementation. Beta testing at
selected sites has reality-tested software, validated user
guidance materials, and allowed acceptance testing in a

typical user's environment instead of an ADP environment.
As an example, RICS development was halted and re-
evaluated to assure functional specifications compliance.
The system developer (a contractor) is correcting
problems, at no charge to the government.

The ASAS community also prototypes some applications.
Prototyping applications has proven to be one of the best
avenues for users and developers to reach a common
understanding of requirements and software specifications.

In addition to prototyping, beta testing and OT&E,
external (GAO/OIG) and internal evaluations (RASIPS,
NASIPS) provide feedback as to the use, effectiveness, and

efficiency of the various systems. These evaluations
identify specific shortcomings of the systems both

nationally and locally.
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The Civil Aviation Security (CAS) subsystems of the
ASAS have had varying levels of operational test and
evaluation (OT&E) due to the wide separation in time,
technology, and development platforms. For example, the

components of the original Civil Aviation Security
Information System (CASIS) predate ASAS and were first

implemented in the 1985 time frame. Extensive user
involvement in pre-implementation beta testing resulted in

changes to the preliminary design to more accurately
reflect true operational processes. On the other hand,
the Foreign Operations Branch Support Systems (FOBSS) ,

an
ASAS developed element, has only recently completed the
first phase of its implementation. FOBSS is being
developed on a "rapid prototype" process, heavier user
involvement was obtained in all phases of the development
process.

Aviation Standards has ongoing evaluations of all of
its IRM programs. When any system is under development,
the use of rapid prototyping and user involvement provide
incremental changes to the requirements definitions and

system design. The major changes to original
specifications has been toward a more user friendly
approach and the embracing of client-server architecture.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Briefly explain the OATS
contract and how the lowest price can be assured for
hardware and software being procured for the ASAS? Why is
the price for almost 10,000 units of hardware on the OATS
contract more than what any person could buy one unit of
the same hardware from any retail computer store?

ANSWER: The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
awarded the Office Automation Technology and Services
(OATS) contract on December 21, 1989 to American Telephone
and Telegraph/NCR (NCR) . The contract provides office
automation hardware, software, networking components,
hardware and software maintenance, training and technical
support services to all elements of the Department of

Transportation. FAA Order 1370.72 mandates the use of the
OATS contract in the agency.

We are constantly striving to produce competitive
prices for all of our users, such as those associated with
the ASAS project. As a result of the OATS technology
refreshment process, hardware and software prices are now
comparable to the low end of the commercial marketplace.
In addition, as part of the process to exercise
continuation of the OATS contract, an extensive market
survey was completed. After reviewing the data from this
survey, the Government notified NCR that many of the
prices on OATS needed to be reduced. Those products were
no longer orderable by our user community until NCR
brought those prices into line with prevailing market
prices. This was accomplished, and OATS prices dropped
considerably. Because of these efforts, OATS prices will
continue to represent the low end of the commercial
marketplace. This will ensure that ASAS and other agency
programs will continue to receive a good value when
utilizing the OATS contract.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Show that ASAS complies with
FAA's policy of "user need" driving development and
procurement of new systems rather than "technology push."

ANSWER: Each component of ASAS uses slightly
different structures and management styles to ensure that
real "user need" is driving development and procurement of
new systems rather than "technology push."

Within Regulation and Certification the major
processes are the Flight Standards Training and Automation
Committee's (TAC) Flight Standards Information Systems
Strategy project and the Aircraft Certification
Information Systems Steering Group (ISSG) Process.

The objective of the Flight Standards Information
Systems Strategy (ISS) project is to develop a "blueprint"
for the management of future information systems. As many
as 50 members of the Flight Standards organization were
active participants in the project. These 50 members
gathered input from hundreds of Flight Standards people
and from customers, and identified improvements that
should be made to Flight Standards processes and
information systems.

On the basis of ISS, new ASAS components are being
designed/built around the "work" of Flight Standards, and
the same methodology will apply to the redesign of current
systems.

HIGHLIGHTS OF ISS STRATEGY
15-month study.
Redesign processes and systems for organizational

effectiveness.
Ensure quality data for decision making.
Provide connectivity for more effective

communications .

Provide to the work force with the hardware and
software to do the job. (Requested by field personnel
throughout the study)

Build a strong IRM organization.
Apply current technology will be applied to processes

designated for automation, to keep up with and support the
aviation industry.

Direct access to important safety information (as
opposed to waiting weeks for hard copy reports) has
significantly increased the safety analysis capabilities
for all levels of the organizations. The reduced lag time
between safety-related event and data availability has
significantly improved decision support for critical
safety issues.

An employee waiting in line for a machine, a machine
waiting in line for a communication port, and a slow
communication (modem baud rate) speed, are all
contributing to inspectors, analysts, and managers not
being able to get to and utilize available data.

User-driven development versus technology push is
demonstrated by this user-based priority setting process.
The user community has voiced its priority for: a

stable/dependable software/hardware platform, a more
balanced machine/personnel ratio, greater and faster
access to data outside the local site, mobile access, and
user training.
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Aircraft Certification's Information Systems Steering
Group (ISSG) meets semi-annually to review and authorize
the development of ASAS automation systems. The group is

composed of the four directorate assistant managers and
the headquarters division assistant managers. These line
managers ensure that Aircraft Certification's ASAS
automation systems are operationally mandated by the
customers.

For each component, user groups are formed with field
representatives from all directorates and are involved in
all phases of the system's life cycle development.

In some cases the avoidance of a "technology push" is
evidenced by the decision not to automate. For example,
the Aircraft Certification's Integrated Resource
Information System (IRIS) initiative is based on users
defining their information needs for their work. From
these defined needs both automated and non-automated
products were designed to meet their requirements. In
this case, users' needs determined that some processes
would not be automated.

Each office in Aviation Standards has formed working
groups to identify user needs as part of their long range
IRM planning process. Some of these groups have regularly
scheduled meetings to ensure plans and requirements are
consistent. An example of the commitment to this process
is one of the IRM goals of Aviation Medicine (AAM) : "A
consensus-based supported view of how information systems
should support the business of AAM."

The CAS method of obtaining user requirements for
information technology and tools is based on user
involvement such as steering committees, surveys, and
special focus workgroups (e.g. to identify the most
current hardware and software needs, a perforated survey
went to all Civil Aviation Security offices. Efforts are
currently underway to merge the information received into
a comprehensive total needs prioritized list for all of
Civil Aviation Security) .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why is the useful life
considered to be only 5 years? Although technology will
surely advance, will the users perceive a need for the
newest technology or will somewhat dated technology still
suffice?

ANSWER: The ASAS project was established with a five
to seven year replacement life cycle based on in-house
experience and industry expectations. The problem we
faced was not one of continuing to use somewhat dated
technology. The equipment the ASAS community had obtained
seven years prior was un-expandable and was becoming un-
supportable due to the unavailability of parts and
maintenance. The problem had become "Can the organization
continue to obtain, support and maintain the somewhat
dated technology throughout a large geographically
dispersed work force?"

At some point, as vendors discontinue sales and
support for earlier versions, as replacement parts become
hard to find through normal procurement processes, and as
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the newer (so called upwardly compatible) products require
more and more resources, maintaining an integrated
environment of a wide range of platforms becomes
impossible. Most of the software that is commercially
available now and most of the applications we are
installing now will not work on the equipment that was
commonly available seven or more years ago. We do not
expect the obsolescence rate to taper off.

FAA Office of Information Technology reviewed and
confirmed ASAS' five to seven year replacement cycle and
the ASAS community believes it is still prudent planning.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Provide information showing that
the intended user groups are sufficiently sophisticated
and demanding to warrant procuring a separate work station
for each individual in the work force rather than having
common stations for several individuals. For example,
aviation safety inspectors typically do not spend much
time at their desks and often work other than standard
shifts. Thus, they would be able to share work stations.

ANSWER: Many ASAS end users are now being provided
laptop computers instead of desktop models and will be
using them in the field as well as using them at docking
stations into the LAN at the office. To share computers
is not reasonable. Average desk occupancy times are
misleading. We know of no successful business which
provides fewer work stations per shift than it has
employees.

The Flight Standards Partners-With-Industry
initiative now demands a sophisticated approach to
managing high tech aviation assets in the current global
environment. To provide adequate oversight and provide
leadership in the aviation industry, FAA must develop new
and innovative ways to manage data and information that is

increasing at a growing rate. Consequently, Flight
Standards is in the process of a cultural shift in its
work force to meet the demands of the industry today, as
well as for the future.

The Flight Standards user works in a highly automated
environment in the technical aspects of the aviation
community. Even the technology of record keeping is

becoming highly sophisticated with optical systems and
text searching. Our work force has advanced beyond the
pencil and paper stage. Electronic mail, fax modems, word
processing, spreadsheets, databases and other office
technology are essential to getting the work done.
Sharing computers is a productivity loss.

Partnership with industry is being fostered through
electronic interchange of data. (Examples — MMELs, OPSS,
ADS, aging aircraft, and service difficulty reporting.)

Electronic data sharing with DoD, law enforcement
agencies, and FAA counterparts is expanding the in-service
history of aviation equipment and organizations and giving
additional dimensions to analysis.

Direct access to important safety information (as
opposed to waiting weeks for hard copy reports) has

significantly increased the safety analysis capabilities
for all levels of the organizations.
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within Aircraft Certification, many inspectors are
also getting laptop computers instead of desktop models
and will be using them in the field as well as using them
as docking stations at the office.

The Aviation Standards user works in a highly
automated environment. The technology is becoming highly
sophisticated with optical systems, text searching,
electronic mail, and automated forms. The applications of

today are highly user friendly and allow a user to
customize their workstation to their individual
preferences. Where sharing of workstations currently
exists due to lack of equipment, it is considered a major
impediment to the use of automated tools and produces a
loss of productivity. Electronic mail, fax modems, word
processing, spreadsheets, databases and other office
technology are essential to getting the work done. More
and more, the microcomputer is becoming like the telephone
on a desk, a piece of essential office equipment that
allows the employee to make the best use of their time.

Special agents in the Civil Aviation Security
workforce are becoming more and more dependent on
information for planning and executing their work program.
Interfaces with air carriers, airports, and public
agencies require them to be knowledgeable in the
information resource management area. Special agents.
Federal Security Managers, and Security Liaison Officers
are increasingly making use of portable laptop computers
to prepare reports and access information while on
temporary travel duty status.

Finally, ASAS funds provide for initial training so
that users become more knowledgeable on software enabling
the cultural shift needed to meet the demands of the
industry today, as well as for the future.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Identify other safety analysis
or data collection systems and explain the relationship
between ASAS and all other FAA related systems or data
bases operated and maintained by FAA.

ANSWER: The other primary safety analysis system
operated by the FAA is the Aviation Safety Advanced
Analysis Program (ASAAP) which is currently in a prototype
stage of operation. ASAAP 's purpose is to perform a

variety of specifically focused analyses and studies from
a global perspective. It draws from and integrates FAA
and other organizations' data, in both automated and hard
copy formats. Some ASAS sub-elements are providing
crucial data for ASAAP. The ASAS community is also
working with ASAAP to improve the data in ASAS.

Whereas ASAAP 's focus is corporate and integrative,
ASAS' analysis is more regulatory focused. ASAS is to
replace the antiquated, obsolete, and mostly manual
procedures used by inspectors, accident investigators,
special agents, program managers, and other safety-related
staff. ASAS focus is to adopt modern automated processes
to plan, schedule, capture, and track work programs,
inspections, and investigation activity; to capture and
analyze inspection data, investigation results, and

safety information resulting from that activity; and to
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provide access to safety information and regulatory
guidance. Its analysis is more operational and regulatory
focused.

No other data bases operated and maintained by FAA
are focused on operational and regulatory needs. There
are repositories such as the Airmen/Aircraft Registry and
data bases of Airport environments, Navigation Aid, Air
Traffic Control Tower, Air Route, Air Traffic Control
Center, Instrument Landing System, Instrument Approach
Procedure Automation, Aircraft Management Information
System, etc. ; and there are data bases of real time Air
Traffic Control information. ASAS supports and integrates
with the former where there are common elements and there
is no overlap or direct relationship between ASAS and the
real time Air Traffic Control information.

Some ASAS elements such as EIS interface with
organizations that are outside of the original ASAS group
e.g.. Airports and Legal Counsel. Again, these are not
duplications, but ASAS does provide access and
availability. Similarly, the Accident Investigation
organization is integrating NTSB/FAA accident data. SDR
is gaining additional industry participants, etc. Another
of interest is in expanding our industry/government data
sources as opposed to internal.

This sharing of data among ASAS elements and with
outside systems and users has provided greater deptfi and
breadth of analyses. For example, the Integrated Safety
Information Subsystem is an easy-to-use analysis tool with
data from the Aircraft Certification, Flight Standards,
Aviation Standards National Field Office, Rulemaking,
Accident Investigation, and Civil Aviation Security
organizations in the FAA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Provide specific examples of how
each of the targeted work forces listed in the budget
justification back-up data will use the ASAS for such
activities as:

evaluating aging aircraft structural integrity;
monitoring industry anti-drug programs;
streamlining the regulatory process; and
performing inspections, surveillance, and
enforcement.
ANSWER: The targeted work forces use ASAS for such

activities as follows:

Evaluating aging aircraft structural integrity:
The formal Aging Aircraft Plan is currently being
developed. As the Aging Aircraft Plan .matures.
Flight Standards will provide the operational arm to
implement and manage this process. ASAS will support
the inspections, surveillance, and oversight. We
envision PTRS type support to plan, schedule,
capture, and track the aging aircraft work programs,
inspections, and investigation results; to capture
and analyze these inspections, investigation results,
and safety information; and to provide access to

aging aircraft information and regulatory guidance.
Currently, inspectors who are conducting
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evaluations of aging aircraft as part of NASIPS and
RASIPS rely on ASAS elements AD's, SDR's, SUP's,
Airworthiness Indicators, etc.

Monitoring industry anti-drug programs ; The ASAS

program has funded development of the Drug Plan
Tracking Subsystem (DPTS) and the Compliance and
Enforcement Database Management Subsystem (CEDMS) for
use by the Drug Abatement work force in Aviation
Medicine. Both systems are accessible from the field
and Washington Headquarters and provide information
needed to perform daily job functions. The DPTS
contains detailed information about each drug plan
and statistics about positives found during testing.
The CEDMS tracks drug abatement compliance actions
and potential enforcement actions resulting from
inspections and other drug plan monitoring
activities. CEDMS also provides the information
needed to initiate an enforcement action in the
Enforcement Information System (EIS) ,

which is the
official database used by FAA to initiate legal
enforcement actions against aviation entities.

Streamlining the regulatory process : The Regulatory
Information and Communication System (RICS) performs
and integrates numerous rulemaking management
functions normally requiring several independent
systems and man-hour intensive system feeding.
Specifically RICS:

Tracks each rulemaking project through each milestone
all the way to the publication of the rule.

Maintains a record for each office of all actions
performed during the development of a rule—
coordination, review, changes, comments— including
the dates and the name of the official taking the
action.

Contains the most current copy of the regulatory
document under development and all previous versions
with notations and changes provided by each office
working the project.

Document transfer function eliminates the need for
paper copies for coordination and review and provides
all pertinent information to each office on-line
throughout the life of the regulatory project. All
coordination, comments, re-writes, etc. occur on line
and are forwarded directly to the next action office.

Makes all information accessible to regional
directorates and field offices through modems.

Incorporates a reminder or "tickler" system to advise
action addressees that there are actions pending for

specific projects. System will not allow process to
continue until the "tickler" is answered—the
required action is completed.
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Provides meaningful management information reports
and graphs to assess progress and assist management
in the allocation of rulemaking resources and other
decision-making activities.

Performing inspections, surveillance, and
enforcement:

PTRS is important for the management of Flight
Standards inspectors performing inspections,
surveillance and enforcement.

VIS data on organizations and designees
(location, fleet, personnel, certification basis,
etc.) accessed through ASAS is an important resource
for inspections, surveillance, and enforcement.

ASAS electronic search capabilities of
background statutes, regulations, FAA orders, and
policy materials are used in all three.

Compliance history is validated through EIS.
Potential inspection/surveillance areas may be
indicated by trend analysis of Service Difficulty
Report, Accident/Incident Data, and other in-service
related data. Potential compliance areas may be
indicated by trend analysis of EIS.

Requirements that the subject organization or
individual must meet may be verified using
Airworthiness Directives Subsystem, Master/Minimum
Equipment Listing System, Exemption Subsystem,
Automated Federal Aviation Regulations, Policy
Subsystem, Vital Information Subsystem, Designees
Management Subsystem, etc.

Flight Standards management uses ASAS elements
to help develop National Program Guidelines through
data analysis and more effectively use limited
resources. Managers also use ASAS elements for more
effective and efficient follow-up on specific
problems including enforcement.

Aircraft Certification Managers and Principal
Inspectors (Pi's) use the Designee Management System
to appoint, train, control and supervise designees.

Inspectors use the Airworthiness Directives
System to identify and reference the AD's that apply
to the piece of equipment or aircraft that is being
inspected to ensure compliance.

Most regulatory documents are available in the
Policy System of ASAS and are used as a reference by
most of the Aircraft Certification work force at all
levels of certification and regulation.

Enforcement actions are monitored by inspectors
and managers for timely completion in the MIMIS
subsystem.

The Compliance and Enforcement Database
Management Subsystem (CEDMS) is also an important
surveillance, and enforcement ASAS element, tracking
drug abatement compliance actions and potential
enforcement actions resulting from inspections and
other drug plan monitoring activities. CEDMS also
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provides the information needed to initiate an
enforcement action in the Enforcement Information
System (EIS) .

The CAS "special agents" use the CASIS and the
Enforcement Information Subsystem (EIS) to plan,
record, and analyze the results of inspections,
investigations, and enforcements, as part of their
technical work program. They also use the Security
Information Reference Subsystem (SIRS) to access the
latest policy guidance, directives updates, and other
procedural guidance related to the work programs.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What would be the impact of

receiving only 75 percent of the Fiscal Year 1994 budget
request for ASAS? 50 percent? What would be the impact
on the project's benefits if the entire multi-year program
were to be scaled back to about half of its current
proposed magnitude— in other words, about 4,000 to 5,000
work stations instead of about 9,800?

ANSWER: A 25 percent reduction would cut deeply into

planned equipment purchase. This affects capturing data
and providing employees the capability of analyzing
increasing amounts of data to perform their critical
functions in a timely manner. It would unacceptably delay
scheduled implementation of programs and processes
designed to allow the safety work force to be more
productive and delay the initial deployment and
subsequently the start of the technology refreshment
cycle, thus increasing risk of general equipment the out
years.

Such a cut would delay program accomplishment and
affect the Accident Investigation mission where real-time
access to data banks is needed to provide timely
investigation results and conclusions related to probable
cause and NTSB recommendations. It would also delay the
development of the Aviation Medical Examiner Subsystem.
Flight Standard's business process redesign and system
redesign efforts would be curtailed for a year. As would
their efforts to address data management initiatives, data
standardization, quality, etc.

A 50 percent reduction would virtually stop equipment
purchase and extend modernization for several years
preventing the alignment of information technology with
business processes. It would cause unacceptable impacts
to ASAS Programs where we would have to abandon projects
where "work in progress" investments are already made.
It would eliminate any new business process and system
development or redesign efforts until stabilized funding
could be budgeted. It would delay data management and
data quality initiatives for several years.

A 50 percent reduction would also delay the
development of systems and capabilities for capturing
aging aircraft data. Inspectors would not have the data
capturing capabilities, analytical capabilities, or the
research capabilities needed to accomplish their jobs.

Scaling back to half the size of the FY 1994 program
would put on hold any future efforts that were to begin in
FY 1994 until stabilized funding can be projected and
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protected. Other systems now in development will not be
fully utilized due to the integrated nature of all of our
systems, i.e., SPAS, PENS, ISIS. A 50 percent funding cut
in FY 1994 would have a significant negative impact on the
development of the Suspected Unapproved Parts System
(SUPS) that tracks and coordinates the investigation of
suspected unapproved parts for the FAA.

The cut would destroy the infrastructure of Aviation
Standards information technology used to connect specific
functional areas such as Aviation Medicine's AMCS project
where the public physicians (Aviation Medical Examiner's)
would not be enabled to implement the automated medical
certification process already under development. It would
cancel the development of the Aviation Medical Examiner
Subsystem and delay the implementation of other critical
Aviation Standards systems.

A 50 percent cut would prevent Civil Aviation
Security from developing their Business Area Analysis,
implementation of local area networks in regional and
field offices, and develop critically needed management
decision systems. Also, significant reductions would be
made in the implementation of workstations to the Civil
Aviation Security field and international workforce.

Old equipment would become obsolete and unusable
before sufficient numbers of staffs gain any automation
tools, thus forcing the ASAS community to incur greater
costs in subsequent years as the infrastructure crumbles
under demands for integration of information systems
without appropriate quantity or quality of technology to
attain success.

A 50 percent funding cut would diminish the training
given to personnel both for automation ASAS subsystems and
for their own workstations.

A 50 percent reduction in number of workstations over
the projected life of the project would drastically reduce
ability to maintain an integrated infrastructure of
information technology due to delays in replacing older
failing equipment and would in turn place many aviation
safety programs at risk as delays are introduced due to
equipment failures. It would increase the maintenance
costs as older equipment becomes more difficult to
maintain and increase the coordination and management
overhead costs as software and systems are maintained on
several different platforms, requiring multiple versions
to maintained.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the quality of data on
the existing information systems that ASAS will integrate?
What steps are underway or planned to ensure the integrity
of the data from these systems?

ANSWER: The quality of data in the existing
information systems is not yet where we want it. Our
efforts to improve it fall into three categories.

First, the ASAS community is working internally
through user groups, through requirements analysis and
through operational testing and acceptance to improve data
quality. These end-users are our experts on their data
quality needs. By these efforts we not only gain the
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benefit of users' expertise to help us build systems with
data that is useful to them, but we also gain their early
acceptance of the systems. Enhancements based on users'
needs give systems greater capability, and give users a
sense of ownership of the system. Increased use of the
data at all levels is increasing individual awareness of
the value of quality data.

As a result, ASAS subsystems are built to support
data integrity with many data entries edits, lookup tables
and user-friendly screens; and the ASAS community has a
number of coordinated projects to address data quality.

Also within the operations of many ASAS elements,
data quality is being improved by involving the most
knowledgeable person — the inspector responsible for the
certification, enforcement, or surveillance activity. As
fast as the deployment of hardware and telecommunication
platforms permits, data is entered only once by the person
most knowledgeable. Productivity and data quality gains
are being realized by entering the data only at its
origination point. For example. Air Carrier certification
information entered into Flight Standards Vital
Information Subsystem is automatically filled into the
appropriate fields in Accident/Incident Data Subsystem,
Enforcement Information Subsystem, Program Tracking and
Reporting Subsystem, Automated Operations Specifications
Subsystem, Service Difficulty Reporting Subsystem and
others.

Second, the ASAS community needs to deploy adequate
equipment, appropriate training, and better human
interfaces that will allow the end-users to develop and to
maintain their sense of ownership and to take
responsibility and care when entering data into any ASAS
system.

As these systems become more useful to the end user,
as ASAS helps the end user get his/her job done, the data
will improved Easy access to the vast amount of
regulations, orders, and policy materials as well as data
base information needed by the inspector in day-to-day
activities cannot be realized with the current work force
to machine ratio. This access needs to be available at
the remote work site and not just when the inspector is in
his/her home office. This access alone will improve the
data quality. We will achieve this access by accelerating,
as permitted by budgetary constraints, deployment of ASAS
hardware.

Thirdly, cross application validation checks are an
ongoing process with-in ASAS. Data accuracy is being
improved by using data from complementary data bases as
cross-check edits — e.g., ATC Location Identifier
information, CAIS, Registry.

Similarly, the ASAS community is working with the
Associate Administrator for Aviation Safety to feed back
into ASAS data improvement from those subsets that ASAAP
uses and incorporate lessons learned from ASAAP into ASAS.
Also, source data from existing FAA data bases (such as
ATC Airport, etc.) are being used rather than creating new
systems.
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NATIONAL AVIATION SAFETY DATA CENTER

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The program discussed in this
budget item is the Aviation Safety Advanced Analysis
Program. This program's objectives are quite similar to
those of a similarly sounding program called the Aviation
Safety Analysis System, budget item number 3A06. Please
explain the relationship between these two efforts and why
they share apparently duplicative objectives.

ANSWER: Although the descriptions of ASAAP and ASAS
sound similar, the goals of the programs are very
different. ASAAP supports the Associate Administrator for
Aviation Safety (ASF) whose primary mission is to perform
integrated safety analyses and studies. In order to
fulfill this mission, ASF requires access to high quality
safety information/data resources and advanced analytical
tools. ASAAP provides ASF with these resources and tools
through the application of automation technology and
rigorous data management procedures. ASAAP is an over-
arching computer analysis system which integrates aviation
safety data from existing data bases such as the

regulatory ASAS data bases, the National Airspace
Information Management System (NAIMS) , the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) , the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) , and other governmental data
sources for safety research.

ASAS supports the Associate Administrator for

Regulation and Certification (AVR) . Its main objective is
to provide FAA with a set of aviation regulatory and

compliance data bases. It is just one of the many
critical sources of information for the ASAAP. ASAAP
imports selected source data from ASAS and other data
bases that have been identified by ASF analysts as being
relevant to safety issues. After the data has been
imported, ASAAP standardizes the data elements, reconciles
the data via a data quality control process, and

integrates the data into a composite data bank. The data

quality improvements are then fed back to the original
source data bases.

ASAAP is a corporate decision support tool that
addresses GAO's concerns (GAO/IMTEC-92-57) about the need
for FAA data quality and data base integration
capabilities. No other system or program in the FAA
provides the data quality improvements or integrated
analytical capabilities that ASAAP provides on a corporate
wide basis.

COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION EXPAND/ IMPROVE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: According to FAA's Capital
Investment Plan, the 1,450 CBI training terminals that are

being delivered during Fiscal Years 1993 and 1994 are
destined for sites also scheduled to receive 16,500 state-
of-the-are microcomputers under two other independent
programs.

Can the CBI objectives be accomplished more

economically by adding some additional software to the new

microcomputers rather than providing redundant work
stations at over 1,400 sites?
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ANSWER: The CBI microcomputers are special purpose
platfoi-ms which deliver FAA technical training containing
digital audio and interactive video. The additional
components required for audio and video presentation are
an integral part of these microcomputers and would not be
suitable for equipment used for other operational
purposes. To accomplish training in some locations, the

systems must be placed adjacent to and physically
connected with external mockups of specific equipment
(e.g., airplane cockpits, calibrations on NAS equipment,
and tower equipment) . Also it is not effective to deliver
complex technical training on office equipment or under
office conditions because distractions and interruptions
constantly occur and interfere with the training's
effectiveness.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many of the CBI stations
have been delivered and installed to date?

ANSWER: 1,450 CBI platforms have been delivered and
389 installed.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: One of the task descriptions
under this budget item shows that 4 50 full-feature
platforms will be procured at a cost of $5 million. This
is in excess of $11,000 per computer. Why is this unit
cost for 450 units so much higher than the price of the
same hardware when it is purchased one at a time from a

retail store?
ANSWER: The CBI platform is a multimedia computer,

especially configured for interactive and multimedia
training. In addition to the normal components of a

microcomputer, the CBI platform must have a video box,
video disc player, digital audio card, video disc overlay
card, SCSI controller card, 16 megabytes of memory, two
hard disk drives, large screen monitor with 1024x768
screen resolution and 256x256 colors, 4 serial ports (to
attach external simulators and other training devices) , a

LAN card, and a CD-ROM drive.

SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND SUPPORT CONTRACT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: To what extent has the SEIC been
involved in supporting FAA's oversight of the Advanced
Automation System?

ANSWER: The SEIC has a special staff responsible for
verification and assessment of the AAS contractor's
software development products to ensure that requirements
are met. SEIC's teams participate in defining,
developing, and IV&V testing of AAS software.

The System Engineering Technical Assistance (SETA)
contract for AAS was awarded on January 12, 1990. During
the period of August 1991 through July 1992, SEIC
transferred its technical lead responsibilities to the AAS
SETA contractor and currently functions as a support
contractor to the AAS program office. The SEIC's select
staff provides specialized expertise in Ada software
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engineering tools and environments, training and
technology transfer, liaison with external organizations
in matters involving the Ada programming language, and
software development and acquisition planning activities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How did the SEIC contribute to
and support FAA's decision making process to determine the
best ATC facilities consolidation alternative?

ANSWER: The SEIC supported the FAA working groups
which performed engineering and programmatic comparison
studies of three facility consolidation and automation
system alternatives to the "full consolidation" approach
previously baselined in the CIP. They assisted in
identifying facility, equipment, and data communication
requirements for the alternatives, prepared life-cycle
cost estimates on each alternative, and compared the
results to the baseline approach. The alternatives
evaluated included a "no consolidation" (do nothing)
approach, a "moderate consolidation" (53 facilities)
approach, and the selected "limited consolidation"
approach. The SEIC estimates/analyses showed that both
the moderate and limited consolidations were relatively
close; however, the moderate consolidation required a

greater amount of F&E funds for implementation than
limited consolidation and fewer families would be
relocated in the limited consolidation approach.

The SEIC then supported development and coordination
of required changes to the CIP and F&E Financial Plan to
incorporate the "limited consolidation" approach. In
addition, the SEIC prepared analyses, briefings, and
sections of reports to OST, 0MB, and Congress on the
selected "limited consolidation" approach.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Two other budget items request
significant funding for activities that resemble, in part,
the services that the SEIC is providing to FAA. For
example, "Transition Engineering Support" lists technical
support that includes planning, implementation, and
integration of projects; and the "Technical Services
Support Contract" lists such tasks as implementation and
installation of NAS improvements. How does FAA determine
which support contractor to use?

ANSWER: Each of these three service contracts
provide different functions to the FAA. The System
Engineering and Integration Contract (SEIC) is in its
final phase. This contract is being divided into six new
contracts, three of which have already been awarded and
the work has been transitioned over to the new contracts.

The Transition Engineering Support Contract ensures
that the equipment and systems being delivered by the
acquisition process continue to transition into the
operational environment as smoothly as possible. The
emphasis for this planning must be placed upon engineering
operational procedures, human resource planning, staffing,
training, logistic support, and other programmatic areas.
This contract will provide support to the regional
offices, major FAA facilities. Aeronautical Center, and
FAA headquarters for facility level transition planning,
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project implementation coordination at the facility,
verification tests that integrate the new NAS systems with
the existing facility environment.

A national technical support services contract was
awarded to provide the regions and centers with increased
scheduling flexibility required to meet the large number
of equipment deliveries. The Technical Support Services
Contract (TSSC) provides resources required to modify and
relocate existing equipment and large quantities of new

equipment being deployed to the field. Implementation and
installation of NAS improvements require specialists with
electronic, mechanical, and civil engineering expertise.

A conscious decision was made to eliminate the

possibility of duplication by sectioning the SEIC into
several different contracts having each contract support
its own area of expertise (e.g, weather, communications,
etc. ) .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does FAA avoid incurring
costs for redundant support services from all or a couple
of these contractors?

ANSWER: FAA program/technical managers develop a
statement of work with difinitized tasks, schedules, and
milestones that the contractor must accomplish within a

certain timeframe. The program/technical manager develops
a contract management plan which defines what work is to
be performed in sufficient detail to facilitate project
performance evaluation. The program/technical manager has
oversight responsibility for ensuring that project plans
are developed in such a way to preclude redundant services
being performed. Prudent monitoring of the planning and
execution eliminates redundant incurred costs.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Given that FAA will be

continuously modernizing the air traffic control system
and investing its facilities and equipment, what are the

arguments for and against developing more of an in-house
capability to perform the tasks for which FAA now hires
contractors to accomplish?

ANSWER: If FAA were to develop more in-house
capability to perform tasks now contracted out, we would
have direct supervision over the tasks being performed.
Additionally, it would cost less to perform the tasks
since an average staff year for an experienced contractor
starts at approximately $140,000.

However, if FAA decides to develop more in-house
capability to perform tasks now contracted out, we would
need to create an attractive motivation to recruit and
retain personnel with specialized engineering talent. We
would need to be able to provide more attractive salaries,
which would necessitate raising more appropriations and

creating positions.
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

NHTSA IVHS BUDGET

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why is there $9,000,000 in
the general operating expenses (GOE) account
designated to be transferred to NHTSA to support its
IVHS research program?

ANSWER: These funds provide for acceleration of
the "vehicle -side" aspects of the IVHS program which
are appropriate for DOT involvement. NHTSA is

already involved in evaluating the safety aspects of
several ongoing operational tests sponsored by the
FHWA, including the ADVANCE project in Chicago and
the FAST-TRAC project in Oakland County, MI. The $9
million in FHWA GOE funds consists of $4 million out
of the FHWA GOE account and another $5 million from
the President's Rebuild America proposal. Of this
amount, $2.5 million will be used to conduct safety
evaluations of new and ongoing FHWA- sponsored
operational tests. $3.5 million will be used for
performance specification development for collision
avoidance systems, many of which are critical for the
automated highway system. The remaining $3 million
will provide initial funding to form a partnership to

operationally test a communication system for
automatically summoning emergency medical assistance
following an accident, and for providing precise data
on the location of the crash.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does this indicate the need
for a unified Departmental IVHS budget submittal so
the program can be properly viewed in its entirety?

ANSWER: From a program perspective, there would
certainly be advantages to presenting a unified
budget for the IVHS program. As you know, IVHS
activities are now sponsored by the FHWA, the FTA and
the NHTSA within the DOT. FHWA and NHTSA submit
separate budget requests, and FTA funds IVHS
activities out of their R&D budget. The program
activities funded out of these budgets are well
coordinated in the DOT through the existing IVHS
Working Group and Coordinating Committee structure.
The IVHS National Program Plan and the DOT element of
that plan will present a unified IVHS program built
around user services that will cross public/private
and DOT agency boundaries. The possibility of

establishing an IVHS program office within the DOT
that would be responsible for developing a unified
IVHS budget has been raised. This matter is

currently under discussion.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the total NHTSA

budget for IVHS, including the $9,000,000?

ANSWER: In FY 1994, NHTSA proposes spending a
total of $16.5 million on IVHS activities.

COMMERICAL VEHICLE OPERATIONS (CVO)

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Given the current status of
commercial vehicle projects in the National IVHS

Program and especially the early stage of the 1-80

project, please specify how FHWA intends to allocate
another $10 million during FY 1994 as proposed in the
President's Rebuild America Initiative? Identify
which projects and activities will receive these
funds. When do you expect the 1-80 project to be

fully operational?

ANSWER: The table on the following page
indicates the IVHS CVO activities which will be
continued and undertaken in FY 1994. The table shows
the amounts which will be allocated from the regular
ISTEA funding. Also shown are the amounts to be
allocated from the Rebuild America Initiative which
will accelerate the development of the National CVO
Network and CVO operational tests.

The preclearance service, as part of 1-80 and
the National Commercial Vehicle Network, will be

fully operational in 1997. The 1-80 States are just
beginning to organize and will meet in the fall of
1993 to form a coalition and to discuss how they can

accomplish these 1997 objectives.

fT-1994 BUDGET PUW FOR CVO

==
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In Senate Report No. 102-
351, this Committee stated:

"that whenever Federal funds will support CVO
projects, FHWA should include a detailed plan on
the expected use of these funds, focusing on how
these expenditures will enhance motor carrier
safety and improve MCSAP inspection activities.
The Committee insists that these plans devote a

portion of future moneys to test the feasibility of

using IVHS as a means of enforcing hours -of -service
regulations. These plans should be submitted to
the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations
along with the fiscal year 1994 and subsequent
budgets. "

Despite the Committee's directive, FHWA's
justification request regarding the additional $10
million for CVO operations contains one sentence
regarding safety.

o Please respond to the Committee's directive in
detail, being certain to address how each of the
projects receiving these monies will strengthen
or address safety concerns.

ANSWER: A report on CVO safety and the IVHS

program has been prepared pursuant to the Committee's
instructions. On completion of the clearance
process, it will be provided.

The FHWA is committed to improving the safety of
commercial vehicle operations on the Nation's
highways. The requested funding will allow FHWA to
accelerate the safety portions of the IVHS CVO
Program in a number of areas:
1. Vehicle- to- Roadside Communications (VRC)

During FY- 1993 the FHWA contracted with two national
laboratories, Lawrence Livermore National Labs and
National Institute for Science and Technology, to
define the functions needed for a nationally
compatible VRC communications system for use in the
CVO area. Phase 2 of the effort is a recommendation
of a course of action to accomplish the development
and field testing of that system. The effort will be

completed in FY- 1994. Both safety and productivity
are affected by the VRC as this is the means for
enforcement personnel to identify that the vehicle is

compliant and need not stop for inspection and
credential inspection.
2. CVO Architecture and System Design
Architecture development, specific to CVO, is
scheduled to begin in FY- 1994. The CVO architecture
will combine all the elements of the CVO user

I services into a comprehensive, integrated system.
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The CVO architecture and system design are especially
important because a CVO system must function

nationally. This effort is critical for defining how
best to achieve both safety and productivity
services .

3 . CVO Safety in the IVHS Program
Three of the services of the CVO element of the IVHS

Program Plan, now being developed, will strengthen
and address safety and inspections. These services
will require real time communications and other

technologies to obtain safety information to screen
and check commercial vehicles and drivers.
Enforcement officers will be able to access needed
data and focus on the highest risk carriers,
vehicles, drivers, and cargo. The CVO safety- related
services include:
a. Commercial Vehicle Preclearance. Access will be
needed to national data on safety records, profiles
of past safety performance, date of last inspection,
and out -of -service violations for intra and
interstate carriers. State personnel will use this
information to improve the effectiveness of roadside
enforcement activities.
b. Automated Roadside Inspections. Sensors and

diagnostic technology will be used to check the
current status of the drivers (e.g., hours-of-
service) and vehicles system (e.g., brake air

pressure) , allowing inspections to be completed
quickly and accurately. Finally, technology will be
used to measure actual brake performance.
c. On-Board Safety Monitoring. Sensors,
diagnostics, on-board computers, and VRC will monitor
driver, vehicle, and cargo safety in real time at

highway speeds. The driver will be warned of any
serious problem in time to take corrective action.

Through VRC, the enforcement officer will be informed
of vehicle or driver violations in order to take

appropriate action.
4 . CVO Safety Research
The FHWA has a contract with Sandia National Labs to

determine the applicability of IVHS technologies for
the commercial motor vehicle inspection process, both
at the roadside and on-board, including monitoring
out -of -service violations. The FHWA is coordinating
the research closely with States and seeking their

input through the CVSA. The FHWA is also

coordinating the research with the American Trucking
Associations' Trucking Research Institute (TRI) . The
TRI is under contract to prepare a report entitled
The Feasibility of Standardized Diagnostic s Equipment
for Maintenance and Roadside Inspection . Sandia 's

findings and recommendations will be available later
this year.
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FHWA will begin testing with selected States,
later in FY- 1993, alternative technologies to
measure: (1) brake performance (e.g., rolling
dynamometer and friction pads) ; and (2) brake
condition (e.g., infrared sensors to remotely check
temperature) These technologies will improve the
efficiency of roadside brake inspections.
5. CVO Operational Tests
CVO operational tests will be included in most of the
four solicitations that the FHWA will have in FY-
1994. In the FY- 1993 Summer solicitation, the FHWA
will ask for proposals in two CVO areas. One area is
the automated roadside inspection that will request
technologies that could assist MCSAP inspectors in
performing safety inspections. The other area will
request ways that inspectors can verify if out of
service violations have been corrected. Respondents
to this area will be required to work closely with
the CVO architecture contractor in order to develop a
system that will work within the National CVO
Network.
6. Cooperation with the CVSA
The FHWA believes that CVSA participation in all
aspects of commercial safety-related IVHS research
and operational tests is critical to adoption of the
technologies and procedures by the enforcement
community. Therefore, the FHWA has included CVSA
representatives in all major CVO safety activities.

The FHWA is contracting with CVSA to help the
FHWA and State members develop CVO plans and carry
out CVO- related research, operational tests, and
deployment activities.

DEFENSE CONVERSION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Department of Defense
has issued a special notice announcing the Defense
Technology Conversion Reinvestment and Assistance
Program that will invest roughly $470 million during
FY 1993 in various Federal/industry partnerships and
other initiatives.

What portion of these funds do you expect to be
used for projects that will directly or indirectly
assist the National IVHS Program?

ANSWER: The Department of Transportation is not
aware of any determination of the portion of the
funds appropriated to the Department of Defense that
may be used for projects which will assist the
National IVHS Program. Although 1 of the 11

technology focus areas listed in the multi-agency
announcement of May 14th addressed IVHS, we are
unable to anticipate the number of IVHS proposals nor
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the competitiveness of IVHS proposals which will be
submitted. The deadline for submission of proposals
is July 23 and it is expected that overall
competition for available funds will be very keen.
On June 18, Secretary Pena announced that DOT will
officially participate in this multi-agency
Technology Reinvestment Program, however no decisions
on funding have been made .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In view of the DOD
initiative, why does the FHWA maintain that it also
needs a Defense Conversion Initiative costing $20
million? How will these funds be spent?

ANSWER: The Rebuild America Proposal and the
President's Technology Initiative clearly identify
infrastructure investment and particularly IVHS as

important areas for technology applications. To
ensure that eligible existing technologies originally
developed for defense are fully explored for IVHS
use, the administration proposed that a dedicated
portion of the IVHS funds be provided for this

purpose. Funding participation from the IVHS program
will foster opportunities for direct partnerships for
DOT/IVHS with defense firms, national labs, and other
Federal agencies.

DUAL USE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Dual Use Technology
Program to be implemented by the DOD, which would
include IVHS related projects, requires at least 50

percent non- Federal funding in each year.

To be consistent with the DOD program, will you
also require a 50 percent cost sharing? If not, why
not? What are the advantages and disadvantages of

doing so?

ANSWER: Yes, FHWA will require 50 percent cost

sharing for IVHS defense conversion projects. This
is our target share for all our partnerships with the

private sector on IVHS funding. One of the

advantages is that, as directed by ISTEA, we are

fostering U.S. industrial and economic
competitiveness .

IVHS STAFFING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Did FHWA ask for
additional staff to support an increased IVHS

program? How do you intend to manage an expanded
IVHS program?
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ANSWER: President Clinton's initiative to
reduce Federal government administrative costs
through employment attrition prevents the FHWA from
requesting additional FTE. We are concerned about
how we will effectively manage an expanded IVHS
program, and are in the process of considering
several possibilities. These will likely involve
using staff from other elements of FHWA to manage
certain parts of the program. For example, we will
continue to use our field office staff to manage
individual operational test projects. We are also
using staff at the Volpe National Transportation
System Center to manage IVHS program contracts in the
areas of benefits estimation, institutional issues
and public acceptance.

We would prefer to have additional staff, but
believe we have been successful in advancing the
program through support contracts. We will likely
need to increase the level of management support to
keep pace with the expansion of the program. We are
in the process of considering our options.

IVHS ^4ANAGEMENT REVIEWS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Volpe Transportation
Systems Center was tasked by the Department to
assemble a panel of experts to review the Federal
management of the National IVHS Program.

What were the key conclusions of the report?

ANSWER: Significant findings were: (1) DOT
should provide strong national leadership by actively
shaping how and or what timetable IVHS evolves; (2)
consolidate and enhance the role, scope, and stature
of DOT IVHS activities by creating a strong joint
IVHS program office; (3) expand and diversify
staffing within the new joint office; (4) replace
current DOT IVHS Coordinating Group with a DOT IVHS
Management Council chaired by the Deputy Secretary;
and (5) DOT should identify performance measures to
judge and demonstrate IVHS progress.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What criticisms of the
National IVHS Program were specified by these
experts?

ANSWER: Overall the review team gave the DOT
high marks in terms of how it had initially
organized, managed, and staffed the IVHS program.
The above noted findings recognize the tremendous
growth the program has experienced the past few years
and suggest changes the DOT should make to

effectively manage a larger program and to provide a

strong national intermodal leadership.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are the options the

Department is considering to change the management
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and structure of decision-making related to the
National IVHS Program.

ANSWER: The final report from the panel of

experts was forwarded to DOT on May 11. It is

currently being reviewed and considered in terms of
how to best implement the recommendations. DOT
anticipates fully exploring a number of Joint IVHS

Program Office options in terms of size, delegated
authority, and relationships with other DOT IVHS
offices. We are gathering information on DOD's

experiences with joint program of f ices- -what works
and what doesn't work.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will other report
criticisms be addressed?

ANSWER: The DOT is reviewing the findings and
recommendations of the report. They will be given
full consideration as IVHS activities evolve under
the direction of the Clinton Administration.

POLICY AND PLANNING RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If policy research were reduced as

proposed for FY 1994 to $7.0 million, what specific projects would
be delayed or eliminated?

ANSWER: If FY 1994 policy research were reduced to

$7 million, no specific projects would be eliminated, but projects
to evaluate relationships between highway investment and

transportation system performance and to improve the quality of

State and local government traffic data collection programs would
have to be delayed. Several projects were delayed due to funding
cuts in FY 1993, and the FY 1994 budget request already has been

reduced substantially from projected needs. Any further cuts

would delay projects that are essential to the evaluation of

critical highway policy issues.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If planning research were level funded,
what specific projects would be delayed or eliminated?

ANSWER: The FY 1993 budget for planning research was $2,437
million. In addition, a supplemental $1 million was provided for

work by Los Alamos National Laboratory (TRANSIMS project). At

this funding level, over $1.5 million in proposed FY 1993 studies
were deferred. In FY 1994, approximately $3.2 million is needed
for new studies and continuation of critical work currently
underway. Thus approximately $5 million would be needed in

FY 1994 for deferred and new or continuing activities.
If planning research is level funded at $2,437 million in

FY 1994, the following critical areas will be adversely impacted
or delayed:

Development of technical tools to enhance the ability of

state and local officials to respond to the statewide and
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metropolitan planning requirements of the ISTEA and to make
decisions on intermodal tradeoffs.

Improvements in travel forecasting methods essential for
states and MPOs to address new ISTEA requirements and CAAA
air quality conformity deadlines; including the work being
performed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory on the
TRANSIMS project, which is part of the overall national
effort to convert labs to civilian use.

Development of technical methods to enhance the capability
of states and MPOs to address the congestion management
provisions of the ISTEA.

Development of Geographic Information System tools for the
National Highway System and the Highway Performance

Monitoring System (HPMS).

Improvements to HPMS analytical capabilities.

INTERMODAL TRANSFER FACILITIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: On page 96 of the budget request, the
FHWA proposes to continue a study to determine the effectiveness
of intermodal transfer facilities. Why do we need to study this?

ANSWER: During recent years, there has been a growing
interest on the part of State and local government agencies in the

development of intermodal passenger and freight terminal projects.
Well over a dozen intermodal terminal projects are undergoing
feasibility studies. Construction of these projects involve
billions of dollars of public funds, if approved. With limited

public funds it is imperative that only the most effective
intermodal terminals be funded so that we get the most for our
limited resources. The proposed study will identify methods for

determining the effectiveness of intermodal projects. Case
studies will be developed to serve as guides for ongoing and
future feasibility studies.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Who will use the results and for what

purposes?

ANSWER: Federal, state, local, and private transportation
officials will use these studies to assist them in determining
what will be needed to make these facilities an economic success
and determine if public funds should be expended.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much do you plan to spend on this

study during FY 1994 and how much has been obligated on this study
to date?

ANSWER: During FY 1993 $75,000 was obligated to initiate
work on the project. An additional $200,000 is scheduled for

FY 1994 to complete the research project.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why is it of critical importance?

ANSWER: It is critical to complete this project in FY 1994

since decisions by public officials will be necessary on which

intermodal projects should be funded and what is necessary to make

them successful .

NATIONAL HIGHWAY INSTITUTE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If funding for the National Highway
Institute is held to the FY 1993 level, can you raise tuition fees

to make up part of the difference?

ANSWER: Only State and local government agencies receive

courses at a subsidized rate (50% of cost). Courses provided to

the private sector are at full cost. The result of raising course

fees for States and local governments would not be an increase in

fees collected but a reduction in the number of courses these

agencies would receive. The budgeting process for nearly all of

these government agencies has the effect of allocating a set

amount of funds for training. Any increase in the unit cost of

training courses means fewer courses are requested by that

organization to remain within their defined training budget. At a

time when technology is changing so rapidly and organizations are

experiencing major losses in technical expertise through
retirements an increase in tuition fees for courses may have a

serious negative impact on the transportation system.

HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What was the basis of FHWA's decision

to reduce R&D funding for highway safety from the 1993 level by

$3,124 million?

ANSWER: Working within overall budget limitations for

Research and Development, it was felt that several activities

planned for FY 1994 in the highway safety research program could

be properly funded under the Applied Research and Technology

Program established by the ISTEA. Thus, the requested GOE funding
for this area was reduced.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Which projects will be delayed or

eliminated because of this proposed reduction? How does this

proposed reduction affect your research work and program
activities related to highway-rail grade crossing safety?

ANSWER: At this time, we expect to fund the full FY 1994

safety research program. If this does not happen, we have

identified a strategy for dealing with reduced levels of funding.
Part of this would involve deferring up to five studies to FY 1995

in areas associated with night driving and highway lighting,
traffic control in construction/maintenance zones, intersection

accident analysis, and roadside safety hardware/vehicle
interaction issues involving side impacts and vehicle

characteristics. As FHWA's major research involving highway-rail

grade crossing has been generally completed, this research area is

not expected to be affected by this reduction.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is research related to highway safety
going to receive a larger percentage of the Section 6005 funds

during FY 1994 than it did during FY 1993?

ANSWER: Safety research is budgeted to receive up to

$2.5 million in Section 6005 funds in FY 1993. The internal

project allocation of Section 6005 funds for FY 1994 will not be

made until this Fall. However, funding to meet our safety
research needs will require approximately $3 million or a 20 per
cent increase.

APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify the major research areas
and the associated dollar levels funded by Section 6005 funds

during FY 1992, FY 1993, and planned for FY 1994.

ANSWER: The funds available under Section 6005 were
utilized in the following manner for FY 1992 and FY 1993. The
distribution of Section 6005 funds for FY 1994 has not yet been
determined.

ISTEA SECTION 6005 FUNDING

(Dollars in millions)

Program

Policy
o Pol icy
o International

FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994

Scan

Research & Developmen

o Safety
o Materials
o Pavements
o Structures
o National Eval . Center
o Advanced Research
o Support Services

Safety & Systems
Appl ications

$2,694
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TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT AND DEPLOYMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a detailed
breakdown of the proposed allocation of $15 million for
the technology assessment and deployment program. What
amount of ISTEA funds will be directed towards each of
these program areas?

ANSWER: A breakdown of the $15 million requested in
GOE funding for technology assessment and deployment
activities is provided in the following table. ISTEA
funds provided for implementation of the products of the
highly focused, special emphasis Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP) are also shown. (As shown in a

previous table, $6 million of the $20 million available
for SHRP is assigned to continuation of the long-term
pavement performance (LTPP) program.) A footnote to the
following table explains the relationship of the
designated technologies in ISTEA section 6005 (4-8) to
the Categories.

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT AND DEPLOYMENT PROGRAM
FY 1994 BUDGET SUMMARY

CATEGORY
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ANSWER: The primary driving force behind the
requested increase to $15 million is the need to continue
to ensure products of research and development (R&D)
programs are identified, packaged and delivered to state
highway agencies. R&D programs began to increase in 1991
with a significant upswing in FY 1992. To realize a
return on the investment in these programs, the products
must be appropriately applied. Experience has shown that
much effort is required to move results from the R&D
arena into widespread application. The level of effort
is further increased by the growing complexity of both
the technology and the barriers to its acceptance, the
rate of technical change itself necessitating rapid
movement of results into practice, and the need
increasingly to function in a truly international
marketplace. Funding for technology assessment and
deployment must keep pace in order to manage effectively
these factors and the larger numbers of products.

Because of the situation described above, the
response to the question focuses mostly on the scope and
nature of activities in the program. While some
expansion of the target audience will be possible in the
safety and traffic operations categories at the higher
funding level, the participants for this program will
continue to consist first of the state level highway
agencies.

The process of technology transfer is lengthy. The
logistics of technology identification and assessment,
project planning through cooperative efforts with the
States and the private sector, and in carrying out
projects on suitable field construction sites in nearly
all 50 States are extremely complex. As a result most of
the projects are multi-year in nature with pilot
activities in the first years. Ultimately, most States
will be visited as a part of each project.

$8 Million Program

With funding at the $8 million level, projects
initiated in previous years will be continued. Some
examples are:

Retroreflectivity—Pavement marking and sign
retroref lectivity provide nighttime visibility for
drivers and is recognized by highway agencies as
essential for highway safety. A multi-year effort to
evaluate retroreflectivity equipment with the goal of

developing guidelines for signs and pavement markings was
initiated in 1993 and will be continued. This project
will stimulate a new industry for manufacturing the
measuring equipment.

Corridor Safety Improvement Program (CSIP)—This is a

joint FHWA-NHTSA multidisciplinary initiative designed to
address severe accident problems in arterial corridors.
CSIP is based on a comprehensive approach involving
engineering, enforcement, emergency medical services, and

public awareness and education working in combination to
reduce accidents and injuries. Through May 1993, 26
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states have received presentations with 14 subsequently
initiating projects.

Geographic Information and Video Imagery
Systems—Geographic Information systems coupled with video
images and laser disc technologies provide the latest aid
for the intelligent use of highway information in
decision making. Promotion of these technologies to
State and local transportation agencies through hands-on
demonstrations with the latest in high-tech equipment
will continue.

Relieving Traffic Congestion Through Incident
Management-Incidents such as spilled loads, breakdowns
and accidents account for more than 60 percent of freeway
delay and the percentage is rising. Preplanned and
coordinated action is needed by responding agencies to
detect and remove incidents as quickly as possible.
Workshops designed for multi-agency and multi-
disciplinary audiences will continue to be presented
where both the technical and administrative aspects of

carrying out a program of effective responses are
discussed.

Advanced Traffic Control Technologies—The largest
mobile demonstration of intersection traffic control
technology ever assembled is now touring the US and is

expected to visit every State and most major cities. The
combination hands-on demonstration and workshop will
expose hundreds of traffic engineers, technicians and

managers to leading edge electronic equipment that, if

properly utilized by State and local highway agencies,
will, as a minimum, reduce vehicle delay by 15 percent,
vehicle stops by 16 percent, excess travel time by 7

percent, and excess fuel consumption by 9 percent. This
is a public-private industry partnership involving 24

companies and system software firms joining with the FHWA
to reduce urban traffic congestion.

Fast Track Concrete Paving-^or many years, field
engineers have been concerned about the time a highway
needs to be closed during concrete pavement
rehabilitation. For this reason. Accelerated Rigid
Paving Techniques (Fast Track Concrete Paving) continues
to be a strong need within the States. Fast tracking may
include high early strength mixes, curing blankets, zero
clearance equipment, incentives-disincentives, and
innovative joint sawing-sealing techniques. This FHWA
project has supported the development and implementation
of new fast track technology in partnership with the
American Concrete Pavement Association to the point that
Fast Track projects have been constructed successfully.
To date design and testing assistance on fast tracking
has been provided to 14 State highway agencies.

Bridge Management System-Over 4 percent of the
Nation's 575,000 highway bridges are functionally
obsolete or structurally deficient, resulting, in some
cases, in safety hazards and higher user costs. To meet
the urgent need for a comprehensive, implementable bridge
management system (BMS) , the FHWA, in cooperation with
the California Department of Transportation, is
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developing new software. PONTIS (Latin for bridge) is a
network-level BMS, which includes a detailed bridge data
base and the models necessary to predict maintenance and
improvement needs, recommend optimal policies, and
schedule projects within budget and policy constraints.
PONTIS is a tool which budget analysts and engineering
managers may use to develop annual long-range maintenance
and improvement programs and budgets, and to produce
strong guantitative backing for budget reguests to
funding authorities and elected officials. A working
version of PONTIS has been delivered to selected States
for initial implementation and testing and efforts to
further refine, package and deliver the program to the
highway community will continue.

Geotechnical Applications Microcomputer
Programs—Four microcomputer programs designed for
geotechnical applications have been upgraded and field
tested. The program "COM624P" analyzes piles and drilled
shafts which are subjected to horizontal loads such as
those generated by wind loading on an overhead sign
structure. A recently added module to "COM624P,"
"PMEIX," assists with the design of the reinforcing bar
cage for poured-in-place concrete piles and shafts. The
program "EMBANK" determines one-dimensional compression
settlements due to loads from embankments. "CBEAR"
calculates bearing capacity for shallow spread footing
foundations and "SPILE" determines the ultimate static
capacity of piles in either cohesive or cohesionless
soils. Currently under development are microcomputer
programs for design of walls and for slope stability
analysis.

Stone Matrix Asphalt—The FHWA is also drawing on
other countries for asphalt pavement technology. In late
1990, a 21-member study group representing the FHWA, the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) , the National Asphalt Pavement
Association, The Asphalt Institute, the Strategic Highway
Research Program, and the Transportation Research Board
toured six European countries.

One of the technologies that was brought back to the
United States from the study tour was Stone Matrix
Asphalt (SMA) . It is an asphalt mixture developed in
Germany to provide a rut resistant pavement surface
layer. The strength of SMA is attributable to a "gap-
graded" aggregate that results in a stone-to-stone
structure held together by a durable asphalt filler,
fiber mastic.

Through May 1993, 19 SMA projects have been
constructed in 14 States. Data from these projects are
being analyzed and model specifications developed and
disseminated. Further evaluation is targeting mixture
design, cost reduction, guality control, and predictive
performance of the SMA pavements. Eventually SMA could
be used by all States as a rut resistant pavement
surface .

Field Management of Concrete Mixes—Major projects
are underway to demonstrate new concrete technology.
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Eight 2-day workshops and seven field demonstrations have
been conducted under the Field Management of Concrete
Mixes project on bridge and paving projects. The
concrete technology mobile laboratory which is the core
of this technology transfer project has been displayed at
several regional, national, and international meetings,
including the 1992 Transportation Association of Canada
meeting in Winnipeg, Canada. In addition, testing
equipment was loaned to fifteen States under the project.
Many activities under this continuing project are
conducted in partnership with the concrete industry.

National Quality Initiative—A unique partnership
between FHWA, AASHTO, and various industry associations
has been established to form a National Quality
Initiative Steering Committee. This, committee provides
guidance on the national direction of construction
quality issues. Working groups, composed of six or fewer
members of the steering committee are developing quality
training courses and seminars. A 5-day course, "Quality
Management and Statistical Quality Control" and a 2-day
workshop have been developed for delivery in FY 1994 and

beyond.

$10 Million Program

An increase in available resources to $10 million
will permit the acceleration of some of the activities
continued at the $8 million level and the initiation of
two new projects. Some examples of activities that may
be accelerated and the two new efforts are:

Accelerated Activities
By expanding and accelerating the scheduling of the

mobile demonstration of intersection traffic control
technology now touring the US as part of the Advanced
Traffic Control Technologies project, this technology can
be taken to every State and most major cities by the end
of FY 1995.

The FHWA has developed the framework for a public
outreach campaign designed to improve the behavior and
performance of the highway users by increasing awareness
of highway-related safety issues. Compliance with
traffic control devices is the target, with an initial
focus on red light running. Greater compliance through
social marketing should enhance safety. A pilot campaign
will be implemented in a city as a trial, after which,
the campaign will be offered to communities nationwide.
Increased funding will be used to provide this campaign
to more users and accelerate its delivery.

Efforts needed to disseminate new highway safety
technology are increasing at a rapid pace and in

complexity. Also, many efforts underway will require
more intense activity if they are to be put into routine
use in the relative near term. For example, to
demonstrate the laser based retroref lectivity equipment
that will enable minimum visibility guidelines for signs
and markings, multiple units of each type of device

/zo iiic r\
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(pavement markings and signs) will be necessary to
promote this technology to the fifty States. Because the
States are not the only entities that have responsibility
for signs and markings, many counties, cities and towns
should also be offered the opportunity to receive
demonstrations on these devices as well. This
substantially increases the complexity of delivering this
technology. It is unacceptable to have this needed
technology phased in over many years, and the increased
funding will be used to accelerate implementation
efforts.

In the same way, accelerated promotion for the
implementation of community based pedestrian safety
programs is necessary, even if it is to target only those
locations where pedestrian accidents are significant or
on the increase.

As Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS)
continue to mature, a large influx of new traffic and
motor carrier technologies will be developed and will be
in need of immediate promotion and implementation. In

addition, technical information sources will be
developed, including the Traffic Control Systems-IVHS
Handbook, which will be distributed to highway users
nationwide. Advanced traffic sensors and diagnostic
equipment will be field tested and evaluated. A series
of national and regional seminars on Integrated Highway
Information Systems will be conducted.

Another of the items that will be expanded places
emphasis on the use of Stone Matrix Asphalt (SMA) as an
innovative solution to asphalt rutting. Joint research
efforts are optimizing the SMA design and construction
process and will lead to more effective use of this
product. Expanded field demonstrations and technical
assistance provided at the construction site through the
use of fully equipped mobile asphalt laboratories will be
utilized.

To showcase the developments on new technologies for
design and construction of deep foundations for
structures, an international conference on innovative
technologies for deep foundations will be held in

Orlando, Florida in December of 1994. The currently
active demonstration project on pile foundations will be
expanded to promote the many new advances that have
recently occurred in foundation design and construction.

New Projects
Load Resistance Factor Design—The early acceptance

of a new specification on load resistance factor design
(LRFD) as a part of the AASHTO bridge specifications will
be promoted in a series of 5-day workshops through this
new project. These workshops for bridge engineers will
provide information on the new specification and develop
their practical skills in applying it, thus accelerating
acceptance of LRFD into practice.

European Concrete—As a result of major executive
level reviews of European paving practices, many new and
innovative concepts will be the subject of significant
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evaluation, especially in the areas of concrete pavement.
With momentum gathered through the construction of a

Michigan European concrete section in Detroit in the fall
of 1993, emphasis will be expanded on this subject in
fiscal year 1994 and beyond. The European concrete
challenge encompasses much thicker pavements, more solid
foundations, greater attention to drainage and pavement
surface characteristics. Many more sections are planned
for construction in the next few years throughout the
nation.

$15 Million Program

Funding at the full requested level of $15 million
will, in addition to accomplishing the above, enable
bringing selected projects from the preliminary planning
stage to full operational status. Some expansion of
target audience can also be accomplished in the safety,
traffic operations, and motor carriers areas. Some
examples are highlighted in the following discussion.

Collecting and Transferring Accident Datzb-A new
effort to be initiated with increased funding is the use
of automated technology to collect and transfer accident
data. Statistical data gathered in the past related to
highway safety, automobile crashes, etc.

,
have not been

as accurate or timely as desired. This will become most
important as safety management systems, mandated by
ISTEA, develop and are put to use. Also, as additional
demands are put on those asked to collect the data
(primarily enforcement/police agencies) , the quality of
data is likely to deteriorate. New, more efficient and
innovative technologies must be applied to simplify and
speed data collection and transfer. Technologies such as
global positioning systems. Total Station, bar coding,
magnetic stripe, automated vehicle identification,
digital camera, pen-based computing, voice recognition,
etc., must be evaluated, packaged and promoted to the
highway and enforcement sectors.

Innovative Motor Carrier Safety—The need to
disseminate innovative motor carrier safety is also
rapidly increasing. Increased funding will be used to
test and evaluate automated brake testing technology for
commercial vehicles. The checking of brake systems is
currently a time consuming process (20-30 minutes) and
the sheer volume of vehicles means that only a limited
number can be checked. Innovative technologies are
beginning to appear which address the need for fast and
accurate brake inspections. Those showing promise of
increasing the efficiency of roadside inspections need to
be tested in an inservice environment. Those shown to be
successful will be widely promoted in a timely manner.

Another element of this project will be to showcase
and promote various motor carrier safety technologies.
It is envisioned that these technologies would be
displayed in a state-of-the-art vehicle to be taken
across the country delivering the technology to potential
users.
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Automated Traffic Enforcement Equipment—Increased
funding will allow in-service test and evaluation of
automated enforcement equipment to increase compliance
with and respect for traffic signals. Equipment cost,
installation, operation, maintenance and effectiveness
will be evaluated.

Freeway Surveillance and Control—A new project is
being planned to address leading edge freeway
surveillance and control equipment used in managing the
flow of traffic on the main line of freeways, at
interchanges and ramps, on parallel frontage roads and
freeway control centers. This multi-year project will
tour most of the 50 States and major urban areas. The
equipment will include changeable message signs, closed
circuit television (CCTV) monitoring, vehicle detectors,
highway advisory radio, motorist aid systems,
communication systems, and computer control centers. A
mobile display vehicle and workshop presentations will be
developed. Private sector participation will be
solicited, i.e., equipment manufacturers and software
systems firms. Benefit to cost analyses will be
developed to evaluate the impact of various levels of
control. High occupancy vehicle strategies and automated
toll collection systems will also be included. The
results of the projects are expected to raise the level
of awareness of traffic engineers and upper-management as
to the value of adopting and implementing the best
available technologies to reduce congestion on freeways.
Participants will also be exposed to a wide range of IVHS
type control systems. Over time, the project will be
modified to keep abreast of rapid advances in the
technology as these become available.

Ground Improvement Techniques—Innovative solutions
in ground engineering and ground improvement are
available to address problems resulting from space
constraints in urban construction, utilization of
substandard materials and unique design requirements of

highway construction and reconstruction projects.
Techniques such as mechanically stabilized earth walls,
soil nail walls and dynamic compaction are proven methods
of ground improvement which have the potential to solve
the engineering problems, as well as save construction
funds, are a part of the Ground Improvement Techniques
project. Through this project, innovative technologies
will be delivered to the practicing engineer and
applications will be fostered using a multi-pronged
approach of specification development and application,
and application of computerized analysis methods where
appropriate. Workshops on design and construction will be
followed by hands-on development of ground improvement
solutions for specific projects which are scheduled for
construction. Follow-up activities will include
instrumentation to evaluate the short and long term
performance of the solutions.

Scour and Underwater Repair—Scour of foundation
materials at bridge substructures has resulted in

catastrophic bridge collapses as well as in a continuing
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problem of damaged foundations needing repairs to ensure
bridge integrity. The occurrence of scour problems at
unexpected locations or at higher than anticipated rates
creates a need for more aggressive and effective scour
monitoring procedures. Promising and/or proven hardware
will be applied to scour critical bridges to test the
equipment and also to demonstrate effective applications
to a broad audience of users through a new Scour and
Underwater Repair project. Effective methods of
repairing unstable foundations will be applied to site
specific conditions to develop solutions to long term
stability and scour protection. The skill of engineering
a solution to a scoured or damaged foundation problem
will be transferred through assisting bridge engineers
with practical applications of techniques tailored for
site specific conditions.

High Performance Concretes-41igh performance
concretes (HPC) and high strength concretes (HSC)
incorporate materials and mix procedures which produce
structural concretes with significant increases in
durability and strength when compared to normal
concretes. Dramatic savings in initial construction
costs using HSC and increased service life and lower
maintenance costs with HPC can be achieved by application
of these materials in highway bridges. One excellent
approach to evaluating and demonstrating the advantages
is to build parallel structures at a location. One
structure would be designed and constructed as per
existing practice. The second structure would
incorporate all the available new technology for design,
materials, construction methods, and long term
monitoring. All the structural elements including
foundations, retaining walls, abutments, girders and deck
would incorporate State-of-Art technology. This approach
would provide comparison of new and old technology and
would provide an excellent example of cost differentials,
ease of construction, and a unique opportunity to monitor
long term performance.

High Performance Shotcrete-Shotcrete has been found
to be particularly cost-effective in a variety of repair
situations. One of the major attributes of shotcrete is
the excellent bond to substrate materials. Shotcrete can
be used for repair of a variety of concrete structures
including bridges, retaining walls, tunnels, shafts,
drainage structures and dams. Cost-effective
construction of several highway structures utilizing
quality shotcrete application has been developed since
the 1980's. New, permanent and temporary retaining wall
systems, e.g., soil nailed walls and geotextile walls use
high-quality shotcrete for facing. The New Austrian
Tunnelling Method uses shotcrete for permanent tunnel
support.

Shotcreting was originally developed in 1910 and
consists of pneumatic applications of sand-cement mortar.
This process is generally described as the "dry-mix
shotcrete" process. Since the 1960 's, equipment has been
available for the "wet-mix shotcrete" process. Shotcrete
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technology has improved significantly over the past 10

years. Modern shotcrete practice can produce superior
shotcrete suitable for permanent applications. The high-
performance shotcrete mixes utilize fibre reinforcement,
high early strength cements, high-quality fly ash and
silica fume, and polymer agents.

The proposed technology transfer project will
include workshops, technical assistance for shotcrete
design on specific projects, and guidance during
construction. A mobile concrete mobile laboratory will
be used to provide assistance for testing shotcrete. The
project will supplement other initiatives in soil
nailing, bridge rehabilitation, and tunnel construction.

Porous Pavements—The European Asphalt Study Tour
'?.entioned previously identified porous asphalt pavements
as a potential product that may pay dividends in the
United States. Porous pavements are asphalt hot-mix
surfaces similar to open-graded friction courses
currently used in this country. The benefits of this
type mix are skid improvement, noise abatement, and
surface water spray reduction. The trade-offs are in
cost increases and in possible clogging with sand and
other debris. The most significant difference to Open
Graded Asphalt Friction Course (OGAFC) is that porous
pavements are usually greater than 25 mm (1 in) in
thickness, typically 38 mm (I'j in) and modified with
fiber or polymer, while open graded friction courses are
less than 25 mm (1 in) in thickness, typically 18 mm (3/4
in) and contain unmodified asphalt cement.

Landslide Stabilization—United States highway
agencies annually spend more than $500 million on
landslide stabilization, correction, slope maintenance,
and other related technical activities. Geotechnical
engineers or engineering geologists are generally
employed to perform site investigations, soil laboratory
testing, engineering analyses, and evaluations of problem
highway sites. They provide recommendations to design
and construction engineers for consideration during the
design and construction of highway facilities. The level
of geotechnical services varies among State highway
agencies because of differences in technical level and
availability of geotechnical staff.

Analysis and correction of landslide sites are very
complicated engineering problems. Few colleges in the
United States offer slope stability courses that address
the needs of State highway geotechnical engineers. A
currently completed manual and training course has been
developed for those State geotechnical engineers and
engineering geologists who have a basic understanding of
landslide mechanism and repairing techniques. With
additional funding, pilot projects and instrumented test
sites would be constructed and evaluated - putting the
principles into practice.

As a final observation it may be worth noting that
each of these activities involves a project manager who
becomes technically proficient with the new technology, a

technical working group of practitioners representing
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FHWA, the States and the private sector, to help guide
the project, and a team of engineers and technicians to

carry out the workshops, seminars and on-site
demonstrations. The logistics involved in dealing with
50 states and numerous local agencies, as well as

locating suitable field construction sites, as noted at
the beginning, result in projects that are multi-year in
nature. Project duration varies, but may range from two
to in excess of six years when planning and mobilization
time is considered. During the life of each project,
most States will be visited.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please discuss the nature and
amount of the contract that the Office of Technology
Applications signed with the Transportation Research
Board to evaluate the effectiveness of this program
activity.

ANSWER: The nature of the referenced contract
(cooperative agreement) , Facilitating the Implementation
of Research Findings , is basically to identify barriers
to technology transfer and to suggest strategies to
overcome these. Specific objectives are to:

(1) Identify and evaluate the significant factors that
influence the implementation of research findings,

(2) Determine ways to improve technology transfer and
facilitate interagency and public-private
cooperation in applying research results in surface
transportation, and

(3) Recommend strategies to create an environment
conducive to innovation and timely application of
research findings in surface transportation.

Following signing of the cooperative agreement, a

16-member project panel (including two liaison
representatives and a staff support engineer) was
assembled. The membership includes representatives from
Federal and state governments, academia and the private
sector all selected in accordance with policies of the
National Research Council. The panel has met and

developed a statement-of-work which the staff
subsequently used to issue a request for proposals. The
panel will meet again on August 5 and 6, 1993, to select
a contractor to carry out the project.

The FHWA amount of the cooperative agreement is

$485,000. The American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials through the National Cooperative
Highway Research Program has committed a similar amount
to the overall effort. The targeted completion date is

July 1995.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please list the projects and
amounts that the Office of Technology Applications plans
to spend on motor carrier safety activities during both
FY 1993 and FY 1994. How did FHWA determine that this
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amount is an appropriate portion of the $29 million [GOE
and ISTEA funds] you are proposing to spend during FY
1994?

ANSWER: The Office of Technology Applications is
funding three projects in FY 1993 and, depending on the
availability of funds, plans one new start for FY 1994.
The FY 1994 initiative, fairly well defined as of June,
1993, is briefly described following a discussion of the
FY 1993 activities.

Two of the FY 93 projects were "split funded" across
fiscal years 1993, and 1994, and one through 1995;
therefore, FY 1994 funding will be necessary for their
continuation. The projects active in FY 93 include:
(1) Effective Technical Assistance to Motor Carriers—The

motor carrier industry is very diverse ranging from
large multi-vehicle corporations to single vehicle
"owner-operators." Dissemination of the latest
technology to such a diverse group is difficult and
this contract is to identify the most effective
means of reaching this diverse group. The
identified methods will be pilot tested by
disseminating the latest information on a new motor
carrier program to the industry. Project amount:
FY 1993, $100,000; FY 1994, $151,000, and FY 1995,
$132,000.

(2) Blood Alcohol Training for Law Enforcement and
Judges—This project is identifying the proper tools
for law enforcement officers to conduct sobriety
testing at the new blood alcohol content (BAC)
standard of 0.04 percent. Educational and training
materials will be developed and used to communicate
to judges the reasons for the new standard, how it
needs to apply to commercial motor vehicle drivers,
and the benefits that will accrue from application
of the new standard. Project amount: FY 1993,
$160,000.

(3) National Governors' Association (N6A) Accident Data
Collection Training for Enforcement—The NGA has
developed, and FHWA has adopted, standard data
elements to be reported for commercial vehicle
accidents. The adoption of these standard elements
will provide reporting uniformity to enhance problem
identification. This project provides the needed
training mechanisms to implement uniform reporting.
Traditional "train the trainer" sessions were
developed and presented to key training personnel of
enforcement agencies, and state-of-the-art computer
based training is under development. A self paced,
compact disc-interactive training package will
combine the intellectual content of print, the

images of video, the sensory impact of sound, and
the speed of electronics, together with one of the
most powerful methods of communicating-
interactivity. This technology also enables users
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to train outside the normal classroom and at their
own pace. Project amount: FY 1993, $250,000; FY
1994, $20,000.

Funding for two of the above projects will be
continued in FY 1994 and one new project will be
initiated provided funds are made available. Through the
new initiative automated brake testing technology for
commercial vehicles will be tested and otherwise
evaluated. As noted in response to a previous question,
inspectors traditionally need 20 to 30 minutes to inspect
the brakes of a commercial vehicle. Automated technology
using such items as the infrared brake testing device by
Renstar and other brake testing devices by Hunter,
Transdyne and Truckalyzer, may rapidly provide
information on brake performance saving considerable time
and making more effective use of inspectors' time. This
effort will be jointly conducted with NHTSA and the motor
carrier industry. Preliminary estimates indicate that
approximately $400,000 will be required to carry out this
effort.

Another project which will showcase and promote
various motor carrier safety technology is being
developed. It is envisioned that this technology would
be displayed in a state-of-the-art vehicle which will
travel across the country, i.e., taking the technology to
potential users. This effort will require $300,000 in
both FY 94 and FY 95.

The Office of Motor Carriers is a relatively new
"client" for the Office of Technology Applications.
Working together on these projects has allowed both
offices to better understand each other's mission and
needs. The above projects provided a manageable level of
new initiatives for each office to undertake while
addressing critical needs. The level of project activity
for the Office of Motor Carriers will increase as the
relationship matures and additional funding becomes
available.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What could the Office of
Technology Applications do to further strengthen its
assistance to the Office of Motor Carriers regarding the
transfer of new technologies that might be of assistance
to MCSAP officers?

ANSWER: Some work in this area has been initiated.
The project. Effective Technical Assistance to Motor
Carriers described above, for example, will contribute to
the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program to the extent
effective means of reaching the diverse motor carrier
industry are found. The proposed FY 1994 start,
Innovative Motor Carrier Safety also described above, may
directly increase the efficiency of roadside inspections.
This project will evaluate technologies that show
potential for enhancing the efficient use of inspectors'
time and concurrently make commercial motor vehicle
inspections more effective.
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As also noted previously the relationship between
the Office of Motor Carriers and Technology Applications
is evolving. Personnel in the respective offices are
becoming increasingly aware of the needs and services of
each. Technology Applications personnel are beginning to
see more clearly, for example, how the MCSAP parallels
the FHWA safety program and the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration's 402 Program.

Considering the future and how assistance to the
MCSAP officers might be further strengthened. Technology
Applications personnel are sensitive to opportunities for
projects that meet both the technical needs of the Office
of Highway Safety and the Office of Motor Carriers.
Perhaps the most productive approach, however, would be
for the Office of Motor Carriers, with guidance and
assistance from Technology Applications, to identify and
prioritize technical needs of the MCSAP officers. With
the list of opportunities available, a multi-year
technology transfer program could be developed.

RENOVATION OF THE FAIRBANK BUILDING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are the expected total costs of

rehabilitating Turner Fairbanks?

ANSWER: The total cost of renovating the Fairbank Building
is estimated to be $6 million.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many more years would it take to

address all of the concerns discussed in a recent contractor

report on the rehabilitation needs at Turner Fairbanks?

ANSWER: It is expected the final contract for renovation

work on the Fairbank Building will be awarded and work completed

during FY 1995.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much would this cost?

ANSWER: The estimated costs for the final phase of

renovation work on the Fairbank Building is $3 million. This

amount has been included in the FY 1995 budget request.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why are you asking for a decrease in

funds for the rehabilitation of Turner Fairbanks?

ANSWER: The renovation work on the Fairbank Building was

divided into three phases. This was necessary to complete certain

aspects of the work before proceeding with other aspects. For

example, removal of the asbestos from the attic is necessary
before installing furring and insulation, and installing heating
and air conditioning duct work is necessary before refurbishing
the office and laboratory spaces. The phasing schedule does not

require as much funding in FY 1994, as in FY 1993 and FY 1995.
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LONG TERM PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For the long term pavement performance
program, technical assessment and deployment program, and local

rural assistance program, please specify all sources of funding
proposed for FY 1994. Please include all provisions of ISTEA

funding and GOE funding for FY 1992, FY 1993 and proposed for FY

1994 for these programs.

ANSWER: ISTEA does not directly specify the exact amount of

funding for the Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) program but

the funding is included with the funds for SHRP product
implementation. Table 1 provides the breakdown of ISTEA and GOE

funding for these programs. Table 2 summarizes the funding of all

the requested programs with the LTPP and SHRP product
implementation combined. All numbers are in millions of dollars.

TABLE 1

PROGRAM
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Federal Acquisition Regulations and other Federal procurement
policies established for FHWA. Although the workload for the FHWA
Office of Contracts and Procurement increased, no significant
additional costs or savings can be identified.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are the implications of

maintaining GOE funding for the LTPP at $6 million? What would
not be done if the GOE funding were increased to $7.0 million

instead of the $10 million proposed?

ANSWER: The first 5 years of the 20-year Long Term Pavement
Performance (LTPP) program were funded under the Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP) as part of the $150 million SHRP package
included in the Surface Transportation Act of 1987. During this

period the program concentrated on establishing broad goals and

objectives and initiating the program studies. The sites for the

General Pavement Studies (GPS) were identified and the initial

round of materials testing and monitoring accomplished. The first

5 years of the SHRP LTPP program also resulted in the initiation

the Specific Pavement Studies (SPS) experiments, development of

plans for evaluation of all data, and identification of additional

research needs for completion of the program.
The LTPP program was transferred to FHWA in 1992 for

completion of the remaining 15 years of the program. The

completion of the program requires that SPS pavements be

constructed, pavement instrumentation be installed, and pavement

performance monitoring data be routinely collected from all in-

service test sites. In addition, completion of the program
requires that detailed analysis of collected pavement performance
data be conducted. The number of sites and sections involved and

the resulting effort required to monitor the performance of these
test sections continues to increase as it did during the SHRP LTPP

program. This increased number of test sections is the result of

finalized recruitment and full scale initiation of the SPS and

seasonal monitoring test sections. The increase is in compliance
with the original SHRP master plan.

The FHWA LTPP program general operating expenses (GOE)

budget was established at $10 million per year. The GOE budget is

to be supplemented with ISTEA funding during the next 5 years. An

additional $4 million of ISTEA funds in FY 1992 resulted in a

total of $14 million for the LTPP program. In FY 1993, GOE funds

were reduced to $5 million and an additional $6 million of ISTEA

funding brought the total LTPP funds to $12 million. It is

proposed that in FY 1994, $6 million from ISTEA funds be added to

the $10 million GOE funds to provide a total of $15 million for

the LTPP program.
The reduction in 1993 GOE funds from $10 million to

$6 million caused delays in initiating research contracts for

equipment replacement, pavement instrumentation, materials

testing, and traffic engineering technical support. A continued

reduction in the GOE funding level will result in serious delay
and/or reduction in the program in areas which are of high
interest to all State highway agencies. Permanent reduction in

the operational funding would cause cutbacks in the SPS

experiments and a much reduced analysis program. This would

result in the inability to meet program commitments and to deliver
much needed evaluation results.
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A reduction in the 1994 GOE funding to the $6 million level

will result in elimination or delay in: (1) financial assistance

to State highway agencies for obtaining the required automated

traffic monitoring equipment, materials testing and traffic

control for each site in the SPS program; (2) the programmed
second round of pavement coring and material testing of the GPS

program; and (3) contract awards to refine and validate research

findings from the SHRP Asphalt, Concrete and Structures, ind

Highway Operation programs. This remaining work includes

contracts for the refinement of the SUPERPAVE models used in the

SHRP asphalt mix design procedures, further evaluation of the

bridge deck anti -corrosion treatment program, and analysis of the
effectiveness of surface treatments as preventive maintenance.

If the FY 1994 GOE funding was decreased from $10 million to

$7 million, only the analysis work for determining the

effectiveness of surface treatment as preventive maintenance and

the further evaluation of the bridge deck anti-corrosion treatment
could be initiated. The remainder of the items mentioned above
would be delayed or eliminated.

MINORITY BUSINESS PROGRAMS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What measures of the effectiveness of

the Minority Business Enterprise/Supportive Services Program does

FHWA have? How many companies did you assist during FY I99I? How

many of these are still in existence? How many companies did you
assist during FY 1992? How many of these are still in existence?

ANSWER: The Minority Business Enterprise/Supportive
Services Program is to provide funds to the States to develop,
conduct and administer training and assistance programs in order
that Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE) may achieve

proficiency to compete, on an equal basis, for contracts and

subcontracts and to increase the participation of DBF's in federal

assisted highway work. The States' accomplishment of the annually
approved DBE goals is the primary performance measure. This
measure translates into the amount achieved towards the National
DBE goal. The National Goal has been exceeded in each year since
its inception in the 1982 STAA. For FY 1992, DBE prime contract
awards and subcontract commitments was 14.2%. The FHWA annually
allocates funds to the States for supportive services activities.
While the specific information requested on the number of firms

receiving assistance and in existence in FY 1991 and FY 1992 may
be available in the individual States, the FHWA does not routinely
collect this information on a national basis.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why does the FHWA judge it essential
that funding for the International Transportation Activities

Program be increased from $250,000 to $800,000 during FY 1994?
What are the implications of increasing funding to the $300,000
level?

ANSWER: If the FY 1994 funding for the International

Transportation Activities Program were reduced to $300,000

priority projects would be eliminated, and programs initiated in
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the FY 1993 with the intent to fund over a period of 2 or 3 years
would be scaled down.

The technology export promotion project, and the visitors

program initiatives have gained momentum in FY 1993 and results
are encouraging. The FHWA has completed initial work on

establishing an export promotion program and will begin

implementing specific activities in FY 1994. Should either one of
these programs be scaled back the FHWA and the U.S. private
sectors would lose considerable achievements. Proposed technology
transfer centers in Eastern Europe would not be established, and
roundtable discussions with European and South American partners
would be eliminated. These actions will nullify the U.S.'s
influence in international technology transfers, as well as

technical assistance challenges.
There is a need for quick response in the establishment of a

Project Implementation Unit in Russia. At the request of G-7
countries the International Bank for Development and

Reconstruction (IBRD) is accelerating the availability of funds to

promote assistance programs to Russia. Highway transportation is

one of the high priority projects for the Government of Russia and
the IBRD. The FHWA and the U.S. have a great deal to gain by

becoming a leading partner in transferring U.S. highway technology
to the Russian Transportation Department, thus promoting and

opening new markets for U.S. manufactured goods, as well as firmly
establishing democratic and market oriented institutions in

Russia.
The Russian Federal Highway Department has specifically

requested FHWA assistance in establishing a technical team to

support the construction and maintenance phases of their highway
rehabilitation goals. FHWA's positive response would advance the

implementation of the World Bank loan efforts by one year. Aside
from the impact the proposed project is expected to have on the

economy of Russia, its launching and timely implementation are

critical to broader efforts to support Russia. This Russian
initiative was not anticipated in past budget projections. The
FY 1994 budget request has been reduced considerably from actual
needs. Any further cuts would jeopardize FHWA's ability to

respond to the IBRD's request to assist the program in Russia.
FHWA's request for funding for these activities to the U.S. Agency
for International Development (AID) have been denied; therefore
the fate of the project with Russia is riding on FHWA's

appropriation.

PAVEMENTS RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify what portion of the

$6,759 million requested for pavement research will deal with the

question of the life cvcle of pavements. What other aspects of

your budget will provide a foundation for future contracting based

pavement performance and life cycle? What other research has

been done in these areas?

ANSWER: $1,725 million of FY 1994 funds will be allocated
for research into life cycle costs of pavements. It should be

pointed out that the continuation of the Long Term Pavement
Performance monitoring and analysis will contribute significantly
to the understanding of factors effecting pavement life and

performance. Additional research towards future contracting based
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upon pavement performance and life cycle includes: Laboratory and
Field Evaluation of Performance Related Portland Cement Concrete
Pavement Construction Variables, $225,000; Accelerated Field Tests
of Performance Related Specifications for Asphalt Concrete

Pavements, $1.4 million; Interim Performance Related

Specifications Criteria for Portland Cement Concrete Pavements,

$100,000; and Accelerated Testing of the Strategic Highway
Research Program's Performance Based Specifications "SUPERPAVE"

for Asphalt Binders at the FHWA's Pavement Testing Facility,

$300,000. In the area of pavement life cycle, we have developed
computer models for flexible and rigid pavements. These models

were used in the 1982 Congressional Cost Allocation Study. A

subsequent staff study was performed using these models to

evaluate the models to address concerns expressed by the industry
over service life. The National Pavement Cost Model, NAPCOM was

also developed to analyze the data developed for the Highway
Performance Monitoring System, HPMS. Additional efforts into

developing a Framework for Estimation of Maintenance and

Rehabilitation Costs were awarded in FY 1993. Laboratory studies

have been conducted to develop the technical basis for determining
construction based factors which effect pavement performance. The

Strategic Highway Research Program invested $50 million into the

development of "SUPERPAVE" a performance based system for asphalt

pavements.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why is funding for research on pavements

proposed to decrease in view of the enormous savings that might be

realized from this program?

ANSWER: Working within overall budget limitations for

Research and Development, it was felt that several planned
activities in the pavement research area would be appropriate for

funding under the applied Research and Technology Program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify exactly which portion of

your budget is reserved for research related to the issue of using

asphalt-recycled rubber mixtures. If EPA does not contribute
towards Phase II of the project, how much additional money would

you need to initiate and complete the phase II study?

ANSWER: $1.35 million of FY 1994 funds is reserved for

research related to the issue of using asphalt-recycled rubber
mixtures. If EPA does not contribute towards Phase II of the

project, it is estimated $3 million would be required to conduct
environmental and health related aspects of the research.

MATERIALS RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a breakout of the FY

1993 versus the FY 1994 Materials R&D budget. Will the proposed
decrease in funding be made up from Sec. 6005 monies?
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ANSWER: Materials R&D Budget Breakout (figures in millions)

FY 1993 FY 1994

$5,923 $3,685

Materials research is primarily devoted to four areas:

geotechnology, steel bridge coatings, performance-related
specifications for pavement construction, and asphalt binder
research. The geotechnical program is directed toward developing
technology to provide more efficient bridge foundations, retaining
walls and embankments. Emphasis is on ground improvement
techniques to enhance the use of spread footings and foundations
for highway bridges which are much cheaper than piles or drilled
shafts. Much work is proposed on soil nailing and permanent
ground anchors which are much less expensive than gravity or

cantilever walls to retain earthwork. Coatings research focuses

on reducing environmental impacts, insuring worker safety, and

minimizing disposal costs associated with re-coating steel bridges
with existing lead-based paint protective systems. New longer
lasting coating systems that are environmentally benign, requiring
less surface preparation and longer life, are also being sought.

Quality assurance for pavement construction heretofore relied on

method or recipe specifications which provided uniformity but did

not necessarily relate to performance. Fundamental material

characteristics and construction variables which quantify their

effects on performance have been identified and will be validated
and further quantified by an accelerated field test constructed in

FY 1994.

Work relating the chemistry of asphalt to its behavior in

pavements conducted under the Strategic Highway Research Program
will be continued to validate the findings and provide
performance-based specifications for asphalt binder and hot mix

asphalt.
Supplemental use of Section 6005 monies to increase funding

in the materials research over that indicated in the budget

request is being explored. At this time, no decision has been

made on the allotment of Section 6005 funds for FY 1994 and

beyond.

STRUCTURES RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a breakout of the

FY 1993 versus the FY 1994 Structures R&D budget within the three

program areas indicated in the budget request. Will the proposed
decrease in funding be made up from Section 6005 monies?

ANSWER: Structures R&D Budget Breakout (figures in

mill ions)

FY 1993 FY 1994

$6,203 $3,860

a. Construction, Repair and Rehabilitation
of the Highway Infrastructure $2,678 $2,252

b. System Management to Increase Service Life.. $0,975 $0,200
c. Commercial Vehicles $2,550 $1,408
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The first program area represents the major funded area of

research and is devoted to the high-priority areas for

investigating critical substructural bridge elements including
scour-related issues; earthquake protection; structural aspects
and concepts of advanced composite material technology; and

corrosion protection for concrete bridge elements. Improved
construction, repair, and rehabilitation will have significant
impact on the cost and quality of the highway transportation
system. Historically, the progress of technologies used for

construction, repair, and rehabilitation of bridges has not kept

pace with the growth in traffic volume and loads carried by the

highway system. Research is closing this gap by conducting a

broad range of investigations in construction equipment design,
materials logistics and handling, quality assurance,

specifications, and public agencies' contract procedures.
Research conducted in this area will result in reduction in

delays, congestion, and accidents associated with repair or

rehabilitation projects; reduced worker and public exposure to

hazardous materials; and increased quality and consistency of

highway construction.
The second program area. System Management to Increase

Service Life, focuses on the development of nondestructive test,
evaluation, and condition monitoring methods, and identification
and development of technology to preserve the service life of
structures. Bridge management technologies are recognized as a

necessary tool to properly manage the shrinking resources and

expanding needs. As an initial effort, basic nondestructive
evaluation equipment will be developed through the Structures
research program. This equipment can be used for bridge
inspection as well as for evaluation of the deterioration

processes and remaining service life of structures; perhaps the
most important parameter required for development of a bridge
management tool. The FHWA anticipates that results from this
research will improve the reliability, and speed the use, of local
nondestructive evaluation technologies. Ultimately,
nondestructive evaluation will be used for quality control,
identification of defects needing repair, and detection of other
hazardous conditions in bridges. Improved criteria for
maintenance rehabilitation, upgrading, and replacement of highway
bridges will also be developed. Together, this information is

necessary to successfully manage the Nation's bridge inventory.
The third program area, Commercial Vehicles, focuses on

design and durability issues and reflects the need to develop
bridges for the Twenty First Century. These bridges must be

designed to accommodate heavier loads, to provide a more cost-
effective transportation of highway freight, and to reduce load-
induced deterioration. Development of the design concepts and

procedures will produce new bridges able to accommodate these

increasing highway loads, last 100 years or more, and alleviate

many of the current problems that afflict existing bridges.
Specifically, research in this area is being conducted to

ensure structural and operational safety; minimize structural
failure and eliminate sudden collapse; enhance the structural

performance to prolong service life; and develop design technology
to increase the load capacity of future bridges.

Similar to the funding issues raised for the Materials
research program, supplemental use of Section 6005 monies to

increase funding in the structures area over that indicated in the
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budget request is being explored. At this time, no decision has

been made on the allotment of Section 6005 funds for FY 1994 and

beyond.

STAFF REDUCTIONS

Roughly five times as many people die in accidents involving
motor carriers each year than die in accidents involving
railroads.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why then is the Administration
proposing to reduce the number of FTEs working for the Office
of Motor Carriers by 17 while at the same time increasing the
number of FTEs in the Office of Safety of the Federal Railroad
Administration by 17.5? How does the Administration justify
this proposal in view of the workload facing the Office of
Motor Carriers?

ANSWER: The reduction of 17 full time equivalent
workyears for the FY 1994 motor carrier program represents the
pro-rata share of the FHWA ' s agency wide FTE reductions.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the likely impact of the

proposed reduction on your ability to audit the motor carrier
industry?

ANSWER: Any reductions to full time equivalent workyears
will be accommodated by attrition and cancellation of the motor
carrier academy training program for FY 1993 and possibly FY
1994. The immediate programmatic affect is the inability to
fill 10 of the 20 positions authorized in FY 1993 to implement
the drug and alcohol enforcement provisions of the Omnibus
Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991. In addition, as

higher graded employees move into management positions there
will not be a cadre of new trainees available to backfill those
positions. This will reduce carrier reviews and enforcement
cases .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The 1993 DOT Appropriations Act
authorized 20 new positions and funded 10 FTEs for

implementation of the Omnibus Transportation Employee
Assistance Act of 1991. What is the impact on the motor
carrier program of not fully annualizing the remaining 10 FTEs
in FY 1994?

ANSWER: The impact of not annualizing the remaining 10
FTEs will be a slight reduction in the number of safety and

compliance reviews.

MOTOR CARRIER RESEARCH

The Office of Motor Carriers' budget for research and
development has been growing rapidly during the last four or
five year, going from the $1.5 million range to the proposed
request of $7.7 million.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In view of the improvements in
various measures of motor carrier safety that have been
achieved recently, why is it necessary to increase your R&D
funding by 83 percent as you propose?

ANSWER: While fatality rates involving commercial
vehicles have been declining, they are still unacceptable.
Reducing them and improving safety requires research to assess
new technologies, evaluate commercial drivers and vehicles,
perform specific tests, and supply accurate and timely data.
Also, research offers the opportunity for productivity
improvements by generating more effective technologies and

procedures to improve compliance and industry efficiency.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When do you expect that this R&D

program will level off to a more reasonable growth rate?

ANSWER: The research budget is expected to level off
over the next few years, depending upon the demand for high
priority research and development.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If funding for motor carrier
research was capped at $5.0 million, what activities would be

delayed or eliminated?

ANSWER: If the motor carrier research budget was capped
at $5 million in FY 1994, about $3 million would be used to

continue ongoing projects and $2 million for new projects.
Proposed activities that would be delayed or eliminated because
of a cap include studies designed to improve the safety of

motor coach operations, medical advisory board activities, tire

research, hazardous materials and cargo tank projects, studies
to examine new technologies to improve safety and electronic

recordkeeping of carrier safety information, driver simulator

studies, evaluation of highway design standards, and certain

uniformity projects.

REDUCING THE FATALITY RATE

FHWA has set a goal to "encourage the development and

implementation of programs in each State that have high
potential to reduce the national fatality rate by an average of
7 percent annually through FY 1996."

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify exactly how this goal
was translated into concrete actions regarding HCSAP and how
the proposed level of funding for MCSAP would allow the

accomplishment of this objective.

ANSWER: Traffic enforcement efforts represent one of the
areas under MCSAP which we believe will contribute to the goal
of reducing the fatality rate. States are using $4,973,754 of
MCSAP funds in FY 1993 for traffic enforcement in conjunction
with roadside inspections. These activities help identify
problem drivers and unsafe vehicles. Traffic enforcement data
also may help identify motor carriers for follow-up compliance
reviews. We expect States to use at least $4,250,000 of MCSAP
funds in FY 1994 to continue these activities.

MOTOR CARRIER RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much R&D funding was carried
over during each of the last three years?

ANSWER: The FHWA has obligated virtually all of its
motor carrier research funding each of the last 3 years. The
exact amount carried over in FY 1990 was $2,722, in FY 1991 it
was $5,335, and in FY 1992 it was $881.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please complete with funding amounts
the following table;

ANSWER: The information is included in the following
table.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
FY 1992 - 1994

(thousands of dollars)

CATEGORY 1992 1993 1994

Driver Proficiency $1,709

Vehicle Safety and
Performance 150

Motor Carrier Safety
Analysis and
Information 967

Regulatory Compliance
and Enforcement

Regulatory Reform

Motor Carrier Industry
Economic Health

Advanced Technology

TOTAL $3,579

$1,603

50

1,520

$2,395

1,925

1,880

278
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• evaluate the effectiveness, reliability, and security
of electronic records ($100,000);

• evaluate the requirements and technologies for carrier
recordkeeping, retention, and transfer of records
($100,000); and

• multi-year pilot tests of base-State hazardous
materials permitting and registration procedures
($150,000 in FY 1994) .

The pilot project will test recommendations for uniform
hazardous materials permitting and registration required by
Section 22 of the Hazardous Materials Ur iform Transportation
Safety Act of 1991. We believe testing is critical to
determine whether recommendations from the National Governors'
Association, Alliance for Uniform Hazardous Materials
Transportation Procedures, are feasible. If the
recommendations prove to be feasible, the pilot will provide
practical guidance to the Secretary for the rulemaking required
by Section 22 of HMTUSA, and to the States that would implement
the recommendations. We do not believe the pilot tests can be
done for less in FV 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much of the $500,000 of contract
research proposed for regulatory reform could be conducted
in house using FHWA employees?

ANSWER: None. We believe our staff resources should not
be diverted from our existing rulemaking agenda to conduct this
phase of the zero-base regulatory reform.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much do you plan to spend during
FY 1994 on the project entitled "Safetynet-IVHS interface"?

ANSWER: In FY 1994, we plan to spend $100,000 on this
project .

MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will the level of funding
proposed for the MCSAP likely affect the ability of the States
to perform activities under the Drug Interdiction Assistance
Program?

ANSWER: The Drug Interdiction Assistance Program (DIAP)
is now an integral element of the basic MCSAP grant. The FHWA
encourages States to include DIAP activities in their basic
grant. We expect States will continue their DIAP activities in
FY 1994 under MCSAP.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please list by actual and estimated
obligations for each State participating in MCSAP the amount of
money received for basic grants and for traffic safety grants
for FY 1992, FY 1993, and FY 1994.

ANSWER: The following tables include the information
requested for traffic enforcement grants for FY 1992, FY 1993,
and FY 1994. In FY 1992, funds designated for traffic
enforcement were included in the States' basic grants. Under
the final rule for MCSAP (September 1992) supplemental grants
were created, and traffic enforcement funds are now allocated
separately. Seven States did not request supplemental grants
for traffic enforcement in FY 1993.
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BASIC GRANTS

STATE

Alabama
Alaska
Amer. Samoa
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Northern Marianas
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virgin Islands
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

FY 1994

$1,152,651
225,000
225,000
796,683
787,024

2,500,000
876,710
538,924
225,000
225,000

-0-
1,730,247
225,000
225,000
490,799

2,500,000
1,766,264
1,108,477
1,111,389
1,047,097
974,715
340,854
886,596
959,812

2,089,441
1,397,484

784,316
1,479,312
456,751
804,217
321,936
225,000

1,290,367
517,944

2,500,000
1,699,474

563,849
-0-

2,370,369
1,236,706
960,054

2,500,000
225,000
225,000
858,239

-0-
1,252,248
2,500,000

480,482
225,000

-0-
1,257,810
1,204,368
431,275

1,281, 179
353.461

FY 19 92

$1,095,963
225,000
225,000
730,040
654,648

2,500,000
770,959
445,064
225,000
225,000

-0-
1,648, 103
225,000
225,000
398,463

2,375,020
1,464,636
1,029,666
967,812
959,818
863,464
295,392
791,632
816,029

1,841,695
1,278,548
661,421

1,391,258
418,768
707,811
356,296
225,000

1,047,605
477,885

2,335,692
1,523,805

476,977
-0-

2,091,644
1,004,040
877,679

2,350,165
225,000
225,000
817,585

-0-
1, 115, 167
2,500,000

417,632
225,000

-0-
1,289,053
1,084, 116
419,307

1, 195,578
342.839

ESTIMATED
FY 1993

$1
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TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT GRANTS
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How likely is it that Florida will
be qualified for participation in the MCSAP during FY 1994.

ANSWER: Florida received MCSAP funds in FY 1993 to begin
uploading standard roadside inspection data into SAFETYNET.

Participation in SAFEYTNET is required as part of the MCSAP.
Florida is preparing a grant request to participate fully in
MCSAP in FY 1994. State officials are pursuing the necessary
statutory changes in State regulations to be fully compatible
with our safety requirements.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much did each of the States
propose to spend on covert verification activities during FY
1993? What results were found? How much should be spent on
this activity during FY 1994?

ANSWER: The States have projected they will spend over
$577,000 for covert operations in FY 1993 (see table below).
All of the States are required to conduct covert activities as

part of the MCSAP. As the States gain more experience on the
effectiveness of various verification activities, they will

develop cost effective programs that ensure motor carriers

repair violations. We anticipate that expenditures for
verification activities in FY 1994 will vary among the States
depending on the scope of the problem in each State. States
determine the amount of funding devoted to this activity.

PROPOSED COVERT FUNDING PROJECTED
BY THE STATES FOR FY 1993

STATE AMOUNT

Alabama $2,000
Alaska 2,720
Arizona 8,235
Arkansas 2,000
California 6,000
Colorado 16,776
Connecticut 4,800
Delaware 1,000
Georgia 10,000
Idaho 1,250
Illinois 18,400
Indiana 5,000
Iowa 7,367
Kansas 2,000
Kentucky 9,800
Louisiana 1,836
Maine 28,000
Maryland 8,000
Massachusetts 2,700
Michigan 9,500
Minnesota 500
Missouri 3,000
Montana 3,450
Nebraska 33,979
Nevada 8,640
New Hampshire 1,800
New Jersey 70,000
New Mexico 3,400
New York 2,745
North Carolina 5,000
North Dakota

"

1,000
Ohio 18,000
Oklahoma 1,728
Oregon 50,000
Pennsylvania 90,000
Rhode Island 1,350
South Carolina 5,717
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Texas 9,120
Utah 46,673
Vermont 2,500
Virginia 15,000
Washington 945
West Virginia 30,000
Wisconsin 16,733
Wyoming 1,750
Puerto Rico 7,000

TOTAL $577,414

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Have you evaluated the effectiveness
of the State's covert verification activities? If so, what
were the results.

ANSWER: The States will provide information on covert
activities in their quarterly MCSAP reports. Most States did
not begin covert activity in the first part of FY 1993 because
they were developing their covert program based on a mandate in
the MCSAP final rule published in September 1992. As
sufficient data becomes available, we will evaluate the
effectiveness of the overall program.

ADP BUDGET

To conduct OMC's information and computer analysis activities,
you received $5 million in FY 1993 and you are requesting
$5.3 million for FY 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please breakdown in detail the
current and proposed use of these funds.

ANSWER: The information is included in the table below.

ADP Funds
(dollars in thousands)
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motor vehicle accidents on our Nation's highways. Out budget
is not disaggregated by initiatives for private and for-hire
carriers. FHWA staff review accident records with private and
for-hire carriers. Safety specialists assist motor carriers in

identifying casual factors of highway accidents and how to
avoid them.

BRAKES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify how you are
increasing attention to brake inspections in view of a recent
NTSB report on this subject.

ANSWER: There are several efforts underway. The NTSB
data indicate that the most common brake problem is improper
adjustment. The FHWA is conducting a study of the brake
adjustment criteria used in roadside inspections. The study
will help the FHWA determine whether the current criteria is

technically adequate or improvements are needed. We also will
develop guidelines for motor carriers on how often brakes need
to be adjusted depending on the type of vehicle and its usage.

The FHWA will initiate a study of heavy truck brake
maintenance issues and brake mechanic training. The study will
focus on identifying some of the underlying causes (i.e.,
maintenance practices, training of mechanics, etc.

) for the
types of brake defects reported in the NTSB study and recommend
improvements .

The FHWA and NHTSA are studying the use of new brake
testing equipment such as portable dynamometers. Although the
current emphasis is on the use in the dynamometers in roadside
inspections, portable dynamometers could be used by fleets to
help maintenance personnel evaluate brake system performance
(i.e., brake balance, output force, etc.) and detect defects
which would otherwise go uncorrected.

The FHWA, CVSA, and ATA are working together on an
accident countermeasure program which includes increasing
industry awareness about the importance of proper brake system
maintenance.

FHWA'S MOTOR CARRIER BUDGET

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table prepared on
page 150 of last year's budget request providing specific
amounts for each of the different object classes listed for
FY 1993 and FY 1994.

ANSWER: The information is included in the table below.

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
(dollars in thousands)

FY 1993 FY 1994
Estimate Estimate

Compensation of full-time
permanent staff $24,213 $24,462

Compensation of other than
full-time permanent 537 587

Other personnel compensation 533 504

Subtotal personnel compensation $25,283 $25,553

Personnel benefits, civilian $6,779 $6,574

Travel and transportation of

persons 4,953 5,087
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Transportation of property 424 435

Communications, utilities and
miscellaneous charges

Printing and reproduction

Other services

Supplies and materials

Equipment

408
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FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

CONSULTING SERVICES

SENATOR LAUTENBURG: Please explain the
requirement for an additional $35,000 for consulting
services in the Office of the Administrator for
FY 1994.

ANSWER: An increase of $50,000 is required
for work to continue the Enhanced Rail Network four-
year project which began in FY 1992: A detailed
l:100,000-scale geographic information system
developed for the analysis of regional railroad
issues. Study work was undertaken to look at various
railroad issues that will impact upon closer ties with
other North American nations, as well as issues that
generally affect the health of the American railroad
system. This increase is offset by a $15,000 decrease
for non-recurring contracts, for a net increase of

$35,000 in FY 1994.

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR-CARRYOVER FUNDS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Your budget request for the
Office of the Administrator indicates that the
appropriation will be supplemented by $2,739 million
in carryover funds held in reserve from FY 1993.
Please provide an explanation for the origins of
these funds, including the year they were
appropriated, the purpose for which they were
appropriated, and the amounts of each appropriation.

Please describe in exhaustive detail how much was
credited to the appropriation, in what year, and how
these funds were expended in each year.

ANSWER: FRA does not have the manpower to
research every prior year recovery and every
unobligated balance credited to the OA appropriation.
Nor is FRA required to keep this detailed data beyond
3 years. However, the unobligated balance available
(carryover) for FY 1992-1994 is reflected on line
24.40 in the program and financing table.

Sources for this carryover include projects under
contract support, Alaska Railroad liabilities, Local
Rail Service Assistance, Washington Union Station and
Rail Service Assistance - whose activities were
consolidated in the OA appropriation in FY 1988 in
P.L. 100-202.

Most of these funds are committed and are carried
over only because of delays in the program or
procurement process. Funds which are not committed
are available for projects that meet the scope of the
OA appropriation.
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Of the funds available for obligation in FY 1993,
$2,793 is being held in reserve to be used to support
the FY 1994 budget requirements.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a complete and

exhaustive detailed accounting of all funds credited to the

Office of Administrator from payments from the Penn Central

Railroad.

ANSWER: In September 1989, FRA recovered $10 million

of the section 215 funding provided to the Penn Central

Corporation under the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of

1970. The recovery was made through settlement of a lawsuit.

These funds were deposited in the Rail Service Assistance
account within the Office of the Administrator appropriation,
consistent with the merger of these accounts in the FV 1988

Appropriations Act (Public Law 100-202).

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain why
obligation tables displaying estimated obligations in

prior year justifications did not display funds
anticipated to be spent from Penn Central funds
credited to the Office of the Administrator.

ANSWER: Consistent with all budget documents,
obligation data for the OA is displayed in total by
budget activity and by object class. This data
includes all projected obligations regardless of the
source of funding—e.g., new budget authority,
carryover authority from no-year funds and prior year
recoveries (such as Penn Central) and reimbursable
authority.

All funds spent from the Penn Central recovery are
included in these totals.

LEGAL OPINION ON PENN CENTRAL RECOUPMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a legal opinion
establishing that these funds were appropriately credited to
the Office of the Administrator and spent for activities
associated with this office.

ANSWER: Pursuant to Section 215 of the Regional Rail
Reorganization Act of 1973, agreements were entered into
between the United States and Penn Central during 1974-76 to

provide certain funds which Penn Central could draw down,
with the prior consent of the United States Railway
Association ("USRA"), for use primarily in rehabilitating
lines to be conveyed to Conrail and for "program
maintenance." (USRA served as FRA's program manager for the
funds authorized to be expended in accordance with the terms
of these agreements.) Pursuant to the terms of these
agreements, the Defense Contract Audit Agency subsequently
performed an audit and determined that certain of the funds
which had been received by Penn Central had not been spent in

accordance with the agreement terms and, therefore,
constituted overcharges.
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At the request of FRA, the Department of Justice
("DOJ") initiated litigation to recoup these overcharges. At
FRA's urging, DOJ appealed the Penn Central bankruptcy
judge's adverse determination, and the United States Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit unanimously upheld the validity
of the agreements. In re Penn Central Transp. Co. . 831 F.2d
1221 (1987). On remand, the litigation with Penn Central was
referred to arbitration, and a settlement, approved by the
bankruptcy judge, was reached, which resulted in FRA
recouping $10 million.

Since Penn Central had improperly spent funds advanced
from the Section 215 appropriation account (8 Comp. Gen. 103

(1928)), the moneys recouped represented a reduction in the
price of the agreements funded and constituted overpayments
which could properly be returned to the original
appropriation and considered available. See 8 Comp. Gen. 103
(1928), 34 Comp. Gen. 577 (1955), 65 Comp. Gen. 838 (1986),
62 Comp. Gen. 678 (1983), and 44 Comp. Gen. 623 (1965).

Because the Section 215 account had by then been
closed, the funds paid back by Penn Central were deposited
into FRA's Rail Service Assistance account within the Office
of the Administrator. Consistent with the merger of these
accounts as a result of the Department of Transportation and
Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1988, the funds became
available for expenditure by the Office of the Administrator.
See Pub. L. No. 100-202, at 101 Stat. 1329-370 ("... and in

addition, all unexpended balances in 'Rail service
assistance' after September 30, 1987, shall be transferred to
this account, to remain available until expended ....").
Hence, with Congressional acquiescence, those funds have been
utilized for purposes approved by the Administrator. ( See
the May 29, 1990 letter to the Honorable Frank L. Lautenberg,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Transportation, Committee on

Appropriations, from the FRA Administrator.)

LETTER FROM GILBERT E. CARMICHAEL, ADMINISTRATOR,
FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

The Honorable Frank R. Lautenberg
Chairman, Subcommittee on ^

Transportation VliiY 2 9 'iiSD

Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In September 1989, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
recovered $10 million of the section 215 funding provided to
the Penn Central Corporation under the Regional Rail

Reorganization Act of 1970. The recovery was made through
settlement of a lawsuit. These funds were deposited in the
Rail Service Assistance account within the Office of the
Administrator appropriation, consistent with the merger of
these accounts in the FY 1988 Appropriations Act (Public Law

iO^-202) .

10

In our FY 1991 budget submission to the Committee, we noted on

page 13 that our FY 1990 "Contract support" obligations
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reflected anticipated settlement of contractor claims related
to the redevelopment of Washington Union Station. The original
estimates of the total claims were as much as $14 million. FRA
and Union Station Redevelopment Corporation (USRC) , the

developer, are currently negotiating the claims with the DICK

Corporation, the prime contractor.

Thus far this fiscal year, the need has arisen to advance
$420,000 to the USRC to cover an arbitrated settlement on a

subcontractor's claim. In addition, we have had to use another
$1,419 million to cover the first trust mortgage payments on
the Washington Union Station, as authorized in the FY 1990

Appropriations Act (Public Law 101-164). FRA will be
reimbursed from USRC's revenues. Because of the outstanding
contractor claims, the USRC had to defer the annual rent

payment that was due to FRA on April 15.

The final settlements on all contractor claims are expected to
be under the $8,161 million that remains from the funds
recovered from the Penn Central Corporation. We will keep the
Committee informed as the claims are settled.

If you or your staff need any additional information on this

matter, please let me know.

cereSijjterfely,

v|
Ulca-^^W*^

Ibert E. Carmichael
Ac ministrator

MANDATORY INCREASES-OA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Of the $907,000 requested in
increased funds, for the annualization of the 1993 pay
raise, merit pay, within-grade increases, inflation,
and outside vendor increases, please provide a broken-
out accounting of the increases requested for each of
these items.

ANSWER: The information follows:

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
FY 1994 MANDATORY INCREASES

(Dollars in Thousands)

Comparability pay increase FY 1993 113

Uithin-grade and merit pay increases 75
Other pay related 212
Other benefits 51

Worlcers' compensation (Alaska Railroad) 70

Working capital fund payments 110
I nf I at ion/vendor increases 276

907
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FTE REQUIREMENTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does your new expected
FTE utilization for FY 1993 and FY 1994 compare with

your original FTE utilization when the FY 1994 budget
request was developed?

ANSWER: In the OA, FRA projected an FTE usage of
187 FTEs in FY 1993 and 184 FTEs in FY 1994. FRA is
still projecting 184 FTEs in FY 1994. The FY 1993 FTE

usage may be slightly under the 187 estimate due to
vacancies created by the change in administrations and
one other vacancy. All of these vacancies will be
filled by August 1993.

PAY-RELATED COST ESTIMATES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is your new estimate
for the annualization of the pay raise, in-grade
increases, merit pay increases, etc.?

ANSWER: The estimates reflected in the FY 1994
budget are current and require no additional changes
since the budget was revised in March under the new
administration. Estimates do not include funding for
a FY 1994 pay raise. This is also true for the Safety
and R&D appropriation estimates.

3COM LOCAL AREA NETWORK

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your budget
justification that the cost to repair and maintain the
3Com local area network would be significantly greater
than the cost to replace. Please provide the relevant
data showing your estimate for the cost of replacing the
3Com system, versus the cost to repair and maintain it.
Please provide a copy of past analyses done regarding the
cost of repairing and maintaining the system,

ANSWER: In replacing the 3Com network, $265,000
is required for the purchase of equipment (e.g., file
servers, network cables and concentrators, network
interface cards, and spare components) needed to replace
the existing local area network platform, since the
current network operating system and servers will no
longer be maintained by the vendor after FY 1994. Also,
$69,000 is required to cover the cost of replacing the
current network operating system software, and $296,000
is required for system services (e.g., system plans,
system installation, system testing, and migration of
system resources and users to the new network).

The GSA Federal Systems Integration and Management
Center conducted an analysis of alternatives (93033TNO-
02) and determined that the cost of refurbishing the
existing system will be $212,000. Refurbishing the
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system will result in replaced file servers and network

operating system software and patching the current
network cable plant. GSA recommended that FRA replace
the current system, including the cable plant, instead of

refurbishing it, since the current cable plant is not
state-of-the-art and will still contain service
deficiencies. That is, multiple users will be affected

by a singl' failure in the network, the downtime will
continue to be at a relatively high rate, and the network
will not have the capacity to accommodate future FRA
workloads (e.g., electronic filing/imaging and Geographic
Information Systems).

FRA has over 270 Headguarters users who use the
network to perform daily activities needed to support the
FRA mission; therefore, when the network is down, FRA
encounters a heavy productivity loss and mission critical
functions are affected. As a result, FRA must acquire
more resources, at additional cost, to operate
independently of the network. The network is an
essential part of FRA's operations, and it is relied upon
heavily to collect, process, and disseminate information

pertaining to the FRA. To continue to be effective in

addressing FRA's issues with minimum staff, the network
must be both reliable and expandable. Only replacement
of the current system, including the cable plant, will
meet these requirements.
Additional cost estimates associated with the

refurbished system, but not reflected in the above GSA
estimate, are: costs for acquiring stand-alone resources
($608,000) to operate some activities independently of
the network during network failures; maintenance
($1,250,000) for keeping an outdated cable plant
operational; and lost productivity ($855,000) when the
network is not available for use. The cost is

approximately $2,925,000 for the refurbished system for a

five-year period versus $1,880,000 for the replaced
system for the same period. Please note that the latter
is also for a significantly enhanced system, a system
that will be consistent with the Departmental local area
network, and a system that will meet FRA's requirements
over the next five years, based on known requirements.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide year-by-year
estimates for the total expected costs of the replacement
of the 3Com system. What are your projected budget
requests for this item in FY 1995 and beyond?

ANSWER: Replacement of the 3Com system will be a
one-time expenditure. Based on current requirements,
there will be no additional request for funds for
replacement of this system in FY 1995, nor during its 5

year life cycle.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please also explain why these
funds must be funded in FY 1994 and not in FY 1995 and
beyond.

68-625 0-94-6
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ANSWER: Funds are required in FY 1994 because no
contract can be placed in advance of funds availability;
therefore, 3Com's support of our current system would
cease before a contract could be awarded using
FY 1995 funds. This means that FRA could be without
support from the manufacturer for a year or more if funds
are not made available in FY 1994. Also, FRA would have
difficulty in obtaining support from other sources and
would incur excessive costs in trying to maintain an
outdated system. Additionally, the system needs to be

replaced at the earliest opportunity to eliminate system
failures, enhance system reliability, and correct system
limitations which prohibit the use of state-of-the-art
software products needed to support the FRA mission.
That is, in the current mode of operations, FRA is having
difficulty in using state-of-the-art software with the
current network operating system and the new software is
not certified to operate with the current system;
therefore, vendor/manufacturer support is difficult to
obtain.

FY 1994 REQUEST-OA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please display the entire
budget for the Office of the Administrator in two
segments, culling out the Office of Chief Counsel and
all of its associated operating costs, salary costs
and other program costs, and please identify your
FY 1994 request for the Office of the Administrator
with the Chief Counsel office's costs removed.

ANSWER: The information follows:

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

FY 1994 REQUEST

(Dollars in Thousands)

Personnel conpensation and benefits

Travel and transportation of persons

Transportation of things

Conmuni cat ions, utilities, and misc.

Consulting services

Other services

Supplies and materials

Equipment

Chief
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ADMINISTRATIVE LITIGATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide figures for the last five

years as well as your estimates for FY 1993 and FY 1994 in your
administrative litigation workload. Please provide the same

relevant figures for the number of hearings conducted by the FRA for

which court reporters are required. Please provide the same figures
for the same years for the number of trial -type hearings for

individuals who wish to challenge FRA positions.

ANSWER: In the last five years, FRA had no administrative

litigation in the safety area. In FY 1993, three requests for

administrative hearings related to the engineer qualifications
program have been filed. One of those hearings has been completed,
and the others are in pre-trial stages. In these hearings, court

reporters have been required for the actual hearings and also for

depositions and pre-trial conferences. The court reporters are paid

directly by the Department's Office of Hearings which bills FRA
under a reimbursable agreement. FRA projects receiving two

additional hearing requests before the end of FY 1993. For FY 1994,

five to ten hearing requests are projected, although FRA has little

or no control over how many are actually received. To put this in

context, FY 1993 was the first year in which appeals by engineers
from revocation actions by railroads under the new engineer
qualifications rule could reach the administrative hearing stage of

the process. FRA is just beginning to receive appeals by engineers
denied recertif ication, and some of those proceedings are expected
to reach the administrative hearing stage in FY 1994. Of course,
the less willing FRA is to compromise on hazardous materials cases,
there will be more hearings in that area as well.

TRAVEL FUNDING FOR
CIVIL PENALTY CONFERENCES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For the same years, please provide the
level of travel funding associated with civil penalty settlement
conferences by the Office of Chief Counsel.

ANSWER: FRA travel records are not maintained in such a way
to readily indicate travel for a civil penalty conference. To
obtain this information, a laborious manual search of travel
records is necessary to ascertain the purpose of each trip and
then add the appropriate amounts where civil penalty conference-
related travel is reflected. FRA provided this information last
year to the Committee on FY 1991 travel. Records for prior years
are incomplete; therefore, the following amounts are shown for
fiscal years 1991 and 1992 only:

FY 1991 $8,493
FY 1992 8,676

As explained last year, travel to these conferences is

important. While many, if not most of these conferences are in

Washington, the regional and field personnel benefit greatly from
participating in these conferences. They also help get points
across to the railroad about current compliance problems.
Moreover, FRA's willingness to travel is necessary, given its role
as the initiator of these cases. Of course, should FRA have to
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sue on any of the cases, the FRA travel costs for attorneys and

inspectors would mount significantly, as the suit has to be

brought where the violations arise or at the corporate
headquarters. Spending money to travel to negotiate seems like

money well spent.

EXPENDITURES FOR COURT REPORTERS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are the current
expenditures for court reporters? What percentage
increase does the $50,000 request represent?

ANSWER: Through July 1993, the expenditures for
court reporters are running at a rate of about $20,000
per year. The $50,000 request represents a 150

percent increase. The increase is needed to cover the
projected number of administrative litigations,
rulemaking hearings, and Safety Board hearings—all of
which require the use of court reporters.

HSGT TRAVEL COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide the amount of
funding requested for travel under the HSGT
development program, as well as the amount of travel
funding requested in the Office of the Administrator
associated with the requirements of HSGT.

ANSWER: Travel costs for the HSGT development
program are estimated at $188,000 for FY 1994. An
additional $12,000 is estimated for travel costs
related to the HSGT development program in the Office
of the Administrator.

HIGH-SPEED GROUND TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Given that your high-speed
ground transportation bill allows the administrative
costs of the operation of that program to be taken
from funds made available for the program, why are
additional funds requested here for travel associated
with the HSGT program?

ANSWER: The salaries and related expenses of all
FRA employees are charged to the appropriation under
which the positions are authorized. This allows for a
better accounting of work performed.

Program personnel and travel related to the HSGT
program are included in the HSGT appropriation.
Travel for OA staff working on the policy or modal
perspective of HSGT is included in the OA
appropriation.
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NAFTA RELATED TRAVEL

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the amount of travel
funding you expect to be associated with the North
American Free Trade Agreement Negotiating Group?
Should the North American Free Trade Agreement not be
ratified by the Senate, would any travel money for this
activity be required?

ANSWER: FRA anticipates that travel costs
associated with this group will be approximately $5-
8,000, depending on the number of meetings to be held
outside Washington. This includes Office of Policy
travel for truck size and weights discussions, as well
as travel by staff from other FRA Offices on rail
standards harmonization.

If the agreement is not approved by Congress,
there will be no requirement for discussions on
harmonization and therefore no requirement for travel.

NAFTA ACTIVITIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Your Justification says that
you are a key member of this group. What activities
has this group been involved in to date?

ANSWER: The Department of Transportation led the
U.S. Land Transportation Delegation during the NAFTA
negotiations, and FRA was represented in that group.
Once NAFTA is in force, it requires that the three
countries attempt to harmonize technical and safety
standards in all areas to the maximum extent possible
so they do not, in and of themselves, become barriers
to trade. FHWA leads the U.S. delegation on truck size
and weight harmonization and the group also has
representatives from NHTSA, FRA and the Office of the
Secretary. To date, the U.S. group has met internally,
but has not met formally with its Mexican and Canadian
counterparts, although it has exchanged information on
size and weight standards in the three countries.

FRA will lead the harmonization negotiations on
rail standards. Like the truck size and weight
discussions, formal meetings among the three countries
on these standards have not yet begun. However, long-
standing cooperative relationships with Canada and, to
a lesser extent, with Mexico have given us a good
foundation of information on standards in these two
countries.

Formal meetings with Canada and Mexico, on both
truck and rail standards, are expected to begin when
the NAFTA goes into effect.
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RAIL INDUSTRY COMPETITIVENESS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your
justification that, in the absence of funding for
travel for the NAFTA negotiating group, "the U.S.
railroad industry's operations and its competitive
position with regard to motor carriers could be
jeopardized without FRA participation." Do you
consider that it is central to FRA's mission to look
out for the competitive position of the railroad
industry in comparison with motor carriers?

ANSWER: Many Federal policy determinations
primarily directed toward one mode of transportation
have effects on other modes as well. In that context,
it is important that the Department, the Administration
and the Congress be aware of the implications for the
rail industry of possible truck size and weight
changes. Decisions in this area will then be made with
full knowledge of possible outcomes. FRA has studied
the competitive relationships between railroads and
motor carriers, and is the appropriate agency within
DOT to perform this type of analysis.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EXPENDITURES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a complete
accounting of all funds to be expended in FY 1993 and
requested for FY 1994 for economic analysis.

ANSWER: Economic Analysis funding totalled
$75,000 for one contract in FY 1993. A total of
$80,000 for one contract is being requested in FY 1994.

FY 1993 FY 1994
Approp . Request

DRI - Proprietary Model Access $75,000 $80,000

DRI CONTRACT FUNDING AVAILABILITY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has FRA, in the past, not had
sufficient funds to meet its total share for the DRI
proprietary model access contract? What have been the
ramifications of this insufficiency of funds?

ANSWER: FRA has had sufficient funding to acquire
DRI services.

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS EXPENDITURES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please also provide a

complete accounting for your expenditures in FY 1993
and your request for FY 1994 for all funds used to
conduct industry analysis.
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ANSWER: Industry Analysis funding totalled

$50,000 for one contract in FY 1993. A total of

$132,000 for three contracts is being requested in FY

1994.

FY 1993 FY 1994
Approp . Request

Intermodal Planning $50,000
Stress and Fatigue Analysis $50,000 $50,000
AAR Data Base $32,000

Totals $50,000 $132,000

INDUSTRY AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS - PERSONNEL COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For industry analysis and
economic analysis, please identify the personnel costs
associated with both activities, as well as all other
costs.

ANSWER: Total funds expended in both Economic
Analysis and Industry Analysis in FY 1993 are for
contractual services only. There are no personnel or
other costs included for either FY 1993 or FY 1994.

ERA TECHNOLOGY IMPACT FINANCING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain why the
$50,000 requested for technology impacts on railroad
intermodal service needs to be financed by the FRA, and
why such research would not already be conducted by the
rail industry, if it were interested in assessing the
potential for shorter-haul rail markets?

ANSWER: Increasing nationwide concern about
highway congestion, air quality and petroleum
dependency has sparked widespread interest in placing a

greater reliance on rail transportation to move the
country's freight. However, currently there is little
rail presence in hauls of less than 500 miles (which
account for more than 80 percent of intercity
merchandise traffic). State and local governments are
vigorously searching for solutions to congestion and
nonattainment of air quality standards.

The privately-owned railroad industry -- a low
profit business with annual revenues totalling less
than $30 billion -- cannot shoulder all of the research
costs for development of technologies that enable
railroads to operate effectively in shorter haul
markets. Nor should they be expected to underwrite the
costs of developing solutions for pressing social
problems of air quality, congestion and petroleum
dependency. Clearly, governments at all levels have a
role in this effort. FRA's contract research would
assess the potential for rail technologies to provide
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efficient service in these markets, and the extent to
which environmental and congestion problems could be
alleviated. The results could provide a launching
point for innovative research into new technologies
that will meet the nation's needs in the next century.

FRA ASSISTANCE ROLE - ISTEA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What precise role does the
FRA envision for itself in assisting states and
metropolitan planning organizations as they develop
ISTEA-required freight transportation plans and set
priorities for project funding? Does the FRA intend
to market its services in this regard to the MPOs and
the states? Will you merely be responding to requests
from MPOs and the states?

ANSWER: Prior to ISTEA, states and metropolitan
planning organizations (MPOs) did not generally
consider freight issues, particularly rail freight
issues, in developing transportation plans. However,
ISTEA specifically requires that transportation plans
cover all modes and freight as well as passenger
issues. FRA' 3 role will be to assure that the rail
mode and its intermodal connections are fully
considered in developing freight and passenger
transportation plans and in selecting projects for
funding. Specifically, FRA will continue to provide
the states, the MPOs and the freight railroads with
guidance on ISTEA requirements, assistance with
technical planning issues, and data on the rail mode.
FRA will also offer its services to facilitate
cooperation among the various groups and, as a result
of these efforts, identify and resolve issues that
hinder effective freight and passenger planning. FRA
will assist states and MPOs in complying with the ISTEA
requirements that support the Clean Air Act by
developing information on the environmental impacts of
railroad-related projects, such as the
pollution reductions possible through increased use of
doublestack container trains.

FRA will continue to take an active role in

working with states and MPOs to implement the
requirements of ISTEA in a manner to assure that the
full benefits of a well-integrated intermodal
transportation system are achieved. FRA will continue
to participate in conferences and workshops along with
other elements of DOT to provide guidance to states and
MPOs and work with the private railroad industry to
make them aware of the opportunities and requirements
of ISTEA. FRA is planning, in cooperation with other
elements of DOT, to offer workshops directed
specifically toward issues concerning the role of the
rail mode in freight planning. FRA is also identifying
examples of effective intermodal freight planning for
circulation to states and MPOs. FRA will, of course,
continue to respond to requests received from states
and MPOs as well as others.
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STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe in greater detail
FRA's statutory requirements concerning the finances,
operations and condition of plant for the railroad industry.
Please cite the relevant statutes that require FRA's
activities in these areas, as well as the level of funding in
FY 1993 and FY 1994, including personnel costs, associated
with each of these areas.

ANSWER: FRA's mandate concerning the finances,
operations and condition of railroad ii.dustry plant relates

primarily to railroad safety statutes. However, FRA's
mandate on public policy issues involving railroad industry
plant relate to mergers, line abandonments, bankruptcies,
financial assistance, and competitive access. In addition,
the National Transportation Policy assists in defining FRA's
mission as it relates to railroad plant.

In matters of public policy issues and National

Transportation Policy, the Department of Transportation Act
and the Interstate Commerce Act, each as amended, and various
financial assistance, bankruptcy, and passenger service
statutes establish the scope of FRA's involvement in railroad

industry finances, operations and condition of plant.
Under the Rail Passenger Service Act, FRA annually

recommends budgetary Federal funding levels for Amtrak;
provides capital, operating, and certain mandatory payments,
and labor protection funding; monitors existing rail

passenger service performance to assure that Congressionally
mandated criteria are met and monitors and evaluates Amtrak 's

financial and operating performance. Under the Railroad
Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (4R Act),
FRA recommends annual funding levels for capital improvements
to the Northeast Corridor (Washington, D.C. /Boston,
Massachusetts). FRA's Administrator, as the delegated
representative of the Secretary of Transportation, sits on
the Amtrak Board.

Section 511 of the 4R Act authorizes the Secretary,
delegated to FRA, to guarantee up to $1 billion of loans for
rehabilitation and improvement of railroad facilities and

equipment. No new loans have been guaranteed under this

authority since the mid-1980's. About $20 million remains

outstanding.
Section 5 of the Department of Transportation Act

authorizes, through FY 1994, the Secretary, delegated to FRA,
to provide grant assistance to States under the Local Rail

Freight Assistance program. Under this program over $10
million was provided in FY 1992 and some 500 grants are

outstanding.
The financial assistance authority under Section 505 of

the 4R Act has expired. However, FRA loans in excess of $85
million made under that program remain outstanding.
Under 49 U.S.C. 333(d), the Secretary, delegated to FRA, has

certain responsibilities for rail transportation
restructuring through unification and coordination projects
("Section 401" authority). FRA conducts meetings to

implement such projects.
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Under Title VII of the 4R Act, FRA is responsible for

the development of a master plan for a coordinated program of

improvements to the Northeast Corridor between New York and

Boston. Additionally, FRA is responsible for a plan for the

elimination of highway at grade crossings in this corridor.

For the FY 1993 and FY 1994 budgets, FRA anticipates
utilizing existing staff resources for any required
activities in these areas. No unique costs can be identified

for the activities other than for safety enforcement which is

offset by user fees.

ANALYTICAL TOOLS DEVELOPMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a more
detailed breakout of the $100,000 requested for the
development of analytical tools for dealing with
grade crossing problems. Is the $100,000 requested
the entire amount that will be necessary for this
activity? If not, what do you anticipate to be your
future year funding requests?

ANSWER: The $100,000 requested is the entire
amount necessary for the projects listed below for FY
1994. FRA anticipates the same level of funding in
future years to further develop new or enhanced
existing safety related analytical tools to address
issues including highway-rail crossing safety and
inspection data analysis. The following is a

breakdown by project:
( 1 ) Revisions to the National Crossing

Inventory Program for which FRA is the custodian for
States and railroads ($20,000). Improvements to the
computer software programs and hardcopy data
collection forms are necessary to allow States, local

government, and railroads to identify crossings which
are on the newly identified high-speed rail
corridors, all Amtrak routes along with any other
commuter passenger trains, and any emerging national
rail system consisting of primary interstate rail
routes. Included is identification of crossings over
which Amtrak operates along with the number of Amtrak
trains and "other" passenger trains.

(2) Review, update and revise as appropriate
the Resource Allocation Procedure, which is primarily
used by States, but also by railroads to apportion
allocated funds to prioritize grade crossing
improvement projects ($40,000). The Accident
Prediction and Resource Allocation Procedure
(computer model) was first developed in 1975. In

1986, it was recalibrated and the computer software
updated. Currently, over two-thirds of the States
(as well as railroads) utilize this model (or a
variation thereof) to identify the priority crossings
within a jurisdiction requiring a safety review and
possible warning device improvements. With the
numerous changes and crossing closures over the last
several years, the procedure and computer software
needs to be reviewed, the equations updated, the
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numerical constants recalculated, and portions of the
processing techniques revised so data outputs are
more responsive to the requests of States, local

governments, and railroads.
(3) Software program modifications to an

existing personal computer program used by States,
counties, cities and railroads for analysis of

highway-rail crossings and accidents ($15,000). The

acceptance and response has been nothing less than

spectacular since the development and release of the

personal computer program to allow specific entities
to have their crossing information at their

fingertips on their own personal computer for

analysis and to update information. The initial

development was performed with very little funding;
therefore, the software which performs the actual

analysis of data is somewhat limited. Users (States,
local governments, and railroads) have provided
numerous positive comments and requests for
modifications and improvements. In order to make
this program more useful for the users, the software
needs to be developed to incorporate some of the

higher priority improvements of the many suggested.
(4) An efficient procedure to process and

respond to the many public inquiries for grade
crossing accident and inventory information
($25,000). Currently, responding to requests from

crossing accident and inventory data from States,
local governments, railroads, consultants,
researchers, litigation attorneys and individuals
takes an inordinate amount of staff time, about two
staff-years per year just responding to such
requests. Such requests have increased at least nine
fold over the last ten years. Procedures and
streamlined software programs need to be developed to
reduce the amount of time researching for the correct
data and responding to the requestor, and yet be

responsive to all requests received. Such procedures
and programs will reduce the staff time currently
spent on such efforts, freeing them to do more
substantive work and/or reduce the need for
additional staff currently and in the future.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What level of funding, if

any, has been spent on this activity to date?

ANSWER: No funds have been spent on these
projects to date, other than those spent on the
initial development. All such projects were
completed within the funding allocated in prior year
budgets -

FRA ASSISTANCE TO STATES - ISTEA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide greater
specificity on the services you intend to provide to
states and MPOs for the development of freight
transportation plans.
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ANSWER: FRA is planning a series of workshops
involving railroads and MPOs. These workshops will
cover ISTEA requirements. Clean Air Act requirements,
railroad-highway safety issues, planning issues and
project eligibility. They will also address improving
cooperation between railroads and MPOs. FRA also
expects to work with FHWA on a series of rail and
freight-related planning courses.

Many states and MPOs are unfamiliar with data
sources that could be used to analyze rail and
intermodal freight projects. FRA has expertise in

using rail-related data, as well as access to sources
such as the Rail Carload Waybill Sample and expects to
assist MPOs and states in making use of these data
bases.

Finally, FRA is studying issues that may best be
addressed in the context of intermodal freight
planning. These include the potential for railroads to
reduce air pollution and traffic congestion, as well as

improvements to grade crossing safety and better
intermodal connections.

MPO CONTRACTED STUDIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Since MPOs are receiving
direct funds from ISTEA for its many new
responsibilities mandated in ISTEA, why can't the MPOs
themselves contract for the studies you are proposing?

ANSWER: In many cases, the potential advantages
from rail-related projects are not well understood by
the MPOs, which would make them reluctant to fund such
studies. Since most MPOs have no background in
railroad issues, even if they were interested, FRA is
the logical choice for studies on rail-related planning
issues. Moreover, an individual MPO, with limited
planning funds, would be unlikely to fund these
studies from which it would receive only a small part
of the total national benefit. Finally, the many new
responsibilities imposed by ISTEA appear to have
strained the ability of many MPOs to fund and manage
studies in support of those requirements.

ALASKA RAILROAD ENVIRONMENTAL CLEAN-UP

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an update for the
committee on your expenditures for clean-up activities
associated with the Alaska Railroad.

ANSWER: Clean-up activities at the Standard Steel

Superfund site in Anchorage are under way, with work on the

remedial investigation/feasibility study ("RI/FS") going
forward this summer. The RI/FS will determine the scope of

future work. To date, FRA has not had to advance funds,

although it is expected that a portion of certain EPA

administrative expenses may be charged to it. The Justice

Department, which is representing FRA and other Federal

agencies at the Standard Steel site, has already been billed
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approximately $450,000 for the ongoing work, representing the
Federal Government's (all agencies) share of the cost of the

RI/FS which is being undertaken and partially funded by some
of the potentially responsible parties ("PRP'S").
Discussions are ongoing with the State-owned Alaska Railroad

Corporation ("ARRC") with regard to activities at certain
other sites where FRA may be involved in the future. The
Justice Department is assisting in those discussions also.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What progress has been made in

pursuing the responsible parties for environmental damage?
What level of funding has been expended by the responsible
parties to date? What level of funding has been obligated by
the FRA on such clean-up activities to date? What is the
current level of unobligated balances and what level do you
expect to be unobligated at the end of 1993 and 1994?

ANSWER: On September 24, 1992, Chugach Electric, a

major utility (which apparently shipped transformers

potentially containing PCB's to the site), executed a

"Funding Agreement For The Standard Steel Superfund Site . . .

[RI/FS)" which will serve as the protocol for the next phase
of work. Chugach has expended approximately $250,000 to

date. Several other private PRP's and ARRC have reached

agreement in principle with the United States to share the
costs of the RI/FS. (The operators of the scrap and salvage
business at the site which was a major cause of the pollution
appear to be virtually judgment-proof in comparison to the

potential liability involved. ) A consent decree is being
negotiated and will probably be lodged in the District Court
in Alaska in the next few months, made available for public
comment, and entered before the end of 1993. Once the RI/FS
is completed, FRA will have a better idea of what the total

clean-up cost will be, and how that cost can be allocated

among the PRP's. Finally, EPA expended approximately $2
million to stabilize the site in the late 1980's. EPA seeks
reimbursement for these costs and an allocation has yet to be
made among the PRP's. The completed RI/FS will probably play
a role in allocating these costs as well.

Approximately $600,000 has been spent to date by all

responsible parties. No funding has been obligated by FRA on

clean-up activities to date. The current level of

unobligated balances is $1.9 million. It now appears that
these balances will continue to be unobligated at the end of

fiscal years 1993 and 1994 due to the nature of the work and

the arrangements reached among responsible parties through
the Justice Department.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the total amount of

potential Federal exposure for clean-up activities associated
with the Alaska Railroad?

ANSWER: For a variety of reasons, it is not possible
to provide any meaningful explanation of the total dollar
amount of exposure for clean-up activities associated with
the Alaska Railroad. For example, with respect to the

Standard Steel site, until the RI/FS is completed and an

understanding reached with EPA as to the scope of the work to
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be undertaken, it is impossible to know what type of
remediation will be required. The dollar cost could vary
significantly with the remediation measures ultimately
employed. In addition, the RI/FS should contribute

substantially to an understanding of what pollutants have
been released at the site and by which entities. Such
information will useful in allocating shares among the PRP's.

Also, there may be other ARR sites where contamination will
be found which could involve FRA. Not only is the extent of

contamination at undiscovered sites unknown, but if any are
found for which FRA is deemed to have clean-up
responsibility, the extent of the contamination and the
nature of the clean-up required cannot be known until studies
are undertaken at those sites. At that time, a search for

other responsible parties will be undertaken, and the extent
of other parties' responsibilities (and ability to pay) will

have to be determined. Hence, it is premature to estimate
the total amount of potential Federal expense for it will

undoubtedly be years from now before that question can be
determined with some certainty.

PROPRIETARY RAILROAD DATA BASE INFORMATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The $32,000 requested In
increased funds for the proprietary railroad data base
information activity is an increase above what amount
expended in FY 1993? Has the AAR provided such
information to the FRA free?

ANSWER: FRA contracts from the AAR for
proprietary railroad data base information from the
AAR. This amount is FRA's contribution towards costs
associated with legal, operating and financial
information of publicly-held businesses. Contracts are
executed in 2-year increments. The $32,000 will
provide information during calendar years 1994 and
1995. Previous funding authorized in FY 1992, covered
calendar years 1992 and 1993 and no funding was
requested FY 1993. Prior to calendar year 1990, the
FRA and the AAR exchanged information on an informal
basis. In 1990, the AAR began charging non-members
including state and federal agencies, for all
information.

ICC WAYBILL PROCESSING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In regard to the ICC waybill
processing request, your justification states that this
information is needed by several modal administrations
in DOT, as well as other agencies, including the FRA,
RSPA, the ICC, FEMA, the Office of the Secretary of
Transportation, the Department of State, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, the Department of Defense,
the Maritime Administration, the Federal Highway
Administration, the Corps of Engineers, as well as
State and local governments.

Please cite the contributions of each of these
agencies toward the collection of the ICC waybill
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processing activity. If any of these agencies do not
make a contribution toward this processing cost, why
don ' t they?

ANSWER: The waybill processing costs are borne
equally by the ICC and FRA as they are the only
agencies that have an ongoing, continuous need for
waybill information. Other agencies have only
occasional need for the information, depending on
railroad related issues that arise in the normal course
of their work. Some examples of occasional use of the
waybill are: Operation Desert Storm; response to
natural disasters; and issuance of emergency orders
concerning rail safety and/or transportation of
hazardous materials.

Since agencies other than ICC and FRA are only
occasional and sometimes unscheduled users, it is

unlikely that these agencies would be willing to bear
the cost of processing the waybill on a regular basis.

IMPORT/EXPORT TRAFFIC FEASIBILITY STUDY FUNDING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What funding was provided in
FY 1992 toward the interagency task force and the
Bureau of Census feasibility study for the development
of procedures to identify U.S. import and export
traffic to and from Mexico and Canada?

ANSWER: All funding for this project ($71,000)
was provided in FY 1990. No funding was required in FY
1992.

SANTA TERESA, NM FEASIBILITY STUDY FUNDING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What level of funding will be
directed toward the feasibility study on developing the
new border crossing at Santa Teresa, New Mexico into an
extensive intermodal transportation facility?

ANSWER: FRA does not anticipate providing any
further funding toward the Santa Teresa feasibility
study. This was a joint project involving FHWA, FAA
and FRA, as well as the State of New Mexico.

STUDY FUNDING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What other studies of this
kind are financed by the FRA? What was the level of
spending on such studies in fiscal years 1990, 1991,
1992 and anticipated expenditures for fiscal years 1993
and 1994?

ANSWER: FRA has not funded any other such
feasibility studies and does not anticipate any funding
for such studies in FY 1993 or 1994.
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PENALTY ASSESSMENTS AND COLLECTIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your justification that, in

fiscal year 1992, you assessed approximately $28 million in proposed
civil penalties. Please provide the relevant assessment figure for

the prior five fiscal years, as well as estimates for FY 1993 and FY

1994. Please break out these assessments by type of violation. For

each of the figures displayed on this table, please show the

comparable level of civil penalty collections for each of these
areas.

ANSWER: The following charts show the amounts initially
assessed on each type of case during the last five fiscal years,

plus the amounts collected during those years by type of case. The
cases on which amounts were collected, however, are not necessarily
the cases on which penalties were assessed in that year because of

the time lag between assessment and collection which can, and often

do, fall in different fiscal years. For example, many of the cases
on which penalties were assessed in 1992 are still open. For FY

1993, actual figures to date are shown. The collection amounts for

FY 1993 are low because the major railroad settlements have not yet
occurred. For FY 1994, FRA cannot predict what violations will be

detected and submitted for civil penalty assessment. The preceding
years, however, show the trends.

Penalties Assessed in FY 1987-1993

Alcohol and drug
Accident reports

Freight car safety
Glazing standards
Hazardous materials
Hours of service
Hours of service recordkeeping
Locomotive inspection
Rear end markers
Railroad operating practices
Railroad operating rules
Radio standards and procedures
Safety appliance
Signal inspection
Track safety

1987
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1988

ViolType
AD
AR
EO
FCS
GS

HMT
HS
HSR
LI

REM
ROP
ROR
RSP
SA
SI

TS

sum

1989

ViolType
AR
FCS
GS

HMT
HS
HSR
LI

REM
ROP
ROR
SA

SI

TS

sum

1990

ViolType
AD
AR
FCS
GS
HMT

HS
HSR
LI

REM
ROP
ROR
RSP
SA
SI

TS

sum

Amount Assessed
$14,250
$16,000
$12,000

$863,250
$9,250

$416,500
$258,500
$32,200
$481,850
$92,750
$36,250
$10,000
$12,750

$481,000
$96,000

$332,750

$3,165,300

Amount Assessed
$234,000

$1,003,750
$12,750

$1,596,250
$115,000
$20,700
$484,750

$25,250
$72,750
$1,500

$1,161,000
$232,000
$818,250

~$5,777,950

Amount Assessed
$105,500

$112,500
$3,152,750

$6,000
$7,735,625

$298,250
$35,200

$2,768,250
$253,710
$263,000
$13,500
$12,000

$2,759,800
$493,000

$1,652,250

$19,662,335

1991

ViolType
AD
AR
FCS
GS
HMT
JS
HSR
LI

REM
ROP
ROR
RSP
SA

SI

TS

sum

1992

ViolType
AO
AR
EO
FCS
GS

HMT
HS
HSR
LI

REM
ROP
ROR
RSP
SA

SI

TS

sum

Amount Assessed
$769,250
$533,000

$8,227,250
$2,000

$10,076,850
$372,700
$160,200

$9,059,250
$355,750
$942,250
$37,750
$86,500

$6,010,500
$1,292,900
$3,997,750

$41,923,900

Amount Assessed

$1,263,500
$640,500

$3,000
$4,514,000

$9,500

$3,619,900
$276,500
$273,100

$6,039,000
$281,000

$1,743,000
$66,000

$199,000
$4,048,700
$1,129,000
$3,628,000

$27,733,700

1993 (through July 12, 1993)
ViolType Amount Assessed
AD $541,500
AR $451,500
EO $8,000
EQ $73,500
FCS $1,280,500
HMT $2,758,050
HS

HSR
LI

REM
ROP

ROR
RSP
SA
SI

TS

sum

$276,500
$67,000

$1,304,750
$62,500

$425,500
$47,000

$104,000
$1,489,000

$860,000
$1,035,500

$10,784,800
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PENALTIES COLLECTED FY 1987-1993

1987
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1993 (through July 12, 1993)
ViolTvpe Amount Collected
AD $194,225
AR $50,825
FCS $1,180,980
GS $1,500
HMT $980,625
HS $33,745
HSR $36,065
LI $958,580
REM $76,950
ROP $117,225
ROR $10,400
RSP $39,000
SA $916,680
SI $173,835
TS $591,165

sum $5,361,800

IMPACT OF ELIMINATING BACKLOG

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What has been the impact of eliminating the

backlog of untransmitted violation reports? Have these violation

reports now resulted in civil penalties? Does this explain the

significant increase in civil penalty assessments in FY 1992?

ANSWER: FRA had 18,000 untransmitted violation reports on hand

at the end of 1989. Eliminating that backlog and continuing to

transmit violations received since then resulted in initial penalty
assessments of over $41 million in FY 1991 and $28 million in FY

1992. Having eliminated the backlog and gotten current in

transmittals, the annual assessment totals have begun to decline.
The impact has been greater timeliness than ever before on initial

penalty assessments, and gradual improvement of timeliness on the
settlement end as FRA collects on the huge number of cases
transmitted in those two fiscal years. Although FRA cannot quantify
it, it is believed there has been a salutary effect on railroad

safety because railroads have felt the weight of civil penalties as

never before.

DISQUALIFICATION PROCEEDINGS IN FY 1992

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe the circumstances

surrounding the disqualification order and the two proposed
disqualifications against individuals that were accomplished during
FY 1992.

ANSWER: The disqualification order issued in FY 1992 involved a

former general superintendent of the Seagraves, Whiteface & Lubbock
Railroad Company, a small Texas railroad, whom FRA found to have
committed a series of willful violations of the Track Safety
Standards, Safety Appliance Standards, and power brake regulations,
thereby demonstrating his unfitness for safety-sensitive duty. The

respondent had been out of safety-sensitive service, because of a

compliance order issued against that railroad by FRA, since the
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summer of 1991. Under the terms of the disqualification order, the

respondent was disqualified from the performance of safety-sensitive
functions for several months, beginning on the date of issuance of
the Notice of Proposed Disqualification, with reentry allowed
thereafter only under the conditions set forth in the Order. This

proposed disqualification commenced in FY 1992. The other proposed
disqualification commenced in FY 1992 involved the former president
of the same railroad, whom FRA alleged to have willfully violated
the Track Safety Standards and the Safety Appliance Standards and to
have violated the Hours of Service Record Keeping Regulations.

DISQUALIFICATION PROCEEDINGS SINCE FY 1992

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What number of additional disqualifications
or proposed disqualifications have taken place since the printing of

your budget justification? Please describe the circumstances

surrounding each of these cases.

ANSWER: A disqualification order was issued on

February 5, 1993, against the former president of the Seagraves,
Whiteface & Lubbock Railroad Company, whom FRA found to have
committed willful violations of the Track Safety Standards and

Safety Appliance Standards and violations of the hours of service
record keeping regulations, thereby demonstrating his unfitness for

safety-sensitive duty. The respondent had been out of safety-
sensitive service because of a compliance order issued against that

railroad by FRA since the summer of 1991. Under the terms of the

disqualification order, the respondent is disqualified from the

performance of safety-sensitive functions until November 5, 1993,
with reentry allowed thereafter only under the conditions set forth
in the Order. FRA has also been reviewing recommendations to begin
additional disqualification proceedings.

DISQUALIFICATION ACTIVITY IN FUTURE YEARS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What increased level of activity should the
committee expect in this area for the remainder of FY 1993 and FY
1994?

ANSWER: There is, of course, no way of knowing how many
disqualification cases FRA will bring in the remainder of this
fiscal year or in FY 1994. However, since there has been an
increased use of all of the individual liability tools in recent
months, there is reason to believe that the number of

disqualification cases will increase next year.

FIRST COMPLIANCE ORDER

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Similarly, you stated that in FY 1992, you
issued FRA's first-ever compliance order in a matter concerning
rampant non-compliance with the safety laws by a small Texas
railroad. Please cite the railroad and the circumstances
surrounding this order. What has been the impact of the FRA's
action on the railroad's operations?
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ANSWER: FRA's first compliance order was issued on

August 1, 1991 (late in FY 1991), against two shortlines in Texas.

On the basis of state and FRA safety inspections, FRA concluded that

serious safety deficiencies permeated all phases of train operations

on the Seagraves, Whiteface & Lubbock Railroad Company. These

deficiencies created a substantial and constant risk to the health

and safety of the public and Seagraves employees, particularly where

those operations involved the transportation of placarded hazardous

materials cars over excepted track. The order was also directed

against the Floydada and Plainview Railroad Company because the

level of noncompliance on the Seagraves appeared to stem largely
from the management provided by its president and general

superintendent and those two individuals also were the managers of

the Floydada. Although the railroads neither admitted nor denied

the facts set forth in the order, the railroads consented to the

issuance and implementation of the order under all of its terms and

agreed to abide by its conditions. Included among the conditions

were the requirements that the railroads remove the president and

general superintendent from safety-sensitive service, that the

railroads provide FRA with the names and backgrounds of replacement

employees, and that for a 90-day period beginning on August 1, 1991,

the Seagraves would require one of its managers to certify in

writing prior to any train movement the railroad's compliance with

all inspection requirements and all legal restrictions regarding

excepted track. Since then, FRA's regional office confirms that the

railroads now require significantly less FRA oversight and

corrective action than other railroads of their size. It is

believed that word of FRA's actions has spread throughout the

industry, with salutary effect.

COMPLIANCE ORDERS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Have there been other compliance orders
issued since the publication of your budget justification? What
level of activity in this area should we expect in FY 1993 and FY
1994?

ANSWER: FRA has issued two compliance orders in FY 1993. The
first involved Conrail's compliance with the rules regarding power
brake testing at its yard in Buffalo. The order required Conrail to

take specific measures to ensure compliance. The second order
involved two related, small railroads in Kansas and Oklahoma that
had demonstrated a wide ranging failure to comply with the safety
regulations. The order requires the railroads to take specific
measures to improve compliance, including special training and

recordkeeping requirements. It is not possible to predict whether
FRA will issue further compliance orders in FY 1993 or in FY 1994.

However, because this tool has been shown to be effective in certain

circumstances, it is likely that some use will be made of it in that

period.

REGIONAL ATTORNEY EXPERIMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What findings have surfaced from your
experiment placing an FRA safety attorney in a regional office? Do
you find the benefits of such co-location outweighing the costs?
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ANSWER: Although there are no final conclusions about the

experiment, preliminary reactions can be provided. Based only on

the Kansas City phase of the experiment, which lasted from July 1991

through December 1992, it appears that locating an attorney in a

regional office will not expedite the civil penalty process but may
provide benefits in terms of daily provision of legal advice. That

is, FRA is processing civil penalty cases from receipt to settlement
at least as fast at headquarters as in the Kansas City region.
However, it has also been found that it is very difficult for an

attorney to handle regulatory assignments or deal adequately with an

area of national expertise from a regional office. In March 1993,
the second phase of the experiment was begun in Atlanta. At this

point, the costs of putting an attorney in a regional office appear
to outweigh the benefits. Final conclusions, of course, cannot be
drawn until experience has been gained in the Atlanta phase of the

experiment, or about one year.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What plans, if any, does the FRA have for
CO- locating safety attorneys in all the regional offices? When

might a determination on this question be reached?

ANSWER: FRA has no such plans at this time as the experiment
with regional counsel is still underway. FRA will make such a

determination after March 1994, when the Rail Safety Enforcement and
Review Act ("Act") requires completion of the experiment.

Section 4(b) of the Act, enacted in September 1992, requires
that FRA establish a regional attorney experiment

to demonstrate the benefits that may accrue to the Federal
railroad safety program from assigning an attorney ... to
the regional offices of the Federal Railroad Administration
to perform initial case review, assess penalties, settle

cases, and provide legal advice to Federal Railroad
Administration regional personnel on enforcement and other
issues, as compared to performing such functions at the

headquarters level.

The statute requires that FRA establish a regional attorney
experiment in more than one region, to be completed by March 1994.
The statute also requires a report to Congress covering specified
aspects of the experiment by September 1994. The report must
evaluate the experiment by weighing such factors as

the speed, volume, and effectiveness of civil penalty
actions; . . . the efficiency of the delivery of legal
advice on safety issues; . . . the financial and other
costs of assigning attorneys in each region; . . . the
effects on uniformity of enforcement . . . , and the

advisability of assigning attorneys to some or all of the

regions ....

After March 1994, FRA will analyze both the Kansas City and
Atlanta phases of the regional attorney experiment and prepare its

report to Congress.
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INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION FACILITY CONSTRUCTION COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does the FRA intend to
finance some portion of the construction costs of this
intermodal transportation facility? If not, how is it
within the mission of the FRA to do feasibility studies
on State and private sector transportation projects?

ANSWER: FRA participated with FHWA, FAA and the
State of New Mexico in the feasibility study because of
the commitment to support innovative intermodal
passenger and freight projects, and FRA's continuing
participation in ongoing DOT efforts to improve cross-
border transportation between the U.S. and Mexico. If
the project proves to be feasible and cost-effective,
it is expected that construction of the facility will
be undertaken by state and private interests. FRA does
not intend to provide any construction financing.

MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What success has the FRA had
in developing Management by Objectives Systems
throughout the FRA?

ANSWER: At the direction of the former Deputy
Administrator, FRA developed and implemented a

Management by Objectives (MBO) Program, including a

computerized bulletin board of MBO initiatives. The
program was monitored on a regular basis until the
summer of 1992. The present Secretary of
Transportation has indicated he is highly in favor of
an MBO approach, and FRA anticipates that an MBO
program, with some revisions to incorporate goal-
based management and quality management, will be
implemented in the near future following confirmation
of the Administrator Nominee.

WORKFORCE DIVERSITY NEWSLETTER

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What were the expenditures
associated with the publication of a workforce
diversity newsletter?

ANSWER: FRA's share of the workforce diversity
newsletter is $24,736 in FY 1993.
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USER FEE ANNUAL REPORT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a copy of the

first annual Report to Congress on rail safety

transportation user fees to the Committee.

ANSWER:

CLERK'S NOTE: The FRA report on rail safety transportation user

fees will be kept in the subcomnittee
' s files, due to its length.

EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What measures of effectiveness
have been developed for the many missions of the FRA,

especially in the area of railroad safety?

ANSWER: The Office of Safety's effectiveness
measures are found in its National Inspection Plan (NIP)
and Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) programs.

NIP calculates planned inspection hours based on
accident and casualty data, findings from previous
inspections, and traffic volume (especially hazardous
materials and passenger traffic) . In short, inspection
time is allotted to specific railroads by State based on
the safety risk each poses. At the beginning of a

calendar year, inspectors are assigned inspection hours
based on the model's risk factors, after management
reviews the reasonableness of the model's findings. An

inspectors effectiveness in meeting these safety
objectives is reported to the regions by headquarters
each month.

QIP collects detailed data on the type, number,
location, and duration of all inspections completed.
Additionally, the amount and type of all other activities
are recorded such as administrative and travel.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What measures of effectiveness
have been developed to evaluate the work of FRA ' s

railroad inspectors?

ANSWER: FRA has a Quality Improvement Program (QIP)
that provides continuous information to field supervisors
about how inspectors are spending their time.

Supervisors are expected to use this information to
review how effective each subordinate is compared with
the region and national norm. These findings are then
communicated to the inspectors. Through this process, it

is expected that inspectors will maximize their ability
to become as uniform and consistent as their dynamic
environment will allow without sacrificing safety.
Constant communication between headquarters and the field
as well as between subordinate and supervisor over what
is occurring in their environment should help them

develop improved methods of inspecting. FRA expects this

process will improve their effectiveness through the
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exchanging of information (the sharing of knowledge
between participants) .

The National Inspection Plan is also a measure of

inspector effectiveness because it is also a process of

exchanging information. It specifies how many inspection
hours are expected on a railroad by state and the

progress toward that goal is reported monthly to the
field by headquarters.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What efforts, if any, are
underway to develop such measures of effectiveness?

ANSWER: FRA will continue to refine its existing
programs (NIP, QIP, and the Regional Inspection Points
(RIP) program as the dynamic process built into these
programs provides new and better methods of measuring
inspector effectiveness. The overall connection between
these programs has been effective communication. Other
programs such as training and special technical guidance
from headquarters provide significant methods of
discovering improved measures of effectiveness.

STEEL WHEEL HIGH-SPEED RAIL

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is there a similar safety task
force for steel wheel high-speed rail safety issues? If
not, why not? If so, what have been the accomplishments
of this task force?

ANSWER: There is not a similar task force. The
steel wheel issues, with regard to high-speed rail, are
very much like conventional steel wheel passenger
equipment issues. The FRA has a great deal of existing
experience in how to address these issues and is also
relying heavily on European experience in this regard.
Wherever a high technology issue is found, experts in the
field are consulted; however, FRA has not found a need
for a full time task force of experts at this time.

TRAVEL/TRANSPORTATION COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table on
page 24 2 of last year's hearing record regarding the
travel and transportation of persons within the Office
of the Administrator. Please provide an identical
table showing the travel requests for all other
offices within the FRA.

ANSWER: The information follows:
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS

(Dollars in thousands)
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STAFFING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please also update the tables
on pages 247 through 250 of last year's hearing record

regarding authorized FTEs and on-board strength.
Please note and explain any instances where FTE
utilization and on-board personnel is below that

originally budgeted for FY 1994.

ANSWER: The information follows:

DEPA«IMEIir OF l**IISf>OI)l«TIOII

FEDERAL MIDOAO ADMINISTMIIOIt

OFFICE OF THE AOMINISTRATO*

FT 1992 FT 1993 FT 1994
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DEPMIHEHI OF TI)/UISPO«IAIICM

rCDEML HAIIKOAO M>MIIIIS1>AII0lt

MUROM) MFEIT

n 1992

rlrsi Second third fourth

Ouartcr Ouartor l^jortcr QuarterAuth.

rosltions:
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POLITICAL APPOINTEES

Title

Administrator
Deputy Administrator
Associate Administrator

for Policy
Public Affairs Officer
Chief of Staff
Staff Assistant

Administrator
Deputy Administrator
Associate Administrator

for Policy
Public Affairs Officer
Chief of Staff
Staff Assistant
Special Assistant to
Administrator

Administrator
Deputy Administrator
Associate Administrator

for Policy
Chief of Staff
Public Affairs Officer
Public Affairs
Specialist

Administrator
Deputy Administrator
Associate Administrator

for Policy
Chief of Staff

Administrator
Deputy Administrator
Associate Administrator

for Policy
Chief of Staff
Public Affairs Officer

Type of Appointment

Fiscal Year 1990

Presidential
Non-Career SES

Non-Career SES
Schedule C
Schedule C
Schedule C

Fiscal Year 1991

Presidential
Non-Career SES

Non-Career SES
Schedule C
Non-Career SES
Schedule C

Non-Career SES

Fiscal Year 1992

Presidential
Non-Career SES

Non-Career SES
Non-Career SES
Schedule C
Schedule C

Fiscal Year 1993

Presidential
Non-Career SES

Non-Career SES
Non-Career SES

Fiscal Year 1994

Presidential
Non-Career SES

Non-Career SES
Non-Career SES
Schedule C

Salary

$ 89,000
81,400

74,000
48,992
73,692
24,705

$115,300
104,600

95,300
55,809
91,200
26,574

87,000

$119,300
108,300

104,000
104,000
59,973
32,423

$122,522
111,225

106,809
106,809

$123,714
112,307

107,848
107,848
66,381

SALARIES AND EXPENSES - OA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the tables on
pages 255 and 256 of last year's hearing record
regarding salaries and expenses within the Office of
the Administrator.

ANSWER: The information follows:
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR - VACANCIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the material on
page 273 of last year's hearing record regarding
vacancies within the Office of the Administrator.

ANSWER: There are currently 5 vacancies against
FY 1993 funded positions in the Office of the
Administrator. They are listed below:

(1) Administrator

(2) Deputy Administrator

(3) Chief of Staff

(4) Associate Administrator for Policy

(5) General Engineer

The OA also has 11 unfunded positions which are
also vacant.

ANALYSIS OF CHANGE TABLES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the tables found on pages
243 through 245 of last year's hearing record showing the more
detailed accounting of non-discretionary changes, as well as new and
expanded programs, for the Office of the Administrator, Office of
Rail Safety, Railroad Research and Development, etc.

ANSWER: The information follows:
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OTHER PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the tables on pages 257 and

258 of last year's hearing record regarding personnel compensation.

ANSWER: The information follows;

OFFICE OF IME WHINISTRATOR - OTHER PERSONHEl COHPENSATIOH

(Dollars In thousands)

Category

FY 1991

Actual

FT 1992

Actual

Ft 1993

Estimate

FY 199*

Estimate

1151 Overtime

1152 Nollday Pay
1161 Special Achievement and Eaployee Suggestion or

Incentive Cash Awards

1162 Merit Pay Cash Awards

116} Senior Executive Awards

1164 Performance Management System Awards

Total.

64
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR - POSITIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the information
on pages 259 through 272 of last year's hearing record
regarding the function and purpose of all positions in
the Office of the Administrator and provide the salary
and benefits level.

ANSWER: The following lists all positions included
in the FY 1994 request. Salaries and estimated benefits
are provided for all current positions. Please note
that these figures do not include other pay-related
expenses (e.g., overtime, terminal leave, awards, etc.)
which cannot be distributed by individual positions.

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Immediate Office - 12 positions

Administrator
(Vacant)
$122,522

Responsible for the total
administration of the FRA.
Presidential appointee.

Deputy
Administrator
(Vacant)
$111,225

Responsible for the day-to-
day operations of the FRA.

Chief of Staff
(Vacant)
$106,809

Special Assistant
$68,829

Congressional liaison.
Legislative initiatives.
Special assignments.

Special Assistant to the
Deputy Administrator. Liaison
to the FRA headquarters and
field staff. Trouble-shooter
and ombudsman. Special
assignments as needed.

Admin. Assistant
$44,327

Provides day-to-day admini-
strative assistance and
secretarial services to
Administrator.

Secretary
$40,349

Secretary to Deputy
Administrator. Provides
day-to-day administrative
support. Special projects.

Secretary
$34,683

Primary receptionist. Pro-
vides day-to-day administra-
tive support and works on
special projects. Also
provides secretarial support
to the Chief of Staff.



Special Assistant
$59,455

Executive Corres-
pondence Specialist
$38,107

Executive Corres-
pondence Specialist
$43,712
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Executive Secretariat

Supervises all facets of the
Executive Secretariat to
include correspondence
control. Assists the
Administrator in whatever way
required.

Reviews, processes and
distributes correspondence and
various documents throughout
the FRA and other organizations.
Maintains correspondence
suspense register for agency.

Reviews, processes and
distributes correspondence and
various documents throughout
the FRA and other organizations.
Maintains correspondence
suspense register for agency.

Unfunded Positions (2)

Immediate Office - Benefits : $125.354

Office of Civil Rights - 5 positions

Supvy Equal
Opportunity Spec.
$86,589

Equal Opportunity
Spec (4)
$167,088

Supervises FRA EEO Program.
Represent agency in all EEO
functions.

Perform investigations.
Monitor compliance.

Office of Civil Rights - Benefits ; $31.980

Public Affairs Office - 2 positions

Secretary/Typing
$23,848

Public Affairs
Officer
(Vacant)

Provides administrative
support to PAO.

Manages FRA public affairs
program. Provides media
support to Administrator and
entire organization.
(Position will be funded in
FY 1994.)

Public Affairs Office - Benefits; $5.547
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Office of Budget - 8 positions

Budget Officer
$73,269

Supvy Budget
Analyst
$68,052

Budget Analyst (4)
$197,778

Admin. Assistant
$34,271

Program Assistant
$28,016

Manages FRA budgetary program.
Advises Administrator on
budgetary questions.

Functions as Deputy.
Supervises day-to-day
activities of staff.

Performs the full range of

budgetary functions associated
with the FRA.

Provides administrative assis-
tance to Budget Officer and
members of the staff. Also
provides secretarial services
to Budget Officer.

Provides programmatic and
secretarial assistance to
budget analysts on a day-to-
day basis.

Office of Budget - Benefits ; $50.288

Office of Chief Counsel - 43 positions

Chief Counsel
$111,800

Deputy Chief
Counsel
$92,900

Admin. Officer
$41,641

Chief legal officer for FRA.

Functions as Deputy. Manages
daily office functions and
programs.

Responsible for administrative
programs. Maintains computers
and software. Law librarian.
Liaison to Office of
Personnel.

Admin. Staff
Assistant
$34,271

Supvy Trial
Attorney
(Transportation)
$86,589

Provides administrative
support to Chief Counsel and
other members of the organiza-
tion.

Safety Law Division

Supervises the work of the
Division in support of the
Office of Safety, FRA and
railroad safety.
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Enforcement
Specialist
$34,271

Docket Clerk
$36,123

Secretary
$27,676

Provides specialized legal
assistance to Division Chief
and assigned personnel

Maintains required dockets
on pending cases, cases in

progress and completed cases.

Provides administrative support
to Division Chief and assigned
personnel .

Branch A

Supvy Trial
Attorney
(Transportation)
$75,489

Trial Attorney (9)

$459,293

Secretary/Typing
(2) $54,518

Supervises the work of

assigned attorneys in support
of the Office of Safety's
enforcement of rail safety.

Work is in support of the
Office of Safety's
enforcement of rail safety.

Provides administrative and
clerical support to Branch
personnel .

Supvy Trial
Attorney
$75,492

Trial Attorney
(8) $396,844

Secretary/Typing
(4) $109,783

Branch B

Supervises the work of

assigned attorneys in support
of the Office of Safety's
enforcement of rail safety.

Work is in support of the
Office of Safety's
enforcement of rail safety.

Provides administrative and
clerical support to Branch
personnel .

General Law Division

Supvy Attorney
Advisor
$86,589

Supervises
personnel a
Division,
pertaining
tort claims
assistance
states, per
employment
conflict of

and manages all
nd functions of
All legal questions
to procurement,

financial
programs to the
sonnel equal
opportunity and
interest.
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Secretary
$28,016

Supvy Attorney
Advisor
$74,380

Attorney Advisor
(2) $162,078

Freedom of Info
Specialist
$43,712

Attorney Advisor
(2) $135,560

Honors Attorney
Program

Unfunded Position (1)

Office of Chief Counsel

Provides administrative
support to Division.

Legal Services Branch

Supervises and manages Branch.

Handles all cases in this
area.

Handles Freedom of Information
requests.

Procurement and Contract Law
Branch

Handles all legal aspects
relating to purchasing and
contracting.

Services of an honor student
attorney for the equivalent of
one staff-year through rotation
of students among the operating
administrations .

- Benefits ; $457.002

Office of Administration - 61 positions

Associate
Administrator
$111,800

Deputy Assoc.
Administrator
$86,589

Admin. Assistant
$35,865

Manages and supervises the
functions of Office of
Administration and its
various elements.

Assists the Associate Admin,
in the management and
supervision of the functions
of the Office of Administration
and its various elements.
(Incumbent also is serving
as the Acting Director of
Personnel.

Provides support to Associate
and Deputy Associate
Administrator and others in
the Office of Administration.
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Supvy Per Mgmt
Specialist
$65,132

Personnel Staff
Specialist
$52,711

Personnel Mgmt
Specialist
$33,345

Personnel Staffing
Aide
$15,577

Supvy Labor
Relations Spec.
$64,973

Labor Relations
Specialist
$33,623

Office of Personnel

Personnel Operations Staff

Manages recruitment,
placement and promotion
of FRA personnel; special
programs, etc.

Responsible
and placemen
fill profess
clerical and
positions na
the utilizat
methods and
Responsible
and maintena
Railroad Saf
Register.

for recruitment
t activities to
ional, technical,
administrative

tionwide through
ion of recruiting
authorities,
for the operation
nee of National
ety Inspector

Responsible for the
recruitment of Railroad
Safety Inspectors and clerical
positions in the field and the
classification of clerical
positions nationwide.

Opens and distributes mail for
the office. Sends out
application packages and
vacancy announcements in
response to applicants'
telephone and written
inquiries.

Labor Relations & Training
Staff

Manages FRA Labor Relations
and Training functions,
arranges training of all
types. Employee benefit
programs.

Researches and prepares infor-
mation packages pertaining to
union negotiations, grievance
resolution, contract interpre-
tation and labor relations
case laws.
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Personnel Mgmt
Specialist (2)

$81,681

Employee Relations
Assistant
$25,745

Supvy Personnel
Mgmt Spec.
$62,291

Employee Relations
Specialist
$35,865

Supvy Personnel
Mgmt Spec.
$58,515

Personnel Actions
Assistants (2)

$49,814

Program Manager
$75,254

Admin. Staff
$29,354

Responsible for the management
of the administrative and
managerial training program of
the FRA. Manages the FRA ' s

Employee Assistance, Workers'
Compensation, Volunteer and
Partnership in Education
programs.

Provides administrative and
clerical support to the staff.

Employee Relations Staff

Manages employee relations,
awards, and personnel
programs .

Responsible for the management
of the FRA's performance
evaluation, awards and leave
programs.

Records & Processing Staff

Manages systems and operations
of all data transactions;
payroll, security and special
projects.

Processes all personnel
actions into the Consolidated
Personnel Management
Information System (CPMIS) .

Generates recurring and non-
recurring reports from the
CPMIS. Maintains all FRA
Official Personnel Folders.
Processes new employees on
board. Provides advice to

employees on benefits and pay.

Office of Management Systems

Provides supervision and
operational guidance to office
personnel .

Provides admin support to

Program Manager and other
members of organization.
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Management Information Systems
Staff

Computer Systems
Analyst (3)

$134,423

Provide technical expertise in

design, operation and
maintenance of computer network.
Assists other FRA components
with computerization
initiatives.

Supvy Mgmt Analyst
$63,492

Management
Analyst (3)

$121,471

Management Program Staff

Manages work of staff;
performs management analyses.

Performs management reviews
of FRA functions, monitors
external audits. Reviews and
coordinates DOT publications.

Office of Procurement Services

Supvy Contract
Administrator
$82,976

Admin. Staff
Assistant
$28,773

Supvy Contract
Specialist
$69,845

Contract
Specialist (5)
$217,281

Purchasing
Agent
$33,345

Admin Staff
Assistant
$25,745

Manages the functions addressing
FRA procurement of property,
goods and services.

Provides administrative support
to all organization personnel.

Procurement Operations Division

Manages the Division personnel
and operations.

Performs contract negotiation,
f inalization, monitoring and
closeout.

Performs full range of duties
pertaining to purchase of goods
and services.

Provides admin, support to
Division Personnel.

Administrative Services Div.

Supvy Admin.
Svcs. Spec.
$53,510

Manages Division operation and
personnel including space and
floor plans.
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General Supply
Specialist
$29,641

Printing Spec.
$41,641

Communications
Specialist
$41,470

Office Services
Assistant
$28,515

Program Manager
$82,154

Financial Svcs
Specialist
$49,517

Maintains property books
inventories and related items
for the FRA.

Provides printing service,
advice and assistance to FRA.
Coordinates special photographic
and audio-visual requirements.

Coordinates telephone, mail and
other communication systems for
FRA.

Provides assistance to other
specialists in areas of supply,
equipment maintenance and
printing and general assistance
to FRA personnel.

Office of Financial Services

Overall responsibility for
management of programs and
supervision of personnel.

Fund administrator for
Office of Administrator and
Office of Administration.
Provides advice and assistance
to other FRA Fund
Administrators. Manages annual
budget preparation and review
for above offices.

Admin. Staff
Assistant
$31,871

Supvy Accountant
$67,011

Operating
Accountant
$126,378

(3)

Fiscal Mgmt.
Specialist
$36,123

Provides full range of admin,

support to all personnel of the
office.

Accounting Operations Division

Provides supervision and
management to Division
personnel .

Manages specific portions of FRA
accounting program.

Works with operating
accountants and accounting techs
in day-to-day operation of
Division.



Accounting
Technician (4)

$112,821

Systems Accountant
(2) $113,114
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Performs day-to-day technical
accounting functions and
maintenance of databases.

Accounting Systems Staff

Concerned with system
maintenance and system analysis
for DAFIS.

Unfunded Positions (6)

Office of Administration - Benefits : $506. 352

Office of Policy - 38 positions

Associate Admin.
(Vacant)
$106,809

Deputy Associate
$107,300

Program Specialist
(2) $107,067

Program Manager
$82,772

Program Specialist
$38,107

Program Analyst
$60,696

Administrative
Assistant
$36,123

Provides advice to administrator
on all policy matters affecting
the FRA and DOT.

Assists Associate Admin.
Responsible for international
programs.

Defense and Special Programs
Staff

Responsible for all classified
programs and liaison with
Department of Defense.

International Policy Staff

Supervises and manages work of
International Staff, manages
Administrative programs within
Office of Policy.

Functions as liaison with Office
of Personnel. Responsible for
all training, personnel actions
etc., for policy personnel.

Serves as Fund Administrator for
Office of Policy, and logging
budget and financial data.

Provides administrative support
to staff members and other
senior personnel in Office of

Policy.
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Program Analyst
$64,179

Supvy Financial
Analyst
$85,789

Administrative
Assistant
$31,871

Supvy Financial
Analyst
$83,264

Financial Analyst
(2) $135,910

Coordinates international staff
functions analyzing initiatives
and programs.

Office of Industry. Finance and
Program Policy Evaluation

Responsible for supervision
and management of office
operations and personnel.

Provides support to office
Chief.

Industry Finance and Program
Policy Evaluation Division

Provides supervision and
management to Division
personnel.

Provides analysis of financial
structure and position of
railroads and subsidiaries.

Program Analyst
(2) $100,374

Supvy Labor
Economist
$77,473

Senior Railroad
Operations Spec.
$73,619

Program Analyst
(2) $130,246

Research Spec.
$35,865

Provides analysis of

programmatic changes as they
affect stability of railroads
and ancillary industries.

Industry Operations and Safety
Analysis Division

Provides supervision and
management to Division.

Undertakes special tasks,
assigned by Division and
Office Chiefs, dealing with
various railroads and their
programs.

Conducts review and analysis
on topics of interest to FRA.

Provides research data and
reports to be utilized by above
cited personnel.
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Supvy Operations
Research Analyst
$83,890

Administrative
Assistant
$30,193

Operations
Research Analyst
(3) $207,641

Transportation
System Analyst
$62,293

Office Director
$97,400

Administrative
Assistant
$31,032

Supvy Industrial
Economist
$78,891

Industrial
Economist
$69,544

Program Analyst
$55,905

Research Spec.
$36,986

Supvy Industrial
Economist
$85,804

Office of Policy Systems

Manages and supervises
operations and personnel
of the office.

Provides administrative
assistance to office personnel,

Conducts various research
projects endemic to FRA.

Compiles various databases
to support Office of Policy
initiatives.

Same as above.

Office of Economic Analysis

Provides supervision and
management of office functions
and personnel.

Provides full range of admin-
istrative assistance to
office personnel

Regulatory Analysis Division

Provides supervision,
management and technical
expertise to Division matters.

Provide professional expertise
on economic matters.

Provide analysis of economic
programs and initiatives.

Provides technical data to
above personnel to facilitate
analytical work.

Economic Studies Division

Perform economic studies of
railroads, proposed legisla-
tion impact on the national
economy, etc.
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Same as above.

Same as above.

Transportation
Policy Analyst
$73,619

Industry
Economist (2)

$90,250

Unfunded Position (1)

Office of Policy - Benefits ; $358.967

Office of Railroad Development - 26 positions

Associate
Administrator
$111,800

Program Manager
$78,591

Financial Analyst
$79,929

General Engineer
(Vacant)
$54,308

Secretary (Steno)
$36,123

Deputy Assoc.
Administrator
$107,300

Program Analyst
$60,696

Secretary (Steno)
$31,871

Provide supervision and
management to all aspects of
the office.

Provide supervision and
management to all aspects of
the high speed rail initiative.

Principal advisor on high-
speed rail program finance
matters.

Planning engineer responsible
for developing and implementing
high-speed rail programs and
projects.

Secretary to Associate
Administrator .

Office of Deputy Associate
Administrator for Railroad
Services

Assists Associate Adminis-
trator. Manages Railroad
Services organization.

Fund Administrator for office.
Administers all aspects of

personnel program. Manages
computer networking.

Secretary to Deputy Associate
Administrator.
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Office Director
$107,300

Secretary (Steno)
$32,710

Supvy Railroad
Industry Spec
$82,523

Railroad Project
Specialist
$64,179

Supvy Transpor-
tation Specialist
$86,589

Program Analyst (3)
$188,623

Office of Freight Services

Provides overall management
supervision and direction to
office personnel.

Secretary to Office Director.

Freight Assistance Division

Performs a variety of tasks
associated with the railroad
industry.

Projects concerned with FRA
initiatives concerning
railroad industry.

State Programs Division

Provides supervision,
management and direction to
Division personnel.

Performs program analysis and
database maintenance.
Monitors grant programs for
various states.

Secretary (Typing)
$28,773

Provides administrative
support to Division personnel.

Office of Passenger Services

Supvy Transpor-
tation Spec.
$79,563

Railroad/Trans-
portation Industry
Analyst (3)
$176,672

Supvy Program
Analyst
$84,386

Passenger Programs Division

Provides supervision,
management and direction to
Division personnel.

Provide specialized analysis,
reports, data basis pertaining
to AMTRAK, Northeast Corridor
and passenger service by rail-
roads throughout the nation.

System Analysis Division

Provides supervision,
management and direction
to Division personnel.
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Electrical
Engineer
$77,709

Program Analyst
$54,308

Secretary (Typing)
$28,773

Primary FRA expert on
electrical matters,
especially Northeast Corridor.
This includes current status,
maintenance and projected
upgrading of the system.

Performs a variety of
financial monitoring and

analysis tasks for Division and
Office. Maintains a variety of
databases in support of Division
operations .

Gives admin support to the
Division personnel.

Unfunded Position (1)

Office of Railroad Development - Benefits ; $216. 570

INSPECTOR TRAVEL

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table on

page 292 of last year's hearing record regarding your
safety inspectors and the travel expenditures anticipated
for FY 1994, in comparison to prior years.

ANSWER: The information follows:
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INSPECTORS IN NEW JERSEY/WEST VIRGINIA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the material on

page 301 of last year's hearing record regarding
inspectors in New Jersey and West Virginia. Please show
those numbers in comparison to the last two prior years.

ANSWER:
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ANSWER: The following reflects the on-board levels:

Field Staffing On-Board

Regional Directors: 8

Deputy Regional Directors:

Supervisory Specialists:

Track
Motive Power and Equipment
Signal and Train Control

Operating Practices
Hazardous Materials

Inspectors:

8

40

(8)

(8)

(8)

(8)

(8)

293

Track (60)
Motive Power and Equipment (84)

Signal and Train Control (42)

Operating Practices (63)
Hazardous Materials (44)

Trainees: 34

Training Specialists: 4

Total Professional Field Staff 387

FTPS FTEs
Authorized Authorized

407 394.5

HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the material on
pages 337 and 338 of last year's hearing record
regarding human factors research.

ANSWER:

HUMAN FACTORS RELATED RESEARCH
(in thousands of dollars)

Project
Fiscal Year Funding
1992 1993 1994

Grade Crossing Safety/OLI

Grade Crossing Safety Demos

Enginemen Stress and Fatigue

Impairment Testing (SBIR)

Advanced Alerter (SBIR)

Dispatcher/Dispatch Center
Evaluation

100
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Dispatcher Stress and Fatigue, 200
Phase I

Dispatcher Stress and Fatigue, 200
Phase II

Dispatcher Selection for 100
Training

Locomotive Control 50 100
Compartment Safety

Marine/Rail Terminal 25
Interface (SBIR)

Operating Rules Evaluation 250

Train Make-up Procedures 250

Evaluation of Human Factors 200 200
in High Speed Train Ops.

Regional and Local Railroad 125
Data Base

TOTAL $1,215 $1,690 $1,640
(1) (2) (3)

(1) Actual, rounded to nearest $1,000
(2) New Budget Authority
(3) Request

TRAINING OF FEDERAL AND STATE INSPECTORS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the material on
pages 357 and 358 of last year's hearing record regarding
the training of Federal and State inspectors.

ANSWER: In FY 1990, "training" was performed by
conducting Regulatory Review conferences for FRA and
State inspection personnel, as well as industry labor and
management personnel, and also included "traditional"
classroom training. These conferences were essential to
explain the regulatory changes emanating from the Rail
Safety Improvement Act of 1988. Since a formal safety
training program was reestablished in FY 1991, FRA has
made great strides in meeting the training needs.

The Office of Safety training funding for FY 1990-
1994 follows:

FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994
(Dollars in Thousands)

564 1,395 1,160 1,210 1,749

The FRA funded State inspector training follows:
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FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993

(Dollars in Thousands)

114 44 75 124

Please note that these amounts reflect only direct costs
such as travel and per diem. They do not include
curriculum development, instructional staff, facilities,
equipment, on-the-job training or informal symposia.
Therefore, they are useful for year-to-year comparison
only. For instance, currently State inspectors account
for one-quarter of formal student inspector classroom
weeks. Additional state inspector training is planned
for FY 1994.

In FY 1993, Federal inspector trainee training costs
are estimated to be approximately $228,000.

RULEMAKINGS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the materials on pages 352

through 354 of last year's hearing record regarding pending

rulemakings and petitions and their status, as well as their

expected date of completion.

ANSWER: For planning purposes, FRA categorizes projects on the

regulatory agenda in terms of the timeframe within which regulatory
actions are anticipated, or required by law, to be completed or

moved on to the next stage. Short-term projects are likely to

require some action within three months, medium-term projects within

one year, and long-term projects within three years. Of course,
work is occurring simultaneously on projects within all three

categories. Moreover, due to limited resources, those researching
the necessary information and/or drafting the necessary documents

are often working on more than one, and sometimes several, of the

projects. The order in which an item appears within a given

category should not be read as an indication of its priority. Items

required by statute are shown in bold. Some items ( e.g. . the

revisions to FRA's policy statement and rules of practice) are

necessary outgrowths of a statute, although not specifically
required by statute.

Short-term (next step anticipated in next 90 days) ;

1. grade crossing warning devices: periodic maintenance,

inspection, and testing; Rail Safety Improvement Act of 1988

required rule, as may be necessary, by June 22, 1989; Rail

Safety Enforcement and Review Act ("RSERA") (enacted September
3, 1992), deleted "as may be necessary" language, making clear

that Congress mandated a final rule, but did not amend due date;

accordingly, NPRM, which will incorporate previous NPRM on

repair of malfunctioning devices, is being drafted on an ASAP

basis

2. Hollings-Danforth drug and alcohol amendments: Omnibus

Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991 required final rule

by October 28, 1992; NPRM issued; hearings completed; final rule

being drafted on an ASAP basis
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3. power brake: ANPRM issued; workshops completed; NPRM being
drafted; RSERA requires that final rule must be issued by
December 31, 1993

4. tank car improvement (HM-175A): NPRM being drafted; DOT

Appropriations Act for FY 1993 requires NPRM to be issued by
September 30, 1993

5. tank car shell thickness (HM 201): draft NPRM under review; DOT

Appropriations Act for FY 1993 requires NPRM to be issued by
September 30, 1993

6. report on safety of hazardous materials transportation by rail:
RSERA requires report to Congress on September 3, 1993

7. utility employees (blue signal): final rule under review

Medium- term (next step anticipated within one year) :

8. dispatchers: RSERA requires report to Congress by March 1994

9. radio/ATCS: RSERA requires inquiry to be done by March 1994 and

report to be done within 4 months thereafter

10. track: ANPRM issued; workshops completed; NPRM being drafted;
RSERA requires final rule by September 1994

11. reporting remedial actions: NPRM issued June 11, 1993; hearing
set for October 19, 1993; RSERA requires final rule by September
3, 1994

12. engineer qualifications: interim final rule to adjust criteria
for decertification, etc., published April 9, 1993; NPRM being
drafted

13. locomotive consplcuity: Amtrak Authorization and Development
Act required issuance of interim final rule by December 31,

1992; interim rule issued January 22, 1993; comment period
closed April 1; technical revisions being drafted

14. locomotive crashworthiness and working conditions: RSERA

requires FRA to complete rulemaking by March 1995 and, if no

final rule issued, report to Congress

15. MOU with OSHA: draft being reviewed

16. accident reporting threshold and accident reporting generally:
RSERA required use of new methodology for determining accident

reporting threshold, but did not set date for a revised rule;
NPRM being drafted

17. Florida maglev: NPRM being drafted

18. Texas TGV: NPRM being drafted

19. TOFC/COFC (portable tanks on flat cars): NPRM published;
corranent period closed July 12, 1993; final rule will be drafted
after comments reviewed
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20. bridge worker final rule: revision to final rule being drafted

21. random drug testing (adjust rate of testing): ANPRM comment

period closed; next step being planned

22. operating rules filing: final rule being drafted

23. grade crossing: whistle ban ANPRM under review

24. grade crossing: model code for closing crossings

25. maintenance-of-way (MOW) vehicles: NPRM under review

26. tourist railroads: petition for rulemaking pending; many issues

being dealt with in context of other rulemakings ( e.g. . power
brake, track, accident reporting)

27. high speed standards: for application to corridors where high

speed operations planned at speeds of 150 m.p.h or lower: some

issues being addressed in track and power brake rulemakings;

developing plan for addressing other issues

28. discolored freight car wheels: AAR petition for rule received
in May 1993

29. policy statement: revise statement of enforcement policy to

address contractors, compromise considerations

30. rules of practice: revise re appellate review

31. attendance at tank car unloading: final rule being drafted

Long-term (action anticipated within three years) :

32. placement of tank cars in trains: ANPRM being drafted

33. passenger equipment standards

34. general revisions to safety appliance regulations

35. general revisions to locomotive inspection regulations

36. general revisions to hazardous materials requirements for

railroads

37. revisions to enforcement procedures (emergency orders, hazardous
materials hearings, etc.)

NTSB RECOMMENDATIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the material on

pages 349 and 350 of last year's hearing record regarding
FRA's responsiveness to NTSB recommendations.

ANSWER: The FRA and NTSB staff members meet several
times a year to discuss the status of each open
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recommendation. This process keeps the Board up-to-date
on FRA activity. FRA normally follows up the meeting
with a letter documenting the status. The process has
led to open communication and a good working relationship
between the organizations.

Once the NTSB issues a recommendation, it remains
open until they close it. During the past year, the NTSB
closed 9 recommendations. They were placed in the
following categories:

Acceptable Action 7

Reconsidered 1

No longer applicable 1

No recommendation was closed on which the NTSB found
the action to be unacceptable.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the material on
pages 364 through 366 of last year's hearing record on
inspection data, casualties and accidents and incidents,
property damage, highway-rail accidents, trespasser
casualties, and trespasser casualties in highway-rail
accidents and incidents.

ANSWER:
INSPECTION DATA

1990 1991 1992

Track:
Number of inspections 18,363 17,665 17,018
Miles inspected 355,328 356,074 348,718
Records inspected 172,898 154,673 180,369
Defects recorded 133,402 122,741 104,235

Signal:
Number of inspections 5,858 6,006 6,445
Miles inspected 64,122 75,481 82,719
Records inspected 57,497 86,034 86,852
Defects recorded 9,441 11,513 11,655

Motive Power and Equipment:
Number of inspections 21,400 20,685 20,414
Locomotives inspected 41,356 41,720 40,356
Cars inspected 1,061,866 994,814 989,505
Defects recorded 192,014 178,576 156,101

Operating Practices:
Number of inspections 12,096 11,689 15,145
Complaints received 386 420 299
Defects recorded 25,459 38,923 11,412

Hazardous Materials:
Number of inspections 10,323 9,146 10,378
Tank cars inspected 82,962 71,907 77,031
Defects recorded 21,447 13,404 13,902
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CASUALTIES IN ACCIDENTS/ INCIDENTS
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TOTAL TRESPASSER CASUALTIES

YEAR
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LOCAL RAIL FREIGHT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

FY 1993 Entitlement Grants

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

45 States

Amount
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FY 1992 Entitlement Grants

State
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FY 1991 Entitlement Grants

State
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Year
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Southwest Region:

Midwestern Region;

Western Region:

Northwestern Region;

Hurst, TX
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Capital Grant 200 110 165

NECIP 225 1J_ 100 204.1

TOTAL S 849 S 479 $ 837.1

1/ NECIP was proposed to be funded from the Surface
Transportation Program of ISTEA and was not part of FRA's total
request, but was included in the FHWA budget request.

2/ Includes Mandatory Payments of $137 million.

HIGH SPEED GROUND TRANSPORTATION (HSGT)

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your budget
justification that the Department will contract with
the National Academy of Sciences to review the maglev
prototype program's progress and evaluate the results.
What is the estimated cost of such a contract?

ANSWER: It is estimated that the annual cost of
the NAS overview committee will be $80,000. This
provides only for NAS staff time to administer the
committee activities and the travel expenses of the
committee members. Individual committee members
volunteer their time to committee activities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What portion of the $27.9
million requested for the prototype project in FY 1994
will go toward the NAS contract?

ANSWER: Less than one percent (0.0029) of the FY
1994 request will be used for this purpose.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Your justification indicates
that you expect to draw down $1.9 million for
administrative expenses solely from general fund
expenditures. If no funding is provided from the
general fund for this initiative, will you be
authorized under your proposed legislation to draw
administrative expenses from trust fund monies? If
not, what statuatory provisions prohibit you from
using such funding for this purpose?

ANSWER: There is no general provision to
authorize FRA utilization of trust fund monies.
[Title 31 U.S.C., section 301 (a) and Basic Principles
of Appropriation Law]

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You are requesting three-
quarter year FTE utilization for the 20 positions
requested. What has been your historical record in

filling positions at the FRA once they are funded?

ANSWER: Three to five months, depending on the
position. However, FRA will try to expedite this
process due to the urgency and importance of the
program.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Even when you are granted
either full year or three-quarter year FTEs for the
associated positions, what is the average time it
takes you to fill those positions?

ANSWER: Three to five months.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For each of the budget
activities cited in your high-speed ground trans-
portation justification and sub-budget activities
(i.e., maglev prototype versus high-speed rail in
tjudget activity-technology development) , please
provide your anticipated budget request for the next
five fiscal years for each budget activity and sub-
activity, yielding your anticipated total request of
$1.3 billion.

ANSWER: The information follows:

Fiscal Year
($ Millions)

94 95 96 97 98 Total
Technology Development

Maglev Prototype 28 49 57 52 41 227

High-Speed Rail 15 15 15 15 15 75

Corridor Implementation 95 166 183 238 299 981

Administrative 2 1/1/1/1/ 2

Totals 140 230 255 305 355 1,285

1/ Included in totals above and will be provided
in future submissions, as costs are known.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Your budget justification
states that, at a funding level of $140 million, you
expect to utilize $27.9 million for the maglev
prototype program. Please provide a table in $20
million increments, beginning at $20 million building
to $140 million, in total funding for your HSGT
program. For each $20 million increment, please
indicate that amount of money you would expect to
divert for the purposes of the maglev prototype
program.

ANSWER:

Total HSGT

Corridor Develop.
HSR Techn. Develop.
Maglev Prototype

Development
Administrative
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Similarly, in the area of
administrative expenses, please show the number of
FTPS and FTEs you would expect to draw down for
administrative expenses and staffing at the $20
million increments displayed in the preceding table.

ANSWER: For FY 1994, the administrative expenses
requested are the minimum required for the $20 million
dollar increment and all succeeding increments and
includes 20 FTPs and 15 FTEs. The request covers all
of the start-up activity required for a program of
this type,

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is your $27.9 million
requested the total amount needed to complete Phase I

of the maglev prototype program? Please provide a

very detailed accounting of the components of the
$27,9 million requested for the maglev prototype
program.

ANSWER: The $27.9 million is required to cover
the FY 1994 portion of Phase I. Phase I will be
concluded early in FY 1996 and will require additional
funding in FY 1995. The details of the funding
request follow:

FY 1994 Funding Requests
$ Millions

System Concept
Development Contracts 12.0

Test Facility Support 2.5

System Engineering and Government
Laboratory Support 8.0

Government Project Office
Administration and Contract
Management Support 5 . 4

Total 27.9

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your budget
justification that you expect to conduct additional
research with a portion of this funding on the public
benefits and costs associated with maglev. Why don't
you have adequate answers on the public benefits and
costs of maglev from the research conducted over the
last several fiscal years, including FY 1993?

ANSWER: The studies conducted over the last three
years focused on the financial aspects of maglev as
compared to other high speed alternatives. The work
in FY 1994 will emphasize estimation of public
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benefits and costs which are based on the specific
Phase I proposal designs. FRA expects to include
different designs than received last year. The
previous study of public benefits was limited because
of the lack of detail in the design.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What questions remain to be
answered for you to make a decision as to whether you
will propose proceeding to Phase II of the maglev
prototype program?

ANSWER: The questions that remain are a better
understanding of the technical risks and
implementation costs of a maglev system. As the
design concepts are better defined, improved estimates
of the costs and capabilities of the system can be

developed. Better definition will also improve the
assessments of development risks. These will be used
in the decision to proceed with Phase II.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your budget
justification that the prototype program could be
terminated at that point when certain technological or
cost goals are not met by the designs, or if the
results of the commercial feasibility study do not
support continued development of the prototype.
Please specify and quantify the technological and cost
goals that will determine whether to progress to Phase
II of the prototype program.

ANSWER: The specific quantified goals have not
been developed yet. The general areas of technical
concern are the levitation, guidance and propulsion
concepts, use of composite materials in guideway
structures and vehicle bodies, high power electronic
components, superconducting magnets, cryogenic
systems, and magnetic field levels. These issues are
design-specific so the technical goals will be a

function of the proposed designs. The cost issues are
primarily those associated with the guideway, its
construction and the propulsion and levitation system
designs. The capabilities and costs of the proposed
designs will be compared with the National Maglev
Initiative values.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the expected future
participation of the Army Corps of Engineers in the
maglev prototype program? Are any funds requested by
the Army Corps for FY 1994 for the maglev program?

What involvement, if any, will the Army Corps have
in FY 1993 in the maglev research program?

ANSWER: Tho Army Corps of Engineers has agreed to

support the FRA on a reimbursable basis and they will
not request funds in FY 1994. The Corps of Engineers
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will supply program management support and technical
support in areas where they have unique expertise
(e.g., guideway structure and civil engineering
related areas) .

During FY 1993, the Army Corps of Engineers is

supporting the National Maglev Initiative (NMI) by
completing the NMI studies and helping to manage the
ongoing research projects.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does the overall size of
the program influence your request for administrative
expenses and the associated number of personnel?

ANSWER: Full funding of the HSGT will result in a

large and complex program and a sizable number of

people will be required to manage it. FRA is

requesting 20 positions to support this first $140
million of the program. As more funds are received,
additional positions will be needed. However, it is
difficult to equate staffing with funding without
knowing the level of funding and the complexity of the
projects included in that funding.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many positions in the
Office of Railroad Development and elsewhere in FRA
are currently engaged in maglev and other high-speed
rail activities?

ANSWER: Only three positions are specifically
assigned to high-speed rail and maglev. Another three
are detailed and several employees are working part-
time, in addition to their regular work.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will those personnel be
merged with the 20 positions you are requesting as

part of your HSGT program? Will they be incorporated
into a single office?

ANSWER: FRA will not merge any of the part-time
or detailed employees to the HSGT program as they are
needed to maintain the workload in their regular
projects. The three dedicated positions may be merged
at a later date, but will remain in the Passenger and
Freight Office during the first year of the new HSGT
program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In regard to your
appropriations language for the trust fund share of
the HSGT program, what would be the impact if no new
authorization were passed for the HSGT program, and
the language appropriating $100 million into Section
1036 (a) of ISTEA is enacted? How would this $100
million be used?
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ANSWER: The FRA would not be able to fund the
financial assistance grants to states for high-speed
corridor improvements. The FRA would be able to fund
the $28 million for initiating the maglev prototype
program, and the $5 million for technology
demonstration projects, which are part of the $15
million requested under technology development. The
remainder of the funding would be deferred.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Would the Secretary be
authorized under current law to provide the $100
million for the same purposes called for under your
high-speed rail authorization bill? If not, what
activities would be authorized for the $100 million,
should the appropriations language be enacted, but the
high-speed rail bill not be enacted?

ANSWER: The current ISTEA legislation does not
authorize the Secretary to award grants to states for
financial assistance to improve high-speed rail
corridors or for carrying out high-speed rail

development activities. The ISTEA legislation does
allow the Secretary to fund the maglev prototype
development program and high-speed ground
transportation demonstration projects.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a detailed
accounting of the findings of all contracts let by the
FRA and the Army Corps for research and development on
the maglev program. Please specify all contracts let

by the FRA over the last four years, and specify how
the findings of each study will contribute toward the
progress of the maglev prototype program. For each
contract, please specify the contractor and the cost
of each contract.

ANSWER: The following table covers the contracts
awarded for the National Maglev Initiative. The
findings from each contract contribute to an overall
data base on maglev for the maglev Governmental,
industrial and academic community. This information
helps define the state-of-the-art of maglev
technology, identifies issues and provides information
necessary for proceeding with any maglev technology
activity. Specific findings were used in assessing
the technical risk of maglev, defining the schedule
and costs for the maglev prototype development
program, establishing cost estimates and performance
capabilities for a generic U.S. maglev system, and for

defining what the U.S. industry could be expected to
do in designing a U.S. maglev system.

For example, the system concept definition
contract findings were used to define opportunities
for a U.S. design to improve on existing technologies
such as the German and the Japanese systems. It also
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provided information on what a range of system
concepts would cost, what magnetic fields might be
generated by different designs, and where common
issues exist that could benefit from general research
that was not specific to any one design. They also
provided information on where design specific research
was needed to reduce technical risk.

For the technology assessment contracts, the
findings were used for a variety of purposes. For
example, one contract was used to define magnetic
field levels of the German maglev system and other
electrically propelled train systems to help establish
criteria for a maglev system. Other findings
supported defining noise criteria, ride comfort
criteria, opportunities for technological innovation,
etc. All of these inputs were used by the Government
evaluation team to assess the maglev capabilities.

SCD Contracts

Bechtel/$1.8M

Design features a box beam guideway, flux cancelling
electrodynamic levitation, and high performance linear
synchronous motor.

Foster Miller/$1.7M

Design features U-shaped precast guideway, null flux
electrodynamic levitation, and multi-car consists. A
novel switching scheme with no moving parts was
devised .

Grumman/$2 . 6M (ACOE funds)

Design features a EMS (attraction) levitation system
but uses superconducting magnets to achieve larger
gaps than the transrapid maglev. Low cost dual

guideway.

Magneplane/$2.7M (ACOE funds)

Design features self-banking, semicircular, aluminum
guideway, and an aerodynamically stabilized vehicle.

BAA Contracts

Draper Labs/Contract Amount: $178,000
Summary: This study compares the weights, power and

guideway requirements for repulsion and attraction
maglev. The main conclusion is that there are no

great differences, especially regarding cost between
them.
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Foster-Miller/Contract Amount: $96,287
Summary: Several practical schemes for transferring
power to a levitated vehicle were identified. One of
these is an innovation which has the potential for
cost savings, provided economies of scale reduce the
unit cost of high power semiconductors.

General Atomics/Contract Amount: $182,881
Summary: This was a largely unsuccessful attempt to
achieve vehicle damping with electro-rhelogical
fluids.

General Atomics/Contract Amount: $124,259
Summary: This work provided data on the current and
projected capabilities of power semiconductor devices
needed for powering maglev vehicles.

General Electric/Contract Amount: $250,391
Summary: This work resulted in a more rugged and
reliable, less expensive and heavy superconducting
magnet system than used elsewhere. This innovation
reduces EDS vehicle weight and cost.

Intermagnetics General/Contract Amount: $171,487
Summary: This work assessed the prospects for
developing a superconducting linear induction motor
which would eliminate costly windings in the guideway.
The conclusion is that this would be practical when
high temperature superconducting windings become
available commercially.

Kaman Science Corp. /Contract Amount: $99,304
Summary: This work developed a computational tool
that can be used to predict and optimize magnetic
forces and fields for a variety of maglev
configurations.

MIT Plasma Fusion Center/Contract Amount: $141,599
Summary: This study demonstrated the distinct
advantages in using NbjSn cable-in-conduit
superconducting windings at elevated (above liquid
helium) temperatures.

Draper Labs/Contract Amount: $139,150
Summary: Most of the power needed for a high-speed
maglev goes into overcoming aerodynamic drag. This
expert study determined what factors influence drag
and what could be done to reduce it. The results
provide a reality check on advocates' claims, and make
possible the sizing of the propulsion system, whose
cost is a major determinant of total system cost.

Babcock & Wilcox/Contract Amount: $181,802
Summary: Composite structures have been proposed for
maglev guideways. However, composites unlike metal
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structures, can fail suddenly and catastrophically .

This study assessed embedded sensors for providing
continuous monitoring of guideway integrity.

Babcock & Wilcox (CSAC) /Contract Amount: $420,265
Summary: This work promised to be an innovative
approach to guideway design and construction. While
no breakthroughs emerged, the work provided a

knowledge base of alternative designs with associated
costs, which can form the basis of prototype designs.

Foster-Miller/Contract Amount: $79,039
Summary: Thermal expansion effects in guideways were
discovered to be a significant problem, particularly
in southern climates. Differential heating effects
can cause sags or bows of several millimeters in 25
meter spans, suffficient to adversely affect ride
comfort. Mitigation measures were identified.

Foster-Miller/Contract Amount: $122,612
Summary: Four alternative guideway concepts were
developed which are compatible with repulsion maglev.
One of these beams became the basis of the subsequent
SCD design. Beam life was found to be the controlling
factor in the design.

MIT/Contract Amount: $112,925
Summary: An optimal box beam was designed for an
elevated maglev guideway. The process is applicable
to other designs. Experimental data on hybrid
reinforced concrete beams obtained.

MIT/Contract Amount: $119,691
Summary: Models, analytic methods and computation
algorithims were generated for linear synchronous
motors. These are very general and can be employed to
reach an optimal motor design, given the rest of the
system.

Martin Marietta/Contract Amount: $263,530
Summary: This study determined the extent to which
existing rights-of-way can be sensibly employed for
maglev, and the trip time and cost penalty for
following same. The procedure was valuable enough to
be employed in subsequent corridor-specific analyses
done by FRA.

Parsons Brincktrhof f/Contract Amount: $190,272
Summary: Guideways designed to current U.S.
guidelines generally result in unacceptable ride
quality when applied to maglev, largely due to the
exceptionally high speeds involved. Maglev guideways
must be designed to stricter standards.
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West Virginia University/Contract Amount: $249,809
Summary: The use of composite materials in guideways
can offer superior performance for maglev, but costs
more than conventional construction and has
uncertainties with respect to durability and
maintenance.

Battelle/Contract Amount: $66,502
Summary: Existing safe speed enforcement strategies
can be applied to maglev, but generally require
considerable modification because of the much higher
speed.

Martin Marietta/Contract Amount: $165,718
Summary: This work identified potential safety risks

peculiar to maglev guideways, and examined various
sensor based mitigation strategies. This is an
essential component of a prototype design process.

Draper Labs/Contract Amount: $169,900
Summary: This study defined the maglev mission
scenario from a safety perspective and defined a

maglev control computer architecture which would
possess verifiable high reliability and safety, as
well as availability to make maglev a dependable
transportation option.

Electric Research & Management/Contract Amount:
$481,754
Summary: This study examined the intensity of

magnetic fields for existing transit, high-speed rail
and maglev systems. The magnitude of the magnetic
fields did not demonstrate a significant difference
from other environmental magnetic fields from power
lines and electrical equipment. The overall
conclusion is that the average time varying magnetic
field levels are at least an order of magnitude less
than the strictest exposure guidelines in existence
today.

Harris Miller Miller & Hanson/Contract Amount: $92,256
Summary: This study examined the sources of noise for

maglev and compared them to the noise generated by
high-speed rail systems. Criteria were developed to
evaluate maglev noise and determine its environmental
impact, as well as design and testing guidelines. The

study determined that maglev is quieter at lower
speeds than rail, but as the speed increases above 250

mph the noise level approaches that generated by rail
because of the dominance of aerodynamic noise.

Martin Marietta/Contract Amount: $137,267
Summary: This study identified the development risks
for maglev systems. It established test program
planning and implementation requirements, a facilities
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development strategy and a logical development process
for long-lead support items for sub-scale and full-
scale testing.

MIT/Contract Amount: $88,593
Summary: The dynamic performance characteristics of
ride quality and magnetic gap variations for maglev
vehicles were determined by computer simulation. The
study found that even large gap EDS maglev systems
required a stiff guideway with tight construction
tolerances in order to maintain adequate ride quality.

Parsons Brinckerhof f/Contract Amount: $173,577
Summary: This study investigated the feasibility of
using existing railroad rights-of-way to access
center-city terminals by using steel guide wheels,
transferring the maglev vehicles onto railroad flat
cars, or providing separate maglev guideways. The
investigation showed that a transition process is

technically feasible and can be achieved within a four
to five minute time span with little or no passenger
disruption •

University of Washington/Contract Amount: $81,689
Summary: This study examined the design of intermodal
stations, their impact on land use and on the
operations of the maglev system. It was found that
the location and spacing of stations has profound
operational implications on high speed systems.
Design factors for the station, its integration with
the other modes, and land use issues of downtown
urban, suburban, and airport locations were examined.

SBIR Contracts

IGC & Foster Miller/$50, 000 each

These two contracts address the problem of reducing
magnetic fields in the cabin of a maglev vehicle. The
Foster Miller effort has demonstrated the
effectiveness of feedback in a high temperature
superconducting coil.

PSA & Foster Miller/$50, 000 each

These two contracts address the problem of high speed
switching of maglev guideways. The PSA contract has
demonstrated a completely electrical switch (no moving
parts) at reduced scale.

COMMERCIAL FEASIBILITY STUDY:
INFO FOR MAGLEV DECISION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What specific quantifiable
results are you looking for out of the commercial
feasibility study to decide whether or not to progress
to Phase II of the prototype program?
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ANSWER: The Commercial Feasibility Study will
develop the following results:

o Revenues, costs, and public benefits associated
with lower speed rail alternatives (e.g., 125

mph) instead of the very high-speed rail and
maglev alternatives examined in the National
Maglev Initiatives (NMI) .

o A refinement of the revenues, costs and public
benefits estimates of maglev and very high-speed
rail alternatives developed in the NMI based on
the latest market studies, site-specific cost
estimates, and other research.

PERFORMANCE OF MAGLEV WORK IN THE U.S.A.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your budget
justification that work funded under the maglev
program will have to be performed "substantially in
the United States." How will the phrase
"substantially in the United States" be defined?

ANSWER: FRA interprets the phrase to mean that
at least 80 percent of the combined value of labor and
materials is either employed in, originates in, or is
added in the United States.

This goes beyond the 50 percent value added rule
of the "Buy American" provisions but, at the same
time, recognizes the inevitability of foreign inputs
and the potential benefits in terms of experience.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain the program
and financing on page 182 of your budget
justification. Do you expect an unobligated balance
of $150 million at the close of FY 1994? If so, what
are the contributing programs that yield this sum of

$150 million? Why will none of this funding be

obligated in FY 1994?

ANSWER: Data on page 182 should be combined with
data on page 188 for a net unobligated balance of $50
million. The HSGT program will have $190 million
available for obligation in FY 1994: $50 million
authorized in ISTEA ($5 million-FY 1992 and $45
million in FY 1993) and $140 million as proposed by
the Administration. Of this total, only $140 million
will be obligated as indicated on lines 10.00 (on

pages 182, 188 and 194), leaving an unobligated
balance of $50 million.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a table

displaying anticipated obligations by fiscal year for

your $140 million request for HSGT in FY 1994.

ANSWER: FRA expects to obligate the entire $140
million requested in FY 1994.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a detailed
description of how the $5 million provided for

technology development in FY 1993 has been utilized.
Please detail how this funding was used. What grants
have been entered into to date? When will such grants
be announced if they have not been announced already?
What are your plans for the $5 million requested for
this program in FY 1994?

ANSWER: FRA has received 48 expressions of
interest. A technical panel has evaluated the
proposals and FRA expects to begin announcing FY 1993

funding allocations and negotiating grants in the very
near future. The awards will focus on technology to

support development of a high-speed nonelectric
locomotive and more cost-effective grade crossing
hazard elimination systems.

The $15 million requested for FY 1994 for

technology development under the President's High-
Speed Ground Transportation Initiative will encompass
the $5 million requested under this program. The
exact use of the funds will depend on the response
received to the next solicitation for proposals.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How have the purposes of this

funding provided FRA with the knowledge and capability
necessary to launch a $1.3 billion high-speed rail

transportation program?

ANSWER: Fortunately, FRA retains a core of
corporate memory and expertise that it developed in
completing the Northeast Corridor Improvement Project,
an analogous high-speed rail transportation program.
The requested funding will enable FRA to capitalize on
that core of resources and re-establish the staff
depth necessary to undertake a program of this
magnitude.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does the program and
financing table on page 194 indicate that you expect
to obligate $108 million of the $140 million requested
for high-speed ground transportation development in FY
1994? If so, please provide a table detailing the
$108 million planned obligations over the four
quarters for FY 1994. Will all funding be obligated
in the last quarter?

ANSWER: FRA expects to obligate the entire $140
million requested for high-speed ground transportation
development in FY 1994. FRA anticipates obligating
funds prior to the last quarter, although the precise
schedule for obligations will depend on such factors
as the date of enactment of an appropriation, the
progress and results of any related rulemaking
proceeding, and the nature and timing of State
petitions for corridor designations and state funding
applications.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In your justification, you
state on page 200 that the near-term program as
envisioned will provide key pre-construction support
for developing very high-speed systems. How will this
be so?

ANSWER: FRA draft legislation places no
restrictions on the engineering solutions that States
may propose for specific corridors. If a State
proposes a very high-speed approach in a given
corridor, FRA will evaluate that proposal, along with
all competing proposals, according to established
criteria. Thus, a very high-speed concept can compete
for funding of corridor master plans, environmental
studies, preliminary engineering, and other pre-
construction-type activities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Assuming full funding of your
initiative for the next several years, when would you
expect to initiate implementation of very high-speed
service projects?

ANSWER: Corridor master plans could be initiated
as early as FY 1994 for very high-speed corridors that
initially compete well against incremental approaches.
Initiation of final design and construction would
depend on: the outcome of the master plans,
environmental work, and other pre-construction
activities; the ability of the very high-speed
corridors, as further defined, to compete for funding
against less capital-intensive approaches; and the
availability of private. State, and Federal funding
(both high-speed rail and other complementary
programs) . In any event, the preconstruction
activities for a very high-speed rail project will
take several years.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state on page 200 of your
budget justification that the development of new high-
speed ground transportation technologies will provide
increased options for transportation decision makers.
In the development of your high-speed ground
transportation, was consideration given to amending
ISTEA for purposes of adding flexibility for STP
funds, NHS funds, or other funds provided through the
Federal Highway Administration to allow these funds to
be utilized for inter-city rail projects, including
high-speed rail projects? During what phase of your
deliberations were these concepts considered? Why
isn't it included in any portion of your high-speed
ground transportation legislation?

ANSWER: FRA does not propose reopening the
eligibility standards for the programs under ISTEA at
this time.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the Administration's
formal position on expanding the use of STP funds, NHS
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funds, or other ISTEA funds provided through the
Federal Highway Administration for the purpose of
financing inter-city rail projects, including high-
speed rail projects? If the Administration currently
does not have such a formal position, is one under
development? If not, why not?

ANSWER: FRA neither proposes nor contemplates
reopening the eligibility standards for the programs
under ISTEA at this time. It is believed this complex
issue would best be addressed in the context of
reauthorization of the ISTEA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Do you intend to require
complete grade separation for all corridor
implementation grantees? If not, what alternatives
will be permitted at what speeds of service?

ANSWER: FRA has not established regulations
governing treatment of highway-rail crossings on high-
speed corridors. However, for the highway-rail grade

crossing hazard elimination program under Section 1010
of ISTEA, FRA has established guidelines which tie the
grade crossing treatment to the planned train speed
over the crossing. For train speeds between 110 and
125 m.p.h., the guidelines call for closure or grade
separation where feasible with positive blockage of
all road access over the crossing during a train's
approach, possibly with an automatic warning system
installed in the train, for all remaining crossings .

For track speeds over 125 miles per hour, closure or
separation of the crossing is required.

FRA expects to apply the same criteria for
corridors under the new program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You stated in your budget
justification for the corridor implementation program
that you intend to establish criteria for projects
eligible for funding under this program. What is your
anticipated deadline for the establishment of these
criteria?

ANSWER: That will depend on the enactment date of
authorizing legislation, and the speed and outcome of
any resulting regulatory proceeding. FRA intends to
have sufficient criteria in place as soon as necessary
to assure efficient use of FY 1994 funding provided
for this program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the expected size of

grants to be awarded under the corridor implementation
program? Given the extraordinary costs of significant
incremental improvements yielding high-speed rail in
the U.S., how many grants do you expect to be able to
fund with $95.2 million in FY 1994?

ANSWER: The number and size of grants cannot be
estimated until the corridors are designated and the
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requests for assistance are received. FRA expects to
devote a considerable portion of the FY 1994 funding
to corridor master planning and environmental
assessments, since most construction must await
completion of these processes. While achievement of
"high-speed rail" at the 125 m.p.h. speed threshold
will often entail "extraordinary costs," FRA expects
that in some corridors perceptible trip time savings
can be attained through smaller-scale, focused, short-
term investments that will nevertheless be compatible
with longer-term objectives. Thus, the possibility of
some short-term grants for incremental improvements in
FY 1994 is not ruled out.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will projects be funded over
several years with separate applications for each
fiscal year for different incremental improvements, or
do you expect to embark upon a letter of intent type
of process, where you will make commitments to
specific corridors over a multi-year period, subject
to the availability of appropriations?

ANSWER: FRA intends to fund complete, self-
contained elements, yielding perceptible
transportation improvements, out of each fiscal year's
funding.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a schedule for
the anticipated competition for corridor
implementation funds. When do you expect to publish
the criteria for funds provided in FY 1994? When do
you anticipate that applications will be due? What is
your anticipated period for application review? When
do you anticipate contract awards for funds provided
in FY 1994?

ANSWER: The precise schedule will depend on
enactment of authorizing legislation and promulgation
of any required regulations. FRA anticipates
obligating funds in mid-to-late FY 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Do you anticipate pooling
funds provided in FY 1994 with requested funds for FY
1995 for the corridor implementation program? Might a

project get an award utilizing both FY 1994 and FY
1995 funds at one time?

ANSWER: FRA expects to obligate all FY 1994 funds
in FY 1994 and does not plan to use "split year"
funding in the corridor implementation program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your
justification that you expect to fund a limited number
of corridor feasibility studies. Why would the FRA
conduct these studies? Why wouldn't you require those
States requesting corridor implementation funds to
demonstrate the feasibility of their corridor as part
of the application process?
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ANSWER: States would, indeed, be required to so
demonstrate. The "feasibility studies" to which the

justification refers are to support FRA's evaluation
of the corridor master plans. For example, if more
than one corridor is proposed in a specific region,
FRA might need to commission its own independent
analysis of the competing claims of the two corridors.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many personnel currently
are involved in your $5 million technology development
program?

ANSWER: The FRA's Railroad Development staff is

currently managing the technology development program
on an ad hoc basis in addition to its many other
duties. Also, the program draws on the expertise of
the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center and
FRA's Research & Development and Safety Offices. FRA
anticipates establishing a separate and permanent
staff structure for this important function once the
proposed high-speed rail development program (in
Section 1004 of the Department's proposed High-Speed
Rail Development Act of 1993 (S. 839)) is authorized.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will any of the staff funded
under your HSGT initiative be engaged in writing
safety regulations for high-speed rail service?

ANSWER: Two (2) positions in the FY 1994 Budget
are to be allocated to the Office of Safety to support
FRA's safety responsibility for high-speed rail
passenger systems. Among other duties, these
personnel will prepare the technical regulatory
language for high-speed rail safety regulations,

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why is it necessary to
provide staff for the discrete safety-related
activities for high-speed rail service, versus other
inter-city passenger rail service?

ANSWER: High-speed rail service poses its own
specific technological challenges from a safety
standpoint. For example, grade crossings, signalling
and control systems, structural strength
(crashworthiness) ,

and right-of-way intrusion and
protection issues are especially critical in high-
speed rail service. These challenges differ
significantly, in nature and/or in degree, from those
pertaining to conventional rail systems. The
additional staff is necessary to provide resources to
deal with these specialized challenges.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The subcommittee has received
material provided by the Association of American
Railroads that details the benefits accruing to
freight railroads resulting from incremental corridor
improvements that are necessary to upgrade an average
200-mile corridor to 125 miles per hour passenger
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service. Utilizing a table prepared by the General
Accounting Office showing the necessary types of

upgrades for high-speed passenger rail, totaling
roughly $2.26 billion, the AAR represented that the
benefits accruing to freight railroads are minimal at
best. Specifically, except in the area of grade
crossings, where the AAR estimated a benefit of

roughly $10.3 million? continuous welded rail, where
the AAR estimated a benefit to freight railroads of

$7.5 million; and a small $1 million benefit resulting
from fencing; the AAR maintains that there are no
other dollar benefits to freight railroads for the
$2.26 billion investment for high-speed passenger rail
service.

Does the FRA concur in the AAR's estimation that
there are no other benefits to the freight rail

industry from the types of upgrades cited on the GAO
table? If not, what percentage and dollar benefits
does the FRA estimate will accrue to the freight
railroads from improvements listed on the table, such
as concrete ties and interlockings, etc.?

ANSWER: The FRA regards the benefits to freight
railroads as site- and/or line-specific, and dependent
on the existing and proposed physical condition and

operating plan of the line in question. The corridor
master plan for each line will ultimately provide a

basis for answering this question. FRA foresees that
there will be many specific instances in which
improvements, partially funded under this program,
could have operating and financial benefits for the
railroads that far exceed those estimated by the AAR—
enough so as to attract railroad financial
participation. Furthermore, increased passenger train

frequencies may augment railroad revenues; and high-
quality operation of the improved corridors will
redound to the freight railroads' advantage in terms
of public awareness.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is your estimated
expenditure in FY 1994 under your request for payments
to public agencies for the preparation of corridor
master plans? How have you arrived at that figure?

What do you estimate to be the necessary total

costs, both State and Federal, for completion of a

corridor master plan for each of the corridors
designated under Section 1010 of ISTEA?

ANSWER: The response depends on the applications
received. Since completion of the planning and
environmental processes will need to precede most
construction, FRA anticipates that a significant
portion of the FY 1994 obligations will go toward
corridor master plans.

As a general rule, FRA estimates $5 to $15 million
for master plan preparation for a corridor of average
length (200 - 300 miles) and complexity.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Under Section 1003 of your
proposed legislation, are you aware of any state other
than the State of Texas where improvements to a

corridor may not be funded with state or local funds
as a matter of state law, regulation, or order? If

so, please name that state and the relevant state
statute.

ANSWER: For maglev projects, Florida currently
allows State funding only to match Federal funds for
purposes of research, development, and demonstrations.
There is no prohibition on the use of Florida's State
funds for conventional rail projects.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Under Section 1003(d) of your
proposed legislation, it states that a corridor cannot
receive funding under the bill for incremental
improvements unless it provides for the completion of
at least an element of a program to achieve high-speed
rail service. Could this mean that applications will
be approved that, when fully financed, do not produce
high-speed rail service, but instead, accomplish some
improvement that would be necessary toward the
eventual development of high-speed rail service? For
example, could an application be approved that
purchases new rolling stock for high-speed service,
and provides for new signal systems necessary for
high-speed service, but does nothing to provide for
grade separation and other elements necessary for
high-speed rail service to be possible?

ANSWER: In your example, rolling stock would not
be eligible for funding under the proposed
legislation. To be approved for funding, a program
element would need to provide, in and of itself, a

perceptible improvement in intercity travel times in
the corridor.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Under Section 1003(e), it
states that the Secretary shall insure that successful
grant recipients include as part of their agreement
the "maximum practicable private funding" to achieve
high-speed rail service. How will you determine that
the maximum possible level of private funding has been
achieved?

ANSWER: In reviewing each corridor master plan,
FRA will identify those improvements that lend
themselves to private/public partnerships — for

example, intermodal terminals and certain improvements
to existing railroad facilities. FRA will utilize
financial consultants and in-house staff expertise to
review the proposals and, in light of ongoing
financial analyses, current experience with other
corridor proposals, and the record of private
involvement in similar ventures, determine whether
private participation is maximized.
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HSGT POSITIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide the GS level
for each of the 20 positions requested and their
anticipated salary.

ANSWER: The following is a list of the 20
positions requested and the anticipated grade and
salary for each:

1.
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MAGLEV PROTOTYPE POSITIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will any of the 20 positions
requested be involved in the maglev prototype program
activities 1

ANSWER: Of the 20 positions and 15 FTEs

requested, 12 positions and 9 FTEs will be involved in

the maglev prototype program.

RELATIONSHIP OF AMTRAK TO HIGH-SPEED RAIL CORRIDORS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What do you envision the
relationship of Amtrak to be to the new high-speed
rail corridors financed under your high-speed rail

legislation? Is it assumed that Amtrak will be the
operator for any Federally funded high-speed rail
service? If not, why not?

ANSWER: Amtrak will be a key player in FRA's
high-speed initiative. The current expectation is
that an enhanced service concept will be developed for
the high-speed corridors and that Amtrak will operate
the upgraded service in those corridors it now serves.

For high-speed corridors proposed for new
construction, the public and private developers will
select an operator from various candidates, including
Amtrak.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Given the fact that Amtrak
has been able to operate a number of transit systems
on a profitable, "cost-plus" basis, does it make sense
to allow other potential operators to compete with
Amtrak through the operating contracts for Federally
funded high-speed rail corridors and, at the same
time, appropriate Federal funds to cover the operating
losses of Amtrak?

ANSWER: FRA does not expect to have competing
rail services operating in the Federally funded high-
speed rail corridors. Rather, the new high-speed rail
service and the existing service will be integrated in
each corridor, with Amtrak as the operator. In
corridors where construction of a new line is

contemplated, FRA expects to have competition for the
contract to operate the service. If Amtrak wins the
contract, the arrangement will be similar to Amtrak' s

commuter contracts, where expenses are segregated from
those attributed to Amtrak' s subsidized trains.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How, if at all, does the
Federal commitment to operate a national passenger
rail service through Amtrak relate to the
simultaneous interest in providing Federal funds for
new high-speed rail corridors?
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ANSWER: These are separate commitments that can
coexist, even though Amtrak may not, in some cases, be
the operator of the new service. The Federal
Government's commitment to Amtrak service is spelled
out in the Rail Passenger Service Act. The proposed
new legislation provides a whole series of criteria
under which the Federal Government would assist
sponsors of new corridor service, whether or not
operated by Amtrak.

HIGH-SPEED GROUND TRANSPORTATION (HSGT)/R&D

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a detailed
accounting of how all funds provided in railroad R&D for
high-speed ground (non-maglev) R&D have been utilized.
Please provide this accounting by fiscal year for the
last three fiscal years, including FY 1993.

ANSWER: Assuming the reference is to all safety of

high-speed ground transportation, the following explains
how funds have been used for high-speed rail per se.
It must, however, be recognized that some of the
research projects undertaken apply equally to maglev and

high-speed rail and use funds earmarked for both
subjects. For example, work done on collision avoidance
and accident survivability, shared right-of-way safety
and control systems among others apply equally to both
technologies. Technical assistance support from the
Volpe Center is obtained through these funds and without
its expertise, many of the program accomplishments would
not have been possible.

FY 1991 - Volpe Center Staff Support, $215,000
Safety of X2000 Tilt Train, $50,000
Safety of Shared Rights of Way, $132,000
Collision Avoidance and Accident

Survivability, $320,000
Biological Effects of EMF, $215,000
Interagency Support from EPA, $35,000

FY 1992 - Volpe Center Staff Support, $285,000
Safety of X2000 Tilt Train, $114,000
Safety of Shared Rights of Way, $16,000
Collision Avoidance an Accident

Survivability, $130,000
Control System Validation and

Verification, $95,000
Biological Effects of EMF, $228,000
Human Factors in HSR Automation, $92,000
Interagency Support from EPA, $172,000
Translations, $15,000
State of the Art of Tilt Train

Technology, $185,000

FY 1993 - Volpe Center Staff Support, $150,000
Control System Validation and

Verification, $165,000
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Designs for Shared Right of Way
Separation, $240,000

Human Factors in HSR Automation, $225,000
International Fire Safety Standards

for HSR, $103,000
Case Study Verification of Collision

Safety Specification, $400,000
Safety Considerations with Electrification,

$200,000
High-Speed Rail Test Track Update, $175,000
Vehicle-Guideway Interaction in HSR, $700,000
Track Shift and Potential for Mitigation

in HSR, $400,000
Operation of HSR in Freight Corridors,

$170,000
Test Facility Upgrade for HSR Testing,

$200,000
Advanced Braking Concepts, $200,000
Translations, $10,000
Biological Effects of EMF, $200,000

It should be recognized that in addition to contract
support a considerable amount of staff time is expended
on in-house studies done for FRA by the Volpe Center.

HIGH-SPEED RAIL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify in great detail
the purposes of the $15 million requested for high-speed
rail under budget activity-technology development.

ANSWER: The intent is to initially examine the
existing state of the art of locomotive, signal and
train control and grade crossing warning and protection
technologies and determine the opportunities for
improved performance and safety, and for value
engineering to reduce costs. Detailed systems
engineering studies will be conducted to determine
alternative approaches to performing the functions
required of these systems. Once definitized options have
been determined, proof of concept through pre-prototype
development test, evaluation and demonstrations will be
conducted. These demonstrations will be performed on
high visibility locations selected on the designated
high-speed corridors.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much funding is requested
for each of the "needed technologies" under your $15
million request? How much, for example, is specifically
requested for the issue of highway grade crossing
protection?

ANSWER: Grade crossing safety systems are among the
most critical areas for technology development. Other
key areas include train control and non-electric
locomotive development. The exact mix would be
determined based on the state of the art analysis
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discussed above which will identify the areas where our
investment can have the greatest beneficial impact.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What research has been
conducted to date by the FRA on new technologies for

highway grade crossings for the purposes of high-speed
rail service?

ANSWER: In FY 1993, the FRA initiated two specific
studies on grade crossings as related to high-speed rail
service. The first is what is known as a problem
definition study that will characterize the detailed
conditions that exist at grade crossings in the five
designated ISTEA Section 1010 corridors, the New York
Empire Corridor and the north end of the Northeast
Corridor. The second effort is a state of the art
survey of existing grade crossing warning and protection
systems as available both domestically and in Europe.
The findings of these two studies will identify and
define existing problems and opportunities which will
be further developed in FY 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has any research been done on
the grade crossings utilized in Sweden for the X2000
service? What amount has been expended on such
research? What is your evaluation of the costs and
benefits of these systems and their potential for use
in the United States?

ANSWER: A contract has been awarded in FY 1993 to
investigate the state-of-the-art in grade crossing
warning and protection as available in both domestic and
foreign practice. This contract is to establish the
relative cost of various approaches designed to meet
differing circumstances. The Swedish approach for the
X2000 service can be made available from U.S. suppliers
should it prove to be a cost effective approach in the
right situation. A technical team studying the X2000's
safety provisions did a preliminary study of the Swedish
approach and found it worthy of further consideration.
This is why FRA is looking at the whole broad spectrum
of systems that can be made available and their cost and
effectiveness in the U.S. environment.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify the amount of
funding and research projects already undertaken by the
FRA in regard to cab signaling and ATC for high-speed
rail projects.

ANSWER: Earlier research work involving the study
of the feasilibility of equipping all trains (freight,
Metroliner, conventinal Amtrak and commuter) operating
in the Northeast Corridor with automatic train control
(ATC) was conducted in 1987-88. This entailed the
development and use of operating simulation models using
the Research and Locomotive Evaluator/Simulator (RALES) .

The models were used to determine the braking profiles
acceptable to freight train dynamics in support of
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rulemaking action on the high-speed passenger service
Northeast Corridor. The modeling cost on RALES was
$55,000.

An additonal evaluation made using RALES involved
the evaluation of one form of locomotive cab display
proposed to be used with the implementation of the
industry's Advanced Train Control System (ATCS) . This
was completed in late 1992 at a cost of $108,000.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much is requested to
address the issue of cab signaling and automatic train
control?

ANSWER: It is proposed that $3 million be devoted
to the issue of cab signaling and automatic train
control. The FY 1993 study of the issues associated
with operating high-speed passenger service in a freight
corridor should provide some specific guidance as to the
approach to be taken to enhance the development of the
designated high-speed corridors.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will your timing for the
research on these technologies overlap with your timing
for allocating funds for the corridor implementation
program? How can you evaluate the merits of an
application for incremental improvements yielding high-
speed service if the critical questions of what
technologies will be available and affordable in the
area of grade crossings or cab signaling are not yet
answered?

ANSWER: In FRA's judgment, other early measures to
begin to bring these corridors into the initial
incremental phases of development as high-speed
corridors are well known. As has been recognized in

ISTEA, Section 1010, a first step is in the elimination
of unwarranted grade crossings and basic improvements
to the remaining crossings. It is in the later
increments of development that the technology
development effort will provide payoffs by providing
corridor planners with the information they require to
make the appropriate decisions on where to invest their
limited resources in a most cost effective manner.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What research has already been
conducted in the area of non-electric high-speed rail
locomotives?

ANSWER: FRA has held preliminary discussions with
Amtrak on what the best approach might be in light of
its prior experience and anticipated needs in operating
in non-electrified corridors. This was a productive
exercise and there is a mutual conclusion (at the
working level) that a thorough systems engineering study
designed to meet clearly defined performance parameters
will support Amtrak 's planned acquisition of two fossil
fuel locomotives with 650 Vdc capability in connection
with its procurement of 26 high-speed trainsets for the
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newly extended electrified Boston-Washington corridor.
It is also the logical step leading to the development
of a optimum locomotive design for use in non-
electrified territory, one that shares as many as

possible common components with the electric locomotives
of the Northeast Corridor. Future "technology
development" efforts will carry forward the results of
this systems engineering study to the development of
three prototype non-electrified, 150 mph, fossil fueled
locomotives for use in designated high-speed corridors.
This step will be necessary prior to any determination,
proven by market response, that electrification is the
necessary final step to most effectively achieving the
150 mph operation goal.

HIGH-SPEED GROUND TRANSPORTATION REGULATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your justification
that the high-speed ground transportation positions will

support FRA's safety responsibilities for high-speed
passenger systems. Why aren't these responsibilities
to be handled by the Office of Safety?

ANSWER: The Office of Safety has historically
relied upon the Office of Research and Development
scientists and engineers to conduct that research
necessary to provide the technical bases for

regulations. This is particularly true in the high-
speed rail situation where whole new areas of technology
require extensive study to determine the safety
implications. The Office of Safety has only a very
limited technical staff as its primary functions are
safety analysis and enforcement.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What personnel in which FRA
offices are currently drafting regulations for high-
speed rail service?

ANSWER: Because of the unique nature of the physics
of these systems, the Office of Research and Development
provides technical draft recommendations to the Offices
of Safety and Chief Counsel for enforcement review and
legal purposes to suite their respective needs in order
to produce a practical and enforceable regulation
suitable for a notice of proposed rulemakings and the

accompanying public scrutiny.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the status of your
regulations for potential maglev service in the State
of Florida?

ANSWER: The Rule of Particular Applicability for
the Orlando Maglev Demonstration Project is on hold from
further action by the FRA due to the uncertainty as to
whether the Project will go forward. Financing
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difficulties have created the hiatus. Some minor
additional technical input will be required if and when
the Transrapid system definition is finalized. Several
significant safety elements are yet to be detailed by
the developer.

TRB/INDUSTRY IDENTIFIED RESEARCH NEEDS
FOR HIGH-SPEED RAIL

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please list the safety research
needs that were identified for maglev and high-speed
rail through your TRB industry workshop.

ANSWER: Actually some 75 needs were identified at
the workshop in April 1991; however, the TRB Committee
on Guided Intercity Passenger Transportation boiled them
down to twelve major items after synthesizing the
overlapping needs and bringing the research into more
meaningful functional areas for examination. The areas
of synthesized research needs identified are:

1. Safe Egress from Maglev Under Emergency Conditions

2. High-Speed Guided Ground Transportation System
Collision Avoidance and Accident Survivability

3 . Maglev Non-contact Brakes

4. Development of Standards and Guidelines for High
Speed Railway Brakes

5. Automation Levels and Human Factors Related to High-
Speed Rail and Maglev Systems Operations

6. High-Speed Rail and Maglev: Vehicle Occupant/ Cabin
Area Interior Safety

7. High-Speed Rail and Maglev: Computer/Software
Safety [Verification and Validation Methodology)

8. High-Speed Rail and Maglev Wayside Electric Power
Safety Supply Standards [High-Speed Rail and Maglev]

9. High-Speed Rail and Maglev: Magnetic and Electric
Field Effects

10. High-Speed Rail and Maglev EMF [electromagnetic
field] Mitigation and Shielding

11. Track Geometry, Inspection, and Maintenance
Practices: High-Speed Rail in the United States

12. High Speed Rail Highway Crossings At-Grade
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Do you intend to pursue
research in each of the areas identified by the TRB?
If so, please provide a time schedule for each question
to be researched, the anticipated level of spending on
each area of research, and dates that such research will
be initiated and completed.

ANSWER: The ERA intends to pursue research in each
of the areas identified. Indeed, for the most part,
work has been initiated in each area. A follow-up
industry workshop is scheduled for October 1993 in which
will be reported the research findings to date and work
plans of research just beginning. Research underway
will be reviewed with the workshop participants based
upon the original April 1991 needs statements. Further
industry views will be sought on results and direction
of this effort. The newly designated ISTEA (Section
1010) high-speed corridor interests have all been
invited.

Because of the exploratory nature of this research
and vagaries of year-to-year resource availability, it
is extremely difficult to quantify or put bounds on the
time most likely to be required to reach a conclusion
on most of the identified research topics.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: On the bottom of page 98 and
the top of page 99, you identify a number of research
questions related to fault tolerant systems and
crashworthiness that merit attention. Please identify
your time frame for addressing each of these questions,
the amount of funding that will be spent on researching
each of these questions, as well as your expected dates
to initiate and complete research in these areas.

ANSWER: This consists of several research
questions. Fault Tolerance deals with the concept of
a toleration through redundancy or otherwise for a

system to accept a failure without promoting a

potentially catastrophic situation. Crashworthiness is
that phenomenon that best describes what the system can
sustain in the event of failures which could be
catastrophic should fault tolerance or fail-safeness
fail to perform their function. FRA prefers to refer
to it as "collision avoidance and accident
survivability." These issues will only be resolved with
respect to safety on a case-by-case basis as each new
high-speed rail corridor is definitized.

In the meantime, FRA needs to explore further the
bounds of practicality with respect to its proposed
Collision Safety Specification recently drafted. This
will entail costly physical test and experiments
involving full-scale systems to verify the validity of
simulation models intended to determine the consequences
of the technology choices in each proposed corridor.
For example, FRA needs to:

68-625 0-94-9
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1. Adopt existing passenger occupant crash models to
the railcar and evaluate various interior
configurations for minimizing of secondary impacts
($500,000) ;

2. Apply the recently developed methodology for
assessing collision avoidance and accident
survivability (collision safety specification) to
an existing and a proposed system ($750,000);

3. Plan a full-scale test ($250,000);

4. Conduct full-scale testing ($3,000,000) (over two
years) ; and

5. Conduct analysis of full-scale test results as

compared to simulation model for verification of
the model predictions ($500,000).

3The fault tolerance factor applies mainly to the C I

area of research and has been previously addressed in
the train control area which FRA believes to be critical
to the development of the high-speed corridors.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF TR07 TRANSRAPID MAGLEV
DEMONSTRATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an update on
your efforts to evaluate and test the safety and
operational aspects related to the Transrapid maglev
system.

ANSWER: Through May 1993 the FRA has received and
translated over 300 technical evaluation report
documents (as part of a bilateral agreement on maglev)
on the Transrapid maglev system as employed at the
Transrapid Testing Facility (TVE) , Emsland, Germany.
In addition, the FRA and the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center Task Force has observed
testing at the German facility over a three-month period
and witnessed some of the certification testing
associated with the safety aspects of the system. The
most recent of these oversight visits were in April and
May 1993 to observe testing of the operational control
system.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please identify the total
amount of funding allocated to date, and through FY 1994
in this area.

ANSWER: It is difficult to clearly differentiate
all costs attributable to maglev or Transrapid per se
since many research efforts support needs in several
related areas. In maglev, as well as high-speed rail,
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FRA has resorted to technical assistance and support
from the Volpe Center without whose support the
following could not have been accomplished:

FY 1991 - Volpe Center Staff Support, $425,000
Fault Tree Development for Transrapid
Analysis, $68,000

Translations, $25,000

FY 1992 - Volpe Center Staff Support, $590,000
System Safety Review of EMI System Concept

Definitions, $196,000
Weather and Earthquake Risk Assessment,

$80,000
Translations, $22,000

FY 1993 - Volpe Center Staff Support, $570,000
Thermal Beam Analysis for Orlando

Transrapid, $205,000
System Safety Review of NMI System Concept

Definitions, $40,000
Translations, $20,000

Much of the maglev effort to data has been expended
on staff review of over 300 translated technical reports
pertaining to the Transrapid system, observation of
testing and certification procedures in Germany, and the
preparation of a proposed "rule of particular
applicability" for the Orlando Maglev Demonstration
Project.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will this research be concluded
in 1994?

ANSWER: That is not likely, for two reasons:
first, the project is now on hold due to financing
issues; and, second, there is a need to follow the
construction, initial pre-revenue testing and early
revenue operational experience in order to ascertain the
appropriateness of the "rule of particular
applicability" designed and written for this
unprecedented maglev HSGT system.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will the findings of this
research enable you to promulgate necessary regulations
for the deployment of the Transrapid system in Florida?

ANSWER: This research will permit the FRA to

prepare a rule of particular applicability for the
Orlando Maglev Demonstration Project as provided for
under the Administrative Procedures and Rail Safety
Acts. The rule, in draft form, applies specifically to
the present franchise conditions and the use of the
Transrapid maglev at Orlando. Any deviation from the
original franchise conditions, the technology to be
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employed or the scope of the originally proposed service
will require further study.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: By what date do you anticipate
having said regulations in place?

ANSWER: This is highly dependent upon the
finalization of the Orlando system design which will
affect the proposed rulemaking provisions. For example,
the switching mechanism, the operational control system
and the final design of the steel guideway beams have
not yet been finalized. Once done, the technical
recommendations to the rule should be completed within
three months. From the technical point of view, the
normal rulemaking process would then have to be followed
by the Offices of Safety and Chief Counsel in any
proposed rulemaking.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Given the delay in the Florida
maglev project in organizing its financing, how
necessary is it to complete this work and put those
regulations in place?

ANSWER: In light of the circumstances, FRA has put
the continuance of the development of a "rule of
particular applicability" for the Orlando Maglev
Demonstration Project on hold. The critical overload
workload on the research, safety and legal staffs
preclude attention to this uncertain outcome at this
time. The FRA research arm will continue to monitor
significant developments of the Transrapid maglev
technology that may make it pertinent to the development
of an improved U.S. maglev system, should a joint
venture develop or the Florida project be finalized as
originally planned.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: To the best of your knowledge,
do you still expect construction on the Texas Triangle
project to begin in 1995? If not, how does the delay
in the deployment of this project impact your research
funding requirements in the area of high-speed rail?

ANSWER: The likelihood of a construction start on
this project in 1995 would, it appears, depend on the
availability of financing which also appears to be
highly dependent upon the passage of legislation that
puts high-speed rail developments on the same footing
as airports and seaports regarding tax-exempt bonds.
At this time, FRA anticipates funding will be required
to finish the safety studies for future general
application even if the current specific applications
do not materialize.
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HIGH SPEED GROUND TRANSPORTATION ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDS RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please discuss your findings
regarding the electromagnetic fields associated with the

Transrapid TR07 maglev system. Please submit a copy of

your investigation and report on this issue.

ANSWER: Magnetic field measurements of the TR07

maglev system at the Emsland test site were performed
in August, 1990. A final report entitled, Safety of

High Speed Magnetic Levitation Transportation Systems;
Magnetic Field Testing of the TR07 Maglev Vehicle and

System. Volume I—Analysis and Volume 2—Appendices

(provided separately by letter to the Committee) was

published in April 1993. The key finding is that

magnetic field strengths produced by the TR07 maglev
system are no higher than those produced by other

existing electrified transit and rail systems, and

comparable to electric and magnetic fields (EMF) from
home and office appliances, and electric transmission
and distribution lines. While the frequency signature
of magnetic fields is unique in the sense that it

increases (up to about 300 Hz) with increasing maglev
speed, the frequency range of EMF is within the

Extremely Low Frequency (ELF, 3-3000 Hz) band, similar
to other existing conventional and advanced electrified

transportation systems.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Were the electromagnetic fields
associated with the TR07 system found to be at or above
a level that should be a source of public concern?

ANSWER: No. The public is concerned with the

possible increase in cancer risk as a result of exposure
to EMF, based on a few highly publicized epidemiology
studies. However, as was pointed out in the recent

OSTP/CIRRPC sponsored report ( Health Effects of Low

Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields. ORAU, June

1992) , scientific research to date has not conclusively
demonstrated the existence and nature of adverse health
effects from EMF, nor defined an unsafe EMF intensity
threshold, or "dose-response" relationship of magnetic
fields intensity with increased cancer risk. Therefore,
the FRA has adopted a comparative, relative EMF context
for its analysis of maglev emissions. The range of
measured magnetic field levels in the passenger areas,

engineer cab, on station waiting platforms, near the

guideway along the wayside, and near power substations

(transformer yard, inverter building, feeder cables) is

comparable to magnetic fields typical of common
environmental exposures from home appliances, and
transmission and distribution lines. By this relative
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EMF exposure yardstick, neither the public nor workers
should be concerned with excessive EMF exposure from the
TR07 magnetic fields.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What discussions, if any, has
FRA had with other federal agencies and outside groups
regarding a definition of a safe threshold for
electromagnetic fields around maglev systems?

ANSWER: No federal guidelines or regulations exist
which define or regulate "a safe threshold for
electromagnetic fields." Such regulations would be
premature and not scientifically justified at this time
for any system or environment, not just for maglev. The
only concern has been that certain older models of
implanted pacemakers might be reset (a nonfatal,
correctable failure) by magnetic fields in excess of 10
Gauss; therefore, medical facilities have posted
warnings at 5 Gauss limits at the request of FDA's
Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) .

Working contacts were initiated with NIOSH, DOE, DOD and
FDA/CDRH, in an effort to define "safe field" levels
consistent with those in other work and public
environments, such as federal DOE labs, or medical
(magnetic resonance imaging, MRI) facilities. The Volpe
Center, on behalf of the FRA, established multi-year
interagency agreements with both the EPA and the
DOE/Argonne National Laboratory to secure technical
expertise regarding biological and environmental
research. In addition, the DOE EMF Research Program
Manager was consulted and provided peer review on a

continuing basis, with regard to research directions and
validity of results. Volpe Center staff and the FRA
have actively participated in professional society
conferences and interagency EMF R&D coordination and
strategic planning efforts for a National EMF Research
Program. The Volpe Center EMF Research Program Manager
joined the International EMF Research Coordinators
group, in order to be broadly informed on international
EMF R&D efforts and guidelines.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does the FRA anticipate
regulating a threshold of acceptable electromagnetic
fields around maglev systems? If so, when would such
a rulemaking be initiated?

ANSWER: The FRA is prepared to recommend the
adoption of prudent and conservative requirements
concerning EMF, as needed to avoid delays in maglev
demonstration and prototyping projects. In the absence
of federal regulations by the appropriate regulatory
agencies (i.e., the EPA for environmental, uncontrolled
exposures; and OSHA for occupational, or controlled EMF
exposures) , the FRA anticipates having to propose such
a threshold based on judgement and available Interim
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Guidelines. Since the controversial topic of EMF health
effects is an area of active research, federal
rulemaking will probably not be initiated in the next
few years. The Draft Rule of Particular Applicability
for the Florida Maglev Demonstration Project (March 30,
1993) recommends adoption of international (IRPA/NIRPA)
interim guidelines for 60 Hz EMF exposure: 5 Gauss for
workers over a working day; and 1 Gauss for the general
public. This compares to a .5 Gauss ambient geomagnetic
field.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please discuss the findings of
your initial laboratory investigation into the
biological effects of electromagnetic fields stemming
from the Transrapid maglev system.

ANSWER: Two types of laboratory investigations have
been performed at DOE's Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) since 1990: (1) Cell lines of four types of human
cancers have been exposed to maglev-like magnetic fields
(up to 7 times passenger-car EMF levels) ,

and no effects
were found on either culture growth, or on chemically
induced cell differentiations, compared to control cell
cultures; and (2) Rats were exposed to a range of
maglev-like (up to 7 times the maximum field strength)
intermittent or continuous EMF. Since depressed
melatonin levels have been associated with a weakened
immune system and with fatigue, brain melatonin and its
precursor enzyme levels were measured, at various times
of their day-night melatonin cycle. No statistically
significant effects relative to controls were found for
any and all exposures to maglev-like fields. However,
continuous exposure to the strongest alternating (AC)
maglev-like fields and intermittent exposure to static
(or DC) magnetic fields seemed to depress levels of
melatonin and its precursor enzyme in the rats' brains.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What additional research is

planned in this area?

ANSWER: The ANL results need further, and perhaps
independent, verification. Since the NIEHS is commencing
a very large and carefully controlled animal experiment
to assess the carcinogenicity of EMF, and since animal
experiments are quite lengthy and expensive, no further
biological research is planned by the FRA, beyond
continuous monitoring of the research literature. A
contractor is under contract to monitor and report on
new research findings of interest to the FRA maglev and
High-Speed Rail R&D effort.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When do you expect to have
completed findings of your research in this area?
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ANSWER: A final report entitled, Biological Effects
of Maqlev Magnetic Fields Exposures is due in July,
1993. A number of conference presentations by ANL were
presented, most recently at the MAGLEV '93 Conference
at ANL (May 1993) and at the 1993 Bio-Electro-Magnetic
Society (BEMS) meeting in Los Angeles in June.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What amount of funding has been
allocated toward both the animal laboratory
investigation and all other work related to
electromagnetic fields from maglev systems? Please
detail the amount of expenditures by fiscal year through
FY 1994.

ANSWER: Over half a million dollars has been
expended on the DOE/ANL cell and animal EMF exposure
program to date. Congress provided $500,000 in FY 1991
for the study of health effects of maglev systems, out
of a total of $790,000 spent on EMF-related research and
development that year. The FY 1992 FRA allocation for
this activity was $700,000, with an additional $350,000
allocated in FY 1993. This amounts to a total of $1.84
million for FY 1991-1993 devoted to EMF measurements,
source analysis, exposure assessment and management
options research. In addition, EMF levels and effects
have been evaluated as part of each Environmental Impact
Study (EIS) : for the Orlando Maglev and Texas TGV
Demonstration projects, with FRA and Volpe Center
technical direction and review of State and franchisee
submittals; and with FRA NECIP funds, for the
electrification of the Northeast Corridor (NEC) . Other
NMI contractors have performed research on maglev
magnetic fields shielding options and their cost or
performance trade-offs.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What questions are you seeking
to answer from this research, and when do you expect
those answers to be completed?

ANSWER: The following Synopsis of the FRA EMF
Research Program (Exhibit A) reviews research objectives
and activities undertaken to address them. The initial
effort was directed towards compiling a comprehensive
data base on EMF characteristics of electrified rail and
transit systems (including the AMTRAK metroliner on the
Northeast Corridor, the French TGV, and the North Jersey
Transit, the Washington Metro and Boston "T" public
transit systems) , in order to provide a basis for
comparing maglev EMF emissions with those from well
accepted and widely used transportation systems. This
initial EMF survey program, along with results from
biological experiments and other review studies (by EPA
and ANL) will be completed this summer. The
programmatic focus of FRA EMF R&D will shift to
engineering maglev designs for EMF minimization.
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management and mitigation, combined with continuing
monitoring of national and international R&D findings
and regulatory activities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What impact are they likely to
have on future rulemakings out of the FRA?

ANSWER: The impact of the EMF R&D program has been
to broadly and proactively inform the rulemaking process
on maglev and HSR, and other maglev R&D sponsored by the
NMI Office. The EMF and associated direct safety impacts
on operation (Electro-magnetic interference and
compatibility, EMI/EMC) have been an integral part of
the comprehensive safety analysis of maglev and of the
maglev safety requirements established in the draft rule
of particular applicability Part 10, Operating
Environment. Anticipating public concerns with EMF, all
System Concept Definition (SCD) teams funded by the
National Maglev Initiative have aimed at magnetic fields
minimization and mitigation at the early maglev
conceptual design stages.

Exhibit A

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION (DOT/FRA)

SYNOPSIS OF RESEARCH PROGRAM ON HEALTH EFFECTS OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS (EMF) DUE TO MAGNETIC LEVITATION

(MAGLEV) AND HIGH SPEED RAIL (HSR) SYSTEMS

DOT/FRA SAFETY REGULATORY RESPONSIBILITIES

Advanced maglev and high speed rail technologies have
been proposed for US demonstration and for applications
in selected high density corridors. Under the Rail
Safety Improvement Act of 1988, the FRA is responsible
for identifying and assessing potential safety hazards
associated with these advanced rail systems and
operations, and with developing appropriate safety
requirements and regulations to address these hazards.

EMF RESEARCH GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The potential for adverse health effects from Extremely
Low Frequency (ELF, 3 Hz- 3 KHz) electric and magnetic
fields (EMF) is attracting public and Congressional
interest. Of special concern are the magnetic fields
associated with the electric power frequencies of 50 and
60 Hz found in Europe and the U.S., respectively. These
alternating (AC) magnetic fields are typically weaker
than Earth's steady natural field (of about 500
milligauss) . Unlike electric fields, magnetic fields
are not attenuated by biological tissues, nor can they
be easily shielded, and are thus of greater concern for
potential health effects. Considerable R&D efforts have
been devoted to these issues both nationally by the
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Department of Energy (DOE) ,
Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) , Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) , National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) ,

the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) , Utilities
and States; and internationally by the World Health
Organization (WHO) , the International Radiation
Protection Association (IRPA) committees on Non-Ionizing
Radiation (NIRPA/INIRC) , and by other nations (Canada,
Sweden, Japan, U.K.)'

EMF RESEARCH PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND INTERAGENCY
COOPERATION

In response to these concerns, in 1990 the Federal
Railroad Administration's Office of Research and
Development (FRA/ORD) established an EMF research
program managed by the US DOT/RSPA Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center, as part of comprehensive
safety analysis and regulatory development support for
maglev and other advanced electrified rail technologies
being considered for U.S. applications. As of July,
1993 this program has been nearly completed:

The goals of this program were to: define the EMF
emissions associated with conventional, advanced and
prototype rail systems, such as high speed rail (HSR)
and maglev; identify and assess their potential health
and safety effects; and determine potential EMF control,
mitigation and regulatory options.

The EMF characteristics of maglev and HSR systems were
compared with existing transit and electrified rail
systems and with other common environmental, home, work
and office EMF sources. Development of interim
recommended FRA regulatory guidelines for EMF emissions
and exposure of passengers, public and operating
personnel from maglev and HSR systems was undertaken,
in the absence of any other federal guidelines.

In 1990 the FRA, through the Volpe Center, also
established multi-year Interagency Agreements with the
Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Radiation
Programs (EPA/ORP) and the Department of Energy's
Argonne National Laboratory (DOE/ANL) for technical
support with biological and environmental issues. The
FRA is sharing its results on EMF in maglev, transit and
intercity rail systems with the US DOT'S Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) . Participants in R&D projects to
characterize EMF and investigate the potential health
effects include:

The Volpe Center - technical and administrative
support to the FRA and assistance with identifying
safety program research needs, formulating
statements of work, award and technical oversight
of contracts, program coordination, integration of
results and preparation of reports. This effort
also provided inputs to the safety regulatory
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development for maglev and HSR, to the National
Maglev Initiative (NMI) report and proposed
requirements on maglev prototype and operation, and
to electrification environmental assessments.

Electric Research and Management, Inc. (ERM)

developed portable EMF measurement instrumentation,
and conducted field surveys and analyses of EMF in
conventional and advanced rail systems. These
include light and heavy electrified rail in the
U.S., the German TR07 maglev and the French TGV.
Technical reports on each system, and a final

summary report will be published in 1993.

EPA - is developing a relative "EMF exposure
profile" for passengers, workers and the public,
based on comparing the surveyed transportation
systems with typical work and home exposure
environments. EPA is also summarizing and
interpreting the EMF biological effects research
results related to maglev and HSR systems;
evaluating the state of knowledge on EMF health
impacts and the implications for individuals exposed
to these transportation systems; and reviewing
proposed exposure standards and guidelines in the
U.S. and abroad.

Information Ventures, Inc. (IVI) - is providing
critical expertise on EMF biological effects. IVI
prepared comprehensive reviews of EMF health issues
and research findings relevant to rail systems
(Reports are to be published in 1993) .

DOE/ANL - conducted laboratory investigations of
the effects of maglev-like EMF emissions, as well
as of steady (DC) and alternating (AC) field
components, on well studied cell lines and rats.
Results, now in final reporting, indicated no
effects on four types of human cancer cells, nor on
melatonin levels and its serotonin (NAT) precursor
in rats. Some effects were found only for continuous
exposures to many times stronger maglev and DC
fields. They require further verification and
clarification.

NMI - Engineering design and analysis efforts within
the National Maglev Initiative (NMI) program, such
as the Maglev Technology and System Concept
Definition (SCD) studies, addressed design and
mitigation options to minimize EMF passengers'
exposure, e.g., active or passive magnetic
shielding. General Electric Corporation (GE)
defined the in-vehicle magnetic field strength and

geometry for the superconducting Japanese maglev
system, and parametrically assessed cost and

performance impacts of active and passive shielding
options. Foster Miller (FM) recently demonstrated
a novel High Temperature Superconductor (HTSC)
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shielding concept, that could provide active
magnetic field control options for maglev designs
under consideration. Intermagnetics General
Corporation (IGC) is exploring advanced magnetic
shielding options for maglev under a Small Business
Innovation Research Program grant.

RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH ON EMF ISSUES

Congress provided to the ERA $500,000 in FY 1991 for the
study of health effects of maglev systems, out of a
total of $790,000 spent on EMF-related research and
development that year. The FY 1992 FRA allocation for
this activity was $700,000, with an additional $350,000
allocated in FY 1993. This amounts to a total of $
1840K for FY 1991-1993 devoted to EMF measurements,
source analysis, exposure assessment and management
options research. As the program deliverables from ERM,
EPA and ANL are completed this summer, the programmatic
focus will shift to engineering design for EMF
management and mitigation, combined with low- level
monitoring of national and international R&D findings
and regulatory activities.
In addition, EMF levels and effects have been evaluated
as part of each Environmental Impact Study (EIS) : for
the electrification of the North-East Corridor (NEC) ,

with FRA funding; and for the Orlando Maglev and Texas
TGV Demonstration projects, with FRA review.

INTERAGENCY AND OTHER R&D COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATION
EFFORTS

The FRA and the Volpe Center have been cooperating with
and assisting the Transportation Research Board (TRB) ,

Maglev Oversight, and Maglev and High Speed Rail Safety
Committees to define research priorities on EMF health
and safety, and to ensure that concerns for maglev and
HSR are addressed in a timely manner; and to support
national research goals, policies, and technical
decisions on maglev and advanced rail systems in the
U.S.
The FRA and the Volpe Center played key roles in the
April 1991 TRB Workshop on "Maglev and High Speed Rail
Safety. " The workshop defined the following key EMF
research needs, which have been largely addressed to
date:

to examine the biological effects of electric
and magnetic fields at system-specific
frequencies, but typically in the extremely low
frequency (ELF) range;

to conduct an epidemiological study of rail and
transit workers (FRA/VNTSC assisting NIOSH) ;

to characterize the EMF environments for maglev
and HSR, and compare them to other rail and
transit systems;
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to consider the health and safety effects of
exposure levels typical of both passengers and
workers on such systems; and

to examine magnetic field shielding and other
engineering control options, as necessary, in
a cost/benefit and design tradeoffs context.

Communication efforts included invited papers at the
1992 and 1993 TRB Annual Meetings by Dr. Aviva Brecher
of the Volpe Center on the status and plans for the
national EMF R&D effort, with a focus on potential EMF
health and safety issues associated with electrified
rail transportation. Dr. Brecher also: assisted in the
preparation of BEMS, American Public Power Association
(APPA) , EPRI and NMIO Newsletters reports on FRA's EMF
research; alerted the US DOT's R&D Council to this
emerging transportation health and safety issue; advised
on EMF issues related to the NEC electrification between
Boston and new Haven; responded to White House/OSTP and
Congressional requests for infoirmation regarding EMF
R&D; attended key conferences; organized a workshop on
"EMF Issues in Transportation " in 1991 and a special
symposium on "EMF Issues for Electrified Transportation
Systems. " (co-organized by DOT/FRA and DOE) in June,
1992, at the First World Congress for Electricity and
Magnetism in Biology and Medicine.

Technical support has been provided to the US DOT
representatives on the White House Committee on
Interagency Radiation Research and Policy Coordination
(CIRRPC) , including a critical review of the 1991 EPA
draft report on " Potential Carcinogenicity of EMF " and
agency review of the CIRRPC requested 1992 report on
"Health Effects of Low Frequencv Electric and Magnetic
Fields ."

The EMF Program Manager and FRA officials participated
in the Interagency EMF Research and Communication
Working Group, convened by DOE, which prepared a
National EMF Research Strategy document. Due to FRA's
proactive program, DOT will be represented on the EMF
Interagency Committee mandated by the 1992 Energy Policy
Act. Dr. Imre Gyuk, DOE EMF R&D program manager has
provided since 1990 continuing peer review and broader
national R&D coordination.

DOT/FRA is also represented by Dr. Brecher on the
International R&D Coordination group, and sponsored R&D
projects are featured in the International Research data
base maintained by W/L Associates.

For further information contact: Dr. Aviva Brecher,
DOT/RSPA Volpe Center, EMF Research Program Manager,
(617) 494-3470.
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LIST OF EMF REPORTS FUNDED BY FRA

German High Speed Maglev Safety Requirements- Potential
for Application in the United States, CH. 9, Operational
Environment ( DOT/ERA/ORD-9 2 -02 , Feb 1992)

Magnetic Field Testing of TR-07 Maglev Vehicle and
System, Volumes 1—Analysis and Volume 2—Appendices
(DOT/FRA/ORD-92/09.1 and .2, April, 1992)

Magnetic and Electric Field Testing of the AMTRAK
Northeast Corridor and New Jersey Transit North Jersey
Coastline Rail Systems, Volume 1—Analysis and Volume
2—Appendices (DOT/FRA/ORD-93/01 . I and II, in press,
1993)

Magnetic and Electric Field Testing of the French Train
a Grande Vitesse- Atlantique (TGV-A) Rail System, Volume
1—Analysis and Volume 2—Appendices (DOT/FRA/ORD-
93/03.1 and II, in press, 1993)

Magnetic and Electric Field Testing of the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) Metrorail
System, Volume 1—Analysis and Volume 2—Appendices
(DOT/FRA/ORD-93/04.I and II, in press, 1993)

Magnetic and Electric Field Testing of the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) Urban Transit
System, Volume 1—Analysis and Volume 2—Appendices
(DOT/ FRA/ORD-9 3/ 05. I and II, in press, 1993)

Safety of High Speed Guided Ground transportation
Systems: Comparison of Magnetic and Electric Fields of
Conventional and Advanced Electrified Transportation
Systems (DOT/FRA/ ORD-93/07, in printing, 1993)

Biological Effects of Maglev Magnetic Field Exposures,
Kenneth R. Groh, Argonne National Laboratory (due
July 15, 1993)

Potential Biological and Health Effects from Electric
and Magnetic Fields (EMF) Due to Maglev and Mass Transit
Systems, Information Ventures Inc. (final due Aug. 1,

1993)

Broad Band Magnetic Fields: Their Possible Role in EMF-
Associated Bioeffects, Battelle/PNL (report through EPA,
July 1993)

EMF Guidelines, Standards and Regulations (EPA report,
July, 1993)

EMF Exposure Environments—Summary Report (EPA report,
July, 1993)
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RAILROAD SAFETY PERSONNEL COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: On page 4 5 of your budget
justification, please break out the funding requested
for within-grade increases and merit pay increases
requested for FY 1994.

ANSWER: The break out between within-grades and
merit pay follows:

Federal Enforcement:

Within-grade $203,000
Merit pay 80. OOP

283,000

Safety Regulation and Program
Administration:

Within-grade $38,000
Merit pay 17. 000

55,000

OFFICE OF SAFETY DATA MANAGEMENT COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are your FY 199 3 base
costs for your safety databases in the Office of Safety,
and what is the level of increase you are specially
requesting for your safety databases in FY 1994?

ANSWER: The budgeted amount for maintaining the
safety databases, the personal computers used by
headquarters and field personnel, and the local area
network in FY 1993 was $1,125,000. The requested budget
for FY 1994 is $1,554,000. This is an increase of
$429,000.

Most of the increase is a one time expenditure of
$347,000 to upgrade the local area network. This
includes new cabling, software on the network and PCs,
and new network servers. The remainder is due to
increased contractor costs for data entry and validation
due to increased workload and inflation, increased costs
in maintenance of older PCs, and programming costs for

designing a new inspection reporting system.

TRAVEL

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain the sizeable
increase in travel and transportation of persons in the
Office of Safety.

ANSWER: Over 60 percent ($443,000) of the $711,000
increase in the FY 1994 Office of Safety's request for
travel and transportation of persons is related to FRA's
expanded training program of State and Federal
inspectors. The request also includes travel funds for
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the additional positions requested (+$78,000) and
inflation (+$190,000).

COMMUNICATIONS, UTILITIES, AND MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please also explain the
sizeable growth in communications, utilities, and
miscellaneous charges between 1993 and 1994.

ANSWER: The increase in communications, utilities,
and miscellaneous charges is a result of mandatory
increases required to purchase and install telephone
equipment for FRA offices being moved (+$50,000), related
to new positions (+$31,000), and for inflation (+$4,000).

INSPECTION OF AUTOMATED WARNING DEVICES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In regard to your request for
8 positions for enhanced inspection of automated warning
devices, please provide all relevant data collected by
the FRA and others in the number ol accidents and number
of fatalities resulting from defective or absent
automated warning devices. When was the last time such
data was studied and collected?

ANSWER: Highway-rail crossing accidents which
occur concurrently with a warning device failure (not
necessarily because of a failure) are rare events. In
the last five years, 53 such occurrences resulting in
four deaths have been reported.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your budget
justification that the automated warning devices

inspection program results from a congressional mandate.
Please cite the year that this mandate was enacted by

Congress. Why has it taken so many years for the FRA to

choose to request funding to implement this mandate?

ANSWER: The 1988 Rail Safety Improvement Act (RSIA)

charged the FRA with establishing inspection, testing,
and maintenance (ITM) regulations "as may be necessary."
This phrase in the Act's language required that FRA

comply with 0MB benefit-cost procedures (since an option
existed) .

Initial studies indicated only a minuscule
occurrence of highway-rail crossing accidents concurrent
with warning device failures. These studies used all of
the objective data available to the FRA. No case could
be made.

In response to increasing concerns within FRA,

Congress and labor, FRA established warning device
malfunction reporting requirements effective January
1991. FRA believed this data would confirm (or refute)
the existence of a problem and provide the basis for an

objective benefit-cost study.
In sheer numbers, malfunction reports have exceeded

expectations by a factor of at least 10:1. The substance
of these reports is still being analyzed.

In September 1992, the clause "as may be necessary"
was removed from the RSIA.

The mandate for establishing ITM regulations was
confirmed in the Rail Safety Enforcement and Review Act
which became law September 3, 1992. Efforts prior to
that were directed toward confirming the existence of a

problem amenable to Federal regulation, i.e., in data
collection regarding warning device malfunctions. This
effort continues.

A public meeting was held December 11, 1992, in
which industry, labor and state officials participated.
Topics included current industry practices and procedures
as defined in existing railroad rules and manufacturers'
suggested practices. The docket closed February 15,
1993. The FRA is currently reviewing docket submissions
and drafting proposed ITM regulations.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide the specific
language that mandates this inspection program and its

statutory cite.

ANSWER: The specific language establishing this

inspection program is contained in Section 202 of the
Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970 (45 U.S.C. 431),
subsection (q) :

The Secretary shall, within one year after the date
of the enactment of the Rail Safety Improvement Act of

1988, issue rules, regulations, orders, and standards to
ensure the safe maintenance, inspection, and testing of

signal systems and devices at railroad highway grade
crossings.
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This subsection was established in its current form
by Section 2, Subsection (4) of the Rail Safety
Enforcement and Review Act effective on September 3, 1992
(P.L. 102-365, 102d Congress).

USER FEE COLLECTIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a table
displaying your collections from the user fee program for
each fiscal year since its inception through your
estimate for collections in FY 1994. On the same table,
please identify the amount of user fee revenue that was
billed to the railroads.

ANSWER: The information follows:

FISCAL
YEAR ASSESSMENTS COLLECTIONS

1991 $13,834,229 $13,789,166 (99.67%)
1992 $32,278,968 $32,262,495 (99.95%)
1993 $34,583,143 Payments due August 6, 1993
1994 $37,424,000 (Estimate)

USER FEE BILL AND PAYMENTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain the difference
between the level billed and the level paid by the
railroads. What steps is the FRA taking in order to
insure that all user fees are being paid by the
railroads?

ANSWER: The difference between the level billed and
the level paid results from delinquent payments by
railroads; railroads going out of business; and railroads
involved in bankruptcy proceedings. In order to obtain
delinquent payment of user fees from the railroads, the
FRA utilizes the provisions of the Federal Claims
Collection Act of 1966, 31 U.S.C. 3701-3720, as amended
primarily by the Debt Collection Act of 1982 (Pub. L.

97-365, 96 Stat. 1749) and the Debt Collection Amendments
of 1986 (Pub. L. 99-578, 100 Stat. 3305), and as
implemented in accordance with the DOT regulations at 49
C.F.R. Part 89.

USER FEE COLLECTION EFFORTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What collection efforts are
being undertaken?

ANSWER: All railroads are billed annually for user
fee assessments, and payments are processed under
provisions of 49 C.F.R. Part 89, implementing the Federal
Claims Collection Act of 1966. Any overdue assessments are
subject to interest, late payment penalties, and
collection charges.
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USER FEE COMPLIANCE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What other tools does the FRA
have at its disposal to ensure compliance with the user
fee requirements, and are all those tools being utilized?

ANSWER: If a railroad fails to pay a user fee

assessment, FRA may be able to make collection by
administrative offset or turn a delinquent debt over to a

professional debt collection agency. If collection is

still not obtained by one of these alternatives, the
claim may be referred to the General Accounting Office or

the Department of Justice for litigation in accordance
with the procedures in 4 C.F.R. Part 105. Since the

statutory authority for collection of user fees is of

relatively recent origin^ FRA has not yet utilized these
additional tools.

ON-BOARD STRENGTH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please show a table displaying
your current on-board stength in the Office of Safety.
Please also show the end-of-year FY 1992 on-board
strength and your expected on-board strength at the end
of FY 1993. Please also display your anticipated FTE
utilization for FY 1993 versus that assumed in your FY
1994 budget request.

ANSWER: The information follows:

On-Board Strength

Headquarters Field Total

Positions:

On-board EOY FY 1992 71 425 496

Currently On-board 73 434 507

Projected EOY FY 1993 73 458^ 531

FTEs:

Projected EOY 1993 72.5 439.5^ 512

FY 1994 Request 80.5 449 529.5

Does not include 6 non-ceiling FTEs.
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NON-CEILING FTES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state on page 48 of your
budget justification that you are requesting the
restoration of 6 non-ceiling FTEs, reduced from the FY
1993 enacted level. You state that no additional funding
is requested for this staffing. Please explain why these
positions are not subject to the FTE ceiling. Please
explain the consequences of not requesting your authority
for restoration of these 6 FTEs. What specific job
responsibilities are associated with these 6 FTEs? Given
the fact that $140,000 was rescinded from the Office of

Safety in the supplemental appropriations bill stemming
from the government-wide staffing reduction, do you still
not require any funding for the restoration of these
FTEs?

ANSWER: These positions fall under the categories
of employees who are exempt from employment ceilings as
defined in the Office of Personnel Management, Federal
Personnel Manual System, FPM Letter 298-37. Employees
hired under the Cooperative Education Program and the
Stay-in-School Program are exempt from the Governmentwide
FTE count. The 6 non-ceiling FTE's FRA is requesting to
be restored are under these exempt programs. If they are
not restored to the FY 1994 budget, the Office of Safety
will be required to use permanent full-time employees to
perform many of the functions being accomplished by these
non-ceiling employees. This, in turn, will create
additional backlogs and place an unusually heavy burden
on the clerical staff and computer
programmers/technicians. The Office of Safety uses non-
ceiling FTEs to hire employees to meet special short-
term assignments. Employees hired under the Stay-in-
School Program provide assistance during short-term
crises or during extremely heavy workloads. These
students are usually hired as typists, clerks, etc. The
Office of Safety also hires college students under a

co-op arrangement with universities. These students are
chosen to meet particular needs of the office, such as
computer assistants. The Office designates the area of
expertise desired and fills the position with a college
student majoring in that field. The flexibility in

hiring non-ceiling personnel for varying lengths of time
allows the Office of Safety to meet its needs in an
effective manner. It is more cost-effective to hire
non-ceiling employees rather than full-time permanent
employees. No additional funding will be required in
FY 1994 if funds requested are approved and do not have
to be redirected to meet other demands.

TRAINEE PROGRAM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide information
regarding the success of your inspector trainee program.
Please provide the retention rate for all individuals who
have entered the inspector trainee program since its

inception. Do you find the retention rate adequate? How
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many individuals who entered the inspector trainee
program now serve as FRA inspectors in the field?

ANSWER: The inspector trainee program has been very
successful. FRA has been able to attract a diverse group
of trainees with varied educational backgrounds. The
skills obtained through FRA's trainee program coupled
with their educational backgrounds certainly promises a

highly professional and talented group of upcoming
inspectors. The inspector trainee program is now into
its third year. Of the trainees hired during this three-

year period, only five have resigned and they resigned
during their first year. FRA believes this is an

adequate retention rate. None of the individuals who
entered under the inspector trainee program serve as FRA

inspectors at this time. After their third year of

training, the trainees enter an apprentice inspector
program within the discipline they have chosen.

TRAINEE RETENTION RATE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please compare the retention
rate for FRA inspector trainees versus the retention rate
for inspectors recruited from other employers in the
railroad industry.

ANSWER: There is no significant difference between
the retention rate for FRA inspector trainees and

inspectors recruited from other employers in the railroad
industry.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER CERTIFICATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide data concerning the number
of railroad locomotive engineers who have had their certification
denied or revoked by their railroad, by fiscal year. What

percentage of these denials or revocations result in an appeal to

the FRA?

ANSWER: Only limited data are available concerning denial and
revocation of certification and those data are organized by calendar

year since the requirement that operators of locomotives be
certified became effective on January 1, 1992. For example, to

minimize the burden on small railroads, FRA does not require them to

provide annual statistics concerning denials and revocations. On

large railroads, the available data do not identify how many persons
requesting to be certified were denied either initial certification
or recertif ication. Preliminary data concerning revocation of

certificates by large railroads indicates that approximately 600
locomotive engineers had their certification revoked during calendar

year 1992. Data are not yet available for revocation during
calendar year 1993.

FRA estimates that between 10-15 percent of those whose
certificates are revoked seek FRA review. FRA received 58 petitions

requesting review of railroad decisions in calendar year 1992 and,
as of July 1, 1993, FRA has received an additional 37 petitions for

review. Nearly all of the petitions have involved revocation of

certification based on operational misconduct; however, three of the
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petitions have involved denial of certification or recertif ication
because of failure to pass either a knowledge or an operating skills

test.

TRAIN MAKE-UP RULEMAKING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your justification
that you will initiate research in FY 1994 on train make-
up, and that the findings of this research will support
"a rational FRA policy on this subject," When do you
anticipate to implement a new FRA policy, and when are
you likely to initiate a rulemaking in this area? Please
provide the relevant anticipated dates for an NPRM and
final rule in this area?

ANSWER: FRA believes most locomotive engineers do a

good job handling trains of all kinds over diverse
geographical features. However, despite the skill and
professionalism of many of these employees, improper
train make-up can increase the possibility of derailment
in certain circumstances. As a result, FRA has conducted
a number of inspections over the years on train make-up
and consist accuracy. The conclusion is that railroads
generally attempt to make up trains properly (i.e.,
heavier cars at the head end, lighter cars at the rear
end) ; however, there are instances when this does not
happen .

FRA believes more needs to be done in two areas
relative to this subject before any federal intervention
is proposed:

1. Need to define the degree to which poorly made up
trains contribute to accidents.

2. Need to determine the magnitude of the problem,
i.e., how prevalent is the problem and whether it is
isolated to specific railroads/ locations, or if
there is a national trend.

FRA expects to begin research and analysis of the
issue in FY 1994. Based upon the findings, FRA will
address whether or not rulemaking activity should be
initiated.

STRESS AND FATIGUE RULEMAKINGS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Might the FRA promulgate new
regulations as it relates to stress, fatigue and workload
conditions of dispatchers and locomotive engineers, based
on your ongoing research? If so, when might we expect
your research in this area to be completed and a

rulemaking to be initiated?

ANSWER: FRA believes enough evidence exists, both
in FRA records and in the scientific community, to define
a portion of the human factor accidents as fatigue
related. To address this concern, FRA, through its
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Office of Research and Development and Office of Policy,
is conducting studies in stress and fatigue-related
work/rest cycles, specifically as it relates to

biorhythms and cumulative fatigue. FRA anticipates that
research on locomotive engineer stress will be completed
by the spring of 1996. Research on train dispatchers
will be completed sometime later.

Labor and management have formed a task force to
seek mutual solutions to some of the work/rest cycle
problems. Primarily, their concentration has been on

cyclical scheduling of trains, where possible, and
enhanced crew calling information.

A fundamental problem remains that precludes FRA
from responding to the changing industry environment
through the regulatory process. FRA is constrained to
address fatigue issues through enforcement of the Hours
of Service Act (1907) with its several amendments.
Unfortunately, the Hours of Service Act does not address
some of the critical fatigue issues apparent in today's
railroad atmosphere. However, any changes to this and
other safety laws require legislation.

The FRA has testified before Congress on several
occasions requesting that the Hours of Service Act be

repealed. Once unencumbered by the Act, FRA can engage
in rulemaking activity that would address the problematic
issues associated with employee fatigue. As currently
structured, however, only Congress can engage in

legislative activity regarding hours of service issues
for railroad employees.

OPERATING PRACTICES AND HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a detailed
description of the results of your research in the
area of operating practices and human factors over the
last several years. How have these findings been
utilized in the FRA's enforcement and rulemaking
missions?

ANSWER: The most recent projects to produce
published results are: an evaluation of a locomotive
cab display, and the information it provides to the
engineer, designed to specifications of the advanced
train control system (ATCS) under development by the
railroad industry; a guide for railroads to use in the
preparation or review of hazardous materials emergency
response plans; and a pilot study (Phase I) from the
on-going investigation of locomotive engineer stress
and fatigue. None have immediate application in
enforcement or rulemaking, but the ATCS and stress and
fatigue work are only beginning points for these areas
of consideration.

Reports are expected to be available within the
next few months on: a workshop held in late 1992 with
the objective of translating knowledge on research in
sleep deprivation, circadian rhythms, shift work and
related topics from other environments to application
in the railroad setting; a validated battery of tests
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for selecting candidates to be trained as locomotive
engineers; the acoustic characteristics of railroad
horns (locomotive mounted and other) which will lead
to conclusions, in follow-on research, concerning
their usefulness as grade crossing warning devices;
and a comparison of the motor vehicle driving records
of locomotive engineers with their record of train
handling violations. Whether or not these results may
be used in rulemaking is unclear.

NEW AND INNOVATIVE EQUIPMENT RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In regard to your research on
equipment and components, please describe those
instances where the rail industry has proposed new and
innovative equipment and components, and the ERA has
found them to be inadequately safe as a result of your
research program. Please note such instances where
the ERA has barred from use such new equipment and/or
components.

ANSWER: The rail industry has proposed many new
and innovative equipment and components in recent
years. However, none have been found to be
inadequately safe and ERA has not found it necessary
to bar from use such new equipment and/or components.

A new foreign technology bi-level passenger coach
was introduced into limited revenue commuter rail
service in the northeast region of the country. Soon
after the introduction of this equipment, a number of
low-speed derailments occurred which were limited to a

single axle of the lead truck during the negotiation
of high-curvature track, usually during yard moves. A
quick response research effort was initiated by ERA
which identified truck design and performance features
along with associated operational procedures that
require modifications to minimize the reoccurrence of
this potential safety problem. Proposed modifications
are currently being finalized through discussions
involving the ERA, the equipment designer and the
operating authority.

In addition, the railroad industry was
investigating the use of high strength, low-alloy
steels for use in hazardous material tank car
construction. ERA initiated a parallel metalluigical
investigation on material samples provided by the tank
car industry. Several problems in the microstructure
of these new steels, due to the manufacturing process,
were identified and the industry was notified of
these. As a result, the specification for these new
steels was tabled.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe the results
of your research in this area in recent years, and its
relevance to your rulemaking and enforcement programs.

ANSWER: An example of results of research in this
area in recent years is the Heavy 4-Axle Locomotive
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Test Program. When locomotives are constructed with
the newly-adopted crashworthiness features, an
additional 10,000 pounds of weight is placed on the
rail, which raised concern over the increased
wheel/rail weight for 4-axle locomotives. A test
program was conducted in which the results showed that
the increased weight caused no noticeable change in
the dynamic safety performance of the locomotive, thus
it was determined that rulemaking was not necessary.

Several areas of equipment systems and component
research have been undertaken in recent years which
have varying relevance on the enforcement and
rulemaking activities of the Administration. The most
recent areas of research include the investigation of
wheel cracking on commuter rail equipment operating in
the mid-Atlantic States and the research providing
technical assistance for the drafting of an Advanced
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, revising the current
Power Brake Regulations for passenger and freight
equipment operating in the general railroad system.

Specific results concerning the wheel cracking
research to date conclude that the following interim
actions advocated by the Administration's enforcement
policy were timely and appropriate: (1) improvement
of maintenance to prevent brake shoe misalignment and
dispatching of cars with inoperative traction motors;
(2) daily visual inspection of wheels to detect
thermal cracks; and (3) immediate re-truing of
thermally cracked wheels with center tread cracks
longer than one-half inch or rim edge cracks of any
size.

Under the research providing technical assistance
for the drafting of an ANPRM for Power Brake
Regulations, results have been provided in the
following areas for incorporation in the draft notice:
(1) evaluation of runaway risks for freight trains
operating in "heavy grade" regions and requirements
for two-way end-of-train devices as referenced under
Section 7 of the Rail Safety Enforcement and Review
Act, PL 102-365; (2) estimation of braking horsepower
limits on wheels based on diameter; (3) assessment of
"85% Rule" and consequences; and (4) a statistical
procedure for establishing an inspection interval for
single car testing of brake system that will assure,
with 95 percent confidence, that no more than 5

percent of the in-service units will have defective
brakes.

The use of the air flow method as a replacement
for the here-to-for standard leakage test portion of
the initial terminal airbrake test for rail equipment
was the subject of a research effort completed a few
years ago. The results of this research by FRA
indicated that incorporating the air flow method as an
alternative method to the pipe leakage test currently
contained in the braking regulation would be a prudent
action to initiate. The current draft NPRM for power
brakes reflects this finding.
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NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION SYSTEMS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state that, in 1994, you
expect to develop and evaluate promising
nondestructive inspection systems. When would you
expect such systems to be in use by the Office of
Safety? What innovative nondestructive inspection
systems, if any, are currently used by the Office of
Safety?

ANSWER: Currently, the FRA Office of Research and
Development is developing and evaluating
nondestructive inspection systems for use primarily by
the railroads and equipment owners to define wheel
defects; namely cracks, shells, metal build up and
groves in the tread area. This development effort is

expected to continue through 1995, with technology
transfer beginning in late 1994. Additional
requirements for the detection of cracks in the flange
region of freight car wheels were identified by the

industry at the beginning of FY 1993 and a significant
portion of the current development effort will be

applicable to obtaining that capability at a future
date. These systems will be utilized primarily by the
rail industry, not the FRA.

Under the Department of Transportation's Small
Business Innovation Research Program, the FRA is

sponsoring the development of an Automated Rail-Based
Wheel Gauge Measurement System which would replace the
current Go-No-Go hand gauges utilized by both the FRA
and railroad inspectors. The initial phase of this

potential three-phase development effort is scheduled
to be completed during FY 1994. The produtive
employment of such a device by Federal and State
Inspectors will be appraised after the research
program has been completed.

FRA is not aware of any nondestructive inspection
system currently being utilized by the Office of

Safety.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTING TO CHANGE IN STANDARDS AND
REGULATIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For each of the funding
components for each type of research conducted under

your R&D account (equipment, operations and hazardous
materials, track, structures and train control, safety
of high-speed ground transportation, etc.), please
identify what each research component that you expect
will contribute toward the change in existing FRA
standards and/or other type of regulations. Please
identify each individual area of research, the
relevant standard, and the date by which FRA

anticipates that it will initiate a modification to
that standard and/or regulation.

ANSWER: All of the subprograms in the Equipment,
Operations, and Hazardous Materials program have
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projects that will contribute to changes in standards
and/or regulations. For example, locomotive
crashworthiness is an area of continuing concern to
the FRA as well as to industry. Certain
crashworthiness features have been introduced by
industry to enhance the safety of cab occupants. The
FRA has initiated an analytical study to determine the
effectiveness of those features. A final report will
be published in 1993. The FRA is now initiating a
follow-on program, which will establish a

comprehensive data base of all locomotive accidents.
The data will lead to the development of a model for

analysis of the effectiveness of locomotive
crashworthiness, which will assist in the
determination of whether or not rulemaking is

necessary. The existing regulation is 49CFR Part 229-
Railroad Locomotive Safety Standards. The Railroad

Safety Enforcement and Review Act of 1992 directs that
this research and analysis be conducted and for the
Secretary either to prescribe regulations or report to

Congress by April 1995 the reasons why regulations are
not required.

The development of non-destructive techniques and

inspection systems for identifying defective railroad
wheels may contribute toward the modification of the

existing FRA regulation addressing defective wheels,
49 CFR 215.103(h), by 1998. The research being
conducted on braking systems is being considered in a

proposed modification to the existing FRA regulation
governing railroad power brakes, 49 CFR 232.

Several characteristics of operations program
research affect the use, or potential use, of the
results obtained. These characteristics include:
uncertainty of research outcomes; changes of policy or
priorities between the time a project is initiated and
the time results are available; the necessity of

conducting and funding most work on a multi-year
basis; and the costs versus benefits of implementing
actions which may be indicated by the research
findings. Under these conditions, FRA currently has
the following expectations for the outcomes of the
operating practices research for which 1994 funding is

requested: (a) the development of screening tests for
the selection of locomotive engineer trainees is

nearing completion and a similar effort for train
dispatchers is planned to begin soon. These tests will
be made available to railroads for their use. Since
improved selection is believed to be one means of

producing safer and more efficient personnel, both the
FRA safety mission and railroad productivity benefit,
and the need for a rule seems unnecessary; (b)
research findings from work on stress, fatigue and
workload involving locomotive engineers and
dispatchers may result in proposals to change the
"Hours of Service" law or regulations (49 CFR 228),
establish standards or guidelines for worker
scheduling, establish standards or guidelines related
to the workplace, produce information and/or training
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to assist the worker to better cope with the work
environment, or some combination of these
considerations. Recommendations concerning locomotive
engineers are anticipated for the spring of 1996.
Recommendations for dispatchers will be later; (c)
work related to the locomotive cab interior will be
primarily focused on fulfilling the requirements of
Section 10 Locomotive Crashworthiness and Working
Conditions of H.R. 2607-7 (September 3, 1992), as it
amends Section 202 of the Federal Railroad Safety Act
of 1970; (d) the Operation Lifesaver Program is a

continuing public awareness and education group of
activities to increase grade crossing safety. There
aro no related standards or rulemaking activities.
Evaluation of the reflectorization of freight cars and
various locomotive conspicuity schemes could lead to
the creation of a standard, but research findings will
have to be in hand before that determination can be
made. Since part of the research involves determining
the economic life of the materials being tested, an
anticipated schedule has not been established; (e) the
development of guidance for writing operating rules
and testing for their comprehension is anticipated to
be tutorial, and not to be established in a rule.
Research concerning train make-up is also expected to
produce guidelines, rather than result in rulemaking.
The operating rule is planned to begin by the end of
FY 1993 and the train make-up project in early FY
1994. Both will require from 12 to 18 months to
complete; and (f) the first phase of the evaluation of
human factors in high-speed train operations is to
identify and evaluate work already done in this area,
particularly in Europe. This will provide the basis
for defining the direction and duration of future
work.

In the hazardous materials subprogram, three
projects are expected to contribute to changing
certain FRA existing standards and/or regulations.
From the results of the Tank Car Fatigue Crack Growth
(on stub sills) test, FRA may propose to establish a

periodic inspection and testing of the stub sills of
certain tank car designs. The railroad industry also
has undertaken a test program to reverify its criteria
of requiring the tank car to be able to withstand
certain loading conditions during its lifetime.
Modification of the DOT (and AAR) standard will be
initiated in mid-FY 1995. Controlled Tank Car Impact
test data is being reviewed to determine whether to
require selective use authorization and/or to prohibit
frangible discs on tank cars for certain lading.
Planned date of initiation to modify the DOT standard
is mid- or late FY 1994 . Various studies on the
presently used material of construction for pressure
tank cars (TC128) are being conducted to establish the
baseline criteria for required properties of the
tank's material of construction. Modification of the
DOT standard will be initiated mid-FY 1995.
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All three subprograms in the Track, Structures and
Train Control program contribute in part to support
revisions in safety regulations. Specifically,
research activity in rail integrity under the track
and component subprogram provides research results to

modify regulations in 49 CFR 213 dealing with remedial
action for detected rail defects and provides the
basis for change in the standard addressing rail
inspection frequency. Likewise, track buckling
research results to-date will provide the basis for
interim standards prescribing appropriate methods for
the installation and maintenance of continuous welded
rail (CWR) . Research under the inspection-detection
subprogram, particularly the Gage Restrain Measuring
System (GRMS) development, is providing information on
which to base an alternative standard for railroad
crosstie and rail fastener requirements and the

appropriate frequency for the operation of GRMS
inspection equipment. Similarly, work under the
track-train interaction subprogram provides technical
information on which to consider revisions in the
track standards dealing with allowable track geometry.
All of these areas are presently being considered in

suggested rule revisions identified in the advanced
notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) published in the
Federal Resister November 16, 1992. Research will
continue in these areas to assure compatibility with
changes in railroad equipment and operation, such as
the investigation of effects of heavy axle loads on
track component performance.

All of the research and development projects in
the Safety of High Speed Ground Transportation program
will lead to new or revised standards and/or
regulations and rules of particular applicability for

high-speed rail or maglev.

DISPATCHERS AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What has been the result of

your research on operating practices to date, as it
relates to the training programs and experience
requirements for operating personnel, as well as the
stress, fatigue and workload conditions undergone by
dispatchers and locomotive engineers?

ANSWER: Information obtained by the Offices of

Safety and Chief Counsel during the rulemaking process
for 49 CFR 240, Qualification and Certification of
Locomotive Engineers, and during the early
implementation of this rule, have been persuasive that
the experience and training requirements in the rule
are satisfactory and that railroad training programs
for engineers are satisfactory. Therefore, further
attention that might have been focused on training has
been redirected to the increasingly complex and
difficult enginemen stress and fatigue project. A

pilot study and a workshop on enginemen stress and
fatigue has been completed. This work has provided
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insights useful in a Phase II effort which was
initiated in April 1993.

Draft study designs are being reviewed for:

dispatcher workload, stress and fatigue; selection for

training; and training. A Phase I effort for

workload, stress and fatigue is expected to be

initiated in the near future.

GRADE CROSSING SAFETY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please explain why, given the
importance the agency has attached to highway/railroad
crossing safety, you are reducing by $200,000 the
$250,000 initiative in FY 1993 to develop and
distribute educational materials to target groups of
the public to improve awareness of the hazards of

highway/railroad crossings.

ANSWER: The grade crossing safety item in the FY
1993 and FY 1994 budgets, as submitted to the
Congress, are for the same amount. As indicated in the
FY 1994 budget, the amount appropriated in FY 1993
included an additional $50,000 that was earmarked to
address trespassers and vandalism through the
Operation Lifesaver Program. The FY 1994 budget does
not contain a request for these additional funds. This
budget item has two focuses: one, dealing with public
awareness, is support of the Operation Lifesaver
program; and second, is to study ways of improving
motorist awareness of trains at, or approaching, grade
crossings. The $200,000 request for grade crossing
safety is to be evenly divided between these
activities.

OPERATING RULES EVALUATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your
justification that, as in FY 1993, you expect to spend
$250,000 in FY 1994 to evaluate written operating
rules to determine their ease or difficulty for
comprehension of railroad personnel, and evaluate the
operating rules test to determine how well they
ascertain a working understanding of the rules. Please
summarize your findings in these areas to date with
funding provided in FY 1993 and earlier.

ANSWER: The $250,000 requested for FY 1994 is
for the other item in the description referenced,
train make-up, and is discussed on page 84 of the
submission. To date, a substantial number of railroad
rule books have been examined as background for
developing the study design for this project. The
study design has been drafted and is currently under
review.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When do you expect to finalize
your results in these areas?
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ANSWER: The project is expected to require 12 to
18 months to complete. Railroad and labor cooperation
will be the primary determining factor in establishing
a more precise schedule.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Whose tests in particular are

you reviewing with these funds?

ANSWER: The actual selection of those to be
reviewed is among the considerations involved in

reviewing the draft study design. Tests will be

reviewed, not in a critical sense with respect to any
particular railroad, but as the basis for developing
guidance for testing applicable to all railroads.

TANK CAR FAILURES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Given the FRA's authority to
bar from service tank cars that are found to be

deficient, why is it the FRA's responsibility and not
the industry's responsibility to determine the causes
of such failures?

ANSWER: The owner of a tank car is responsible
for determining the failure of a tank car component.
FRA's responsibility is to ensure that the causes for
tank car failures are understood by the owner, and
when the failure is associated with the design, by the
builder. Often, to understand the causes of such

failures, metallurgical examination and testing
programs are initiated. The costs of these programs
are borne by the car owner or builder. When extensive
research and test is needed because of the latent or

epidemic nature of the defect, FRA or the Association
of American Railroads Tank Car Safety Research and
Test Project (AAR/RPI) provide the necessary research.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING FOR TANK CARS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state that research will
be conducted in FY 1994 on the use of acoustic
emission in place of the currently-required
hydrostatic test for non-pressure tank cars, and that
such research is necessary to provide support for a

rulemaking, if a rulemaking is necessary. When do you
expect to complete the research in this area?

ANSWER: FRA and the Research and Special Programs
Administration have collected literature and

experience on possible alternate nondestructive
testing methods and procedures, among them is acoustic
emission testing. Preliminary results show that other
methods may be as effective and less costly to use
than acoustic emission. Although many of these

techniques are sufficiently advanced, further studies
are needed to identify the types of critical defects
and the identification of test and inspection methods
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that should be used. FRA will be working with the
Association of American Railroads Tank Car Committee
to further develop NDT inspections for tank cars,
including acoustic emissions testing. FRA does not
have an estimated date defined yet for completion.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the total level of

funding that will be needed for the research in this
area?

ANSWER: Estimated level of funding is $250,000
for FY 1994. Further research may be required,
therefore, FRA does not have a total estimate for this
project.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When will you expect to
initiate a rulemaking in this area, if one is

necessary?

ANSWER: Estimated start for rulemaking action is
the first or second quarter of FY 1995.

OPERATION LIFESAVER

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please discuss recent
accomplishments through contributions to Operation
Lifesaver. Please detail the level of funding provided
over the last several years, including 1993 and the
anticipated level of support through FRA in FY 1994,
and planned activities for FY 1993 and 1994.

ANSWER: Among the recent activities of Operation
Lifesaver to raise public awareness concerning hazards
at highway/railroad grade crossings that have been
most productive are: increased national exposure in
the media through sponsored events such as special
Operation Lifesaver train tours, other events
featuring high visibility individuals with an interest
in safety, and the use of Michael Gross as a

spokesman; providing seed money (up to $2,500
annually) to support innovative state programs;
improvement of the presenter's guide and materials for
use by state and local volunteers; and providing
materials for the training of law enforcement
officers.

Funding provide by FRA over the past several
years, and that planned for FY 1994, is shown in the

following table:

FY Amount

1989 150,000
1990 150,000
1991 100,000
1992 100,000
1993 150,000
1994 100,000 (planned)
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Planned activities, using FRA funding, for FY 1993
include: preparation and distribution of public
service announcements to radio and television
stations, and follow up on their use; support of a

communications director to provide full time direction
to public relations and media activities; and expand
the public service campaign dealing with trespassing
and vandalism on railroad property. The FY 1994

program has not been fully detailed, but is expected
to be a continuation of these activities.

STRATEGIC PLAN

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In its report accompanying
the 1993 appropriations bill, the committee directed
that the FRA submit a strategic plan for its human
factors research program no later than March 1, 1993.
What is the status of this plan? Has it been
transmitted from FRA to OST? When should we expect it

to be transmitted to Congress? Why is it late?

ANSWER: The direction in the committee report
included substantial coordination of the strategic
plan with a number of interests and organizations.
That process was initiated in January 1993. Each step
in the process has been painstakingly slow.

Presently, it is being coordinated with members of the
railroad industry. Comments were recently received
from railroad labor, but none have been received from
railroad management. With or without these comments,
FRA is preparing to develop the sixth draft of the

plan and present it to OST. Since the time required
for OST and 0MB review is unpredictable, FRA cannot
estimate when it will be submitted to the Congress.
However, every effort will be made to move it as

expeditiously as possible.

IMPROVED WHEEL INSPECTION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What progress has FRA made in

developing an automated quantitative system for

improved wheel inspection? When will you move towards
field testing of this technology?

ANSWER: Initial field test evaluations of a

prototype in-track wheel crack detection system were

completed at the Transportation Test Center (TCC) in

Pueblo, Colorado during FY 1992. Two technical
reports, one covering the development and one covering
the initial evaluations of the prototype system have
been published. Recommended modifications resulting
from the initial evaluations on the prototype crack

68-625 0-94-10
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detection system have been incorporated and the first
phase of the follow-on field tests were completed in
June 1993.

Through the FY 1993 Small Business Innovation
Research Program, FRA initiated the development of an
Automated Rail-Based Wheel Gauge Measurement System
which would replace the current Go-No-Go hand gauges
utilized by both the FRA and railroad inspectors to
measure the critical wear limits on railroad wheels.
The initial phase of this potential three-phase
development effort is scheduled to be completed in FY
1994. The field testing of the resulting technology
will occur in the second phase follow-on program,
provided sufficient funding is available.

MEASURING WHEEL STRESS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What progress is FRA making
in developing improved methods of measuring wheel
stress? How adequate is the current regulation that
pertains to discoloration of train wheels? What are
the limitations of this rule and when might you
address these limitations with a notice of proposed
rulemaking to change the rule?

ANSWER: The FRA has an active research program in
the U.S., as well as a joint research program with the
Polish Government under the Maria Sklodowska-Curie
Joint Fund II, to measure the residual stresses in
railroad wheels. Initial evaluations of two pre-
prototype wheel stress measurement concepts were
completed at the Transportation Test Center (TCC) in
Pueblo, Colorado during FY 1992. Two technical
reports were published covering the development and
initial evaluations of these stress measurement
concepts. A number of as-manufactured and inductively
heated railroad wheels were recently subjected to a

series of non-destructive stress measurements using
two separate prototype systems employing acoustic
birefringence techniques. The results of these
measurements are currently being reviewed by experts
from Poland, Germany and the U.S. The review of the
merits of various destructive measurement techniques,
along with associated analyses of post reconstruction,
will be performed by an international team of experts
in late July 1993, in an effort to obtain the best
methodology for validation and comparison of the non-
destructive measurements.

Presently, there are no means to reliably detect
the presence of internal cracks or assess the stress
state of a wheel while in service. The existing FRA
regulation, requiring the removal of freight car
wheels exhibiting discoloration in the rim which
extends more than four inches into the plate, cannot
guarantee the removal of wheels with adverse stress
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gradients. This is costly to the railroads in that
some of the discolored wheels removed do not contain
dangerous adverse stress gradients. There is some
correlation, however weak, between the discoloration
present on railroad wheels and the degree of thermal
abuse to which the wheel has been subjected. However,
until a reliable method is confirmed which can assess
the safety of a railroad wheel with reference to
thermal abuse, new regulations cannot be initiated to

replace the current regulation. FRA is hopeful that
such a method can be obtained through the stress
measurement research currently underway and hopefully
within the next several years.

CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE CRACKING OF WHEELS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FRA is conducting a research
program on how operating conditions affect the

cracking of wheels. What new information has resulted
from these research activities?

ANSWER: The new information resulting from this
research is that the presence of cracks in the tread

region of certain commuter equipment wheels is caused

by operating parameters and braking profiles which are

normally different compared to those found in freight
operations. The occurrence of cracks is limited to a

rather shallow region near the surface of the wheel

tread, due primarily to: relatively severe thermal

gradients and temperatures which result mainly from a

combination of high operating speeds, high rates of

deceleration, frequent stops; the amount of thermal

input to the wheel due to the lack of dynamic brake

equipment, inoperative traction motors, and the
condition of the tread brake units, including the
brake shoe.

CRACKED WHEELS IN COMMUTER CARS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Inspectors working in the
Office of Safety have observed a significant number of
cracked wheels in commuter cars used by various rail
carriers operating in the Mid-Atlantic States. What
are the different factors causing these cracked wheels
and what is FRA doing about each of these?

ANSWER: The factors which have been observed to
be contributing to the initiation of cracks in some

equipment utilized in commuter service in the Mid-
Atlantic States are both operational parameters and
maintenance practices. The operational parameters
which have a major impact on the initiation of these
cracks in a shallow region of the wheel tread include
a combination of high operating speeds, high rates of

deceleration, frequent stops, and the amount of
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thermal input to the wheel due to the lack of dynamic
brake equipment being incorporated in the original
design or due to inoperative traction motors.
Maintenance practices concerning the traction motors
and tread brake units have also contributed to the
degree of wheel cracking observed.

The FRA's Office of Safety and Office of Research
and Development are working together, as these factors
are identified, to ensure that the operators are
conducting adequate revisions to their operational
inspections and maintenance procedures.

TRAIN SIMULATORS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What research advances and
publications have resulted from FRA research on train
simulators during the last two years?

ANSWER: FRA research using the Research and
Locomotive Evaluator/Simulator (RALES) during the past
two years has produced the following publications:

Advanced Train Control System Evaluation . I IT
Research Institute, October, 1992, FRA/ORD-92/32

Enqinemen Stress and Fatigue; Pilot Tests . I IT
Research Institute, June, 1992, FRA/ORD-92/17

In addition, RALES was used in the "Peacekeeper
Rail Garrison: Technical Support for Training" project
to familiarize Air Force personnel with train
operations, and those train handling skills which must
be learned to become qualified locomotive engineers.
Publication of the thirteen volumes of related reports
developed during this project was not authorized by
the Air Force, when the project was terminated by
Executive Order.

In support of Phase II of the Enginemen Stress and
Fatigue project, a technique is being developed to add
simulation of night operations, in real time, to the
capabilities of RALES.

CREW ASSISTANCE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What information is FRA
preparing for railroads so that they can assist their
crews to function better in the working environment?

ANSWER: At this time, FRA is not preparing
guidance to assist railroad crews to cope with their
working environment. This may very well be an
approach to mitigating the adverse affects of stress
and fatigue that will be pursued when FRA research is
more mature. In the meantime, three major railroads
have, through a contractor, produced such information
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and widely distributed it to their workers. In some
instances, they have also conducted training sessions
to reinforce their support for the worker behavior
that is recommended in these materials.

HUMAN FACTORS POSITION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Last year the conference
committee approved one additional position for human
factors research. Have you hired this person? Do you
have the FTEs necessary to bring this person on board?
If not, why not?

ANSWER: FRA is in the process of hiring an

engineering psychologist for the human factors
research program. In FY 1993, one-half FTE was
authorized for this position. In FY 1994, fra

requested annualization of the FTE for this position.
If this annualization is approved, the necessary FTE
will be available.

TANK CAR DESIGN STUDY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FRA has contracted with the

Transportation Research Board to conduct the tank car

design study required by HMTUSA. Why did it take so

long to start this study? What are the key issues
that this panel will deal with other than the

requirements specified in HMTUSA? How much money will
be spent on this NAS contract? Will any FY 1994 funds
be involved?

ANSWER: Funding for this study was not included
in FRA's Appropriation for FY 1991; therefore, funding
was not available until the FY 1992 Appropriations
Act. In December 1992, the statement of work for the
contract was submitted to the procurement office along
with a "Justification for Other Than Full And Open
Competition" for award to the Transportation Research
Board (TRB) as the "disinterested expert body" for the

study. Discussions with those involved in the HMTUSA

legislation indicated the intent of the requirement
was for TRB to conduct the study; however, this was
not specified in the legislation. Minor delays
occurred in approval of the sole source justification
and in negotiations with TRB concerning the review
requirement for the Report to Congress. Normal

procurement procedures take seven months from
initiation to award (FRA Order 4210. lA, December 1,

1986). The contract was awarded on August 14, 1992,
about nine months after initiation of the procurement
request.

The Committee is looking mainly at the design
process, design criteria and addition of head shields.
Other issues being addressed include: damage to tank
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car fittings, safety valve performance, shell
puncture, car and commodity assignment, improvements
to the accident/incident data, and the potential for a

long-term upgrade for the DOT lllA tank car.
The contract was awarded for $345,000. No FY 1994

funds will be involved.

RAILROAD TRAINING PROGRAMS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe whether or not
you have found all training programs by all railroads to
be adequate. What actions has the FRA initiated when it
has determined training programs to be inadequate?

ANSWER: FRA cannot speak to all training programs
on all railroads since railroads engage in training on a

plethora of issues not subject to FRA intervention
(e.g., clerical training, management development
training, computer training, etc.). FRA restricts its
interest to training having direct applicability to

operational safety. FRA regulations require railroads to
file copies of training programs involving operating
rules, locomotive engineer certification, and supervisory
training in signs and symptoms of alcohol and drug abuse.

However, in addition to these required areas, FRA

regularly evaluates other railroad safety related
training (e.g., train dispatchers, mechanical, and
engineering employees, etc.) when opportunities arise
during onsite inspections and assessments.

Overall, most railroad technical training programs
are adequate. In those instances where FRA believes
programs are lacking in some manner, contact is made with
appropriate railroad management and FRA provides written
and verbal recommendations to correct noted deficiencies.
The area most demanding in this realm has been the review
of railroad locomotive engineer certification programs.
In most instances, FRA found that the training being
provided locomotive engineers on the larger railroads was

good. However, railroads fell short in documenting and

describing their training programs in submissions to FRA
as required by the regulation. As a result, while the

quality of training was not an issue in most instances,
it was the lack of program specificity provided in the

plan submission to which FRA took exception. FRA handles
the exceptions by returning plans for modification and

expansion. To date, railroad cooperation has been good in

working with FRA.

OPERATING PRACTICES VIOLATIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FRA systematically review
the operating practices violations of certain railroads
and investigate the training programs for those railroads
with an unusually high number of OP violations? If not,
why not?

ANSWER: FRA provides evaluation of operating
practices violations to determine if cases of
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noncompliance are isolated or representative of a

pattern. This review is primarily the responsibility of

regional supervisory specialists since they are best
suited to track noncompliance by location and railroad.
If an issue appears to be part of a pattern, then FRA
seeks to identify the root cause and to include the

adequacy of the training provided. In addition, during
special assessments or audits, FRA analysis of operating
practices violations often leads directly to examination
of training and testing programs.

OPERATING RULES TESTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What has been the average
passing rate that you have found when railroad employees
take these tests?

ANSWER: On average, FRA estimates that about
95 percent of employees taking regularly required rules
examinations pass the test on their initial attempt.
Most railroads require a passing score of 85 percent.
Railroads normally offer study guides and rules review
sessions prior to administering rules exams which are
scheduled at set intervals (e.g., annually, biennially,
etc.)', based upon railroad policy as filed with FRA.

OPERATING RULES TESTS: MONITORED BY FRA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Are these tests in any way
regulated or monitored by the FRA? If so, how?

ANSWER: Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 217, requires railroads to file with FRA their
program for instruction on operating rules. FRA
inspectors regularly monitor railroad rules review
classes and examinations. FRA inspectors observe the
sessions to ensure the railroad is providing instruction
in compliance with the program on file with FRA.

RULES UNDERSTANDING BY EMPLOYEES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In general, do your operating
practices inspectors find an adequate level of
understanding of operating practices rules by railroad
employees? If not, how does the FRA communicate to the
railroads its findings that its employees are poorly
trained?

ANSWER: In general, FRA believes that the majority
of the railroad employees understand most operating
rules. There are specific areas, however, where FRA
believes the railroads could do a better job training,
testing and enforcing certain rules. One example is the
issue of "restricted speed." This condition requires
trains and engines to proceed prepared to stop short of
an obstruction or track condition, within one-half range
of vision, not exceeding a specified speed (e.g., 20
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miles per hour) . FRA has found that many employees focus

only on the specified speed as the dominating factor in

operating the train, not the fact that they might have to

"stop short." As a result, collisions have occurred.
FRA has taken this issue to rail management and

labor, pushing for renewed emphasis on proper train
operations under restricted speed conditions. FRA uses
written notification through inspection reports, as well
as through personal contact with employees and managers.
As a result, most Class I railroads have instituted new

testing protocols and revitalized their emphasis on

proper train operations at restricted speed.

NOTIFICATION OF OPERATING DEFICIENCIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What actions, other than
written violations, are taken to inform the railroads of
these deficiencies?

ANSWER: Written violations are just one tool the
FRA inspector can utilize in providing the railroad
notice that federal regulations have been breached.
Inspectors also use inspection reports which are provided
to the railroad representative at the time of the
inspection. Inspectors also may elect to verbally notify
the railroad, labor representative, or individual
employee that noncompliance was observed. Another tool
is a written report submitted over the signature of the
FRA Regional Director, which highlights a concern or
recommendation. Any or a combination of these approaches
may be employed by an inspector.

The degree of seriousness of the deficiency and the
circumstances under which the event occurred will dictate
which method of notification will be employed. Title 49,
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 209, is the regulatory
guidance for FRA inspectors in this area.

TANK CAR AND COMPONENT FAILURE EVIDENCE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In the area of hazardous
materials, please quantify your observation that there is

"continuing evidence of failure of tank cars and their
components". What percentage of tank cars currently in
use is the FRA finding to be deficient? How many tank
cars has the FRA ruled out of service over the course of
the past year? How does that compare to prior fiscal
years? Please provide the relevant data for the last
five fiscal years.

ANSWER: Several major initiatives undertaken by FRA
during the past fiscal year provide a basis for the
observation concerning continuing tank car failures. In
most cases, the initiatives were the result of incidents
in which tank cars, or their components, experienced
failures. These incidents include: tank separations due
to improper welding, unauthorized alterations, and
fatigue cracking; shifting jackets; stub sill failures;
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continuous center sill failures; tank deterioration due
to lining failures; safety valve failures due to improper
materials of construction; failures of interior heater
systems; and failures of thermal protection systems due
to improper application. These initiatives include two
Emergency Orders issued under the authority of the
Federal Rail Safety Act pertaining to tank car safety
issues.

Hazardous materials incident reports and the ensuing
investigations have continued to reveal problems with the
North American tank car fleet. These investigations have
resulted in several letters to industry requesting
removal of tank cars with suspected serious defects from

transportation and inspection of these tank cars to
ensure safety.

No total quantitative percentage of tank cars
currently in use, which are found to be defective, is
available. This is primarily due to the fact that a

single incident involving a tank car failure may result
in an owner removing all similarly constructed cars for

testing and evaluation. The percentage of cars found to
be in a similar condition to the tank car involved in the
incident may be small; however, the fact that the
incident occurred was enough to cause FRA to take
precautionary actions.

Under Emergency Order 16, which resulted in the
inspection of 2212 tank cars for weld cracks, two percent
of the tank cars inspected were found to contain cracks
in the tank weld areas. All of the cars identified with
cracks were in hazardous materials service at the time of

inspection.
Inspections of tank cars equipped with stub sills

are continuing under Emergency Order 17 and are not
scheduled to be completed until September 3, 1999.
Current plans are to evaluate data collected during the
first year (ending September, 1993) prior to attempting
to determine a percentage of defective tank cars.

The following table indicates the number of tank
cars inspected by FRA each year for the years 1989-1992
and the number of defects concerning tank car problems.
It should be noted, however, that the defect noted
figures include deficiencies concerning tank cars which
are not related to tank car failures (i.e., loose
closures or improper stenciling) as there is no way to

separate this information within the database at the
current time. These deficiencies are typically resultant
from shipper error and not a design or structural defect
with the tank car or its appurtenances. Additionally, it
is difficult to gain a percentage of deficiencies
relating to the number of tank cars inspected due to the
fact that a single tank car may be noted as containing
several defective conditions.
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Tank Car Inspection/Defect Information
1989-1992

Category
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DETERMINING POTENTIAL FAILURES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Can the potential failures of
deficient tank cars be easily determined by FRA

inspectors?

ANSWER: No. Small surface and sub-surface latent
defects may exist in tank welds that are only detectable
with the use of specialized equipment (e.g.,
ultrasonics, dye penetrants, and fiber optics) .

Furthermore, tank structures, such as tank jackets that

protect and hold insulation materials in place, obstruct
the view of any inspector. To find defects in these
areas requires the removal of the tank structures or the
use of specialized equipment.

INSPECTION PROGRAM FOR TANK CARS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How, if at all, has the FRA

changed its inspection program for hazardous materials
tank cars over the course of the last two years?

ANSWER: During the course of Emergency Order
Numbers 16 and 17, FRA has strengthened its inspection
efforts at tank car manufacturing and repair facilities.
To help the inspectors conduct inspections and

investigations, FRA has completed a tank car shop
evaluation form and manual. Also, FRA has under contract
the development of a tank car training class that focuses
on non-destructive testing techniques, tank car
manufacture and repair techniques, and the procedures for
tank car and component approval.

NEW INSPECTION PROCEDURES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What percentage of tank cars

currently on the road are subject to these new inspection
procedures?

ANSWER: All tank cars are subject to these new

inspection procedures.

NTSB TANK CAR RECOMMENDATIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please summarize the findings
of the National Transportation Safety Board as it relates
to the safety of hazardous materials tank cars. Please
cite all of the NTSB's recommendations. Please cite the
responses taken by the FRA in regard to each of these
recommendations and your time frame and deadlines for

responding to all of the NTSB's recommendations in this
area.

ANSWER: Safety recommendation 1-79-13 urges the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) to analyze the
risks to wreck-clearing personnel during wreck-clearing
operations involving hazardous material releases and to
determine if there is a need for health safeguards,
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operating precautions, and medical treatment information
and the retention of health records for exposed
personnel. FRA published a guidelines manual and an
accident management orientation guide in 1983. These
manuals give special attention to the handling of rail
cars containing hazardous materials following a

derailment, including: precautionary guidelines;
technical assistance and information; protective
clothing, gear, and equipment; selection of wreckage
removal contractors, product transfer, and information on
assessing the scene and identifying danger areas.

In June 1992, FRA published an updated research
report on field product transfer methods for damaged or
derailed tank cars. The methods described represent
state-of-the-art techniques for transferring product
while ensuring overall site safety. These reports are
available through the National Technical Information
Service and were made available to railroad
representatives. Furthermore, on March 6, 1989, the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
issued a final rule on hazardous waste operations and
emergency response. OSHA ' s preamble and the regulatory
language following on emergency response make clear that
OSHA's regulations currently apply to railroads (54 FR
9294, 9309). FRA believes that these activities are
responsive to the recommendation and fulfill its intent.
Based upon these events, FRA has requested that the
Safety Board reconsider the recommendation and have it
closed.

Safety recommendation 1-80-2 urges the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA) to develop guidelines for
handling tank cars containing pressurized liquefied gases
at accident sites based on research and tests of a

representative sample of damaged tank cars. On
January 8, 1991, the Safety Board placed this
recommendation in "Open-Acceptable Alternate Response"
pending FRA's revision of the guidelines for
wreckage-clearing personnel. On July 17, 1992, FRA
provided the Safety Board additional information on tank
car damage assessment. This recommendation is currently
under the Safety Board's review.

Safety recommendation R-85-64 urges FRA to conduct a

full scale testing and evaluation program to develop a
head shield to protect aluminum tank car heads from
puncture and, if needed, mandate installation of head
shields at an early date. FRA issued two contracts to
study aluminum tank car head punctures. First, Advanced
Technology and Research, Incorporated performed puncture
resistance tests on scale model aluminum tank car heads.
The second report studied aluminum/cold temperature tank
car puncture resistance. In concert with these studies,
FRA provided the Research and Special Programs
Administration (RSPA) with regulatory text to issue an
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) . RSPA
issued an ANPRM on May 15, 1990. Based on the studies
and comments to the ANPRM, FRA is preparing regulatory
text for RSPA to issue a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NPRM) on aluminum tank car head protection in 1993.
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Safety recommendation R-87-47 urges FRA to define
explicitly those authorities concerning tank car safety
delegated to the Association of American Railroads (AAR)
and establish procedures governing the implementation of
these delegated authorities. FRA's Report On Tank Cars

provided a listing of each delegation of authority found

throughout the hazardous materials regulations. On

January 8, 1991, the Safety Board placed this
recommendation in "Open-Acceptable Response" status
pending completion of a formal document, such as a

memorandum of understanding.
Safety recommendation R-88-58 urges FRA to prohibit

the transportation of tank cars that have a manway
opening located below the liquid level of the lading in
hazardous materials service. FRA provided RSPA with
regulatory text to issue an ANPRM. RSPA issued an ANPRM
requesting comments on the prohibition of manway openings
located below the liquid level of the commodity
transported on May 15, 1990. FRA's review of the
comments shows total support for the removal of the
bottom manway. FRA is preparing the regulatory text for
RSPA to issue a NPRM in 1993.

Safety recommendation R-88-59 urges FRA to establish
performance standards for determining the acceptability
of heat-resistant gaskets required on tank cars. FRA
provided RSPA with the regulatory text to issue an ANPRM.
RSPA issued an ANPRM requesting comments on gasket
specifications and sealants on May 15, 1990. Commenters
to the rule suggest technical complications for defining
specifications in the regulations because of the many
variables in torquing values and reaction rates on the

gasket material for various commodities. In discussions
with the Safety Board, FRA is seeking further
clarification in interpreting the intent of the
recommendation .

Safety recommendation R-88-60 urges FRA to evaluate
the effect on gasket compatibility and heat-resistance
performance of sealants used for installing gaskets on
tank cars and the establishment of performance criteria
to decide what sealant is acceptable and the conditions
for its use. FRA provided RSPA with the regulatory text
to issue an ANPRM. RSPA issued an ANPRM requesting
comments on gasket specifications and sealant materials
on May 15, 1990. FRA is preparing the regulatory text
for RSPA to issue a NPRM in the future.

Safety recommendation R-88-61 urges FRA to require
the permanent display of special procedures or material
specifications or dimensions on tank cars for maintaining
their integrity. At the request of the FRA, the AAR
published a circular letter that amended the AAR's Manual
of Standards and Recommended Practices. Specifications
for Tank Cars to require the transfer of the Certificate
of Construction (manufacturing record) ,

all Exhibit R-1
forms (repair record) , and the tank arrangement and valve
assembly drawings with ownership. The premise of the

Safety Board's recommendation is to assure the passage of
information to those parties whose job function depends
on accurate material specifications. FRA is preparing
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the regulatory text for RSPA to issue a NPRM in the
future.

Safety recommendation R-88-63 urges FRA to establish
quality control requirements for tank car manufacturers
and tank car repair shops sufficient to ensure that
actions taken comply with Federal regulations; and with
conditions established in the AAR approvals for
manufacture, repair, or modification of rail tank cars.
FRA has a contract with the Illinois Institute of

Technology Research to develop a manual for FRA, AAR, and
tank car manufacturing and repair shops, to help assure
that the manufacturing and repair of tank cars are
consistent with Federal and industry guidelines.
Furthermore, FRA is preparing the regulatory text for
RSPA to issue a NPRM in 1993 on quality assurance.

Safety recommendation R-88-64 urges FRA to require
that tank car repair shops develop and maintain current
written procedures to guide their employees in performing
work on tank cars and that the repair shops train their
employees on those procedures. To augment the manual
discussed in R-88-63, FRA is preparing regulatory text
for RSPA to issue a NPRM in 1993 concerning written
procedures and training.

Safety recommendation R-89-48 urges FRA to assist
and cooperate with RSPA in amending 49 CFR 179 to require
closure fittings to maintain their integrity in accidents
that are typically survivable by the tank shell. FRA is

monitoring several items currently under development with
the AAR Tank Car Committee. The Committee is developing
requirements for the following (docket number in

parenthesis) :

Manway cover plate materials (T40. 13-91);
Top fitting profile (T90.7-83);
Securement of hinged- manways (T94, 21-89); and
Manway bolting materials for corrosives in

pressure cars (T95. 22-91).

The AAR requirements, when adopted, will help insure the
integrity of closure fittings in accidents.

Safety recommendation R-89-49 urges FRA to assist
and cooperate with RSPA in amending 49 CFR 179 to require
designers and manufacturers to determine the
specifications for securing closure fittings, such as
minimum and maximum torque values for sealing bolted
closures and gasket specifications. At the request of

FRA, the AAR Tank Car Committee is developing
requirements for the inspection of gaskets, manway cover
plates, seating surfaces, and the establishment of
minimum and maximum torque values for manway cover plates
(AAR Docket T94. 21-89). These requirements, when
complete, will impose specifications for closure fittings
and torque values.

Safety recommendation R-89-80 urges the Secretary of

Transportation to evaluate the present safety standards
for tank cars transporting hazardous materials by using
safety analysis methods to identify the unacceptable
levels of risk and the degree of risk from the release of
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a hazardous material. FRA awarded a contract to

Technology and Management Systems, Incorporated to

perform a safety analysis concerning the relationship
between the tank car, safety relief valve settings, and
chemical compatibility. The analysis is nearing
completion.

Safety recommendation R-90-25 urges FRA to require
railroad operators to coordinate with operators of

pipelines located on or next to the railroad
rights-of-way in the development of plans for handling
transportation emergencies. FRA has incorporated an
informational sheet in an emergency response plan
guidance document prepared under contract now published.
This recommendation is now under consideration by the

Safety Board.
Safety Recommendation R-90-38 urges FRA to require,

with RSPA, railroad train crews to maintain, at all

times, a document reflecting the current position of each
car transporting a hazardous material in the train. FRA
is preparing regulatory text for RSPA to issue a NPRM in

1993.
Safety Recommendation R-92-21 urges FRA to evaluate,

with the cooperation and assistance of the Association of

American Railroads, the Railway Progress Institute, and
the Chlorine Institute, nondestructive testing techniques
and determine how such techniques can best be applied for

periodic testing and inspection of all tank cars. FRA

agrees with the thrust of the recommendation and is

actively pursuing actions to answer the Board's
recommendation through rulemaking and research.

Safety Recommendation R-92-22 urges FRA to develop
and promulgate, with RSPA, requirements for the periodic
testing and inspection of rail tank cars that help ensure
the detection of cracks before they propagate to a

critical length by establishing inspection intervals that
are based on the defect size detectable by the inspection
method used, the stress level, and the crack propagation
characteristics of the structural component (based on a

damage-tolerance approach) . FRA prepared the regulatory
text for RSPA to issue an ANPRM on crack and flaw
detection. RSPA issued a ANPRM concerning the detection
of cracks, pits, corrosion, and lining flaws on
December 8, 1989. Based on information gained in recent
FRA emergency orders and the comments to the ANPRM, FRA
is preparing regulatory text for RSPA to issue a NPRM in
1993.

RESPONSES TO NTSB

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When do you expect that you
will have responded to all of the NTSB's recommendations
in this area?

ANSWER: FRA has responded to all of the NTSB's
recommendations .
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TANK CAR CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: By what month and year do you
expect to complete the formulation of criteria for the
acceptance of materials of construction for new tank cars
and their components?

ANSWER: The National Institute of Standards and
Technology of the Bureau of Commerce (NIST) has completed
a project for the FRA's Office of Research and
Development (R&D) to determine the baseline "toughness"
requirements for the material for the head and shell of
pressure tank cars. Such criteria was used in dissuading
the Association of American Railroads from using its
proposed "micro-alloy controlled-rolled steel" as an
alternate for its "TC-128 steel". Based on the findings
of NIST, the toughness properties of the currently used
TC-128 provides an acceptable level of safety.

RATIONALE FOR IT&M INSPECTORS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state that it is imperative
that a study be undertaken to determine the underlying
causes of accidents relating to active warning devices at

highway grade crossings. If you do not have the results
to date of the study to determine the underlying causes
of such accidents, why is it appropriate to request
funding for new inspectors and initiate an entire new
inspection program in this area? Why should this new
inspection program be launched, if you are just
initiating the relevant studies as to the cause of the
problem in FY 1994?

Please explain why it makes sense to hire a separate
corps of automated warning device inspectors. Why can't
signal inspectors also inspect automated warning devices,
given the fact that they are already performing on-site
inspections along the railroads? Please answer the same
question for track inspectors.

There are roughly 60,000 active grade crossings in
the United States. How do you intend to enforce the

forthcoming grade crossing maintenance regulation? How
will this enforcement activity affect the current
workload of your signal inspectors?

ANSWER: Highway-rail grade crossing accidents are
the largest single cause of railroad related fatalities
each year. FRA continues to seek the underlying causes
of and solutions to highway-rail grade crossing accidents
through elimination, education, enforcement and
engineering efforts.

Collection and analysis of the data concerning
failures to activate and false activations of the
automated grade crossing warning devices is ongoing.
However, with more than 4,000 reports of warning device
false activations a month and in excess of one failure to
activate report a day nationwide, there is certainly
adequate evidence to support the need for FRA's
forthcoming Inspection, Testing and Maintenance (IT&M)
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standards for automated warning devices at highway-rail
grade crossings.

This IT&M regulation will require FRA to monitor
railroad compliance at 60,000 automated crossings. The
crossings are dispersed along the 165,000 mile rail
system, including tens of thousands of miles of "dark
territory" where Signal and Train Control Inspectors do
not currently work.

FRA currently has 42 Signal and Train Control
Inspectors and 60 Track Inspectors nationwide. Diversion
of existing inspector resources to implement the new IT&M
regulation would be extremely detrimental to FFlA's other
safety compliance monitoring activities. The number of
small railroads, each of which requires safety monitoring
by FRA, is proliferating. There is now a total of
640 railroads. All of the larger railroads and most
small railroads carry hazardous materials. In addition,
FRA is required to address compliance by a growing number
of contractors that are performing regulated functions
for the railroads.

Approval of FRA ' s request for 8 new positions will
allow FRA to perform compliance monitoring on each of the
crossings already equipped with automated warning devices
an average of only once every 8 years. Sampling at less
than that simply will not be sufficient to determine and
adequately encourage railroad compliance.

RAILROAD BRIDGE SAFETY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your justification
that you are receiving many complaints from sources with

potentially legitimate concerns over the structural

integrity of railroad bridges.
Please cite the number of complaints you have

received of this nature over the past four fiscal years,
by year, as well as the number of complaints in FY 1993.

ANSWER: The totals by calendar year are:
1989 - 10
1990 - 9

1991 - 10
1992 - 12
1993 - 3 (as of July 1993)

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the mechanism through
which the FRA addresses these complaints?

ANSWER: Every complaint received by FRA at any
level is assigned a control number by the Office of

Safety Enforcement in Washington, and is assigned for

investigation to the appropriate FRA regional office.
FRA investigates all complaints, including a

physical investigation of the specific bridges concerned,
and investigation of the bridge inspection and management
practices of the owner whenever they might affect the

safety of the structure.
Complaints concerning bridges are investigated by

the track safety inspectors who have been trained by FRA
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in the fundamentals of bridge inspection. They are
supervised and assisted by the regional track
specialists, all of whom have received the same training,
and the bridge engineer at Office of Safety Headquarters.

The inspector first contacts the complainant for all
information available regarding the complaint, then
conducts a joint investigation with the owner of the
structure in question. The owner of the structure is
advised of the findings of the investigation, and any
concerns and recommendations that develop. Any
differences between the FRA and the owner are resolved at
the appropriate level. The inspector then provides the

complainant with an informal report of the results of the

investigation.
The inspector prepares a written report of the

complaint investigation. The supervising specialist
reviews the report and prepares a close-out letter to
formally advise the complainant of the results of the
investigation.

All complaint records received since the beginning
of FY 1989 are retained in the Office of Safety
Enforcement in Washington.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What number and percentage of
these complaints are followed up on by the FRA? What
number and percentage of these complaints have resulted
in either enforcement actions or other actions by the
Office of Safety?

ANSWER: All of the complaints received by FRA are
investigated and followed to a satisfactory conclusion.

None of the bridge complaints investigated by FRA
have resulted in enforcement or other formal action by
FRA concerning the bridges involved. The problems have
been resolved by informal discussions, reinforced by the
emergency order authority of the Administrator.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What number and percentage of
these complaints have resulted in bridges being ordered
out of service or ordered to undergo immediate repairs?

ANSWER: None of the complaints received by FRA have
required the use of an emergency order to address
railroad bridge conditions, either to order a bridge out
of service or to effect immediate repairs. The bridge
ov/ner has taken voluntary action to ensure safety in

every case handled by FRA, whether coming from
complaints, bridge investigations, track inspections, or

any other source.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will your funding request
for FY 1994 enable the FRA to better address these
complaints?

ANSWER: The FRA bridge safety program will be
enhanced in FY 1994 by added capability to provide
professional engineering expertise to issues brought to
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FRA by complaints and many other sources, including
regular inspections.

One scenario which has not yet developed, but is

always possible, is a case in which a bridge owner does
not heed FRA recommendations regarding the safety of a

complex bridge, and FRA finds it necessary to actually
issue an emergency order. Such an emergency order must
be based upon thorough inspection and competent
engineering analysis. In the case of a complex
structure, this process could require an effort measured
in man-years.

The one FRA bridge engineer oversees the safety of
railroad bridges for the entire Nation and, since
June 1992, also administers the new FRA Bridge Worker
Safety Regulations. He would not be able to perform a

detailed bridge investigation singlehandedly in a timely
manner while at the same time meeting these other
obligations.

FRA does not maintain an institutional capability to

perform specialized tests used in the evaluation of
railroad bridges, such as subsurface soil investigations
and metallurgical tests of bridge material. Should a
detailed bridge investigation be required, FRA will
require consulting services to perform this work.

Increasing numbers of new shortline and regional
railroads are acquiring bridges formerly owned and
managed by larger carriers. Most of these smaller
railroads have no bridge engineer on the staff. The
likelihood increases that FRA might have to take the lead
in the analysis of some critical bridges in the absence
of the owner's capability to do so. These new small
railroads also benefit greatly from early guidance from
FRA on safety issues such as bridge management, which
will be improved by the assistance of an additional
capable person in FRA.

Heavier railroad cars and higher traffic density are

causing increased loads and fatigue cycles on railroad
bridges. Some research is being conducted by the
railroad industry to counter these factors through
improved methods of bridge construction, inspection, and

management. FRA participation in this research will
provide FRA with the latest information to use in
evaluation of railroad bridge management, and will permit
the publication of results for general use that might
otherwise remain uncirculated.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your justification
that your program to survey the bridge safety and
management programs in the railroad industry will support
an FRA policy on railroad bridge safety that will best
protect the interests of the public. When is a new FRA

policy on railroad bridge safety expected?

ANSWER: The results of the survey, which ended in
June 1993, are being analyzed and used as the basis for a

proposed bridge safety policy. The policy should be

ready for adoption in the last quarter of FY 1993. It is
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planned to publish the policy in the Federal Register
upon its adoption.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is this likely to result in a
new rulemaking? If so, when to you expect to initiate
such a new rulemaking?

ANSWER: The question of whether or not rulemaking
is needed or justified is one of the primary reasons for
conducting the bridge safety survey. The decision on
rulemaking, and the reasons behind it, will become a key
point in the FRA bridge safety policy. The question has
not yet been decided and it would be improper to
speculate on the outcome at this time.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many bridge inspections did
you conduct last year?

ANSWER: In FY 1992, FRA track safety inspectors
participated in the inspection of 1,155 bridges. In
FY 1993, FRA records show participation in the inspection
of 1,907 bridges through mid-June.

Most of these inspections have been conducted as
part of the FRA bridge safety survey which began in
April, 1992. They typically consist of observation and
verification during regular inspections conducted by the
bridge owners.

These inspections by FRA have been conducted at a
level of detail necessary to satisfy FRA's requirements
for information. In no case do they supplant the regular
inspections conducted by bridge owners to assure the
continued structural integrity of the bridge.

STEEL WHEEL HIGH-SPEED RAIL-RULEMAKINGS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When do you anticipate
promulgating proposed rules relating to the safety
requirements, operation, inspection and maintenance of
steel wheel high-speed rail systems for the United
States? Please identify anticipated publication of
notice of proposed rulemakings, proposed rules, and final
rules for each of the regulatory areas you anticipate for
steel wheel high-speed rail.

ANSWER: The forthcoming NPRM on revision of the
Power Brake Regulations should be issued over the next
few months and will address high-speed rail train braking
requirements. By law, a final rule is required the end
of calendar year 1993. Supplementary safety standards
governing such issues as vehicle integrity, track-vehicle
interaction, in protection against undetected incursion
into the right-of-way will be required to implement the
President's initiatives. No schedule is available at
this time; however, FRA expects a proposal in 1994 if
sufficient program resources are available, consistent
with satisfaction of statutory mandates to initiate or
complete other rulemakings.
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HIGH-SPEED RAIL CORRIDORS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will staff from the Office
of Safety help implement President Clinton's initiatives
regarding high-speed rail corridors? How will existing
staff survey the safety aspects of the evolving high-
speed rail corridors? In terms of inspector workload,
how much will this activity add to their more
conventional activities?

ANSWER: The primary impact of the high-speed rail
corridor initiative will be the regulatory workload that
the project will require. In addition, FRA will need to

play a role in reviewing proposed treatments for highway-
rail crossings and facilitating creative responses.
These latter activities will require some effort in the
field.

The high-speed ground transportation budget request
includes two positions for engineers that will be
dedicated to the related safety regulatory projects,
together with one position for safety field liaison to
work primarily on grade crossing issues. If the high-
speed rail initiative is fully implemented as planned,
additional safety resources will be required. These
would be drawn from existing staff which, over the past
two years, has devoted time to safety requirements for
specific high-speed ground transportation projects (Texas
TGV, Orlando Maglev, and demonstration of high-speed
tra insets on the Northeast Corridor) . However, existing
staff is insufficient for current requirements, and the
President's request for the railroad safety appropriation
addresses that issue.

COMMERCIAL FEASIBILITY STUDY: DUE DATE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is your planned due
date for the submission of the report on the
commercial feasibility of high-speed ground
transportation called for under ISTEA? When do you
expect to submit it to Congress? Does ISTEA
anticipate a specific due date?

ANSWER: The due date called for under ISTEA is
June 1, 1995, and FRA anticipates submitting a report
to Congress no later than that date- FRA also plans
to develop a body of information from the analysis
underlying the study and to make it available to the
Secretary in December, 1994, in advance of the
submission to Congress in order to review the benefits
versus costs of the maglev prototype program based on
the latest information.

ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS OF MAGLEV

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Based on the studies you
have completed to date, under what economic
assumptions and conditions will maglev be economically
competitive?
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ANSWER: The economic competitiveness of maglev
will vary, depending on the corridor where
implemented. Generally, it will be most competitive
in the very highest density corridors. For example,
if implemented in the Northeast Corridor, it will
attract enough riders, primarily from existing modes
of transpor- tation, to pay for its full life cycle
costs, and its profit would be greater than for an
alternative high-speed rail system if implemented
instead of maglev. In other corridors, its
competitiveness will be very much dependent on the
specific assumptions used. In particular, using
conservative assumptions about growth in travel
markets, no growth in current air fares, and the
availability of tax-free bond financing, maglev will
be competitive enough to pay for over 50 percent of
life-cycle costs in each of the top ten other
corridors and it will generate additional public
benefits. If FRA assumes higher travel growth and 20

percent higher air fares, maglev will cover life-cycle
costs in about half of these corridors. However, in
these corridors, both high-speed rail and maglev will
be nearly equally competitive alternatives.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your
justification on page 101 that the FRA will be
integrally involved in the NEPA process for the
purposes of preparation of environmental impact
statements for new high-speed rail projects. What
involvement to date has the FRA had in the development
of draft EISs for the Florida and Texas projects?

ANSWER: FRA assumed the role of lead Federal
agency for preparation of the EIS on the Texas High-
Speed Rail Project in cooperation with the Texas High-
Speed Rail Authority (THSRA) which is serving as joint
lead agency. FRA initially assumed the same role for
the environmental review of the Florida Maglev
Demonstration Project with the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) serving as joint lead agency.
After passage of ISTEA, which made $97.5 million in
Federal-aid highway funds available for this project,
FHWA's Florida Division became a joint lead Federal
agency for this environmental review.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does the FRA anticipate being
responsible for conducting the draft and final EIS for
the Florida and Texas projects? If so, what funding
will be used to finance these EISs?

ANSWER: The Florida Maglev Demonstration Project
environmental review has not yet developed sufficient
information to determine whether an EIS or finding of
no significant impact (FONSI) is required. Regardless
of which document is required, it will be prepared
jointly by FRA, FHWA and FDOT. In this case, FHWA's
Florida Division has the primary responsibility, at
the Federal level, for coordinating this effort. FRA
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and THSRA are jointly managing development of the EIS
for the Texas project.

The Florida project has been made eligible for

funding under the Federal-aid highway program and the
environmental review will be undertaken in a manner
similar to Federal-aid highway projects.
Environmental reviews as well as the preliminary
engineering necessary to support these reviews are

eligible costs under the Federal-aid highway program.
The Texas EIS is being prepared under contract to

the THSRA. The Texas TGV Corporation, the holder of
the Texas high-speed rail franchise, is reguired under
the franchise to pay all of THSRA 's expenses including
those incurred under the EIS contract. In addition,
Texas TGV is also directly undertaking certain

preliminary engineering and base line studies required
as part of the EIS.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will any FRA resources go
toward the execution of these EISs? If so, what will
be the source of said funding?

ANSWER: The only FRA resources that will go
toward the environmental review of the Florida project
involve the staff time needed to review draft
documentation and to coordinate with FHWA and FDOT.

In the Texas project, FRA has a more active role,
providing policy guidance, coordination of the
involvement and interests of other Federal agencies,
evaluating the results of the analysis to ensure that

they meet Federal standards, and other functions that
are being provided in the Florida project by FHWA.
Based on the current schedule, this effort should peak
in the last half of FY 1994 and first half of FY 1995.

At the present time, the involvement with these
two environmental efforts is being accomplished as
additions to the already extensive duties of two
senior staff members with previous EIS experience.
One of the FTEs requested for FY 1994 will be used to
hire an environmental specialist to undertake FRA's

oversight responsibilities for these and other high-
speed rail EIS efforts. In addition, it is

anticipated that FRA will retain a contractor to

support the engineering and environmental review

.requirements as part of the high-speed rail corridor
impementation program. Assisting in the review of the
Texas EIS would be one of several likely areas where
this contractor would be used.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is your estimated total
cost for the draft and final EIS for the Florida

project and the Texas project?

ANSWER: Since no decision has been made on
whether an EIS is required for the Florida project,
there is no estimate for such an effort. The State of

Florida required an extensive environmental review for
its franchise award and much of the information
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developed for that review would be applicable. A
reasonable "ball park" estimate of the cost of a draft
and final EIS for this project is less than $1
million.

The contract for preparation of the EIS for the
Texas project entered into by THSRA currently
estimates the cost to be approximately $2.6 million.
In addition, the Texas TGV Corporation will be

undertaking baseline and other studies to be

incorporated into the EIS which should cost at least
an equivalent amount.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please summarize all
discussions to date between the FRA and the Texas and
Florida projects as to the distribution of

responsibilities and costs for the EISs for both the
Florida project and the Texas project.

ANSWER: The distribution of responsibilities and
costs for the Texas and Florida environmental reviews
are summarized in the following memorandums of
understanding .

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN

THE FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION,
THE TEXAS HIGH-SPEED RAIL AUTHORITY

AND
THE TEXAS HIGH SPEED RAIL CORPORATION

1.0 EUREQSE

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is entered into by the Federal Railroad

Administration (FRA) (an operating administration within the U.S. Department of

Transportation), the Texas High-Speed Rail Authority (THSRA) (an agency of the State of

Te.\as created by the Texas High-Speed Rail Act), and the Texas High Speed Rail Corporation

(THSRC), the franchisee. The purpose of this MOU is to coordinate and document each parly's

respective role and responsibility in implementing actions related to the Texas High-Speed Rail

Project (Project) necessary to ensure full compliance with the statutory requirements of the

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as amended (42 USC § 4321, d SEQ.), and

related statutes, regulations and orders.

2.0 Dackerouod

a. On May 28, 1991, THSRA, in accordance with the provisions of the Texas High-

Speed Rail Act, TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. Art. 6674v.2 (Vernon Supp.

1991) awarded THSRC a franchise to finance, construct, operate, and maintain a

high-speed rail system in Texas. As proposed, this high-speed rail system will

operate between terminal points located in the Dallas- Fort Worth area, the
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Houston area, and the San Antonio area. THSRC proposes to construct, operate,

and maintain its high-speed rail system based upon existing French "TGV"

technology.

b. While this Project docs not contemplate or require the allocation of Federal funds,

various Federal actions may, nevertheless, be applicable and/or necessary for

Project implementation and completion. Such Federal actions may include, but

are not limited to, the following: (I) FRA issuance pursuant to the Federal

Railroad Safety Act of 1970 of a rule of particular applicability to the system

proposed by THSRC; (2) Federal Highway Administration approval for high-

speed rail system use of federally assisted highway right-of-way; and, (3) U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers issuance of Pcnnit(s), pursuant to authority under the

Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, as amended (also commonly known

as the Clean Water Act) (33 USC § 1251, si scq.), such permits being specifically

provided for by 33 USC § 1344.

c. Federal actions, such as those enumerated above, may create a need for an

assessment of the potential environmental impacts of the proposed Project

pursuant to NEPA and the regulations of the President's Council on

Environmental Quality implementing the procedures and provisions of NEPA. In

this regard and in compliance with 40 CFR §§ 1501.3(a) and 1501.5(a), FRA has

agreed to act as lead Federal agency for supervision of the Project EIS in Texas.

Further, in compliance with 40 CFR § 1301.5(b) THSRA has agreed to act as

joint-lead agency for the preparation of an environmental impact statement (EIS).

d. Generally, FRA requires the preparation of an EIS for the constrtiction of a major

new railroad system (40 CFR §§ 1501.4(1) (1) and 1502.4). The proposed

Project is considered by FRA to be construction of such a major new railroad

system. THSRC agrees that an EIS will serve the best interest of the Project and,

therefore, concurs with the decision by the FRA and the THSRA that an EIS be

prepared.

c. Environmental information for the proposed Project will be provided by

performance of two environmental evaluations. The first evaluation to be

conducted by THSRC, will involve assessment of the general environmental

activities related to the Project. The second evaluation review will be the

preparation of an EIS, implemented and supervised by FRA and THSRA, as

joint-lead agencies.

3.0 ROI.F OF THE PARTIES

a. As provided for in 40 CFR § 1501.7(a), FRA and THSRA shall have joint

responsibility for determining the scope and contents of the Project EIS. These

joint-lead agencies will be assisted by a consultant to be retained by THSRA.
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b. To ensure that other Federal agencies' NEPA-rclatcd concerns arc sufficiently

addressed, FRA shall be responsible for the coordination of actions with other

Federal agencies related to the proposed Project.

c. THSRA shall be responsible for the coordination of actions with other state and

local agencies related to the proposed Project. FRA and THSRA also agree to

reduce duplication of efforts required by the joint-lead agencies, to the fullest

extent possible, pursuant to 40 CFR § 1506.2(b).

d. THSRC agrees to submit to FRA and THSRA an Environmental Report (Report)

regarding the proposed Project, which will be prepared cither independently by

THSRC or by environmental consultants working directly for and at the sole

direction of THSRC.

e. FRA and THSRA will assist THSRC in determining the scope of its Report,

including the assessment methodologies and procedures to be used in the

preparation of the Report. FRA, THSRA, and THSRC will develop a mechanism

for communications among themselves and the consultant retained by THSRA for

preparation of the Project EIS for input regarding the outline, scope, methods, and

periodic review of the Reporl.

f. In compliance with 40 CFR § 1506.5(a), the FRA and THSRA agree to evaluate

independently and verify the information provided by IHSRC and used in the

preparation of the Project EIS, and to be responsible for its accuracy.

Additionally, the names of the individuals with FRA and THSRA responsible for

the independent evaluation will be included in the list of EIS preparers, as

required by 40 CFR § 1502.17. All parties agree that the joint-lead agencies may

call upon expertise within their agencies and other agencies involved or interested

in the proposed Project to assist in this independent evaluation and verification.

g. It is agreed that as authorized by 40 CFR § 1506.5(c), THSRA, with the advice

and consent of FRA, will retain an environmental consultant to assist in the

preparation of the Project EIS. In accordance with the provisions of the Texas

High-Speed Rail Act and related roles and regulations, THSRC will provide the

funding for the technical review provided by the EIS consultant. FRA and

THSRA will exercise joint ovcrsigJit responsibility of the work produced by this

environmental consultant related to the Project EIS. Selection of the

environmental consultant shall be based upon criteria set by the THSRA, and

approved by the FRA, as authorized by 40 CFR § 1506.5(c).

h. FRA and TIISRA recognize THSRCs interest in assuring that the environmental

consultant selected by the joint-lead agencies to prepare the Project EIS produce

high-quality work, in a timely manner, and at a reasonable cost. In that regard,

FRA, THSRA, and THSRC agree that the environmental consultant's efforts in
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preparing the Project EIS should be limited only to those necessary to assist the

FRA and THSRA in carrying out their statutory and regulatory obligations.

Therefore, FRA and THSRA agree to review and evaluate with THSRC the

environmental consultant's proposed work scope and schedule, and further, agree

to limit the efforts of the environmental consultant to work necessary to meet

statutory and regulatory demands.

i. FRA, THSRA, and THSRC recognize and agree that, under the provisions of 40

CFR § 1506.5(c), selection of the Project's environmental consultant is at the sole

discretion of the FRA and THSRA, the joint-lead agencies. Further, the parlies

agree that, in accordance with 40 CFR § 1506.5(c), the environmental consultant

assisting in the preparation of the EIS will be required to execute a disclosure

statement, prepared jointly by the FRA and THSRA, specifying that the

consultant has no financial or other interest in the planning, design, construction,

maintenance, or operation of the Project.

j.
Pursuant to 40 CFR § 1501.8, FRA and THSRA agree to set appropriate time

limits for each EIS action, provided that such time limits are to be consistent with

the purposes of NEPA. Further, FRA and THSRA agree, as authorized by 40

CFR § 1501.8(b) (3), to designate a person within each joint-lead agency whose

responsibility it will be to expedite the EIS process.

k. In accordance with FRA's Procedures for Considering Environmental Impacts (45

Fed. Reg. 40855, June 16, 1980), the draft and final environmental impact

statements will be released to the public when signed by the Federal Railroad

Administrator or other FRA official authorized to act on behalf of the

Administrator.

4.0 CONCLUSION

The foregoing statements accurately reflect the understanding of the FRA, THSRA, and

THSRC regarding the roles and responsibilities prescribed to each of them to ensure compliance

with NEPA requirements by the parties involved in the proposed Texas High-Speed Rail Project.

Foj the Federal Railroad Administration

For the Texas Hi^-Speed Rail Authority

^:^.^3i_.
For the Texas High Speed Rail Corporation
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Memorandum of Understanding
among

The Federal Highway Administration,
The Federal Railroad Administration,

and
The Florida Department of Transportation

1.0 PURPOSE

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is entered into jointly by
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) , the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) , agencies of the U. S. Department of

Transportation, with the Florida Department of Transportation
(FOOT), an agency of the State of Florida. The purpose of this
MOU is to coordinate and document each agency's respective role
and responsibilities in implementing actions related to the
Florida Magnetic Levitation Demonstration Project in Orlando,
Florida (Project) necessary to ensure full compliance with the

statutory requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (NEPA) , as amended (42 U.S.C. 4321, et seq. ) and related
statutes, regulations and orders; and other Federal and State
laws, regulations, policies, and procedures related to the
development, acquisition of right-of-way, and subsequent
construction of this federally assisted project.

2 . BACKGROUND

a. On June 12, 1991, the Governor and Cabinet of the State
of Florida, sitting as the Board pursuant to the
Florida Magnetic Levitation Demonstration Project Act
[Fla. Stat. 341.401 et seq. (1990)] awarded
certification to Maglev Transit, Inc. (MTI), to
construct and operate a demonstration of a high speed
magnetically levitated (Maglev) transportation system
between the Orlando International Airport and a point
approximately 14 miles distant on International Drive
in Orange County, Florida.

b. Section 1107(b) 196 of the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 earmarks
$97.5 million from the Federal Highway Trust Fund for
land and right-of-way acquisition and guideway
construction for the Project.

c. Safety aspects of Maglev systems are subject to the

jurisdiction of the FRA pursuant to Section 202(e) of
the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970 (FRSA)
(45 U.S.C. 431(e) )

.

3.0 ROLES OF THE PARTIES

The FHWA and the FRA are designated as joint lead
agencies, in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Section 1501.5
of the President's Council on Environmental Quality's
"Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions
of NEPA" for the purpose of ensuring compliance with
the statutory requirements of NEPA and related
statutes. The FHWA and FRA will jointly agree on the
level of documentation required by the NEPA process in
accordance with their respective environmental
regulations (23 C.F.R. 771 and 45 Federal Register
40854 (June 26, 1980) ]

.
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The FHWA and FRA will be jointly responsible for

determining the scope of issues to be addressed in the
environmental process and for identifying the

significant issues related to the proposed action. The
FRA will be specifically responsible for safety,
electromagnetic field effects, and noise impacts. The
FHWA will coordinate the Project with other Federal
agencies with jurisdiction by law or special expertise.

The FHWA will be responsible for the administration of

Highway Trust Funds, coordinating the internal review
of the environmental document, and assuring compliance
with Title 23 provisions, the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.
7506), other applicable Federal requirements, and the
FOOT compliance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act (49 C.F.R.
Part 24) as would be the case for a normal Federal-aid
highway project.

The FOOT will be responsible for the coordination and

oversight of appropriate environmental studies,
necessary technical analysis, and coordinating the

preparation of environmental documents including, but
not limited to, agency and public involvement,
notifications, and coordination with affected agencies
and the public.

The resulting environmental documentation will be made
available to the public when approved by appropriate
officials of FHWA and FRA.

4.0 CONCLUSION

In signing this MOU, the undersigned understand and accept the
roles and responsibilities assigned to each of the parties. Each
of the parties agrees to cooperate to the maximum extent possible
to ensure that the Project is developed in full compliance with
Federal and State requirements and to ensure that there is
maximum communication and minimum duplication of effort.

2/11/92
date

2 /11/92

date

For the Florida Department of Transportation date
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a detailed
explanation, along with relevant supporting
documentation, for the delay in the publication of the
environmental impact statement for the Northeast
Corridor North End electrification project. Please
identify all relevant deadlines as they apply to the
Harris Company, the Federal Railroad Administration,
and Amtrak, and which party was responsible for
missing specific deadlines that led to the current
delay.

ANSWER: The development of an EIS is an integral
part of the development of a design of a specific
project in that there is nothing to evaluate in an EIS
until design is far enough along for there to be a

proposed action. As such, the schedule for developing
an EIS must be viewed in the context of the design
schedule. In this context, the EIS has not been
significantly delayed.

In the summer of 1991, it became clear that an EIS
would be required for the proposed North End
electrification project. At that time, Amtrak 's
schedule called for the selection of the design/build
contractor in November 1991 and completion of the 30
percent design by April 1992. To meet this aggressive
schedule, FRA arranged with the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center (VNTSC) to acquire
contractual support from the joint venture of
DMJM/F.R. Harris, which is under a task order contract
to VNTSC.

The schedule of the EIS is tied to the progress of
the design effort since the design would identify
areas of environmental concern, such as the location
of electrical substations (which changed a number of
times in this process). Based on Amtrak 's expected
award of the design/build contract in November 1991
and the availability of the 30 percent design in April
of 1992, it was estimated that the draft EIS would be
completed by November 1992.

Amtrak ultimately awarded the design/build
contract in late May 1992 and the 30 percent design
was accepted in March 1993. When the change in
Amtrak 's schedule was solidified, a new schedule was
developed that would result in completion of the draft
EIS in July 1993.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is your most up-to-date
anticipated publication date of the EIS for this
project? How does that compare to the initially
planned publication date?

Please describe to the best of your ability the
impact of the delay of the EIS on the construction
schedule for the North End electrification project.
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ANSWER: VNTSC and DMJM/Harris report that the
draft EIS remains on schedule for delivery to FRA late
in July. Internal approvals and printing will, most
likely, add four to five weeks before the document is
available for public review and comment. This is
consistent with the schedule developed after Amtrak's
design effort solidified.

The schedule for completion of the final EIS
cannot be determined until after FRA has had an

opportunity to evaluate the comments received on the
draft EIS. Based on past experience, however, it is
reasonable to anticipate that the final EIS will be

completed before the end of calendar 1993 barring any
unforseen circumstances. As indicated above, the EIS
schedule has tracked closely the design of the
proposed electrification project. Construction of
this project is scheduled for the 1994 work season and
the EIS should not impact upon this schedule.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How was the $200,000
anticipated to be spent in FY 1993 for contractual
support for oversight of the assessment of
environmental reviews of proposed high-speed rail

systems? With whom did FRA contract with this
funding?

ANSWER: FRA has not yet retained contractual
support for this effort. The major project where
contractual support was anticipated during FY 1993 was
in Texas. In addition, it was anticipated that other

high-speed rail projects would approach FRA about
initiating EISs in FY 1993. Project delays in Texas,
however, have pushed the requirement for the oversight
on that project into the second half of FY 1994 and
first half of FY 1995. Proponents on new high-speed
rail lines have not approached FRA about starting
environmental reviews this year because of the pending
legislation that would establish a high-speed rail
corridor development program and make environmental
analyses and reviews a cost-eligible for Federal
financial assistance. As a consequence, FRA decided
to retain contractual support closer to the time that
it is needed in order to ensure that the contract
meets all of the then-existing needs.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Were these funds used solely
for the North End electrification project? What other
projects did this increment of funding relate to?

ANSWER: These funds have not been used as part
of the North End EIS. The oversight functions to be

performed by this contractor on projects such as Texas
are performed by VNTSC and funded from the NECIP
appropriation.
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MAGLEV AND HIGH-SPEED RAIL SYSTEMS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify how funds
authorized in ISTEA have been used to date to promote
high speed rail development. Which specific sections
of ISTEA authority have been utilized? What specific
cooperative agreements or other financial arrangements
have been initiated or completed thus far? What other
actions are being considered?

ANSWER: FRA is providing funding for high speed
rail development under two sections of ISTEA—Section
1010 and Section 1036(c).

Under Section 1010, FRA designated five high speed
corridors. Also, in cooperation with FHWA, FRA
allocated the initial $5 million of the $30 million
authorized for highway-rail grade crossing hazard
elimination in these corridors. Applications for the
remaining funding are due annually on August 31. The
grade crossing program is an integral part of an
overall plan for development of these corridors for
high-speed rail passenger service.

Under Section 1036(c), FRA requested and received
"expressions of interest" for a variety of
advancements in high-speed rail technology. FRA
expects to allocate the $5 million in available
contract authority in the very near future.

Under the proposed high-speed ground trans-
portation program, FRA plans to fund development of a

maglev prototype under the authority of Section 1036
of ISTEA.

Also, under the proposed program, FRA expects
States to use funds available under ISTEA to undertake
those high speed rail corridor infrastructure
components—such as intermodal terminals, and grade
crossings—eligible for ISTEA funding. Under the
technology development program, FRA plans to use
further funding made available under Section 1036(c)
of ISTEA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Since you reported last year,
what has the High-Speed Ground Transportation Safety
Task Force accomplished?

ANSWER: The following projects have been
undertaken or completed by the Task Force in 1993:

o Completed and reported on the Comparison of U.S.
and Foreign Safety Requirements for U.S. Maglev
Applications as part of the maglev safety program
regulatory development support effort.

o By year-end will develop and publish Recommended
Emergency Preparedness Guidelines for Passenger
Trains as part of the Safety of High-Speed Guided
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Ground Transportation (HSGGT) Systems program to
develop information resources for potential
passenger service operators and Amtrak.

Will complete and report on Fire Safety of
Passenger Trains; A Review of U.S. and Foreign
Approaches as part of the HSGGT safety program
involving study of foreign technologies with a

potential for U.S. applications.

Will complete a problem definition study to
determine research needs in addressing Human
Factors in Automation of HSGGT .

Awarded a contract for the study of the safety
implications and considerations in the Operation
of High-Speed Passenger Trains in Freight Railroad
Corridors .

Awarded a contract to conduct Collision Safety
Case Studies , a follow-up to earlier collision
avoidance and accident survival study intended to
verify the practicability of the proposed
collision safety specification from the previous
work.

Awarded a contract to examine Safety Aspects of
Advanced Braking Concepts associated with high-
speed rail and maglev systems to determine the
need for specific safety requirements.

Awarded a contract to conduct a Problem Definition
Study Concerning: Highway-Rail Grade Crossing
Hazard Elimination to determine research needs.

Awarded a contract to conduct a State of the Art
Survey of Grade Crossing Warning Systems in High-
Speed Rail Corridors to definitize potential
incremental approaches and costs associated with
developing these corridors.

Awarded a contract to develop a Methodology for
Safety Validation of Computer Control Systems in
connection with the application of computers to
train control functions.

Awarded a contract for the Design of Intrusion
Barriers in connection with follow-on work to a

previous safety of shared rights-of-way report.

Completed and reported on Magnetic and Electric
Field Testing of:

the Amtrak Northeast Corridor and New Jersey
Coast Line Rail Systems ;

68-625 0-94-11
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the French Train h Grande Vitesse-Atlantioue
(TGV-A) planned for application in Texas ;

- the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (WMATA) system ; and

- the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority
(MBTA) Urban Transit Systems .

o Completed and reported on the Measurement and
Analysis of ELF Magnetic and Electric Fields of
Existing and Advanced Rail Transportation Systems ;

A summary report of an extensive test program to
insure no unusual safety hazard would be presented
by electromagnetic maglev or ultra-high-speed rail
systems.

o Completed and reported on Broadband Magnetic
Fields; Their Possible Role in EMF Associated
Bioeffects addressing the issue of biological
effects of magnetic fields from the use of
magnetic levitation technology.

o Completed and reported on An Experimental Study of
the Biological Effects of Maglev-like
Electromagnetic Fields from the exposure of
animals to characteristic Transrapid maglev fields
in the laboratory.

o Completed and reported on the Safety of Vital
Control and Communications in Guided Ground
Transportation; An Analysis of Railroad Signaling
Systems—Microprocessor Interlocking in response
to an industry inquiry based upon existing safety
rule requirements.

o Completed and reported on U.S. Maglev System
Concept Definitions (SCD) —System Safety Review as
an independent study of the Safety of High-Speed
Magnetic Levitation Transportation Systems program
to provide safety insight into further U.S. maglev
development efforts.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG; Please provide, in detail, a

discussion of the research accomplishments and status
of funds previously appropriated for research and
development related to high-speed rail development.
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ANSWER: No funds have been appropriated for the

purpose of high-speed rail development per se. All
funds previously appropriated were related to the
assurance of the safety of high-speed wheel-on-rail
trains.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the material on

pages 363 and 364 of last year's hearing record

regarding cost-sharing of R&D funds by year and type
of research.

ANSWER: The amounts of cost-sharing include the
estimated value of services, equipment and material
contributed in kind to FRA R&D projects. The

following table lists estimated R&D cost-sharing with
non-Federal entities for fiscal years 1991 through
1993:

R&D COST SHARING
(Dollars in thousands)

Track

FY
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Federal Non-Federal Total Percent
FY Funds Funds Funds Non-Federal

1991 $2,108 $ 127 $2,235 5
1992 $2,979 $1,627 $4,606 35
1993 $4,500 $ 500 $5,000 10

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Have all additional positions
authorized in the 1992 DOT Appropriations Act for the
Office of Research and Development been filled? If
not, why? What would be required to fill these
positions?

ANSWER: Five additional positions and 2 FTEs were
authorized for the Research and Development
appropriation in FY 1992. No additional FTEs or
funding were provided; therefore, three positions
remain vacant.

TRACK, STRUCTURES AND TRAIN CONTROL

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your
justification that your research in equipment and
components suggests that side bearing and truck bolster
clearances could be revised, thus alleviating problems
experienced with track degradation. You state that
more research is needed in this area before modifying
the existing standard. When do you anticipate
modifying the existing standard? When do you expect
your research to be complete in this area, allowing you
to modify the existing standard?

ANSWER: A research program has been initiated to
determine experimentally the influence of side bearing
clearance on the roll response of loaded freight cars.
It is expected that the research and final report will
be completed in April 1994. When the research is

completed it will be necessary to ascertain if limited
in-service tests will be required on modified equipment
to verify favorable research conclusions prior to
amending existing standards.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your
justification that you have noted several recent
innovations in railroad signal and train control
systems that cannot be evaluated in terms of existing
Federal standards. Are any of these systems currently
in use in the United States? If so, why are they
allowed to be in use if it cannot be determined that
they meet the relevant Federal Standards?

ANSWER: The Federal Standards applicable to
railroad signal and train control systems are found in
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the Code of Federal Regulations Title 49 Part 236.
These Standards, also known as "Rules, Standards, and
Instructions Governing the Installation, Inspection ,

Maintenance, and Repair of Signal and Train Control
Systems, Devices and Appliances" (RS&I) , were
originally introduced by the ICC in 1939 based on the
railroad signal technology existing at that time.
Since then, several revisions to the RS&I have taken
place to account for new technology and signal
practices. In 1967, the RS&I was then promulgated as
Part 236 of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations
with the creation of the Federal Railroad
Administration under the U.S. Department of
Transportation. The last revision of Part 236 was
effective on February 27, 1984. Even at that time,
emerging technology, notably microcomputer or
microprocessor software driven apparatus, was not
specifically addressed.

These innovations in railroad signal and train
control systems are now replacing existing devices or

being used in new installations. The current
requirements are still applicable to the new
installations, but there is legitimate concern for the
adequacy of existing rules when applied to these new
technologies. It is not felt, however, that a

moratorium on new technology be imposed until a

complete set of new rules is developed, but rather that
the technology be assessed in detail to determine what
new or modified standards are necessary to cover all

aspects and ramifications in its use in order to

provide safe railroad and guided ground transportation
signal and automatic train control systems. This will
continue to be a dynamic process as innovations
dictated by economic constraints, higher speeds, the
need for more efficiency in operation, and enhanced
safety requirements will continue to take place.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please detail the amount of

funding provided to date on grade crossing safety
improvements. What findings have resulted from this
research? How have these findings, if at all,
influenced practices within the safety program or
enforcement program?

ANSWER: Since 1991, a total of $1,550,000 has
been provided for grade crossing research. These funds
have been used to support Operation Lifesaver, Inc. , in
addition to the initiation of a number of studies
undertaken to lessen the hazards at highway-railroad
intersections. FRA is also maintaining close liaison
with the developers of intelligent vehicle/highway
systems (IVHS) to assure that the hazards of at-grade
crossings are properly recognized by these future
"smart systems." Tests are underway to investigate the
reliability of active warning systems to positively
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identify the presence of rail equipment. This "loss of
shunt" test is being conducted at the Transportation
Test Center and at several locations on properties of
cooperating railroads. Other projects under this
general topic include studies of freight car
reflectorization, locomotive conspicuity, audible
warning devices, passive signing, analysis of reported
warning device malfunction, illumination standards and
mobile barriers. Many of these studies include revenue
service tests to determine their survivability in the
railroad environment, and whether there is any
perceptible change in driver behavior as a result of
those applied devices. Since these studies are not yet
completed, changes in enforcement programs would be
premature. However, changes can be proposed when
significant cost effective solutions to this problem
are discovered.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You note that, in FY 1994,
funds will support the initiation of refurbishment of
the government-owned test car, and operation of the
recently developed Gauge Restraint Measurement System
(GRMS) . Please cite all expenditures to date in the
last four fiscal years toward the refurbishment of the
test car, and separately, expenditures toward the
development of the GRMS system.

ANSWER: In the last four fiscal years, FRA has
invested a total of $126,000 in the refurbishment and
development of the GRMS. Of this amount, $98,000 was
for GRMS development, primarily in minor system
improvements, and $28,000 was for test car
refurbishment. Test car operation has been given
precedence, with refurbishment only when necessary to
keep running.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What additional expenditures
are likely to be necessary in future years for the
complete refurbishment of the test car and the complete
deployment of the GRMS system?

ANSWER: FRA's limited prototype GRMS operations
to date have shown that continued Federal support will
be needed if the benefits of the technology is brought
to smaller railroads which normally can not afford
sophisticated testing systems, yet which can also ill-
afford accidents or inefficient maintenance practices.

FRA expects several Class I railroads to deploy
GRMS technology at their own expense. The Class I's
will use it to identify and remove areas of immediate
track hazard, to support internal maintenance planning,
and to implement an alternate gauge strength track
safety standard in lieu of subjective crosstie
inspections. As with any major technology advance,
there will be "teething problems." FRA will continue
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to maintain close liaison, particularly since
considerable interest is expected within the industry
in using these systems to implement the alternate track

safety standard.
FRA plans to complete the refurbishment effort

with FY 1994 appropriated funds and to concentrate in
future years on test train operation. The expenditure
level to fully demonstrate the GRMS test equipment
capability is estimated to be approximately $1.5
million over the next few years. A program at this
level of funding will provide continued equipment
availability to those railroads interested in operating
the GRMS at their expense and provide broad geographic
coverage to demonstrate the benefits of GRMS
measurement methodology to shortline and regional
railroads who have not yet been exposed to this new
technology. Thereafter, a policy decision will be
made on optimum deployment schemes and whether FRA will
continue to provide the system in an operational mode.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When do you expect the test
car and the GRMS system to be operational?

ANSWER: The GRMS system and the test car are

operational now on a prototype basis and use of them is

being requested for subsequent tests by railroads which
have become convinced of the benefits of the method.
The principle of the GRMS has now been validated to the
extent that one Class I railroad (BN) is building a

test vehicle of their own to implement the concept.
Additional Class I railroads, including CSXT and UP,
are considering implementing the technology on their
own test cars. One shortline railroad has requested
that FRA survey their railroad annually, at their
expense. The FRA system is now being employed to

support a waiver, requested by CSXT, of existing Track
Safety Standards to implement this concept as an
alternate.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In regard to test train
operations, please provide a funding history for the
last five fiscal years for your efforts in this area.
Please cite the FRA contributions and private
contributions separately.

ANSWER: The only test train operations conducted
by the FRA within the last five years in the

Inspection-Detection Subprogram have been in connection
with the Gauge Restraint Measurement System (GRMS) . A
summary of the funds which have been used on this

program follows. Please note that the private fund
amounts shown are estimated, since many program
contributions are of in-kind services and supplies,
such as locomotive usage and crew costs.
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existing prototype system both reliable and available
to interested railroads. Issues such as geographic
spread and difficulties in scheduling continuous runs
limit system availability.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Which of the activities
listed under "Inspection-Detection (a)" will absorb the
$400,000 increase requested in this area? Please
explain the sizeable increase in this area. Is the
$400,000 increase solely applicable to the refurbish-
ment of the government test car?

ANSWER: The increase in funding is to support
increased operation of the Gage Restraint Measurement
System (GRMS) , which includes the use of the government
test car as well as a modified freight car. The
requested increase will let FRA demonstrate the system
on substantially increased mileage of shortline and
regional railroads and in all areas of the country,
because these kinds of railroads can most directly
benefit from the system in immediate improvements in

operating safety and enhanced effectiveness of
maintenance operations. A portion of the requested
funds will also be used to upgrade the test car
computer control and geometry system, to make possible
a more reliable demonstration of the system, and
improve the track safety information available after a
test is completed.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe the
government/ industry cooperative Vehicle/Track Systems
(VTS) .

ANSWER: The Vehicle/Track Systems (VTS) Program is
a cooperative research activity to improve railroad
technology, under the auspices of the Association of
American Railroads (AAR) . It builds on the results of

predecessor cooperative research efforts, such as the
Track/Train Dynamics Program. These past results have
led to the current "VTS" approach of viewing Vehicle-
Track as a system operating as a whole. Besides the
AAR and the FRA, other participants are member
railroads of the AAR, railroad industry suppliers,
universities, international railroads and related
organizations .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please display Federal
contributions toward this program versus industry
contributions for this program. Please explain the
rationale behind the size of the Federal versus
industry contribution.

ANSWER: The Federal contribution to the research
effort about to be concluded ( Existing AAR Contract,
effective September 30, 1986) is in the amount of
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$1,944,000. The proposed AAR follow-on contract,
expected to be executed in August 1993, with a

performance period of five (5) years, is in the amount
of $1,996,773.

The industry (non-FRA) contributions to the
existing AAR contract is estimated to be over
$6,000,000. The corresponding industry contribution to
the proposed research effort is expected to be well
over $3,000,000.

It should be noted that industry contributions to
this cooperative research are difficult to estimate
accurately. This cooperative research benefits from
contributed expertise, materials, equipment, and
facilities which are difficult to evaluate with any
degree of precision. Indeed, this cooperative
arrangement permits assembly of the unique pool of
resources, both human and material, which would be
otherwise unavailable in any other context.

Both FRA and the industry have a mutual interest
in improved railroad technology, although the emphasis
may somewhat differ. FRA's primary objective is in
support of its statutory mandate in general, and in
particular, to provide technical and analytical bases
for its safety rulemaking and enforcement policies.
Thus the rationale for FRA contributions is the most
cost effective method to accomplish these objectives
with limited research funds. Though the industry
shares FRA's safety concerns, cost effectiveness and
associated economic benefits may be the primary
objective. Research activities associated with
economic benefits or safety aspects frequently
coincide, thus providing a sound basis for cooperation
between FRA and the industry.

SENATOR LAUTENGERG: Why does this particular area
require a 100 percent increase in FY 1994? Will
industry contributions toward this area also increase
by 100 percent in FY 1994?

ANSWER: The existing AAR contract was executed in

September 1986, in the amount of $1,944,000. The
stipulated period of performance was five (5) years,
thus the computed average annual outlay is about
$400,000. It should be noted here that the contract
completion date has been extended to September 30,
1993, at no additional cost to FRA. This extension
resulted primarily from delays in the delivery of
contributed materials from the industry. Therefore,
FRA considered this time extension as justifiable,
since the AAR had no control over the delay in the
delivery of materials. The envisioned average annual
outlay of the proposed follow-on contract is also
$400,000 ($1,996,773 over a five-year period). The FY
1994 request does not reflect doubling of the FRA
contribution, but reflects the timing of funding
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commitments based on anticipated contract execution
date and planned research activities. The AAR at
present anticipates the industry contribution to the
proposed research to be over $3,000,000. Since this
contribution is not based on contractual obligation, it

may or may not significantly exceed this figure over
the five (5) year planned period of performance of the
proposed AAR/FRA contract.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: During congressional hearings
on the FY 1991 appropriations request for the FRA, the
FRA estimated the total cost for environmental
compliance at TTC to be $2.5 million. That total cost
was to be shared with the AAR. By the 1992
appropriations hearings, FRA testified that 10 other
solid waste management units were found not to meet
environmental standards, and that all environmental
clean-up work would be completed in early FY 1994.

During the hearings on the FY 1993 appropriations
request, FRA stated that, by May of 1995, all known
environmental problems at TTC will be completed and no
further funding after that date should be required. A
total of $265,000 was appropriated for environmental
clean-up in FY 1993. FRA is now requesting an
additional $1.1 million for FY 1994, and claims this
funding is "expected to complete the clean-up project,"
and the "total cost of the compliance with all orders
and regulations is now $3.35 million."

Why have additional environmental problems been
uncovered with each successive year, requiring
additional funding for environmental problems at TTC?

ANSWER: The initial estimates for environmental
clean-up assumed that no remediation would be required
during removal of the underground storage tanks, and no
remediation at the ten solid waste management units
(SWMU) . Six underground storage tanks have been
removed to date and at each location, product had
leaked into the surrounding soil and remediation was
required. FRA now assumes that similar situations will
be encountered at the remaining tank locations. The
initial assessment of the ten SWMU's was completed and
sent to the Colorado Department of Health (CDOH) for
review. CDOH required that a more extensive
investigation be performed at each site. This
investigation work was completed and sent to CDOH in FY
1992. The CDOH subsequently required additional
detailed investigations to be performed at four sites
and, at a minimum, remediation at one of those sites.
While insignificant in terms of total cost, when the
initial estimates were prepared there was no charge for
CDOH review of documents and the Pueblo County permit
fee was $300. However, the CDOH now charges $80 per
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hour for document review and the County permit fee is

$10,000, a substantial increase over initial estimates.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why has your completion date
for environmental clean-up at TTC continued to slip?

ANSWER: While several projects at TTC have been
completed in a timely manner, some environmental
projects at TTC have been delayed for a number of
reasons. The time necessary to complete contractual
procedures for some environmental projects has caused a

slow down in actual wok accomplishment. Other causes
for delays include CDOH review and approval of work
plans, investigation reports, and corrective action
plans. These review times may range from two to six
months for clean-up of SWMU's to six months to a year
for underground storage tank remediation projects.

Considering the involvement of the regulatory
agencies, the regulated facility, and the local
communities which are taking an increased interest in
hazardous waste activities, the time necessary to meet
EPA, State and local requirements can be significant.
TTC projects are not unusual in that regard.
Typically, waste site clean-ups take years of study
before an action plan for clean-up can be agreed to by
all parties. For example, the CDOH issued a compliance
order to the FRA/AAR in December 1987, to investigate,
remediate, and close the surface impoundment. On March
11, 1992, clean closure of the impoundment was approved
by CDOH.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How do you know that no more

funding above the $1.1 million requested for FY 1994
will be needed for environmental clean-up at TTC?

ANSWER: Based upon the current regulations and
all known environmental problems at the time the FY
1994 budget request was prepared, FRA believes that
full funding of the $1.1 million will be adequate to

complete these projects. However, it is possible that
as a result of the investigation of the SWMU's or the
removal of underground storage tanks, more extensive
remediation work may be required by the CDOH, and the

requested funds will be insufficient to complete all
activities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please detail all

expenditures for all environmental compliance
activities at the TTC, by fiscal year. Please display
separately contributions by the FRA toward this effort,
versus contributions by the AAR.
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Contract DTFR53-82-C-00282
Task Order No. 34

Modification No. 10

Page 2 of 2

rv. RECAPITULATION OF FUNDS :

Funded

Letter Task Order $ 54,000
Modification 1 36,000
Modification 2 109,000
Modification 3 281,000
Modification 4 13,000
Modifications 5&6 521,211
Modification 7 -0-

Modification 8 370,000
Modification 9 428,028

Modification 10 '28,815

$1,841,054

Appropriation

S88-2800-2590
S88-2800-2590
S88-2800-2590
S88-2800-2590
B90-6421-2590
S91-3041-2590

S91-3041-2590
X745-000-321-
031000-90310-
2523

X745-000-321-
040100-90310-
2523

PP: Number

34-029-0
4605-200

4605-207
4605-206

4605-231

V. PERIcb OF PERFORMANCE

The period of performance for the Phase V, Task A, shall conmence upon the

effective date of this modification and shall end December 31, 1992.

DTFR53-82-C-002 8 2

Task Order 34

Modification 10
Attachment 1

PHASE V- Task 1 (Engineering Design)
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DTFR53-82-C-00282
Modification 09

Page 2 of 7

I. As per modification No. 3 to Task Order 34, the work
requirement for Task Order 34 has been broken out into four (4)

phases as follows:

Title Phase
Preparation of Closure Plan Phase I

Replacement of PCB Oil Phase II (Option)

Disposition of Waste Water
Lagoon and other Contaminants Phase III (Option)

Installation of New Waste
Disposal Facility Phase IV (Option)

II. The purpose of this modification is to definitize and
exercise Phases I and III of Task Order 34. Further, this
modification hereby obligates an additional funding increment in
the amount of $428.028 . Consequently, the FRA's portion of this
cost sharring arrangement is fully funded.

III. The following is the COST-SHARE agreement for each of the
above phases.

Estimated Cost Share
Phase Title and Description Cost Percent FRA/AAR

PHASE I:

Preparation of Closure Plan 1,034,000 90/10

PHASE III:
Disposition of Waste Water 674,000 50/50
Lagoon and other Contaminates

TOTAL FRA ESTIMATED COST SHARE $1,267,600
TOTAL AAR ESTIMATED COST SHARE 440.400
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $1,708,000

It is recognized and agreed that the AAR shall be 100%
responsible for all costs associated with the CDOH Fine (50,000
estimated cost) and the costs categorized as "Washington Costs"

(66,247 estimated cost).

IV As a result of this modification, subject Task Order is fully
funded. Consequently, the "Limitation of Funds" clause (last
modified in Modification No. 8) is hereby deleted and replaced
with FAR 52.232-20 "Limitation of Cost".

V RECAPITULATION OF FUNDS:

FUNDED APPROPRIATION PR NUMBER
Letter Task Order $ 54,000 S88-2800-2590
Modification 1 36,000 S88-2800-2590
Modification 2 109,000 S88-2800-2590
Modification 3 281,000 S88-2800-2590
Modification 4 13,000 B90-6421-2590 34-029-0
Modification 566 521,211 S91-304 1-2590 4605-200
Modification 7

Modification 8 370,000 S91-3041-2590 4605-207
Modification 9 428.028 X745 000 321 4605-206

031000 90310 2523
TOTAL FUNDIMQ 1,812,239
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VI. The provision entitled "Period of Performance", which was

previously modified in Modification No. 5, is hereby deleted and

replaced as follows:

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

A. The period of performance for Phases II and IV are as
follows:

Description Completion Date
Phase I "Preparation of Closure
Plan" Sept 30, 1991

Phase III "Disposition of Waste
Water Lagoon and Other Contaminates" Jan 15, 1992

VII. Reference is made to the invoice preparation requirement
found in paragraph VII of Modification 7. In addition to the
breakout as identified therein, the following categories are
added:

1. Phase I - PREPARATION OF CLOSURE PLAN
2. Phase III - DISPOSITION OF WASTE WATER LAGOON

AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS

Costs for each line item shall be identified by Direct Labor,
Overhead, Fringe, and Materials (Subcontracts) . The costs shall
then be identified as FRA Cost Share and AAR Cost Share. The net
amount of the invoice shall only reflect the FRA Cost Share.

VIII. Pusuant to FAR 5'. 219, the approved Small Business and
Small Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting Plan for T.O. 34 is

hereby incorporated as set forth in Attachment 01 to this
modification.

IX. Pursuant to PL 101-189, the following Procurement Integrity
Provision is incorporated:

52.203-9 REQUIREMENT FOR CERTIFICATE OF PROCUREMENT
INTEGRITY-MODIFICATION (SEP 1990)

(a) Definitions. The definitions set forth in FAR 3.104-4 are

hereby incorporated in this clause.

(b) The Contractor agrees that it will execute the certification
set forth in paragraph (c) of this clause when requested by the

Contracting Officer in connection with the execution of any
modification of this contract.

(c) Certification. As required in paragraph (b) of this clause,
the officer or employee responsible for the modification proposal
shall execute the following certification:

CERTIFICATE OF PROCUREMENT INTEGRITY-MODIFICATION (SEP
1990)

(1) I, /J^yyy /^ rr^xr (Name of certifier)
officer oramployeeresponsible for the preparation of th

am the
this

modification proposal and hereby certify that, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, with the exception of any information
described in this certification, I have no information concerning
a violation or possible violation of subsection 27(a), (b) , (d) ,

or (f) of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act, as
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amended* (41 U.S.C. 423), (hereinafter referred to as "the Act"),
as implemented in the FAR, occurring during the conduct of this
procurement Ty/s^ -y-t yi -^ •»>< x.j>i (contract and modification
number). r*-^ jy ^

*</ f
(2) As required by subsection 27(e)(1)(B) of the Act, I further
certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, each
officer, employee, a5ent, representative, and consultant of
^^*.4Lae Iff jtotd^ KoiAj^^e/̂ f (Name of Offeror) who has participated
personally and substantially in the preparation or submission of
this proposal has certified that he or she is familiar with, and
will comply with, the requirements of subsection 27(a) of the
Act, as implemented in the FAR, and will report immediately to me
any information concerning a violation or possible violation of
subsections 27(a), (b) , (d) , or (f) of the Act, as implemented in
the FAR, pertaining to this procurement.

(3) Violations or possible violations: (Continue on plain bond
paper if necessary and label Certificate of Procurement
Integrity-Modification (Continuation Sheet), ENTER NONE IF NONE
EXISTS)

IC^J.

(Signature of the officer or employee responsible for the
modification proposal and date)

^^pi/L
(Typed name of the officer or employee responsible for the
modification proposal)

* The Act became effective on December 1, 1990.

THIS CERTIFICATION CONCERNS A MATTER WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF
AN AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE MAKING OF A FALSE,
FICTITIOUS, OR FRAUDULENT CERTIFICATION MAY RENDER THE MAKER
SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION UNDER TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE,
SECTION 1001.

(End of certification)

52.203-9 ftBQDIREMENT FOR CERTIFICATE OF PROCUREMENT
INTEGRITY-MODIFICATION (SEP 1990) (Continued)

(d) In making the certification in paragraph (2) of the
certificate, the officer or employee of the competing Contractor
responsible for the offer or bid, may rely upon a one-time
certification from each individual required to submit a
certification to the competing Contractor, supplemented by
periodic training. These certifications shall be maintained bythe Contractor for a period of 6 years from the date a certifying
employee's employment with the company ends or, for an agency,
representative, or consultant, 6 years from the date such
individual ceases to act on behalf of the contractor.
(e) The certification required by paragraph (c) of this clause
is a material representation of fact upon which reliance will be
placed in executing this modification.

52.203-10 PRICE OR FEE ADJUSTMENT FOR ILLEGAL OR IMPROPER
ACTIVITY (SEP 1990)

(a) The Government, at its election, may reduce the price of a

fixed-price type contract or contract modification and the total
cost and fee under a cost-type contract or contract modification
by the amount of profit or fee determined as set forth in
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paragraph (b) of this clause if the head of the contracting
activity or his or her designee determines that there was a
violation of subsection 27(a) of the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy Act, as amended (41 U.S.C. 423), as
implemented in the FAR. In the case of a contract modification,
the fee subject to reduction is the fee specified in the
particular contract modification at the time of execution, except
as provided in subparagraph (b) (5) of this clause.

(b) The price or fee reduction referred to in paragraph (a) of
this clause shall be-

(1) For cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts, the amount of the fee
specified in the contract at the time of award;

(2) For cost-plus-incentive-fee contracts, the target fee
specified In the contract at the time of award, notwithstanding
any minimum fee or "fee floor" specified in the contract.

(3) For cost-plus-award-fee contracts-

(i) The base fee established in the contract at the
time of contract award;

(ii) If no base fee is specified in the contract, 30

percent of the amount of each award fee otherwise
payable to the Contractor for each award fee evaluation
period or at each award fee determination point.

52.203-10 PRICE OR FEE ADJUSTMENT FOR ILLEGAL OR IMPROPER
ACTIVITY (BEP 1990) (Continued)

(4) For fixed-price-incentive contracts, the Government may-
(i) Reduce the contract target price and contract
target profit both by an amount equal to the initial
target profit specified in the contract at the time of
contract award; or

(ii) If an immediate adjustment to the contract target
price and contract target profit would have a

significant adverse impact on the incentive price
revision relationship under the contract, or adversely
affect the contract financing provisions, the
Contracting Officer may defer such adjustment until
establishment of the total final price of the contract.
The total final price established in accordance with
the incentive price revision provisions of the contract
shall be reduced by an amount equal to the initial
target profit specified in the contract at the time of
contract award and such reduced price shall be the
total final contract price.

(5) For firm-fixed-price contracts or contract modifications, by
10 percent of the initial contract price; 10 percent of the
contract modification price; or a profit amount determined by the

Contracting Officer from records or documents in existence prior
to the date of the contract award or modification.

(c) The Government may, at its election, reduce a prime
contractor's price or fee in accordance with the procedures of

paragraph (b) of this clause for violations of the Act by its
subcontractors by an amount not to exceed the amount of profit or
fee reflected in the subcontract at the time the subcontract was
first definitively priced.
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(d) In addition to the remedies in paragraphs (a) and (c) of
this clause, the Government may terminate this contract for
default. The rights and remedies of the Government specified
herein are not exclusive, and are in addition to any other rights
and remedies provided by law or under this contract.

(End of clause)

X. It is recognized and agreed that the percentage of cost
which represents the AAR's cost share sriall be borne as a direct
cost to the AAR and may not be recovered through any indirect
account in which the Government contributes (such as overhead,
G&A, fringe, or fee) .

XI. Except as provided herein, all other terms and conditions
remain unchanged.
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DTFR53-8 2-C-0028 2

Modification 07
Page 2 of 6

I. As per modification No. 3 to Task Order 34, the work

requirement for Task Order 34 has been broken out into four (4)

phases as follows:

Title Phase
Preparation of Closure Plan Phase I

Replacement of PCB Oil Phase II (Option)

Disposition of Waste Water
Lagoon and other Contaminants Phase III (Option)

Installation of New Waste
Disposal Facility Phase IV (Option)

II. The purpose of this modification is to definitize and
exercise Phases II and IV of Task Order 34. As set forth below,
Phase II entitled "Replacement of PCB Oil" is revised to include
the remediation of the CTA Mercury Arc Rectifier as well as the
removal and replacement of the Underground Storage Tanks (UST's)
Phase IV is also revised to reflect the negotiated agreement of

cost-share. As a result of this modification, the Statement of

Work for optional Phases II and IV as defined by Modifcation 03

is hereby deleted and replaced with the modified version as set

forth in Attachment 01. The revised requirements for Phases II

and IV have been broken down into the following categories:

Phase 11(a) - REPLACEMENT OF PCB OIL
Phase 11(b) - REMEDIATION OF THE CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

MERCURY ARC RECTIFIER
Phase 11(C) - REMEDIATION OF ALL UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
Phase IV - WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY INVESTIGATION
Phase V - WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY PURCHASE

(OPTION)

Phase V was added as a result of negotiations.

II. The following is the COST-SHARE agreement for each of the
above phases.

Phase Title and Description
Project Administration*

Phase 11(a) "Replacement
of PCB Oil"

Phase 11(b) "Remediation
of the Mercury Arc Rectifier"

Phase 11(c) "Remediation
of all Underground Storage
Tanks"

Phase IV "Wastewater
Treatment Facility
Investigation"

ESTIMATED
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TOTAL FRA ESTIMATED COST SHARE $544,639
TOTAL AAR ESTIMATED COST SHARE $ 60.776
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $605,415

Project Administration is identified here for administrative
purposes. Since it was a material part of the AAR's proposal, it
is included to represent their portion of the cost share.

OPTION PROVISION:

ESTIMATED Cost Share
Phase Title and Description Cost Percent FRA/AAR
Phase V "Wastewater Treatment $ 63,500 100/0
System (OPTION)

TOTAL FRA ESTIMATED OPTIONAL COST SHARE $63,500
TOTAL AAR ESTIMATED OPTIONAL COST SHARE S

TOTAL ESTIMATED OPTION COST $63,500

III RECAPITULATION OF FUNDS:

FUNDED APPROPRIATION PR NUMBER
Letter Task Order $ 54,000 S88-2800-2590
Modification 1 36,000 S88-2800-2590
Modification 2 109,000 S88-2800-2590
Modification 3 281,000 S88-2800-2590
Modification 4 13,000 B90-6421-2590 34-029-0
Modification 5&6 521,211 S91-3041-2590 4605-200
Modification 7

TOTAL FUNDING 1,014,211

IV. Reference is made to modification 5, dated December 21,
1990. The paragraph entitled "Task Order Definitization" is
hereby deleted and replaced as follows:

A. A cost-reimbursement definitive task order is

contemplated. The contractor agrees to begin promptly
negotiating with the Contracting Officer the terms of a
definitive task order in accordance with the following
revised def initization schedule:

B. The schedule for definitizing this task order is ninety
(90) days from the execution of this modification. The
major milestones are as follows:

1. Submittal of revised proposal for Phase I (Basic)
and Phase III - March 1, 1991 (Copy received).

2. Negotiations shall begin within 90 days after
receipt of the above listed proposals.

3. Definitive task order award (Phases I and III)
within 110 days after receipt of the proposal.

C. If agreement on a definitive task order to supersede
this letter task order is not reached by the target date
in paragraph b above, or within any extension of it

granted by the Contracting Officer, the Contracting
Officer will, with the approval of the head of the
contracting activity, unilaterally determine a reasonable
price, subject to contractor appeal as provided in the
Disputes Clause. In any event, the contractor shall
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proceed with completion of the task order, subject only to
the "Limitation of Government Liability" clause set forth
herein.

1. After the Contracting Officer's determination of
price, the task order shall be governed by the
provisions of this task order and the applicable
provisions of Contract DTFR53-82-C-00282 .

2. To the extent consistent with subparagraph C.l
above, all clauses, terms and conditions included in
this letter task order shall continue in effect,
except those that by their nature apply only to a
letter type task order.

V. The provision entitled "Period of Performance", which was
previously modified in Modification No. 5, is hereby deleted and
replaced as follows;

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

A. The period of performance for Phases II and IV are as
follows:

Description Completion Date
Phase 11(A) "Replacement of
PCB Oil" July 30, 1992

Phase 11(B) "Remediation of
the CTA Mercury Arc Rectifier" Oct 30, 1991

Phase 11(C) "Remediation of
all Underground Storage Tanks" Sept 15, 1992

Phase IV "Wastewater Treatment
Facility Investigation" July 10, 1991

B. The period of performance for Phases I and III will be
definitized upon completion of negotiations in accordance
with the schedule set forth in Paragraph V B above.

VII. All invoices as well as quarterly progress reports
submitted as a result of this modification shall be broken down
into the following line items:

1. PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
2. Phase 11(a) - REPLACEMENT OF PCB OIL
3. Phase 11(b) - REMEDIATION OF THE CHICAGO TRANSIT

AUTHORITY MERCURY ARC RECTIFIER
4. Phase 11(c) - REMEDIATION OF ALL UNDERGROUND STORAGE

TANKS
5. Phase IV - WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY

INVESTIGATION

Costs for each line item shall be identified by Direct Labor,
Overhead, Fringe, Materials (Subcontracts) and Fee. The costs
shall then be identified as FRA Cost Share and AAR Cost Share.
The net amount of the invoice shall only reflect the FRA Cost
Share. It is recognized that the AAR will identify an 8% fee,
but remove this amount as a part of their cost-share.

VIII. Except as provided herein, all other terms and conditions
remain unchanged.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please identify what amount
of funding provided by the FRA toward environmental
clean-up at the TTC has been obligated to date.

ANSWER: The total amount of funds obligated to
date for environmental clean-up at the TTC is
$1,841,054.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please also provide a summary
of the new operating agreement with the AAR for
activities at the TTC. Please provide a copy of the
agreement.

ANSWER: FRA entered into a 10-year contract with
the AAR on October 1, 1992, for the Care, Custody, and
Control of TTC. The basic contract is a no-cost
agreement that AAR will operate and maintain the Test
Center, at no cost to FRA, in exchange for the right to
solicit commercial testing from all sectors of the
railroad industry. A unit of the AAR's Research and
Test Department staffs and operates the Center.
Commercial work and testing funded by AAR in support of
its in-house research programs provide substantial non-
Federal financial support which has been essential to
continued availability of the Center for all users—the
major objective of the basic contract. A copy of the
contract agreement is provided as requested.

[CLERK'S NOTE. --Due to its length, the
aforementioned contract agreement does not appear in
the hearing record but will be available for review in
the subcommittee files.]

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please detail the financial
ramifications of the agreement as it relates to funds
appropriated through the FRA that would be provided to
the AAR as the operator of the TTC.

ANSWER: FRA agreed in the basic contract that the
best efforts will be made to maintain a level of
$5,000,000 per year in FRA-sponsored research work to
assure the continued viability of TTC. FRA identifies
specific activities within its research and test
program which can be performed at the Test Center, and
awards separate tasks for each major project area under
the umbrella of the basic contract.

For the first time in FY 1993, FRA also provided
funding for refurbishment and upgrade of the TTC main
facilities, such as repairing building structures and
electrical transmission cables. These expenditures are
for major capital items beyond "fair wear and tear" and
are the result of the age of the facility.

OTHER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FRA has been working on the
loss of shunt problem involving grade crossing signals.
What is the status of this work and possible solutions?
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ANSWER: The loss of shunt project continues with
the monitoring of several revenue sites for indications
of potential crossing gate bobbing. Data has been
collected and is now being evaluated. A site in
Gothenburg, Nebraska is being engineered to allow
automatic identification of the train or consist that
exhibits loss of shunt. The Transportation Test Center
in Pueblo, Colorado has set up track circuits of the
type used in grade crossings and is testing various
railroad vehicles and locomotives.

The data gathered to date indicate that all
crossing sites being monitored show momentary loss of
shunt, although the risk of a gate bob while a train is
present in the crossing is low. Most of the instances
of potential gate bob occur for lighter vehicles.

The evidence collected to date is not sufficient
to conclude any particular remedy that may be optimum
or applicable at all locations. Some possible
solutions may include: development of "smart systems"
and/or modification of existing circuits, rail
grinding, evaluation of electrical characteristics of
films that may be present in the wheel or rail,
determination of vehicle requirements, and development
of site-specific solutions.

These and other potential solutions will be
evaluated.

MERIT PAY INCREASES - RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please identify the amount
requested for merit pay increases within the Railroad
Research and Development account for FY 1994. Please
show this amount opposite the base for merit pay in
FY 1993.

ANSWER: The information follows:

FY 1993 Increase FY 1994

$1,200 +$300 $1,500

SANITARY FOOD TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1990

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an update
regarding the issuance of rulemakings to implement the
Sanitary Food Transportation Act (SFTA) in the rail mode,

ANSWER: On May 21, 1993, the Research and Special
Programs Administration (RSPA) published in the Federal
Register a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to
implement regulations required by SFTA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What rulemaking actions have
been initiated in 1992, 1993, are anticipated in 1994,
and what are the implementation dates for compliance on
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the part of the railroads, with the SFTA as articulated
in these rulemaking actions?

ANSWER: In 1991 and 1992, RSPA reviewed 127
comments to the February 20, 1991 SFTA Advanced Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) which solicited public
comments on regulatory options concerning SFTA. RSPA
also started drafting the May 21, 1993 SFTA NPRM. In
1993, RSPA finished drafting the SFTA NPRM and published
it in the Federal Register on May 21, 1993. The first
public hearing was held June 29, 1993 at the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Auditorium in Washington
D.C.. A second public hearing is planned September 13
and 14, 1993 at the FAA Building in Des Plaines,
Illinois. The NPRM provides for public comment until
October 18, 1993. RSPA expects requests for extension of
the comment period. RSPA Chief Counsel estimates that it
will take nine months to one year to prepare the final
rule and the accompanying regulatory evaluation. This
time frame is slightly longer than usual for several
reasons. RSPA needs to work carefully and deliberately
because the final rule will establish a brand new
regulatory program covering many entities that have never
been subject to the Department of Transportation's
regulations. There are also many complex technical and
implementation issues that will need to be resolved.
Finally, RSPA needs to work with FHWA and FRA on
enforcement procedures because the SFTA regulations will
be outside of their traditional safety expertise.
Although it is premature to set an implementation date
for compliance, it is anticipated that the date will be
6 to 12 months after the rulemaking is published,
probably sometime in 1995.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/TANK CAR INSPECTIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a table for the
last four fiscal years as well as FY 1993 and anticipated
level for FY 1994 in the number of tank car inspections
and the number of hazardous materials inspections to be
conducted by FRA inspectors.

ANSWER: The following table provides information
concerning inspection activities conducted by FRA/State
hazardous materials inspectors for the last four fiscal
years:

FRA/State Hazardous Materials Inspections Activities
1989-1992

Category
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Information received and entered for FY 1993
indicates that, as of July 1, 4,853 facility inspections
had been conducted and 32,176 tank cars inspected. These
inspections resulted in 6,248 defects being reported.
The total figures for FY 1993 are anticipated to increase
slightly due to the inclusion of qualified state
inspectors. Figures for FY 1994 will also reflect higher
values as more states enforce the Hazardous Materials
Regulations under the Federal Rail Safety Program.

RULEMAKING UPDATE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an update on the
status of rulemaking projects under docket HM-175A,
HM-197, HM-201, and HM-201A. Please describe what issues
are to be addressed under each docket and your time line
for proposed rules and final rules in this area.

ANSWER: HM-175A is scheduled for publication in
September 1993. Because FRA does not have rulemaking
authority in this area and because the regulatory impact
analysis requires the agency to choose the best approach
for a rule that contributes to the greatest net benefit,
FRA can provide only the issues addressed in the ANPRM.
In summary, the ANPRM solicits comments on the need to
expand the requirement for head protection or thermal
protection on tank cars transporting flammable gases,
nonflammable gases, poisonous gases, and thermally
reactive materials and for tanks constructed from
aluminum plate or nickel plate, full head protection in
lieu of half head protection, phasing out "grandfather
clauses," safety relief valve sizing, elimination of
bottom outlets, the elimination of self-energized manways
located below the liquid level of the cargo, protective
coatings under insulation, and gasket and sealant
specifications.

HM-197 was published in the Federal Register on

May 7, 1993 as a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
with comment period ending July 12, 1993. The notice
proposes to permit the use of certain portable tanks to

transport hazardous materials (i.e., those materials
posing low to moderate hazards) in Container-On-Flatcar
(COFC) and Trailer-On-Flatcar (TOFC) service, without
obtaining prior approval from the Federal Railroad
Administration's Associate Administrator for Safety.
Approval is currently granted to applicants who can
substantiate that the portable tank and its related
securement system meets prescribed conditions. Once all
comments are evaluated, and depending upon Departmental
priorities, a final rule could appear as early as the

spring of 1994.
HM-201 is scheduled for publication by

September 1993. Because FRA does not have rulemaking
authority in this area and because the regulatory impact
analysis requires the agency to choose the best approach
for a rule that contributes to the greatest net benefit,
FRA can provide only the issues addressed in the ANPRM.
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In summary, the ANPRM solicits comments on the need to
revise the current periodic inspection requirements to
more adequately detect cracks, pits, corrosion, lining
flaws, thermal protection flaws, and other defects by
using non-destructive testing techniques. The purpose of
the rule is to require the use of non-destructive testing
techniques to more adequately detect flaws and therefore

qualify tank cars for further use.
HM-201A is currently in draft format. When

published in the Federal Register, it will appear as an
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) , proposing
amendments to the Hazardous Materials Regulations (HMR)
that will modify in-train placement of rail freight cars

transporting hazardous materials and improve
documentation requirements for trains transporting
hazardous materials. FRA staff and RSPA staff continue
to exchange drafts of the ANPRM. Due to a backlog of

high priority rulemaking projects, the ANPRM has been

delayed. As soon as this backlog is depleted, FRA
intends to expedite this rulemaking.

NORTH CAROLINA ISTEA FUNDING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe in detail
and provide copies of all communications from the FRA
to the Federal Highway Administration and the Office
of the Secretary relating to the application by the
State of North Carolina for $9.6 million in ISTEA
funding for improved intercity passenger service
between Charlotte and Raleigh, North Carolina.

Did the FRA take exception with the FHWA's
interpretation that this proposal was not eligible for
STP funds? What efforts have been made by the FRA to
provide for a broad interpretation of eligible rail
projects for STP funds? Did the FRA seek to have the
FHWA's interpretation regarding the North Carolina
project overturned by the Office of the Secretary?

ANSWER: FRA has no delegated authority in the
area of the North Carolina request. However, because
of the interest in providing the States with all
possible flexibility to address their transportation
needs, FRA is participating in ongoing discussions
with FHWA, FTA and the Office of the Secretary
examining all aspects of ISTEA funding eligibility.

HIGH-SPEED RAIL AND MAGLEV FEASIBILITY STUDIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an update on
all funds earmarked by the Committee in prior years
for high-speed rail and maglev feasibility studies.
Please identify any and all projects for which the
appropriate states have not come forward with matching
funds.

Please describe what was accomplished with the
funding for each feasibility study, and what amount of
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funding was allocated by the state (s) for these
feasibility studies.

ANSWER: DOT'S FY 1991 appropriation earmarked
$500,000 for Washington State's high-speed rail grant
for a preliminary corridor design and feasibility
study which was completed in December 1992.

Washington State's match was made through a new State

appropriation.
DOT'S FY 1992 appropriation earmarked $500,000

for grants to Maryland, New York, Nevada,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin for high-speed rail/maglev
feasibility studies. Maryland, New York, Wisconsin
and Pennsylvania are completing their studies. Nevada
has yet to make an application which is fully
responsive to the requirements of the appropriation.

Maryland is studying the feasibility of high-
speed magnetic levitation service between Baltimore,
MD. ,

and Washington, D.C. In cooperation with
Massachusetts, New York is studying high-speed
rail/maglev in the New York-Albany-Boston corridor.
Wisconsin is studying options for HSR between
Milwaukee and Chicago.

With the exception of Nevada, all states have
identified either public or private funds for the
required match of the $500,000 in Federal funds for

high-speed rail/maglev feasibility studies.

Maryland's match is comprised of $200,000 State funds,
$100,000 Baltimore City, and $200,000 private
financing. Again, with the exception of Nevada, all
studies are underway or completed, as in the case of

Washington State. Nevada has submitted two
applications in which they have proposed using funds
already expended for unrelated projects as their match
for the Federal contribution. Both applications have
been considered deficient for that reason.

The Illinois DOT received $500,000 funding
through Amtrak's FY 1992 appropriation. Although not

required to match the Federal funding, IDOT added
$90,000 to expand the scope of their study. The study
emphasizes financial options for raising money and is

nearing completion.
All states considering maglev technology are

interested in being selected as a Maglev Demonstration
Site under authority of the ISTEA legislation.

To the extent possible, all feasibility studies
address intermodal concepts for their respective areas
in the preliminary planning process.

AUTHORIZED POSITIONS—CHIEF COUNSEL

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Are all positions authorized in the Office
of Chief Counsel now filled? Please provide a table detailing
authorized positions, authorized FTEs, and on-board strength in the
Office of Chief Counsel. Please provide that table for FY 1992,

showing end-of-year on-board strength, as well as FY 1993 current
on-board strength, and anticipated staffing levels for FY 1994.
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ANSWER: All positions in the Office of Chief Counsel are

currently filled. Listed below is the table of authorized

positions, FTEs, and on-board strength as requested:

Fiscal
Year
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UNTRANSMITTED REPORTS AS OF JULY 1993

I^fie
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CRASH IN FORT LAUDERDALE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What was the cause of the
recent crash in Fort Lauderdale, Florida involving a

gasoline tank truck that got trapped at a highway/rail
grade crossing? Does this accident indicate the need for
the highway construction community — both State
government officials and their contractors — to
communicate more closely with the railroad industry?
What is FRA doing to promote such communication?

ANSWER: The National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) is the lead investigative agency on the March 17
collision of an Amtrak passenger train with a gasoline
tank truck in Fort Lauderdale. The Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) assisted the on-site investigation
immediately following the accident. However, the NTSB
has not yet issued their findings and recommendations.
The fact that the crossing was in the middle of a highway
work zone where heavy traffic was severely constricted
and congested was certainly a major factor. The FRA is
aware of no findings of fault relative to the train crew,
and the warning devices (gates) at the crossing were
thoroughly inspected, tested and timed and no problems
were found. It does not appear that the presence of a
railroad crossing in the highway work zone was a

consideration in the work zone traffic planning. The FRA
has approached both the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and the National Committee on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (NCUTCD) with a slide presentation and
the foregoing observations. The FHWA has already issued
a memorandum to their regional offices, advising them to
caution those responsible for planning construction
projects. FRA has also sent copies of the FHWA
memorandum to its regional offices advising them to
review the material with States and railroads in their
respective regions, and suggesting that railroad/highway
construction coordination is beneficial. The NCUTCD has
agreed to raise this issue with their Construction and
Maintenance Technical Committee at their next meeting in
January 1994.

GRADE CROSSING SAFETY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please bring us up to date on
FRA ' s activities to promote grade crossing safety. What
discussions have you had with railroads and concerned
State officials on this issue? What cooperative
activities on grade crossing safety are you pursuing with
FHWA? What substantive contributions has NHTSA made to
your efforts? What are the components of your FY 1994
budget that deal with grade crossing issues?

What have been the accomplishments of your newly
created division that deals with grade crossings?

ANSWER: DOT has defined a set of Initiatives which
target the crossing safety issue. The Federal Highway
Administration, the Federal Transit Administration and
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the Federal Railroad Administration are the principals.
The first initiative is to promote the closure of

highway-rail crossings, 25 percent by the year 2000. The
FRA has promulgated interim guidance regarding crossings
which should be considered for elimination. The FRA is

working with the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials and the National Conference
of State Rail Officials to develop more detailed and
better founded criteria. A survey of state laws has been
completed, a pamphlet has been drafted, model state laws
are being developed, and the preparation of an analytic
procedure for assessing relevant factors and making
objective recommendations is planned. The effort is

being co-coordinated by an official from both the Iowa
DOT and the Union Pacific Railroad. The FRA and the FHWA
are providing staff and legal support. The FRA has also
been collecting and preparing case studies relative to
closure programs. FRA's goal is to soon publish a list
of "lessons learned" regarding what does and doesn't
work.

The FHWA administers the Section 130 program which
provides money from the Highway Trust Fund for making
safety improvements at highway-rail crossings. The FRA
assists the FHWA in promoting and monitoring this
program. The FRA utilizes its data resources, especially
the U.S. DOT/AAR National Highway-Rail Crossing Inventory
and the Railroad Accident/Incident Reporting System, to
assist states and railroads in managing and prioritizing
projects and programs. The FHWA is also the principal
proponent of highway traffic control device research and
innovation. This applies to warning devices used at
highway-rail crossings-they are highway traffic control
devices. The FRA works with the FHWA in promoting and
monitoring research relative to signs and signals used at
crossings. This includes the YIELD sign project recently
initiated in Ohio, the advanced warning sign research in

Texas, an automated horn system (located at the crossing)
experiment in Nebraska, and assessments of the Canadian
Crossbuck and of the feasibility of developing a

proximity alert system for use in highway vehicles, the
latter two being done in-house by the FHWA.

The FRA sponsors and promotes research on the rail-
side, usually train borne, with the assistance and advice
of the FHWA. Projects underway include: a reexamination
of the efficacy of placing reflectors on the sides of
rail cars; the use of alerting lights on locomotives (now
being progressed under a Congressionally mandated
schedule) ; a review of horn usage, standards and needs;
the possibility of using mobile barriers for temporary
(night time) closure of crossings (facilitating train
horn bans) ; developing a standard for crossing
illumination (similar to street lights) ; and an in-depth
investigation, underway with the Association of American
Railroads, of train detection (track) circuitry to
isolate causes and corrections for heretofore unexplained
intermittent circuit failures known as "loss-of-shunt. "

The FRA, along with FHWA and the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) , is supportive of
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Operation Lifesaver, Inc. (OLI) . All three
Administrations have representatives on the OLI Program
Development Council and both FRA and FHWA support OLI
fiscally. Among other uses, FRA funds have been used by
OLI to underwrite a "mini-grant" program whereby
individual state Operation Lifesaver programs apply for
matching funds to develop and/or promote an Operation
Lifesaver activity or program. Federal funds in the
mini-grant program have leveraged funding from other
sources at a ratio exceeding 4:1. FRA funds are also
being used to develop Public Service Announcements and to
defray the cost of OLI ' s Communications Director, one of
only four full time staffers in OLI ' s organization. FRA
and FHWA staff also participate on OLI committees which
develop and promote the elimination, enforcement,
engineering and education programs of OLI. FRA field
personnel also assist at the State program level.
Working with the DOT's Public Affairs Office, the FRA has
also been involved in preparing a Public Service
Announcement (with the message "Trains Can't Stop, You
Can") which will be available for distribution in late
Summer, 1993.

FRA recognizes that the crux of any warning device
or public education program is an effective enforcement
program. However, the FRA must work through local and
State highway traffic law enforcement officials to get
the job done. To encourage and facilitate their
effective participation, the FRA has been instrumental in
the development and availability of training programs for
police officers vis-a-vis railroads and railroad
operations. The FRA provided materials for the original
"train the trainer" courses sponsored by OLI. The FRA,
FTA and FHWA sponsored the development and airing of the
Law Enforcement Television Network's 15-part "On Track"
series. FRA is currently having a condensed version of
this series prepared which will make available four
different tapes, one each addressing: enforcement and
accident investigation; hazardous materials accidents;
trespasser/vandalism prevention; and transit systems.
FRA anticipates that these will be widely distributed.
FRA, often side by side with OLI, also displays at the
national conferences of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police, the National Sheriffs' Association, and
the National Fraternal Order of Police. The FRA booths
have been well patronized. Handout materials, including
an FRA pamphlet soliciting police involvement in railroad
programs and accident prediction listings for "hometown"
highway-rail crossings, have been well received. In a
research-related enforcement effort, the FHWA, FTA and
FRA are jointly underwriting part of the costs of a video
enforcement experiment undertaken by the Los Angeles
County Transportation Commission. Video cameras
positioned at crossings, and active when warning devices
are activated by approaching trains, are being used to
supplement an active police enforcement program.

The FRA is seeking to assist small railroads and
local government entities in addressing crossing safety
programs. States and major railroads are already
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reasonably well informed. Working with the National
Highway Institute (NHI) , a part of FHWA, the FRA is

contributing to the development of a training program for

public works project directors from local governments and
small railroads which will review good practices, current
programs and available resources for making crossing
safety improvements. The course will be offered in both
one and two day formats and should be available in early
1994.

Pursuant to a Congressional mandate, the FRA is

currently preparing inspection, testing and maintenance
regulations regarding automated warning devices installed
at highway-rail crossings. Such regulations will apply
to the railroads who maintain these devices. A public
meeting was held in the Fall of 1992 to discuss an

appropriate Federal approach to this problem and a joint
petition has been received from the Brotherhood of
Railroad Signalmen, the American Short Line Railroad
Association, and the Association of American Railroads.
FRA expects to issue a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NPRM) in the near future.

FRA has recently promulgated guidelines regarding
highway-rail crossings in high-speed rail corridors.
These guidelines were made a part of the ISTEA
Section 1010 application procedures. Applicants are

being advised that no crossings will be permitted on rail
corridors where trains will be operating at speeds over
125 mph, and that barriers at crossings hosting rail

speeds of 110 to 125 must absolutely preclude intrusion
by highway vehicles. Crossings where trains operate at

speeds between 80 and 110 mph, the warning devices should
be brought to a level of maximum sophistication to
include gates and constant warning time equipment. Add-
ons, such as active advance warning signs and four
quadrant gates, should be considered.

Similarly, the FRA has distributed a draft set of

guidelines regarding private crossings. An open meeting
was scheduled for July 15, 1993, and announced in the
Federal Register to discuss the rationale, form and
substance of such an approach on the part of FRA.
Several states, railroads, associations, unions and
private individual registered for this meeting.
Simplified, the guidelines call for the identification of
the party (ies) responsible for each private crossing and
for that party to equip the crossing in question with
appropriate warning devices. If no party is willing to
come forward and make such a commitment, the crossing
should be closed. There are currently in excess of

110,000 private crossings in this country.
FRA is still "conferencing" with communities along

the east coast of Florida, with the Florida East Coast
Railway (FEC) , the Florida Department of Transportation
and with FHWA over the remedial measures which will allow
the reinstitution of train horn bans. In 1991, the FRA
issued Emergency Order #15 which had the effect of

preempting local train horn bans along FEC lines. This
was done after a near tripling of highway-rail crossing
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accidents occurred at crossings subject to the horn bans.
The proposed remedial measures include the establishing
of quiet zones at least one-half mile in length wherein
all crossings are either closed or equipped with four
quadrant gates or equipped with standard gates with
median barriers or are fully gated one-way streets. The
FRA anticipates conclusion of the conference process in
the near future. The FRA, with the assistance of the
Association of American Railroads and the American Short
Line Railroad Association, will also be reviewing the
impact of train horn bans nationwide.

The FRA also devotes considerable effort and
resources to maintaining and applying information data
bases such as the U.S. DOT/AAR National Highway-Rail
Crossing Inventory and the Railroad Accident/ Incident
Reporting System for highway-rail crossing programs.
Information users include Federal agencies, railroads,
states, university researchers, engineering consultants
and firms, accident investigators, litigants and the
media. Applications include tabulations of crossings,
accidents and casualties in numerous sub-sets and
categories, accident prediction listings and resource
allocation recommendations (i.e., which improvements will
provide the most return for a given investment) ,

and
accident and inventory histories for specific crossings.
Many requests received, especially those from litigants
and investigators, are Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests.

STOP SIGNS AT HIGHWAY-RAIL CROSSINGS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please discuss the pros and
cons of placing stop signs at grade crossings. Does the
FRA position on this issue differ from the FHWA position?
What studies have been completed by the DOT on this
issue? What did these studies show?

ANSWER: When selectively installed and actively
enforced, STOP signs can be an effective, and relatively
inexpensive, traffic control device at highway-rail
crossings. The FRA and the FHWA have recently sent to
their respective regional offices a joint memorandum
providing guidance on the selection of highway-rail
crossings for the installation of STOP signs. Such
factors as highway and rail traffic, crossing geometry,
sight distances and accident history are discussed, and
specific guidance is offered. FHWA and FRA regional
offices will disseminate this information to state and
local highway and rail officials for their application.
In the last 15 years, two FHWA studies have been
completed which specifically addressed or included STOP
signs. A 1978 FHWA report titled, "Safety Features of
STOP Signs at Rail-Highway Grade Crossings," reported
that :

Accident analysis results indicate that rates
for STOP sign crossings are lower than rates
for crossbuck-only crossings for higher
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vehicle-train exposure values. Field studies
show that STOP signs, when properly used,
result in improved driver behaviors adequate
for the detection and avoidance of trains.
The study conclusions suggest that STOP signs should
be applied selectively only at hazardous passive
grade crossings and should not be used
indiscriminately at all passive grade crossings.

A 1985 FHWA report titled, "Effectiveness of
Motorist Warning Devices at Rail-Highway Crossings,"
reports that:

Standard highway STOP signs were found to
significantly reduce crossing accidents by an
average of 35 percent.

An in-house review of accident data versus STOP sign
installation and total exposure (both rail and highway
traffic), in the Fall of 1992, indicates that accident
rates at crossings equipped with STOP signs are 20
percent lower than those not equipped, taking exposure
into account.

FUNDS FOR GRADE CROSSING ISSUES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please breakdown in detail how
you are using FY 1993 funds that were appropriated to
address grade crossing issues.

ANSWER: The Office of Safety received no funds
specifically for grade crossing issues.

OPERATION LIFESAVER

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Previously, FRA stated that OL,
Inc., was trying to increase their private contributions.
Were they successful? If not, does this suggest the need
for additional FRA support of OL activities? What else
is FRA doing to improve grade crossing safety?

ANSWER: Operation Lifesaver, Inc. reports that they
received $92,000 in private funds during FY 93. FRA does
not see a need for additional support at this time.

OPERATION LIFESAVER PRESENTATIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: During the last year, were your
inspectors able to meet FRA's goal of participating in at
least four Operation Lifesaver-related activities? How
close to achieving this goal did you get?

ANSWER: FRA inspectors made 838 Operation Lifesaver
presentations in FY 1992, or 76 percent of the goal.
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OVERTIME COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much have you budgeted
for overtime for the Office of Safety for each of the
last three years, including the amount proposed for
FY 1994?

ANSWER: Overtime costs for the Office of Safety
are as follows:

FY 1992 $90,000 (actual)
FY 1993 90,000 (estimated) 1/
FY 1994 185,000 (estimated)

1/ $185,000 was budgeted for overtime for
FY 1993, but funds were redirected to more
critical areas due to budget reductions.

DEFINITION OF "PERSON"

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The 1992 Rail Safety Enforcement and
Review Act changes the definition of a "person" that is subject to

your regulations. What new entities are now included in this
definition? How are you ensuring that you cover these "persons"
during your enforcement activities? How have you changed your
regulations to include these "persons" within the scope of your
regulatory review? If this has not been done, when will it?

ANSWER: Rather than expanding the safety statutes to cover
new entities, the 1992 amendments merely clarified that the word

"person" (which had been added to those laws in 1988 in place of

"railroad") included any entity that might violate one of the

safety laws, not just the entities listed in the parenthetical
after "person." FRA had amended its safety regulations in 1988 to

apply their penalty provisions to "persons." The major practical
impact of these amendments has been to clarify that any entity
that performs a regulated function for, or in the place of, a

railroad must comply with the law. If it ever appears that FRA
needs to amend its regulations to reach entities other than

railroads, their managers, their employees, or those acting in the

place of railroads, these amendments make clear that FRA has the

authority to do so. For example, FRA could decide to issue a

regulation that places duties directly on rail equipment
manufacturers (currently, the only such requirements are in the
hazardous materials area). For now, however, the major impact of

the amendments is to help ensure compliance by contractors that

perform railroad functions and the employees of such contractors.
FRA plans to issue a revised policy statement on application of

the laws to these contractors sometime in 1994.

NATIONAL INSPECTION PLAN

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What changes has FRA made to
its National Inspection Plan for both 1992 and 1993? Why
were these changes made?
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ANSWER: FRA Headquarters introduced the NIP model

in, 1992 and immediately began soliciting the field
staffs' reaction to the model findings. This dynamic
process exposed issues that needed to be resolved. For
the 1993 plan, FRA made modifications based on the 1992

experience .

The first change was to make more effective use of
defect ratio data. A few of the railroad defect ratios

by state were adjusted to avoid over allocation of hours
to them. If this had not been done, other railroad

operations would lose hours that should have been

assigned to them. In short, the defect ratio risk
factor's impact without an adjustment in the model did
not reasonably correlate with the other risk factor

findings.
The second change was to increase the emphasis on

railroad operations with less than 400,000 annual man
hours. FRA concluded after the first year's experience
that the model needed to allocate more hours to the
smaller railroads. By adjusting the model, FRA ensured
that all railroads received a more reasonable allocation
of available inspection time.

The third change was to make NIP modifications at

headquarters to account for available resources at the

regional level before distributing the plan to the

regions. Until this modification, the NIP allocated
resources based on risk factors without regard to

staffing levels in the regions. The outcome was a plan
that may have assigned goals to a region that exceeded
what could be accomplished with the available staff; or
the opposite could have occurred where not enough hours
were assigned to a region to match its staffing level.
Due to a variety of considerations, staff could not be
moved to locations to accommodate the NIP model,
especially until FRA has had more time to evaluate its
limitations. This change will match goals with available
staff and still use the distribution of risk that was

originally formulated.
The disparity between NIP and actual staffing levels

is being addressed through the SAM. It uses NIP
recommendations on how Federal inspections should be
distributed nationwide. The alignment of staff with NIP

goals will improve as new positions are filled.
The fourth change covers regions inspecting in

another region. State boundaries often do not precisely
match efficient inspection territories, yet the NIP model
used State boundaries to sort data. Regions will
identify the railroads and provide the hourly goals for

railroads that they regularly inspect in another region.
The separate railroad goals will equal the total state
wide goal that headquarters provides a region, when it is

inspecting outside its regional boundaries. With this

adjustment to the plan, regions inspecting in other

regions will no longer be assisting the region they are

visiting; rather, the inspection work done will be
counted as part of their own goals. A case in point
would be Region 1 inspections in Pennsylvania (PA)
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(actually a Region 2 State) for the MP&E discipline.
Headquarters will assign total NIP goal hours for Region
1 that it expects the region to assign in PA, but
headquarters has not specified the railroads or their
hours. Region 1 will provide headquarters with the
railroad names that it will inspect in PA and the hours
on those railroads from the total pool of hours for PA
that headquarters has provided to Region 1. The Region 1

submission for the State of PA will be input to the
master plan at the beginning of the year.

The fifth change is for the MP&E and OP disciplines.
The NIP model distribution of inspection hours for Amtrak
is presented as a regional total since available data
limits the ability to be more specific with the model.
Each Regional Director will distribute these hours to

inspection areas that best cover Amtrak activity in their
region.

WRITTEN SAFETY PROCEDURES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Previously, FRA stated that you
were planning "to develop regulations to require shippers
to maintain written safety procedures when preparing
packages for transportation by rail." Has this been
done? If not, when will you issue these regulations?
Since last year, how have you advanced this objective?

ANSWER: On September 14, 1992, the Research and
Special Programs Administration (RSPA) published a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking entitled Tank Cars and Cargo Tank
Motor Vehicles; Attendance Requirements (57 FR 42466).
The notice included a proposal whereby persons who unload
tank cars and prepare the residue shipments for
transportation would have on file written safety
procedures for preparation of the packages.

RSPA and FRA are currently reviewing the more than
thirty comments concerning the rule and preparing a final
rule. Regulations for written safety procedures
concerning loading of tank cars will be addressed in a
future rulemaking.

HIGH RISK SHIPPER INSPECTION FOCUS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Previously, FRA promised
that FRA inspectors would focus adequately on high risk
hazmat shippers. How are you now doing this?

ANSWER: FRA recognizes the need to effectively
allocate and manage the limited personnel resources at
its disposal and the inspection of "high risk" shippers
should be and is a priority. To this end FRA has
developed criteria and guidance to identify "high risk"
shippers of hazardous materials and allocate the
available resources accordingly. This task is being
accomplished via an improved National Inspection Plan
(NIP) , the implementation of the Regional Inspection
Points Program (RIP) , and use of guidance provided in the
FRA Hazardous Materials Enforcement Manual and the Annual
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National Inspection Policy on Hazardous Materials
Inspectors Time Allocation. One tool in the
identification and inspection of "high risk" shippers is
the RIP. Initial data collection under this program will
be completed in 1993 and this data is currently in the
review and verification stage at the headquarters and

regional levels.

EMERGENCY ORDER-HAZMAT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: A large number of stub sill
cars transporting hazardous materials have been
discovered with serious cracks. In response to this
situation, FRA issued an emergency order regarding these
cars. What did this order require? How are you ensuring
that industry is implementing the inspection schedule
specified in the order? Does this emergency order
permanently address this problem?

ANSWER: On September 3, 1992, FRA issued Emergency
Order No. 17, Notice No. 1 [57 FR 41799, September 11,
1992], requiring each owner of stub sill tank cars to:

(1) comply with the Association of American Railroads
(AAR) Tank Car Stub Sill Inspection Program, and the AAR
Tank Cars Stub Sill Inspection Procedure, placed in
effect in the AAR O&M Circular No. 1, issued to members
and private car owners on July 17, 1992; (2) not return
cars to service following their inspection until all
defects have been repaired and the tank car is in total
compliance with Federal railroad safety regulations,
including the Hazardous Materials Regulations and the AAR
Tank Car Manual; (3) inspect a proportionate number of
cars each year that the Inspection Program is in effect
(i.e., all jacketed cars, including cars with non-
jacketed thermal protection systems, to be inspected and
all defects/cracks repaired within 5 years; and all non-
jacketed cars to be inspected and all defects/cracks
repaired within 7 years); and (4) submit all inspection
reports monthly in computer-read format to a central data
base processing contractor.

Preliminary data indicate about 80,000 insulated
cars will be inspected within 5 years and about 40,000
non-insulated cars inspected within 7 years. If at any
time during the inspection program FRA finds that a

particular group of cars are plagued with problems, these
cars will be placed into an accelerated inspection
schedule.

FRA is continually monitoring the Inspection data
submitted. Each month, the most current data is sent to
the FRA by the Association of American Railroads. FRA
staff compares raw data that FRA Hazardous Materials
Inspectors gather from the various shops performing stub
sill inspections against the monthly AAR report. Any
discrepancies are generally resolved. If necessary,
investigations are conducted by Hazardous Materials
Inspectors for resolution.

The first year of the inspection program ends
September 3, 1993. After the first year's data is
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reviewed and analyzed, FRA will evaluate each owner's
inspection progress. If FRA determines the progress of
inspections to be insufficient, appropriate action will
be taken. The inspection program is expected to be
completed on time and upon its completion, AAR's Rule 88
Bl takes effect, requiring all tank car stub sills to be
inspected at least once every 10 years.

On February 8, 1993, EO 17 Notice No. 2, was issued
to respond to numerous questions regarding the
implementation of the stub sill inspection program and
FRA's policy toward enforcement of EO 17. EO 17 Notice
No. 3 is being drafted to remind owners of the upcoming
deadline for submittal of the first year's inspection
data.

EVALUATE NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING TECHNIQUES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The NTSB has recommended that
FRA: Evaluate, with the cooperation and assistance of
the Association of American Railroads, the Railway
Progress Institute, and the Chlorine Institute,
nondestructive testing techniques and determine how such
techniques can best be applied for periodic testing and
inspection of all tank cars that transport hazardous
materials. What has FRA done in response to this
recommendation? How does your proposed FY 1994 budget
address this concern? How much are you willing to spend
on this topic? How much would it cost to implement the
NTSB recommendation?

ANSWER: FRA initiated actions by recommending a

restructuring of the Association of American Railroads
Tank Car Committee to include a working group on quality
assurance and inspections and tests. A restructuring of
the Committee took place in March 1993. FRA is prepared
to work jointly with the industry toward improving the
inspection and testing requirements for tank cars. FRA
will be working with the AAR Tank Car Committee to:

(1) conduct root cause analysis, such as defining the
nature of cracking, typical loading spectra expected on
the tank in actual service, crack initiation sites and
mechanisms and a crack growth model; (2) determine the
allowable flaw size using failure/acceptance criteria;
(3) propose modifications to tank car design, such as
multiple load paths and the use of materials that provide
a reduced rate of crack propagation combined with high
residual strength; and (4) require the arrangement of
design details, like bottom discontinuities, to reduce
stress concentration points. FRA plans to address
certain of these issues in docket HM-201. HM-201 is
scheduled for publication by September 1993. Because FRA
does not have rulemaking authority in this area and
because the regulatory impact analysis requires the
agency to choose the best approach for a rule that
contributes to the greatest net benefit, FRA can provide
only the issues addressed in the ANPRM. In summary, the
ANPRM solicits comments on the need to revise the current
periodic inspection requirements to more adequately
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detect cracks, pits, corrosion, lining flaws, thermal

protection flaws, and other defects by using non-
destructive testing techniques.

The FY 1994 budget does not include funding for this

topic because of other concerns in the hazardous
materials transportation field, such as emergency
response. The estimated cost to implement the NTSB
recommendation is unknown at this time.

PERIODIC INSPECTION AND TEST RULEMAKING

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The NTSB has recommended that
FRA: Develop and promulgate, with the Research and
Special Programs Administration, requirements for the
periodic testing and inspection of rail tank cars that
help to ensure the detection of cracks before they
propagate to critical length by establishing inspection
intervals that are based on the defect size detectable by
the inspection method used, the stress level and the
crack propagation characteristics of the structural
component (requirements based on a damage-tolerance
approach) . What has FRA done in response to this
recommendation? How does your proposed FY 1994 budget
address this concern? How much are you planning to spend
on this topic? How much would it cost to implement the
NTSB recommendation?

ANSWER: FRA plans to address certain of these
issues in docket HM-201. HM-201 is scheduled for
publication by September 1993. Because FRA does not have
rulemaking authority in this area and because the
regulatory impact analysis requires the agency to choose
the best approach for a rule that contributes to the
greatest net benefit, FRA can provide only the issues
addressed in the ANPRM. In summary, the ANPRM solicits
comments on the need to revise the current periodic
inspection requirements to more adequately detect cracks,
pits, corrosion, lining flaws, thermal protection flaws,
and other defects by using non-destructive testing
techniques. The FY 1994 budget has no money set aside
for this topic since FRA has a rulemaking in progress to
address this issue. The estimated cost to implement the
NTSB recommendation is unknown at this time.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INSPECTION INFORMATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide data on the
number of hazardous materials inspections, number of
hazardous materials violations cited, number of hazardous
materials defects noted, and the amount of time spent on
hazardous materials inspections for each of the last
three years.
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ANSWER: The table below provides the requesteci
information.

Category
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Last year, the Committee
directed FRA to cooperate to the maximum extent possible
with the States to bring them into the Federal/State
hazardous materials enforcement program. How did you
accomplish this objective? How will you continue these
efforts during FY 1994?

ANSWER: FRA is continuing an outreach effort
primarily through meetings with the FRA/State Rail Safety
Working Group to expand the States involvement in the
rail safety (hazardous materials, etc.) inspection
program. The Working Group met on August 20, 1992 and
March 1, 1993 and the outreach effort was discussed. The
next Working Group meeting will be an all purpose meeting
between FRA and all participating States and is scheduled
for September 24, 1993, the day after FRA's Centennial
Celebration of Railroad Safety. To promote the State
Railroad Safety Inspection Program, FRA in the past year
attended and participated in the following State rail
meetings: NARUC's National Conference of State
Transportation Specialists (NCSTS) June 6-11, 1993 Annual
Conference and December 6-7, 1992 Executive Committee
Meeting; AAHSTO National Conference of State Railway
Officials (NCSRO) March 24-26, 1993 Spring Conference and
August 17-20, 1992 Annual Meeting; NARUC February 28-
March 4, 1993 Winter Meeting; and Cooperative Hazardous
Materials Enforcement Development Program (COHMED)
October 19-23, 1992 and March 23-26, 1993 Conferences.
In all the above meetings. States were advised that: The
State Participation regulations have been revised as of
June 1992 to permit State rail inspectors to perform
hazardous materials (hazmat) inspections; and FRA
welcomes States to participate in the rail safety hazmat
inspection program. To date, nine States with 14 hazmat
inspectors have entered the rail safety program. In
FY 1994, FRA will continue the same outreach effort
started in FY 1993 to encourage more States to enter the
hazmat inspection program.

STATE INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I understand that some of the
States participating in the FRA safety program want more
consistency in the determination of how a State inspector
is qualified for certification by FRA. How are you
responding to the wishes of the States in this area?
Does this problem pertain mostly to the certification of
hazardous materials inspectors?

ANSWER: FRA recognizes the States' concern
regarding the inspector certification process for all
safety disciplines. Each of the eight FRA regions is

responsible to train and certify State and FRA
inspectors. At this time, no formalized structured
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certification process exists for journeyman inspectors
for all FRA regions. FRA does plan in the next few years
to formalize this process. Until that time, States are
encouraged to work with the regions to ensure that the
proper training is being accomplished for certification.
States have been advised that FRA headquarters is willing
to review the certification process of any State
inspector, at the request of the State.

FRA IMPLEMENTATION OF HMTUSA SECTION 16 (c)

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: HMTUSA called for specific
increases in the Department's capability to promote
safety in the transportation of radioactive materials.
Please specify exactly how FRA implemented Section 16 (c)
of HMTUSA.

ANSWER: In light of the FRA's limited personnel
resources, when compared to the scope of its mission and
duties, FRA believes that the most effective means of
meeting the requirements of Section 16 (c) is to utilize
all of the personnel resources available. With this in
mind, FRA requires all of its inspectors and specialists
in the hazardous materials discipline to focus on the
safe transportation of radioactive materials by rail as
required during the course of performing their assigned
duties. In addition, inspectors from the other four FRA
inspection disciplines—motive power and equipment,
track, operating practices, and signal and train control
--are involved in and contribute to the safe
transportation of radioactive materials as it pertains to
their respective disciplines. With respect to the
hazardous materials discipline, at the end of FY 1990,
the FRA had 36 inspectors in this discipline.

To date, FRA has increased by seven the number of
hazmat inspectors over the FY 1990 level, for a total of
43. This constitutes an overall increase of 20 percent
over the FY 1990 level. Complementing the hazmat
inspectors are eight hazardous materials supervisory
specialists at the regional level and a headquarters
staff of a chief, five hazardous materials specialists,
and one industrial hygienist. The industrial hygienist
has an extensive background in the field of radiation
protection and one of the staff hazmat specialists, hired
in April 1992, has an extensive background in the area of
radioactive materials transportation.

TRACK SAFETY STANDARDS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You state in your justification
that the safety standards for track structures and signal
systems must be adapted to the state of the art in order
to permit innovation, while protecting public safety.
Please discuss your time frames for completing research
in these areas and your anticipated dates to initiate new
standards in these areas.
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ANSWER: The legislatively mandated date (Rail
Safety Enforcement and Review Act) for completing the
revision of 49 CFR 213, the track safety standards, is

September 1994. FRA intends to meet this requirement and
the effort to modify the track standards, where needed,
is well under way with a first draft due in a few weeks.
Clearly, a schedule this tight forecloses any reliance on
research results not already accomplished. This
situation does not pose a serious problem,* however, up to
now research has yielded rewarding results, many of which
are being incorporated into conceptually new regulatory
language. The research in these performance standard
regimes permit, for example, a rational approach to
dealing with the questions of lateral track stability
implicit in the concept of continuous welded rail track
safety and the frequency of internal rail flaw defect
inspection as a function of rail age and cumulative
usage.

RAIL SAFETY ENFORCEMENT AND REVIEW ACT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has FRA developed a workplan
with specific deadlines designed to implement the 1992
Rail Safety Enforcement and Review Act? What are the
specifics of this plan? If such a plan has not been
developed, why not? What is your expected time schedule
for meeting each of the requirements of the 1992 Act?

ANSWER: The language of the 1992 Act is quite clear
on what is to be done with respect to the track safety
standards and the question of employee safety and when
these tasks are to be finished. All of the required
actions fall under the general heading of rulemaking and,
in this way, are included in FRA's formal regulatory
review process (RRP) . The RRP in essence is a highly
structured definition of all of the steps that must be
taken in order to arrive at a final rule. As identified,
dates are assigned to the initiation and completion of
each step. Every two weeks, a committee composed of
upper echelon FRA managers reviews the Regulatory Project
Planning Log that is maintained by the person having
responsibility for bringing a specific rulemaking
activity to a timely and acceptable conclusion. There
are dozens of these logs (or workplans) , each one of
which portrays progress to date and each of which
facilitate a rapid recognition by the committee of the
onset of problem areas affecting adherence to the
workplan. This scheme has been very useful in
controlling the evolution of so many diverse rulemaking
actions.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When do you expect to complete
each of the studies required by the Act?

ANSWER: FRA intends to comply with the dates
mandated for completion for each study.
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FIELD STAFF ON HEADQUARTERS ASSIGNMENT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many field staff has FRA
assigned temporarily to headquarters to deal with the
backlog of work facing the headquarters staff?

ANSWER: Over the past year, approximately 60 field
personnel have been assigned on a temporary basis to

augment headquarters staff. The temporary assignments
average two weeks each and include inspectors, chief
inspectors, and supervisory specialists from all
disciplines. While at headquarters, field employees
supplement headquarters staff efforts in handling
complaints, waivers, accident/ incident report analysis,
and special projects.

WARNING LETTERS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does FRA have a systematic
inspection procedure to monitor or revisit either rail
management or labor employees who received warning
letters from FRA? How often are you able to reaudit the
safety activities and operations of these personnel? Is
a copy of any FFlA-issued warning letter automatically
forwarded to the top managers of a railroad or a shipper?
Are they asked to respond to these warning letters?

ANSWER: FRA warning letters are issued by Regional
Directors of Railroad Safety in response to specific and
willful noncompliance with a federal regulation. The
tool is used in situations serious enough to warrant FRA
attention, but not serious enough to warrant a more
stringent sanction.

FRA field inspectors revisit locations where warning
letters have been issued as a function of their normal
inspection procedures. Generally, individual warning
letters are issued involving circumstances where
conditions can be monitored by FRA without personal
visits to individuals cited. The circumstances of the
violation cited (i.e., is it an isolated incident or is
it part of a trend or pattern) will dictate the frequency
of FRA return visits.

Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 209,
Appendix A, outlines the agency policy on enforcement
options relative to safety violations. Warning letters
are issued directly to the individual cited. Copies of
these letters are forwarded to an appropriate railroad
manager. Within FRA, individual warning letters are
treated confidentially and maintained in a secure file
in the office of the Director, Office of Safety
Enforcement.

FRA does not request a response to a warning letter,
primarily due to the nature of the investigative effort
that precedes the warning. This effort must develop
evidence showing willful intent on the part of the
individual before a letter is considered. However, an
individual may respond to the letter with rebuttal
information if he/she so desires.
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STAFFING ALLOCATION MODEL

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For some time now, FRA has been
working on a staffing allocation model. What does this
model indicate about the distribution of inspectors and
the need for additional inspectors? If this model has
not yet been completed, when will it be finished? Why
wasn't the model completed as previously promised?

ANSWER: FRA currently has a partially completed
Staffing Allocation Model (SAM) that recommends by
discipline where people should be placed in the regions.
SAM is actually a subset to the NIP because NIP allocates
available inspection time to all railroads nationwide.
Available inspection time when converted to man-years
tells us where people need to be stationed based on the
NIP model recommendations.

Any changes planned for the National Inspection Plan
(NIP) will impact on the SAM. Since the NIP is a dynamic
plan, changes should occur regularly in response to new
knowledge acquired as the NIP program develops.

As to the quantification of the number of inspectors
FRA should have to inspect railroad operations, this part
of the model development requires a completed inventory
of railroad operations by all disciplines. The process
of gathering the data has been purposely slow to minimize
the impact on inspection activity. When the inventory is

completed for the hazardous material discipline, computer
software bugs have been solved, and field specialists
have completed their review of the inventory files, this
inventory will be incorporated into a model that attempts
to quantify the number of inspectors FRA believes it
needs to meet stated objectives. Development of this
process will be time-consuming, complex, and require
involvement of both headquarters and field staff that are
already extremely busy. Due to these limiting
constraints and an attempt to formulate a model covering
new effectiveness concepts, it is extremely difficult to
provide a specific completion date.

REGIONAL INSPECTION POINTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Did FRA complete collecting
data under the Regional Inspection Points (RIP) program
except for hazmat operations during CY 1992? What did
you find? How have you adjusted the distribution of your
field staff in view of the RIP findings? If the RIP data
were not completed, when will it be?

ANSWER: FRA has completed its initial data
gathering for the RIP inventory during CY 1992 except for
the HM discipline which should be completed in CY 1993.
The only review of the data to date has been to check for
data processing entry errors by headquarters and field
staff. During the data review for errors, FRA discovered
software problems that need to be resolved before the
data can be analyzed.
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Once the RIP data inventory software problems have
been resolved and the check for errors has been
completed, FRA will incorporate RIP into the NIP which
will impact SAM recommendations on the distribution of
field staff.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER CERTIFICATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What has been the impact of the
engineer certification rule on the workload facing the
Office of Safety? How many staff are assigned to this
activity? How many engineer training programs has FRA
reviewed? How do you ensure that the railroads implement
their engineer certification and training programs as
indicated in materials submitted to FRA?

ANSWER: The engineer certification rule has had a
dramatic impact on the workload of the Office of Safety.
The enormous administrative attention needed to execute
the program has necessitated the assignment of two full-
time safety specialists dedicated to this program.
Additional staff personnel are regularly brought in from
the field to assist the two full time staffers in order
to handle the workload.

There are several aspects of this program that
require an inordinate amount of staff effort both in the
Office of Safety and in the Office of Chief Counsel.
Thus far, a total of 95 petitions have been submitted to
the FRA for review of railroad decisions to decertify
locomotive engineers. FRA has been able to process only
a limited number of cases to full conclusion. Each one
of these cases requires collection and analysis of a

great deal of pertinent information germane to the
decertification action. These files are often several
inches thick by the time the case is ready for formal FRA
review. The staff then prepares detailed summaries
addressing all relevant decertification circumstances for
submission to the Locomotive Engineer Review Board
(LERB) . Subsequent to the LERB action the staff must
initiate followup action which includes closing the
docket and providing decision letters to affected parties
in conjunction with Chief Counsel. Three of the LERB
cases have subsequently been appealed to an
administrative law judge, and one has been further
appealed to the FRA Administrator, necessitating
additional staff commitment to prepare the cases for
review.

In addition to the decertification appeals, the
staff must process and review petitions for waiver from
railroads seeking relief from portions of the regulation.
As with LERB cases, notices must be prepared, field
investigations assigned and reviewed, and detailed
summaries of each case prepared for evaluation by the FRA
Safety Board. Thus far, only 2 of 26 petitions have been
resolved. In addition to waivers, the staff must also
process and prepare responses to a significant number of
complaints and controlled correspondence averaging about
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50 per year on a variety of issues related to the
locomotive engineer certification program.

The FRA has received 22 Class I, Commuter and Amtrak
certification programs; 23 Class II railroad
certification programs; and 470 Class III and switching
railroad certification programs. FRA's evaluation is a

continuing process consisting of three separate
procedures: (1) an initial administrative evaluation to

identify critical issues; (2) an in-depth evaluation of
the components of each program; and (3) daily inspections
conducted by FRA field inspectors who evaluate railroad
operations for compliance with the program submitted to
the FRA. Here again FRA is suffering a backlog due to
limited staff time to evaluate these programs. To date

only the class I's and most of the class II 's have been
reviewed through all three phases. The class III
railroad programs await review as staff time permits,
consistent with the other pressing duties related to this

program.

TRAIN DISPATCHER ISSUES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please bring us up to date on
the progress that FRA is making on regulatory issues
concerning train dispatcher operations.

ANSWER: Section 17 of the "Rail Safety Enforcement
and Review Act of 1992" requires FRA to provide Congress
a report by March 1994, addressing problematic issues
identified in the National Train Dispatchers Assessment
of 1987-88. In FRA's Report to Congress after the 1987-
88 project, it was concluded that imposition of Federal
training standards for train dispatchers was not
immediately necessary. That judgment was based upon a
number of factors revealed during FRA's extensive review
of national dispatching:

FRA's accident database failed to disclose a

statistically significant pattern of accidents
caused by inadequately trained dispatchers.

There existed no clear evidence to indicate
that any pattern of unsafe activities have
resulted from inadequate dispatcher training.

With the advent of computerized control systems
and corollary inherent "fail safe" software,
dispatcher actions are closely monitored more
than ever before in history.

Most train dispatchers observed were
experienced and well qualified. For the most
part, FRA found dispatching procedures and
systems sound and effective on virtually every
railroad.
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The railroad industry has always recognized the
importance of maintaining a proficient
dispatcher workforce. As a result, most
railroads had long established training
programs for dispatchers.

In order to comply with the 1992 Congressional
mandate, FRA has implemented an inspection plan which
involves onsite followup audits of 20 railroad
dispatching offices representing various operational
procedures and traffic densities. The review encompasses
the general issues of concern noted during the national
assessment: Staffing, communications, training,
operational testing, workload, hours of service, computer
assisted train dispatching (CAD) capabilities (i.e.,
software verification; rule matrix-conflict checking
capabilities; etc.). FRA inspection methodology includes
interviews, onsite observations, record reviews, and
selective desk auditing on each duty shift. Information
collected from this effort will be summarized and
provided with appropriate recommendations to Congress in
a formal report due in March 1994.

ALCOHOL AND DRUG TESTING PROGRAMS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What were the results of the
drug and alcohol testing programs monitored during 1992

by FRA? Are the results of the random drug testing
program still running below 1 percent? What are your
specific FY 1994 budget requests for drug and alcohol
testing? How will these funds be used?

ANSWER: Random drug testing during 1992 in the
railroad industry showed a reduction in positive test
results for the third consecutive year. Reports indicate
that 42,599 random drug tests conducted by the industry
resulted in a 0.8 percent positive rate. Breath alcohol
testing (under railroad and FRA reasonable cause) also
showed a decline. Out of 2,580 breath tests, the
positive rate was 1.16 percent. During 1992, mandatory
post-accident testing indicated 2.1 percent of the
employees tested positive for prohibited use of alcohol
or drugs, down from 6 percent in 1988, but slightly above
the 1.5 percent recorded in 1991. The number of
employees who tested positive decreased in 1992 to
7 compared with 8 in 1991. The increase in the
percentage rate was the result of a significant reduction
in the number of employees tested, from 552 in 1991 to
332 in 1992.

The FY 1994 drug and alcohol budget request is

$600,000. The following are the projected requirements:

o $285,000 for contracting FRA post-
accident toxicological testing
following qualifying accidents or
incidents.
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o $130,000 for contracting of technical
oversight of the FRA laboratory, to
include laboratory inspection
(quarterly) and blind proficiency
testing.

o $130,000 for special projects
(contracts) to address new
requirements/ technology resulting
from the Omnibus Transportation
Employee Testing Act of 1991.

o $55,000 for contracts to help FRA
review (and modify) random alcohol
testing plans for all railroads.

WAIVERS AND EXEMPTIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I understand that FRA is

processing a substantial backlog of requests for

exemptions and waivers that has been submitted by
industry. What is the exact size of the current backlog?
How does this compare to the backlog during 1991 or 1992?
Is it true that FRA's inability to process exemptions and
waivers in a timely manner adversely affects industry?
How will your FY 1994 budget request, if implemented,
address this situation?

ANSWER: The waiver backlog consists of 85 items.
The current waiver status compared to 1992 follows:

CV mi CV 1992 CV 1993 (6ino.) tV 199.^ (6 mo.)

CATKGORY Received Anproved/Dfnifd Received Annroved/Denied

niock Signal Applications
(49 CFR Part 235)

Signal and Train Control
Waiver Petitions

(49 CFR Part 236)

Track Safety Standards

(49 CFR Part 213)

Railroad Operating Rules/

Practices

(49 CFR Parts 217, 218, 219,

220, 228 and 240)

Motive Power & Equipment
Rules'

(49 CFR Parts 215, 221, 229,
231 & 232)

70
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FRA's inability to process waiver requests in a

timely manner can impede a railroad from taking advantage
of technological improvements which may be as safe or
safer than a current piece of equipment or current
operating practice.

The present headquarters staffing level does not

permit FRA to remain current in processing waiver
petitions. Additional staff positions have been included
in the FY 1994 budget to assist in processing waivers in
each of the following divisions: Operating Practices
(1); Motive Power and Equipment (1); and Signal and Train
Control (1). The addition of these positions will
enhance FRA's ability to process waivers on a more timely
basis by providing much needed staff augmentation. The
present headquarters staff is heavily engaged in

implementation of important regulatory initiatives and
other safety projects which precludes prompt handling of
waivers.

MAGLEV AND HIGH-SPEED RAIL SYSTEMS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I understand that various
studies supported by FRA funds have concluded that the
guideway costs for Maglev are significantly higher
than previously thought. Is this correct? If so,
what are the implications for the economic feasibility
of Maglev? What are your best estimates of the
guideway costs for Maglev systems?

ANSWER: One goal of the National Maglev
Initiative (NMI) was to develop an independent
estimate of maglev costs, including the guideway
costs. NMI contracts for system concept definition
required cost estimates of the guideway and other
systems. Several other contracts also addressed cost
issues at the system or subsystem level. The NMI
Government evaluation team took all this information
and generated a cost estimate for a U.S. maglev
design. These costs included the guideway structure,
electric power supply, propulsion, levitation, and
control systems. The estimates, shown below with
costs for German Transrapid, do not include costs of
vehicles, major facilities such as stations, land
acquisitions, site preparation, earth moving,
tunneling, long span bridges, program management or
contingencies .

Maglev Technology Cost ($ million/mile)

U.S. Maglev
Transrapid

Elevated Guideway $17.6 $19.6
At Grade Guideway $13.0 $17.4

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are your best estimates
of the expected Federal and non-Federal costs of the
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initial phases of the prototype Maglev program
proposed in ISTEA?

ANSWER: The President's High-Speed Ground
Transportation Initiative for the five fiscal years
(1994-1998) includes $227 million for the first two
phases of the maglev prototype development program.
This is the Administration's best estimate of the
Federal share of the program. The non-Federal cost
share for Phase I is 10 percent of the system design
contracts, the same as the ISTEA requirements.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the likelihood that
the private sector will be forthcoming with cost
shared funds during each of the phases of the Maglev
prototype program specified in ISTEA?

ANSWER: The FRA conducted a survey of several of
the industrial companies in technology areas that
would be affected by a maglev system. The response
regarding significant cost-sharing was negative for
the prototype development program. The companies saw
a very long time before receiving any return on their
investment (10 to 15 years) . Some felt that 5 to 10
percent cost share might be possible, (roughly the
value of a normal fee on a Government contract) , but
indicated that anything more would not be likely.
This suggests that it may be difficult to get a 20
percent private cost share in Phase II as required in
ISTEA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does your answer suggest that
it will be necessary to amend ISTEA to reduce the cost
sharing requirements of the Maglev prototype program?
How does your FY 1994 budget proposal address this?

ANSWER: FRA does not believe that it is necessary
at this time to amend ISTEA to reduce the cost-sharing
requirements. The FY 1994 budget request assumes
existing ISTEA requirements for Phase I.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The System concept definition
studies each contained specific economic projections
on the costs of Maglev. Please summarize the
projections of each of the four studies.

ANSWER: Each of the system concept definition
(SCD) contractors provided detailed cost estimates for
their designs. Because of differences in the designs
and how the costs were allocated among major
categories, as well as differences in unit cost
estimates of standard materials, the National Maglev
Initiative (NMI) evaluation team took each of the SCD
estimates and put them on the same basis (e.g., using
standard heights for elevated guideway, standard unit
costs for concrete, etc.). Distance based technology
costs for each of the system concept definitions are
shown in the following table. Note that they include
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only distance related costs of guideway structure,
electric power supply, propulsion, levitation and
control systems. They do not include vehicle costs,
costs of major facilities (such as stations) , land
acquisition, site preparation, earth moving, tunneling
or long span bridges, program management, and
contingencies .

Government Estimate of the Four
System Concepts

Technology Cost Estimate
($ million/mile)

Magneplane International 25.1
Grumman 16.5
Foster Miller 29.3
Bechtel 21.3

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Volpe Transportation
Systems Center conducted several economic studies on
the costs of Maglev for FRA. What were the results of
these studies?

ANSWER: The DOT Volpe Center (VNTSC) conducted
economic analysis of maglev systems in sixteen
application sites to assess the potential for maglev
as an alternative transportation system. The VNTSC
team used the U.S. maglev technology cost estimates
developed by the NMI evaluation team discussed in a

previous question. Those cost estimates were then
used to develop detailed site specific costs
reflecting land costs, earth moving, tunneling,
numbers of vehicles, etc. The range of these total
costs per mile for the sixteen sites studied was $27
million/mile to $46 million/mile.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When will the administrative
structure called for in ISTEA to implement a prototype
Maglev project be instituted?

ANSWER: The FY 1993 Appropriations Act does not
allow any FY 1993 funding to be used to implement the
maglev prototype development project. The
establishment of a maglev project office and
supporting administrative structure must await funding
of the maglev prototype program as requested in the FY
1994 budget. Once approval to proceed is received,
FRA will move to establish the project office to
manage the program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The ISTEA envisions a tight
schedule for the award of various contracts necessary
to design and build the U.S. Maglev prototype. Is
this schedule feasible? If not, what would be a more
reasonable schedule? Would it be helpful to FRA to
amend this statute as it applies to the prototype
program? What are your new deadlines?
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ANSWER: FRA believes that the schedule described
in the ISTEA is too tight. The delay in implementing
Section 1036(b) of the ISTEA until the start of FY
1994 as proposed in the Administration's budget
request would not allow the initiation of work on the
Request of Proposals until October 1, 1993. Even with
an optimistic schedule for preparing the Request of
Proposals (RFP) and a short proposal preparation and
evaluation time, contract award would take thirteen
months after initiation of the RFP.

The FRA also believes the length of each phase of
the program as described in ISTEA is too short. It
should be changed as follows:

Proposed ISTEA
Phase I 18 months 12 months
Phase II 30 months 18 months
Phase III 42 months 30 months

The ISTEA requirements do not permit enough time to
allow the designers to develop innovative concepts
without undue technical risk. The result would be
either concepts without significant improvement over
existing foreign systems if the ISTEA schedule was
followed or a high technical risk for achieving an
improved technology in the short ISTEA schedule.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the material on
pages 309-311 of last year's hearing record regarding
all maglev contracts executed by the FRA, as well as
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

ANSWER: The information follows:

Maglev Research Projects System Concept Definition
(funded by FRA and Corps of Engineers)

Four eleven-month contracts were issued to industry
teams in late October 1991 and were completed in late
September 1992.

FRA-Funded Projects—Bechtel (San Francisco,
California) with Hughes Aircraft; EMD division of
General Motors; Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) ; and Draper Labs.
Total Cost: $1,769,776 (all FY 1992 funding)

Foster-Miller, Inc. (Waltham, Massachusetts) with
DeLeuw Cather; Boeing Aerospace and Electronics;
Morrison Knudsen; Bombardier; General Dynamics;
General Atomics; and AYA & Associates.
Total Cost: $1,712,582 (all FY 1992 funding)

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Funded Projects—
Magneplane International (Wayland, Massachusetts) with
MIT Plasma Fusion Center; MIT Lincoln Labs; Raytheon;
Bromwell and Carrier; Failure Analysis Associates; and
Koch Process Systems.
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Total Cost: $1,400,000 FY 1991
Si. 276. 610 FY 1992
$2,676,610

Grumman Corporation (Bethpage, New York) with Parsons
Brinckerhof f , Incorporated; Gibbs & Hill; Battelle
Labs; Intermagnetics General; and New York State
University at Buffalo.
Total Cost: $2,474,108 (all FY 1992 funding)

Support Contractors—Corps Funded through FRA Task
Order Contracts

ENSCO (work control) $50,000 FY 1991
$80,000 FY 1992
$33,300 FY 1993

Canadian Institute for Guided Ground Transportation
(system assessment)

$63,000 FY 1991
$77,000 FY 1992
$60,500 FY 1993

Funded by Corps of Engineers

Strategic Insight (strategic planning) :

$150,000 FY 1992
$230,000 FY 1993 (est.)

Penn State University (FRP studies)
$57,700 FY 1993

University of Wyoming (")
$31,600 FY 1993

University (TBD) (")

$80,000 FY 1993

University (TBD) (Mag. effects on rebar)
$70,000 FY 1993

Alfred Benesch Co. (Constructability/
Maintainability of SCD systems)

$50,000 FY 1993

University of Illinois (Cost estimating)
$120,000 FY 1993
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maglev network serving much of the State, but with
emphasis on service between downtown Pittsburgh and
the City's airport.

With the exception of Nevada, all states have
identified either public or private funds for the
required 100 percent match of the $500,000 in Federal
funds. Maryland's match is comprised of $200,000
State funds, $100,000 Baltimore City, and $200,000
private financing. New York used funds recently
expended for maglev research as its match. Wisconsin
sought and received a state appropriation.
Pennsylvania is using a mix of state and local funds
as its match.

The Illinois DOT received $500,000 funding
through Amtrak's FY 1992 appropriation. Although not

required to match the Federal funding, IDOT added
$90,000 to expand the scope of their study. The study
emphasizes financial options for raising money and is

nearing completion.
All states considering maglev technology are

interested in being selected as a Maglev Demonstration
Site under authority of the ISTEA legislation.

To the extent possible, all feasibility studies
address intermodal concepts for their respective areas
in the preliminary planning process.

HOURS OF SERVICE ACT COURT DECISION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is it correct that FRA has recently lost
a decision in the courts regarding its implementation of the Hours
of Service Act? What are the implications of this court decision
for safety?

ANSWER: On September 22, 1992, the Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals issued an unfavorable opinion overturning an FRA

interpretation in two related cases ( United Transportation Union
V. Skinner (N.D. Cal.) and Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers v.

Skinner (D. Ore.)). These cases were brought by rail unions to

challenge an FRA interpretation of the Hours of Service Act

concerning the status of train crews who have completed their
maximum 12 hours of continuous service but must remain with their
train while awaiting deadhead transportation. FRA's

interpretation stated that crews were considered "on duty"
following their 12 hours of service if they were required by the
railroad to continue to perform duties while they awaited

transportation to their point of final release. However, if no
duties were assigned, the crews were considered in "limbo time,"
neither on duty nor off duty for hours of service purposes. The
Ninth circuit ruled in favor of the unions ordering FRA to
consider time spent awaiting deadhead transportation as time on

duty whether or not the crew was assigned other duties during that

period.
While FRA believes its Initial interpretation was rational, it

decided to acquiesce in the appellate court's reading of the Act
on a nationwide basis, beginning on January 1, 1993. This was
done for two basic reasons. First, FRA thought the Ninth
circuit's holding (although not its rationale) was acceptable and
that applying it nationwide would at least create uniformity in
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enforcement; and second, FRA believed that treating time awaiting
deadhead as duty time, rather than limbo time, would tend to
enhance safety by reducing cumulative fatigue. That is, to the
extent railroads comply with the revised interpretation, crew
members will no longer spend hours awaiting transportation after

working a full 12 hours. Of course, the court decision and
revised interpretation can have no effect on the basic factors
involved in the fatigue/work cycle issue. Under the Hours of
Service Act, operating employees can still work enormous amounts
of time on an irregular basis as long as there is compliance with
the statutory maximum on-duty and minimum rest periods.

The safety implications of the Ninth Circuit decision could
change depending on the outcome of a lawsuit against FRA
( Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Rv. v. Pena) . filed in March 1993 by
nine major railroads asking the Seventh Circuit to overturn FRA's
revised interpretation of the Act. If FRA loses this case, a

split in the circuits will exist, and the issue may have to be
resolved by the Supreme Court.

PROPOSED RULES ON HM-175 AND HM-201

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Will FRA issue notices of proposed
rulemaking regarding HM 175 and HM 201 before the deadline specified
in the 1993 DOT Appropriations Act?

ANSWER: FRA intends to issue notices of proposed rulemaking
(NPRMs) on both hazardous materials dockets HM-175A and HM-201 by
September 30, 1993, as required by the FY 1993 Appropriations Act.

However, as of July 1993, there is still work to be done on both
NPRMs, and the clearance process will take some time. Accordingly,
while FRA has been making and will continue to make the best efforts
to be timely, it cannot be ensured that the deadline will be met.

EFFORTS ON HM-175 AND HM-201

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Last year, the Committee directed you to
redouble your efforts to advance the regulatory status of HM 175 and
HM 201, As you may remember, we boosted the staff of the Office of
Chief Counsel above the Administration's request with the express
hope that forward progress would be made on these regulations. How
exactly did you redouble your efforts?

ANSWER: The Office of Safety's Hazardous Materials Division has
been primarily responsible for developing the proposed rules in both
HM-175A and HM-201. The Associate Administrator for Safety made
these rules their regulatory priority and the Hazardous Materials
Division responded accordingly. The issues involved in both rules,
however, are quite complex; therefore the drafting, which has been
done primarily by the Office of Safety technical staff, has not been

easy. The Office of Chief Counsel assigned its senior hazardous
materials expert to both projects and that attorney was made well
aware of their priority. An attorney without such expertise would
not have been able to provide assistance of the same nature or

quality on these complicated rules.
It was FRA's understanding of the Committee's intentions that

the staff increases provided to the Office of Chief Counsel were to

help with improving timeliness of both enforcement and rulemaking
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actions. Although the newly hired attorneys have only recently

completed training, they have already begun to contribute on both

fronts. Moreover, their presence has recently permitted the senior

hazardous materials attorney to reduce his workload in other areas

in order to focus on the timely issuance of these proposed rules.

ENFORCEMENT SANCTIONS AGAINST INDIVIDUALS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: This Committee has consistently urged the
FRA to increase its use of the enforcement sanctions against
individuals that were granted under the 1988 Rail Safety Improvement
Act. The Committee expected the Office of the Chief Counsel to work
with the Office of Safety to ensure that more effective use was made
of the disqualification provisions and the new authority to bring
civil penalty actions against employees willfully disregarding the
rail safety regulations. What actions have you taken to pursue this
directive? For each of the years since these authorities were

provided, please state the number of disqualification actions and
the number of enforcement actions against individuals taken by FRA.

What else do you plan to do to implement the Committee's directive?

ANSWER: This new authority over individuals has been

implemented very gradually, but FRA has begun to use these sanctions
with increasing frequency. However, given the unique elements FRA
must be able to prove in such cases ( i.e. . willfulness and/or
unfitness) and the sensitive nature of any enforcement action that
has a direct effect on an individual's livelihood, these cases are

especially time-consuming for FRA inspectors and attorneys. In

response to the Committee's concerns, FRA has recently reemphasized
the need to make use of this authority, and the Offices of Safety
and Chief Counsel have settled on guidelines for speeding the

handling of these cases. On November 30, 1992, the Associate
Administrator for Safety issued instructions to the regional
directors and specialists intended to underscore the agency's
commitment to use this authority. More recently, the Offices of

Safety and Chief Counsel have agreed on certain expedited procedures
for handling these cases in the belief that such an improvement
might encourage use of this authority. FRA has recently devoted

greater managerial and staff resources in the Office of Chief
Counsel to these cases, assigning several to the new staff attorneys
hired earlier this year. The Office of Chief Counsel plans to

continue to give such cases greater priority. These actions have

apparently had some effect in encouraging greater use of the
individual liability tool as eight cases are currently under review.

The following is a breakdown by year of FRA's enforcement

activity against individuals. In 1988, FRA took no enforcement
actions against individuals. In 1989, FRA initiated and completed
the first civil penalty case and issued the first formal warning
letter. In 1990, FRA commenced its first disqualification
proceeding and issued six formal warning letters. In 1991, FRA

initiated one disqualification proceeding, which was completed that

year, and completed another; FRA also issued one formal warning
letter, completed one civil penalty case, and initiated another. In

1992, FRA began two disqualification actions, one of which was

completed that year; FRA also issued one formal warning letter and
closed one civil penalty case. In 1993, to date, FRA has issued two
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formal warning letters and completed two civil penalty cases. Two
civil penalty cases initiated in 1993 are still pending.

Finally, during this five-year period, the regional directors

have issued scores of regional level warning notices. The deterrent

effect of these regional-level notices should not be underestimated.

Any analysis of FRA's use of its individual liability authority
needs to recognize that these warnings appear to have a great
deterrent effect and are an efficient means of doing so. Of course,
FRA needs to follow through consistently, and actually impose
sanctions in some cases, if these warnings are to continue to have

effect.

ENFORCEMENT CASE TIMELINESS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please elaborate on the current state of

the enforcement case backlog, including consideration of the
number of enforcement reports that remain to be transmitted via an

initial claim letter, and the number of enforcement cases that
have been transmitted to the involved parties but have not yet
been settled. What is the average processing time for each of

these two types of actions? Please present data on the size of

each of these two different types of backlog, the number of FTPs
and FTEs of attorneys on-board to handle these backlogs, and the
number of FTEs and FTPs of attorneys authorized for each of the
last three years in the Safety Division of the Office of Chief
Counsel.

ANSWER: FRA has eliminated the backlog of untransmitted
violation reports. As of July 1993, only about 868 reports are

awaiting transmittal, the vast majority of which are no older than

60 days. Average transmittal time has been 84 days for the first

six months of 1993. Just three years ago, the average transmittal
time was over two years. FRA set a goal of 120-day average
transmittal time, which it has now surpassed.

The elimination of the transmittal backlog, however, led to an

unprecedented glut of open cases. FRA currently has approximately
$30 million in open cases, down from $50 million a year ago. The
FRA data base shows an average settlement time ( i.e. . time from

receipt in the Office of Chief Counsel to settlement) of about 500

days for cases closed in the first nine months of FY 1993. Three

years ago, this time was closer to three years. However, because
most of the cases being settled were part of a transmittal

backlog, the average settlement time in most cases includes a very
long transmittal time. Moreover, the new data base does not
measure this time for reports received before 1991, which were a

large part of the transmittal backlog and are still being settled.

Therefore, the best estimate that can be made is that settlement
time is greatly reduced. However, without a significant amount of

computer programming, FRA will not be able to calculate this time

precisely until all cases, including reports received prior to

1991, have been closed.
The Safety Law Division is currently fully staffed with

seventeen staff attorneys and three supervisory attorneys. Of

course, these attorneys do not work exclusively on civil penalty
cases against railroads and shippers. They also work on other

enforcement projects ( e.g. . individual liability cases, compliance
orders, emergency orders), regulations, litigation,
interpretations, engineer qualifications petitions, and
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miscellaneous safety-related duties ( e.g. , depositions of FRA

inspectors in private litigation arising from railroad accidents
the inspectors have investigated). On average, these attorneys
spend no more than half of their time on civil penalty
enforcement .

Attorney positions and FTEs authorized for the Office of Chief
Counsel are not earmarked for a particular division of the office
as part of the annual appropriation. Shown below are the

authorized attorney FTEs and FTPs that FRA has assigned to the

Safety Law Division during the last three fiscal years:

Fiscal Year FTEs FTPs

91 14 14 plus an honors attorney
92 16 16

93 20 20

The honors attorney position is filled for four-month
rotations by attorneys participating in the Department's honors

attorney program. There are some periods during which no honors

attorney has been assigned to FRA or during which the honors

attorney is doing non-safety work.

ALTERNATIVE ENFORCEMENT TOOLS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: FRA has stated that it intends to make more
effective use of its array of enforcement authorities. In addition
to use of its civil penalty authority, FRA can promote compliance by
issuing emergency compliance orders and by using other strategies.
Please provide a summary of all such actions that were taken in FY

1992 and thus far during FY 1993.

ANSWER: In FY 1992, FRA issued two emergency orders concerning
tank cars. Emergency Order 16 required owners of dual diameter tank
cars to perform special inspections and, if necessary, repairs to

such cars. The cars carry some very lethal hazardous materials and
some had been found to have defects that threatened their structural

integrity. Emergency Order 17 required special inspections and

repairs, as needed, of stub sill tank cars, some of which had pulled
apart in the draft sill area.

In FY 1993, FRA has issued two compliance orders. One addressed

power brake tests on Conrail trains in Buffalo. The other addressed
a wide range of compliance problems on two related railroads in

Kansas and Oklahoma.

CIVIL PENALTY COLLECTIONS IN FY 1992

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much was collected last fiscal year
by FRA for civil penalty fines resulting from negotiations with
affected parties? What amount was originally assessed? What
amount of assessed dollars were canceled because of terminated
claims?

ANSWER: In FY 1992, FRA collected $16,661,448 in civil

penalties. (Note that "collected" here means that FRA reached an

agreement, issued an order, or was awarded an amount by a court

during the fiscal year; some of these amounts were actually paid
after the close of the fiscal year.) This was the most FRA had
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ever collected in a single year. Nearly all of that amount was

collected by negotiations that resulted in an agreement or an FRA

order. However, $78,088 was collected as the result of litigation

with a bankrupt railroad. The original assessment on all closed

cases was $30,193,300. Of that amount, $1,757,250 worth of

violations were terminated, leaving $28,436,050 of demand on

violations on which FRA believed it could have sustained its

burden of proof (which is not to say FRA could have collected the

full amount even if it did sustain its burden).

PENALTIES COLLECTED ON HAZARDOUS MATERIALS CASES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For sustainable claims settled pursuant
to the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, what was the total

amount originally assessed and the total amount collected?

ANSWER; In FY 1992, FRA collected $2,743,580 in hazardous

materials cases, in which $4,547,250 was originally assessed on

the sustainable violations. However, most of these were older

cases transmitted during the 1990 to 1992 push to eliminate FRA's

backlog of untransmitted violation reports. On the newer cases

closed last year ( i.e. . those including violation reports received

in the years 1990 through 1992), FRA collected $1,287,790 in cases

in which $1,977,300 was initially assessed on the sustainable

violations. Thus, on the newer cases, FRA collected 65 percent of

the initial assessment on sustainable violations.

PENALTIES COLLECTED — ALL TYPES OF CASES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please calculate the same data for civil

penalties collected pursuant to each of the various rail safety
laws administered by FRA.

ANSWER: In FY 1992, FRA collected the following amounts on

the various types of cases. The column labeled "PROA" shows the

amount of the initial assessment on sustainable claims in those

cases.

FY 1992 COLLECTIONS

TYPE PRCA COLLECTIONS

AD $856,000 $526,825
AR $419,000 $215,585
FCS $5,471,000 $3,032,709
GS $2,500 $1,500
HMT $4,547,250 $2,743,580
HS $160,500 $87,502
HSR $133,100 $71,790
LI $7,589,000 $4,500,802
REM $258,250 $163,480
ROP $785,500 $476,649
ROR $20,500 $10,475
RSP $116,000 $59,334
SA $4,444,700 $2,506,021
SI $935,500 $584,836
TS $2,697,250 $1,680,360

sum $28,436,050 $16,661,448
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USE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What use has FRA made of the Department
of Justice and the DOT'S Administrative Law Judges in dealing with

penalty cases during the last year?

ANSWER: The only FRA civil penalty cases in which the

respondent has an opportunity for an administrative hearing are
hazardous materials cases. FRA did not litigate any hazardous
materials cases in FY 1992. Of course, administrative law judges
are neutral finders of fact, not resources to be used to aid FRA's
collection efforts. In fact, in the only administrative hearing
litigated to completion recently, which involved an engineer
certification case, FRA had to pay $33,000 to the Department's
Office of Hearings for the services and expenses of the
administrative law judge. Litigating a hazardous materials case
would be no less expensive and, depending upon the nature of the
case and number of charges, could be considerably more expensive.
Given the expense and attorney time this type of litigation
entails, FRA will continue to be very sparing in its resort to

litigation as a means of resolving hazardous materials cases.
In FY 1992, FRA did engage in litigation to collect penalties

from a railroad in bankruptcy. FRA, through the U.S. Attorney,
petitioned for full payment of the initial assessment amount of

$210,250 on the cases. The bankruptcy judge awarded FRA $78,088.
This amounted to 37 percent of the initial demand. The court was
not concerned with the strength or weakness of FRA's cases. In

fact, FRA's allegations were not contested; however, the judge
focused on what he thought was a fair amount in view of the needs
of the bankrupt estate, the demands of other creditors, and FRA's
interest.

INCREASING SETTLEMENT PERCENTAGES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What will you do to increase your
settlement percentage in order to send a stronger message to alleged
violators of the safety regulations?

ANSWER: FRA is sending a strong message to violators of the

safety regulations. FRA collected a record amount of $16.7 million
in civil penalties in FY 1992. Transmittal of cases is occurring
faster than ever. The wonder is that FRA was able to maintain
settlement percentages over the last two years, the first in which
the higher per-violatton penalties arising from the 1988 amendments
were really felt by the railroads. That is, the average per-
violation assessment tripled after FRA amended its schedules of

civil penalties in response to the Rail Safety Improvement Act of

1988. This change is now being felt as the cases that were once

part of a transmittal backlog are being closed. FRA recommended the

increased penalties in 1988, and believe their impact has been to

send a very strong message about the importance of compliance.
FRA instructs its attorneys to negotiate for the highest penalty

warranted by all of the circumstances relevant to a particular case.

Each violation and the railroad or shipper's response thereto are

reviewed in making this determination. Supervisors must approve all

settlement offers below 65 percent of the initial demand. Giving

attorneys discretion above that amount seems to have had a
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beneficial effect on timeliness in some cases and may even move

settlement percentages slightly higher. Attorneys have been

encouraged to move settlement percentages generally higher as FRA

gets to more recent cases, in which the litigation threat is

slightly more credible and FRA's enforcement rationale for seeking a

higher amount is clearer. However, an overall percentage goal has

not been established for a number of reasons. FRA is still closing

large numbers of relatively older cases. More important, the

statutory authority for settlements instructs FRA to consider a wide

range of criteria in devising settlement offers. As amended in

1992, the statutes require consideration of a list of criteria

nearly identical to those listed in the civil penalty provision of

the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act. Accordingly, factors

such as culpability, compliance history, gravity of the violation,

and even ability to pay have to be considered and may cut either way
in a settlement. Finally, the only alternative to compromise is

litigation, which is costly, very time consuming, and not conducive

to a timely enforcement program. FRA is prepared to litigate, and

has done so, but only when that appears to be the most reasonable

route to a fair result. Accordingly, while FRA will strive to

maintain or increase the settlement percentages as the cases

warrant, the volume, increasing speed, and average settlement

percentages already achieved send a very strong message to the

violators of the safety laws.

HIGHER SETTLEMENT RATES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In view of the fact that you have reduced

your backlog of older violation citations, will you noW be more

vigorous in seeking higher settlement rates?

ANSWER: Higher percentage settlements are more likely on more
recent cases. FRA is always vigorous in its civil penalty efforts,
in terms of volume, timeliness, and percentage of the initial demand
collected. However, every case is settled on its merits, and

application of the statutory assessment criteria could conceivably
lead to lower settlement rates if, for example, compliance generally
improves and other factors remain equal.

COMPLETED RULEMAKINGS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What rulemakings were completed last year?

ANSWER: Three rulemakings were completed last year: a final
rule on bridge worker safety standards, published on June 24, 1992;
revision of the state participation rules, published on June 24,
1992; and revision of the interim user fee rules, published July 9,
1992.

ECONOMIC STUDIES PUBLISHED

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What studies did the Economic
Studies Division publish last year? Why are these
studies judged to be of critical Importance?

ANSWER: During FY 1993, the Economic Studies
Division published two staff reports: "Transportation
and the Environment. An Annotated Bibliography" and
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"Environmental and Social Externalities of
Transportation Systems -- Measurement, Mitigation and
Costing." These reports were widely distributed
throughout the United States to assist transportation
and planning agencies in meeting environmental
requirements mandated by the Clean Air Act Amendment
and the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act (ISTEA). Many Metropolitan Planning Organizations
and State DOT's have indicated that they found the
publications to be quite useful in structuring planning
efforts.

In early FY 1993, the Economic Studies Division
staff completed an extensive, unpublished analysis of
productivity changes in the Class I Railroad industry
between 1978 and 1990. The results, indicating very
substantial productivity gains that were largely passed
through to shippers, were presented to meetings of
various industry and government groups . Improving the
nation's productivity is an important national goal;
however, for railroads it is particularly meaningful
because it is both a factor in rail rate regulation and
also critical to survival of the nation's rail system.

The Economic Studies Division and the Regulatory
Analysis Division in the Office of Economic Analysis
prepared a Congressionally-mandated report entitled
"Small Railroad Investment Goals and Financial Options"
which was sent to Congress in FY 1993. This report,
based on an industry survey, estimated the ability of
small railroads to finance capital investments needed
to meet current traffic levels and to accommodate
expected growth in traffic. The study found that small
railroads would have difficulty financing all of their
anticipated capital needs. It also identified several
unique problems the small railroad industry faces in

obtaining financing for operations. This report was
widely distributed throughout the railroad and state
planning community. It has generated considerable
interest and the Office has made several presentations
on it at the request of various railroad groups.

This year the Office has initiated a contract
study of the economics of the chemical transportation
market. This study will assist the FRA in developing
safety regulations for tank cars, as well as providing
data needed for a variety of economic analyses where
issues of tank car cost and availability are critical.
It will also aid in considering the likelihood of modal
shifts of chemical shipments between truck, rail and
barge, which is a consideration in the cost/benefit
analysis of proposed tank car regulations.

Finally, in FY 1993 the Office of Economic
Analysis also initiated action to address the problem
of periodic rail grain car shortages. Unlike previous
studies, which concentrated on the size of the grain
car fleet, this effort will examine the motivations and
activity of grain exporters and merchandisers in
periods of peak demand to determine why the demand for
rail equipment exceeds the demand for grain
transportation, and then evaluate potential solutions
to the problem.
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OFFICE OF FREIGHT SERVICES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What did the Office of
Freight Services accomplish last year? What studies
resulted from their efforts?

ANSWER: The major responsibility of the Office
of Freight Services is administration of capital
financial assistance direct to railroads for and to
States for freight service.

Specific accomplishments in FY 1992 under the
Local Rail Freight Assistance grant program to States
included:

evaluated 72 applications for assistance;

obligated $10 million of new discretionary
funding and approved the use of $7 million of
unspent funds and repaid loan funds; and

administered the 500 outstanding grants to
ensure optimum use of available funds.

Specific accomplishments under the direct
assistance to railroads included:

negotiated a new $3.5 million loan agreement
for track upgrading on the SPCSL corp and
administered oversight, inspection,
accounting and credit functions on five
projects in various stages of completion;

administered 17 unique agreements with 12

companies covering Federal investment in
excess of $175 million under multiple
programs of loan, loan guarantee and grants
financing, with remaining repayments of $114
million;

completed restructuring of FRA security
interests under two agreements to allow the
railroads to acquire new properties—thus
enhancing their financial prospects and
protecting the Federal creditor interests;
and

- conducted several conferences pursuant to 49
U.S.C. Section 333(d) to facilitate
developing solutions for continued and
improved rail services.

There are no studies related to the mission of
this office.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What did the Freight
Assistance Division accomplish last year? Couldn't the
AAR perform these functions?

ANSWER: The major responsibility of the Freight
Assistance Division is administration of capital
financial assistance to freight railroads. Specific
accomplishments in FY 1992 included:

negotiated a new $3.5 million loan agreement
for track upgrading on the SPCSL corp and
administered oversight, inspection, accounting
and credit functions on five projects in
various stages of completion;

administered 17 unique agreements with 12

companies covering Federal investment in
excess of $175 million under multiple programs
of loan, loan guarantee and grants financing,
and remaining repayable funding of $114
million;

- completed restructuring of FRA security
interests under two agreements to allow the
railroads to acquire new properties—thus
enhancing their financial prospects and
protecting the Federal creditor interests; and

- conducted several conferences pursuant to 49
U.S.C. Section 333(d) to facilitate developing
solutions for continued and improved rail
services.

Since the major role of this division is as the
banker to the freight railroads, it would be
inappropriate for the AAR to be involved.

FRA MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATOR

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why do the Administrator and
other officials within the FRA need a motor vehicle
operator?

ANSWER: FRA's FY 1994 budget does not include a

position for the motor vehicle operator as this
position has been transferred to the Department's
Working Capital Fund.
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY
ADMINISTRATION

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

TRAFFIC SAFETY TRE^FDS

Senator Lautenberg. What are the current trends in
crashes, injuries, and fatalities? In December 1992,
NHTSA estimated 1992 fatalities of 39,500 and a fatality-
rate of 1.8. This represent the lowest fatality rate
ever and the lowest number of fatalities for the past 30
years. What are the factors contributing to this
downward trend?

Answer. Total crashes are currently estimated at
6.18 million (an increase of 1 percent from 1991), and
total injured persons are estimated at 3.15 million (an
increase of 2 percent from 1991). In 1992, 39,235
fatalities occurred in motor vehicle crashes, a decrease
of 5.5 percent from 1991 and the lowest number of traffic
fatalities since 1962. The 1992 fatality rate per 100
million vehicle miles of travel was 1.8 vs. the 1991 rate
of 1.9. While it is difficult at this time to point to
specific factors, several observations can be made. The
largest fatality reductions in 1992 occurred in urban
areas, among male drivers, persons under 65 years of age,
and among alcohol -related fatalities. Major factors
associated with the fatality rate decline are safer
vehicles, improved highway design, greater safety belt
use and lower alcohol use among drivers. These factors
have resulted in a continuous decline in the fatality
rate over a long period of time.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide for the record a
table indicating the most recent available ranking of
state fatality rates.

Answer. The information follows:

1991 RANKING OF STATE FATALITY RATES

RANK STATE FATALITIES

VEHICLE MILES
TRAVELED
(MILLIONS)

•RATE PER 100

MILLION VMT

1

2

3
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16
17
18
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-21.7
-2.1

-3.4
2.5

-6.3
-3.1

-11.7
-8.3

-3.7
-0.6
0.8
4.4

-7.2
-9.8
-8.5
5.3

7.1

-3.5
0.0

-8.3

-14.2
-18.5
-5.7
-5.7

-9.4
-7.3
-8.1

-10.3

-2.9
-2.6
-8.3

-13.1

-8.9
8.5
2.5

-0.2

2.6
-13.0
-10.1
-1.7

-1.3
-13.4
-4.8

U.S. TOTAL 34.928 36.937 -5.4

SOURCE:
FATAL CRASHES - FATAL ACCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM (NHTSA)
July 15. 1993

DIST OF COLUMBIA
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
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NHTSA PRIORITY PLAN

Senator Lautenberg. For each of the 1992 milestones
presented in NHTSA' s Priority Plan 1991-1993, please
describe the actual progress made to date towards
achieving these milestones. For any of the areas in
which a 1992 milestone was not completely achieved,
please describe efforts taken to "catch-up" with the
intended progress as part of your ongoing FY 1993, and
proposed FY 1994 activities.

Answer. The information follows:

Motor Vehicle Safety

Door Retention Components
Regulatory Decision - 1992

A decision was made that additional
research was needed. The research
schedule was included in the rollover
plan published in September 1992.

Improved Frontal Crash Protection
Regulato:ry Decision - 1992

An announcement was made in 1992 that
further research was necessary.

ABS for Heavy Trucks
Regulatory Decision - 1992

An ANPRM was published June 1992

Truck Fuel Systems
Regulatory Decision - Winter 1991-92

A decision was made in August 1991 to
conduct additional research.

Study on Potential Fuel Economy Levels
Complete Phase Two Analysis - 1992

The Phase One analysis by the
National Academy of Sciences was
completed in April 1992. Because
the Phase One study was expanded, it
was determined that Phase Two was
not necessary.

CAFE - Environmental Impact Statement

Complete Draft EIS - 1992
Congress did not provide
appropriations for this
project in either FY 1992 or
FY 1993; therefore, the
project was cancelled.
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Occupant Protection

Safety Belt Use Laws: Passage and Upgrade
Achieve new or upgraded belt use laws in 5 states

1992
This milestone was exceeded: 12
states adopted new or upgraded belt
use laws in 1992.

Implement Model Enforcement Program for Occupant
Protection

Increase the number of state "Buckle Down"
programs from 30 to 35 and incorporate program
into state plans - 1992

Operation "Buckle Down" grants were
awarded to 43 states, the District
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico in
1992. Of those, 38 states are
continuing their programs.

Grassroots Mobilization Campaign
Increase state grassroots campaign from 10 to 20
states - 1992

This milestone has been
substantially exceeded. The
National Safety Belt Coalition was
formed in 1991 to attract public and
private sector organizations willing
to donate time and effort to
building grassroots public support
for safety belts, safety belt use
laws, and safety belt law
enforcement. By the end of 1992,
there were more than 1,000 coalition
members representing nearly all of
the states. Several of the more
active members (Super 8 Motels,
Dominoes' Pizza, Midas, and Bryant
Heating, USAA, SafeKids) , made
substantial contributions by
producing public information
programs and materials and
sponsoring events to encourage local
community support for increased belt
use and belt law enforcement. In
addition, nearly all states
participated in the National "70% by
'92" Program conducted in 1991 and
1992.

70 Percent Honor Roll Awards and Survivor's Clubs
Issue officer awards: publicize police crash
experience to law enforcement and general public -

1991-1993
Issue 600 additional 70 percent Honor Roll awards;
generate major media attention in 100 additional
locations
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NHTSA was successful in its
publicity activities and
substantially exceeded its milestone
goals by adding 1,200 to the Honor
Roll in 1992.

Expand Public Awareness Efforts: Vince and Larry Public
Service Announcements

Distribute 2 new pools of TV PSAs plus radio and print
advertising - 1992

One new pool of "Vince and Larry"
material was distributed in two
waves in 1991 and another pool was
developed and distributed in 1992.
The 1992 materials are scheduled to
be re- released in 1993. In
addition, a new pool of material is
being developed in 1993 for release
in early 1994.

Buckle Up America! Campaign
Ongoing public relations campaign - 1992-1993

NHTSA continued to support Buckle Up
America! Week and National Child
Passenger Safety Awareness Week by
publishing and distributing its
annual Occupant Protection Program
Idea Sampler. In addition. Buckle
Up America! Week was featured as the
kickoff for the 1991 and 1992 Summer
Seat Belt Law Enforcement Campaigns.

Increase Child Passenger Safety Advocacy
Implement new statewide mobilization program

initiatives in 10 states - 1992
Statewide advocacy workshops were
held in 34 states. Eight states
have conducted follow-up workshops
and several more are planned.

Demonstration Grants
Continue to promote understanding of technologies
for automatic crash protection, including light
trucks and vans - 1991-1992

Two statewide demonstration projects
were conducted. The Minnesota
project yielded a set of three PSAs
on automatic crash protection
systems which were distributed
nationally. The North Carolina
project featured a public
information campaign and pre/post
campaign surveys to determine public
response to messages urging
motorists to buckle up with
automatic shoulder belts and with
air bags.
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Occupant Crash Protection Evaluation Plan
Complete second interim report evaluating the
effectiveness, usage, benefits, costs, and public
acceptance of automatic crash protection - 1992

The first interim report was
published in June 1992. It
contained extensive analyses of the
use and effectiveness of all types
of automatic crash protection.
NHTSA expects to complete and issue
the second report in late 1993 or
early 1994. Delay in these reports
is due to the fact that the type and
amount of data for effectiveness
evaluation has been limited. NHTSA
has placed cost data in the docket,
and this data will be included in
the next interim report.

Impaired Drivers

Prompt license suspension
Increase the number of states with prompt license
suspension from 41 to 44 states - 1992

A total of 3 8 states had prompt
license suspension at the end of
1992. Two more were added for a
total of 40 states currently.
Legislation still pending in 3 state
legislatures. A coalition that
includes the National Transportation
Safety Board and more than 30 other
organizations is actively planning
to advocate prompt license
suspension in 1994 state legislative
sessions.

Reduce BAC Limit for youth
Increase number of states with a .02%^ BAC limit for

youth from 10 to 15 - 1992
This goal has been met: 11 states
have a .02 or lower BAC limit for
all drivers under 21, 4 more have a
.02 or lower for drivers under 18 or
19.

Self-sufficient impaired driving programs
Jiacrease states with self-sufficient alcohol programs

from 1 to 5 - 1992
This goal was more than met: 13
states qualified for Section 410

funding with self-sufficient
programs .
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Enforcement and Adjudication: Standardized Field Sobriety
Testing

Increase number of states using SFST from 30 to 34 -

1992
This goal was exceeded: at the end
of 1992, 37 states had SFST. The
volume of SFST training increased by
more than 50% in 1993.

Sobriety Checkpoints
Increase number of states that use checkpoints

regularly from 15 to 25 - 1992
This goal was also exceeded: 3 7

states were regularly using
checkpoints by the end of 1992.

Drug Evaluation and Classification
Increase DEC states from 30 to 35 - 1992

25 states are in the DEC program and
two others are about to join.
Further expansion will be limited to
states that have a known drug
problem.

Ad Council Media Campaign/lOth Anniversary of 3-D Week
10th Annual 3-D Week Campaign - Winter 1991-1992
Conduct further market research materials development

on risk groups - 1992
NHTSA released Ad Council 1992
Campaign, conducted 1992 3-D Week,
conducting market research for
future campaigns.

Techniques for Effective Alcohol Management
Expand to one more national sports organizations -

1991-1993
The goals have been met: NHTSA
produced and released 3 campaigns
with PSAs in 1991-92 and 4 campaigns
in 1992-93; the National Football
League joined TEAM.

Other Traffic Safety Programs

Motorcycle Helmet Use Laws
Increase the number of states with motorcycle
helmet use laws for all ages from 25 to 30 - 1992

By the end of 1992, 27 states had
motorcycle helmet use laws for all
aged riders. The potential transfer
of funds for states that do not have
such laws required by section 153 of
the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of
1991 has prompted 14 additional
states to introduce helmet laws.
NHTSA will continue its support for
state legislation in FY 1994.
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Motorcycle Licensing
Decrease percentage of improperly licensed

motorcyclists involved in fatal crashes to 38

percent - 1992
By the end of 1992, motorcycle
fatalities had dropped to a record
low of 2,325, which is 28 percent
lower than the 3,244 deaths recorded
in 1990. Not all of this reduction
involved improperly licensed
motorcyclists. However, more

emphasis has recently been placed on

licensing by state agencies. An

Agency- developed campaign to deal
with this problem is nearing
completion and will be implemented
in the spring of 1994. This

program, aimed at state licensing
agencies and motorcycle dealers and

organizations, will urge cyclists to

complete comprehensive training and
obtain a license before they ride in

traffic on public roads.

Speed Public Information and Education
Create, produce and distribute TV, radio euid print

PSAs - 1991-1993
This goal has been met. NHTSA
created the speed PI&E campaign
called "Speeding. Gets You Nowhere.
Fast." and distributed PSA
materials.

Evaluate the Effectiveness of Speed Measuring Technology
Conduct 3 speed enforcement pilot projects - 1991-1992

ASED specifications and test

protocols are under development and
NHTSA has published a law
enforcement guide on speed
enforcement. The three speed
demonstration projects have been

delayed. In the case of two states,
the projects were delayed because
state procedures require formal

legislative approval of all grants
made to state agencies. The

delivery of the European made photo -

radar was delayed during the Persian
Gulf War. Elements of this complex
electronic device were restricted
under European and U.S.

export/import rules. In the
remaining state, the legislature
limited the use of photo- radar
during the scheduled pilot project.

The final report on one project has been
received and is being reviewed internally.
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The report should be available this fall.
An interim report has been received from a
second site and a final report is due in
December 1993. The third site is seeking
an extension to obtain the legislature's
approval to complete the third phase - the
pilot the use of photo- radar.

Develop specifications and testing protocols for
automated speed enforcement devices (ASED) and
manned photo radar - 1991-1992

The development of ASED
specifications and testing protocols
has been delayed. This product is
being developed under an interagency
agreement with the National
Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) . Technical
difficulties plagued NIST's
development of a universal
"electronic tuning fork" compatible
with all units manufactured. The
device is essential for testing.
The project is scheduled to be
completed in December 1993. The
"electronic tuning fork" invention
will be turned over to the private
sector for manufacturing.

Develop new speed enforcement strategies for using
new devices - 1992

This goal was met. A law
enforcement guide to speed
enforcement was published and
distributed.

Development of Trauma Systems
Increase the number of states with trauma systems

seminars from 14 to 24 - 1992
21 seminars in 20 states have been
completed. NHTSA's EMS staff is

actively promoting the Development
of Trauma Systems program. The
seminars are conducted at the
request of the states. Many states
have made inquires about this
program, but are waiting to schedule
this seminar when they are in a
better position to move forward with
their trauma system development.

Pedestrian Protection
Develop and distribute pedestrian highway safety

program advisory - 1992
The Pedestrian Safety Program
Advisory has been completed.
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National Driver Register
Increase states in PDPS from 8 to 13 - 1992

The final rule on the Problem Driver
Pointer System (PDPS) has been
issued. All 50 states and the
District of Columbia have formally
indicated their intent to
participate in the PDPS, have been
trained in PDPS operating
procedures, and have received grant
funds to assist system conversion.
All states are planning to be fully
operational by April 1995.

Comprehensive Highway Safety Programs

Highway Safety Program Reauthorization
Implementation of new highway safety legislation - FY

1992
The Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of
1991 has numerous requirements
relating to the highway safety
program. NHTSA has met or is

planning to meet all deadlines in
this legislation.

Traffic Safety Summit I

Conduct 3 Traffic Safety Summit Implementation Group
(TSSIG) meetings - 1992

The TSSIG meetings were held and a
final report on its activities was
published.

Complete combined enforcement pilot project - Fall
1992

The pilot project was completed on
schedule.

Traffic Safety Summit II

Jmplenjent judicial and prosecutorial strategies
developed as a result of the Summit - 1992-1993

Following the summit, which was held
in June 1991, its proceedings were
published in July 1991. The
National Traffic Law Center was
established to implement its
strategies .

Network of Employers for Traffic Safety
Expand WETS fron? 4 00 to 600 corporations - 1992

This goal was met . NETS membership
now includes over 1000 corporations.

NHTSA Corporate Safety Awards Program
Make first awards - 1992

Procedures and criteria were
established in cooperation with
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NETS. NHTSA will solicit
nominations by spring 1994.

Comprehensive youth program
Increase the number of states with a coordinated
student traffic safety prevention program from 25
to 30 - 1992

This goal was expanded to include
enforcement as well as prevention in
the 1993-1994 Priority Plan, It now
reads, "conduct 8 state enforcement
and/or prevention workshops" in 1993
and an additional 15 in 1994.

Public Health
Increase the number of states with cooperative
public health programs from 3 to 6 - 1992

This goal has been met: 6 states
now have cooperative public health -

- traffic safety programs.

Community Traffic Safety Programs
Support states in developing CTSPs - 1991-1993

This goal has been met. NHTSA has:

Completed the review and analysis of the
community traffic safety programs. The report
will be published Fall 1993.
Provided a three and one -half day training
course which provides CTSP managers with the
skills necessary to establish and effectively
manage community traffic safety programs.
Provided support through the National
Association of Governors' Highway Safety
Representatives for the Community Traffic
Safety Clearinghouse. This includes program
support, funding for the newsletter and
assistance in conducting national meetings.
Developed the Community Traffic Safety Program
Manual for Progrsan Coordinators which will be
published Fall 1993.

Lifesavers Conference
Lifesavers/10 Conference (Denver, Colorado) - April

12-15, 1992
The 1992 conference was held
successfully as scheduled.

Technical Assistance Assessments
Emergency Medical Services

Increase number of states with EMS assessment from 29
to 41 - 1992

3 8 EMS Assessments have been
completed to date. EMS staff
actively promote the assessment
program. Almost all states that
have not completed one, have
contacted NHTSA concerning their
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desire for assessments. However
states select dates for their
assessments based on their
particular needs. Some states have
notified NHTSA that they will
request assessments as late as FY
1995.

Occupant Protection
Increase number of states with occupant protection

assessments from 12 to 22 - 1992
Nine statewide program assessments
have been completed. Participation
in this program is voluntary. No
other states have requested an
assessment .

Traffic Records
Increase number of Regions with traffic records

assessments from 1 to 5 - 1992
3 state assessments have been
conducted and 3 more are scheduled.

Impaired Driving
Increase number of states with impaired driving

assessments from 1 to 5 - 1992
7 state assessments have been
conducted and 3 more are scheduled.

Police Traffic Services
Increase number of states with police traffic services

assessments from 2 to 9 - 1992
Assessments have been completed in 2
states and one currently is
scheduled. An assessment is only
conducted at the request of a state
and states are not seeking this
technical assistance. NHTSA staff
actively promotes and encourages
this program to state highway safety
and law enforcement officials.

Pedestrian Safety
Develop and field test assessment program - 1992

This program is still under
development. It has been delayed
pending conversion and approval of
the current Pedestrian Safety
Program "Advisory" to a program
"Guideline." This process was
required as part of the upgrading of
the pedestrian program to a priority
area, with regard to Section 402
funding.
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Technology and Innovation

Expand the Intelligent Vehicle/Highway System Program
Serve as the safety evaluator of Departmental
operational tests of IVHS; Develop the safety-
evaluation plan and evaluate the level of safety
found in demonstration projects - 1991-1993

This milestone depends on having
operational tests scheduled, the
safety of which can be evaluated.
The data collection phase of TravTek
was completed at the end of March
1993, and an evaluation report will
be available late this year. In FY
1994, NHTSA plans to participate in
the evaluation of four additional
systems: the ADVANCE project in
Chicago, the FAST-TRAC project in
Oakland County, Michigan (both are
route guidance and navigation
systems) , the TRAVELAID system in
Washington State (which provides in-
vehicle warning of hazardous highway
conditions) , and the driver
assistance system that Greyhound
Lines Inc. is installing in its
buses .

Evaluate the performance, reliability, failure
modes/consecjuences, and costs associated with the
crash avoidance techniques identified as the most
promising - 1992

Commercial collision avoidance
systems have been much slower than
anticipated in reaching a stage
where they are ready for evaluation.
In order to accelerate the
availability of IVHS safety systems,
NHTSA has solicited industry
participation in cooperative
agreements to facilitate the
development and early deployment of
collision avoidance.

The performance evaluation of near object
detection systems applicable to heavy
trucks as required by Section 6057 of ISTEA
was initiated in 1992 and directly
addresses this milestone. The testing and
evaluation of these systems continues and
the results will be published in a report
due to Congress on December 18, 1993.

The agency is also working with Greyhound
Lines, Inc., to assess the in-service
performance of the driver assistance
systems they have installed on their buses
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for longitudinal headway maintenance and
sideward object detection.

Contract efforts for development of
performance specifications for collision
avoidance systems includes evaluation of
the performance of all available systems.

Development of Research Driving Simulator
Finalize systems specification - 1992

The simulator program is

approximately 2 years behind
schedule, primarily because of the
time required for: (1) the
Department to complete its decision
to proceed with the NADS project,
(2) selection of the University of
Iowa as the host site, and (3)

negotiation of the cooperative
agreement between the government and
the University of Iowa. The "final
systems specification" is the major
deliverable of the systems design
concepts studies in the NADS Request
for Proposals (RFP) , which was
issued on July 14, 1993. It appears
that the only way to make up some of
the time lost will be to reduce the
three year fabrication phase. The
feasibility of doing so will not be
known until the Phase I design
studies are completed.

Biomechanics Research Program
Jnitiate testing at two additional impact injury-
centers - Spring 1992

The original solicitation failed to
produce a technically acceptable
proposal for a test device
development center. A completely
new solicitation was initiated.
Proposals in response to the new
solicitation have been received,
reviewed for technical capability,
and final negotiations with the
technically acceptable bidders are
currently underway. Award is

expected this summer.

The complex nature of initiating injury
research programs has resulted in delays in

establishing two new Impact Injury Centers.
Diligent efforts have continued, and final
negotiations with prospective bidders are
currently underway. Awards to establish
the new centers are expected to be
completed by the fourth quarter of FY 1993.
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New Crash Data Collection Program
Award Contract for Optimized CDS System - 1992
Begin Data Collection - 1992

The original plan for the agency's
New Crash Data Collection Program
has been expanded to optimize both
components of the National Accident
Sampling System (NASS) : the
Crashworthiness Data System (CDS)
and the General Estimates System
(GES) . Pilot testing of a modified
sampling scheme that increases the
proportion of serious injury outcome
crashes that are investigated was
successfully completed in 1991.

Implementation of both the modified
sampling scheme and corresponding staffing
changes began in 1992. Procedures to
improve injury data collection and coding
quality were completed in 1992 and
implemented in 1993. The original 1992
milestone for contract award was delayed
due to a setback in the process of

negotiating and awarding the contracts.
Contract awards for an optimized CDS and
GES are currently scheduled for late FY
1993. Bids have been received and
evaluated. Award is expected late this
fiscal year for implementation in 1994.

Develop a Common Set of State Data Elements
Survey states' capability to comply with CADRE - 1991-

1992
This survey was completed in June
1993. The survey took longer than
anticipated because many states are
reluctant to change their data
coding conventions.

Develop technical assistance programs to aid states in

adopting CADRE - 1991-1992
This is an ongoing project that was
begun in 1992. It involves
marketing the project to the states
and implementing it in those that
are interested. Currently,
approximately 20 states are actively
involved in CADRE.

Promote adoption of standard data element collection
between states - 1992-1993

Four states have indicated that they
will adopt the CADRE data elements
in their entirety. Others have said
they will adopt at least some of the
CADRE data elements. NHTSA is
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continuing to advocate adoption by
the remaining states.

New Trauma/Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Data Linkage
Program

This program has been superseded by the Crash
Outcome Data Evaluation System (CODES) program
implemented as a consequence of ISTEA. CODES
presents the opportunity to develop linked medical
outcome and crash data bases for traffic safety
analyses.

Conduct nationwide survey of state trauma data systems
- 1991-1992

Prior to the implementation of
CODES, NHTSA entered into agreement
with the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) to develop and conduct a

survey of state trauma and EMS data
systems. This milestone was
expected to be completed in 1992,
but CDC did not complete development
of the survey instrument until
January, 1993. CDC is presently
conducting the survey, and results
are expected by end of this summer.

Develop model state trauma data system -1992
This milestone is being dropped as
an agency priority. These data are
already available through statewide
hospital discharge data systems.
The medical diagnoses contained in
these files are sufficient for
traffic safety analytic needs and
are being used in the CODES project.

Evaluate and build data linking processes - 1992-1993
This milestone is being dropped as
it has been superseded by the CODES
project.

Develop New/ Improved Enforcement and Adjudication
Procedures

Determine the effectiveness of enforcement
programs that emphasize speed but combine
activities from alcohol and safety belt progrcuns -

1992.
Three programs, in separate sites,
were evaluated. Final reports were
produced and are currently under
review within the Administration.

Validate promising problem drinker assessment
instruments that can indicate whether a DWI should
be referred for rehabilitation treatment - 1992

The contract has been extended due
to difficulties in convening an
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expert panel. The project will be
completed in December of 1993.

Senator Lautenberg. When will NHTSA be issuing an
update of its priority plan?

Answer. The agency has planned to issue a priority
plan annually. The schedule has been disrupted in part
by changes in agency leadership. Nevertheless, we plan
to issue a revised priority plan at the end of 1993.

Senator Lautenberg: Have any milestones been
dropped since the initiation of NHTSA' s priority plans?
Why were these dropped.

Answer. NHTSA has completed or made appropriate
progress toward the vast majority of the milestones
established in its priority plans. The agency has tended
to set ambitious goals in its priority plans, so that
some milestones have been modified, and in a few isolated
cases dropped altogether. The process of setting and
working toward priority objectives is a dynamic one that
has been very useful to the agency's leadership and
employees .

The reasons that, in a few cases, milestones have
been dropped include: changes in the agency's approach to
the issue involved, legislative changes, unanticipated
delays, and determinations that the planned approaches
were not feasible. It is precisely because of these
unforeseen factors that we reconsider our programs and
issue a revised priority plan annually even though the
plans generally reach three years into the future.

RULEMAKING PROGRAM

Senator Lautenberg. How will the North American
Free Trade Agreement, if approved, affect the regulatory
agenda of the Agency? How can you assure "ns that
harmonization efforts with our Northern and Southern
neighbors will not adversely affect the integrity of the
rulemaking process?

Answer. The North American Free Trade Agreement, if

approved, would establish a Committee on Standards-
Related Measures, comprising representatives of each
Party; and, this Committee would establish an Automotive
Standards Council. The purpose of the Automotive
Standards Council is "to facilitate the attainment of
compatibility among, and review the implementation of,
national standards -related measures of the Parties that
apply to automotive goods, and to address other related
matters" .

As written, the Agreement specifies that "any
recommendation of the Council shall require agreement of
the Parties." Thus, the regulatory agenda of the Agency
would be affected only to the extent that we agree it
should be, and that it is in the interest of the United
States. The Agreement further specifies that "where the
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adoption of a law is not required for a Party, the
Council's recommendations shall be implemented by the

Party within a reasonable time in accordance with the

legal and procedural requirements and international
obligations of the Party." Thus, the integrity of the

rulemaking process is preserved for all Parties to the
agreement. For the United States, the language means
that the Administrative Procedure Act must be adhered to
and the rulemaking must meet the criteria set forth in
the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966
(as amended) .

Senator Lautenburg. How does your FY 1994 funding
request to support vehicle rulemaking mandated by
ISTEA/1991 compare with funding enacted for FY 1993?

Answer. The quick reaction funding in the agency's
Rulemaking budget for FY 1993 was $705,000. This
included funding for all safety- related rulemakings, not

just those related to ISTEA. Because most of the
research related to ISTEA- mandated rules will have been
completed by the beginning of FY 1994, the FY 1994 budget
request was reduced to $500,000.

Senator Lautenberg. What does NHTSA consider to be
the most important rulemakings that it has outstanding or

yet to initiate? Please provide the basis (such as lives
saved, etc.) for the ranking.

Answer. Of the agency's rulemakings where some
action has already been initiated, the most important
deals with reducing rollover casualties. Rollovers
account for nearly 10,000 deaths per year- -which results
in it being given the highest priority- -and have the

highest level of serious casualties per event of any type
of crash. The agency published a plan in September 1992
which called for a broad approach to the problem
including rulemakings to reduce the incidence of

rollover, reduce casualties when rollovers occur, and
inform consumers of the different handling capabilities
of various vehicle types.

Next in order of importance would be the rulemaking
to reduce head injuries. The size of the problem- -nearly
3,500 deaths per year- -and the potential fatality
reduction- -up to 1,400 lives saved annually- -demanded
this level of priority.

As a third priority, the agency would consider heavy
truck rulemakings of stopping distances and stability,
which could lead to a mandate for antilock brakes on
those vehicles. This action could reduce fatalities by
500 per year, and therefore it is viewed as one of
NHTSA' s most important rulemakings.

For activities which have not yet been initiated,
the agency views as most important the research related
to upgraded frontal protection. This addresses the

problem of the estimated 10,000 deaths that would occur

annually even after all light duty vehicles have full-
front air bags.
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Senator Lautenberg. Please prepare for the record a
list of all final rulemakings that have been issued since
you submitted a similar list last year.

T^swer. The final rulemakings published since June
1992 to July 14, 1993 are presented in following list.

1992
Std. Description
105/121 automatic brake adjusters on medium and heavy

duty vehicles
108 conspicuity for heavy trucks
108 allow new combination of headlighting system
111 crossview mirrors for school buses
lj.8 power window opening range; meaning of leading

edge; force measurement; and effective date
121 brake application and release timing

requirements for large trucks, trailers, and
dollies

121 allow separate connector to power trailer ABS
131 school bus stop arm flash rate and replacement

parts
205 permit new form of glass-plastic glazing for

use at windows other than windshields (15B)
210 delay of effective date and clarifies the

location for measuring compliance with the

anchorage location requirements and allows for
other means of attaching the anchorage to the
vehicle structure

213 child seat adjustment positions/warning labels
213 child seat registration
214 delays effective date for one year for

extension to light trucks, MPVs, and buses
217 upgrade to require school bus exits based on

bus occupant capacity

1993
Std. Description
582 requires new auto dealers to distribute

insurance cost information to consumers
533 establishes average fuel economy standard for

light trucks for model year 95
104 substitute "seating reference point" for

"manikin H point with seat in rearmost
position"

108 optional use of daytime running lamps

108 reduce thickness of bulb ring on type HB2

replaceable light source
108 require manufacturers of replaceable light

source for headlamps to file dimensional
information with NHTSA in a public docket (Part
564)

108 adopts identification markings for lenses on
round sealed beam headlamps that would be an
alternative to those markings presently
required
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108 delete requirements for minimum 4" edge to edge
separation between amber turn sign/stop/tail
lamps for motorcycles

118 clarifies power window requirements and
provides additional flexibility in meeting them

120 clarifies requirement about tire information on
labels

121 adjustment procedures for brake burnish and
dynamometer tests

203 updates the reference to the SAE recommended
practice J944

208 exempts manufacturers which modify vehicles
designed to be driven by the disabled from the

dynamic testing requirements
211 relax current prohibition against all "winged"

wheel covers
213 establishes specifications for newborn and

infant test dummy
213 extends built-in restraint requirements to

other than passenger cars
213 allow flexibility in child seat labeling

requirements
214 revised procedures for conducting quasi -static

tests of strength of certain doors
216 delays effective date for one year of final

rule requirements to light trucks with a GVWR
of 6,000 pounds or less

222 establishes requirements for wheelchair
securement in school buses

301 establishes anti- siphoning requirements for
alcohol fueled vehicles

Senator Lautenberg. What progress have you made in

shortening the time NHTSA takes to issue a new
regulation? When will you get this time period down to
18 months? Where do you now stand on this goal?

Answer. In 1989, NHTSA set a goal of completing the

average rulemaking in 18 months. At the time this goal
was set, the average rulemaking took 24 months to

complete. In 1990, NHTSA reduced the time for rulemaking
to 20.4 months, and further reduced it to 20 months in
1991. In 1992, the processing time increased to 21.8
months and was affected by President Bush's regulatory
moratorium. For the first six months of 1993, NHTSA is

operating at a 20 -month pace. For the period May- July
1993, NHTSA took 19.1 months to complete the average
rulemaking. We hope to reach our goal of 18 months in
calendar year 1994.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a schedule with

progress to date and appropriate milestones and dates for
all the rulemakings mandated by the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, from the
announcement of a notice of proposed rulemaking through
the implementation of a final rule.
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Answer. The Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 mandated eight vehicle
safety rulemakings. The agency has essentially met all
specified dates and plans to continue to do so. The
eight items and progress to date are:
1. Mandatory air bags- -ISTEA requires that NHTSA

amend Standard No. 208 to require driver and
passenger air bags in cars and light trucks by
specified dates. NHTSA is required to issue a
final rule by September 1, 1993. NHTSA
published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NPRM) on December 14, 1992. A final rule will
be issued by September 1, 1993.

2. Head injuries- -ISTEA required NHTSA to initiate
rulemaking by January 31, 1993. An NPRM was
published February 8, 1993. The agency has
until January 31, 1995 to issue a final rule.
We anticipate issuing a final rule in the first
half of calendar year 1994.

3. Protection against unreasonable risk of
rollover- -ISTEA required NHTSA to initiate
rulemaking by May 31, 1992. An Advance Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) was published
January 3, 1992. The Rulemaking must be
completed by March 1994. NHTSA expects to
issue an NPRM in the fall of 1993.

4. Dynamic side impact testing for light trucks- -

ISTEA required NHTSA to initiate rulemaking by
May 31, 1992. An ANPRM was published June 5,
1992. An NPRM is scheduled for fall 1993.
Completion must occur by August 1994.

5. Improved design for safety belts- -ISTEA required
NHTSA to initiate rulemaking by May 31, 1992. An
ANPRM was published May 29, 1992. An NPRM is
scheduled for fall 1993. Completion must occur by
August 1994.

6. Safety of child booster seats --ISTEA required
NHTSA to initiate rulemaking by May 31, 1992.
An ANPRM was published May 29, 1992. An NPRM
is scheduled for summer 1993. Completion must
occur by August 1994.

7. Brake performance of cars --ISTEA requires NHTSA
to publish an ANPRM by December 31, 1993.
NHTSA will meet that date.

8. Brake performance of commercial vehicles- -ISTEA
requires NHTSA to initiate rulemaking by May
31, 1992. An ANPRM was published June 8, 1992.
An NPRM is scheduled for summer 1993. NHTSA
must complete the rulemaking by June 1994.

Senator Lautenburg. The provisions of the new
Surface Transportation Act allow you to delay the
implementation of certain safety rulemakings by
publishing an explanation for the public as to why you
delayed the action. The Surface Transportation Act also,
in some cases, requires you to initiate a proposed
rulemaking for certain safety improvements, but does not
mandate that you implement a final regulation. At this
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point, are there any safety rules mandated in ISTEA where
you expect to request a delay, or anticipate that you
will not implement a final rule?

Answer. At this point, there is no area of safety
rulemaking mandated by ISTEA where we anticipate that the
agency will not implement a final rule, nor is there any
area where the agency expects to request a delay. NHTSA
did publish a notice of delay in June 1992, for the
rulemaking on head impact injuries, in order to permit
completion of research that was underway at the time.

SIDE IMPACT PROTECTION

Senator Lautenberg. What is the Agency doing with
regard to the extension of passenger car dynamic side
impact requirements to light trucks, buses, and
multipurpose passenger vehicles? What are the key issues
involved and what are the likely costs to consumers of
your possible regulations in this area? When will
rulemaking be forthcoming?

Answer. Over the last several years, the agency has
extended various passenger car standards to light trucks,
buses and multipurpose vehicles (LTVs) . In the same
manner, the agency is proceeding to extend the passenger
car side impact protection requirements to LTVs. On June
5, 1992, the agency published an Advance Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking to extend the dynamic Side Impact
Protection requirements for passenger cars, which have as
their goal the reduction of chest injuries, to LTVs. The
agency is currently reviewing the comments received in

response to the questions raised in the notice, and there
are several key issues (discussed next) .

The safety problem in LTV side crashes is small
compared to passenger cars, and therefore LTVs are
generally perceived as relatively safe. Only 250 side
crash fatalities and 850 serious injuries resulting from
crash forces to the chest are likely to occur annually
during the late 1990s.

The impact conditions that cause chest injuries to
occupants of LTVs are different than in passenger cars in
terms of the height and weight of the striking vehicles.
If the current passenger car impact conditions are
adopted, the safety benefits that may result are likely
to be negligible.

This is because the passenger car impact conditions
include a 3,000 pound barrier which strikes the subject
car at a specified height. Yet the typical striking
vehicle which causes injury to a light truck occupant is
heavier than 3,000 pounds, and hits at a higher height.
Thus, the agency may need to develop different test
conditions for light trucks.

ROLLOVER PROTECTION

Senator Lautenburg. What progress has been made
during the last year in the following areas: upgraded
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frontal protection, rollover protection, and ejection
protection? What is your revised anticipated rulemaking
schedule for each of these priorities?

J\nswer. The results of a review of the research
done by NHTSA and others to explore methods of upgrading
frontal crash protection indicate that more research is
needed to define the sources of and types of injuries and
fatalities occurring in airbag equipped vehicles. While
airbags are doing an effective job of reducing casualties
in frontal crashes, we estimate that even after all cars
and light trucks have airbags, there will still be close
to 10,000 fatalities annually in frontal crashes. Until
these casualty mechanisms are delineated, remedies cannot
be proposed. It is anticipated that the next regulatory
decision will be made when the agency has analyzed the
causes of injury and fatalities in airbag equipped
vehicles in frontal crashes and has conducted preliminary
crash tests that attempt to replicate these crash
conditions in the laboratory setting. We estimate that
this should be done by the end of 1994.

During the past year NHTSA has continued to analyze
the relationship between various vehicle factors presumed
to be related to a vehicles 's propensity to roll over in
a crash and the crash experiences of these vehicles. The
analyses have tried to isolate the contribution of
various factors, such as vehicle characteristics, driver
characteristics, and environmental characteristics to the
event of vehicle rollover. Two alternate vehicle factors
which might predict rollover propensity have been
investigated indepth, the tilt table ratio and the
critical sliding velocity. The agency expects to make a

regulatory decision in this area in the fall of 1993.
There are two areas being investigated that may

contribute to the prevention of ejection in vehicle
crashes: improved door latches and the use of plastic or
glass-plastic glazing. The agency has research in
progress in both areas. It is anticipated that a
regulatory decision can be made on improved door latches
by the summer of 1994 and on improved glazing by the fall
of 1993.

SCHOOL BUS SAFETY

Senator Lautenberg. The Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) has on its "Most Wanted List" the recommendation
for NHTSA to upgrade its regulations dealing with the
flammability of school bus seats. What is NHTSA doing to
respond to this NTSB recommendation? When will you
complete your research and start the rulemaking process?
Is this a priority item in your Priority Plan?

Answer. The agency started the rulemaking process
on school bus flammability by publishing an ANPRM in
November 1988. In January 1989, the agency commissioned
the Center for Fire Research of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) to conduct a research
program on the flammability resistance of various school
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bus seat assemblies. The research focused on factors
such as ignitability, flame spread, rate of heat release,
smoke generation, and toxicity of combustible products.

In July 1990, NIST published its findings. The
report identified the importance of the various risk
factors associated with fire. However, many issues about
the feasibility and details of a test procedure remained
unresolved.

In February 1991, the agency issued a notice
requesting comments on the NIST report and other issues.
The agency explained that more information was needed
about the flammability of school bus interiors before
deciding whether to produce amendments upgrading the
standard for school buses. Also, the notice explained
the agency's decision not to pursue upgrading
flammability requirements for buses other than school
buses, and that changes in the emergency exit
requirements for school buses could affect the needed
level of fire resistance of school bus interiors.

The commenters expressed differing views about the
need to improve the flame resistance of school bus
interiors. Several commenters, including National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) , believed that the
present standard needed to be upgraded. Other
commenters, including the bus manufacturers, the National
School Transportation Association, and many state and
local school districts questioned the need for upgrading
the requirements for school buses. Most commenters
agreed that upgrading the standard would result in a
significant cost increase in school buses. The cost
increase estimates ranged from $275 to $1,000 for a 66-
passenger school bus.

The agency has not yet determined whether, and if
so, how, to proceed with rulemaking in this area. This
item is in the NHTSA Priority Plan and the agency expects
to make a decision after a new Administrator is
confirmed.

PASSENGER CAR BRAKING

Senator Lautenberg. The ISTEA includes a mandate
that you investigate improved braking systems on
passenger vehicles. Do you also expect to require
antilock brakes on passenger cars? If so, when? If not,
why not?

Answer. The agency plans to issue an ANPRM by
December 31, 1993, as required by ISTEA, that will
request comments on possible rulemaking that would
require Antilock braking systems on light vehicles (GVWR
of 10,000 lbs or less), including passenger cars.

LARGE TRUCK RULEMAKING

Senator Lautenberg. Please update information
provided last year regarding regulatory actions in the
heavy truck area- stability, brakes, conspicuity and
underride.

fift-fiPS n _ Q/i _ 1 .
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Answer. The final rule on enhanced conspicuity for
heavy trailers was published on December 10, 1992. It

requires that all new trailers (over 10,000 pounds gross
vehicle weight rating) be equipped with retroref lective
conspicuity material or devices. The effective date for
installation is December 1, 1993.

A supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking was
published on January 22, 1993, in response to comments to
the notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) . It proposed
slightly increased performance at large light entrance
angles and deletion of redundant existing retroref lector
requirements.

An amended final rule taking into account the issues
of the supplemental NPRM is expected to be published in
fall 1993.

A supplemental NPRM on rear underride guards was
published in January 1992. The agency has completed
research addressing comments concerning the proposed
requirements for guard strength and ground clearance. A
final decision on heavy truck rear underride protection
should be published during 1993.

An advance NPRM on heavy truck stability was
published on June 8, 1992. A NPRM is expected to be
published in summer 1993.

During the past year, NPRMs were published on
stopping distances for heavy trucks (February 1993), and
trailer parking brake requirements (March 1993). The
agency has also received and has under consideration 7

petitions related to braking issues such as changing
testing requirements for brake hoses, changing the
effective date for changes to the burnish procedures,
making changes to promote the use of long -stroke brake
chambers, antilock brake system failure warning signals,
brake pressure differential requirements for trailers,
and reconsideration of the adjustment limits for
automatic brake adjusters.

Senator Lautenberg. Please describe the heavy truck
antilock braking system (ABS) program planned for FY
1994. How are the resources requested for FY 1994
related to your regulatory decision?

Answer. The ABS field study research is essentially
completed. We anticipate the possibility of additional
ABS testing in FY 1994 to investigate concerns raised by
commenters to the NPRM, which will be issued soon.
NHTSA's FY 1994 budget request is adequate for this
contingency.

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA -sponsored studies
demonstrated favorable results regarding the use of
antilock brakes on truck tractors. Would you summarize
these results? In view of this positive experience, why
then is NHTSA waiting so long to issue the notice of

proposed rulemaking regarding antilock brake systems
(ABS) ?
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Answer. The agency's study monitored 200 ABS-

equipped tractors and 88 comparable tractors without ABS
over a two-year period. The ABS's tested in this
program, in general, performed well, indicating that
current -generation ABS's can be installed successfully on
U.S. air-braked heavy trucks. Based on information from
this study, one could expect that in a fleet of 100 ABS-

equipped trucks, 14-33 ABS-related repair/replacement
incidents (most of which would be repairs) would occur
each year, compared to 80-188 such incidents related to
the pneumatic portion of these trucks' brake systems;
24-56 such incidents related to the foundation brake
systems; 44-105 for wheels/hubs; 596-1,342 for electrical
systems; and 175-414 for tires. Thus, while the results
of this test indicate that ABS is not a zero maintenance
item, ABS's do not appear to be an unreasonable burden on
motor carriers. The study also found that there were no
recorded instances of ABS being a contributing cause of a

crash, and in several instances, the presence of ABS
materially contributed to the reduction in severity,
outcome and consequences of the crash.

The agency has already begun rulemaking by issuing
an ANPRM in June 1992 . An NPRM is expected in summer
1993.

Senator Lautenberg. Antilock brakes are now
required on trucks, both in the European Community and in

Japan. The Committee understands that NHTSA's research
on this rulemaking is now complete. NHTSA has promised
this Committee that it would move forward expeditiously.
When do you plan to issue a proposed rule requiring
antilock brakes on trucks?

Answer. We expect the NPRM to be issued in summer
1993.

Senator Lautenberg, Will your new requirements
apply to both tractors and trailers? If not, why not?

Answer. The NPRM will propose stability
requirements for tractors, trailers, straight trucks, and
buses .

Senator Lautenberg. What is the schedule for the
final promulgation of regulations concerning truck
underride?

Answer. The agency issued a supplemental notice of

proposed rulemaking on heavy truck rear underride
protection in January 1992, with public comments due in
June 1992. Because of comments from public interest
groups questioning the effectiveness of underride guards
that would comply with our proposal, the agency conducted
additional research. This research project, which cost
over $300,000, addressed guard crash performance concerns
and was completed earlier in 1993. The agency plans to
issue the final rule on heavy truck rear underride
protection later in 1993.
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CHILD SAFETY RULEMAKING

Senator Lautenberg. The Committee understands that
research is underway to evaluate NHTSA's child restraint
standard and to support any needed improvements. What
research is being done and when will the results be used
to upgrade the safety standard?

Answer. In July 1991, the agency published a
Federal Register notice announcing the publication of a

planning document that discussed planned research and
possible upgrades to Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard 213, Child Restraint Systems. The agency has
completed a research program that addressed five major
issues related to the standard: 1) adequacy of present
test procedures and injury requirement including crash
pulse, test seat geometry, and test seat back angle and
flexibility; 2) assessment of car interior dimensions and
available excursion limits; 3) evaluation of the
interaction of air bags and child restraint systems; 4)

evaluation of the performance of various child restraint
systems using lap and shoulder belts in the rear seat;
and 5) evaluation of the need to modify FMVSS No. 213 to
allow belt positioning booster seats. The findings of
these research activities are summarized in a series of

reports, which are disseminated through the National
Technical Information Service in Springfield, Virginia.

Since the early stages of the research, the agency
has been using the results of this research program to

upgrade the child safety standard. As a result of the
interim findings of the testing for interaction of air
bags and child restraints, the agency issued a Consumer
Advisory Bulletin on December 10, 1991, warning consumers
against placing rear- facing child seats in front

passenger seating positions of vehicles that have front

passenger side air bags. The agency subsequently issued
a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) in December 1992
to require that a warning, about the effect of air bags
on rear- facing child seats, be placed on labels in
vehicles with air bags and be provided in vehicle owner
manuals. Supplementing those actions, the agency
published in the Federal Register on April 16, 1993, a
second NPRM on the interaction of air bags and child
restraint systems. The agency proposed, in this NPRM, to
amend the labeling and printed instructions requirements
of the standard on child safety seats to warn parents
against using rear- facing child restraints in vehicles
equipped with air bags.

Further, based on the research program on child
safety, two NPRMs are expected to be published in the
summer of 1993 to upgrade other aspects of the standard.
One NPRM will propose to amend the standard to allow
belt -positioning booster seats that require lap and
shoulder belts to be restrained. A second NPRM will
introduce three new dummies into the standard. This

proposed upgrade will specify which dummies should be
used in certifying child restraint systems for use by
children of various weight ranges.
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Currently, research is continuing to assess the test
seat assembly specified in the standard for certification
of child restraint systems. This assessment aims at
determining whether the need exists to redesign the test
seat assembly to be more representative of the seats of
the current fleet of vehicles. This research is
scheduled to be completed before the end of 1994.

ELECTRIC T^ND ALTERNATIVE FUELS VEHICLES

Senator Lautenberg. Describe the safety issues NHTSA
envisions regarding the introduction of electric vehicles
into the vehicle fleet. What research activities are
underway to address these concerns?

Answer. NHTSA sought public views on the potential
need for special safety standards for electric vehicles,
through a December 1991 solicitation of public comments.
In November 1992, the agency published a discussion of
these comments along with its conclusion that new
standards that only apply to electric vehicles are not

required at this time.
However, in January 1993, the agency did propose to

amend selected current vehicle safety standards to better
accommodate electric vehicle characteristics. These
standards covered hydraulic brake systems, windshield
defrosting, and state -of -charge indicators. The next
regulatory steps in these rulemakings should be completed
by December 1993.

In addition, NHTSA currently has a test program
underway to test two electric vehicles relative to a
number of federal safety standards, including windshield
defrosting, braking, frontal occupant protection systems,
transmission braking, and windshield performance. The
vehicles, after crash testing, will be monitored for

battery electrolyte spillage, battery restraint
performance relative to passenger compartment intrusion,
and post -crash shock hazard. Results from this testing
are expected to be available in May 1994.

Senator Lautenberg. In regard to cars using
compressed natural gas as a power source, do we know that
these cylinders can be properly maintained over a 10 year
period by the average citizen? How do you propose to
ensure the long term safety of these cylinders under
varying use conditions?

Answer. The performance of compressed natural gas
vehicle fuel systems and cylinders is currently not
regulated. NHTSA is in the process of rulemaking, and in

January 1993, proposed both vehicle fuel system integrity
requirements and fuel container equipment requirements.
The agency is currently analyzing more than 55 comments
received during and after the extended comment period
which closed in May 1993.

NHTSA is particularly sensitive to the issue of long
term durability of the cylinders. As was stated in its

January 1993 notice of proposed rulemaking, "[t]he agency
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strongly encourages manufacturers of these cylinders to
consider . . . time dependent degradation factors in
their design. NHTSA cannot require that the cylinders be
subject to periodic inspection during their life, since
the agency's authority to regulate these vehicles is
limited to their initial manufacture. However, the
agency urges that the cylinders be designed to resist
these degradation factors for their entire service
life. ... 58 Fed. Reg. 5323, 5326 (1993)."

In addition, a major focus of the cylinder portion
of the rulemaking is on long term durability. The
proposed cylinder requirements were oriented to
regulating cylinder strength and durability. The agency
anticipates that the rulemaking will continue to focus on
these safety performance factors, and that they will be
evident in the next regulatory decision for this
rulemaking, which is anticipated to be in December 1993.

FUEL ECONOMY (CAFE)

Senator Lautenberg. To what extent was the 27.5
miles per gallon standard met in 1992 by domestic and
import vehicles?

Answer. NHTSA relies on the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for corporate average fuel

economy (CAFE) values of each manufacturer. Until EPA
provides NHTSA with final model year 1992 CAFE values for
each manufacturer, this question cannot be answered.
Final 1992 CAFE values are not yet available for most
manufacturers, but are expected during the summer of
1993. Where final CAFE values are not yet available, the
table below presents the CAFE levels submitted to NHTSA
by manufacturers in their mid-model year CAFE report.
While not final 1992 CAFE numbers, these fuel economy
values will be close to the final mpg, as determined by
EPA.

PASSENGER CAR CAFE
MANUFACTURER CAFE

DOMESTIC Chrysler Motors 27.8
Consulier 23.0
Ford Motor Co 27.4*
General Motors 26.8
Vector 10.0

IMPORT BMW 24.0
Chrysler Motors 29.2
Daihatsu 41.3
Fiat 22.5*
Ford Motor Co 25.4*
General Motors 31.1
Honda 31.3*
Hyundai 31.3*
Isuzu 32 . 5

Mazda 30.7*
Mercedes-Benz 21.8
Mitsubishi 28.9
Nissan 29.4
Peugeot 25.0*
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Porsche 22,4
Rolls-Royce 14.3*
Subaru 27.8
Suzuki 44.7
Toyota 28.8
Volvo 25.6
Volkswagen 29.2

* Final CAFE value

Senator Lautenberg. What are the Department's views
on increasing the CAFE standards? What impact does the
current economic condition of the automobile industry
have on these views?

Answer. The Department has no plans at this time to
increase or decrease existing CAFE standards. The issue
of higher CAFE standards for cars and/or light trucks is

being considered as part of the Clinton Administration's
development of a "National Action Plan" to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions to the 1990 level by the year
2000. This plan is scheduled to be developed by mid-
August. The Department, however, has not taken a
position as to whether increased CAFE standards should be
a part of this plan.

With regard to the second half of your question, the
current economic condition of the automobile industry
does have an impact on these views. "Economic
practicability" is one of the four statutory criteria the
Department must consider in determining "maximum feasible
average fuel economy." The existing financial and
economic conditions affecting the industry must be
seriously considered before making a decision to
establish or amend CAFE standards.

Senator Lautenberg. What is NHTSA proposing to do
during FY 1994 to assess safety and other effects of
raising the CAFE standards? What is currently going on
in this area during FY 1993?

Answer. During the 1970's and early 1980's, many
factors (including higher fuel prices, public concern
about potential fuel shortages, and changing consumer
preferences for motor vehicles) led to a dramatic
improvement in new car fuel economy and a substantial
reduction in car size and weight. NHTSA evaluated the
safety consequences of the reductions in the size and
weight of passenger cars during model years 1975-1982,
and concluded that annual fatalities were 2,000 more than
they would have been if car size and weight had stayed
the same. Two- thirds of this increase occurred in
rollover crashes: cars with a narrow track width, short
wheelbase and light weight are prone to rollover, and
many small cars of the 1970' s had quite narrow track
widths.

Since the mid 1980' s, a number of developments have
occurred that may have mitigated the safety hazards of
small cars in rollover crashes. Small cars in some cases
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have wider track widths than they used to. Increases in
belt use have reduced fatality risk in all types of
crashes, but especially in rollovers, where unrestrained
occupants are often ejected. During FY 1994, NHTSA plans
to update its evaluation of vehicle size and safety,
based on vehicles of the 1990' s. The analysis will also
take into account the effect of changes in the overall
driving environment in recent years, such as the shift
from cars to light trucks and the reduction in the
overall fatality rate.

Senator Lautenberg. In regard to your request for
the fuel economy program, you state that you will study
"only a few technologies" which are the most important
and feasible for potential improvements in fuel economy,
and the technologies to be studied will be "chosen by a
consensus." Who will participate in this "consensus"
decision as to what technologies should be studied? Do
you anticipate studying additional technologies in 1995
and beyond?

Answer. The "consensus" that will choose the most
promising technologies for fuel economy improvement to be
studied under this project will consist of senior
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration personnel.
Many of these persons have automotive industry experience
and all of them are familiar with current and emerging
technology. The agency plans to continue such a program
in 1995 and beyond (provided funding is available) in
order to acquire substantive knowledge for determining
technologically feasible and economically practicable
levels of future fuel economy standards.

NEW CAR ASSESSMENT PROGRAM (NCAP)

Senator Lautenberg. Please list the actions taken
to make the New Car Assessment Program more
understandable and useful to consumers. What FY 1994

funding is required to carry out commitments made in your
NCAP plan report to the Committee in 1992? When will the
Subcommittee receive your second NCAP report, and what
information will it provide?

Answer. In fiscal year 1992, the Appropriations
Committees directed NHTSA to develop methods to enhance
the usefulness of the NCAP to consumers. In support of
these directions and as detailed in the agency's NCAP
plan report to the Committee in 1992, the agency enlisted
the help of consumer focus groups to develop and evaluate
improvements in NCAP presentation methods and promotion
approaches. A $100 thousand contract was awarded to
conduct 15 related focus group studies. The agency also
awarded $50 thousand in contracts to develop advertising
themes for radio and news media. The advertising
contractor has developed and recorded several NCAP
promotional announcements for possible radio use and has

designed poster boards for use as potential news print
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promotions. This advertising material was evaluated by
the focus groups.

These focus group studies and media surveys have now
been completed. After evaluations of these studies are
completed, revisions will be implemented for model year
(MY) 1994 NCAP to provide more understandable and useful
information to consumers. Staff of the agency's Public
Affairs Office has conducted a survey of the automobile
and general media in the Washington area and those that
have routine direct contacts with the agency. Meetings
and discussions have been conducted with editors from
magazines, such as Kiplinger's and Consumers' Report, and
newspaper, radio, and TV media. This survey will assist
in determining what additional improvements can be made
to the NCAP information that will motivate the media to
better promote it.

For FY 1993, interim improvements were made. For
example, in the first press release for model year 1993,
the agency provided information so that consumers could
relate the head injury criterion (HIC) test measure to
the probability of a serious head injury in a real world
collision. The following words of explanation were added
to the narrative portion of each press release: Someone
experiencing a HIC of 500 or less most likely will have
little or no head injury. At a HIC of 1000, about 1 in 6

occupants may have either a life threatening skull
fracture or brain damage requiring immediate medical
attention. At HICs of 2000 or more, nearly all crash
victims may experience life- threatening head injuries
with a high probability of death or long term disability.

In the graphical representation of HIC, the agency
introduced a new format that differentiates the HIC test
result to distinguish between head contact injury, non-
contact, and a head to air-bag interaction. The agency
continued its previous enhancements, such as listing the
vehicles in each category from the lowest to the highest
driver HIC.

With regard to part two of the question, the
preliminary recommendations from focus groups and media
surveys strongly support the need to more effectively
inform and provide NCAP data for consumer use. A $250
thousand new initiative to support these recommendations
is included in the agency's FY 1994 budget request. The
$250 thousand will be used to implement new promotional
methods and to produce effective radio, print, and video
public service announcements and informative consumer
brochures for distribution at strategic consumer
locations. This will include $50 thousand to develop
NCAP Brochure based on focus group findings; $90 thousand
to expand dissemination efforts public service radio and
television spots, printed media advertisements, and
expansion of automated dissemination methods; and $110
thousand to develop, reproduce and disseminate consumer
material. The Appropriation Committees in the fiscal

year 1992 budget directed NHTSA to develop methods to
enhance the usefulness of the NCAP to consumers, to
determine the validity of NCAP test data in predicting
actual real world crashes, and to address the efficacy of
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allowing automobile manufacturers to choose between the
Hybrid II (low tech) and the Hybrid III (high tech)
dummies for NCAP testing. The agency will provide a

report to Congress by November 30, 199 3, which addresses
each of these three issues. The report will also
describe the efforts and the agency's results to date in
developing methods to enhance the usefulness of NCAP to
consumers .

Analyses have been completed to determine the
validity of NCAP test data in predicting real world
crashes. These analyses show significant correlation
between NCAP data and overall fatality risk in frontal
crashes, and the results will be discussed in the report.

In addressing the efficacy of allowing automobile
manufacturers to choose between the Hybrid II (low tech)
and the Hybrid III (high tech) dummies, the agency has
issued a Federal Registe r notice which announces the
agency's desire to establish the Hybrid III as the only
testing device to be used in NCAP. The agency has also
issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking which will require
mandatory use of the Hybrid III dummy in compliance
testing for the occupant protection standard in the mid
to late 1990s. Analyses of comments received to these
notices and of the NCAP test data will be used to explain
the differences between the two dummies and the effect
that these differences may have had on the NCAP results.

The November 1993 report will contain details on the
focus group/promotional efforts and recommendations for
making NCAP data more useful to consumers; the real world
analyses; and the effects of allowing the use of optional
test dummies, and the schedule for mandatory use of the

Hybrid III. In addition, the report will contain an
update of the NCAP trends and a summary of the historical
performance of the automobile manufacturers in NCAP.

Senator Lautenberg. Please bring us up to date on

your efforts to make the NCAP data more "user friendly."

Answer. In fiscal year 1992, the Appropriations
Committees directed NHTSA to develop methods to enhance
the usefulness of the NCAP to consumers. In support of
these directions and as detailed in the agency's NCAP
plan report to the Committee in February 1992, the agency
enlisted the help of consumer focus groups to develop and
evaluate improvements in NCAP presentation methods and
promotion approaches. A $100 thousand contract was
awarded to conduct 15 related focus group studies. The

agency also awarded $50 thousand in contracts to develop
advertising themes for radio and news media. The
advertising contractor has developed and recorded several
NCAP promotional announcements for possible radio use and
has designed poster boards for potential use as news

print promotions. This advertising material was
evaluated by the focus groups.

These focus group studies and media surveys have now
been completed. After evaluations of these studies are

completed, revisions will be implemented for model year
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(MY) 1994 NCAP vehicle data to provide more
understandable and useful information to consumers.

For FY 1993, interim improvements were made. For
example, in the first press release for model year 1993,
the agency provided information so that consumers could
relate the head injury criterion (HIC) test measure to
the probability of a serious head injury in a real world
collision. The following explanation was added to each
press release: "Someone experiencing a HIC of 500 or
less most likely will have little or no head injury. At
a HIC of 1000, about 1 in 6 occupants may have either a
life threatening skull fracture or brain damage requiring
immediate medical attention. At HICs of 2000 or more,
nearly all crash victims may experience life- threatening
head injuries with a high probability of death or long
term disability."

In the graphical representation of HIC, the agency
introduced a new format that differentiates the HIC test
results to distinguish between head contact injury, non-
contact, and a head to air-bag interaction. The agency
continued its previous enhancements, such as listing the
vehicles in each category from the lowest to the highest
driver HIC.

Senator Lautenberg. What did you learn from the
focus groups you recently convened to improve the

presentation of the NCAP data?

Answer. The agency's contractor convened 15 focus
groups to evaluate NCAP. In order to ascertain possible
geographic differences in attitudes and perceptions, the

groups were conducted in three areas of the country: the
East, the Midwest, and the West. A total of 67 men and
72 women participated. All participants had either
recently purchased a new car or planned to do so in the
near future. Questions were designed to determine how
people regarded the importance of safety and safety
features in selecting a car; what types of safety
information people wanted; and where they would like that
information made available.

Most participants of the focus groups found the NCAP
information important and useful. The NCAP crash test
program was viewed as an appropriate and worthwhile
government activity, providing valuable information to
the consumer. Group members wanted information about the
relative safety of various cars presented as simply as

possible and in a way that would leave no room for
misunderstanding. They felt that very few consumers have
the inclination or the ability to study columns of

figures and arrive at an accurate conclusion about their
meaning. There was a strong desire for a standard
measure of the level of safety which could be expressed
in a very simple form such as a single number or symbol
and used to rate all automobiles.

Participants from all groups felt a conspicuous and

easy- to- remember "800" telephone number should appear in
all Public Service Announcements (PSAs) concerning NCAP.
Most people assumed the NCAP radio PSAs would be heard
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only (or primarily) by people riding in cars who could
not immediately write down a phone number. For this
reason, they thought it was especially important that the
Hotline's "800" number be easy to remember. Emphasizing
the "800" number would also remind people that they could
make an inquiry without cost.

Most of the groups included one or two people who
had previously called the Hotline seeking crash test
results. Some said the information reached them too late
to be of any help in making a decision on buying a car.
The consensus was that the information should be easily
accessible and understandable to everyone.

Senator Lautenberg. How and when will you change
the presentation of the NCAP data as a result of the
information gained from the focus groups?

Answer. NHTSA was directed by Congress to
investigate a variety of new methods of presenting NCAP
data to make this information more informative to the car
buying public. NHTSA intends to implement
recommendations expeditiously from the focus groups as
our budget permits. A new chart will be adopted at the
beginning of the model year 1994 NCAP.

As part of the test materials used in the focus
groups, a New Car Crashworthiness Chart was prepared.
This chart translated crash test scores from the NHTSA
press release into "Levels of Protection", stated in
terms of likelihood of injury. The purpose of the chart
was to provide consumers with a quick, simplified, single
point of comparison to evaluate the new cars listed.

Focus group participants liked the new chart format,
and they agreed that the "Levels of Protection"
presentation was clear, easy to understand, and easy to
use. The chart presents crash test information in a form
that is brief and less technical. It includes the type
of occupant protection safety equipment, such as airbags,
that was used during the NCAP crash test.

The crash test scores and bar graphs used in the
current press release will be maintained and used as a

supplement to the "Level of Protection" ratings, and it
will be sent to consumers upon request.

Senator Lautenberg. Please display your request of
the Office of the Secretary of Transportation, the Office
of Management and Budget and the Congress, side by side,
including all of the component budget items for the NCAP
Program.
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Answer.

Listing of Proposed FY 1994 NCAP Budget
as Submitted to OST, 0MB , and Congress

Project Description
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Senator Lautenberg. Please describe any and all
problems you have had in the availability and quality of
crash test laboratories for the NCAP program, as well as
your standard compliance testing program.

Answer. Laboratories contracted to conduct crash
tests by NHTSA are required to maintain rigid quality
standards due to the expensive and destructive nature of
the test. It is well established that the testing must
be conducted in a precise, repeatable fashion, with no
margin for quality errors. As such, only four
laboratories have successfully been awarded agency crash
testing contracts. During the initial process of
accepting test laboratories, each of the four facilities
demonstrated a proficiency in conducting the crash test
by presenting previous crash test data, or in some cases
performing a complete demonstration test. The four
laboratories currently under contract have extensive
crash test experience and have performed hundreds of
tests. Three of the contractors also conduct testing for
major automobile manufacturers on a regular basis.

Model year (MY) 1993 NCAP testing is using the four
testing laboratories while compliance testing uses two of
these facilities. MY 1994 testing of vehicles in NCAP
will again be distributed among the four laboratories.
Contracts for compliance testing are now being
negotiated. Availability of testing slots for both
programs in 1993 presents minimal problems and only
requires that the NCAP and compliance groups coordinate
with each other prior to scheduling with the
laboratories. Based on past performance, it is

anticipated that NCAP and compliance testing of MY 1994
vehicles will not present any difficulties. Minor
inconveniences encountered when scheduling vehicles at
two of the laboratories that have a substantial private
customer base, should not delay the successful and timely
testing of the NHTSA vehicles.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide in greater
detail your anticipated expenditures of $250,000 to fund
improvements and expansions of NCAP promotional
activities. Your justification states that you expect to
make NCAP material more available "at strategic consumer
locations." Please list examples of such locations. Do
you expect to fund these enhanced promotional activities
on an ongoing basis in FY 1995 and beyond.

Answer. The $250,000 in funding will be used to

implement new promotional methods and to produce
effective radio, print, and video public service
announcements and informative consumer brochures for
distribution at strategic consumer locations. The
following breakdown gives greater details of the
anticipated expenditures: develop NCAP Brochure based on
focus group findings (one time expenditure of $50,000);
expand dissemination efforts (Public service radio and
television spots, printed media advertisements, expansion
of automated dissemination methods) ($90,000); and
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develop, reproduce and disseminate consumer material
(Information brochures about the NCAP data with
current test results - to be distributed through existing
agency networks and placed at strategic locations, such
as automobile shows) ($110,000).

The agency is considering distributing the consumer
material not only to the media but also through existing
agency networks to local and state organizations (Public
Health Departments, Departments of Motor Vehicles, Law
Enforcement Organizations, etc.), to insurance companies
and associations, to consumer groups, and at public
events (automobile shows, etc.). The success of this
effort is dependent on a continuous activity in future
years .

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a detailed
discussion of the findings of your focus groups to
determine how to make NCAP material more useable and
available to the public.

Answer. To accomplish the goal of providing more
useable and available information to the public, the

objectives of the focus group contract included the

following: (1) assess current vehicle buyer perceptions,
needs, and desires concerning the presentation of motor
vehicle safety performance information; (2) identify how
consumers use NCAP information in their vehicle
selection; and (3) gather preliminary information needed
to plan an effective promotional campaign.

In order to ascertain possible geographic
differences in attitudes and perceptions, the groups were
conducted in three areas of the country: the East, the
Midwest, and the West. A total of 67 men and 72 women
participated. All participants had either recently
purchased a new car or planned to do so in the near
future. Questions were designed to determine how people
regarded the importance of safety and safety features in

selecting a car; what types of safety information people
wanted; and where they would like that information made
available.

Most participants of the focus groups found the NCAP
information important and useful. Test materials
included (1) the NHTSA press release on NCAP, (2) a New
Car Crashworthiness Chart which translated crash test
scores from the press release into "Levels of Protection"
stated in terms of likelihood of injury, and (3) two
radio and two printed Public Service Announcements (PSAs)
which were supplied by NHTSA. In the New Car
Crashworthiness Chart, the crash test scores were
summarized into a single index for each seating position.
The likelihood of injury ranged from 1-4 where higher
numbers indicate greater potential for serious injury and
less protection. The PSAs were designed to inform the

public about NCAP and to encourage them to call for auto
safety information.

Participants found the safety information valuable.
They liked the proposed new chart format, and agreed the
"Levels of Protection" were clear, easy to understand,
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and easy to use. Most of the participants regarded the
press release crash test scores and the graphs to
illustrate relative likelihood of injury as too technical
and hard to understand for the average consumer. Many
respondents said they would use the information if it
were easy to understand and obtain.

Participants regarded the message in the PSA
materials - - that auto safety information is available
free from the Federal Government - - as important and
valuable. They critiqued the PSAs but not the message
itself .

There was consensus that three elements should be
included in every PSA concerning the NCAP program: (1) a
clear identification of the Federal Government as the
source, (2) a prominent statement that the information is
free, and (3) a conspicuous and easy to remember "800"
telephone number.

Recommendations concerning the presentation of the
NCAP crash test information were as follows: (1) present
information on crash tests in a form that is less
technical and as short and simple as possible; (2)

prepare a cover page for the NCAP chart which describes
the testing program in a simplistic, but informative,
manner; and (3) crash test scores and bar graphs should
be maintained and used as a supplement to the "Level of
Protection" ratings. This detailed information should be
sent to consumers only upon request.

Recommendations for disseminating the NCAP
information included: (1) provide NCAP data at a variety
of locations frequented by new car buyers; (2) furnish
NCAP data to publishers of magazines and newspapers; (3)

develop a partnership with auto safety advocates to
.promote wider use of NCAP test results; and (4) explore
possible enhancements of NCAP coverage by the press.

Most participants stated that it was important to
continuously monitor consumer interests and needs.
Therefore, it was recommended that NCAP is regularly
evaluated, through focus groups and other means, in order
to maintain up-to-date information concerning consumers
preferred sources of information on the crashworthiness
of new cars .

Senator Lautenberg. Please list the make and model
of the seven vehicles that have undergone voluntary NCAP
retests, and the "before" and "after" scores of these
vehicles after the retest.

Answer. The results of the seven vehicles tested in
the Optional NCAP program from 1988 through 1992 are as
follows :



Vehicle
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to each manufacturer. NCAP results from model years (MY)
1979 through 1993 for these manufacturers are presented
in graphical and tabular formats. Data in these formats
are arranged in chronological order for each
manufacturer. For each manufacturer, the graphical
presentations provide the visual information on the high
and low (worst to best) injury measure values that have
occurred within a model year and for the history of the
NCAP. Average dummy head and chest injury values for two
time periods, 1979 through 1986 and 1987 through 1993,
are compared to show the significant safety improvements
that have occurred since the phase- in of the automatic
occupant protection requirements.

Due to the technical content and length of this
report (approximately 100 pages) , the agency does not
plan to make it available at the same strategic locations
at which the standard NCAP brochures are planned to be
distributed. If it is found advisable, the brochure can
reference the existence of the report, and interested
consumers may request a copy. The agency does not
anticipate holding a press conference upon the release of
the report. However, the agency is considering issuing a
Federal Register notice and a press release announcing
the availability of the report. Thus, it will be made
widely available to the press. Costs to disseminate this
report are expected to be minimal and can be handled as

part of the normal administrative costs of NCAP.

Senator Lautenberg. Please print the relevant side
impact scores, by make and model for the vehicles tested
in FY 1992 and FY 1993 to date. When do you anticipate
making these scores available in your standard NCAP
reports? Have any compliance tests been conducted as

yet, based on evidence of extraordinary high side impact
scores resulting from the tests?

Answer. The side impact scores are listed on the
following chart. Six 1992 models and five 1993 models
were tested. Two identical vehicles of each model were
purchased for a total of twenty- two vehicles. All
information regarding the testing of the 1992 vehicles is

currently available in the NHTSA docket (Docket: No. 91-
02) . Included in the docket submission is a two-page
document summarizing the critical injury measures, along
with a brief synopsis of the testing program. The data
for the 1993 models are currently being reviewed. The
agency expects that the review will be completed and the
data submitted to the NHTSA public docket during
September 1993.

These 22 tests were conducted to verify the

feasibility of expanding NCAP to include consumer
information on vehicle side impact crashworthiness .

Preliminary analysis of the results support the

feasibility of a side- impact NCAP. Data from these
twenty- two tests establish a reasonable NCAP crash
severity level, and assure that testing, instrumentation,
and test device performance are consistent. The agency
does not plan to release these 1992 and 1993 model data
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in a standard NCAP report, but plans to issue a technical
document in the near future. Much of the data were
presented at the Society of Automotive Engineers
Government/Industry Meeting in May 1993. In FY 1994, the

agency is requesting $600 thousand to initiate a formal
side impact NCAP. These funds would be used to test 15
MY 1994 automobiles. Results from these 15 tests {as
well as that for subsequent years) will be provided to
consumers in standard NCAP press releases.

1992/1993 New Car Assessment
Side Impact Tests Results

TEST VEHICLE
(Make/Model)
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injury measures that exceeded those established in
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 208, Occupant
Crash Protection. These vehicles are shown in the
following table. For all but 2 of the 33 passenger cars
in this category, a compliance test has been performed on
an identical vehicle or a similar vehicle. For the 1990
BMW 325i, a review of the NCAP results and other data
indicated a compliance test was not warranted. For the
Plymouth Colt Vista, testing is scheduled in the 1994
model year.

Light trucks, multipurpose passenger vehicles
(MPVs) , and minivans were not subject to the FMVSS No.
208 injury criteria performance requirements until
September 1, 1991. Therefore, no compliance crash tests
to this standard were performed on 1989 through 1991
model year vehicles included in the table. All but 3 of
the 1992 and later model year trucks, MPVs, and minivans
that exceeded the standard 208 requirements resulted in
follow up compliance tests. In one case, the vehicle was
retested by NCAP and the injury measures were less than
injury criteria requirements in standard 208, negating a
need for a compliance test. A review of the NCAP results
from the other 2 (1993 Isuzu Rodeo and 1993 Nissan
Pickup) indicated a compliance test was not warranted.

NCAP VEHICLES RESULTING IN INJURY MEASURES
EXCEEDING THE INJURY CRITERIA SPECIFIED IN FMVSS NO. 208

Utr\T^T
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' Review of NCAP results indicated compliance test not
necessary since the 35 mph crash test HIC "failure"
results were only 8.4 percent above the maximum
allowable of 1,000 for the worse case.

* Scheduled for FY 1994 compliance test program

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table similar
to the table on page 620 of last year's Senate hearing
record on NCAP vehicles tested by year.

Answer. The updated results of the NCAP retest
program are as follows. There was no money earmarked for
the retest program in 1991, 1992, or 1993; therefore, no
retesting was done.

New Car Assessment Program
Vehicles Tested Under The Congressional Mandate

HIC Chest G's Test
Vehicle Driver/Pass. Driver/Pass. Date
1987 NCAP
1986 Isuzu I-Mark 2172 1146 43 43 2/18/86
1987 Isuzu I-Mark 1809 1042 53 51 5/6/87
1986 Jeep Comanche 1147 1636 50 ND 3/6/86
1987 Jeep Comanche 1052 2700 62 48 3/24/87
1986 Subaru GL 1728 898 51 32 6/10/86
1987 Subaru GL 1339 884 58 44 8/25/87
1986 Yugo GV 1415 1318 59 38 2/5/86
1987 Yugo GV 1855 379 45 41 3/12/87
19 88 NCAP

12/23/86
3/4/88
1/5/87
6/14/88
8/28/87
4/1/88
9/1/87
4/13/88

1988 Chev. Astro
Van 1603 1424 72 63 3/8/88
1989 Chev. Astro
Van
1988 Peugeot 505
1989 Peugeot 505
1988 Volkswagen Fox 1114
1989 Volkswagen Fox
1988 Renault
Medallion
1989 Eagle
Medallion
1989 Chevrolet S-10
Blazer
1990 Chevrolet S-10
Blazer
1989 Jeep Cherokee
1990 Jeep Cherokee

1987
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1989 Isuzu
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Answer. The number of investigations initiated for
possible noncompliance was five. Of these, two were
subsequently closed because further review by the agency
indicated that there were insufficient data to indicate
the presence of a noncompliance. Of the three remaining
investigations, two led to a safety recall in which the
helmet manufacturer instituted a recall without being
ordered to do so by the agency. The remaining one is an
ongoing investigation. For the two recalls, the agency
sought civil penalties from two manufacturers. The
penalties were $3,000 and $10,000.

Senator Lautenberg. Does NHTSA issue an annual list
of which cars were found to be in noncompliance with the
safety requirements or which car manufacturers had the
most number of recalls each year? If not, how could such
a list be structured to be useful to consumers?

Answer. NHTSA issues a monthly compliance status
report to the public that provides a listing of vehicles
which have passed or failed a compliance test during the
previous month. The agency also issues a monthly report
which indicates the safety recalls for each month,
presenting that information by make and model.

Each month, the agency issues a press release
concerning safety recalls. The release includes the
make/model of the vehicle and a description of the safety
defect or noncompliance. NHTSA also issues a report
titled "Safety Related Recall Campaigns for Motor
Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment, Including Tires,"
to the public on a quarterly and annual basis. The
report lists the facts surrounding each recall.

This information is helpful to consumers in that it

provides the make and model information on recalls to
assist owners of the subject vehicle in becoming aware of
the recall. Such a list can also provide information for
use by consumers in their purchasing decisions.

Senator Lautenberg. You state in your budget
justification that in FY 1993, 31 of the 51 safety
standards in effect will be tested, with 970 tests
planned. Please provide a table for the last five years,
including FY 1994, showing the number of standards in
effect, the number of standards tested, the percentage of
standards in effect that are tested, and the number of
tests. Please also display the number of tests conducted
for each year for the past five fiscal years, including
FY 1994, for each individual standard. Where there are
significant increases or decreases in the number of tests
for an individual standard, please provide a brief
explanation for said increase or decrease.

Answer. The information follows:



No
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PERCENTAGE OF TESTABLE
STANDARDS TESTED— 75% 78% 78% 78% 78%

Non-testable or visual inspection standards (total of 11)

No commercial products available in marketplace.

Rule being revised. Testing will resume when revisions are

complete.

Some standards do not have a minimum performance test.

Percentages in this row represent the percent tested of
those standards with a performance requirement.

NUMBER OF COMPLIANCE TESTS CONDUCTED FOR EACH STANDARD
(Fiscal Years 1990 through 1994)

No STD FMVSS TITLE

01 101 Controls & Displays'^
02 102 Transm Shift Sequence'^
03 103 Windshield Defrost/Def og
04 104 Windshield Wipe/Wash
05 105 Hydraulic Brakes
06 106 Brake Hoses
07 107 Reflecting Surfaces*
08 108 Lamps, etc.
09 109 P/Car New Tires
10 110 P/Car Tire Selection
11 111 Rearview Mirrors
12 112 Headlamp Concealment*
13 113 Hood Latch Systems*
14 114 Theft Protection*
15 115 Veh Identif Number*
16 116 Hydraulic Brake Fluids
17 117 Retreaded Pneu Tires*
18 118 Power Window Systems
19 119 MPV/Trk/Bus New Tires
20 120 M/T/B Tire Selection
21 121 Air Brake Systems
22 122 M/Cycle Brake Systems
23 123 M/C Controls/Displays*
24 124 Accel Control Systems
25 125 Warning Devices
26 126 Truck-Camper Loading
27 129 New Non-Pneumatic Tires
28 131 School Bus Stop Arms

29 201 Occ Prot Intr Impact
30 202 Head Restraints
31 203 Dr Imp Prot-Strg Cont
32 204 Strg Cont Rrwd Displ
33 205 Glazing Materials*
34 206 Door Locks & Hinges
35 207 Seating Systems
36 208 Occ Crash Protection'
37 209 Seat Belt Assemblies
38 210 Seat Belt Anchorages
39 211 Wheel Nuts, etc.*
40 212 Windshield Mounting

FY90 Fy91 FY92 FY93 FY94

7



24
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Senator Lautenberg. Ideally, how many vehicles do
you expect to test per year for side impact compliance in
future years? What would be the cost of testing an
additional ten vehicles in FY 1994?

Answer. The dynamic compliance test requirements of
FMVSS 214, Side Impact Protection, will be phased- in
according to the following regulatory schedule:
Sept 1, 1993 - Aug 31, 1994 -- 10% of a manufacturer's
production
Sept 1, 1994 - Aug 31, 1995 -- 25% of a manufacturer's
production
Sept 1, 1995 - Aug 31, 1996 -- 40% of a manufacturer's
production
On and after Sept 1, 1996 -- 100%

The phase- in period means that the number of
vehicles certified to the dynamic requirements of
standard 214 will continually increase over a three year
period. According, the number of vehicles being tested
will increase. For fiscal year 1994, it is proposed that
15 vehicles be dynamically tested. The following number
of tests are anticipated; FY 1995- -20 tests, FY 1996- -25
tests, FY 1997--30 tests.

The cost of an additional 10 dynamic side impact
tests is: 10 test vehicles (10 x $18,000 per vehicle) =

$180,000, and 10 tests (10 x $15,000 per test) = $150,000
for a total of $330,000.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a detailed
explanation of your civil penalty program in the Office
of Enforcement. Please display a table for the last five
fiscal years on the amount of civil penalty collections.
Has there been a problem in the collection of civil
penalties once they are assessed? Does there exist a

backlog in the processing of civil penalties? What
measures of effectiveness have you developed to determine
the impact of your civil penalty program in influencing
industry performance?

Answer. When the Office of Vehicle Safety
Compliance concludes its investigation and the
manufacturer under investigation has filed a
Noncompliance Notification Report (49 CFR Part 573) with
the agency, the file is sent to the Office of Chief
Counsel (OCC) for consideration of an appropriate civil
penalty.

If there is some doubt as to whether the
manufacturer has a statutory defense allowing it to avoid
civil penalty liability (e.g., if it is possible that the
manufacturer in the exercise of due care did not have
reason to know of the noncompliance) , OCC sends the
manufacturer a "Civil Penalty Notice Letter" asking it to
show cause why a civil penalty ought not to be imposed.
OCC reviews the manufacturer's response in determining
whether a civil penalty is appropriate. If a penalty is
deemed appropriate, OCC sends the manufacturer a "Civil
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Penalty Settlement Letter, " informing it that the agency
would be willing to accept a stated figure in compromise.
If the file indicates that the manufacturer did not
exercise due care with respect to the noncomplying
product, OCC sends a Settlement Letter without a prior
Notice Letter.

The vast majority of civil penalty matters are
resolved through negotiated compromises with
manufacturers, as authorized by section 109 of the Act.
OCC has been delegated the authority to compromise
penalties up to $10,000, but must seek the
Administrator's approval for larger settlements. If the
parties fail to compromise the matter through
negotiation, the agency must seek judicial relief with
the assistance of the Justice Department. There is no
backlog in the processing of civil penalty matters either
in the Enforcement Office or in OCC.
There have been relatively few problems in collecting
civil penalties or settlements. OCC attempts to reach
settlements that are large enough to deter the
manufacturer from future noncompliance, but not so large
as to cause an insurmountable problem to the
manufacturer. As requested. Tables showing the amount of
civil penalty collections for the last five fiscal years
(1988-1992) follow.

In cases where a manufacturer provides compelling
information that it would be difficult for it to pay the
amount OCC deems appropriate in a lump sum, OCC has
agreed to allow payment to be made in more than one
installment. NHTSA's Office of Financial Management
(OFM) monitors such agreements by creating accounts
receivable and collects the funds. In a handful of
cases, the full settlement amount has not been collected
because the manufacturer has gone out of business, due to

bankruptcy or otherwise, before paying the agreed-upon
amount. At the present time, a manufacturer of
motorcycle helmets that agreed to a $10,000 compromise to
be paid in 10 monthly installments has refused to pay
anything other than the first $1000 installment. After
repeatedly seeking payment, the agency has referred the
matter to the Justice Department for collection, in
accordance with established procedures.

AMOUNT
$10,000
$ 4,500
$ 5,000
$ 500
$ 500
$ 500
$ 5,000
$ 750
$ 2,500
$ 2,500

TOTAL FY 1988 = $31,750
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COMPANY
New Paris
Enterprises

CEC Industries
Classic Motors
MSA Manufacturing
General Motors
Technical Chemical
Gibson Chemical
Hyundai America
Flexible Corp
World Trans
Ontario Bus
Century Products
Range Rover
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Lewis Manufacturing
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SUMMARY OF FIVE FISCAL YEARS:

FY 1988 = $ 31,750
FY 1989 = $ 72,700
FY 1990 = $190,900
FY 1991 = $118,500
FY 1992 = $239,500

TOTAL = $653,350

Senator Lautenberg. Please display your collection
for each fiscal year for CAFE fines for the last five
fiscal years. Please list the manufacturers that have
paid the largest fines during this period. Does NHTSA
perform the actual compliance tests for CAFE regulations?
If not, who does? Please describe the compliance testing
process for CAFE and how the number and size of fines are
determined.

Answer. The total CAFE fines collected during the
last five fiscal years are listed below.

MODEL
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MODEL
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NHTSA does not perform the compliance tests for CAFE.
Fuel economy values are obtained from the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) . The tests EPA uses to verify
that vehicles meet the Federal emissions standards also
yield fuel economy values.

Compliance for a manufacturer's fleet is determined
by comparing the average fuel economy values obtained
from EPA to the applicable standard for the model year.
If the manufacturer's fleet does not achieve the
established standard the manufacturer will incur a
shortfall. Although a manufacturer has a shortfall, it

may be in compliance with the law by the use of "carry
forward credits" (credits are earned when a
manufacturer's fleet exceeds the standard in a given
year) earned in the three years prior to the shortfall.
A plan may also be submitted to earn "carry back credits"
in the 3 years succeeding the model year of the
shortfall. If a shortfall exists after considering both
carry forward and carry back credits, a manufacturer
would be liable to pay penalty which is calculated as
follows: $5 X (the number of 0.1 mpg by which the fleet
is below the CAFE standard) x (number of vehicles
produced during the model year) , minus any available
credits

Senator Lautenberg. What was the dollar amount of

penalties assessed and collected in fiscal year 1992 for
noncompliance with CAFE requirements? What is the total
for fiscal year 1993 to date?

Answer. Seven penalties were assessed and collected
in FY 1992 for a total of $13,483,360. To date, nine
penalties have been assessed and collected in FY 1993 for
a total of $29,851,100. These penalties are listed in
the tables below.

CAFE PENALTIES COLLECTED IN FY 1992
MY M/^NUFACTURER PENALTY
87 Fiat $279,350
88 Fiat $897,260
89 Fiat $670,120
89 Pas $294,500
90 Callaway $20,400
90 Peugeot $72,500
91 BMW $11,249,230

TOTAL FOR FY 1992 = $13,483,360

CAFE PENALTIES COLLECTED IN FY 199 3

MY
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DEFECT I^fVESTIGATIONS

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table detailing
expenditures to the Defects Information System for the
last five fiscal years through the estimated level for
FY 1994.

Answer. The information is presented below. The
expenditures represent those for the Defect Investigation
Program. The activities include the analysis, coding,
and entry of consumer reports into an automated database
which provide the information for the conduct of defect
investigations. In addition, the expenditures support
efforts to increase the number of reports filed by
consumers. Also, support for defect investigations, such
as laboratory testing, surveys and technical analysis, is

included, as well as costs associated with the storage
and retrieval of defect data. The information on

expenditures (dollars in thousands) is as follows:

FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994
$2,061 $ 2,061 $ 1,982 $ 2,163 $ 3,038

RECALL PROGRAM

Senator Lautenberg. How does NHTSA propose to

strengthen its oversight of vehicle standards compliance
in FY 1994? Please provide a table indicating the number
of safety defect recall campaigns over the last ten
fiscal years, up to the anticipated level in FY 1993, and
the number of affected vehicles for each year.

Answer. Currently, NHTSA has a strong compliance
test program. Each year, about 75 percent of the
standards which involve a laboratory test are included in
the program. Compliance to all other standards is
evaluated by visual inspection. The result is that
NHTSA' s compliance test program evaluates compliance with
80 percent of the standards each year. Further, each
year's test program includes testing to every standard
that has an important role in highway safety, such as

occupant crash protection, fuel system integrity, child
safety seats, and brake system performance. For FY 1994,
the agency is requesting funding to provide for

compliance testing to the dynamic side impact requirement
which becomes effective beginning in model year 1994.
This increased funding will increase the safety oversight
provided by a comprehensive compliance test program.

The following table indicates the number of safety
defect recall campaigns and vehicles recalled from FY
1983 through the number expected in FY 1997.
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Enforcement's Vehicle Recall Statistics
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Finally, the agency is embarking on an effort to
better understand why some safety recalls are more
successful than others in terms of recall completion
rates. Of particular concern are recalls that involve
children -- child safety seat recalls and school bus
recalls. The agency has held meetings with the child
safety seat community and is formulating plans to
increase the recall completion rates for these devices.
For school bus recalls, the agency is working with
various school bus media and national associations to

highlight the importance of having the recall remedy work

performed on the school buses.

Senator Lautenberg. How does NHTSA currently
disseminate information about defects and recall notices?

Answer. Information about safety recall campaigns
and active defect investigations is always available to
the public by calling the agency's toll-free Auto Safety
Hotline. In addition, active defect investigations and

safety recalls received by the agency during the month
are published in the Monthly Defect Investigation Report
which is available to the news media and other interested

parties. The agency also publishes consumer advisory
news releases on recalls in areas of high public
interest, such as safety belts, air bags, and child
restraint systems. In the area of child safety seats,
the agency issues a news release listing the recall

campaigns that have not had high recall completion rates.
These releases are designed to further encourage owners
of recalled child safety seats to have the recall remedy
work performed. Finally, the agency issues monthly
consumer advisory news releases concerning all safety
recalls for the month.

Senator Lautenberg. How does NHTSA plan to do a
better job disseminating information about defects and
recalls? What funds are required for this purpose and

why?

Answer. By continuing news releases and consumer
advisories, improving the Auto Safety Hotline's call

receiving capacity and minimizing impediments to

accessing the Hotline, public awareness and use of the
Hotline will increase. It is anticipated that this will
result in an increase in the dissemination of information
about defect investigations and recalls, as well as other

safety information, to ensure consumer awareness of

safety issues. Further, the agency will work with news
media and public service groups which have a substantial
audience on motor vehicle safety topics to further

publicize NHTSA' s defect and recall information.
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To address these efforts, additional funding of
$325,000 is required in FY 1994, as follows:

Program Cost
Install additional equipment to handle $45,000
up to 800,000 calls per year

Contract for 3 additional Hotline operators 90,000
Conduct Hotline operator training to

increase efficiency 30,000
Contract with industry organizations to develop

and disseminate information about the Hotline 110,000
Expand news media and public service announcement
activities concerning the Hotline and the defects
investigation program 50 . 000

Senator Lautenberg. How many times during each of
the last five years has NHTSA ordered a recall?

Answer. Recall orders to manufacturers are the last
step in defect actions. Such orders result from a formal
defect investigation involving extensive investigative
and litigation support over a long period of time. No
recall orders have been issued in the last five years.

Senator Lautenberg. How many times has the recall
order been overturned in court?

Answer. During the last five years, no NHTSA recall
orders have been issued, hence none have been through
judicial review.

Senator Lautenberg: Please provide graphs, as well
as tables with the background data, similar to those
displayed in last year's Senate hearing record on pages
623-627 regarding vehicle recalls.

Answer. The information follows:
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ODI VEHICLE RECALL CAMPAIGNS
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ODI INFLUENCED RECALLS
(BASED ON NO. OF VEH. DEFECT RECALLS)
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NUMBER OF VEHICLES RECALLED
DUE TO A DEFECT
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ODI INFLUENCE
ON VEHICLES RECALLED
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AUTO SAFETY HOTLINE

Senator Lautenberg. In what ways are you working to
increase public participation in the hot line to report
more alleged vehicle defects and problems of
noncompliance?

Answer. The agency is continuing to establish
contacts with other organizations that deal with motor
vehicle-related subjects to stimulate interest in

informing their constituents about NHTSA, its safety
mission, the role of the defects program in enhancing
motor vehicle safety, and the importance of consumer
complaint information to the defects program. In order
to keep the media aware of the Auto Safety Hotline, the
toll-free 800 telephone number is included in all agency
news releases dealing with motor vehicle safety issues.
A special Heavy Truck Safety Hotline brochure was
developed and disseminated in conjunction with various
organizations dealing with heavy truck issues. In
addition, efforts have been initiated to disseminate
information about the Auto Safety Hotline and safety
defect recalls to the school bus community. Further, the

agency believes that consumers are interested in

participating in the process of identifying potential
safety defects and intends to draw them into a

"partnership" with the defect investigatory process.
This is intended to result in a public that is better
informed about highway safety and an increase in reports
on potential safety defects.

Senator Lautenberg. Please describe in greater
detail how you intend to reach more consumers regarding
the availability of the Auto Safety Hotline. How does
the Office of Enforcement follow-up on tips given to them

through the Hotline? How would you describe the agency's
overall ability to follow-up on all such tips? Does the

agency consider itself to have a backlog of tips from the
Hotline that it has been unable to investigate? How, if

at all, will this backlog be minimized, if your FY 1994

budget request is fully funded? Please provide relevant
figures for the number of tips received through the
Hotline, the number of follow-up investigations, and the
number of cases for which there is not follow up
investigation due to lack of personnel/funding.

Answer. To reach more consumers regarding the

availability of the Auto Safety Hotline, the agency plans
to make several improvements to the Hotline in 1994 for
which it is seeking an additional $325K. These
improvements include:

Installing additional equipment to handle up to

800,000 calls per year.
Contracting for 3 additional Hotline operators.
Conducting Hotline operator training to increase

efficiency.
Contracting with industry organizations to

develop and disseminate information about the
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Hotline, and
Expanding news media and public seirvice
announcement activities concerning Hotline and the
defects investigation program.

The Office of Enforcement follows-up on consumer
reports (tips) of alleged safety defects received through
the Hotline by having each report reviewed by Enforcement
investigators and entering the information into a

computerized data system to assist in identifying
potential safety defects and determining whether an
investigation is warranted. The agency's overall ability
to follow-up on consumer reports has been excellent. For

example, over 85 percent of safety defect investigations
which were initiated in 1992 were based on consumer
reports.

The agency has no backlog of consumer complaints from
the Hotline which it has been unable to investigate.
Consumer reports are provided to investigators for review
within 2 business days and the information is entered
into the computerized data system within 5 business days
after receipt.

Relevant figures for consumer complaints received
through the Hotline and follow-up investigations are
shown below. There are no cases for which there were no

follow-up investigations due to lack of

personnel/funding .

TOTAL DEFECT
INVESTIGATIONS

CALENDAR YEAR



1,442
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ENFORCEMENT AND EMERGENCY SERVICES
FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994

Police Traffic Services
Technology transfer; 195 475 205

assessing new technology;
development of training.
Expand the rural traffic 98 150 100

enforcement initiative; update
national voluntary standards.
Equipment testing program; 332 428 110

development of specifications
and test protocols.
Promote traffic enforcement 245 235

with national law enforcement
groups;
conduct statewide police
traffic service assessments
Public information
and education; 150 150 200

focusing on the dangers
of speed
Conduct enforcement
demonstration 150 300

projects; develop enforcement
strategies and operational
guidelines

Provide technical assistance_^_80 Q 75

Total: 1,250 1,203 1,225

Emergency Medical Services
Technical assistance on EMS 480 568 420

system evaluations; public
information and education;
communications; and data
collection and analysis.

Rural EMS Issues including: 248 400 258

rural preventable mortality
studies; bystander care; and
Native American EMS systems.

National Standard Curricula 100 575 300

updates for the standardized
training programs.

Public health collaboration 25

Total: 853 1,543 978

Program Total : 2,103 2,746 2,203
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HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH

FY 1992

Alcohol and Drug Research

Enforcement, Adjudication,
Public Education $1,200

Ped/alcohol & other
target groups

Drug & Drug/alcohol
effects on driver
performance

Drug enforcement programs
(Screening devices, DEC)

Other
Total:

387

25

250
400

2,262

Occupant Protection
Develop programs for
nonusers 240

Develop programs for
young drivers

Develop programs for
other target groups 440

Use and Misuse of Child
Safety seats

Statistical basis for graduated
Licensing of older drivers
(re -programmed after 19 -city
survey was terminated) 300

Total: 980

Older Drivers
Statistical basis for

graduated Licensing 50
Analysis of driving
practices data 50

Develop assessment
procedures

Causes of intersection
crashes

Develop technical & public
information

Characteristics of
non- problem drivers Q_

Total: 100

Pedestrian/Bicycle Research 260

Speed & Unsafe Driving 379

Program Total: 3,981

FY 1993 FY 1994

$875

570

300

150
250

972

$450

990

350

150
322

2,245 2,262

220
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STATE MOTOR VEHICLE SERVICES

FY 1992
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The programs for which Regional Operations is
responsible fall into three broad program areas:
Training, Implementation Support and Technology
Transfer/Technical Assistance. The specific projects
that have been transferred are discussed next.

Training includes the marketing, delivery, monitoring
and overall management of all training delivered to or
through State Highway Safety Offices. The training falls
into two main categories: countermeasure training and
professional development training. The countermeasure
training includes all Drug Evaluation and Classification
(DEC) training. Standardized Field Sobriety Testing
(SFST) , and Occupant Protection Usage and Enforcement
(OPUE) training. The professional development training
is designed for State and local highway safety
professionals. Training in this area includes Community
Traffic Safety Program Management, Highway Safety Program
Management, Financial Management, Local Highway Safety
Project Management, and Instructor - Facilitator
Training.

Implementation Support includes the Operation Buckle
Down grants, traffic records implementation grants, and
laboratory support for the administration of DEC
training.

Technology Transfer/Technical Assistance includes the
delivery of a variety of technology transfer workshops
for child passenger safety, and youthful DWI law
enforcement. Other activities in this program area
include efforts to document innovative highway safety
projects, public relations support to states to support
national priority efforts, the DEC regional coordination
program, and the National Safety Belt Honor Roll.

ALCOHOL SAFETY

Senator Lautenberg. What is your vision for the next
five years of the future direction for NHTSA's drunk
driving research program?

Answer. Our vision is a research program that will
create an understanding of the remaining problems with
respect to alcohol impaired driving and that will develop
and assess new countermeasures that are designed to be
responsive to these problems. The major theme is that we
will develop and test prograims that focus on defined
problems, and are designed on an understanding of those
problems. The research program could be characterized as

taking the following directions:
Development of a scientifically based understanding

of the remaining problems and targets. This includes the

specification of "who" (demographics, lifestyles,
attitudes and values) drinks, when and where they drink,
and why they drink and drive (the individual's decision-
making processes) .

Development of incremental improvements within the
context of the present enforcement and deterrence system
(e.g. improved detection at checkpoints, identify and
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reduce enforcement, adjudication and sanctioning system
failures and loopholes) .

Development of improved public understanding of the

problem and the creation of social pressures to inhibit
impaired driving. The objective is to influence
standards of behavior to which people adhere because they
consider them proper and acceptable and because they are
actively enforced by society. The research program will
determine how a combination of mechanisms (e.g., advocacy
groups, community organizations, government agencies,
public service communication, school -based prevention
programs) can achieve this goal.

Assessment of innovative application of new
technology to prevent or deter impaired driving (e.g.
laser sensors to detect alcohol in moving vehicles,
"scannable" registration plates that disclose suspended
or revoked driver descriptors to police surveillance) .

Assessment of innovative procedural or legislative
changes in the present enforcement and deterrence system,
(e.g., breath tests for selected crashes or violations,
random breath testing) .

Senator Lautenberg. In NHTSA's December 1992 press
conference, the agency estimated that alcohol was
involved in 45.8 percent of the traffic fatalities in
1992. How many deaths does this estimate represent, and
how does this figure compare to 1990 and 1991 alcohol -

related fatality totals? What factors in your opinion
account for any reductions you are witnessing?

Answer. Final data for calendar year 1992 show that
alcohol was involved in 17,699 traffic fatalities. This
is a reduction of 11 percent from the 19,900 alcohol -

related fatalities of 1991 and a reduction of 20 percent
from the 1990 total of 22,084, In 1992, 45 percent of
all traffic fatalities involved alcohol, compared to 48

percent in 1991 and approximately 50 percent in 1990.
Several factors may have contributed to the decrease.
First, an increasing number of states have implemented
tougher alcohol legislation, such as administrative
license revocation laws, which have been shown to be
effective in reducing alcohol -related traffic fatalities.
In addition, there appears to be an increase in the
"health consciousness" of the general public, resulting
in less drinking and driving, and thus, fewer alcohol -

related fatal crashes. Public information campaigns
addressing the dangers of drinking and driving are likely
also contributing to increased public awareness.

Senator Lautenberg. Is the Office of Substance Abuse
and Prevention (OSAP) in HHS issuing safety messages that
are in conflict with those issued by NHTSA?

Answer. NHTSA and the Center for Substance Abuse
Prevention (CSAP) , formerly the Office of Substance Abuse
Prevention (OSAP) , have been working closely together to
coordinate safety messages issued from these agencies.
For the past two years, NHTSA and CSAP have worked
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together as joint partners to sponsor and develop
messages for the Drunk and Drugged Driving Prevention
Month (3D Month) Campaign. This effort entailed
collaboration on text, specific messages and campaign
goals .

NHTSA and CSAP also worked together to develop a
joint Designated Driver statement. Both agencies have
concluded that the designated driver concept promotes a
social norm of not mixing alcohol with driving and
fosters the legitimacy of the non-drinking role. The
agencies agree that the use of designated drivers by the
public and designated driver programs by servers of
alcoholic beverages is encouraged for those over age 21.

Senator Lautenberg. Under the new Administration,
has a clearer line of communication and delineation of
responsibilities evolved between NHTSA and the OSAP in
HHS?

Answer. An Interagency Agreement is being developed
between NHTSA and the Center for Substance Abuse
Prevention (CSAP) , formerly the Office of Substance Abuse
Prevention (OSAP) , to establish a mechanism for regular
communication and information exchange in areas of shared
responsibility and common interest. The Memorandum
establishes that these agencies share and jointly allow
for a unified strategy to reduce traffic crashes
associated with driving and alcohol consumption in the
United States.

CSAP will serve as a focal point for DHHS impaired
driving activities (including, but not limited to,
programs of the Indian Health Service, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, and Office of the Surgeon
General) and will ensure that NHTSA is appropriately
informed and involved with such DHHS -initiated impaired
driving efforts. CSAP impaired driving initiatives
related to state and local jurisdictions will be
coordinated both with NHTSA and the National Association
of Governor's Highway Safety Representatives (NAGHSR) .

NHTSA initiatives related to alcohol -impaired driving
will be coordinated with CSAP and the National
Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors
(NASADAD) .

Senator Lautenberg. How much progress has NHTSA made
since last year in encouraging all U.S. trauma centers to
conduct alcohol and drug tests on drivers injured or
killed in highway accidents? How much money in the FY
1993 and the FY 1994 budgets is to be directed at this
effort. How many medical centers are involved in these
NHTSA sponsored activities?

Answer. NHTSA has no funding in FY 199 3 and FY 1994
budget to encourage trauma center blood alcohol and drug
testing. Such testing is routine for all trauma
patients, preliminary to invasive medical treatment. The
results of such tests are generally restricted to use for
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medical care, to protect patient privacy and
patient /physician confidentiality.

NHTSA is, however, making good progress enabling
states to develop data and evaluate the consequences of
alcohol and drug use in motor vehicle crash injuries.

In FY 1993, through its Crash Outcome Data Evaluation
System (CODES) project, NHTSA started development of
statewide, comprehensive, highway injury data bases in
seven states (Maine, New York, Pennsylvania, Missouri,
Wisconsin, Utah, and Hawaii) . In these data bases,
computerized police crash report records, ambulance run
report records, and hospital discharge report records are
linked through a NHTSA developed computerized linkage
program.

Over FY 1993 and FY 1994, NHTSA is providing a total
of $5 million in direct funding to the CODES States.
Through a Cooperative Agreement with the National
Association of Governor's Highway Safety Representatives,
we are providing approximately $225 thousand each fiscal

year for technical assistance to enable States to perform
the record linkage, analyze these data bases, and to
evaluate the effectiveness of occupant restraints and
motorcycle helmets on crash injuries.

The CODES data bases can also be used to determine
those highway- related injury victims that are alcohol
related, to track them through pre-hospital EMS and
hospital treatment, and to evaluate their medical
outcomes and costs. The indicators of alcohol
involvement come from police crash reports and ambulance
run reports, not from hospital patient records. Patient
data used in the CODES project includes discharge
abstracts on all patients discharged from every hospital,
including trauma centers in the seven CODES states. We

plan to support such alcohol/drug studies, if CODES
funding is available in the FY 1994 and FY 1995 budgets.

DWI REPEAT OFFENDERS

Senator Lautenberg. One of the biggest loopholes in
our efforts to frustrate drunk driving is the frequency
with which convicted offenders who have their license
revoked continue to drink and drive anyway. What is
NHTSA doing to eliminate this loophole and keep
unlicensed drunk drivers off the road?

Answer . We have no evidence on how many suspended
and revoked drivers drink and drive, but we do have
estimates that as many as 70 percent of these individuals
continue to drive. Studies indicate that these
individuals drive more safely and drive fewer miles than
before their license action. Thus the license action has
a positive effect.

To increase the effect and reduce driving by persons
with suspended or revoked licenses, NHTSA recommends
increasingly more severe sanctions for repeat offenders,
using familiar or innovative methods. For example, one
innovative sanction is to confiscate the license plates
of all vehicles registered to persons convicted of
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driving while suspended for an alcohol -related offense.
The offender could not register a vehicle or obtain new
license plates until the suspension or revocation period
is completed. If a family claimed undue hardship, the
confiscated plate would be replaced with distinctive
plates indicating that the vehicle is owned by someone
not licensed to drive.

Other severe sanctions include immobilization,
impoundment, or confiscation of the offender's vehicle,
as well as incarceration of the driver.

NHTSA is conducting a study of these laws. Phase I

assessed the types of laws enacted and implemented by the
states. A total of 32 states, the Virgin Islands, and
the city of Portland, Oregon, were identified as having
one or more laws affecting vehicle registration, tags, or
the vehicle itself which could impact driving while

suspended (or revoked) as a result of a DWI conviction.

Despite the large number of laws, few were widely
enforced. In Phase II we are evaluating the impact of
two state laws which use a distinctive sticker to

identify the offender's vehicle, and expect to have
results by December 1993. We also have just begun an
evaluation of Ohio's vehicle immobilization program.

Senator Lautenberg. What do we know about States'
enforcement efforts of drunk drivers who have already had
their licenses revoked?

Answer. Driving while suspended is difficult to
detect because there is no way to determine whether the
driver is properly licensed except by stopping the
vehicle. Thus, suspended drivers who avoid contact with
the police by driving carefully are unlikely to be

apprehended. In an attempt to prevent this type of

driving, 34 jurisdictions have passed laws that penalize
persons who drive with revoked licenses by impounding
their vehicle or seizing their license plate. However,
unless an official such as a police officer, district

attorney, or judge takes an interest in the law it is

unlikely to be applied frequently.
NHTSA' s assessment of the 34 programs found only one

state, Minnesota, that attempted to evaluate their

program. Minnesota's vehicle plate confiscation and

special plate procedures were used much less frequently
than provided by law. Few offenders had their vehicle

plates impounded or received special plates. Other
states could only provide anecdotal information on their

programs, with two exceptions: Oregon and Washington.
We are currently completing an evaluation of the impact
of their "zebra sticker" (a striped sticker affixed to
the license plate) laws on the driving patterns of

suspended and revoked drivers .

Senator Lautenberg. What initial results have you
obtained from the evaluation of Portland's repeat
offender who drives on a suspended license?
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Answer. In 1989, the Portland, Oregon, City Council
enacted an ordinance that allowed the impoundment, at the
time of arrest or citation, of the vehicle operated by an
individual whose driver's license is suspended or revoked
for driving under the influence of intoxicants and,
ultimately, the forfeiture of the vehicle as a nuisance.

In calendar year 1990, 197 vehicles were seized, with
117 ultimately released and 80 forfeited to the city.
Most of the releases were to third parties who had a
financial interest in the vehicle. Revenues from the car
sales generated $60,000. Program projections for 1991-
1992 show the program being subsidized by $70,000 in
public funds. The police generally support the program.
The number of vehicles seized is too small to provide a

statistically valid evaluation of the ordinance's impact.
The annual report on the program, issued by the City

Attorney's Office, stated that in 1987 and 1988 there
were 935 cases characterized as alcohol -related felony
driving while suspended. That there were only 197
vehicles seized in 1990 suggests that the ordinance is

having a deterrent effect.

DWI ENFORCEMENT

Senator Lautenberg. What knowledge has been obtained
as a result of NHTSA's research projects entitled
"Special DWI Sanctions for Youth" and "Feasible and
Acceptable Age 21 Support Programs?" How will this
information be used by State and local governments? What
publications resulted from this research?

Answer. The "Special DWI Sanctions for Youth" study
examined the effects of a Maryland law which prohibits
driving by those under 21 years with a Blood Alcohol
Concentration (BAC) of .02 or more. The results
indicated that the law, combined with publicity,
information, and education efforts, was associated with
an estimated 50% reduction in crash- involved "had been
drinking" drivers under 21 years of age in six
experimental counties. State officials can use the data
from this study to effectively argue for lower (or "zero
tolerance") BAC laws for youth by reporting the
significant reduction in "had been drinking" crashes.
The study yielded a detailed technical report and a
technical summary, both entitled "Lower BAC Limits for
Youth: Evaluation of the Maryland .02 Law" (March,
1992) .

The purpose of the project entitled "Feasible and
Acceptable Age 21 Support Programs" was to identify
progrcims which are feasible, acceptable, and effective in

deterring adolescent drinking. The resulting report
compiled and described a variety of programs in use
across the country. A current follow-up project, "Field
Test of Programs to Support 21 Minimum Drinking Age
Legislation" is examining the effectiveness of four local
Age 21 support programs (e.g., "Cops in Shops" and
alternative activities for youth) to deter youthful
drinking. The first project provides State and local
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government officials with information about a variety of

programs which have been implemented across the country
regarding youthful drinking. Results from the follow-up
project (due in Fall 1994) will indicate the effect of

specific support programs on measures such as frequency
of youthful drinking, use of fraudulent IDs, and the
public's awareness of Age 21 enforcement procedures which
State and local officials can to use to select programs.
The initial study yielded the report "Determine Feasible
and Acceptable Age 21 Support Programs" (September,
1990) .

Senator Lautenberg. What is NHTSA doing to improve
DWI enforcement?

Answer. NHTSA has undertaken a number of initiatives
to assist law enforcement's role in combatting the

impaired driver. We have updated both the standardized
field sobriety testing program and drug evaluation and
classification training materials. The Sheriffs' Rural
Initiative Program has been expanded. We promote the use
of sobriety checkpoints, have published operational
guidelines for their use and provide continuing technical
assistance on their utilization.

NHTSA continues to maintain the conforming products
list for evidential breath testing devices and
calibrating units and is working to develop automated
checkpoint techniques to increase identification and
detection of impaired drivers at sobriety checkpoints. A
program guide for the use of saturation patrols targeting
impaired driving will be published this summer.

The agency's recognition of the importance of public
information and education (PI&E) to promote increased
impaired driving enforcement and other traffic
enforcement initiatives is ongoing, with the development
of PI&E workshops for police officials.

We are conducting studies to identify specific at-
risk target groups who are most likely to operate a
vehicle while impaired and revising the visual cues used
by police office to assist in the detection of those
drivers at .08 BAC.

In addition, NHTSA is exaunining the effect of .08 BAC
enforcement on the criminal justice system, the impact of
harsher sanctions on repeat offenders and the use of
alternate methods of adjudication that can be used to
reduce increased burdens placed on the system.

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA has released a report that
indicates that DWI laws are not enforced as frequently
for youth as they are for adults -- that young driver DWI
arrest rates per alcohol -involved fatality are lower for

youth than they are for adults. Given the fact that over
3,500 underage youths die each year in alcohol -related
crashes, what is NHTSA doing to enforce better our drunk

driving laws among youth? How much do you propose to

spend on these activities in FY 1994?
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Answer. NHTSA has a continuing program to increase
and improve the enforcement of drunk driving laws among
youth. For the past several years we have sponsored
juvenile court judge workshops in 18 States to increase
awareness of the youthful drinking driving problem among
judges and to increase the judge's role in more effective
enforcement and adjudication of these cases. NHTSA has
just completed the development of a workshop series for
police management to address the issue of low youth
enforcement. This workshop will be pilot tested by the
International Association of Chiefs of Police (lACP) in
Ohio, Florida and Louisiana this summer, and conducted in
an additional 10 States during the next year. NHTSA also
has an interagency agreement with the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (Department of
Justice) to develop criminal justice system models for
different types of jurisdictions to effectively enforce
DWI laws as they apply to youth. Demonstration sites
will be developed during the coming year.

Approximately $300 thousand in Section 403 funds is
requested in FY 1994 for enforcement of youth DWI and
underage drinking laws. States will also use Section
402, 408, and 410 funds for additional enforcement
activities. These likely level of grant expenditures
will not be known by NHTSA until states develop their
highway safety plans for FY 1994.

Senator Lautenberg. How many states still have laws
which prohibit sobriety checkpoints? What is NHTSA doing
to help remove these laws?

Answer. Sobriety checkpoints are still
unconstitutional according to state court decisions in 7
states (ID, LA, MI, OK, OR, RI, WA) . They are not
conducted in New Hampshire because of administrative
impediments. North Dakota chooses not to conduct
sobriety checkpoints as an enforcement tool.

Congress has provided incentives to these states to
change their laws and/or policies through the Section 410
grant program. One of the six basic criteria for a 410
grant is a sobriety checkpoint program. NHTSA also has
produced and is marketing materials aimed at police and
other officials which describe popular reasons why
checkpoints are not conducted and counters those reasons
with facts tl»at encourage their use. A study funded by
NHTSA will be completed shortly which will show the
effectiveness of various checkpoint configurations in

reducing impaired driving. This will be sent to those
states which presently do not conduct checkpoints.

Senator Lautenberg. Which portion of your proposed
FY 1993 budget pertains to sobriety checkpoints?

Answer. NHTSA will be conducting a large scale
sobriety checkpoint demonstration project in a state
beginning in FY 1993. Weekly checkpoints will be
conducted throughout the state accompanied by intense
publicity warning the public about this enforcement
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"blitz." The effects of this checkpoint blitz approach
will be documented and used to encourage other states to

adopt similar programs. This is a $458,000 project which
is planned to begin in FY 1993 and be split -funded over
three fiscal years.

In addition, NHTSA will fund combined enforcement
programs through the International Association of Chief
of Police (lACP) in FY 1993 which feature sobriety
checkpoints among a number of enforcement strategies.
Finally, NHTSA' s Section 402, 408 and 410 grants to the
states provide funding for many of the states to conduct
sobriety checkpoints throughout the year,

TECHNIQUES FOR EFFECTIVE ALCOHOL MANAGEMENT (TEAM)

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a description of
NHTSA' s current involvement in the TEAM program.

Answer. NHTSA continues to play a major role in the
TEAM program through its support of public information
campaigns, facility alcohol management training and
activities, and the executive secretariat. NHTSA
provides significant funding and guidance for development
of public information campaigns, which is supplemented by
other coalition member contributions and in-kind support.
NHTSA' s role in the support of facility alcohol
management activities ended in FY 1993, and no additional
financial support is anticipated. Financial support for
the executive secretary will be phased out over the next
few years.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table detailing
NHTSA' s expenditures on the TEAM program from the

inception of NHTSA' s participation up through FY 1993,
and its anticipated funding level under the request of
FY 1994. Please include in that table estimated non-
federal contributions toward the TEAM program by
contributor.

Answer. TEAM expenditures from FY 19 86 through
FY 1994 (dollars in thousands) are as follows:
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Non- federal contributions (dollars in thousands) by
contributor are as follows:

Allstate $80
ARA Leisure Services 10
American Automobile

Manufacturers Assoc. 80
CBS Sports Inc., 2,700
COMSAT 45
International Association

of Auditorium Managers 60
Major League Baseball 11,750
MADD 10
National Safety Council 25
National Association

of Broadcasters 22
National Basketball

Association 13,000
National Collegiate
Athletic Association 2,800

National Football League 50
National Hockey League 5

Ogden Services 3

TOTAL: 30,640

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table
indicating the number of citizens the TEAM program
expects to reach through FY 1994 from the date of
inception of the program.

Answer. The TEAM program has reached large numbers
of citizens since its inception in late 1985. TEAM has
reached people primarily through two channels: Exposure
to alpohol management policies and messages within
facilities, and media- based public information campaigns
and messages. The table below represents the estimated
exposures in facilities and by public information. A
large number of people obviously receive repeated
exposure to the TEAM message.

Through 1993 Through 1994
Number of exposures

to TEAM in facilities: 548 million 600 million
Number of exposures
to TEAM through public
information campaigns and
materials. 1.992 billion 2.3 billion

Senator Lautenberg. What are the future plans for
TEAM?

Answer. TEAM (Techniques for Effective Alcohol
Management) plans to continue to develop public
information campaigns, messages and materials for
professional and collegiate sports members for use on
television, radio, in the print media, and at facilities
themselves. TEAM also will continue to work with the
facilities to develop and implement alcohol management
policies in the stadiums and arenas where sports and
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other events take place. The ultimate goal for TEAM is
for it to become a self-supporting and effective voice in
highway safety.

DRUG EVALUATION AND CLASSIFICATION (DEC)

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA has awarded a contract to
evaluate the impact of the Drug Evaluation and
Classification Program (DEC) on the number of arrests and
convictions of driving under the influence of controlled
substances. What do the initial results of this analysis
show?

Answer. This study compared impaired driving arrest
and conviction data from 11 law enforcement agencies
before and after they implemented the DEC program and
from 9 State -matched agencies which had not adopted the
DEC program during the time frame of the study.

The results of the study showed that prior to the DEC
program there were few, if any, drivers being arrested
and convicted on drug impaired driving charges. However,
after implementation of the DEC program drugged driving
arrests and convictions increased in the study sites
while there were no comparable increases in the
comparison communities.

DRE evaluations represented 2 percent of all impaired
driving arrests, tended to peak early in the program at
about 3-4 percent, and then declined to about 1.5 percent
after several years. The percentage of impaired driving
suspects "not booked" (a relatively small number in the
sites where these data were available) decreased by
approximately 33 percent after implementation of the DEC
program. These were almost always suspects with low BACs
who often had used drugs other than alcohol.

In summary, in the six sites where the DEC program
was implemented and adjudication data available, the DREs
(Drug Recognition Experts) successfully identified and
charged drugged drivers, the drugs were confirmed by
toxicology tests in most of the drivers, and most of the
drivers were convicted. It was readily apparent that
absent the DEC program, few, if any, of the drug- impaired
drivers evaluated by the DREs would have been arrested or
convicted.

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA stated that it proposed to
transfer as much as possible of DEC'S management
responsibilities to the States and others, and to do so
as quickly as possible. Yet, in NHTSA' s latest Priority
Plan you project that the States will only gradually take

responsibility for delivery of training and other
elements of program expansion. The Agency has been
discussing this transition for years. Have you made any
additional progress on this transfer since last year?
When do you expect to transfer most of the DEC
responsibilities, except for monitoring, over to the
States?
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Answer. Over the last year, the agency has
implemented the DEC regional coordinator pilot program
that provides direct and timely assistance to DEC States.
A regional DEC coordinator has been hired in the Region
II to coordinate all of the training implementation
activities in the DEC States in Regions I, II, and III.
This pilot was found to be very effective and the agency
is in the process of duplicating this effort in two more
regions. Through this program, the States will be
provided a more consistent level of support and technical
assistance to enhance the institutionalization of the DEC
program. The DEC regional coordinators will work closely
with their counterparts in each respective State by
focusing on technical problem solving and direct
assistance to the States in reaching a self-sufficient
status. This program is designed to accelerate the rate
at which DEC States become self-sufficient.

Eleven states are self-sufficient in terms of having
an instructor cadre capable of supporting training and
expansion within their respective states. Ten states
have one or more instructors but continue to need outside
assistance for training. Four states are new to the
program and have no instructors. Ten of the self-
sufficient states provide training instructors through
agency cooperative agreements to the states that lack the
instructors necessary to train officers in the DEC
program.

The maturation process in most states averages around
2M years. Over the course of the 2M year period, the
agency's level of support and technical assistance
declines in proportion to the state's program
development. Because each State will reach self-
sufficiency on its own schedule, it is impossible to
estimate a specific date by which all elements will have
been transferred to all of the States.

Senator Lautenberg. How many States are now involved
in the DEC program? What are you doing to regionalize
this program?

Answer. Currently, 24 States and the District of
Columbia are participating in the DEC. program. Two
additional States are actively pursuing the DEC program
and should be operational by the end of the fiscal year.

The agency has implemented the DEC regional
coordinator program that provides direct and timely
assistance to the States by providing regionalized
technical support and training coordination. In the near
future, three DEC regional coordinators will support the
DEC States within their respective geographical areas by
working closely with individuals from each State. Each
DEC State now has an individual who manages the program
expansion and site selection at the State level. The
focus of the these activities is technical problem
solving and direct assistance to the States in reaching a
self-sufficient status.

As the States' DEC program progresses toward
institutionalization, the agency's direct involvement is
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reduced proportionally, with each State gradually
assuming full responsibility for the management and
expansion of the DEC program. Presently, 11 States have
a self-sufficient status in terms of instructor cadres.
The remaining States are at varying points along a
continuum of gaining self-sufficiency.

Senator Lautenberg. Your FY 1994 budget request for
the Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DEC) is
$4 million. This $4 million includes monies for training
and program implementation in addition to research and
development to improve the DEC. The Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) calls for
$4 million to be spent on just the DEC program
implementation and training grants. If you subtract the
program implementation and training monies out of the
$4 million, how much during FY 1994 will be left over for
R&D to improve the effectiveness of DEC? How much did
you plan to spend on improving DEC during FY 1993?
Please break down the different component expenditures of
the DEC program for FY 1992, FY 1993, and proposed for
FY 1994.

Answer, Preliminary research supported by NHTSA
suggests that drugs are not as prevalent a contributing
factor in accidents as previously thought. In addition,
preliminary assessments of Drug Recognition Expert (DRE)

performance in identifying drug impairment and DRE use in
DEC program sites have indicated a need for additional
research to simplify the 12 -step DEC process and improve
field drug detection techniques. These efforts must be

completed prior to expanding the program further so that
DREs can be given the most effective training. The
following table details expenditures on the DEC program
for FY 1992, 1993 and 1994. As can be noted, the
research and development efforts intended to improve the
DEC program has increased in FY 1994 to address these
concerns. The funding inforroation follows (dollars in
thousands) :

FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994

Category Approp . Approp . Request

Research &

Development $1,442 $830 $1,650
System Support 1,130 1,103 740

Training 952 759 935
Lab Support 400 325
PI&E 76 108 350

TOTALS: 4,000 2,800 4,000

Senator Lautenberg. How many States now participate
in the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) program?
What steps are you taking to establish the DEC program
permanently in these States?

Answer. Currently, 24 States and the District of
Columbia are participating in the DEC program. Two
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additional States are actively pursuing the DEC program
and should be operational by the end of the fiscal year.

The agency's long term goal for the DEC program has
been to fully institutionalize it within each of the

participating States through the management of the

program's training elements. As the States' DEC
resources develop and gain experience, the agency's
direct involvement is reduced proportionally, allowing
the States to gradually assiome full responsibility for
the management and expansion of the DEC program within
their boundaries.

Each of the DEC States now has in place an individual
who manages the program training and expansion at the
State level. After the initial site criterion is met in
each new State, the responsibility for future site
assessment and expansion rests with the State. Eleven
States are self-sufficient in terms of having an
instructor cadre capable of supporting training and
expansion within their respective States. The remaining
DEC States are at varied levels of maturity. The
maturation process in most States averages 2M years.
These States continue to need agency support and
technical assistance proportionally depending upon a
State's individual needs.

The agency's plan provides a systematic method for
developing the program within each State. The plan
mobilizes the training expertise of self-sufficient DEC
States to provide technical assistance to those States
that are new or have less than sufficient resources.
This process moves the States through various stages of

program development until they no longer need outside
assistance.

The agency continues to work with the International
Association of Chiefs of Police (lACP) to increase their
role in the national institutionalization of the DEC
program. The lACP, through its member representative
committees, currently establishes program standards,
certifies all program participants, and develops and
revises curricula. lACP is moving toward a more active
role in the management of the program, serving as the
eventual replacement for this agency's involvement in the

progrsim.

Senator Lautenberg. How long does NHTSA expect to
continue providing its DEC program? Is this a program
that eventually will be taken over primarily by the
States? vmen?

Answer. Currently, 24 states and the District of
Columbia are participating in the DEC program. Each of
the DEC states now has in place an individual who manages
the program training and expansion at the state level.
After the initial site criterion is met in each new
state, the responsibility for future site assessment and
expansion rests with the state.

Eleven states are self-sufficient in terms of having
an instructor cadre capable of supporting training and
expansion within their respective states. Ten states
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have one or more instructors but continue to need outside
assistance for training. Four states are new to the

program and have no instructors. Ten of the self-
sufficient states provide training instructors through
agency cooperative agreements to those states that lack
the instructors necessary to train officers in the DEC
program. The maturation process in most states averages
around 2]4 years. The agency continues to assist in the
states with training support and technical assistance
proportionally depending upon a state's individual needs.

The agency's long term goal for the DEC program has
been to fully institutionalize it within each of the

participating states through the management of the

program's training elements. The International
Association of Chiefs of Police (lACP) has taken an
active role in DEC by establishing a comprehensive set of
national standards that include: certification of DREs
and instructors; guidelines for program site assessment
and expansion; and curricula review. It is anticipated
that lACP will replace much of the agency's involvement
in the program.

Senator Lautenberg. How effective have the training
programs been? What measures of program effectiveness do

you have?

Answer. Since the DEC program's implementation, more
than 2,700 drug recognition experts (DREs) have been
trained and certified. NHTSA is currently in the process
of assessing the program's effectiveness through several
means. DEC program sites maintain records of how
frequently DRE's findings are corroborated by toxicologic
analysis. In the majority of sites, that rate is
70 percent or higher. DEC sites also report on the
conviction rate for driving while under the influence of

drugs. Again, the percentage of convictions is high:
above 80 percent in most sites. We are finding that

police officers who have been trained as DREs are more
widely accepted as experts by the courts than non-DREs,
and evidence of drug impairment presented by DREs is more
likely to be accepted by the courts than is evidence
presented by non-DREs.

We are also assessing the capabilities of the DREs
through our joint study with NIDA, in which DREs are
required to determine impairment on volunteer subjects
who are dosed with various drugs. In addition to

assessing individual DRE performance, we are conducting a

companion study in which completed evaluation forms are

provided to large numbers of DREs to determine inter-
rater reliability. Using these two studies, we plan to

augment the DRE evaluation process, as well as the

training, to enhance the program goals.
Data are currently provided on a voluntary basis by

each of the program sites, and there are variations in
data elements. In order to gain data on the program's
success nationally, during FY 1994 we will conduct a
national program assessment to analyze the strengths and
weaknesses of the DEC program. The focus of this study

68-625 0-94-16
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will be to determine program success in different types
of police agencies and settings in which it has been
implemented in order to improve its overall
effectiveness.

DRUG IMPAIRED DRIVERS

Senator Lautenberg. Since last year, what studies
has NHTSA conducted or supported regarding quantitative
medical evaluation of drug- involved drivers {include
trauma center and other site studies)? What were the
findings of these investigations? Do you plan to spend
any FY 1994 fund on this topic?

Answer. During the last year, an NHTSA- sponsored
study designed to collect fatal crash data from selected
sites in seven states was completed. This study was
designed to determine the incidence of selected drugs in

fatally injured drivers, and to assess the causal role
these drugs play in crashes. The results showed an
overall drug incidence rate of approximately 18 percent.
In about two- thirds of these cases alcohol was also
present. In the remaining one -third the drug was present
alone or in combination with other drugs. The most
frequently occurring drugs found were marijuana, cocaine,
tranquilizers, and amphetamines. As regards the crash
causal role associated with these drugs, study analysis
found that drugs offer the most hazard potential when
combined with other drugs, although this situation
occurred very infrequently. Also, there appeared to be
some potential for increased crash risk when certain
drugs (e.g., marijuana) were combined with alcohol.

As regards FY 1994, we don't have any funding
allocated to this type of research, but we are currently
exploring the possibility of setting up a joint effort
with other Federal/state agencies to determine drug
incidence and the associated causal role in injured
drivers. If successful, some FY 1994 funding may be
redirected to this research effort.

DRUG OFFENDERS LICENSE REVOCATION

Senator Lautenberg. The DOT and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act of 1991 contained a provision that
encouraged States to implement a law suspending the
driver's license of convicted drug offenders. Your
Agency is charged with the regulatory responsibility to

put this law into place. Why do you believe so many
States have not enacted the legislation that was sought
by this provision? How many States have opted out of
this provision?

Answer. Every State has a law regarding driver
license revocation or suspension for drivers convicted of

driving while under the influence of controlled
substances, but every State does not have laws that
include license revocation or suspension for all persons
convicted of any drug offense. Data on States' reasons
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for choosing to "opt out" have not been collected or
requested by the regulatory (NHTSA and FHWA) agencies.
All "opt out" States qualify by simply making the
statement that the legislature and governor are opposed
to the requirements of 23 U.S.C. 159. As of July 15,
1993, twenty States have "opted out."

Senator Lautenberg. Please describe NHTSA' s
activities to implement the drug offenders license
revocation law. Have States complied with the April 1,

1993, deadline to enact legislation revoking or
suspending driver's licenses of convicted drug offenders?
What problems have States encountered in complying?

Answer. NHTSA and FHWA issued a final rule on August
12, 1992, to implement the drug offenders license
revocation law. On September 17, 1992, the
Administrators of NHTSA and FHWA wrote to all the
governors alerting them to Section 159 requirements and
penalties. Subsequently, all States have submitted draft
language for review; NHTSA has provided every State with
detailed guidance on how to comply.

As of July 15, 1993, 30 States, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico have submitted official
compliance documents for review; 26 of the submittals
have been approved and 6 others are under review. The
official submissions are from:

Alabama Mississippi Texas
Alaska Missouri Utah
Arkansas Montana Vermont
Colorado Nebraska Virginia
Florida Nevada Washington
Hawaii New Hampshire West Virginia
Idaho New Mexico Wisconsin
Iowa North Dakota Wyoming
Louisiana Rhode Island District of Columbia
Maine South Dakota Puerto Rico
Every State has a law regarding driver license

revocation or suspension for convicted drugged drivers
but every State does not have such laws for all persons
convicted of any drug offense. This appears to be a

major obstacle for most States. However, States have
until September 30, 1993, to comply before highway funds
are withheld.

OCCUPANT PROTECTION

Senator Lautenberg. How many States are asking for
the additional State program assessments of their
occupant protection programs that you have not been able
to sponsor?

Answer. No States have requested an Occupant
Protection Program assessment during FY 1993. To date,
nine assessments have been completed.
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SAFETY BELT USAGE

Senator Lautenberg. What is NHTSA's new goal
regarding seat belt use? How do you intend to reach this
goal?

Answer. Secretary Pena announced two new traffic
safety program goals to be achieved by the end of 1996:
reduce alcohol -related fatalities to 43 percent; and
increase seat belt usage to 75 percent.

The agency is planning a new combined alcohol/seat
belt usage emphasis program for introduction during the
Fall of 1994, It will feature public information and
education to increase public awareness and support for
more aggressive safety program action, increased
enforcement of the drunk driving and seat belt usage
laws, and outreach efforts to generate support for
enforcement initiatives and for legislative upgrades that
may be needed to make enforcement more effective.

Senator Lautenberg. Please bring us up to date on
Operation Buckle Down and other seat belt promotion
activities. Will the activities be continued beyond
1993? What is NHTSA doing to institutionalize Operation
Buckle Down? How many States continued these activities
as part of their Section 402 or Section 153 grants during
FY 1993?

Answer, Operation Buckle Down grants were awarded to
45 states, D.C. and Puerto Rico. Fifteen of these grants
are still in effect; nine will continue into FY 1994.

Of the 32 grants that have ended, 29 are being
continued in FY 1993: 20 with 402 funds; two with 153
funding; and seven with a combination of 402 and 153.
Thirty- seven states are planning to continue in FY 1994:
26 with 402 funding; nine with a combination of 402 and
153; and two with 153 (if they qualify) .

NHTSA has institutionalized the OBD peer-to-peer
approach by promoting it to states, encouraging them to
expand their focus to include alcohol and other
initiatives and to continue to provide resource materials
to OBD spokespersons. The peer-to-peer approach has
proved to be a successful one to use, and replication of
this model will be initiated to reach additional
audiences, including local government officials.

The National Safety Belt Honor Roll was introduced in

January 1993 to motivate groups that had already achieved
a 70% PLUS award to strive for higher use rates, in
addition to providing a continuing program for
organizations just beginning to work on achieving use
rates of 70% and higher. Award recognition is

distinguished at three levels: a Bronze award will be
given for documented 70% PLUS belt use; a Silver award
for 80% PLUS; and a Gold one for 9 0% PLUS. The program
is conducted by our Regional offices in cooperation with
the State Governors' Highway Safety Representatives. The
new honor roll program is designed to be an on- going
effort.
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Senator Lautenberg. Please describe the results of
the "70% by '92" Program in increasing safety belt use
nationally. How many States reached the 70% by '92 goal?
Which components of this program does NHTSA plan to
continue during FY 1994?

Answer. State and local efforts in response to this
program resulted in an increase in the national usage
rate to 62 percent. At this level, approximately 5,229
deaths and more than 90,000 moderate- to- serious injuries
are prevented annually, for a societal savings of about
$8 billion.

Fourteen States met or exceeded 70 percent usage.
During FY 1994 NHTSA will be developing strategies and
materials for a combined program that will place emphasis
on reducing the proportion of alcohol -related fatalities
to 43 percent and increasing the national belt usage rate
to 75 percent by the end of 1996. This combined emphasis
program will feature elements that have produced positive
results in these two program areas; namely, 1) public
information and education (to increase general awareness
of the seriousness of the problems and the need for
prompt action) , 2) enforcement of the traffic laws
designed to combat drunk driving and increase seat belt
usage, and 3) outreach efforts to build grassroots
support for the combined program, including legislative
initiatives to upgrade laws.

Senator Lautenberg. Did Operation Buckle Down
accomplish its intended objectives? Describe how this
project will be conducted in FY 1994.

Answer. Operation Buckle Down (OBD) was a major
component of the "70 percent by '92" national safety belt
use program. Its objective is to increase occupant
protection use by law enforcement officers, to integrate
enforcement of belt laws with other enforcement
activities, and to increase the public's awareness of
these efforts.

While the 70 percent national belt use level was not
achieved, the increase to 62 percent in 1992 represented
the greatest surge nationally since most of the belt laws
were passed in 1986-87. OBD was a major contributor to
that increase through its peer-to-peer contacts with
enforcement agencies, encouraging commitments to
participating in the 1992 summertime media events,
enforcement "blitzes" and public information activities.

In 1992, there were 38,000 contacts (1991 totaled
11,000) and more than 9,000 (1991 = 3,500) enforcement
agency commitments made.

Of the 15 OBD agreements still in effect, five are in
the remaining non-belt law States. Since they received
their OBD award in 1992, Nebraska (eff. 1/1/93), North
Dakota (eff. date 8/1/93 suspended pending elections in

6/94), West Virginia (eff. 9/1/93) and Vermont (eff.
1/1/94) each passed a secondary safety belt law. The
activities of the OBD spokespersons are credited, in

part, for this success.
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In 1994, as in 1993, States will be encouraged to
continue enforcement outreach efforts using fellow
officers as spokespersons. These spokespersons will
continue to contact law enforcement executives in State
agencies, encouraging them to conduct periodic combined
enforcement/public information campaigns several times a
year, typically surrounding holiday periods.

NHTSA will support State and community efforts by
developing and distributing comprehensive public
information campaign materials geared toward supporting
the enforcement activity. Materials will be directed
toward reaching and increasing belt use among high-risk,
hard-to-reach groups. NHTSA will also continue to
promote officer occupant protection training that
encourages use of their own belts "on the job,

" as well
as to enforce belt laws effectively.

CHILD SAFETY SEAT USAGE

Senator Lautenberg. Since the usage rate for child
safety seats has been estimated to be over 80 percent, is
continued activity in this program area warranted?

Answer. The 19 -City Surveys indicated a child
restraint use rate of more than 80 percent. However,
PARS data show that at least 40 percent of young children
involved in fatal crashes are not restrained. This
apparent discrepancy could be due to the fact that the
19 -City Survey was not a statistically-representative
national sample. It could also be due to a much higher
crash risk among those parents who do not properly
restrain their children while riding in a motor vehicle.

Another factor involves correct usage. Surveys
conducted by the agency have shown that approximately one
of four child safety seats is seriously misused (i.e.,
child not properly restrained in the child seat or the
seat not properly secured to the vehicle) . Other
surveys, conducted by advocacy groups, maintain that
misuse rates are much higher. Such misuse could have a
dramatic impact on child seat effectiveness.

In any case, agency analyses show that the number of
lives currently saved by child restraints could be
doubled with universal child seat use. It should also be
pointed out that the target group for increasing the use
of child seats (i.e., young parents and caregivers) is a

constantly changing population. This fact means that
continued emphasis will be required just to maintain
existing levels of correct usage.

CORPORATE OCCUPANT PROTECTION PROGRAMS

Senator Lautenberg. What activities are necessary to
insure the long-term viability (institutionalization) of
the NETS program? What level of funding do you
anticipate will be needed in FY 1994 and FY 1995 to
support this effort at the national level?
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Answer. In order to insure the long-term viability
of the program, the NETS (Network of Employers for
Traffic Safety) public-private coalition adopted a 5 year
strategic plan. By the end of FY 1998, NETS will have:
1) increased private sector financial support, for
administration and management of the coalition, to 100
percent; 2) established an independent 501 (C) 3 status
with the IRS; 3) increased participation to 10,000
organizations; and 4) established 20 state- coordinated
employer programs. The FY 1994 budget request for the
NETS program is $325,000.

Senator Lautenberg. What current and future
activities are planned to increase employer awareness of
the need for and the cost benefits of traffic safety
policies and programs in the workplace? How will NETS be
part of this effort?

Answer: As a follow-up to its FY 1993 report on The
Cost of Injuries to Employers: A Traffic Safety
Compendium, NHTSA plans to publish a second annual report
which will provide new numbers to educate employers on
the impact of motor vehicle crashes on their bottom line.
NHTSA also plans to develop and test a workshop and
support materials for specific populations within the
workplace. Examples of these populations include small
business, employee assistance personnel, and public
sector health and safety officers.

Using the NHTSA cost of injury report, the Network
of Employers for Traffic Safety (NETS) will participate
in a joint press conference to release the new data.
During FY 1993, the NHTSA/NETS press conference was
covered by CNN television and radio, national news wires
and local media resulting in over $38,000 of coverage.
NETS also plans to develop several national and state
public relation campaigns targeted at employers, conduct
a national awards program, and continue its current
efforts of CEO briefings and employer training programs.

Senator Lautenberg. What activities have been
planned or implemented to encourage the participation of
State and local traffic safety program professionals in
expanding the reach of the NETS program?

Answer. While the initial strategy was to recruit
companies through other companies, educating them on the
cost of motor vehicle crashes, most of the 1,000 current
Network of Employers for Traffic Safety (NETS) members
resulted from the efforts of 3 state coordinated
programs. As a result, NETS incorporated this state
coordinated approach in its strategic plan and has set a

goal of adding an additional 5 state employer programs
each year; reaching a total of 20 states by FY 1998.

To achieve this objective, NHTSA, in partnership with
NETS, will conduct a 1}^ day workshop with state and local
traffic safety professionals, on ways to establish and
expand employer programs. NETS also plans to develop
specific marketing packages directed at State Highway
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Safety Offices, conduct national and state awareness
campaigns, and participate in several state and local
highway safety meetings.

HIGH-RISK GROUPS

Senator Lautenberg. Please describe how your program
will attempt to increase occupant protection use among
high-risk, low-use groups during FY 1994.

Answer, In 1992, an expert panel on high-risk
populations was convened by the agency to identify
primary target groups. The panel identified youth,
Hispanics, young blacks. Native Americans, and rural
populations as high risk.

Emphasis will be placed on identifying organizations
that can be effective in developing programs and
providing delivery channels to reach high-risk groups at
the community level. An initial effort is underway with
the National Coalition of Hispanic Health and Human
Services Organizations (COSSMHO) and with the Indian
Health Services (IHS) to better define the highway safety
problems facing these populations, identify cultural
issues, and develop and test program strategies.

In addition to efforts to improve state and local
enforcement and public information programs, which reach
a wide range of population sub-groups, the Agency is
collaborating with organizations that typically deal with
high risk, low use groups on a daily basis. Federal
agencies include Maternal and Child Health (MCH) , the
Office of Minority Health (OMH/HHS) , and the Office of
Rural Health (ORH/HHS) . National organizations include
the Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies (HMHB) , SAFE KIDS
coalitions, and various national health care professional
organizations .

Senator Lautenberg. Summarize the types of projects
the Agency is conducting to improve highway safety for
the following target groups that traditionally have been
hard to reach: children, teenagers, and ethnic and
cultural minorities.

Answer. By working with other national
organizations, NHTSA is often able to tap into their
databases and experiences to better identify how to reach
various high risk groups. In time, this should permit
the development of more culturally- relevant strategies
and materials for such groups.

The child passenger safety program focuses around
three intermediary strategies being implemented in local
communities: training law enforcement officers to

encourage compliance with child safety seat laws among
all parents; working with public health officials to

promote child seat use in clinics serving high risk
groups; and using emergency services personnel as

community referral and information resource centers.
Each of these intermediary groups allows access to a
broad variety of audiences. In addition, various
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national organizations, such as The National SafeKids
Coalition and the National Easter Seals Foundation, are
used to reach various high risk groups.

Strategies to reach the teenage population include
efforts such as training for law enforcement officers to
enforce underage drinking laws and the implementation of

provisional licensing demonstration projects. In
addition, culturally relevant traffic safety materials
and activities, developed through collaborative efforts
with youth organizations, are promoted through outlets
such as Black Entertainment TV. Other outreach efforts
are conducted with national organizations that have
access to high risk youth, including Students Against
Drunk Driving, National PTA, American Driver and Traffic
Safety Education Association, Little League Baseball,
Explorer Scouts, and YMCA.

Finally, ethnic and culturally- relevant materials
and programs are being developed through collaborative
efforts with organizations such as National Coalition of

Hispanic Health and Human Services Organizations
(COSSMHO) , the Indian Health Service (IHS/HHS), Office of

Minority Health (OMH/HHS) , Black Alcoholism and
Addiction's Council (BAAC) , Organization of Chinese
Americans (OCA), and historically Black Colleges.

YOUNG DRIVERS

Senator Lautenberg. Please identify for FY 1993 and
FY 1994 the funding amounts and nature of each of the TSP
and regional operation projects and activities that are

primarily directed at younger drivers.

Answer. The following FY 1993 projects are primarily
directed at younger drivers:

Enforcement ($170,000) -- Work through an interagency
agreement with the Department of Justice to develop model
criminal justice system programs and judicial training,
and encourage police and judges to increase enforcement
of youthful impaired driving and underage drinking
offenses .

Age 21 and Zero Tolerance ($123,000) -- Implement two

underage drinking conferences with follow-up activity.
Distribute educational magazine with information about

state-specific zero tolerance laws to students in New

Jersey and Oregon to test for increased compliance.
Community Organization ($250,000) -- Implement two

multi- community projects to conduct localized problem
identification resulting in program planning and

implementation of appropriate countermeasures by
community leadership.

Student and Workplace Programs ($290,000) -- Work
with youth organizations to develop training and support
for national conferences. Started a program with driver
educators to encourage increased belt use rates to 70% in

high schools. Cooperative agreements with four states to

develop workplace programs to target youth.
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Public Information and Education ($130,000) --

Develop a national campaign to reach high-risk and
culturally diverse youth populations.

Research ($400,000) -- Conduct a study to identify
the reasons for youth risk-taking behavior on the
highways and develop appropriate countermeasures .

The following FY 1994 projects are primarily directed
at younger drivers:

Provisional Licensing ($500,000)-- Conduct a multi-
year demonstration project with one or more States to
demonstrate the effectiveness of provisional licensing.

Enforcement ($350,000) -- Continue ongoing DOJ
agreement to develop a model criminal justice system to
address youth traffic safety issues. Develop alternative
adjudication and sanctioning program for youthful
offenders of minor traffic laws. Develop materials and
provide technical assistance to police agencies to
enhance enforcement of age 21 laws. Continue to conduct
State youth enforcement workshops for police to encourage
increased enforcement of impaired driving and Age 21
laws .

Community Programs ($100,000) -- Promote the
Washington Regional Alcohol Program model strategy to
address underage drinking and driving problems in other
communities .

National Organization Youth Programs ($245,000) --

Develop and implement school and community- based programs
to increase safe driving and riding behaviors.

PI&E ($200,000) -- Implement a national campaign
directed at high-risk and culturally diverse youth
populations through focus-tested materials and identified
delivery channels.

Senator Lautenberg. What is NHTSA's view on the
value of a new traffic safety incentive program aimed
primarily at reducing youth fatalities, such as that
proposed in S. 738?

Answer. The Department is currently formulating its
views on S. 738, a bill that includes a new traffic
safety incentive program aimed at reducing youth
fatalities. NHTSA will provide you with the agency's
view of the value of such a program when the Department's
position on S. 738 is determined.

Senator Lautenberg. Please estimate what amount of
402, 153, 408 and 410 funds are primarily directed at the
younger driver population. Please provide data for each
of the grant programs separately and specify whether the
data is for FY 1992 or planned for FY 1993.
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Answer. The infoirmation follows:
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Program (WRAP) , we are developing a model community
program to reduce drinking and driving by youth.
Finally, our FY 1994 budget request includes funds for a
state provisional licensing demonstration.

OLDER DRIVERS

Senator Lautenberg. Please break out all contracts
now underway, their amounts and purpose, for FY 1993 on
the older driver challenge. What contracts are planned
for FY 1994? What finished products resulted from the
FY 1992 program? What new advances or knowledge resulted
from the FY 1992 program?

Answer. Four procurements will have been initiated
by the end of FY 1993:

Multi-year competitive contract to Identify the
Causes of Older Driver Intersection Crashes ($200,000),
to provide information on the major type of older-driver
crash for future development of educational and
engineering countermeasures;

Multi-year cooperative agreement with California
Department of Motor Vehicles to Develop Older-Driver
Performance Assessment Techniques ($399,000), to identify
and develop practical methods for DMVs to detect
performance deficits related to increased crash risk
associated with critical medical conditions and
functional limitations;

Support for a Western Regional conference on older
drivers, jointly sponsored with the Federal Highway
Administration ($5,000), to bring together
representatives of the State highway safety offices,
highway departments, driver- licensing and law-enforcement
agencies, automobile insurance companies, and older-
driver advocate groups to discuss current state -of -

knowledge in their respective areas; and
Cooperative agreement with the American Association

of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) to develop
materials for the media ($24,000), to inform them of the
nature of older driver problems.

The FY 1994 appropriation will fund continuation of
the multi-year FY 1993 contracts and the initiation of
two additional multi-year contracts. One will identify
characteristics of older drivers who do and do not self
regulate their driving ($200,000) and the other will
determine the mobility consequences of giving up driving
($150,000) .

The research project started in FY 1992, conducted by
Oak Ridge National Laboratories, has produced a report on
an extensive review of guidelines for States' DMV medical
review boards and the research foundations for
recommendations contained in the guidelines. The report
concluded that most recommendations were based on
professional judgement rather than statistical links
between medical conditions and increased crash risk.
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Senator Lautenberg. Please breakdown the amount of
funds being spent on the older driver challenge in other
parts of the NHTSA budget for FY 1993 and proposed for
FY 1994.

Answer. Older drivers face the challenge of
declining capabilities in all aspects of the driving
task: sensing, deciding, and executing. There are
several programs in NHTSA' s Crash Avoidance Research
Program that focus on issues of particular relevance to
Dlder drivers. The principal one will identify and
evaluate vehicle design features that enhance the safe
iriving performance of older drivers. This includes in-
/ehicle devices to enhance the detection and recognition
Df crash threats, aid in decision-making, and/or aid
:rash avoidance responses and maneuvers. This program is

budgeted for $125,000 for FY 1993 and $500,000 for
!'Y 1994. A related program will identify driver
equirements, including those that are unique to older
Irivers, for effective collision warning system design.
ts FY 1993 and FY 1994 budgets are $112,000 and
157,000, respectively.

Senator Lautenberg. Please estimate what amount of
02 and 153 funds are being spent during FY 1993 (if
ossible) or spent during FY 1992 on the programs and
ctivities that are primarily targeted on the older
river.

Answer. The information follows:

FY 1992 FY 1993 PLANNED
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making license conditions contingent on assessment of
driving performance or to certain medical conditions.
The requirements of the necessary performance assessment
methods or procedures are not known, and development of
assessment procedures awaits better identification of

specific medical or functional problems.
NHTSA research has indicated that current medical

guidelines are frequently compiled from professional
judgements rather than from statistical relationships
between medical problems and driving problems. While it

appears that there are some specific medical conditions
and functional limitations associated with increased
crash risk for older drivers, the statistical
relationships are yet to be demonstrated. While many
States have provisions for physicians to refer patients
with certain medical conditions to the DMVs, some State
officials believe that the number of referrals is

considerably lower than it should be. The agency is also
aware that some States must inform drivers referred to
the DMV of the source of the referral: a provision that
has kept many family members and friends from reporting
drivers with serious problems. Similarly, referrals from
law-enforcement officers who encounter problem drivers on
the road are rare. Clearly, there are improvements
needed in the procedures for calling problem drivers to
the attention of DMVs.

Senator Lautenberg. How will your FY 1993 and
FY 1994 program lead to such knowledge?

Answer. In FY 1992, NHTSA initiated a study to

identify the most critical medical conditions and
functional limitations affecting driving, and establish
statistical relationships between them and driving
problems. Analytic data will become available early in
FY 1994, with project completion scheduled for the end of
FY 1994. The results of these analyses will help to
focus the development of performance assessment methods.

NHTSA is entering into a cooperative agreement
beginning late in FY 1993 with the California DMV to

develop procedures for assessing driving performance.
This project will incorporate data available from the

project described above. These procedures will provide
licensing agencies with practical means for identifying
drivers whose driving should be regulated.

In FY 1994, we will begin work to identify
characteristics of drivers who do and do not successfully
self -regulate their driving. We will also develop
methods to overcome barriers to referring problem drivers
to DMVs in FY 1995. These studies will provide
information for a series of guidelines for physicians,
police, older persons and their friends and family
members on how to identify persons with potential
problems and how to make appropriate referrals to

licensing agencies.
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Senator Lautenberg . What has NHTSA done during
FY 1993 to implement the January 1993 research plan you
submitted to the Committee on the older driver? What
contracts have been signed during FY 1993? What specific
activities do you have underway with the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators to deal with
the challenges of the older driver? What projects are
planned for FY 1994? Please list specific funding
amounts of each project in all answers.

Answer. NHTSA has prepared Statements of Work and
Requests for Proposals for the procurements scheduled for
FY 1993. The agency expects to award a competitive
contract, budgeted at $200,000, to identify the causes of
older driver intersection crashes and a cooperative
agreement with the State of California, budgeted at
$399,000, to develop performance assessment techniques.
The agency also anticipates award of a task order
($625,000) to develop crash-avoidance countermeasures for
older drivers.

The Agency works closely with the AAMVA, and is

currently supporting their efforts to develop materials
for the media to inform the public on older driver
problems ($24,000). Additionally, we are supporting work
to update medical standard guidelines to current
knowledge ($15,000) and update an examiner training
program for screening for driver limitations ($25,000).

In FY 1994 we anticipate awarding two contracts: one
will identify characteristics of older drivers who do and
do not self regulate their driving ($200,000) and the
other will study the mobility consequences of giving up
driving ($150,000). The Agency will initiate studies of
the relationship between age and injury consequences of
side- impact crashes in vehicles meeting new passenger-car
regulations. Note that total project dollars are
provided, and projects may be funded over more than one
fiscal year.

Senator Lautenberg. What is NHTSA doing to help
State Departments of Motor Vehicles in the licensing of
older drivers? What could be done in this area to
further protect the rights of older drivers while
simultaneously improving highway safety?

Answer. NHTSA has been working very closely with
representatives of State Motor Vehicle Administrators,
health and gerontology professionals, and senior citizens
groups to develop a "graduated licensing" system for
older drivers. This system recognizes the importance of
the driver's license for the independence, satisfactory
life style, and mental health of older persons. Its goal
is to maintain the older driver's mobility, through full
or reduced driving privileges, as long as possible
without compromising their own or others safety. The

system was recommended by the Committee for the Study of

Improving Mobility and Safety for Older Persons which was

appointed by the Transportation Research Board. In

August of 1992, a Model Driver Screening and Evaluation
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Program, describing the components of "graduated
licensing" system, was published as a part of the
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators and
NHTSA Guidelines series. We are encouraging the States
to follow these guidelines when dealing with older
persons.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table
indicating the funding amount for research in the area of
older driver safety over the last five fiscal years, up
through the request level for FY 1994. Please be certain
that the table separates behavioral research from other
NHTSA activities regarding older drivers.

Answer. The following information reflects spending
on research on older drivers and does not include funding
for research on pedestrians or vehicle occupants. The
appropriated amount for the first three fiscal years in
the table (FY 1990 -- FY 1992) was $100,000 each.
However, funds appropriated for occupant protection were
used to address growing interest in this emerging area of

safety concern.
Fiscal Year Research Funding

Behavior Vehicles'
FY 1990 $155,000 $250,000
FY 1991 $130,000 $327,000
FY 1992 $350,000 $570,000
FY 1993 $500,000 $302,000^
FY 1994 request $450,000 $857,000'

Several notes that follow provide clarifying
information: (1) Figures given in the vehicle column
reflect total amounts for research on vehicle subsystems.
This research includes older drivers in order to provide
data relevant to the broad range of the driving
population, but the proportion of project funds allocable
specifically to older drivers cannot be determined;
(2) FY 1993 amount includes $125,000 for specific older-
driver research; and (3) FY 1994 amount includes $500,000
for specific older-driver research.

Senator Lautenberg. Which States have "good" older
driver programs? What are the characteristics of a

"good" program? When will NHTSA conduct an evaluation of
the effectiveness of these State programs? What would be
the benefit of such an assessment?

Answer. The older driver licensing programs of Iowa,
Oregon and Washington are widely respected. These
programs provide for individual evaluation and counseling
by specially trained examiners; activities which may even
be conducted at the driver's home. The programs are
highly praised by older persons and are designed to keep
older drivers without safety problems on the road as long
as possible. However, they are expensive. Other driver
limitation screening programs, following established
NHTSA guidelines, are less costly to administer and may
be equally acceptable to older persons and equally
effective at detecting drivers with limitations. Also,
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we are conducting research upon which future licensing
programs will be based, including identifying the medical
and functional limitations that cause driving problems
and enhancing referral of problem drivers by physicians,
family and friends, and law-enforcement personnel. In
1994 we plan to begin studies of different approaches --

individualized driver evaluation and general driver
limitation screening --to determine their public
acceptability, costs, and crash reduction.

SPEED AND POLICE ENFORCEMENT

Senator Lautenberg. Please describe the scope and
extent of current and planned joint activities with FHWA
on speeding?

* Answer: NHTSA and FHWA have jointly established an
interagency working group whose task mission is to
identify, develop, and document the components of a
comprehensive speed management program. The
comprehensive program will include goals, strategies,
activities, and milestones.

The ISTEA requires rulemaking to establish a National
Maximum Speed Limit program and to consider speed as a
Section 402 Priority Program. Both rulemakings have been
joint efforts.

Also, NHTSA and FHWA have jointly developed plans to
initiate in FY 1994 a joint project on speed control and
corridor safety. In order to better understand the speed
problem, the agencies are jointly supporting research to
analyze fatal and serious injury crashes for speed
involvement and collect data from near crash events to
determine how speed contributes to hazardous driving
conditions.

Senator Lautenberg. Describe the status of the final
rule ISTEA requires for the new National Maximum Speed
Limit compliance formula, monitoring plan and penalty for
non-compliance?

Answer. ISTEA required the Secretary to publish a
rule establishing a compliance formula and monitoring
plan to determine speed compliance on national maximum
speed limit highways. This legislation requires the
transfer of certain highway construction funds for any
State found in noncompliance. The notice of proposed
rulemaking was issued December 18, 1992.

Minor changes to the NPRM are being considered based
on analysis of comments to the docket, including the
number of monitoring sites, penalty reductions and
expenditure of transferred funds. In response to the
public comments, we are considering a supplemental notice
addressing increased penalties for subsequent years of

noncompliance. We anticipate simultaneous issuance of
the final rule and the supplemental notice of proposed
rulemaking this summer.
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Senator Lautenberg. Given that speed is reported as
a contributing factor in as many as one third of all
fatal crashes, please describe your speed enforcement and
research program.

Answer. Speeding (exceeding the posted speed limit
or driving too fast for conditions) and the crashes,
injuries and deaths that result continues to place an
increasing demand on law enforcement resources.

The NKTSA speed enforcement program is intended to
address the speed related crash problem, provide more
efficient techniques for enforcement, and identify the
most dangerous driving behavior. The research program
has two primary objectives. The first is to determine
when, where, and under what conditions specific speeds
are dangerous. This research involves crash
investigations and driver surveys. The second objective
is to develop and field test enforcement strategies which
target speeding and raise drivers' perception of risk of
detection and punishment.

We are currently undertaking a rulemaking action as
required by ISTEA to consider speed control as a national
priority highway safety program.

Although speed control is a State/Federal
partnership. State and local governments have the
responsibility for planning, implementing and maintaining
effective speed enforcement programs. NHTSA's primary
focus continues to be on the development of innovative
and effective speed enforcement programs to directly
support these state and local enforcement efforts. This
is accomplished, in part, by the development and
marketing of training courses for law enforcement
officers in advanced speed enforcement devices. Testing
of new speed enforcement technology to increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of enforcement programs will
continue .

In order to inform the public that speed is
dangerous, we have a public information and education
(PI&E) program to increase the driver's perception of the
risk from speeding. We will also provide PI&E training
for law enforcement officials.

The Agency will continue to analyze fatal and serious
injury crashes for speed involvement and collect data to
determine how speed contributes to hazardous driving
situations. Additionally, NHTSA will continue to
identify specific population groups that are most likely
to speed and specific behavior patterns that are unsafe.

Senator Lautenberg. What were the results of the
field implementation projects conducted by the Maryland
and Virginia State Police on new technology for speed
enforcement? Was the final report on this project ever
issued? If not, why? When was the draft originally
submitted to NHTSA? When will the final results be
available?

Answer. The purpose of the study was to determine
the feasibility of using photo- radar technology on high-
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volume, high-speed expressways such as the Capital
Beltway. The results of the study should serve as a tool
to enhance the decision making of those agencies
considering the use of photo- radar as part of their
overall enforcement program. The report findings
indicate that it is operationally feasible to use photo-
radar on high-volume, high-speed roadways. Based on the
lessons learned, operational procedures were also
suggested for conducting a photo- radar program. The
final report, prepared by the Virginia Transportation
Research Council, is available now upon request. The
final report was submitted to NHTSA in November 1992.
The results of the study and other information related to

photo- radar are being compiled in a brief technical
document for use by law enforcement agencies, and is

expected to be available in Fall 1993.

Senator Lautenberg. What progress was made by other
NHTSA- sponsored projects that used FY 1991 and FY 1992
monies to advance new enforcement technologies? How are
you promoting technology transfer in this area.

Answer. Two of the NHTSA sponsored speed
demonstration projects will end in calendar year 1993.
The final reports from these projects will include
information on the use of photo- radar, automated speed
enforcement devices, laser speed measurement devices and
radar-billboards. The reports will discuss deployment
techniques, public acceptance, technical difficulties
encountered, legislative requirements and training needs.
When received, these reports will be published and widely
distributed among law enforcement administrators.

NHTSA has interagency agreements with the National
Institute of Standards and Technology to develop
specifications and testing protocols for automated and
laser speed measurement devices. These products are
scheduled to be delivered in December 1993. The
specifications will be published and distributed.

Upon receipt of the specifications for this new
technology, NHTSA will begin the process of upgrading the

capabilities of the International Association of Chiefs
of Police testing laboratories in order to test devices
on the market against the specifications. The test
results will be distributed to the law enforcement
community.

Senator Lautenberg. What is NHTSA doing and how much
do you propose to spend during FY 1993 and FY 1994 in the
area of automated speed enforcement (ASE) equipment? Do

you have a five year plan outlining NHTSA' s future role
in combatting speed as a traffic safety problem? If so,

please outline the components of this plan.

Answer. NHTSA, under the provisions of an

Interagency Agreement with the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) , is funding the

development of model performance specifications and test

protocols for ASE devices. In FY 1993 funding for this
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project will total $445,000. When completed these model
performance specifications and test protocols will
provide the basis for accuracy testing and for law
enforcement training for ASE equipment.

In FY 1994 NHTSA will fund technical assistance by
NIST to law enforcement in automated speed enforcement.
Also, in cooperation with the International Association
of Chiefs of Police, NHTSA will fund the upgrading of
independent testing laboratories at five major
universities to conduct testing of ASE devices. These
projects will total $160,000.

NHTSA' s speed compliance program plan includes:
(1) conducting research and data analysis of fatal and
serious injury crashes for speed involvement, and to
determine the extent to which and how speed contributes
to hazardous driving situations; (2) developing
innovative and effective speed enforcement programs,
providing new speed enforcement technology and model
performance specifications to law enforcement, and
developing training courses in the use of advanced speed
enforcement devices; (3) encouraging the states to have
reasonable and safe speed limits with sanctions that are
fair and that create a deterrence on violators; and
(4) providing public information and education (PI&E)

programs to increase the driver's perception of a risk
from speeding, and to conduct PI&E training for law
enforcement.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE (EMS)

Senator Lautenberg. Please describe the status of
the New Jersey Trauma Research Project.

Answer: A cooperative agreement of $2.7 million was
awarded to the New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic
Safety (DHTS) on September 12, 1992, to administer
funding of trauma research by three State designated
Level I trauma centers. These funds are to remain
available until expended.

The agreement provides that research proposals must
be sponsored by the Research Program Coordinator (RPC) of
one of the three New Jersey designated Level I trauma
centers; proposals are evaluated and recommended for

funding by an evaluation panel consisting of a DHTS

representative, the State EMS Director, and the RPCs of
the three Level I trauma centers, using evaluation
guidelines approved by NHTSA; and recommended proposals
are reviewed by the NHTSA Contracting Officer's Technical
Representative (COTR) and finally, funding is approved by
the NHTSA Contracting Officer.

The following is the status of research proposals
prepared by the three eligible trauma centers. At Cooper
Memorial Hospital: the five projects were being evaluated
as of 7/14/93 preparatory to submission for NHTSA funding
approval. At Newark Trauma Center: One of the two

projects was approved for funding on 4/30/93 and the
other project was rejected by NHTSA and returned for
revision and resubmission. At Robert Wood Johnson Trauma
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Center: Of the five projects, three projects previously
approved for funding on 4/30/93 were being evaluated for
additional funding and other changes as of 7/9/93. The
remaining two new projects were being evaluated as of

7/14/93, preparatory to submission for NHTSA funding
approval .

Senator Lautenberg. What is the status of NHTSA' s

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Public Information and
Education Program?

Answer: For "Make The Right Call (MTRC) National
Campaign", NHTSA jointly sponsored it with the U.S. Fire
Administration (USFA) the Make The Right Call (MTRC)
national campaign. MTRC is designed to increase the

efficiency of the public's use of the EMS System, by
educating them on what EMS is, how to call EMS, when to
call, what information to give, and what to do until help
arrives. Over 16,000 campaign kits (printed in English
and Spanish) were distributed nationwide to requesting
State and national EMS organizations/agencies, fire

departments. State 911 Administrators, Hispanic
organizations and others. The American College of

Emergency Physicians used the MTRC campaign materials in
their 30,000 EMS Week packets.

A 6-minute educational video and 30-second public
service announcement (PSA) , developed in support of the
MTRC campaign, were released in time for National EMS
Week. Over 150 television stations and the CBS network
requested the 30-second PSA and it is being aired
nationwide. Program partners were recruited to implement
the campaign. Several States (VA and PA) are

implementing the campaign on a statewide basis. NHTSA
and USFA plan to expand the development and
implementation of the MTRC campaign with a focus on
children.

For "Other Public Information and Education
Activities", NHTSA is developing a Public Information,
Education and Relation (PIER) resource manual for EMS and
Fire agencies/organizations to assist them in developing
local PIER programs. NHTSA is also developing a special
EMS Public Information, Education and Relation (PIER)

Workshop. The PIER manual will be used as a resource in
this workshop.

Senator Lautenberg. Describe the activities NHTSA is

conducting to improve Emergency Medical Services in rural
areas of the country and for target populations, such as
Native Americans.

Answer. Sixty percent of all highway deaths occur on
rural roads. Preliminary data based on rural hospital
cases indicate that over 30 percent of the deaths may be

preventable by more appropriate emergency care.

Typically, in urban areas, when comprehensive EMS systems
are in place, preventable deaths do not exceed 5-20

percent.
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In 1992, NHTSA conducted a rural preventable
mortality study to identify factors that lead to
preventable death in rural areas, show where in the
continuum of care these deaths occur, and provide
direction for the best use of available resources. Data
from this study, coupled with the high level of rural
deaths, indicate that a substantial reduction in highway
death is possible if rural emergency care were improved.
Two additional studies are planned.

NHTSA will continue to facilitate Statewide Technical
Assessments (TAs) by bringing together teams of national
experts, who evaluate state EMS systems against a set of
ten standards of excellence and prepare final reports for
states to use as a tool to improve their systems. NHTSA
will also continue to conduct Development of Trauma
Systems (DOTS) workshops, which focus on planning and
implementation, operations, and evaluation. Both TAs and
DOTS workshops take into account the unique needs of
rural systems. An assessment of the Indian Health
Service (IHS) EMS program is scheduled for July 1993.

NHTSA will conduct programs to demonstrate and
evaluate strategies for reducing fatality rates in rural
areas, including use of enhanced 9-1-1 systems to improve
communications, and global positioning information
technology to improve transportation and the ability to

identify crash location. NHTSA' s Bystander Care
Curriculum, which focuses on a few simple actions that

bystanders can perform before EMS arrives that may give
victims of rural highway trauma a better chance of
survival, will also be demonstrated. NHTSA will meet
with the IHS in August of 1993 to discuss implementing a

bystander care program that targets the native Americans.
It is essential that pre-hospital providers remain

current on medical technologies, particularly in rural
areas where most providers are volunteers, turnover rates
are high, and skills can degrade quickly. NHTSA will
complete its revision of the EMT-Basic Curriculum in

early 1994 and, in collaboration with the Office of Rural
Health Policy, will pilot test the curriculum with rural

providers. In 1994, NHTSA plans to revise its curricula
for First Responders and more advanced levels of EMT.

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

Senator Lautenberg. What evidence do you have that

your past efforts to promote pedestrian safety have been
successful? What specific evaluations have you conducted
on these efforts?

Answer. Pedestrian fatalities have declined by 33

percent since 1980. In 1992, there were 5,410 pedestrian
fatalities, a drop of 7 percent from 1991. The 1991
number (5,797), in turn, represented an 11 percent drop
from 1990, the largest one-year decline since our records
became operational in 1975.

A large number and variety of programs and materials
have been developed and distributed to the states over
the past decade. Most of these products have been
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evaluated and found to be effective, either prior to or
immediately following distribution.

For example, several years ago NHTSA developed two

programs to provide pedestrian safety advice to children.
They included the Willy Whistle Series, "Stop and Look
with Willy Whistle," and "Walking With Your Eyes." Field
tests of these countermeasures found them to be 20-30
percent effective in reducing selected types of

pedestrian crash incidents. These program materials were
well -received by State Highway Safety Offices and widely
distributed to local school districts. Recently, these
programs were updated and re-distributed to the states.

The Model Ice Cream Truck Ordinance (MICTO) program
provides an example of a pedestrian program which was
developed and evaluated by the Agency and shown to be
effective before it was distributed to the states. It was

designed to eliminate crashes among children on their way
to and from vending vehicles. It's objective was to get
drivers to stop when encountering such a vehicle and then
to proceed slowly past the truck only when it was safe to
do so. The program, field tested in Detroit, was found
to be 77 percent effective in reducing ice cream vending
crashes .

More recently, NHTSA developed and distributed a

program for elderly pedestrians. This program is timely
because of the increased aging of the population. While
pedestrian crashes involve all age groups, additional
risk results from declining sensory and motor skill
abilities among the elderly. Reduced abilities include
slower reaction time, reduced night vision, and more
restricted peripheral vision. The "Walking Through the
Years" program is a video approach which presents typical
elderly crash situations. It is currently being
evaluated. However, because of its face validity, the
American Automobile Association (AAA) has already adopted
the program and is distributing it to member clubs.

TRAFFIC RECORD SYSTEMS

Senator Lautenberg. Provide the development and

funding status of the model accident records
demonstration in New Jersey.

Answer. Funding for Fiscal Year 199 3 amounts to

$1 million. The State has submitted the grant proposal
and it is currently being processed for award.

Senator Lautenberg. What actions have you taken to

improve the overall quality of State records systems?

Answer. NHTSA is involved in several initiatives
with the States. Our Critical Accident Data Reporting
Elements (CADRE) program is underway, with the 18 uniform
data elements identified in conjunction with the States,
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and other
traffic records national organizations. An assessment
has been completed on the level of State adoption of

CADRE. We are also initiating a grant implementation
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program whereby States will be given limited financial
assistance in developing plans for upgrading their
records systems. Grants can be awarded for a variety of
planning activities, including the adoption of CADRE.

Following the development of criteria through broad
State and national agency involvement, we are currently
assessing individual State traffic records systems.
These are conducted by a team of records experts who
study documentation on the organization and use of the
various data files in the system, and through an on-site
interview process with selected State and local records
managers and users. A detailed assessment report is

prepared for each State on findings, together with
recommendations for improvements. The assessments are
done in coordination with FHWA. So far, four assessments
have been completed, with at least four more scheduled
through the end of this calendar year.

NHTSA is expecting delivery soon on a new pen- type
rugged personal computer (PC) for use by police and
emergency medical agencies in preparing and reporting
accident and emergency care data. A limited number will
be made available to selected agencies for evaluation.

NHTSA is allocating $50 thousand in FY 1993 funds to
support the Highway Safety Information System
Demonstration project in North Carolina, and a $1 million
Model Accident Records Automation Demonstration Program
in New Jersey. Both project proposals are currently
being processed and should be awarded shortly. They will
demonstrate the latest technology in accident and
emergency medical data gathering and reporting, including
the use of PCs and Geographical Positioning System (GPS)
and Geographic Information System (GIS) technology.

Senator Lautenberg. In January 1992, you published a
Federal Register Notice identifying Critical Automated
Data Reporting Elements (CADRE) . What progress have you
made working with the States to get them to adopt these
elements? What programs do you have underway to support
these systems?

Answer. Over the past year an additional ten states
have begun the process of adopting CADRE elements on
revised accident reporting forms. Four of those states
are planning to adopt all 18 elements of CADRE. Thus,
approximately 20 states have adopted or are in the
process of modifying police accident report forms to
include some CADRE elements.

The National Safety Council and the National
Association of Governor's Highway Safety Representatives
have endorsed CADRE. Both organizations have maintained
the interest of the highway safety community by
publishing articles and sponsoring national meetings that

promoted CADRE.
An agency implementation plan has been developed that

includes a state-by-state assessment which will reflect
an accurate and current knowledge of the extent to which
states collect and automate CADRE data elements. The
assessment was completed in June 1993, and the report is
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being finalized. The report will provide information
about what technical assistance is need by the States to

implement the data elements.
The agency and FHWA are working together to provide

traffic records implementation grants which can be
utilized to plan improvements in State traffic records
systems, including the adoption of CADRE elements.

NATIONAL DRIVER REGISTER

Senator Lautenberg. Please bring us up to date on
the status of the NDR and the Problem Driver Pointer
System (PDPS) . What improvements or advances have
resulted from these activities during the last year? What
challenges remain? How much of the NDR and the PDPS can
or should be turned over to the States legally? Will
NHTSA seek the authority to turn some of the

responsibilities associated with the NDR over to the
states? Why or why not?

Answer, The NDR is successfully performing its
mission of assisting the states in locating information
about problem drivers. It also is implementing the PDPS.

Preparation of the central site for PDPS processing has
been completed and structural testing is currently
underway. The NDR Help Desk, which was commissioned
through a cooperative agreement to provide technical
assistance to the states in implementing PDPS, is now

fully staffed and has made technical assistance site
visits to nine states. A state procedures manual on PDPS
was distributed to all 50 states and the District of
Columbia. A training conference on PDPS implementation,
which was attended by all states, was held in February.

The challenge that remains is to get all 51

jurisdictions operational under PDPS by April 30, 1995.
None of the NDR can be turned over to the states legally,
as the NDR Act directs the Secretary of Transportation to
establish and maintain the NDR. Regarding what should be

operated by the states, NHTSA, in cooperation with the
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators
(AAMVA) , has completed a study directed by Congress on
the merits of reducing NHTSA' s involvement in the NDR.
The study concluded that two NDR functions. Data Center
Operation and External Support (operational assistance) ,

should be operated by the states through AAMVA. The
states would have closer control over the services they
receive from the computer processing vendors, would have
more flexibility in demanding the level of services they
need, and will be able to combine the NDR processing with
their Commercial Driver License processing for possible
cost savings through economies of scale. NHTSA plans to

seek authority to delegate the responsibility for

operating the Data Center and External Support functions
to AAMVA, with NHTSA retaining oversight responsibility,
as recommended in the report to Congress .
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Senator Lautenberg. Should responsibility for
operating the National Driver Register be transferred to
the states? If transferred, could the Register be
operated without federal funds?

Answer. NHTSA, in cooperation with the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) , has
completed a report to Congress on the merits of reducing
NHTSA' s involvement in the NDR in which these questions
were specifically addressed. The study concluded that
responsibility for two NDR functions -- Data Center
Operation and External Support (operational assistance) -

- should be turned over to the states. This would give
the states closer control over the provider of the
services they receive and more flexibility in securing a
different level of services should the need arise. It
also would enable the states to combine the NDR
processing with their CDLIS (Commercial Driver License
Information System) processing under one computer
timesharing vendor, which may reduce overall costs
through economies of scale. The remaining NDR functions
-- System and Applications Support, Internal Support, and
Administration and Management -- should remain with
NHTSA.

NDR services for non- federal users can be funded
through user fees. The report to Congress concluded that
the costs of operating the Data Center and External
Support functions should be borne by AAMVA, who, in turn,
would assess user fees to the states and other non-
federal users. The states would need a transition period
of up to three years to convert to paying NDR user fees.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE SAFETY

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA data show that in 69

percent of two-vehicle fatal crashes involving a large
truck and another type of vehicle, the police report that
it was likely the non-truck driver who was ticketed was
responsible for the accident, or was at error in the
accident. In view of the large role of the motoring
public in these traffic crashes, what are you doing to
work with FHWA on this area of concern? What specific
parts of your FY 1994 address this concern? What amount
is requested for this topic?

?\nswer. NHTSA and FHWA Regional Offices are working
closely together to ensure that i he State Enforcement
Plans (for motor carriers) and the Highway Safety Plans
(for the general motoring public) include actions to
foster safer interaction between trucks and passenger
vehicles. FHWA Regional Office personnel are also
planning to attend courses to learn more about Highway
Safety Program planning and administration, and their
NHTSA counterparts plan to do the same regarding the
Motor Carrier Safety Program.

In FY 1993, NHTSA entered into an Interagency
Agreement with FHWA which provided $150,000 to help FHWA
implement it's "Share the Road" (with trucks) public
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information campaign. FHWA's budget for this campaign is
$350,000 per year through FY 1997, NHTSA is monitoring
progress of this campaign and will modify its existing
agreement with FHWA, should additional funds be needed.

Senator Lautenberg. Please bring us up to date on
how NHTSA is helping FHWA improve commercial motor
vehicle safety. Please discuss in detail NHTSA' s role in

helping the MCSAP community address alcohol use, drug
problems, and other forms of impaired driving.

Answer. NHTSA, in cooperation with FHWA, completed
six demonstration projects to reduce commercial vehicle
crashes. The projects showed that when regular patrol
officers increase traffic enforcement and truck
inspections, crashes involving commercial motor vehicles
were reduced. The results of these demonstration
projects have been made available to FHWA for
distribution to the MCSAP community. Further, NHTSA has
provided these findings to law enforcement administrators
and association leaders. The agency is continuing to

provide technical assistance to FHWA on appropriate
traffic enforcement techniques.

NHTSA encourages MCSAP inspectors to be proficient in
standardized field sobriety testing and drug recognition
techniques so they can identify the impaired commercial
vehicle drivers. The agency will continue to provide
this training upon request.

In addition, the agency is conducting research that
will enhance enforcement of the impaired commercial
driver. NHTSA is currently developing a modification to
standardized field sobriety testing which can be used to
determine whether an individual is above or below blood
alcohol concentrations (BACs) of .08 and .04, the limit
established by FHWA for commercial drivers. The newly-
developed test battery will be validated in the field
with police officers. NHTSA research will also identify
and validate visual cues which police officers can use to
detect drivers at BACs below .10 (e.g., .08 and .04),
both on- the- road and after traffic stops, to establish
reasonable suspicion.

Senator Lautenberg. What types and amounts of
financial assistance and training did NHTSA give the
MCSAP community during FY 1992 and thus far during
FY 1993

Answer. In FY 1993, no NHTSA program funds were

given to the MCSAP community. During FY 1992, the agency
awarded approximately $9,000 to the California Highway
Patrol to complete a multi-year agreement, funding the

assignment of an enforcement officer to NHTSA. This
officer provided technical assistance and worked on the
demonstration projects to reduce commercial vehicle
crashes. These projects showed that when regular patrol
officers increase traffic enforcement and truck

inspections, crashes involving commercial motor vehicles
were reduced.
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NHTSA will continue to offer, when requested,
standardized field sobriety testing and drug recognition
techniques so MCSAP inspectors can better identify the
impaired commercial vehicle drivers.

The agency promotes increased commercial motor
vehicle safety and traffic enforcement are stressed in
our work with law enforcement officials and groups. This
issue has been incorporated into our overall traffic
enforcement efforts.

Senator Lautenberg. What training and assistance
will you provide during FY 1994?

Answer. For FY 1994, no specific NHTSA program funds
have been requested. However, we will continue our work
with law enforcement officials and groups to emphasize
increased commercial motor vehicle safety and traffic
enforcement as part of the agency's overall enforcement
program. NHTSA will also continue to offer, when
requested, standardized field sobriety testing and drug
recognition techniques so MCSAP inspectors can better
identify the impaired commercial vehicle drivers.

With the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) , NHTSA
will conduct the study proposed by the International
Association of Chiefs of Police to estimate the increased
workload on law enforcement and the highway safety impact
caused by the North American Free Trade Agreement.

GRADE CROSSING SAFETY

Senator Lautenberg. FRA is rapidly accelerating its
work on grade crossing safety. Is there any particular
activity in your budget that is designed to complement or
assist the FRA in their efforts? In terms of working
with the law enforcement community, does NHTSA plan to

spend any money during FY 1994 to address the grade
crossing problem?

Answer. The FY 1994 budget request has no specific
proposal for grade crossing safety. NHTSA supports
Operation Lifesaver activities. NHTSA promotes grade
crossing safety and encourages enforcement activities in
our work with national law enforcement groups such as the
National Sheriffs' Association and the International
Association of Chiefs of Police. We have also assisted
Federal railroad Administration (FRA) officials in

contacting and establishing working relationships with
law enforcement leaders. The agency has for the last few

years promoted the Operation Lifesaver "Grade Crossing
Collision Investigation" training program.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO STATES

Senator Lautenberg. I have heard that some States
usually find out about the availability of 403 funds and
others don't. Does NHTSA routinely send each of the
States a written announcement about the availability of
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these funds for projects of specific concern to the
States? If not, why not?

Answer. As a rule, information about the
availability of Section 403 funds for demonstration
projects and for research projects is provided to all
States, although the means of notification is generally
different for these two categories of activities.

For demonstration projects, all States are notified
by a letter directly to each State's highway safety
office. There are some exceptions. For example, with
demonstrations that can only be conducted in certain
States, such as in States with belt use laws, only the
States with such laws would be notified. Occasionally a
non- competitive award is made to a State because it has a
unique program, statutory or other condition for
conducting a specific demonstration. However, in keeping
with the purpose of the Section 403 authorization, these
demonstrations are designed to have potential application
to other States. They are not directed at single-State
issues.

For research projects, notification is made to all
potentially interested and qualified bidders, including
States, universities, research groups and others. In our
experience, very few applications have been received from
States for research projects.

Senator Lautenberg: What research reports have been
published by TSP's Office of Program Development an
Evaluation during the last year? Please list the DOT
publication numbers with each bibliographic citation and
indicated whether you have entered these reports into the
National Technical Information Service.

Answer. Published Reports sent to the National
Technical Information Service:

"Assessment of Impoundment and Forfeiture Laws
for Drivers Convicted of DWI Phase I Report:
Review of State Laws and their Application,

" June
1992, DOT-HS-807-870.
"Driving Under the Influence: A report to
Congress on Alcohol Limits," October 1992, DOT-
HS-807-879.
"Alcohol Ignition Interlock Service Support,"
December 1992, DOT-HS-807-923 .

Addressing the Safety Issues Related to Younger
and Older Drivers: A Report to Congress January
19, 1993 on the Research Agenda of the NHTSA,
January 1993, DOT HS-807-957.
The Detection of DWI Motorcyclists, March 1993,
DOT-HS-807-839.

Published "Traffic Techs" (NHTSA' s Technology
Transfer Series which describes in-house research and
are distributed to the Traffic Safety Community) :

Appealing to Part-Time Belt Users, #25, August
1992.
Laboratory Testing of a Saliva-Alcohol Test
Device by Enzymatics, Inc., #33, November 1992.
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New Developments in Breath Alcohol Ignition
Interlock Devices, #37, January 1993.
Applying Geodemographic Market Research To
Traffic Safety, #39, February 1993.

Published in the Federal Register:
The Model Specifications for Breath Alcohol
Ignition Interlock Devices, April 7 1992.

INTELLIGENT VEHICLE -HIGHWAY SYSTEMS (IVHS)

Senator Lautenberg. Why are funds requested for some
of NHTSA's IVHS program contained in the GOE account of
FHWA? What difficulties, if any, does this create for
NHTSA program managers?

Answer. The NHTSA projects that will be supported
by these funds represent projects of mutual interest to
the two agencies. FHWA included the request to ensure
that NHTSA vehicle and system safety projects critical to
the success of FHWA operational tests and the automated
highway initiative are adequately supported. FHWA
transfers these funds to NHTSA via an interagency
agreement at the beginning of the fiscal year so that
NHTSA program managers can apply these funds to initiate
and/or continue agency programs to ensure the system
safety of IVHS initiatives.

Senator Lautenberg. Why isn't the $3 million
requested for an operational test of an IVHS
countermeasure included under FHWA' s operational .test

request?

Answer. This operational test will address
provision of timely emergency medical service (EMS) to
victims of motor vehicle collisions. NHTSA has
traditionally had responsibility for EMS within the

Department, therefore, the funding for this operational
test was included in the NHTSA portion of the FHWA budget
rather than the FHWA operational test request. The
specific aspect that will be demonstrated in this
operational test, timely notification of a medical
service dispatcher that an injurious collision has
occurred and the precise location of the crash, involves
communications and other highway infrastructure
facilities which are important to FHWA programs.

Senator Lautenberg. What are the expected total
Federal costs for the proposed emergency medical system
(EMS) operational test? Does NHTSA intend to require at
least a 20 percent cost share as required for other
operational tests under the IVHS Act of 1991? If not,
why not?

Answer. The total Federal cost of this operational
test will depend on such considerations as the number of
vehicles in the test fleet, the cost to install the
necessary equipment in each vehicle, and the cost to
gather and evaluate performance data. We estimate the
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Government will spend approximately $5 million in support
of this operational test. NHTSA intends to require at
least a 20 percent cost share by non- Federal partners.

Senator Lautenberg. What specific contracts is
NHTSA likely to fund under the $2.5 million requested for
safety evaluations regarding operational tests? What is
the basis for this estimate? How do you know how many
operational tests will need evaluation? Please list the
operational tests that will be evaluated during FY 1994.
Why shouldn't the private sector pay some of these
evaluations costs?

Answer. It is anticipated that these funds will be
used to provide evaluation of the impact on safety of
four systems. Two projects will evaluate the performance
of route guidance and navigation systems. These are the
ADVANCE project in Chicago and the FAST-TRAC project in
Oakland County, Michigan. One project will evaluate the
performance of the Washington State TRAVELAID system
which provides in-vehicle warning of hazardous highway
conditions. The fourth project will study the in-service
performance of a driver assistance system that Greyhound
Lines Inc., is installing in its buses. The estimated
cost of these projects is based on experience with other
projects, such as the TravTek project in Orlando,
Florida, and estimates which have been developed by the
project teams. These four projects are the only ones
that are far enough along to be able to adequately assess
the need for an evaluation of the impact on safety. As
noted above, it is anticipated that during FY 1994
evaluations of ADVANCE, FAST-TRAC, TRAVELAID, and the in-
service Greyhound system will occur. The private sector
will be involved in all of these projects and, under the
terms of each partnership, will provide support for the
evaluations .

Senator Lautenberg. Why hasn't the Department
issued the solicitation to establish the Federal/private
sector partnership necessary for the AHS?

Answer. The Department has initiated several steps
toward implementation of the AHS demonstration by 1997.
Among these are the award of a contract to provide human
factors support and publication of a broad agency
announcement for precursor systems analyses by the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) , the agency within
the Department with lead responsibility for implementing
the AHS demonstration. NHTSA has worked closely with
FHWA in these efforts. The schedule for solicitation of

proposals to develop a prototype AHS has been delayed by
the change in administration and the need for top-level
departmental review and approval .

Senator Lautenberg. What did NHTSA learn about the

safety of in-vehicle navigational systems as a result of
its involvement in the Travtek Project?
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Answer. The data collection phase of the project
was completed at the end of March 1993. Preliminary-
analysis of driver reactions suggests that they believe
the system helped them drive more safely. More insight
into the impact on safety is expected as analysis of data
from the vehicle log, data from controlled tests, and
data on driver demographics is completed. The TravTek
analysis contract extends to March 1994, however,
evaluation reports and results should be available in
late 1993.

Senator Lautenberg. Please describe the protocol
that was developed to evaluate the safety of operational
tests .

Answer. The evaluation of the impact on safety of
each system is framed around three common questions: Do
drivers drive more, or less, safely with the system than
without it, in ways related to the system? Do vehicles
equipped with the system have fewer, or more, collisions
than vehicles without the system? And if all vehicles in
the fleet were equipped with the system, would there be a
decrease, or increase, in the total number of collisions
and collision-related injuries? Answers to these
questions are obtained by gathering data on driver
actions during normal driving, gathering data on
collisions that occur, performing controlled tests in
which specialized data are collected, and analyzing the
data using advanced statistical methods and computer
models .

Senator Lautenberg. What entities will serve as the
repository for all of the safety- related information
obtained as a result of each of the IVHS demonstration
projects? How will this information be collected and
disseminated to the scientific and engineering community?

Answer. At the present time, none of the
operational tests have been completely analyzed nor
actions taken to make the data publicly available. The
Federal Highway Administration is currently looking at
this question and developing alternative approaches for
both storing the data and making it available. However,
at this time decisions have not been made on the entities
that will serve as repositories. In most cases, data
relative to the safety evaluations will not be separated
from data used for other elements of evaluation. The
data from each demonstration will be analyzed by- the
participants in each test, as well as by the Department.
The results of these analyses will be made available
through sources such as papers in technical journals,
presentations at technical conferences, and publicly
available reports from government contractors. TUDStracts
and summary material for these sources should be
available in literature search files such as the IVHS
America Clearing House.
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Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a detailed
breakdown of the IVHS- related contracts funded with
monies appropriated in FY 1992 and FY 1993 to NHTSA,
including funds transferred from the FHWA GOE account.

Answer. A detailed breakdown of activities during
FY 1992 and 1993 is shown in the table that follows (with
dollars in thousands) . For awarded contracts and
interagency agreements, the contractor is identified and
the FY 1992 and/or FY 1993 funding is shown. For
projects where contract award is expected in FY 1993
either the budgeted FY 1993 funding is shown (where
contract negotiations are nearly complete) or an asterisk
appears (where funding amounts are still procurement
sensitive) . Because all anticipated contract awards
could not be made by the end of FY 1992, $2,950,000 of
budgeted funds were carried over to FY 1993. In addition
to contractor support, in- house DOT and NHTSA
organizations provide significant support to the agency's
IVHS program. The Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center is providing support in the areas of technology
assessment, analysis of crash causal factors, and safety
evaluations. The Vehicle Research and Test Center is

providing support in the areas of full-scale testing,
evaluation of IVHS hardware, and computer modeling.

68-625 0-94-17
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Senator Lautenberg. How many and what types of

cooperative agreements have NHTSA already signed with the
U.S. automobile industry or other private sector
organizations to work on the safety aspects of IVHS? Why
are you moving so slowly in establishing such cooperative
Federal/private sector partnerships to advance the safety
aspects of IVHS? Have you publicly announced your
intention in the Federal Register to sign such
cooperative agreements?

Answer. At the present time, NHTSA has not signed
any agreements with the private sector to work on the

safety aspects of IVHS. However, the agency published in
the Federal Register on May 11, 1993, a solicitation
which invited industry participation in seeking ways to
foster development and early deployment of collision
avoidance systems. The closing date for receipt of

proposals was June 25, 1993. We are in the process of

evaluating the proposals and expect that one or more will
have sufficient technical merit to serve as the basis for

negotiating an agreement. We believe that it would have
been premature to enter into such agreements earlier
since only recently has the private sector research and

development with regard to collision avoidance and
advanced vehicle control systems reached a point where

joint work would be productive. Prior to this time, the

industry interest has been on advanced traffic management
and advanced traveller information systems and IVHS

applications for enhancing the productivity and
efficiency of commercial vehicles. NHTSA has been a

partner with the Federal Highway Administration in the

public -private partnerships carrying out the operational
tests of these systems.

NATIONAL ADVANCED DRIVING SIMULATOR (NADS)

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA is hoping that Iowa's
Real-Time Recursive Dynamics software will successfully
work in the NADS. What happens if the Project Management
Team decides that this software should not be used in the
NADS? Would the University of Iowa still get a $2
million credit for their contribution of this software to
the project if the software proves to be unusable?

Answer. NHTSA fully expects that Iowa's Real-Time
Recursive Dynamics Software will work successfully on the
NADS. A version of this software is currently in routine
use on the Iowa Driving Simulator. The NADS version will

undergo thorough testing and validation at NHTSA' s

Vehicle Research and Test Center in Ohio.
The cooperative agreement between NHTSA and the

University of Iowa requires Iowa to correct at no cost to

the government, any significant error in the software
that is identified in the validation conducted by VRTC.

Senator Lautenberg. Provide NHTSA' s funding
obligations for the NADS simulator program in FY 1992-
FY 1993, and what is your request for FY 1994?
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Answer. In FY 1992, NHTSA obligated $416,654 to the
NADS project. In FY 1993, we plan to obligate $4,479,758
in accordance with the optimal schedule. In FY 1994,
NHTSA is requesting an additional $2 million.

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA plans to experimentally
validate the Iowa Real-Time Recursive Dynamics software.
How much will this cost? How are these costs reflected
in your FY 1994 budget?

Answer. The experimental validation of the Iowa
Real-Time Recursive Dynamics Software will be conducted
in-house at NHTSA' s Vehicle Research and Test Center in
Ohio. The salaries and expenses portion of the NHTSA
budget support the government employees conducting this
work. We do not anticipate that any additional costs
will be required for this effort.

Senator Lautenberg. How is the University of Iowa
coordinating its actions with NHTSA to secure the balance
of cost sharing contributions required from non-DOT
sources to support the NADS?

Answer. This coordination is being carried out

through frequent telephone and written communications and
as part of the periodic meetings of the NADS management
team, the most recent of which took place at the

University of Iowa on June 10, 1993.

Senator Lautenberg. Costs incurred by Iowa in

obtaining non- Federal cost shared funds are to be
reimbursed by NHTSA. How much do you expect such costs
to be?

Answer. NHTSA has budgeted $3 3,930 in cooperative
Project Order No. 1 to cover the University of Iowa's

expenses in raising the non-DOT cost sharing for the
NADS. We do not expect that the costs will exceed this
amount .

Senator Lautenberg. The cooperative agreement
signed between NHTSA and the University of Iowa sets
forth the following milestone: Iowa provides by July 1,

1996 completed NADS building design to NHTSA for review
by NHTSA and NADS systems development contractor. In
view of this milestone, why are you requesting any funds
for FY 1994 for the NADS?

Answer. The requested funds for FY 1994 support
the purchase and/or design and fabrication of the major
NADS subsystems; i.e., the motion system, computer-
generated image and audio systems, and the simulation
computers and software. The lead time to design and
construct the NADS facility building is much less than
that required for the development of the NADS software
and hardware. If the building construction was begun any
sooner, the building would sit idle until the NADS

development caught up.
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Senator Lautenberg. If the entire complement of
non- Federal funds other than the University's
contribution have not been obtained, why should we
appropriate additional funds for NADS during FY 1994?

Answer. The University of Iowa and NHTSA will
continue their efforts to secure the balance of the cost
sharing funds during the Phase I design competition.
These efforts would be seriously hampered if the
government demonstrates a lack of commitment to the
project by disrupting funding in FY 1994.

Senator Lautenberg. During FY 1994, under what
conditions is NHTSA likely to need the $2 million
requested for the NADS? What tasks have to be completed
on time, which subsystems or technologies need to be
tested, and what software needs to prove workable?

Answer. The $2 million requested for FY 1994 is

necessary to demonstrate to potential contributors that
the government is committed to the project. Funding
disruptions create the perception of a lack of such
commitment and would undermine efforts by the University
of Iowa, in cooperation with NHTSA, to secure the
required $5.75 million in cost sharing because potential
contributors would question the viability of the project.

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA officials have stated
that there may be opportunities to reduce the actual
costs of the NADS below the current estimate of
$32 million. What opportunities for cost savings do you
envision?

Answer. Under the terms of the Cooperative
Agreement the University of Iowa will provide, at no
cost, certain additional software systems for test and
evaluation by NHTSA' s design contractors. These software
packages involve control of overall simulator operation,
the driving scene image generation, and the traffic
within the driving scene. If the Phase I design
contractors decide that there is a cost, risk, or
schedule benefit to using the additional Iowa software in
the NADS, there could be cost savings to the project.
Other opportunities for cost reduction are the computer
and image generation hardware, both of which have been
declining in price over the past several years.

Senator Lautenberg. Describe the status of the

cooperative agreement between NHTSA and the University of

Iowa; the design competition studies; and the schedule
for completing the simulator.

Answer. The Cooperative Agreement was executed on
March 19, 1993. Work to be performed by the University
of Iowa under the terms of this agreement is proceeding
on schedule. The Request for Proposals for the NADS
Phase I design competition was released on July 14, 1993.
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Proposals are due to NHTSA on August 27, 1993. NHTSA's
projection for the completion of the NADS is early 1998.

Senator Lautenberg. The Associate Administrator for
Research and Development has previously stated that NHTSA
is confident, "that before we proceed to construction [of
the NADS] , we will have firm commitments of financial
support to the simulator." What progress has NHTSA or
the University of Iowa made in obtaining such
commitments? Please provide a specific list of companies
that have legally binding commitments to contribute to
the NADS or that have already contributed financially to
the NADS.

Answer. Now that the Cooperative Agreement is in
place, NHTSA and the University of Iowa are actively
proceeding with their contacts and discussions with high
level executives at Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, other
potential private sector contributors, and Federal
agencies concerning NADS cost sharing. Although no
commitments of financial support been made yet, NHTSA is
confident that such commitments can be obtained during
the coming year. The Agreement contains a provision that
the University will seek: private sector participation.

Senator Lautenberg. During last year, has the
Secretary or the Acting NHTSA Administrator or any NHTSA
employee approached the automotive industry for
contributions to the NADS? Please provide detailed
information on when and how these individuals approached
the industry for NADS contributions. Please provide all
copies of correspondence to and from the Secretary and
any or all other DOT employees regarding contributions to
the NADS.

Answer. During this past year, informal discussions
have been held between NHTSA's Associate Administrator
for Research and Development and senior level executives
from Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors with the goal of
securing cost -sharing support for the NADS. These
contacts were in the form of detailed technical briefings
to executives at the firm's corporate headquarters in
Detroit, followed by individual discussions. Although no
commitments have been made to date, this dialogue is

continuing.

Senator Lautenberg. What non-U. S. manufacturers
have expressed interest in contributing to the NADS? How
have they articulated this interest?

Answer. In response to a request from the Japanese
Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) , NHTSA
provided a briefing on the NADS project to JAMA member
companies. Since that meeting, NHTSA has been contacted
by the American subsidiary of a major Japanese auto
manufacturer concerning the NADS development program.
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PASSENGER VEHICLE SAFETY RESEARCH

Senator Lautenberg. I understand that NHTSA expects
that 10,000 people per year will be killed in frontal
crashes even when all cars have air bags. How long will
your current research in this area take to complete
before you will proceed with rulemaking? How could this
schedule be accelerated? When will NHTSA reach a
decision to initiate rulemaking regarding improved
frontal crash protection?

TUiswer. The objective of the research program is to
address the fatalities and injuries that will continue to
occur after full implementation of air bags in accordance
with FMVSS No. 208. The upgrade of FMVSS No. 208 may
include new and/or modified injury criteria and test
devices, and supplementary test procedures for the
evaluation of occupant injury in more severe crashes.
The current research activities are scheduled for
completion in mid- 1995. A decision regarding rulemaking
is planned during the fall of 1994.

The key to the research program is understanding how
the fatalities and injuries will occur in air bag
equipped vehicles. Limitations in the number of air bag
accident investigations which have been available through
the National Accident Sampling System (NASS) have
precluded a full quantitative description of the serious
injury and fatality problems which will remain even after
full implementation of air bags in all cars, light
trucks, vans, multipurpose passenger vehicles and small
buses. While additional air bag accident data is being
gathered in NASS and analyzed, a parallel effort
involving a full range of more severe frontal crash tests
than that currently required is underway.

Until a better understanding of the injury mechanisms
is achieved, however, little can be done to accelerate
the research schedule. An increase in the number of NASS
cases each year could allow us to get earlier estimates
of the effect of new safety equipment and/or regulations
so that further improvements can be quantified. This
would provide a firm basis for the follow- on vehicle
research needed to develop improved vehicle
crashworthiness for the future.

Senator Lautenberg. Can anything be done in the
interim, while we are waiting for research results?

Answer. The key to improving frontal crash
protection is understanding how fatalities and injuries
occur in air bag equipped vehicles. To date, studies
have been performed using the accident data which
contains only a limited number of air bag restrained
occupants. While these studies are valuable, we have
been unable to clearly identify and quantify the injury
mechanisms in air bag equipped vehicles. However, in the

interim, it is possible that introducing different

occupant sizes into the current test procedures of FMVSS
No. 208 may achieve additional safety benefit. Toward
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this possibility, we are conducting tests with the Hybrid
III 5th percentile female and 95th percentile male
dummies .

HEAVY TRUCK SAFETY RESEARCH

Senator Lautenberg. What progress did your agency
make last year in evaluating the safety of longer
combinations vehicles (LCVs) ?

Answer. NHTSA funded no projects in the last year
addressing the safety of larger combination vehicles
(LCVs) . However, the agency is working cooperatively
with the FHWA to design and conduct the operational tests
required by Section 4007(d) of the 1991 ISTEA to
determine if the Department's Commercial Motor Vehicle
Safety Standards need to be modified.

Senator Lautenberg. From the description of the
FY 1994 request, it appears that none of the $1,097
million requested for research on heavy vehicles will be
used for brake studies. Is this correct? If so, what
other aspects of brake research remain to be addressed?

Answer. The Agency anticipates expending a portion
of its Heavy Vehicle Research program funding in FY 1994
performing tests at its Vehicle Research and Test Center
to address questions that will likely arise as a result
of the agency's rulemaking actions reinstating stopping
distance requirements, and establishing braking stability
and control requirements for heavy vehicles. In
addition, the agency plans to work cooperatively with
industry to initiate a series of exploratory tests and
evaluations of advanced technology electronically-
actuated heavy vehicle braking systems to determine the
performance characteristics of these developing systems.
Also, as part of the agency's ongoing cooperative effort
with FHWA and industry to evaluate LCVs, the practicality
of installing ABS on double and triple trailer
combinations will be evaluated.

Senator Lautenberg. The Committee notes that in
1991 approximately ten percent of the fatalities resulted
from crashes involving heavy trucks. How is the NHTSA
heavy vehicle research program addressing this problem
area?

Answer. NHTSA' s heavy truck- related research and
regulatory programs are directed towards improving the
crash avoidance and crashworthiness safety performance of
these type vehicles. Topics covered in the Agency's
heavy truck research program include: heavy vehicle brake
system performance; truck tire traction performance;
rollover propensities of tractors and trailers; rearward
amplification tendencies of multiple articulated heavy
trucks; truck occupant crash protection, and; determining
the feasibility of designing truck front end structures
to be less hostile to other, smaller motor vehicles that
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are involved in collisions with heavy trucks. In
addition, several of the Agency's IVHS programs have
direct effects on heavy truck safety issues and concerns.
For example, a project is underway to develop a means of

detecting reduced driver performance symptomatic of

drowsiness/fatigue. Such a system will likely have its
first application in heavy vehicles. Also, work is

underway to develop means of assessing the workload
associated with attending to multiple numbers of

supplemental in-vehicle displays and driving aids. This
protocol will likely have its first use in heavy vehicle
applications. Finally, work is underway, in response to
Section 6057 of the ISTEA 1991 to evaluate existing
electronic sideward and rearward- looking near object
detection systems (NODS) installed on heavy trucks. Here
too, the application of these technologies is likely to
be on heavy trucks first, because the need is greatest on
those vehicles.

Senator Lautenberg. The Committee understands that
FHWA has requested that NHTSA take the lead in carrying
out the studies required by Section 4007(d) of ISTEA 1991

dealing with Longer Combination Vehicles. Describe the
status and approach NHTSA is utilizing.

Answer. Section 4007(d) of the 1991 ISTEA calls for
LCV operational tests to determine if the Department's
commercial motor vehicle safety standards need to be
modified. The report to Congress is due December 18,
1994. NHTSA is working cooperatively with the FHWA to

design and conduct these tests. Planning and equipment
acquisition and installation efforts are currently
underway to conduct two separate studies. Actual testing
will begin this fall. The first study will be a

controlled comparison test. A sample group of qualified
drivers will drive triples, equipped with various
coupling devices including standard A-dollies, as well as

stability-enhancing C-dollies, and a standard single
semitrailer combination-unit truck, to determine if they
experience more stress/fatigue when driving the triples
combinations compared to the single trailer combination
based on both subjective and objective measures. Each
driver will drive each vehicle for the maximum time
allowed by the hours of service regulations (10 hours) .

The second study will be an in-service field evaluation
of the reliability and practicality of retrofitting
antilock braking systems and double drawbar dollies onto

Rocky Mountain doubles and triples combinations. This

study will be conducted cooperatively with a group of

fleets based in Portland, Oregon, and Boise, Idaho, which

currently operate these type vehicles. They have agreed
to operate these specially equipped vehicles (consisting
of 17 tractors, 28 converter dollies, and 88

semitrailers) for 15 months. Maintenance records, driver
and mechanic comments, and data from special on- board
data recorders will be used to evaluate the performance
and practicality of these two hardware systems.
Questions relative to on-board computers and rear
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underride protective devices have previously been
studied. That information will be used in this context.
No further research on these topics is planned in these
current tests.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATISTICS & ANALYSIS (NCSA)

Senator Lautenberg. The Crashworthiness Data System
is collected from detailed investigations of

approximately 5,000 representative crashes annually that
involve passenger vehicles. From a statistical
perspective, how does NHTSA know that this is the minimum
number of data sets necessary?

Answer. The number of cases investigated in the NASS
Crashworthiness Data System (CDS) for any calendar year
is the maximum possible, given the amount of resources
available for hiring investigators and the turnover in

investigator staff experienced during the data collection
year. The estimates produced from the CDS data are
statistically generated, and their reliability varies
considerably. The approximate 5,000 cases investigated
each year, however, provide a marginally acceptable
number of cases for reasonably reliable estimates of many
of the crash characteristics of interest. A reduction to
4,000, for example, in the number of CDS cases
investigated would significantly decrease the reliability
of the estimates, causing many to become statistically
unreliable .

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA is requesting a
substantial increase in the funding for the NASS. Please
provide further justification on why the additional funds
are requested.

Answer. NASS field contracts are currently in the
final stages of negotiation with awards scheduled for
late FY 1993. About 60 percent of the requested increase
for FY 1994 relates to the costs for closing out the
completed contracts and implementing the negotiated costs
for the new contracts. The new contracts will
restructure the NASS field operations and are expected to

improve field productivity and reduce the agency's
contract management effort. The competitive procurement
process makes major staff turnover inevitable,
particularly when the basic contract structure is

changed. Because 2 contracts will replace the current 26

contracts, NASS researcher turnover will be significant,
thus imposing extra requirements for training new
researchers to investigate vehicle crashes, identify
crash and injury causation, and relate this information
to human behavior and vehicle design. Therefore, several
additional training cycles are being planned for FY 1994.

Any delay in hiring and training replacement researchers
could result in a significant loss of NASS data and delay
several major agency programs. Increasing the number of
NASS investigations, particularly those involving air bag
equipped vehicles, is one of the most attainable and
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cost-effective means for speeding up the agency's
research and regulatory program to improve frontal and
side impact protection.

The NASS costs are very sensitive to market forces on
the labor pool, including labor availability and wage
inflation. Under the new contract structure, NASS staff
will number over 110 full-time and 34 part-time employees
for which competitive salary levels are necessary to
retain these highly trained and experienced researchers.
The requested 4 percent increase for direct and indirect
labor costs for these contracts is modest. While it is
true that some cost efficiencies are expected with the
consolidation of NASS field contracts, these savings will
not be realized until after FY 1994 when the restructured
system is fully operational.

The remaining 40 percent of the requested increase
for FY 1994 will update, expand, and provide system-wide
training for the collection and coding of data on

precrash avoidance maneuvers . There are no other
detailed data sources for precrash events that are now
being demanded for the Intelligent Vehicle- Highway System
Program and other sophisticated crash avoidance programs.

Senator Lautenberg. What would be the consequence of

appropriating less than the amount you have requested for
the NASS system in FY 1994?

Answer. The exact effect of any reduction in the

requested appropriation is difficult to estimate because
of the uncertainty of the costs of the new contracts
which are currently scheduled for award in late FY 1993.

Obviously such an action would require an evaluation of
alternatives depending on the magnitude of the reduction.
The NASS General Estimate System (GES) which is used by
the agency to provide broad measures of highway safety
status and trends would probably be continued but at some
reduced level of police accident report data collection.
The NASS Crashworthiness Data System (CDS) , already
operating at a marginally acceptable size for obtaining
serious injury cases and for maintaining reasonable
sampling errors, would be re -evaluated as to the number
of field data researchers to maintain to conduct vehicle
crash investigations. Any reduction in field data
researchers will further decrease the desirable size for

obtaining serious injury cases for NHTSA analysis.
NASS CDS data are essential for agency actions in

crashworthiness rulemaking, consumer information on

occupant protection, and the development and evaluation
of countermeasures to reduce occupant injury. The
collection of a higher number of NASS CDS cases,
particularly those involving air bag crash
investigations, is essential to speeding up the agency's
research and regulatory program to improve frontal and
side impact protection. There are no alternatives to
NASS CDS for understanding the vehicle -occupant
interaction in real -world crashes or for assessing
specific trauma information. The CDS is also collecting
increased data on precrash events for the Intelligent
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Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) Program. CDS is the only
reliable source for such precrash data as "critical
precrash event", "attempted avoidance maneuver", and
"stability after avoidance maneuver."

Senator Lautenberg. What progress have you made in

your attempt to automate the collection of some of the
data used in the NASS or to use a variety of new
technologies to make the NASS more useful and efficient?
How much do you plan to spend on this modernization
effort during FY 1993 and FY 1994?

Answer. The agency is continuously monitoring
technological developments that would appear to have
application to the field work of the NASS CDS
researchers, including documentation of the crash scene
and measurements of damage to vehicles involved in the
crash. We have funded Small Business Innovative Research
(SBIR) contracts on technologies such as artificial
intelligence and radar- like measurements of vehicle
damage. New "still" video cameras are now being
commercially developed that have the potential of

reducing the cost of film to document crash scenes,
vehicle damage, and occupant contact points. Image
scanning equipment is becoming cost efficient and
practical for use in automating non- coded data forms. We
are evaluating the use of these new technologies to
decrease case storage costs while increasing the
efficiency of case analysis. As such technology is

proven and is judged to be cost effective, it will be
implemented in NASS. Another potential improvement is
the linkage of selected automated hospital trauma data
files and coroner data files with crash data files to
expand the available data bases. In FY 1994, the
agency's State Data Program has requested $125,000 to

explore the extent to which medical information is
automated and available for use in the 17 states of NASS
CDS along with the legal and privacy limitations
associated with these data. While this activity will

provide an invaluable additional data source, it will not

replace the CDS data because it will not relate occupant
injury to cause. This can only be done through on- scene
crash investigations and inspection of the vehicle to

identify specific passenger kinematics and vehicle
contact sources.

The FY 1993 NASS appropriations and the FY 1994 NASS
request do not include funds for evaluating new
technologies. Given the size and complexity of the NASS
program, extensive planning is required to evaluate and
implement new technological approaches to NASS data
collection. These evaluations will be conducted by NASS
and other NHTSA staff as in-house activities in FY 1994.
Future budget requests may include funds for equipment
for use in pilot testing these new technologies.

Senator Lautenberg. The number of traffic fatalities
has decreased substantially during the last few years.
Since there are substantially less data to enter, why has
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the amount of funds requested for PARS increased
substantially?

Answer. Traffic fatalities reached 41,508 in 1991
and 39,325 in 1992. Although total fatalities have
decreased, the order of magnitude of the number of
fatalities nationwide remains significant. At 5-year
intervals, costs to support the PARS program are
reevaluated and renegotiated with the states through the
Pederal procurement process. Minor adjustments to a
state's costs also can be made annually to account for
staffing or other changes. Por each fatal crash, over
100 characteristics of drivers, vehicles, occupants, and
the roadway environment are collected. In addition, new
data elements relating to drug involvement. Commercial
Driver Licenses, heavy truck configurations, and precrash
maneuvers have been added recently to assess their impact
on fatal crashes and to support major programs such as
the Intelligent Vehicle Highway System Program. Adding
these complex variables and coding existing elements
impact total program costs for state support, quality
control, data processing, and training for 125 state
analysts.

In FY 1992 and PY 1993, PARS operations were level
funded at $3,933 million. A projected budget for each
year in the current 5-year period which began in PY 1992
was negotiated by the agency with each of the 50 states,
Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia. The projected
increases for PY 1994 are based upon the final budgets
agreed to by the agency during these negotiations to
cover direct labor rates, salaries, administrative costs,
and data acquisition costs which vary in each state.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a breakdown of
the number of fatalities per State versus the size of

payment each State received to submit PARS data to NHTSA
for PY 1992.

Answer. The requested information follows (costs
are in dollars) . Individual state costs vary and are
affected by geographic and economic factors, direct and
indirect labor, overhead costs, salaries, administrative
costs and the difficulty in collecting the required data.

STATE
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ILLINOIS
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police as nonincapacitating or complaint of injury, there
was an 11% increase from 1991 to 1992. The increase in
safety belt use nationwide to 62 percent, and a reduction
in the rate of alcohol involvement in fatal crashes are
believed to be significant contributors to the decline.
In 1992 there were 17,699 fatalities in alcohol -related
crashes which is the lowest number of alcohol -related
fatalities in many years. NHTSA estimates that 5,226
lives were saved in 1992 by the use of safety belts.
NHTSA estimates that 13,150 lives have been saved since
1975 due to the States' passage of minimum drinking age
legislation. Much remains to be done, however, as the
economic cost alone of motor vehicle crashes in 1990 was
more than $137 billion.

SECTION 402 HIGHWAY SAFETY GRANTS

Senator Lautenberg. Describe the status of NHTSA' s

rulemaking process to determine whether speed and school
bus safety become National Priorities in the Section 402
Program.

Answer. The Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) required that the Section
402 grant program have national guidelines on program
content for speed, occupant protection, impaired driving,
motorcycle safety, pupil transportation, and police
traffic services. In addition, ISTEA required that all 6

of these program areas be designated as National
Priorities, or the Secretary must report to Congress on
any program not designated; ISTEA did not specify
deadlines .

Since speed and pupil transportation are not among
the current National Priority Program Areas, a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) will be used to solicit public
input as to whether these two areas should be added to
the priority list. NHTSA and FHWA plan to issue this
NPRM in August.

Senator Lautenberg. Why is it necessary to increase
the amount requested for grant administration of the
Section 402 program by $115,000? How was this amount
determined?

Answer. This is a 2.2 percent increase in FY 1994
for Section 402 grant administration. This represents
modest cost increases including partial funding for the
January 1, 1993, pay raise of 3.7 percent. Although the
agency had to increase salaries and benefits pursuant to
that pay raise, the Congress did not increase FY 1993
funding for Section 402 grant administration from the

Highway Traffic Safety Grants account. Consequently, it
was necessary to use Operations and Research funds to pay
for this pay raise for the grant administration staff
during FY 1993. The budget request for FY 1994, however,
would provide an increase from the Highway Traffic Safety
Grants account to help pay for this necessary cost.
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Senator Lautenberg. Please break down the projected
uses of the grant administration funds for the Section
402 program requested for FY 1994.

Answer. The following is a break down of the grant
administration request for FY 1994:

Salaries and Benefits $4,643,000
Travel 250,000
Operating Expenses 375. OOP
Total, Sec. 402 Grant Administration 5,268,000

Senator Lautenberg. Has NHTSA ever transferred funds
from another program area or account to make up for a
decrease in funding when Congress reduced funds for
grants administration of the Section 402 program?

Answer. No funds have been transferred from other
accounts to cover a decrease in grant administration.
Because the Section 402 grant administration funds are
transferred to the Operations and Research account, any
shortfall in the funds transferred is covered by other
funds appropriated directly to the Operations and
Research account. The costs of administering Section 402
grants within the Operations and Research account,
including the amounts transferred from the grants
account, are shown as part of the Highway Safety Program.

Senator Lautenberg. In FY 1992 and FY 1993, Congress
reduced your request for administrative costs associated
with your Section 402 program by roughly $200,000.
Please provide an exhaustive accounting of the $200,000
in Section 402 administrative activities that did not
take place within NHTSA in FY 1992 and, separately, in
FY 1993. Were any activities that were funded with these
set-aside funds in FY 1991 or earlier executed in FY 1992
or FY 1993 using other funds appropriated to NHTSA? If

so, what activities, and what was the source of these
funds?

Answer. When the Congress reduces Section 402 grant
administration funding from the Highway Traffic Safety
Grants account, without reducing the staffing for this
program, NHTSA pays an increased share of the salaries
and benefits and administrative costs for this staff from
the Operations and Research account. Thus, NHTSA
continues to implement the Section 402 grant program
pursuant to the legislative requirements. The resulting
impact on the Operations and Research account varies from
year to year, depending on the amount of the shortfall
from the grants account and the availability of carryover
and other funds that can be used for this purpose.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a detailed and
exhaustive accounting of all funding increments that
contributed to the total administrative costs of the
Section 402 program in FY 1991, FY 1992, FY 1993 and
FY 1994.
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Answer. The most significant factors requiring
funding increases for Section 402 grant administration
are salary and related costs. Most of the grant
administration funds are used to pay for salaries and
benefits, and the largest budget increases needed for
this purpose are to pay for the annual pay raises. A
comparison of the annual pay raises and the annual
increases provided from the Highway Traffic Safety Grants
account for Section 402 grant administration is as
follows:

Fiscal
Year
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ANNUAL LIMITATION ON SECTION 402 FUNDS
|
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STATE
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SECTION 408 ALCOHOL INCENTIVE GRANTS

Senator Lautenberg. How much contract authority is
available from prior law to fund the Section 408 program?
How much money do you anticipate will be needed for the
funding of these programs during the next few years while
the new Sec. 410 program is phased in?

Answer. Approximately $28 million in unused contract
authority was available at the beginning of FY 1993.
NHTSA plans to obligate the $11 million available for
Section 408 in FY 1993 and the $10.5 million requested
for Section 408 in FY 1994, leaving approx. $6.5 million
in unused contract authority at the beginning of FY 1995.
At that time, we anticipate that seven States, which have
already qualified for Section 408, will have remaining
years of eligibility (Alabama, Connecticut, Hawaii,
Idaho, Missouri, Nebraska, and Wisconsin) . NHTSA will
review the program and its future funding needs in the
context of developing our FY 1995 budget.

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA has concluded that Section
408 states, as a group, have made more progress than non-
408 states in reducing the proportion of fatalities that
involve an intoxicated driver. Please provide specific
details to elaborate on this assertion.

Answer. In a report to NHTSA, published in 1989, an
evaluation of Section 408 states showed that the program
resulted in a six percentage point decrease of fatally
injured drivers with blood alcohol concentrations (BACs)
greater than or equal to .10. Similar analyses performed
on non-408 states showed a reduction in alcohol related
crashes, but the reduction occurred some 16 months after
the reduction in the Section 408 states. This suggests
that the Section 408 program probably expedited by 16
months a decrease in alcohol related fatalities in those
states that qualified for the grants.

Senator Lautenberg. How many States do you expect to
qualify for Section 408 grants in FY 1994? What level of

funding will be required to fund eligible States?

Answer. NHTSA expects 10 States which are already
eligible for Section 408 grants to receive funding in
FY 1994. The $10.5 million requested in FY 1994 will be
sufficient to fund eligible States.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table similar
to that shown on pages 628-630 of last year's Senate
hearing record regarding basic, supplemental, and total
408 alcohol safety grant obligations through 1991.
Please also provide a table in the same format for your
anticipated participants in the 408 program in 1993 and
1994.

Answer. The information follows:
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Anticipated Basic. Supplemental and ToUl 408 Alcohol Safety Grant Obligations

ST
AZ

CA

CT

CO

HI

ID

IL

KS

MO

NE

OK

OR

WV

Wl

Grant
Basic

Siippl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
ToUl

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic
^

Suppl.
Total

Basic.

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

Basic

Suppl.
Total

TOTAL

FY 1993

280.565
280.565

2,694.490
1,601.318

4.295.808

434,489
289.659
724.148

225,262
150,175
375,437

929,649
929.649

492,517
328.345
820.862

719,162
479.441

1.198,603

•

334,986
223,324
558,310

514,811
343,207
858.018

332,029
332.029

174,543

174,543

452,028
452,028

11,000,000

993 - FY 1994
""
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SECTION 410 IMPAIRED COUNTERMEASURE GRANTS

Senator Lautenberg. I understand that a major
portion of the $500,000 proposed to be taken out of the
410 program will be used to conduct evaluations related
to this program. Don't we already know that the grant
criteria of the 410 program are effective strategies?
What new information will we gain by conducting these
evaluations? When will these evaluations be completed?

Answer. The counteirmeasures necessary to qualify for
Section 410 funds are beneficial to States regardless of
whether Section 410 funds are available. Additional
information documenting the effectiveness of these
programs would be invaluable in helping to convince more
States to adopt them as a regular part of their efforts
to reduce alcohol- inpaired driving. For example, there
are many promising programs to increase enforcement of

age 21 drinking laws that have not been fully evaluated.
States need to know which of these programs are
effective, or more effective than others, in order
maximize the success of their efforts.

Similarly, many of the supplemental grant criteria
have not been fully evaluated to determine their
effectiveness. It would be extremely useful to know the
nature and extent to which different variations of these
programs are effective in reducing alcohol or drug
impaired driving. These include such things as various
drugged driving prevention programs, use of video
equipment, open container and anti- consumption laws.

We are proposing to evaluate the overall 410 grant
program in order to answer the following two questions:
1) Does the process of qualifying for the 410 grant
program result in a positive impact on the incidence of
alcohol impaired driving, and 2) Do 410 grant program
activities result in a positive impact on the incidence
of alcohol impaired driving? In addition, we will
evaluate the effectiveness of several specific programs
for which effectiveness data is incomplete or lacking.
These may include the use of video equipment, passive
alcohol sensors to detect 0.02 BAG violations by youth,
drugged driving prevention programs, and to acquire
additional information on the nature and extent of the
effectiveness of the 0.08 Per Se BAG and 0.02 BAG limit
for drivers under 21 years old. These studies should be
completed approximately two years from initiation.

Senator Lautenberg. Since the 410 program is already
oversubscribed, why do we need to convince other States
to participate in this program? Won't much of the 410

program be completed when these evaluations are finally
published?

Answer. The purpose of the technical
assistance/evaluation program is not to market the
Section 410 grant program. This program funding allows
NHTSA to evaluate the effectiveness of incentive grant
programs in motivating states to adopt effective laws and
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programs and to evaluate the effects of the particular
activities related to qualifying for Section 410 grants
on alcohol -impaired driving. The countermeasures
necessary to qualify for Section 410 are beneficial to
States whether or not Section 410 funds are available.
The technical assistance provided to help States develop
these countermeasures is beneficial to reducing the
nation's impaired driving problem.

Senator Lautenberg. What was done with the $150,000
of technical assistance provided in FY 1993 for the
Section 410 progrcun?

Answer. The $150,000 will not be used for technical
assistance. Instead, it has been added to the amount
available for FY 1993 State grants since a substantial
shortfall is expected. In the FY 1993 Appropriations
Act, Congress funded Section 410 with approximately $23
million, composed of $6.2 million from "old" Section 410
and $16.8 million from "new" Section 410. However, due
to the FHWA obligation limitation, the "new" 410 money
was reduced by $3.3 million, leaving only $19.7 million
for FY 1993 grants. Since NHTSA anticipates approx. $34
million in grant applications, we are using all technical
assistance funds for grants.

Senator Lautenberg. Please break down how the
$949,000 of technical assistance provided for in FY 1992
for the Section 410 program was used and what was
accomplished as a result of this expenditure?

Answer. Funding of $379 thousand was allocated to

partially fund a research project designed to determine
the optimal procedures for running alcohol checkpoint
programs. Factors such as the number of police officers
required to run the checkpoint, the number of times the

checkpoint moves to different locations, and types of

checkpoint location (e.g., high visibility) are being
evaluated in field tests in California. Preliminary
results should be available by Fall of 1993.

Funding of $180 thousand was allocated to partially
fund a research project designed to develop and validate
one or more Standard Field Sobriety Tests for selected
BAC levels below .10. BAC levels currently planned for
examination include .08 (legal limit in ten states), and
.04 (legal limit for commercial drivers) . This project
will produce materials police can use to train officers
in these new procedures. Results should be available by
June 1994.

Funding of $160 thousand was allocated to partially
fund a research project designed to field test a number
of programs that support the 21 minimum drinking age
laws. Programs being considered for test include

training of alcohol servers and sellers in age
identification and intervention procedures, stationing
undercover police officers in retail alcoholic beverage
outlets, and providing incentives for youth to engage in
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non-alcohol related activities. Results should be
available by the suimner of 1994.

Funding of $131 thousand was allocated to partially
fund a research project designed to determine for drivers
convicted of DWI , the impact of programs that enable
vehicle impoundment and forfeiture for DWI conviction.
These programs will be field tested in one or more
locations, and changes in drinking/driving behavior and
alcohol related crashes will be measured. Results should
be available by the Fall of 1994.

Funding of $100 thousand was allocated for Regional
workshops to assist States that currently did not qualify
for Section 410. Three workshops were held in October
and November 1992. A 410 brochure was also produced and
disseminated to the State Highway Safety Offices, NHTSA
Regional Offices and to organizations interested in
receiving State funding for highway safety programs.

Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA states that a significant
program activity funded with Section 410 monies is
enforcement of underage drinking laws. Would you
elaborate on the scope and nature of these activities and
how to measure their effectiveness?

Answer. A variety of program activities are ongoing
throughout the country directed at reducing underage
purchase and consumption of alcohol, though these
programs can not be considered widespread. These include
"sting operations" (police use of underage 'decoys' to

attempt purchase) , "cops in shops" or "badges in
business" (where police officers are used as clerks in
retail outlets) , "party poopers" (special police patrols
that target underage drinking parties) , training in
fraudulent ID detection, and keg ID programs.

The basic approach to evaluating the effectiveness of
these programs is to measure the extent to which underage
drivers obtain alcohol before and after the program is
initiated. For example, the effectiveness of "sting
operations" can be measured by having youthful -appearing
individuals seek to purchase alcoholic beverages from
retail outlets before and after program implementation.
The number of successful illegal purchases would serve as
a measure of effectiveness. For "cops in shops" programs
one can measure the number of illegal attempts to
purchase alcohol (by having youthful individuals stopped
after exiting retail outlets for an ID check) before and
after program implementation.

Senator Lautenberg. How many States do you expect to

qualify for Section 410 incentive grants in FY 1994?
What level of funding will be required to fund these
eligible States for the full amounts authorized to the
States under the new Section 410 regulation?

Answer. Nineteen States qualified for Section 410

funding in FY 1992 under the revised regulations
developed to implement ISTEA; this includes New Mexico
and Indiana which qualified under the "old 410"
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criteria. We anticipate seven to nine new States will
qualify in FY 1993.

Based on our estimates of pending legislative and
programmatic activity, we anticipate 29-30 States
qualifying in FY 1994.

If these estimated States do qualify, available
funding will be insufficient to give every State its
maximum allowable grant (over $35 million) . Therefore,
given the $25 million requested for FY 1994, we have
estimated that we can fund the States at approximately 70

percent of their formula calculation.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table similar
to that shown on pages 628-630 of last year's Senate
hearing record regarding basic, supplemental, and total
408 alcohol safety grant obligations through 1991.
Please also provide a table in the same format for your
anticipated participants in the 410 program in 1993 and
1994.

Answer: The information follows:
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SECTION 153 SAFETY BELT/MOTORCYCLE HELMET GRANTS

Senator Lautenberg. What has been the success of the
Section 153 program? How many States have enacted safety-
belt or motorcycle helmet laws since the inception of the

program?

Answer. In FY 1992, the first year of the Section
153 program, NHTSA approved grants totalling $12 million
to 17 States, DC and Puerto Rico. In addition, the

agency negotiated $5 million in contracts with 7 States
to collect data to be used for a Congressionally-mandated
study on use of safety belts and motorcycle helmets.

Since the enactment of Section 153, a significant
amount of safety belt and motorcycle helmet legislative
activity has taken place. In FY 1992, 17 safety belt or

motorcycle helmet bills were introduced and, in FY 1993,
22 bills were introduced.

To date, five States have enacted safety belt or

motorcycle helmet laws since the inception of the

program: Safety Belt Laws: Nebraska, North Dakota, West
Virginia, and Vermont; and Motorcycle Helmet Laws:

Maryland
In addition, both Ohio and Connecticut amended their

existing safety belt use laws to remove unacceptable air

bag exemptions.

Senator Lautenberg. How many States are likely to

comply with Section 153 requirements during the first

year of the penalty phase?

Answer. As of July 15, 1993, twenty-eight States do
not comply with Section 153 requirements and will be

subject to a transfer of funds in FY 1995 if they do not
have both laws in effect by the beginning of FY 1994
(October 1, 1993) .

The States that do not have both conforming laws are:
Alaska Illinois Minnesota Rhode Island
Arizona Indiana Montana South Carolina
Colorado Iowa New Hampshire South Dakota
Connecticut Kansas New Mexico Utah
Delaware Kentucky North Dakota Vermont*
Hawaii Maine Ohio Wisconsin
Idaho Mass. Oklahoma Wyoming

* Vermont's new safety belt law does not go into
effect until 1/1/94. Therefore, the State will not

comply as of 10/1/93. However, Vermont will come into

compliance during the first year of the penalty phase and
will also qualify for an incentive grant at the same
time.

NHTSA has no real estimate of how many States will

enact complying legislation, since that number depends on

the assessment by State legislators of the seriousness of

noncompliance. The agency believes that the transfer,
once implemented, is significant enough to provide States
an impetus to enact the relevant laws without much delay.
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Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table
detailing all Section 153 grants for FY 1993.

Answer. The following table presents the actual
Section 153 grants in FY 1992 and an estimate of grants
for FY 1993.

SECTION 153 INCENTIVE PROGRAM
FY 1992 - FY 1993

LIST OF STATES
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resource for identifying and evaluating highway safety
issues?

Answer. NHTSA has named this program the Crash
Outcome Data Evaluation System (CODES) . To provide the
database for the required analysis, occupant -specific
statewide police- reported crash data will be linked with
injury outcome data collected by emergency medical
services, emergency departments, hospitals, and
rehabilitation and long-term care centers. NHTSA has
awarded grants to agencies in Hawaii, Maine, Missouri,
New York, Pennsylvania, Utah, and Wisconsin to create
CODES and perform the analysis.

Each of the grantees is now in the process of

completing the linkage, after which they will analyze
their linked database and provide a final report to NHTSA
in April, 1994. The Report to Congress, due in April
1995, will be prepared by NHTSA based on the grantees'
final reports. This report will document the CODES
program and the results of each of the grantee's
analytical efforts to assess the benefits of safety belts
and motorcycle helmets.

By supplementing police- reported data with medical
outcome data, CODES offers a rich potential for analyses
in the many traffic safety areas which need population-
based injury outcome data in more detail than that

provided by police accident reports. The linked
databases will provide a source of information not
available in existing databases. NHTSA is working to

encourage institutionalization within participating
states by encouraging development and use of these
potentially valuable databases. The formation of state
CODES Advisory Committees, required by the grants, have
already resulted in improved cooperation between users
and providers of data. The committees also have
identified and implemented improvements in data
collection. Additionally, NHTSA will continue to

investigate the utility and accuracy of these linked
databases, determine how the data can be used to support
traffic safety efforts, and develop proposals for
detailed analyses which use these databases.

Senator Lautenberg. There have been data indicating
that seat belt use is higher during the daytime than at

night. Do you require States to measure seat belt use

during both the daytime and nighttime for compliance with
the Section 153 grant program? If not, why?

Answer. The agency has published guidelines for the
conduct of surveys that are to be used to demonstrate
compliance with Section 153 incentive grant eligibility
requirements. These guidelines neither require nor

prohibit nighttime observation of safety belt use.
The Agency chose not to require nighttime

observations for several reasons. First, while it is

generally acknowledged that nighttime use is somewhat
lower than daytime use, the latter is used
internationally as the index of safety belt use. This
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is, in part, due to the impracticality and reduced safety-
involved in making nighttime observations.

Second, the agency believes that the additional
burden placed on the states to document nighttime use
could not be justified. This burden would not only
involve the added expense of paying for observers to work
at night, under more difficult and unsafe conditions, it .

would also likely require the use of new and
controversial technology, such as nighttime vision
equipment. The use of such equipment could result in a
significant negative public reaction to surveillance
measures viewed by some as being intrusive.

Finally, the Agency believes that significant
progress has been made in recent years to get states to
conduct statistically representative statewide surveys.
This progress has been difficult to achieve. Increasing
the cost and difficulty of conducting such surveys, by
adding the requirement of nighttime observations, would
likely result in states choosing not to conduct such
surveys and not to participate in the program.

Senator Lautenberg. As part of the Section 153 seat
belt grant program. States will not qualify for funds in
the second year if they have not achieved a seat belt use
rate of 50 percent. How do you know that all States are
measuring seat belt use uniformly as part of this
program?

Answer. In June 1992, the agency published
guidelines for the conduct of safety belt and motorcycle
helmet use surveys that are to be used to demonstrate
compliance with Section 153 incentive grant eligibility
requirements. These guidelines ensure uniformity in
measurement methods by specifying minimum design
standards, including requirements that surveys be
probability-based and that the variance of the usage
estimates be within prescribed bounds. The guidelines
also require that states submit both their survey designs
and data summaries for agency review. The agency has
established a review committee to examine these
submissions and verify compliance with the published
guidelines .

Senator Lautenberg. What evidence do you have that
the Section 153 program has influenced the adoption of
universal motorcycle helmet use laws?

Answer. Section 153 requirements were influential
in Maryland's passage of a universal helmet law in 1992;
this is the only helmet law passed since Section 153 was
enacted. However, a significant amount of legislative
activity has been generated as a result of Section 153
requirements. In FY 1993, 14 States introduced bills
to enact universal helmet laws although none was
successfully adopted. Six States introduced bills to
repeal their universal helmet laws, and none were
successful .
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Senator Lautenberg. Why does NHTSA believe it is

necessary to increase Section 153 funds over the 1993
level?

Answer. A slightly increased funding level is

requested in order to encourage States to do the
additional work necessary to qualify for a third and
final year of incentive grant requirements. States may
receive up to 90 percent of their FY 1990 Section 402

apportionment over the 3 years of Section 153 grants.
Due to limited funding, only 21 percent was awarded to

grantees in FY 1992, and a similar percentage is expected
in FY 1993. For States which have met all requirements
since the Section 153 program began in FY 1992, FY 1994
will be the final year of grant funds; however, they must
be able to achieve a 70 percent safety belt use rate.
The promise of increased funding may encourage more
States to increase their efforts and push toward the
needed 70 percent rate.

HIGHWAY SAFETY GRANT MANAGEMENT

Senator Lautenberg. Every three years NHTSA
conducts a detailed audit of each States grant program.
This includes an examination of the 402,408 and other

grant programs. What problems or difficulties were
identified in the latest round of audits conducted during
the last year and how was each addressed?

Answer. NHTSA regional program staff conduct state

management reviews every three years, which address the
areas of organization and staffing, program management
and financial management. These are not considered
audits. The most common findings have been staff

shortages, insufficient level of monitoring of

subgrantees, outdated policy and procedure manuals, and

unfamiliarity with Federal guidelines. For the most part
staff shortages have been filled with permanent
personnel, but when state budgets prevent hiring, states
have contracted services. The lack of monitoring is

generally a direct result of staff shortages and

monitoring picks up when positions are filled; however,
in some cases it is just a matter of getting the state to
make it a priority. States needed to update their policy
and procedures manual to reflect the recent Federal
Common Rule grant procedure changes. NHTSA has addressed
the issue of unfamiliarity with Federal guidelines by
providing extensive training to state highway safety
personnel in regularly scheduled professional development
courses; the courses offered include program management,
project management, financial management, and

comprehensive community traffic safety programs.

Senator Lautenberg. We also have heard that

interpretations vary substantially among the different

regions as to which activities are eligible for
reimbursement under various grants. How many memoranda
or policy guidance documents were issued to the States

68-625 0-94-18
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regarding this issue last year? What topics did these
address? Will you consider providing additional guidance
and more definitive interpretations and sending this
information in writing to the States?

Answer. All regions work under the same overriding
NHTSA orders concerning eligible program costs. However,
the NHTSA grant program activities are based on a problem
identification process performed by the grantees. What
is funded may vary greatly from State to State due to the
differences in highway safety issues in those States.
The Regional Administrators are given the latitude to
approve funding to support activities that address State
specific highway safety needs.

Policy guidance on a specific funding issue is

provided to all Regions when we encounter a new item or
activity that we don't want handled in ten different
ways. Two recent examples include policy guidance
concerning States' use of Section 402 funds to subscribe
to the International Association of Chiefs of Police
electronic bulletin board (lACP NET) and to purchase
laser radar for speed enforcement under specific
circumstances .

NHTSA is currently in the process of updating the
agency's grant administration orders for the purpose of
being consistent with the planned issuance of uniform
requirements related to the Common Rule.

Senator Lautenberg. We have heard repeatedly that
some NHTSA regional offices are exerting a heavy hand on
State program managers who are implementing various grant
programs. We also have heard that in some cases there is
too much interference in the highway safety programs by
NHTSA officials. In other regions, we have heard that
the regional management influence is minimal. What are
you doing to make the type of management or influence
received to be more effective? To be more uniform?

Answer. It is the job of the NHTSA Regional Offices
to provide oversight of the Federal highway safety grant
funds. It is also their job to provide technical
assistance to States. When States are not doing a good
job in problem analysis and program formulation, the
Regions "help" them.

To improve the effectiveness of our management, the
Office of Regional Operations has worked with all regions
to develop annual strategic plans. Moreover, the
Regional Administrators and Regional Operations' staff
meet together three times a year to discuss issues,
policies, and procedures; this is in addition to routine
conference calls held every other week to assure program
and process consistency.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Senator Lautenberg. Why can't the strategic
planning work for which $200,000 was requested be
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performed by NHTSA staff? Hasn't NHTSA conducted such
strategic planning in the past without contract funds?

Answer. NHTSA does not have sufficient in- house
resources to conduct strategic planning at the level we
believe is necessary to prepare the agency to deal with
the vehicle and traffic safety problems of the future.
NHTSA' s Strategic Planning Division staff of four
professionals is fully occupied with activities basic to

strategic planning (e.g., trend analysis, customer
outreach, etc.) and other related tasks. For example,
the Strategic Planning staff is currently devoting much
of its time to coordinating the agency's participation in
the National Performance Review (NPR) .

The use of contract funds for strategic planning
permits the agency to access people with expertise and
special knowledge that we cannot develop within the
staff, and to procure facilities and equipment to support
our work. NHTSA can use this capability to explore
special issues as have been proposed in our FY 1994

budget request. These are to complete our current
strategic planning cycle, to assist the agency's
operational components in developing business
implementation plans (near term plans that are geared
toward achieving strategic objectives) , to explore
alternatives to rulemaking for improving safety, and to
look more strategically at the agency's long term
information needs.

During FY 1992, the agency reorganized its Office of
Plans and Policy to establish a Strategic Planning
Division. Prior to FY 1993, NHTSA did not conduct any
significant strategic planning. While some information
gathering activities have been conducted during FY 1993,
funding support is required to develop a well conceived
strategic plan and integrate it into the agency's policy,
program and budget development processes.

Senator Lautenberg. How many NHTSA staff work
primarily in the area of strategic planning?

Answer. NHTSA currently has three staff and a
division chief working in the Strategic Planning
Division. They are directed by an Office Director who is
also responsible for NHTSA' s evaluation activities.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Senator Lautenberg. Why can't the $100,000
requested for economic analysis on page GENAD-11 be
funded either by the National Center for Statistics and

Analysis or out of funds from the National Occupant
Protection Program? Alternatively, why can't these
activities be conducted by economists who are already on
NHTSA staff? Why is it necessary to contract this
research out? How many economists does NHTSA have on its
staff?
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Answer. Neither the National Center for Statistics
and Analysis nor the National Occupant Protection Program
budgets have unplanned funds that could be applied for
this work as their budgets are fully committed to
accomplish their missions. The $100,000 requested for
FY 1994 is intended to be used for two purposes. The
bulk of the funds, estimated at $95,000, will be
allocated to continue the clinical evaluation of the
Functional Capacity Index initiated in FY 1993. The
remaining funds, estimated at $5,000, will be allocated
to purchase computer use time from the National
Institutes of Health mainframe computer to support an in-
house analysis of the costs of minor to moderate
injuries. The basic data for this analysis will become
available as a result of the research to develop the
material for the Report to Congress concerning seat belt
and motorcycle helmet use. The clinical evaluation task
cannot be accomplished by NHTSA staff since it entails
medical evaluation of a representative number of people
with particular injuries a year after having received the
injury. The need for computer time cannot be substituted
for by in- house labor. NHTSA' s current staff includes 5

economists .

OPERATING AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Senator Lautenberg. Please break out in detail the
category marked "other services" on page GEN- 23.

Answer. The major portion of Other Services is for
payment to the Working Capital Fund (WCF) . In FY 1993
and FY 1994, the budgeted amounts for the WCF were $1,782
million and $1,669 million respectively. Other major
expenses covered under object class Other Services are
reimbursable agreements with the Office of the Secretary,
data entry, equipment maintenance and installations. The
following is a detailed listing of the line items
included in object class "Other Services":

FY 1993 FY 1994

Working Capital Fund $1,782,000 $1,669,425
San Angelo Support Svcs . 10,000 10,000
Bldg. Alterations/Moves 60,000 80,000
Medical Svcs. (VRTC) 10,000
Custodial Services 9,000 10,000
Editorial Services 30,000 30,000
Data Entry 313,540 314,000
Other (Equip, maintenance,
court reporters, install-

ations, etc.) 159,535 229,000
Interagency Agreements 266 . 925 268 . 575

Total, Other Services 2,631,000 2,621,000

Senator Lautenberg. What is the overall effect on
NHTSA of the Executive Order to reduce operating
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expenses? And more specifically, how will this reduction
affect computer support resources?

Answer. The total budget for operating expenses is
constrained pursuant to an Executive Order issued on

February 10, 1993 reducing administrative expenses of
Federal agencies. For FY 1994, this initiative requires
a 3 percent reduction, after allowing for an inflation
increase of 2 . 7 percent from the FY 1993 level. For
NHTSA, this initiative results in an overall budget for

operating expenses which is $39 thousand lower than

provided in FY 1993.
In computer support the Executive Order mandated

reduction in FY 1994 is based on the enacted FY 1993

budget which was $1.1 million less than the agency
request. That request identified our modernization
activities that would increase agency staff productivity
through increased staff access to agency data files.
These combined reductions have forced the agency to scale
back or slow down the implementation of our effort to
modernize. Specific areas that will be affected, and
these are discussed next.

Local Area Networks (LANs) : although the networks
will be in place, the capability to provide the sharing,
updating and annotation of word processing documents,
spreadsheet files and other applications will experience
a delay in implementation.

Automated tracking system for rulemaking,
correspondence and contracts to enhance the agency's
ability to meet milestones were delayed in FY 1993
because of lack of funding and will experience further

delays in FY 1994.
Enhanced user access to agency databases planned to

streamline access and improve retrieval methods and time

savings will be delayed.
Improvements to enhance systems for contracting and

procurement by alleviating multiple data entry and
increase sharing of data will be postponed to later

years .

The operation and maintenance of existing systems,
including DOT mandated efforts, currently accounts for
over 80 percent of the computer support budget. As the
number of users and the number and complexity of

applications increase, so will the need for increased

support and services deemed essential to agency business.
In administrative services, the fiscal year 1994

budget is $24,000 less than fiscal year 1993. Over 65

percent of this budget is devoted to billings from the
DOT Working Capital Fund and Reimbursable Agreements,
thus limiting funding under the direct control of the

agency.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table similar to

the table on page 619 of last year's Senate hearing
record, regarding travel and transportation of persons by
office.

Answer. The information follows:
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TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS

(dollars in thousands)

Fiscal Year

Budget Activities/Staft Offices 1992
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Senator Lautenberg. Please provide tables similar to
those on page 621 and 622 of last year's Senate hearing
record on operating expenses, as well as personnel
compensation and benefits in combination with operating
expenses for the enforcement program and all other NHTSA

programs.

Answer. The information follows:

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

(in thousands of dollars)

Use ol Funds

Personnel Compensation
Permanent posttions

Olher than permanent positions

Other

Total. Salaries

Personnel Benefits

Total, Salaries and Benefits

Travel

Total, Salaiies and Expenses

FY 1993

Appromiation
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OPERATING EXPENSES

(in thousands of dollars)

Use o( Funds

Headquarters operating expenses
Personnel-related costs

Administrative services

Computer support

Subtotal, headquarters

Field operating expenses

Total, operating expenses

FY 1993
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PERSONNEL AND STAFFING

Senator Lautenberg. I note that NHTSA has reduced the
number of full-time equivalents (FTEs) for 1993
substantially below the level approved by this Committee.
Why did this occur? From which parts of the Agency were
these FTEs taken? Please cite each FTE, the office from
which it was deleted, and the purpose of the vacant
position.

Answer. NHTSA has not reduced its FY 1993 full-time
equivalents (FTE) . The House Appropriations Committee,
Senate Appropriations Committee and Conference Committee
reports accompanying the FY 1993 DOT appropriations bill

provided guidance about the level of authorized full-time
permanent (FTP) positions for NHTSA. FTE allocations
were not addressed A summary of this guidance follows:

FY 1993 Authorized FTPs

President's Budget for FY 1993..
House Appropriations Committee..
Senate Appropriations Committee.
Conference Committee Report
FY 1993 Column in FY 1994 Budget

669
669
667
667
668

Compared with the Senate Appropriations Committee and
Conference Committee reports, the subsequent entry for
the FY 1993 column in the FY 1994 President's Budget
reflects two minor adjustments. First, it reflects an
additional 1 FTP for the Office of Intergovernmental
Affairs, consistent with notification made to the House
and Senate Appropriations Committees and their favorable
response. Second, without changing the total authorized
FTP level, there was a change in the display associated
with 2 FTPS that were shifted from the Office of the
Administrator/Staff Office category to the Highway Safety
Programs category to reflect the shift of two employees
from the Regional Coordinator's office to the Associate
Administrator for Regional Operations office when that
new office was established.

Concerning full-time equivalents (FTEs), the Office of

Management and Budget assigns a ceiling level for the

Department of Transportation, and the Office of the

Secretary in turn allocates this ceiling among the

respective modes within the Department. Full-time
equivalent (FTE) staff-years represent a different
concept than authorized full-time permanent positions
(FTPs) . Consequently, the FTE levels are not directly
comparable to FTP levels.

NHTSA' s current FTE allocation totals 682 which
includes ceiling FTEs for full-time permanent and other
than full-time permanent employees and an adjustment for

special hiring situations such as hiring disabled
Americans. It excludes non- ceiling employees (student
aides and coops) . It is projected that all assigned
ceiling FTEs will be completely utilized this fiscal

year.
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Senator Lautenberg. NHTSA proposes to eliminate 8

full-time equivalents (FTEs) during FY 1994. From which

part of the Agency will these reductions come from?

Answer. Of this amount, a reduction of 1 FTE results
from one employee from NHTSA' s General Administration
area being reassigned to DOT'S Office of the Secretary.
In addition, the FY 1994 budget assumes there will be a
net reduction of 7 FTEs as part of the government -wide

policy of reducing Federal employment. NHTSA has not yet
identified which offices will be affected by the
additional reduction. A determination of the affected
offices will be made as part of the budget execution
process in FY 1994, taking into consideration the office-

by-office attrition patterns and the staffing needs
determined at that time.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table similar to
the table on page 619 of last year's Senate hearing
record on political appointees.

Answer. The information fol
TITLE

Fiscal Year 1991:

Deputy Administrator
Counsel to the Administrator
Chief Counsel
Director, Intergovernmental

Affairs
Special Assistant
Special Assistant
Director, Office, Public and
Consumer Affairs

Chief, Consumer Affairs
Division

Chief, Communications
Division

lows :

TYPE OF
APPOINTMENT

Non Career SES
Non Career SES
Non Career SES

Excepted
Excepted
Excepted

Excepted

Excepted

Excepted

SALARY

$108,300
91,200
100,500

72,947
47, 304
45,826

63,698

54,844

52,406

Fiscal Year 1992:

Deputy Administrator
Chief Counsel
Special Assistant
Special Assistant
Director, Office, Public
and Consumer Affairs

Chief, Consumer Affairs
Division

Non Career SES
Non Career SES
Excepted
Excepted

Excepted

Excepted

94,400
104,000
56,427
49,290

68,515

58,967

Fiscal Year 1993: - On Board 10/92 to 1/93:
Chief Counsel Non Career SES 104,000
Special Assistant Excepted 58,247
Director, Office, Public

and Consumer Affairs Excepted 70,656
Chief, Consumer Affairs Div. Excepted 60,787
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Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a listing of
Schedule C employees currently on board similar to that
on pages 630 and 631 of last year's Senate hearing
record.

Answer. There are no schedule C appointees
currently on board as of July 1993.

Senator Lautenberg. Please provide a table similar to
that on page 631 of last year's Senate hearing record
regarding positions and funding for the Office of the
Administrator and staff offices.

Answer. The information follows:

OmCE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR AND STAFF OFFICES
Poslllons and funding, fiscal year 1992-1994

(Dollars In Thousands)
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For fiscal year 1993 agency-wide initiative costs are
estimated at $380 thousand, and the fiscal year 1994
estimate is $233 thousand. The agency-wide initiatives
for fiscal year 1993 include imaging development,
completing the installation of network infrastructure,
and developing tracking software. The fiscal year 1994
initiatives are limited to minimal improvements in

Information Resource Management (IRM) operations. This
will include improving access of agency personnel to

correspondence, records and agency data. The Information
Resource Management (IRM) Strategic Plan will be reviewed
to redefine priorities and implementation plans.
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

Chief Financial Officers Act

Senator Lautenberg: Under the Chief Financial Officers

(CFO) Act, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) is responsible
for performing audits of financial statements prepared for all of

the Department's trust funds, revolving funds, and commercial-

type activity accounts. Last year the OIG said that it planned to

award contracts to independent public accounting firms for some

audits, such as those of the financial statements of the Federal

Highway Administration, the Aviation Trust Fund, and the Office

of the Secretary's working capital fund. The remainder of the

audits were to be done by in-house personnel.

As of the end of fiscal year 1992, how many new auditor

positions had the OIG filled to implement the audit requirements
of the CFO Act? How many such positions have been filled since

then?

Answer: At the end of FY 1992, the Financial Audit staff

had a total of 25 positions (23 auditor positions and 2 clerical

positions) for performing all financial audits in the Department,

including financial statement audits required by the CFO Act, (19

auditor positions and one clerical position), validations of

activities performed under the requirements of the Federal

Managers' Financial Integrity Act (two auditor positions) and

oversight of contract audits performed by the Defense Contract

Audit Agency (two auditor positions and one clerical position).
At the end of FY 1992, all of these positions were filled except
four financial statement auditor positions. Since that time, the

OIG filled those positions but also experienced personnel losses

from the Financial Audit staff. Consequently, as of June 30,

1993, four financial statement auditor positions remained unfilled.

Senator Lautenberg: What is the status of the plan for

awarding contracts? Has anyone reviewed the financial audit

plan? Were any changes recommended or suggested? What

actions have been taken as a result?

Answer: The OIG's Fiscal Year (FY) 1993 budget
submission requested $4.2 million for awarding contracts to

independent public accountants (IPAs) to conduct financial

statement audits. However, our FY 1993 appropriation limited

OIG spending for financial statement audits to $1 million and

prohibited contracting with IPAs. Our FY 1994 budget submission
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requested $2.6 million for contracting with IPAs. The reduction
from the FY 1993 request ($4.2 million to $2.6 million) was based
on bids received from four IPAs at the end of FY 1992, plus the

fact that some financial audit work we completed in FY 1993 would
not have to be repeated. However, in its report addressing our

budget request, the House has again directed that no funds be
used to hire contractors to perform financial statement audits.

Therefore, we have no plans to award any such contracts in

FY 1994.

Both the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and
General Accounting Office (GAO) reviewed our initial approach to

auditing financial statements and agreed with the approach except
in the area of our planned audit coverage. Because of the

$1 million spending cap, we had planned to restrict our audit

work to the Department's three most significant and vulnerable

funds—the Highway Trust Fund, the Airport and Airway Trust

Fund, and the Federal Ship Financing Fund. These three funds

comprised $24.4 billion (almost 80 percent) of the $30.7 billion in

FY 1992 budget authority associated with DOT accounts subject to

the CFO Act. However, both GAO and OMB wanted us to audit

the entire Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) financial

statement prepared on an agencywide basis—including those

accounts not requiring coverage under the CFO Act. To do this

we would have had to take audit resources away from accounts

where audit coverage was mandated by the CFO Act. We

ultimately decided not to perform a financial audit of the entire

FAA and we proceeded with our originally planned audit coverage
instead. In our view, that approach met the intent of the CFO
Act, provided the broadest audit coverage possible within our

budget constraints, and offered the most efficient and effective

use of taxpayer dollars.

Senator Lautenberg: How much has the OIG expended for

CFO contract audit work? (Please provide the information by
individual activity or fund.)

Answer: The OIG's FY 1993 appropriation legislation

contained a restriction prohibiting us from awarding contracts to

independent public accountants to perform financial statement

audits under the CFO Act in FY 1993. Therefore, no such

contracts were awarded.

Senator Lautenberg: What accomplishments have been

attained so far?

Answer: The Department was exempted by OMB from

preparing and auditing financial statements for FY 1991.
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Accordingly, the first set of financial statement audits the OIG
conducted involved the FY 1992 statements. We have recently

completed audits covering the FY 1992 financial statements of the

FAA (Airport and Airway Trust Fund portion only); the Federal

Ship Financing Fund of the Maritime Administration; and the

Highway Trust Fund (which encompassed the Federal Highway,
Federal Transit, and National Highway Traffic Safety

Administrations). These audits have produced or should produce
several benefits. First, the audit results will help ensure

financial information presented to departmental managers, the

Administration, and Congress is accurate and reliable. For

example, our audits identified, and led to the correction of, (i) a

material omission from the Airport and Airway Trust Fund
financial data presented on the FAA financial statement and (ii) a

material overstatement on the Highway Trust Fund financial

statement. The omission involved $2.9 billion of grant obligations

in excess of liquidating cash authority. The overstatement

involved reporting $263 million of unobligated contract authority
as an asset in the Funds with Treasury line item. The correction

of these two problems in the final version of the financial

statements resulted in the provision of more accurate and reliable

financial information to departmental managers.

Second, the audits will aid in the reform of financial

management systems to ensure these systems provide complete,

consistent, reliable, and timely information. Our 3 audit reports
identified a total of 15 reportable internal control deficiencies and

7 instances of noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations.
Of these 22 problem areas, six were accounting system
nonconformances. These accounting system nonconformances

involved such issues as (i) inaccurate reporting of centrally

procured items received by field locations, (ii) improper
utilization of the Departmental Accounting and Financial

Information System, and (iii) lack of reconciliation of subsidiary

ledger support to general ledger account balances. The
correction of these nonconformances will help ensure the

information produced by the associated financial systems is

complete, consistent, reliable, and timely.

Finally, the audited financial statements will aid in

accurately disclosing the current and future costs of departmental

programs and operations, improve operational efficiency, and

provide information for making better investment decisions as well

as for more precisely forecasting cash needs. Regarding the

costs of departmental operations, for example, our audits of the

financial statement data on the Airport and Airway Trust Fund
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and the Highway Trust Fund identified internal control problems

affecting the accuracy and reliability of data. Specifically, we
found (i) a $98 million credit balance in an expense account

(which should have a debit balance) and (ii) $936 million of

accounts payable which could not be relied upon because it lacked

details on the names of the individual creditors and amounts
owed. Each of these two problems had a material effect on the

financial statements. The first problem resulted in an
understatement of expenses shown on the Statement of Operations
and the Statement of Cash Flows, while the second problem could,

depending on the amount involved, materially overstate the

Liabilities section of the Balance Sheet as well as overstate

expenses on the Statement of Operations and Statement of Cash
Flow. Correcting these problems will provide more accurate

information to managers to better reflect current operating costs.

In total, the OIG made 47 recommendations in the three

reports to correct identified internal control weaknesses and

noncompliance with laws and regulations. Management concurred

or partially concurred on 38 recommendations and initiated

appropriate corrective actions. We are working with management
to resolve the other 9 recommendations.

Senator Lautenberg: The Chief Financial Officer is

required under the CFO Act to develop financial and program

performance measures and to do financial analysis of departmental

activities .

For what departmental activities has the Chief Financial

Officer developed financial and program performance measures and

what are the measures that have been developed?

Answer: For FY 1992, the Department focused on

developing program performance measures with an emphasis on

safety- related issues. Most performance measures were aimed at

evaluating departmental entities as a whole, but some were

developed to measure performance associated with specific funds.

Although limited financial performance measures were developed
for FY 1992, the Department is working in conjunction with OMb
to develop Governmentwide financial management performance
measures. Attached is a chart listing all performance measures

submitted to OMB for FY 1992.
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Senator Lautenberg: How have the various departmental
entities used the measures to manage their activities and what
results have been achieved in terms of improved efficiencies in

program administration, program operations, asset management,
and capital investments?

Answer: OMB Bulletin 93-06, which provided guidance for

auditing the FY 1992 financial statements, did not call for

auditors to assess the actual use of performance measures.

Consequently, the OIG has not conducted such an assessment.

We expect OMB will require this assessment in future years and
we will carry it out when required. However, according to

departmental financial management personnel, performance
measures have been made available to all levels of management to

assist program administration and operations, day-to-day asset

management, and long-term capital investment decisions. FAA
officials provided us with the following examples of how the

agency is using its performance measures:

o To improve efficiency and effectiveness of aviation

operations based on measures of air traffic delays and

near mid-air collisions.

o To decide on flight station closings and staff resource

reallocations based on measures of air traffic activity

and traffic growth patterns.

o To evaluate the outcome of National Airspace System
investments based on measures of the reliability and

availability of the facilities to which the investments

applied.

Senator Lautenberg: For what activities has the Chief

Financial Officer conducted financial analysis and what have the

results shown?

Answer: The Department's Office of Financial Management
is the entity charged with carrying out the Chief Financial

Officer's responsibilities. Staff from that office reviewed the

annual reports (which included the unaudited financial statements)

compiled by all departmental entities before submission to OMB in

April 1993. As a result of this review, additional information was

added to these annual reports to provide a more comprehensive
''

presentation of the various departmental entities' program and

financial operations. In addition, the Office of Financial

Management previously developed, and annually updates, a 5-year
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plan to address long-term financial management goals and

objectives. The next update of the plan is expected to be

completed by August 1993.

Senator Lautenberg: How have the various departmental
entities used the financial analysis results to improve program
administration and operations?

Answer: Since OMB Bulletin 93-06 did not call for auditors

to review the Department's use of financial analysis results, we
have not evaluated that issue. Furthermore, performing such an

analysis would probably not have been meaningful because the

departmental financial statements have only been available since

late March 1993. However, we would expect that in compiling and

analyzing the financial statements, management would become more

conscious about the cost/effectiveness of individual programs and

thereby be in a better position to make appropriate changes in

these program areas.

Major Management Problems in DOT

Senator Lautenberg: Last year the OIG said that it had

identified 10 major management problems within the Department.
These areas were to receive significant coverage by the OIG .

What are those problems and what is the current status of

each?

Answer: The 10 major management problems are listed

below. They remain as major management problems within the

Department. Department managers and the Office of Inspector
General (OIG) remain focused on the problems.

1 . Suspected Unapproved Aircraft Parts

2. Motor Fuel Excise Tax Evasion

3. Federal Transit Administration Grants Management

4. Major Acquisitions in Federal Aviation Administration and

U. S. Coast Guard

5. Logistics Management in Federal Aviation Administration

and U. S. Coast Guard
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6. Safety and Inspection Oversight Responsibilities within

the Department

7. Environmental Compliance in Federal Aviation

Administration and U. S. Coast Guard

8. Management and Control of Government Property

9. Computer Security within the Department

10. Financial Management Systems in the Department

Senator Lautenberg: What percentage of OIG resources —
audit and investigative

— were spent on each of the problems in

Fiscal Year 1992? What percentage will be spent on each problem
in Fiscal Year 1993? In Fiscal Year 1994?

Answer: The resources expended in FY 1992 on each major

management problem and the projections for FYs 1993 and 1994

are detailed in the table on the following page.

This table also includes percentages of Inspections and

Evaluations resources spent in FY 1992 and expected to be spent

in FY 1993 and FY 1994. However, it does not reflect the

considerable resources spent on grant management for the Federal

Aviation Administration, Federal Highway Administration and the

rest of the Department. It also does not reflect audit resources

spent on Departmental acquisition and procurement areas exclusive

of major acquisitions in the Federal Aviation Administration and

U. S. Coast Guard.
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Increased Emphasis on Transportation Investment

Senator Lautenberg: The new administration has placed
increased emphasis on investment in transportation projects.

What changes, if any, has the OIG made, or does it expect to

make, in its audit plans to reflect this increased emphasis?

Answer: Investments in transportation infrastructure are funded

by either formula or discretionary grants. Most of our on-going
and planned audit work is designed to assess the grant-award

processes and the Operating Administrations' oversight of

grantees. We have reviewed specific transportation projects

where circumstances warranted, and we will continue to do so as

investment funding is increased in specific transportation

projects. Our main focus, however, will continue to be on DOT

processes rather than project specific. For example, we audited

the dot's adherence to statutory formulas for distributing

highway funds as well as the decisionmaking, controls, and

documents related to award of both highway and transit

discretionary grants. Following award, we examined the

Operating Administrations' approval processes and oversight.
Broad review of programs and processes such as Right-of-Way

Acquisition and Disposal, Relocation Assistance, Construction

Monitoring, Project Management Oversight, Interstate Pavement

Quality, Grantee Bus Requirements, and Billings for Federal-Aid

Projects provide good overall assessments of DOT's responsibilities

in overseeing the investment of transportation funds. In our

opinion, the types of audits mentioned above allow us to apply
our audit resources in a way that maximizes our impact on the

quality of DOT's mission. We therefore, plan to continue to focus

on this type of work as well as target specific projects for review

when warranted.

Contract Oversight and Auditing

Senator Lautenberg: In mid-1992 the Department of

Transportation (DOT) formed a "SWAT Team," led by the Director

of Acquisition and Grant Management and the Assistant Inspector

General for Auditing, to examine contracting practices in the

Department and its operating administrations. This effort was

part of a government-wide review of civilian agency contracting

spearheaded by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

Both OMB and the Department's SWAT Team issued reports

recommending corrective actions.

What corrective actions were recommended to the Department
of Transportation and DOT's Office of Inspector General (OIG)?
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Answer: The following are the findings and
recommendations of the SWAT Team report.

FINDING 3.

There is no requirement in Federal or Department of

Transportation regulations that waiver of a field pricing report

(including audit) must be documented in writing.

RECOMMENDATION

2. Amend the Transportation Acquisition Regulation (TAR)/

Transportation Acquisition Manual (TAM) to require

written documentation of the rationale behind the waiver

of a field pricing report.

FINDING 5.

Training needs for contracting personnel and Contracting

Officer's Technical Representatives (COTRs) are not

standardized in the Department of Transportation.

RECOMMENDATION

1. The Department of Transportation (DOT) utilize its

existing Acquisition Care Management Program (ACMP),

modified as necessary, and continue to develop its COTR
Certification Program to ensure that the requirements of

Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) Letter 92-3

are met.

FINDING 6.

The Department of Transportation (DOT) is proceeding with,

but is not fully prepared for, the implementation of the

recently promulgated Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) that

became applicable to civilian agencies.

RECOMMENDATION

1. The Senior Procurement Executive continue the ongoing

project to identify DOT-wide training needs for the

successful implementation of CAS.

FINDING 8.

Two Department of Transportation (DOT) Operating

Administrations (OAs) issued contracts that provided for
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contract audit services. The audit provisions in the contracts

are contrary to DOT Orders and the Inspector General Act.

At the time of the team's review, the contracts had been used

only to obtain desk reviews for cost or price analysis work.

RECOMMENDATION

1 . The two DOT OAs be directed to discontinue issuing
contracts for audit services and to not use the audit

services provisions in the current contracts.

FINDING 9.

A Price Negotiation Memorandum (PNM) was not found in every
negotiated contract file. When a PNM was available, it did not

always provide sufficient information supporting how the

contracting officer arrived at a price. In addition, PNMs were
not always submitted to the OIG as required by DOT Order
8000. IC, Office of Inspector General Audit and Investigation

Report Findings, Recommendations, and Follow-up Action.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Department of Transportation (DOT) amend the

Transportation Acquisition Regulation (TAR) /Transporta-
tion Acquisition Manual (TAM) to include uniform

requirements for preparation of PNMs, including
standard formats.

2. A policy letter be issued to remind contracting officers

of the requirement to submit a copy of PNMs to the OIG
in accordance with DOT Order 8000. IC.

FINDING 10.

During the Office of Inspector General's (OIG) Checklist

Review (See Appendix 2), it was discovered that Federal

Acquisition Regulation (FAR) clauses 52.215-27, Termination of

Deferred Pension Benefit Plans, and 52.215-30, Facilities

Capital Cost of Money, were excluded from some Department of

Transportation (DOT) contracts, in which they were required
to be included.

RECOMMENDATION

1. DOT issue a DOT-wide memorandum reminding

contracting officers of the FAR requirement to include

these clauses when specified.
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FINDING 11.

Data showing sustained questioned costs, furnished to the

Office of Inspector General (OIG), and subsequently entered
into the OIG database, is not always accurate and /or properly
supported .

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 . The Office of Inspector General issue a memorandum

reminding the Operating Administrations of the

documentation requirements in DOT Order 8000. IC,
Office of Inspector General Audit and Investigation

Report Findings, Recommendations, and Follow-up
Action. This Order prescribes actions to be taken in

response to audit recommendations before contract audit

reports can be closed out.

2. The OIG take steps to ensure that only properly

supported data is entered in its database.

FINDING 12.

Contract administration functions in the Department of

Transportation (DOT) are receiving too low a priority. The

perception within the DOT Operating Administrations is that

the low priority is due primarily to resource limitations.

RECOMMENDATION

2. DOT conduct a study of contract administration

throughout the agency, and investigate alternative

methods for accomplishing contract administration

requirements, including reallocation of existing resources

and/or obtaining outside assistance from the Defense

Contracts Management Command (DCMC) or elsewhere.

To the extent the study leads to the conclusion that

more resources are required to successfully conduct the

contract administration function, the resource

requirements must be quantified and justified.

FINDING 13.

With respect to the contract closeout process: A) The

Department of Transportation's (DOT) threshold is $1 million

for the waiver of a final audit prior to closeout of a cost

reimbursable contract. It may also be used for fixed price

contracts when cost incentives or price redetermination is
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involved. However, on a Government-wide basis, this

threshold differs from agency to agency. B) The "quick-
closeout" procedure in the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) Part 42.708 requires the contracting officer to have
access to consolidated audit information, which could slow down
the "quick" closeout process. C) There is a backlog of

closeouts in DOT, due in part to resource limitations, but the

agency does not have an automated system with which contract

closeouts can be tracked and from which the degree of the

backlog problem can be readily determined.

RECOMMENDATION

3. DOT examine internal procedures regarding contract

closeout and issue TAR/TAM coverage, as appropriate,
which establishes minimum time frames for initiating

closeout. As part of this coverage, require each

contracting office which retains responsibility for the

contract closeout function to develop, maintain, and
monitor an automated list of contract actions which have

been physically complete and which are ready for

closeout, but not closed out. As a minimum, this listing

is to include the following information, to be updated at

least quarterly:

1. The contract number;
2. Contractor's name;
3. Date physically complete;
4. Contract category (firm-fixed-price, indirect

cost rate settlement required, or other) (See

FAR 4.804-l(a));

5. Forecast closeout date;

6. Status in closeout process;
7. Total funds obligated on the contract;

8. Total funds paid.

FINDING 14.

With respect to the process for reviewing and approving
invoice/vouchers in the Department of Transportation (DOT):

A) Contracting officers are not consistently involved in invoice

review and approval, nor is there an established DOT policy

regarding the use of outside audit activity support in the

review process. B) Neither the Federal Acquisition Regulation

(FAR) nor the Transportation Acquisition Regulation

(TAR) /Transportation Acquisition Manual (TAM) require
contractors working on cost-reimbursement contracts to submit

their invoice/ vouchers on a SF 1034. In addition, neither
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regulation/procedure specifies documentation requirements to

support billed costs. C) The FAR does not in all cases

require contracting officer review and approval of contract

invoices /vouchers prior to payment.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 . DOT examine its policy regarding invoice review and

approval (including use of outside audit activity review)

and implement appropriate changes.

2. The SWAT Steering Committee recommend that the FAR
be amended to: 1) require contractors working on cost-

reimbursement contracts to submit their

invoices /vouchers on a SF 1034; and, 2) specify
documentation requirements to support billed costs,

including, at a minimum, a break-out of all cost

elements; and, 3) clarify the policy regarding

contracting officer review and approval of

invoices/vouchers prior to payment.

3. DOT amend the TAR/TAM to accomplish 1) and 2),

above, pending a FAR change.

FINDING 15.

There is not a uniform Department of Transportation (DOT)-
wide policy regarding the formal assignment of Contracting
Officer's Technical Representatives (COTRs).

RECOMMENDATION

1 . DOT amend the Transportation Acquisition Regulation

(TAR) /Transportation Acquisition Manual (TAM) to

include uniform requirements for formal designation of

COTRs, and sample formats for letters of designation.

FINDING 16.

Control of Governmental Furnished Property (GFP) and

Contractor Acquired Property (CAP) needs improvement

Government-wide, as well as in the Department of

Transportation (DOT). Within DOT, particular emphasis needs

to be placed on review and approval of contractor property
control systems.
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RECOMMENDATION

1 . DOT issue a policy letter to contracting officers which

emphasizes the responsibilities regarding GFP and CAP,
with particular attention to review and approval of

contractor property control systems. Issue a separate

policy letter which emphasizes the need for the cognizant

property office within each DOT Operating Administration

to support the contracting officers in managing GFP and
CAP.

Senator Lautenberg: Has the OIG drafted a plan for taking
the corrective actions and addressing the open recommendations in

OMB's Interagency Task Force Report on the Federal Contract

Audit Process and DOT's SWAT Team Report on Civilian Agency
Contracting?

Answer: OMB's Interagency Task Force Report on the

Federal Contract Audit Process does not contain any
recommendations specifically directed to the DOT/OIG; however,
DOT'S SWAT Team Report contained two recommendations

specifically directed to the OIG. These two recommendations are

contained in Finding 11. For each of these recommendations, the

OIG not only adopted an action plan, but also took prompt
corrective actions to implement them.

Senator Lautenberg: Which, if any, of the corrective

actions have been implemented and what was done? What is the

time frame for implementing the others?

Answer: The first recommendation was implemented on

August 7, 1992 with the issuance of a memorandum to all

Operating Administrations informing them that the OIG will

stringently enforce contract closeout documentation requirements .

The second recommendation was implemented on October 15, 1992

by the assignment of an OIG supervisor to perform reviews to

ensure only properly supported data is entered into the OIG
database.

The first quarterly progress report on the Action Plan for

Implementing Recommendations of the DOT SWAT Team Report on

Civilian Agency Contracting is attached providing corrective

action implementation details on all recommendations.
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FIRST QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT ON THE ACTION
PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTING RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SWAT
TEAM ON CIVILIAN AGENCY CONTRACTING

The Honorable Allan V. Burman
April 29, 1993

Administrator
Office of Federal Procurement Policy
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Dr. Burman;

This is the first quarterly progress report on the Action Plan
for Implementing Recommendations of the U.S. Department of
Transportation SWAT Team on Civilian Agency Contracting (DOT
Action Plan). Enclosure 1 provides a formal update to the
DOT Action Plan, while specific comments on some action items
are provided in the following paragraphs. Also enclosed
(Enclosure 2) is a proposed FAR change request on FAR 31.205-36
"Rental Costs." We have provided this document to you for
transmittal to the FAR councils, in accordance with your letter
of January 15, 1993, approving the DOT Action Plan.

Recommendation DOT-3-R-2 . This recommendation called for
establishment of a requirement for written documentation of
the rationale for field pricing report waivers. Since the
submission of the DOT Action Plan, DOT has been working
diligently on an extensive update to the Transportation
Acquisition Regulation (TAR) and the Transportation Acquisition
Manual (TAM) . The project has turned out to be more massive
than originally anticipated. Consequently, the original
schedule in the DOT Action Plan, which called for issuance of
final policy by January 31, 1993, has turned out to be overly
optimistic.

We are now in the final stages of preparation of draft TAR/TAM
coverage. The draft coverage dealing with field pricing report
waivers has been completed but must now undergo an internal DOT
review and comment process prior to finalization . The final
departmental coverage is expected to be effective October 1,
1993.

Recommendation D0T-5-R-1 . This recommendation called for an
improved training program for contracting personnel, especially
Contracting Officer's Technical Representatives (COTRs). The
Office of the Secretary of Transportation (OST) is currently
working with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Headquarters
and the FAA Academy to determine the feasibility of the FAA
Academy providing acquisition training DOT-wide . This is an

important alternative for DOT to consider in finalizing its

implementation plans for OFPP Policy Letter 92-3, Procurement
Professionalism. Completion of the assessment of this alter-
native is expected prior to the due date of the next DOT
Action Plan progress report.

COTR training and certification will be a critical aspect of
DOT'S Procurement Professionalism Progrsun. Until formal

implementation, most DOT Operating Administrations (OAs)
continue to offer their own COTR training.

In addition, OST's Procurement Operations Division is in
the process of preparing an extensive "how to" manual for

Contracting Officer's Representatives (CORs). The manual
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will be geared to the duties contained in the September 8,
1992, supplement to OFPP Policy Letter 92-3. It is expected
that this manual will be made available for DOT-wide use.

Recommendation D0T-6-R-1 . This recommendation called for DOT
to identify DOT-wide cost accounting standards training needs.
DOT has identified and submitted its CAS training requirements
to the Federal Acquisition Institute and several DOT employees
attended the pilot CAS training class sponsored by the GSA
Training Center. Further training will be scheduled upon
receipt of the CAS training schedule from the GSA training
center.

Recommendation D0T-8-R-1 . This recommendation called for
improved DOT control on contracting for audit services, in
response to a finding that two DOT OAs had contracted for
audit services contrary to DOT policy and the Inspector General
Act. The Office of Inspector General issued final Management
Advisory Reports to the two DOT OAs on December 10>/ 199 2. The
Reports recommended that the OAs: 1) refrain from using audit
services provisions in their current contracts, and 2) estab-
lish controls to ensure that all future requests for audit
ser-zices are made through the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
in accordance with DOT procedures. This recommendation is now
closed .

The DOT Action Plan called for follow-up to be conducted in
accordance with standard OIG follow-up procedures . In the
January 15, 1993, letter, OFPP requested the timeframe of the
OIG follow-up procedures. The timeframe depends on the type
of follow-up performed.

Primary follow-up begins when the audit report is issued and
continues until the recommendations are resolved. Resolution
is complete when the OIG and agency management agree on the
action to be taken or, in the event of disagreement, when the
audit follow-up official determines the matter resolved. The
timeframe established for obtaining resolution is 60 days.
Both of the audit reports issued in addressing this SWAT
finding have been resolved.

Secondary follow-up is performed to ensure corrective action
has been taken and to determine its adequacy. However, the
departmental follow-up official in the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Administration has overall responsibility for
secondary follow-up. The OIG is responsible for reviewing, on
a selective basis, actions taken to implement resolved audit
recommendations and to determine the adequacy of management
follow-up. The OIG provides the follow-up official a listing
of resolved recommendations for which final action has not
occurred. The IG Act of 1988 requires final action within
1 year after resolution.

Recommendation D0T-9-R-1 . This recommendation called for
modified TAK/TAM coverage, including uniform requirements for
price negotiation memoranda (PtlM) and a standard PMM format.
Draft coverage has been completed, however, the draft coverage
must undergo an internal DOT review and comment process prior
to f inalization . The final departmental coverage is expected
to be issued by October 1, 1993.

The original DOT Action Plan called for follow-up to be
conducted as part of DOT'S Procurement Management Review (PMR)
process. However, the January 15, 1993, approval letter from
OFPP suggested that PNM's be submitted for "Headquarters"
review for a short period after issuance to ensure compliance.
DOT would prefer not to perform this separate review, for two
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reasons. First, OST does not have sufficient resources to
provide an in-depth review of individual procurement trans-
actions. Second, if a cursory review to merely determine
compliance with the policy was performed, a favorable review
could be erroneously interpreted as an endorsement of the
substance of the document.

DOT'S standard Operating procedure has been for the Office of
the Secretary of Transportation (OST) to issue uniform DOT-wide
policy and to require the Operating Administrations (OAs) to
implement the policy. The OST Procurement Management Review
Division was established for the purpose of providing OST
oversight to ensure compliance with existing regulations and
sound procurement practice. DOT would prefer to continue to
rely on our standard oversight activities to monitor compliance
with this finding.

Recommendation DOT-9-R-2 . This recommendation called for DOT
to issue a policy letter reminding contracting officers to
provide copies of PNMs to the OIG. This recommendation was
identified as a completed action in the DOT Action Plan.
However, the January 15, OFPP letter indicated that it would be
helpful to include in the first two quarterly progress reports
the percentage of PMMs received by the OIG and any other
actions necessary to ensure compliance.

In order to determine the percentage of PMHs received, the OIG
would need to know the universe of contract awards for which a
PNM is required. This would necessitate contacting each
procurement office within DOT and determining which report
resulted in a contract award versus, for example, a report on
an unsuccessful bidder, cancelled procurement, etc. We do not
consider such an exercise to be a prudent use of OIG's limited
resources. However, based on data we do maintain, we can say
there has been a 28 percent increase in the number of P^^Ms

processed in FY 93 over FY 92.

Recommendation DOT-ll-R-2 . This recommendation called for
the OIG to ensure that only properly supported data is entered
into its data base. This recommendation was identified as
a completed action in the DOT Action Plan. However, the OFPP
letter dated January IS, asked DOT to explain how follow-up
will be conducted as part of the performance appraisal process.
It further asked how the supervisor will establish the
performance standard and measure performance.

The OIG's Office of Policy and Procedures is responsible for
maintaining the data base. A supervisor in this office has
been assigned to provide additional assurance that documen-
tation is adequate to support the closeout of pre-award
reports . The supervisor reviews supporting data for accuracy
and sufficiency, and must approve, in writing, all closeout
actions before they are input to the OIG database. The
supervisor's performance elements have been expanded to include
the responsibility for ensuring closeouts are adequately
documented. A representative sample of pre-award closeout
actions will be selected to evaluate performance.

Recommendation .DOT-12-R-2 . This recommendation called for DOT
to conduct a study to develop the most effective means to

perform contract administration functions and provide adequate
resources. However, the DOT study was deferred until comple-
tion of a Governmentwide study of contract administration.

DOT is participating on the Task Group on Contract
Administration. On April 1, 1993, the Task Group met to
discuss and finalize its Charter and to establish a schedule
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for the proposed task. The Group is required to sur'/ey exist-
ing practices, develop staffing models, and identify and
examine alternative approaches to providing contract adminis-
tration functions in the civilian agencies. All tasks must be
completed and the final report written by August 1, 1993. The
DOT representative will ser/e on the subgroup which will
develop the sur-/ey instrument (i.e., current organization,
resources, methods, etc.). In response to the proposed sur^/ey,
it is expected that DOT will obtain the information required
to complete this action item.

In addition, several DOT contracting offices have expressed
a need for contract administration ser'/ices; therefore, the
Office of Acquisition and Grant Management is actively pursuing
an agreement with the Defense Logistics Agency, Defense
Contract Management Command { DCMC ) , Alexandria, VA, to provide
contract administration services to DOT. This agreement will
be similar to the DOT agreement with the Defense Contract Audit
Agency (i.e., provide the services on a cost-reimbursement
basis). Several productive meetings have been held between
representatives from DOT and DCMC. The next meeting will be
held around the end of May 1993, and project completion is

expected by December 199 3.

Recommendation DOT-13-R-3 . This recommendation called for DOT
to implement consistent policy and procedures for contract
closeout, and to require the establishment of data bases in the
OAs to monitor contracts awaiting close-out. Follow-up was to
be conducted as part of DOT'S periodic PMRs . However, in its

approval letter of January 15, 1993, OFPP requested a follow-up
process to ensure compliance with the new policy within three
to six months of issuance.

Draft TAR/TAM coverage has been completed, however, the draft
coverage must undergo an internal DOT review and comment

process prior to f inalization . The final departmental coverage
is expected to be issued by October 1, 1993. On or about
January 1994, the OAs will be requested to provide the Office
of Acquisition and Grant Management with a copy of the contract
listing to ensure that a closeout tracking system tias been
established .

Recommendation DOT-14-R-3 . This recommendation called for DOT
to modify the TAR/TAM to improve review of contractor invoices
under cost reimbursement contracts. Draft TAR/TAM coverage has
been completed, however, the draft coverage must undergo an
internal DOT review and comment process prior to f inalization .

Final departmental coverage is expected to be issued by
October 1, 1993.

Recommendation D0T-15-R-1 . This recommendation called for DOT
to amend the TAR/TAM to establish formal requirements for
designation of contracting officer representatives. Draft
TAR/TAM coverage has been completed, however, the draft

coverage must undergo an internal DOT review and comment

process prior to f inalization . Final departmental coverage
is expected to be issued by October 1, 1993.

Recommendation D0T-16-R-1 . This recommendation called for DOT
to issue policy letters to clarify responsibility for managing
government furnished property and contractor acquired property.
This action has been completed, but OFPP included in its

January 15, 1993, approval letter a recommendation that DOT use
the recently issued Department of Defense (DOD) property manual
in developing new/revised property administration guidance.
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In a letter
Acquisition
of Federal P
"DOD Manual
Administrati
to use porti
TAM section
added to the
projected £o

dated April 15, 1993, from the Director of
and Grant Management to the Administrator, Office
rocurement Policy, DOT offered comments on the
for the Performance of Contract Property
on." As pointed out in the letter, DOT Intends
ons of the DOD manual as a basis for revising the
dealing with property. This action item has been
DOT Action Plan, with issuance of final policy

r October 1, 1993.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please call
John C. Blum, (202) 366-6690.

Sincerely, Sincerely,

nd «r . DeCarliRaj
Ass^tant Inspector General

for Auditing

Linda M. Higgins
Director of Acquisition

and Grant Management

Enclosure
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

PIPELINE SAFETY GRANT PROGRAM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why did you propose to level
fund the pipeline safety grant program during FY 1994?
Was a larger budget authority request ever approved by
OST or 0MB during any part of the FY 1994 budget cycle
either under the current or former Administration? If

so, by whom?
ANSWER: The Research and Special Programs

Administration (RSPA) initially proposed an increase of

$900,000 in the pipeline safety grant program in FY

1994, commensurate with improved state performance.
Given the need to make untargeted budget reductions for

the FY 1994 President's Budget, RSPA senior management
officials decided to leave the FY 1994 pipeline safety
grant request at the 1993 funding level of $7 million.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does the proposed level

funding affect your ability and your willingness to

allocate grants to the States based only on performance
criteria?

ANSWER: The level of funding does not affect our

ability or willingness to allocate grants to states
since the formula automatically adjusts each state's
allocation to reflect available funding. State agencies
performing at higher levels will receive proportionately
greater funding than those performing at lower levels
based upon their program costs and available funding.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If funding for the grant
program were increased by $1 million above the request,
what would the additional $1 million be used for?

ANSWER: An increase of $1 million would be a step
in moving states closer to receiving 50 percent
reimbursement. The funds would also serve as incentive
for additional state participation in the hazardous

liquid program, furthering the Secretary's objective of

preventing environmental damage from the risk posed by

liquid pipelines.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If the Committee directed
these grant monies to be allocated on a performance
basis during FY 1994, how would the States respond?
What difficulties would this cause OPS?

ANSWER: States would view allocation of grants at

the 100 percent performance level in 1994 negatively,
particularly without a parallel increase to full 50

percent funding. OPS has been working with states to

phase in the performance-based grant allocation formula

to give states adequate lead time to take steps

necessary to improve their performance. In 1991 and

prior years, 25 percent of the allocation reflected

performance; in 1992, 50 percent reflected performance,
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and in 1993, 75 percent reflected performance. The
intent is to increase the allocation to a 100 percent
performance base, in parallel with an increase to 50

percent reimbursement of state program costs.
The Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) is continuing

to work with the states to refine the performance
factors to assure we have objective measures covering
all aspects of state performance. OPS's Regional Office
state liaisons will play a key role in this effort over
the next several years. Synchronizing the introduction
of refined performance factors and the increase to a 100

percent performance base would serve to further
emphasize the necessity for states to improve their
program performance.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Can you commit to a definitive
date when the grant funds will be dispersed solely on a

performance basis?
ANSWER: OPS is committed to working with states to

improve program performance and refine performance
measures in parallel with efforts toward achieving 50

percent grant funding of state program costs. Ideally,
both improved performance and 50 percent funding can be
achieved in the near future.

OFFICE OF PIPELINE SAFETY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In response to the major
recent oil pipeline release in Virginia, the Secretary
ordered a comprehensive review of OPS. What were the
findings of this report? What shortcomings were
revealed? How will you change the OPS program in

response to this report?
ANSWER: The report and an accompanying plan of

action are currently undergoing review within the
Department. The report indicates that the Department
can take steps to improve environmental protection from
the risks posed by oil pipelines. The final plan of
action will most likely address the need to accelerate
issuance of critical environmental regulations, promote
one-call notification systems to prevent damage to
underground facilities caused by third-party dig-ins,
increase state involvement in hazardous liquid programs,
increase the number of hazardous liquid pipeline
standard and new construction inspections, and encourage
coalitions of public and private interests in setting
environmental priorities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: OPS is preparing to decrease
the number of its FTEs by two. From which program
activities will these FTEs come?

ANSWER: Our pipeline safety inspector program was
provided six positions in FY 1993. We are unable to
hire five positions because we lack adequate FTE and
salaries (three of the six positions are not planned to
be annualized in FY 1994, and two additional FTE have
been reduced in support of the President's goal to
reduce government size) .
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will OPS establish
"procedures, methods, and equipment and other
requirements for equipment to prevent discharges from,
and to contain oil and hazardous substance in pipelines,
motor carriers and railways?"

ANSWER: The hazardous liquid pipeline safety
regulations, 49 CFR Part 195, provide procedures and
standards for the prevention of discharges of oil and
hazardous substances from pipelines. The basic premise
of Part 195 is to keep the product in the pipe.

Prevention of discharges from motor carriers and
railways is not a mission of OPS.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please breakdown how the
$2,520 million will be used that was requested for
consulting services to implement the Oil Pollution Act
of 1990.

ANSWER: In FY 1994, with the funding requested for
contract support, we expect to undertake five primary
analytical tasks. Tasks 1 through 4 will be performed
by one contractor and will provide analytical support
for the response plan review. Task 5 pertains to the
development of a computerized geographic information
system (GIS) that will be used to plot the location of

pipelines, environmentally sensitive areas, drinking
water intakes, and other spatial data. The data will be
used to assess the environmental risk posed by
pipelines, develop current and future plan review
methodologies, support and evaluate Oil Pollution Act-
related (OPA) regulatory efforts, and enhance
development of other OPS safety and environmental
programs required under the Pipeline Safety Act of 1992.

Many other secondary contract tasks are planned to
assist in the startup and effective implementation of
OPA and other OPS environmental programs, including
continuation of a reimbursable detail of an emergency
management expert from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, information system support, public workshops on
our response plan methodology and the development of the
Area Contingency Plans, other public outreach efforts,
training of OPS staff in spill response planning, and

coordinating review and approval of multi- jurisdictional
facility response plans with other federal and state
agencies and On Scene Coordinators. A breakdown of
these tasks is provided below:

o Analytical support for plan review 71%
o Information support including mapping 22%

pipelines on Geographical Information
System

o Other contract tasks to implement OPA 7%

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please justify and specify how
this amount was determined. What will be the functions
of the contractor who will review the emergency response
plans?

ANSWER: Pipeline operators manage their responses
to spills by dividing their operations into response
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zones. Since the plans were not received at the time
the budget was prepared, RSPA estimated the number of
plans based on the known mileage of pipelines we
regulate and the estimated mileage of pipelines newly
under our jurisdiction as a result of the OPA. Our
estimate of required analytical support for plan review
came from preliminary review of existing industry
response plans prior to OPA, anticipated diversity of

plan formats, and cost/manpower surveys of comparable
efforts of the Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.
Coast Guard, Department of Energy, Department of the
Army, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. We
determined that due to the range of pipeline operations,
varied geography, climate, numerous political
jurisdictions, water intakes, and other planning
considerations, the level of effort in review of
pipeline response plans was more complex than fixed
facility plans. However, RSPA's estimated cost was
conservative in comparison to the base program resources
or other agencies reviewing response plans.

The functions of the contractor responsible for
analytical support during our plan review and approval
process will be to: (1) analyze plans to determine
response plan minimal adequacy, (2) analyze plans to
determine areas of suggested improvements, (3) perform
quality control checks on submitted data, and (4)

perform analyses of impact and consequences of spills.
The contractor's analytical support during the review of
the response plans will be done in accordance with the
plan review methodology currently being developed by
RSPA staff. The contractor will provide technical
analysis and make preliminary recommendations based on
this plan review methodology. Final review and approval
of the plans is RSPA's responsibility.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The request for $2.52 million
to review roughly 1,700 emergency response plans seems
rather expensive. This translates into more than $1,400
to review each plan. How could these costs be reduced?
How many work hours were assumed to be required to
review each plan?

ANSWER: Response plans are a valuable resource
that support other OPS environmental and safety
initiatives through enhanced data. Thus, intrinsic
within the "plan review" process as contemplated by the
$2.52 million request is the ability to retrieve that
data from those plans as well as provide the other
technical support necessary for adequate implementation
of the OPA program. For example, OPS will gather data
on leak detection and monitoring systems which operators
provide to support their worst case discharge
calculations, identify low stress pipelines and their
operational characteristics, and gather data on spill
history and its consequences. Much of this data will
provide additonal benefits to the OPS base program
(e.g., setting program priorities in regulating and
inspecting) . It would be difficult to reduce the cost
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per plan and maintain the credibility of the program.
The estimate of 18 hours per plan came from

preliminary review of existing industry response plans
prior to OPA, the diverse state plan formats
encountered, the fact that many response plans were

expected from operators that had not been regulated by
OPS before, and cost/manpower comparisons with
comparable federal initiatives. Further, we expected
that considerable labor would be involved in reviewing
required revisions to meet regulatory standards and

particularly, the requirement for consistency with Area

Contingency Plans which are still in development.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is it correct that OPS has

virtually no in-house expertise to review the adequacy
of these plans, specifically to determine the ability of
a pipeline company to respond effectively to an oil

spill based on the emergency response plan? If so, how
will you know whether the contractor evaluating the plan
is doing an adequate job?

ANSWER: OPS has obtained temporary in-house

expertise to review the adequacy of the plans. OPS
staff already had considerable knowledge in pipeline
operations and emergency procedures and has borrowed
from its base program to help implement OPA. OPS staff
has developed its oil spill response expertise through
extensive interaction with other federal government
agencies involved in implementing OPA, particularly the
U.S. Coast Guard, and response experts from industry,
state, and local governments. In addition, OPS has
detailed an expert on spill response from the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to develop explicit
plan review methodologies. The FEMA detail is also

educating OPS staff on more advanced emergency planning
theory and assisting the staff in addressing other OPA-
related issues.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Is the analysis of information

leading towards the approval of an emergency response
plan a Federal responsibility or can it be legally
turned over to a contractor?

ANSWER: It is appropriate and legal to use
contractor support for analysis and data organization.
The contractor's analysis will be based on plan review

methodology and guidelines currently being developed by
OPS staff. Final review and approval of the plans will
be done by OPS, not the contractor. RSPA program
support offices, including Chief Counsel and the

contracting officer, will ensure that appropriate
government control is maintained.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Notwithstanding the
Administration's desire to reduce the number of Federal

employees, what benefits do you foresee of having one or

two additional, full time Federal employees reviewing
what the contractor determines?
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ANSWER: The primary benefit would be permanent,
in-house expertise dedicated to the response plan review
process. Currently, this is being provided through
temporary support from other agencies and assignment of
staff from the OPS base program. We believe additional
staff would more efficiently assess information on the
risks and consequences that pipelines pose to
environmentally sensitive areas, water intakes, major
rivers and other waterways. This is a highly
analytical, labor intensive process. Additional staff
may provide the opportunity to increase quality control
of the spill response plans prior to making our final
decisions on plan approvals.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If you do not have dedicated
and qualified staff for this responsibility, how will
you be able to ensure effective contract monitoring?
Under your proposed FY 1994 budget, how will you be able
to conduct your new OPA responsibilities without
adversely affecting your current safety
responsibilities?

ANSWER: OPS believes that it can provide effective
monitoring of the contract through its OPA
implementation team, consisting of five staff members.
Currently one staff engineer is dedicated to the
monitoring of the contract and other OPA tasks.
Additional program support will be supplied by other
team members, who work 30 to 60 percent of their time on
OPA implementation. The team has quickly developed
response planning expertise through interaction with
other federal government agencies and emergency response
experts from industry, state, and local governments.

The new OPA responsibilities are not expected to
adversely impact our current safety responsibilities.
Implementation of OPA will not reduce our level of field
inspections or response to oil spills since it does not
draw upon these field personnel for resources. In fact,
our OPA implementation efforts have been shown to
increase the effectiveness of our field personnel
investigating liquid pipeline accidents. Upon
notification of an oil spill, we are able to quickly
transmit pipeline and operator information to our field
personnel from our OPA response plan database. This has
allowed our field staff to more quickly and accurately
assess the safety situation at the spill site. During
the recent Mississippi River floods, key information
from our response plans was transmitted to our regional
offices as a safety measure in the event that there
might be a catastrophic oil spill. We believe that the
environmental responsibilities under OPA and our
existing safety responsibilities complement each other.

As mentioned previously, data gathered about
environmental risk and details on operating systems will
be used to support other base program regulatory
initiatives. We will have a better basis to determine
estimated costs and benefits of environmental
initiatives.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I note that the FY 1994
pipeline safety budget contains several "starts and
stops" of research on areas that you previously thought
were extremely important. For example, you requested
and received funding in FY 1993 for research related to
seismic activity. Good research requires some
continuity. Why is your research budget not consistent
with this principle? How can such "starts and stops" be
prevented in the future?

ANSWER: The research conducted by OPS is intended
to provide support in solving identified safety and
environmental issues. However, these issues often shift
from year to year depending on pipeline failure
experience and external demands. The budget cycle
requires selection of research projects well in advance
of the actual appropriation of funds to conduct the
research. During this extended period, circumstances
can and do change which may give the appearance of

conducting research by "starts and stops." In reality,
the strategy is to make the most efficient use of the
research funding provided to the office which may
result, from time to time, in a lack of continuity in
the research conducted. We have been able to achieve
consistency in the LNG vapor cloud testing program,
which was a multi-year research project undertaken in
the mid-1980s to early 1990s. Presently, the
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition-based leak
detection study of hazardous liquid pipelines is in its
second of three years, being funded in FY 1992 and FY
1993 with requested funding for FY 1994. Additionally,
we are moving forward with research on environmentally
sensitive areas, funded in FY 1993 and in FY 1994 as

part of our OPA activities.

YARD LINES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Customer-owned pipelines that
carry natural gas from the outlet side of a curb valve -

- usually at the property line — to the inlet side of
the customer's residence or farm are called yard lines
(or, in rural areas, farm taps). Numerous yard line
accidents causing fatalities and property damage have
occurred. For example, in a 7-month period beginning
September 16, 1988, the National Transportation Safety
Board investigated five yard line accidents in the
Kansas City-Topeka area. The accidents killed 4

persons, injured 12, and destroyed several homes and
automobiles. Among the reasons for yard line accidents
are:
o questionable design and construction methods used

by local contractors (plumbers) ,

o improper maintenance of lines against corrosion
damage, and

o lack of gas leak surveys by the yard line owners.
In addition, a majority of states do not have

jurisdiction over yard lines. For one state, a state

pipeline official has estimated that 40 to 50 percent of
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the 2,200 farm taps do not meet pipeline safety
standards. How many yard line accidents/incidents have
occurred in the last 5 years? How many of these has the
Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA)
investigated? What causes has RSPA cited for the
accidents/ incidents?

ANSWER: Since customer-owned service lines ("yard
lines") are not regulated by RSPA, operators are not

required to report accidents on them. Based on
information provided by states, corrosion is the leading
cause of service line failures. The accidents in

Missouri and Kansas in 1988-89 support this conclusion.
In addition, information from a study done by the State
of .^rizona, indicates that there are 6.76 times as many
leaks on yard lines in their state versus company-owned
service lines.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What trends, if any, has RSPA
noticed in terms of yard line fatalities, injuries, and

property damage?
ANSWER: As stated above, RSPA does not have

specific data on yard lines. However, data on
distribution system incidents reported to RSPA does not
show any significant change over the last 3 years in

service line incidents.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In RSPA's opinion, are federal

and/or state regulations needed governing the design,
construction, maintenance, inspection, and safety of

yard lines?
ANSWER: Pursuant to the Pipeline Safety Act of

1992, RSPA is reviewing federal and state rules,
policies, procedures, and other measures with respect to
the safety of yard lines and surveying the owners of the
lines to determine their views regarding whether
distribution companies should assume the responsibility
for operation and maintenance of these lines. After

completion of these actions, RSPA will be in position to
determine the need for federal and/or state regulations
covering these yard lines.

INSTRUMENTED INTERNAL PIPELINE INSPECTION DEVICES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In September 1992, the General

Accounting Office reported that the safety of the
nation's aging natural gas pipelines could be improved
by greater use of instrumented internal inspection
devices, called "smart pigs." Natural Gas Pipeli nes:
Greater Use of I nstrumented Inspection TechnologY__Can
Improve Safety (GAO/RCED-92-237 , Sept. 28, 1992) The

report pointed out, however, that there were no federal

regulations on the use of smart pig inspections even

though the Congress had mandated, in the Pipeline Safety
Reauthorization Act of 1988, that regulations be

developed requiring new or replacement pipeline
facilities, to the extent practicable, be capable of

accommodating smart pigs. The Congress has further
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required the Secretary of Transportation, in the

Pipeline Safety Act of 1992, to issue regulations
requiring the periodic inspection of natural gas and
hazardous liquid pipelines using smart pigs, under
circumstances to be determined by the Secretary. Please

explain the status of the regulations required by the
1988 and 1992 acts. When does RSPA expect these

regulations to be issued? Are there any resource or

staffing limitations at RSPA that could impact on the
issuance and enforcement of these regulations?

ANSWER: As required by the Pipeline Safety
Reauthorization Act of 1988, we have published a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking on passage of smart pigs through
new and replacement pipelines (57 FR 54745; November 20,

1992) . We expect to issue a final rule in this

proceeding by November 1993. We have also scheduled a

rulemaking on periodic inspection of pipelines with
smart pigs or a means at least as effective. The

Pipeline Safety Act of 1992 sets a deadline for

completion of this rulemaking by October 24, 1995. It
is our goal to meet these mandates.

We see no resource or staffing limitations that
would impact these schedules.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many safety inspectors
does RSPA have for inspecting natural gas and hazardous

liquid pipelines and is this sufficient considering the
millions of miles of pipelines in the United States?

ANSWER: RSPA's current regional complement of 22

staff engineers and 5 Regional Directors is more than we
have ever had in the pipeline inspection program. Some

5,022 (95 percent) of the 5,333 intrastate gas and
hazardous liquid pipeline inspection units are under
state jurisdiction. RSPA uses a risk based plan to
allocate its inspection resources to those remaining 311

intrastate and the 1,052 interstate pipeline inspection
units under its jurisdiction that are at highest risk.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In RSPA's experience, how do
hazardous liquid pipelines compare with natural gas
pipelines in term of susceptibility to ruptures and

leakages and in terms of number of incidents and

resulting fatalities, injuries, and property damage?
ANSWER: It is difficult to compare the

susceptibility of hazardous liquid and natural gas
pipelines to ruptures and leakages based on incident
data pipeline operators currently report to OPS. The

reporting thresholds vary for liquid and gas incidents,
reflecting differences in the product transported (e.g.,

liquid incidents of 50 or more barrels are reportable;
there is no comparable requirement for reporting gas
incidents) . Hazardous liquid and natural gas
transmission incident statistics over the last 3 years
follow:
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Reportable Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Incidents

Property
Year Total Fatalities Injuries Damage
1990 177 3 7 $15,614,437
1991 210 8 $24,954,079
1992 224 5 38 $63,274,230

Reportable Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline Incidents

1990 88 17 $10,765,623
1991 71 12 $11,706,237
1992 75 4 16 $24,678,164

The principal difference between hazardous liquid
and natural gas transmission incidents is in the area of
property damage. With the recent emphasis on the
environment, the cost of cleanup after a liquid pipeline
accident has resulted in a substantial increase in

reported property damage costs in contrast to that
reported for natural gas transmission pipelines.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In RSPA's opinion, would the
safety of hazardous liquid pipelines also benefit from
the increased use of instrumented internal inspection
devices?

ANSWER: The use of an instrumented internal
inspection device, or "smart pig," can provide a benefit
by identifying certain existing pipe wall anomalies.
The Pipeline Safety Reauthorization Act of 1988 mandated
the Secretary to conduct a study assessing the
feasibility of requiring the inspection of transmission
pipelines with smart pigs. The Secretary, in response
to the mandate, issued the November 1992 report titled
"Instrumented Internal Inspection Devices (A Study
Mandated by P.L. 100-561)." The report concluded it may
be feasible to conduct smart pig inspections on
hazardous liquid pipelines in highly populated areas and
environmentally sensitive areas, if the pipeline can
accommodate the device and has pig traps installed to
launch and receive the pig.

EXCESS FLOW VALVES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: For the last 10 years, the
National Transportation Safety Board has recommended
that the Department of Transportation require excess
flow valves on newly installed or renewed single family
high pressure gas service lines to prevent or minimize
the consequences of gas leaks. The Pipeline Safety Act
of 1992 required the Secretary of Transportation to
issue regulations prescribing the circumstances, if any,
under which operators of natural gas distribution
systems must install excess flow valves. Does RSPA
anticipate any problems with implementing this
requirement and/or with gas distribution companies'
complying with the requirement and resulting
regulations?
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ANSWER: The excess flow valve (EFV) rulemaking has
been controversial, with a large number of opponents and

proponents. There have been many comments to the docket
from the gas industry, state representatives, and others

indicating that a federal regulation requiring the
installation of EFVs could present potential problems.
RSPA's objective will be to assure that operators can

comply with any regulation.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Secretary has the

flexibility to determine the circumstances under which

operators must install excess flow valves? Please

provide examples of where excess flow valves may not be

required.
ANSWER: Commenters to the notice have argued that

EFVs should not be required where the service lines

(1) do not serve a single family residence, (2) operate
at an outlet pressure below 10 psi, and (3) where
contaminants in the gas stream can cause an EFV to

malfunction.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the status of RSPA's
actions on the required regulations? When does RSPA

expect to issue the regulations?
ANSWER: RSPA issued a Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking on April 21, 1993. The comment period ended

July 6, 1993. RSPA received over 140 comments and is

currently reviewing comments prior to preparing final

regulations. It is the intent of RSPA to comply with
the Pipeline Safety Act of 1992 and issue the

regulations by April 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Are there any staffing or
other resource limitations at RSPA that could impact on

RSPA issuing and enforcing the required regulations?
ANSWER: RSPA has an adequate rulemaking team

assigned to the development of an excess flow valve
rule. Further, approximately 95 percent of the systems
to be equipped with excess flow valves are subject to

state pipeline safety authority. Therefore, the effect
of the regulation on RSPA's inspection resources should
be minimal.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the cost of an excess
flow valve installed on a service line?

ANSWER: The RSPA benefit/cost study estimated the
current cost of an installed EFV to be $28 each. The

study also assumed that if 900,000 valves were installed

annually, economies of scale and competition would
reduce costs of an installed EFV to $20 each.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many safety inspectors
does RSPA have and is this sufficient considering the

number of pipeline accidents and incidents that occur
each year? . =

ANSWER: Our pipeline safety inspection program
supports the President's request for FY 1994. We are

unable to hire five positions because we lack adequate
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FTE and salaries (three of the six positions provided in
FY 1993 are not planned to be annualized in FY 1994, and
two additional FTE have been reduced in support of the
President's goal to reduce government size).

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will the $170,000 requested
for R&D planning and management allow the Research and
Development Coordinating Council to become more proactive
in influencing future DOT budgets.

ANSWER: By initiating work in these areas, RSPA
will be in a position to more effectively support the R&D
Council by conducting a broader and more comprehensive
R&D planning and management program in fiscal year 1995,
one that will include outreach and defense conversion
efforts, and a series of cross-cutting intermodal
transportation R&D studies. With this additional
information, the R&D Council will be in a strengthened
position to look across and ensure linkages between and
among modes so that we leverage to the maximum DOT R&D
funds.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: With these funds, what specific
studies do you propose to undertake? What is the
analytical basis or justification for this amount? How
was this amount determined?

ANSWER: With these funds, the Research and Special
Programs Administration (RSPA) will study the
implications for Departmental R&D of topics including:
sustainable transportation; the relationship of

government environmental and energy requirements to jobs
and economic growth; the next generation of motor
vehicles; infrastructure maintenance, rehabilitation and
renewal technologies; technologies for traffic control
and management; the transportation system operational
strategies; monitoring, modeling and assessment of

transportation system performance and environmental
impacts; and human performance in transportation systems.
RSPA also intends to apply the results of these studies
toward the annual update of the Surface Transportation
Research and Development Plan, as mandated by the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act's
(ISTEA) Section 6009(b), This material will enable the
R&D coordinating council to focus the Department's
research funds on the most productive, highest payoff
research opportunities.

RSPA program officials derived the amount of the
request by examining the requirements behind each study
and estimating resource levels necessary to initiate each
one .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If this request were reduced to
$85,000 what studies would be delayed?

ANSWER: We hope the Congress would support the full

funding request, as we do believe the request is the
minimum necessary to provide comprehensive support to the
R&D Council. Without full funding of the request we
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would be forced to limit the scope of the effort by
omitting critical studies such as those relating to
sustainable transportation or the relationship between
environmental and energy requirements. The full request
is responsive to Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) emphasis on strengthening
Departmental research and development.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What tangible reports,
cooperative activities, new courses or other measurable

products have resulted from the expenditures of roughly
$200,000 for "University Research" during each of the
last two years?

ANSWER: The last two years (fiscal years 1992 and

1993) have marked a period of great change in the

university research program. After its transfer to RSPA
in May of 1991, the program was altered completely. It

no longer bears any resemblance to the program
description contained in the budget requests for those

years. The budget request for fiscal year 1994 is the
first that RSPA has developed from the start and it

reflects the beginning of a new direction for the

program.
Specific accomplishments resulting from the

investment of the program funding for the past two years
include the following:
o The 1992 Summer Transportation Intern Program for

Students of Diverse Groups provided more than 20

future transportation professionals from diverse

backgrounds with the chance to conduct individual
research projects while working closely with a DOT
mentor (RSPA bore only a portion of the total cost
of this project) .

o A series of eight technology commercialization
outreach seminars collectively referred to as the
National Technology Initiative (NTI) was held at

university campuses across the U.S. to generate
private sector interest in the potential for
commercial application of Government-sponsored
research at facilities like the University
Transportation Centers (RSPA bore only a potion of

the total cost of this project) .

o Development and implementation of simplified
procedural guidelines for issuance and
administration of grants, including alternative
methods for evaluating the overall effectiveness of

grant-funded university centers,
o Development, coordination and implementation of

strategic planning guidelines for University
Transportation Centers and University Research
Institutes .

o A pilot project to demonstrate the feasibility of

using government, academic and the private sector

experts to develop a new undergraduate degree
program in transportation security through
leveraging existing academic resources rather than
direct funding of new ones (Report due September 30,

1993) .
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o A proposed series of four outreach seminars intended
to identify state and local transportation needs
that are amenable to technological solutions and to
plug them into the extensive technology sharing
resources of the department and its university
grantees (RSPA bore only a portion of the total cost
of this project) .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Aren't activities similar to
those sponsored by RSPA also performed by academic
institutions and by university consortia?

ANSWER: Educational programs, outreach seminars
and technology transfer activities are all activities
that are integral to academic institutions and university
consortia. RSPA's activities are intended to leverage
the work of the university through cross-fertilization of
innovative solutions to common issues.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How will you use the $190,000
requested for University Research during FY 1994 and will
these funds be managed through a contract with the Volpe
Center?

ANSWER: The amount requested for FY 1994 will be
used to conduct the following activities:
o Evaluation of university proposals for competitive

awards of ten regional UTCs .

o Cost benefit analysis of the Summer Transportation
Intern Program for Students of Diverse Groups with
other DOT intern programs,

o Conduct a Study of the implementation of the results
of the curriculum development pilot project,

o Colloquium for institutions of higher learning to

exchange innovative approaches to transportation
education and research that UTC has successfully
adopted.
Some of these activities may be accomplished through

a project plan agreement (PPA) with the Volpe Center.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If this request were reduced to
$100,000, what would be the likely consequences?

ANSWER: Halving the program funding for university
research would reduce program management to an

essentially administrative and archival activity. RSPA
could continue to monitor and record the work product of
the university grantees, but it would be able to do very
little to share the results of their work with others.

OFFICE OF EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify all improvements
and the associated amount of expenditures to
communications systems, to computer systems, and to other
OET "infrastructure" during each of the last three fiscal
years. Please breakdown how the requested $154,000 would
be spent.

ANSWER: During Fiscal Years 1991, 1992 and 1993,
OET has expended funds for computer systems and other OET
infrastructure. Included were the initial review and
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prototype development costs for the Graphic Information
System (GIS) and the regional crisis management team
development. The GIS and the teams will support the
Department's response to the numerous natural and
technological disasters that affect the citizens of the
United States each year. Each program and related
funding is discussed below.
o The prototype design and development of a GIS will

use the OET data base system to provide
transportation facilities information. The data
base system is antiquated and too cumbersome for the
fast-paced responses needed in disasters. The costs
below include system design and analysis, computer
system development and minimal maintenance, as well
as computer hardware upgrades to support our
emergency organization in the regions. A total of
$165,000 has been expended on this effort during
Fiscal Years 1991 through 1993.

o OET develops and conducts training sessions for each
of the 10 DOT regional emergency crisis management
teams, consisting of a cadre of personnel from
Federal, State, local governments and the private
sector. These personnel, assigned crisis management
functions as collateral duty. Training on these
functions is critical to the Department's emergency
response mission during crises. Because of a 25%
turnover, training must be done annually for team
continuity. In the three previous fiscal years, OET
could only expend $24,000 total on the development
of this essential training effort.

o Funds are provided to support the Department's 10

Regional Emergency Transportation Coordinators
(RETCOs) , who are responsible for management of the
crisis response teams. The RETCOs also work with
the regional Federal, State and local authorities on
nuclear power plant emergency plans and exercises.
These funds are inadequate to cover the total costs
given the current trend in natural disasters. For
the three fiscal years, a total of $106,000 was
expended on these efforts.

o In FY-1994, $154,000 is requested for Crisis
Management. $69,000 will be used for the final
development of the prototype GIS computer system,
and to resume data base maintenance for the
transportation facilities. This data has not been
updated for over 5 years. The full scale prototype
development of the prototype GIS system has been put
on the back burner for several years due to
insufficient funds to continue the maintenance and
needed upgrade of the computer system. $85,000 is

for the modernization of the antiquated telephone
system in the Department's Crisis Management Center
(CMC) . The demands from the teams that utilize the
CMC exceed the capability of the facility which was
created in 1968 with little change. Upgrading the

telephone system is the first step in revamping the
CMC to handle the demands placed on it by the

reoccurring crises throughout the year.
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Funding Summary Table

FY91 FY92 FY93 Total

1. Initial GIS/ $100,000 $65,000 $0 $165,000
data maintenance/
hardware purchase

2. Crisis Management $4,000 $20,000 $0 $24,000
Training

3. RETCO Support $32,000 $34,000 $40,000 $106,000

VOLPE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I note that the FY 1994 request
does not seek an increase in the number of FTEs for the
Volpe Center. Because you have not increased the number
of FTEs recently, how have you reduced the number of
employees at the Volpe Center working on non-DOT issues
in order to maintain your support for the Department?

ANSWER: The Department of Transportation continues
to be the Volpe Center's first priority. Due to
downsizing at the Department of Defense (DOD) , the Volpe
Center has decreased the technical labor force assigned
to this work to less than one-sixth. The Center now
contracts out support services to the maximum practical
degree, and makes extensive use of technical support
contracts in performance of its projects. To depend any
further on contracted resources, however, would
compromise the quality of the work and the Center's
ability to assure proper Federal oversight. As a result,
continuation of the ceiling at its present level would
preclude any growth in the amount of work the Volpe
Center can accept.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How does Volpe 's work for non-
DOT agencies affect your ability to meet the needs of the
Department?

ANSWER: The work for non-Department of

Transportation (DOT) agencies enhances our ability in the

transportation arena and produces technical knowledge and

experience that is useful in supporting our DOT clients.
As the largest customer of commercial transportation

services, the Defense Department provides important
insights into customer needs and demands for future
transportation services and technologies. Center work
for non-DOT agencies related directly to transportation
systems and technologies includes: container ization,
intermodal management, vehicle and cargo tracking,
transfer optimization, just-in-time delivery, logistics
systems integration, port modernization, track
rehabilitation, locomotive and railcar maintenance and
development, and transportation safety and security
systems .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If the number of personnel
working at the Volpe Center were allowed to increase by
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some nominal amount, let's say by 20, how would you use
these additional positions?

ANSWER: Given the increasing scope of Departmental
concerns, the complexity of issues associated with recent

legislation, such as Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) ,

Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA) ,
Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) , the Oil Pollution

Act, the Energy Policy Act, and the R&D thrusts called
for in President Clinton's technology policy, the level
of unsatisfied demand for Volpe Center services is

expected to grow further.
Additional positions would help the Department of

Transportation (DOT) further address these pieces of

landmark legislation as well as to place more emphasis on

essential transportation-related topics, such as:

strategic planning, socio-economic issues, energy
conservation, global warming, environmental engineering,
electromagnetic compatibility and interference, the
health effects of electromagnetic fields, rehabilitation,
modernization and expansion of aging transportation
system components and infrastructure, sustainable

transportation compatible with environmental and quality
of life objectives, assisting client agencies with

optimal resource allocation under tight fiscal

constraints, and acquisition management related to
advanced technologies. These additional positions would
ease the staffing constraints continually placed on the

Volpe Center's ability to meet and anticipate unforeseen

transportation challenges.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING PROCESS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The Intermodal Surface

Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 found that
research and development (R&D) programs related to

transportation are fragmented and dispersed, and need to

be strengthened and incorporated in an integrated
framework. It also highlights the needs for a federal
vision on (1) how the surface transportation systems of

the 21st century will differ from present systems, (2)

how they will interface with each other, (3) how the

systems will adjust to changing population patterns and

lifestyles, and (4) the role of federal R&D in

accomplishing this. ISTEA intended to accomplish this by

initiating a formal R&D planning process for the

Department of Transportation (DOT) . However, no funding
was provided for this activity. We understand that RSPA
is attempting to address these issues.

Please discuss RSPA's efforts and accomplishments to

date to address the ISTEA findings regarding R&D

planning?
ANSWER: ISTEA mandated that the Department prepare

an annual integrated Surface Transportation Research and

Development Plan. This effort was assigned to RSPA which
coordinated the Department's position. Cooperation of the

Department's operating administrations was excellent.
The plan includes both a near-term (3-year) detailed

program description, and a 10-year outlook describing
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several current efforts or planned initiatives. We

anticipate that this ongoing effort will be very valuable
in bringing about further coordination of Departmental
research as well as stimulating long-term, system-level
thinking by all of the Department's research
organizations.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is DOT'S annual budget for
R&D?

ANSWER: In fiscal year 1992, budget authority for
the Department of Transportation (DOT) research and

development was $559.4 million; in fiscal year 1993,
budget authority was $646.7 million; and in fiscal year
1994, the budget request for Departmental R&D is $687.8
million.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe RSPA's
mechanisms for coordinating with the various agencies
within the Department and the effectiveness of those
mechanisms.

ANSWER: The Research and Development Coordinating
Council was established to oversee and coordinate
research and development within the Department of

Transportation (DOT) .

The R&D Council, chaired by the RSPA Adminstrator ,

has established working groups in nine key areas which
warranted cross-modal coordination. These groups provide
multimodal coordination with regard to policy
formulation, budget development, program development and

implementation, and program evaluation and results
dissemination in the following areas 1) Intermodalism;
2) Effects of Transportation Investments on Productivity
and the Economy; 3) Human Factors; 4) Energy and
Environmental Quality; 5) Data Coordination; 6)

Technology Transfer; 7) IVHS; 8) Navigation; and 9)

Security and Anti-Terrorism.
The Council is now looking at the FY95 budget. It

assesses the various R&D projects of the Departmental
elements in terms of the Secretary's priorities.

In recent months the R&D Council has been

particularly active in implementing the Department's
participation in the Technology Reinvestment Project, a

collaboration of the Advanced Research Projects Agency,
the Department of Commerce, the National Science
Foundation, and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

OVERSIGHT AND COORDINATION OF
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: RSPA is responsible for (1)

overseeing the formulation, structure, and conduct of all
the operating administrations' research and development
(R&D) efforts; and (2) coordinating R&D efforts that
apply to several modes or have intermodal implications.
R&D programs encompass a wide range of activities that
focus on refining and demonstrating refinements to

existing technologies, developing new technologies, and
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studying socioeconomic and human factors that will be
affected by technological change. Funding for the

Department's research activities has nearly doubled in

the last 5 years, from $313 million in fiscal year 1989
to $507 million in fiscal year 1993.

The National Transportation Policy of 1990
recognized that solving transportation problems must be
looked at from a "systems perspective," that is, what is
the best mix or integration of solutions to solve
transportation problems. Recognizing that each operating
administration tends to "stove pipe" its R&D efforts to
address specific areas of interest of problems peculiar
to the specific modes, what additional efforts does RSPA
believe are needed at the departmental level to ensure
that the increased R&D investment will be used to address
solutions to transportation problems from a systems
perspective?

ANSWER: The President's technology policy sets
forth his vision that "American technology must move in a
new direction to build economic strength and spur
economic growth." In order to ensure that the increased
R&D investment will be used to address solutions to
transportation problems from a systems perspective.
Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) ,

working through the R&D Coordinating Council, will
emphasize fully coordinating Department-wide efforts
related to the integrated technology development areas
supported by the President's policy. RSPA will also
support the Secretary's strategic planning efforts as

requested. In order to assure a systems perspective,
needed additional efforts at the Departmental level
include the following:
o Defense Conversion: Since transportation holds

potential for defense industries and national
laboratories looking for new commercial products and
markets, one of RSPA's key roles will be to help the
Department identify the defense conversion
opportunities in transportation and to match
transportation needs to emerging resources,

o Cross-Cutting Intermodal Transportation R&D Studies:
The Department is considering a series of studies
related to cross-cutting transportation research,
including the annual Surface Transportation R&D Plan
required by ISTEA; and an examination of the
condition of the global transportation system,
national and international transportation needs, and
the potential technological responses to these
needs,

o Outreach: The Department plans to organize and
conduct a continuing program of outreach with
transportation providers, users, planners,
consultants, manufacturers, state and local

governments, and universities in order to gather and
share basic data for use in integrated long-range
transportation, and transportation-related research
and development, planning and decision making.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe the plans you
have to bring about these changes.

ANSWER: In support of the President and Secretary
Pena's commitment to helping the defense industry and the
national laboratories adjust to the post-Cold War world,
activity has already begun in the Department. In May
1993, nearly 100 representatives of the major defense
companies, Federal agencies, national laboratories,
universities, and state governments met at the Volpe
Center to explore defense-conversion opportunities in

transportation. Emphasis on transportation related
research and transportation-related technological
opportunities has greatly heightened. In addition, RSPA
is taking the lead in facilitating defense conversion
activities within the Department of Transportation (DOT)
by coordinating with the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) , National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) , the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy, the national laboratories, and

industry.
Also, outreach seminars with state and local

governments and industry leaders are planned to advance
the Secretary of Transportation's technology initiatives
and introduce the Department's new administrators to a

cross section of local decision makers. This outreach
series on Transportation Needs and Opportunities, will
identify state and local transportation needs that are
amenable to technological solutions, covering such topics
as infrastructure rehabilitation and maintenance,
transportation's interaction with the environment,
measuring system performance, transportation planning,
and the need to "humanize" the transportation system. In

addition, industry will be consulted on means to
revitalize the technology foundation for the next
generation of motor vehicles, transit vehicles, aircraft,
and ships.

The outreach activity will support DOT analysis and

application of new technologies in transportation.

VOLPE CENTER CONTRIBUTION TO R&D DECISIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The new administration has
identified several key transportation areas in which
research and development (R&D) will be performed as part
of the administration's investment emphasis. R&D
activities in high-speed ground transportation and

intelligent vehicle/highway systems have been
highl ighted .

What role did the Volpe National Transportation
Systems Center play in helping the administration
identify key transportation R&D investment decisions?

ANSWER: The Volpe Center maintains and applies a

cross-modal knowledge base and expertise that are

continually updated and honed by working on the major
issues arising in all modes of transportation. In

addition, the Volpe Center maintains a strategic planning
element that conducts environmental scans on the status
of the transportation system and continually updates near
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and long-term outlooks on the needs of the system. The
Center is regularly interacting with academia and

industry through its outreach efforts.
The Volpe Center is increasingly being asked by its

clients to become involved in front-end planning and
trade-off analyses in their key R&D programs and
investment decisions. The Center has been involved in
the recent congressionally requested studies of the
software management and cost benefits of the FAA's
Advanced Automation System, developing the Federal
Radionavigation Plan which presents policy decisions
concerning Federally-provided radionavigation systems,
participating in DOT/DOT deliberations concerning future
civil participation in the management of the Global
Positioning System (GPS) , prioritizing the investments in
the Coast Guard's vessel traffic services, optimizing
buoy tender acquisition, reporting to Congress on maglev
and high speed rail safety, technical, financial, and
commercial feasibility, cost-benefit analyses of

improvements to the Northeast Corridor rail system from
Boston to New York, analyzing Amtrak finances and the
steps that would be needed to attain Amtrak self-
sufficiency, in addition to regular participation as
advisor to the Office of the Secretary of Transportation
(OST) in the Transportation System Acquisition Review
Council (TSARC) process. In addition to conducting a

cost-benefit analyses of Intelligent Vehicle Highway
Systems (IVHS), the Volpe Center has supported IVHS

strategic planning for all modes and thus provided
cohesive and coordinated program support.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What responsibilities will the

Volpe Center have in the administration's strategy for
increased emphasis in transportation R&D?

ANSWER: The Volpe Center is taking the lead in

facilitating defense conversion activities within the

Department of Transportation (DOT) . In this role, the
Center is serving as the intermediary between DOT and

(1) Advanced Research Project Agency's (ARPA) Technology
Reinvestment Program, (2) NIST's Advanced Vehicle
Program, and (3) the White House Office of Science and

Technology Policy (OSTP) .

Also, at the request of its clients, the Volpe
Center is becoming involved in front-end planning and
trade-off analyses of their clients' key R&D programs and
investment decisions.

GENERAL AGENCY QUESTIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I notice that the number of
FTEs requested under the Research and Special Programs
account is proposed to decline by five. From which
Office in RSPA do you intend to take these reductions?
What job positions do you expect to eliminate or not
fill? Please specify whether the proposed reduction
would affect the number of hazmat inspectors.
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ANSWER: At this time, we plan to reduce 1 FTE in

Program Support, 1 FTE in Aviation Information
Management, and 3 FTEs in Hazardous Materials Safety.

We will attempt to reduce FTE through attrition and
by leaving existing vacancies unfilled. Each vacant
position will be examined on a case by case basis. RSPA
is continuing to review its staffing needs and will fill
positions in areas of greatest priority. Presently, the
President's initiative to reduce the government workforce
is planned to impact the Hazmat inspection program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please breakout the travel,
transportation of things, printing, and communications
request for the different offices funded under the RSPA
account and compare these data with FY 1993 estimates.

ANSWER:
Administrative Costa

(in thousands of dollars)

Hazardous Materials Safety

Travel
Transportation
Printing and reproduction
Communications, Util. & Misc.

Aviation Information Management

Travel
Transportat ion
Printing and reproduction
Comntunications, Util. & Misc.

Emergency Transportation

Travel
Transportation
Printing and reproduction
Communications, Util. & Misc.

Research and Technology

Travel
Transportation
Printing and reproduction
Communications, Util. & Misc.

Program Support

Travel
Transportation
Printing and reproduction
Communications, Util. & Misc.

Pipeline Safety

Travel
Transportation

FY 1993
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Printing and reproduction 60 60
Communications, Util. & Misc. * 245 245

* Communications, Util. and Misc. is prorated by office and includes
IRM in FY 1993. IRH appears as a contract program in FY 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please compare actual
expenditures versus appropriations for all object classes
during FY 1992.

ANSWER:
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

EXPENDITURES BY OBJECT CLASS (in thousands of dollars)

FY 1992 FY 1992
actual* budget*

11 Personnel compensation 10,576 9,959
12 Personnel benefits:

Civilian 1,723 2,337

Subtotal PC&B 12,299 12,296
21 Travel and transportation

of persons 588 339
22 Transportation of things 19 100
23 Communications, utilities,

and miscellaneous charges 753 425
24 Printing and reproduction 196 226
25 other services 7,772 8,796
26 Supplies and materials 101 90
31 Equipment 464 94

99 Total 22,192 22,366

PIPELINE SAFETY
EXPENDITURES BY OBJECT CLASS (in thousands of dollars)

FY 1992 FY 1992
actual* budget*

11 Personnel compensation 2,937 2,733
12 Personnel benefits:

Civilian 628 750

Subtotal PC&B 3,565 3,483
21 Travel and transportation

of persons 467 425
22 Transportation of things 11 35
23 Communications, utilities,

and miscellaneous charges 310 544
24 Printing and reproduction 31 38
25 Other services 2,146 1,940
26 Supplies and materials 23 40
31 Equipment 81 48
41 Grants, subsidies, and

contributions 6,885 7,000

99 Total 13,519 13,553

* Reflects actual expenditures through May 31, 1993 and
the FY 1992 enacted budget (without reprogramming) .

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Funding for RSPA's information
resource management activity has been increasing rapidly,
going from $125,000 during FY 1992 to the proposed
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$243,000 for FY 1994. What would you do to reduce
expenditures to $175,000 during FY 1994?

ANSWER: A decrease of $68,000 for IRM (from the
$243,000 requested) in FY 1994 would slow priority
initiatives for the agency in three areas. Application
Development will be reduced by approximately 50%, the IRM
Security effort will be scaled back by approximately 66%,
and our new initiative for imaging will be cut by
approximately 30%. The imaging initiative, when
completed, will significantly reduce the number of staff
hours currently dedicated to filing and retrieving agency
documents, and will increase the response to our field
inspectors and the public by approximately 50%.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: During fiscal year 1993
appropriations hearings, RSPA indicated that the
reprogramming restrictions placed on RSPA to control
appropriated funds hindered its ability to meet certain
program priorities. One significant example was hiring
delays RSPA experienced for the hazardous materials area.
Has RSPA experienced any such "hindrances" this year, and
if so, specifically in what areas?

ANSWER: Yes, we have experienced problems in

meeting rapidly changing program priorities. The lack of
flexibility in moving funds to needed program areas, has
resulted in less effective program responses and delays
in reacting to Secretarial direction and emergency
response. For example, in the last week of FY 1992, RSPA
was forced to submit a reprogramming request to Congress
for $20,000 for critical operations in support of
Hurricane Andrew. This necessary action to respond
promptly to a crisis was delayed until required approvals
could be obtained.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has RSPA experienced any
shortfalls this year in its PC&B account, or any other
accounts?

ANSWER: Yes, the Pipeline Safety PC&B account is

estimating a $41 thousand shortfall in FY 1993. The
Pipeline Safety Travel account and the Emergency
Notification contract program have funding shortfalls of
$141 thousand and $50 thousand, respectively. A
reprogramming request letter was signed by Secretary Pena
on July 20, 1993, for receipt by the Appropriations
Subcommittees .

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Now that RSPA has additional
experience with its new budgeting process, how would you
describe its effectiveness?

ANSWER: We believe the current process of estimating
and justifying resources (dollars and people) has greatly
improved our ability to align resource requirements with
those programs justifying the greatest need. For
example, we have implemented a systems approach to
justifying program and administrative resources. Before
any request is accepted by senior management as a valid
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need, a problem is identified, an approach recommended,
then a prescriptive solution is suggested. This enables
the agency to tie resource requirements to those valid
needs identified and accepted. The budget process is
also being woven into developing the agency's program
priorities, as determined by senior management officials.
This ensures that all agency emphasis areas are supported
and justified through the budget process.

OFFICE OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY (OHMS)

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: I note that the FY 1994
request contains a new budget item termed "International
Standards." OHMS previously conducted international
activities as part of other program activities. Why is
it necessary to initiate a new program category in the
budget during FY 1994?

ANSWER: The formulation and advocacy of U.S.
policies with respect to international hazardous
materials safety standards is critical to public safety
and U.S. business interests. Our objective is to
promote a worldwide system that provides consistency
among modes and regions sufficient to guarantee the free
movement of hazardous materials. Consistency improves
compliance with the U.S. regulations and safety; reduces
the need for enforcing U.S. domestic regulations on
import shipments; and is advantageous to the U.S.
favorable balance of trade in hazardous materials. Our
international activities have grown considerably in
recent years, and have received new emphasis during
consideration of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). The Mexican government is working diligently
to align its regulations with the UN and US system.
When coupled with the needs of our large domestic
Spanish speaking population, it is worthwhile to launch
this separate effort.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much was allocated for
international activities, other than personnel costs, in
FY 1992 and FY 1993?

ANSWER: Although it is difficult to provide
figures, we estimate in excess of 60 percent of research
and development funding applies to and supports the
international as well as the domestic hazardous
materials program. The remaining funds are used for
strictly domestic applications. An estimated $24,000
was spent in FY 1992 and $35,000 thus far in FY 1993 to
cover travel costs to support international activities;
much of the increase was used for activities related to
NAFTA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much do you expect to

spend during the next three years on the translation of
the Hazardous Materials Transportation Regulations into

Spanish? Aren't there any commercial companies that
might do this if the Federal Government does not?

ANSWER: Final decisions have not been made on

budgets for the next three years; however, we anticipate
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that the funding requested for this program ($140,000)
will remain at an equivalent level. In addition to

translating the HMR, the funds would also be used to
translate other documents related to hazardous materials
transportation, such as the DOT Emergency Response
Guidebook (ERG) ,

various instructional documents,
relevant Federal Register publications, and
communications with Mexican authorities. We are not
aware of any commercial companies that are providing
this service.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Does your request contain any
funds to upgrade or transport displays on the OHMS
program or related activities to various hazardous
materials transportation conferences or COHMED meetings?

ANSWER: The request does not contain any funds to
upgrade or transport displays on the OHMS program or
related activities to various hazardous materials
transportation conferences or COHMED meetings.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Previously, I have expressed
concern over the number of times that OHMS sets a final
date for implementation of a regulation and then either
reopens a docket after a final regulation has been
issued or delays the effective date of implementation.
During the last year or so, I note that you have delayed
the effective date of implementation of your improved
training regulations and have reopened the docket on
cargo tanks. Why does this practice continue? Why
don't you work out implementation problems ahead of time
through the rulemaking process?

ANSWER: The Office of Hazardous Materials
Standards (OHMS) attempts to obtain as much information
as possible on industry's ability to implement
requirements proposed by the agency. Through the
rulemaking process, OHMS asks questions and analyzes
comments to determine the time and effort necessary to

implement any final action. OHMS also holds public
meetings and hearings on certain actions to provide a
better dialogue between the agency and the regulated
public. Unfortunately, neither OHMS nor industry are
always able to predict all impacts and implementation
difficulties and almost all delays in the implementation
dates of rulemaking actions result from petitions from
industry. When petitioned for a delay, OHMS carefully
evaluates the new or revised information to balance both
the consequences of postponing action and the cost of
full compliance.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The National Academy of
Sciences has recommended that DOT, together with others,
should investigate opportunities for application of
information technology to aid emergency responders and
reduce the costs of hazardous materials incidents.
Please identify specific requests and parts of the OHMS
budget that pertain to this recommendation.

ANSWER: RSPA is reviewing the NAS study and

preparing a report on the NAS recommendations for the
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Secretary to submit to Congress later this year.
Development of the FY 1994 budget request pre-dates the
NAS recommendations.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Subcommittee staff has heard
complaints from industry that OHMS responses to requests
for interpretations are too slow in coming, often taking
more than one year. What is the average length of time
that OHMS takes to formally respond to an interpretation
request? What can be done to accelerate your response
to these requests for interpretations, especially those
that affect many companies?

ANSWER: Responses to written inquires to the
Office of Hazardous Materials Standards (OHMS) have been
delayed over the past three years, with an average
response time of approximately 6 months. Over this
three year period, OHMS has been responsible for issuing
rulemaking actions, many of which were significant
rulemakings mandated by the 1990 Amendments to the
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, responding to

telephone inquiries, and assisting in outreach programs.
Many of the rulemakings contributed to a significant
increase in the number of inquiries received. Several
of these inquiries addressed issues which were subject
to petitions for reconsideration and pending final

action; therefore, they were necessarily delayed until
final resolution of the petitions. OHMS recognized that
the emphasis on rulemaking lead to correspondence
backlogs, with long response times. Since the beginning
of the calendar year, an increased emphasis has been

placed on responding to inquiries. Subsequently, the

backlog of correspondence has been significantly reduced
and is expected to be eliminated by late summer. This
should result in an improvement of response time for

newly received written injuries. More recently, OHMS
also implemented a new telephone contact procedure which

provides immediate contact to the public with qualified
specialists to obtain information. This should
ultimately result in fewer written inquiries.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please prepare a list of the
different components of the hazardous materials industry
subject to OHMS jurisdiction. Estimate the number of
entities in each component and the percentage inspected
each year by OHMS.

ANSWER: RSPA inspects manufacturers of nonbulk
packaging including related businesses such as cylinder
retesters and rebuilders, and drum reconditioners. RSPA

inspects companies holding DOT exemptions and approvals.
RSPA inspects offerors or shippers of hazardous
materials, sharing concurrent jurisdiction with the four

operating administrations—FHWA, FAA, FRA, and USCG.
The four operating administrations inspect carriers in

their respective mode of transportation; FRA inspects
tank car manufacturers and requalifiers, and FHWA

inspects cargo tank manufacturers and requalif iers.
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The following are the areas in which RSPA operates,
with an estimated universe, and an estimate of the
number of inspections to be conducted in 1993:
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$500 thousand to pay the salaries of the Program
Manager, Grants Specialists, Program Analysts, a clerk
who will perform grants-related tasks, and the salaries
of others in OHMS who do grants-related tasks.

The following items would be reduced or eliminated:

o Eliminated $193,000 for HMIX, - This will preclude
using HMIX for HMTA grants.

o Eliminated $177,000 for transfer to FEMA/EPA, -

This will result in no administrative support from
these agencies.

o Reduced $115,000 for salaries, - This will reduce
support provided by others within OHMS for grants-
related activities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: NHTSA administers its Section
402 grant program with roughly a six percent
administrative takedown. OHMS is requesting roughly
three times this percentage for its grant program. Why?

ANSWER: The NHTSA program is much larger than the
HMTA grants program, and consequently a smaller
percentage provides more actual dollars to pay for core
administrative costs. OHMS is requesting 7.9 percent
($1,225 million) of total budget authority ($15,675
million) for administrative purposes in FY 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Given a limited amount of
funds for the grant program, would RSPA rather maximize
the amount actually apportioned to the States or ensure
that its administrative takedown is fully funded?

ANSWER: Both objectives are important and
interrelated. While RSPA wishes to maximize the support
to States within available funds, some level of
administrative support is essential.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How many people are working
directly under the grants program manger: What is the
total of their salaries? Why then did you ask for

$615,000?
ANSWER: There are five people including the grants

program manager working full time on the grants program.
The total of their salaries and benefits is

approximately $255,000. The $615,000 figure includes
the salaries of others in OHMS doing grants-related
tasks.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Since most of the work on the
first edition of the training curriculum is essentially
complete, why do you need the same amount of funding
during FY 1994 to gradually improve the training
curriculum?

ANSWER: The training curriculum is a program, not
a document. The program consists of three parts: the
curriculum guidelines to be used by states to qualify
their courses, curriculum support systems to help states
use the guidelines and adapt their individual curricula
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to the national standard, and model curricula for
selected audiences such as EMS personnel and SERC/LEPC
members. Only the guidelines are complete; curriculum
support and model curricula will be developed beginning
in FY 1994. A national committee of experts, including
Federal and local officials, developed this strategy as
the most effective way to implement a national
curriculum that would reflect both the common elements
and the differences in state curricula.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: RSPA proposes to spend
$200,000 to conduct workshops on transportation concerns
related to the grant program. How will these funds be
spent? Will these monies be used to pay for travel of
State and local officials? If these monies were not
provided, how could State and local officials obtain
similar information or share inputs to each other and to
RSPA? What professional meetings or associations could
help accomplish similar purposes?

ANSWER: HMTA grantees are a diverse group
including State emergency management agencies. State
Police, State environmental agencies, and Indian tribes.
Their professional organizations usually have separate
meetings. HMTA grantees need to spend several days on
HMTA issues exclusively, and paying for the travel of
State and local officials is necessary. RSPA believes
that the workshops are an essential element in assuring
that the benefits of the HMTA grants program are widely
disseminated to the community. The workshops will
permit grantees to identify common issues, craft common
solutions, and work toward a uniform national response
system.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please specify exactly how the
$50,000 requested for the peer exchange of information
would be used. Why is this expenditure critical to the
success of the grant program? Couldn't some of the same
purposes be achieved at a COHMED meeting or at another
professional meeting or conference or by some other
communication?

ANSWER: The $50,000 will be spent to conduct
Regional Peer Exchange Sessions. Regional peer exchange
groups are preferred by the HMTA grantee steering
committee as the most expeditious way to share
information. The State grantees include State emergency
management agencies. State Police, State environmental
agencies, and Indian tribes. Few of them are State
enforcement agencies participating in COHMED.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much does your grant staff
expect to spend on travel during FY 1993? How much is

requested for their travel during FY 1994?
ANSWER: In FY 1993, the first year of the grants

program, the grant staff spent $20,000 on travel. With
full operation of the grants program, including
curriculum development and monitoring and technical
assistance, the grant staff expects to spend $65,000 on
travel in FY 1994. During the first year of the grants
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program, the grants unit was not fully staffed, work
centered in Washington, D.C. In FY 1994, with the

grants unit fully staffed, travel to the grantee
locations will increase markedly.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How much is proposed to be

spent on the hazardous materials information exchange
system in either the OHMS budget or the emergency grant
budget?

ANSWER: $193,000 is proposed to be spent in the

emergency grant budget and $80,000 in the OHMS budget.
The $80,000 OHMS budget is used to support base programs
of OHMS and cannot support the additional work needed
for the grants program.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why is it necessary to spend
almost $200,000 on HMIX to support the grant program?
Can't the reporting information be simply submitted on a

disk once or twice a year?
ANSWER: By enhancing HMIX capabilities, a readily

accessible updated source of information will be
available. State reporting information is not the only
material that will be placed on the HMIX. RSPA also

plans to use the HMIX mechanism to distribute complete
and timely information to our grantees. We intend to
make the text of the curriculum guidelines and updates
available on HMIX. Also, an updated list of qualified
courses would be added.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why is it necessary to spend
$80,000 sending out reimbursement checks to the States?
Can't the existing DOT payment system be used? Is there

any legal reason that would not allow you to send out
checks only once or twice a year?

ANSWER: The payment system used for the HMTA

grants program is the electronic transfer Automated
Clearing House (ACH) . This system was selected because
the grants are reimbursable, and states will require
prompt payment of more than one or two payments in a

year. The ACH will ensure efficient and prompt
repayment of expended funds to the grantees.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: You propose to spend $177,000
reimbursing FEMA and EPA for their participation in the

grant program? How have these agencies been

contributing to the grant program to date? Isn't it

true that you did not reimburse these agencies out of

the grant program during FY 1993? Why then, is it

necessary to reimburse these agencies during FY 1994?
ANSWER: EPA and FEMA have been generously

contributing to the HMTA grants program by providing
support in application development, application
evaluation, technical assistance, and monitoring.
However, we do not expect they can continue to provide
this level of support without funding and are requesting
funds to reimburse EPA and FEMA in FY 1994.
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why does RSPA consider it
essential to spend $165,000 to hold a national seminar
on hazardous materials courses? Isn't much of this
information available on HMIX or from FEMA, EPA and
elsewhere?

ANSWER: Detailed information on locality-specific
courses is not universally available, especially in
conjunction with curriculum assistance. RSPA believes a
national seminar provides an efficient forum for
providing State grantees assistance they need, with
exposure to course providers, and with contact with
grant staff on application procedures and course
development. Sketchy and incomplete information from
other sources, particularly with reductions in funding
levels, may lead to inappropriate course selection and
the waste of HMTA training grant funds.

REGISTRATION PROGRAM

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a breakdown of
funds requested for the shipper and carrier registration
program and compare this request to the FY 1993
estimate. If the funding request for this activity were
reduced by $100,000, how would you achieve the required
cost saving?

ANSWER: A breakdown of the registration budget
requests for FY 1993 and FY 1994 is provided below. If
the FY 1994 budget request were reduced by $100,000, we
would have to achieve the required cost saving primarily
by reducing the funds set aside for equipment and
supplies and the funds for headquarters administrative
costs, since there is little flexibility in the other
categories. Failure to fully fund these activities will
compromise RSPA's ability to identify and reach
unregistered members of the hazardous materials
community.

Registration Budget Estimates

Computer system maintenance
Contract labor
Contract overhead
Equipment and supplies
Headquarters administrative
costs (printing, postage,
distribution)

FY 1993
300,000
555,000
85,000
90,000

202,000

FY 1994
250,000
555,000
85,000
90,000
120,000

Total 1,232,000 1, 100,000

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Various industry
representative have recommended to subcommittee staff
that RSPA maintain the same registration number for the
same company each year. Industry officials claim that
this would save thousands of dollars for larger
companies with many vehicles in their fleet. Is there
any way to accomplish this objective while
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simultaneously ensuring that effective enforcement at
the roadside of the registration requirement is
facilitated?

ANSWER: Enforcement officials need documentation
that carriers are registered when they conduct roadside
inspections. People who commented on the proposed rule
on the registration program were adamant that they did
not want to be required to maintain a copy of their
registration certificate on their vehicles. Therefore,
the final rule requires highway carriers to keep a
document (not necessarily a copy of the registration
certificate) that displays the current registration
number within the vehicle. The registration number is
constructed by the financial institution which receives
the registration fee and includes the date in coded
form. Inspectors are able to tell by that code that the
registration is current for the registration year. It
is possible to give a registrant the same number each
year, but the carrier would still have to have some way
of proving that the registration is current. RSPA plans
to conduct a review of the registration program's
administrative practices and include registrants'
concerns in that evaluation.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR GORTON

SENATOR GORTON: The Sanitary Food Transportation
Act of 1990, PL 101-500, was enacted during the 101st
Congress. I understand that the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking is pending, and that the President has
recommended $150,000 for implementing the Act. Will
this be enough to complete the rulemaking process?

ANSWER: The funding recommended by the President
for implementing the Act, $150,000, should be sufficient
to complete the rulemaking process. This funding will
be required to provide economic and technical analytical
support to develop and publish the final rule and
initiate the necessary implementation planning.

SENATOR GORTON: When will the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking be issued?

ANSWER: The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
proposing to implement the Sanitary Food Transportation
Act of 1990 was issued by the Department on May 21,
1993. The comment period closes on October 18, 1993. A
public hearing was held in Washington D.C. on June 29,
1993 and another hearing is scheduled for Chicago,
Illinois on September 13 and 14, 1993.

SENATOR GORTON: When do you think the law will be
implemented?

ANSWER: Since the comment period for the
rulemaking is still open, we are unable to predict when
the law will be implemented or whether additional
resources will be required.
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ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

STATEMENT OF STANFORD E. PARRIS, ADMINISTRATOR

The Corporation's FY 1994 budget projects expenditures of
$12.7 million. This includes $11.1 to fund operating
costs, $1.3 million for capital projects and equipment
acquisitions and $0.3 million to repair deteriorated
concrete in the lock chamber of Eisenhower Lock.

The Corporation proposes to fund the FY 1994 program
level from new budget authority of $10.9 million from the
Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund; $1.5 million from non-
federal revenues; and $0.3 million from Corporation
financial reserves.

The FY 1994 program is a $360,000 net decrease compared
to FY 1993 and reflects a current services budget. In
addition the budget has been adjusted for a 3% reduction
in administrative expenses and a total reduction of five
FTE's, two for FY93 and three for FY94.

As part of its service commitment to shippers, the Seaway
operates 24 hours a day during the navigation season
which normally runs from late March to late December.
Transportation service is especially time sensitive and
any delays impact vessel profitability. Thus, the
Corporation is staffed and its operating budget is

programmed to provide vessels with timely and safe
transits through the waterway.

Capital Investments

Corporation obligations for capital projects and
equipment acquisition in FY 1993 are projected at $1.3
million. Included in the FY 1994 program is the
continuation of the replacement of high-use shop tools
and equipment, water plant modifications, improvement of

paved access roads at the locks and other Corporation
facilities, upgrading of electrical equipment at the
locks, replacement of miscellaneous equipment and
continuing installation of weather display sites and
upgrading building facilities.

Extraordinary Concrete Repair

Deteriorated concrete near the bottom of the lock chamber
of Eisenhower Lock as identified in the recent Corps of

Engineers Structural Evaluation Study is expected to cost
$1 million to repair. The repair work to be accomplished
over a three year period will be incorporated with the
regular winter work at Eisenhower Lock and funded from
the Corporation's financial reserve. The initial phase
of the work with an estimated cost of $300,000 is
scheduled to be done in FY 1994,
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Vessel Draft

In August 1992 maximum vessel draft was increased for
eastbound vessels from 26 feet, 1 inch, to 26 feet, 3

inches. The two-inch increase follows a one inch
increase in 1991. Each additional one inch increase
allows vessels using the Seaway to carry up to 100 metric
tons of additional cargo and enhances the vessels'
productivity.

Global Positioning System (GPS)

The Corporation has been working with the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center on applications of GPS
technology for the Seaway. To enable vessels to transit
the waterway more efficiently, current plans are to

incorporate GPS into a number of operational programs
over the next few years, including vessel tracking, buoy
positioning and ship navigation.

Safety

Improvements made in 1992 include the installation of
three remote weather stations along the Saint Lawrence
River and a computerized weather display system. When
the system becomes fully operational in 1993, it will
enable vessel traffic controllers to provide needed
weather advisories on a timely basis to vessels.

Also in 1992, the Corporation entered into a cooperative
agreement with the United States Coast Guard to screen
ocean vessels entering the U.S. section of the Seaway
under an abbreviated inspection program to ensure
compliance with U.S. safety and environmental protection
laws.

1992 Seaway Season

Seaway tonnage for 1992 was 31.36 million metric tons.
This represented a reduction of 10% from the 1991 season.
The most significant commodity reduction was Canadian
grain exports, down 36% (4,3 million tons) from 1991.
The negative impact of the Canadian rail subsidy, which
encourages West Coast movement versus the Seaway, was

compounded by the suspension of grain sales. The
suspension was due to loan payment defaults, and the lack
of hard currency (by Russia) for ocean transportation
costs. U.S. grain exports increased 1.1 million tons
over 1991 due in part to lower shipping rates offered by
ocean and Canadian lake carriers.

It should be noted that estimated tonnage and toll
revenue beginning with FY 1993 and beyond, are revised
figures from forecasts included in the FY 1993 budget.
As we do each year, the previous shipping season (1992
for the FY 1994 budget) becomes the new base for future
traffic and revenue estimates.
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Incentive Tolls

1992 was the second year of the three-year incentive
program. Cargo qualifying under the new business
incentive totalled 1.5 million tons with rebates of

$473,000; 2.3 million tons qualified for the volume
rebates of $275,733. Cargo classified as "material for

recycling, scrap material, refuse and waste" received a

permanent 53% tolls reduction by a toll tariff change
from general to bulk cargo.

Low-sulphur Western Coal

In April of 1992 the President of the Canadian Seaway
Authority and I met individually with chief executives of
some 15 Spanish firms: electrical utilities, industrial
firms, and coal brokers serving a broad range of coal
users in Spain, to promote use of the Seaway for U.S.
coal exports. We briefed port, terminal and vessel

operators in the Midwest who are participating in direct
negotiations with the Spanish. The primary overseas
competitor for this market is Indonesia; however, we

anticipate that the need for alternative suppliers should
result in purchases from the U.S.

Economic Impact Report

During October of 1992 we released a contracted study
effort to assess the economic impacts of the Great

Lakes/St. Lawrence Seaway System. Major findings of the

survey were that the Seaway System generates over 44,000
direct and induced jobs; $1.9 billion in annual personal
income; $1.7 billion in corporate revenue; and $90.7
million in state and local taxes. The project was based
on direct interviews with the maritime communities of 16

U.S. Great Lake port cities representing 80% of the

tonnage moving through the System. The study is

conservative by design in order to include only those

impacts that are defensible.

Looking ahead to 1993 we will further intensify our
initiatives for safety and trade development to benefit
the Midwest international maritime community, and current
and potential Seaway users.

Mr. Chairman this concludes my remarks. We would be

pleased to answer any questions you may have.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

INCREASED VESSEL DRAFT

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has SLSA concluded its study of
the Canadian sections of the river from Massena to
Montreal to determine if transits of vessels with drafts
up to 26' 3" are possible without channel dredging? If
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so, what are the results? If not, when will this study
be completed and why is it delayed?

ANSWER: The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority of Canada
completed their engineering study regarding the increase
of vessel draft in Canadian sections of the Seaway last
year. Consequently, allowable vessel draft was and will
be increased to 26' -3" for upbound and downbound transits
in the Welland Canal during the entire 1992 and 1993
seasons . In the Montreal-Lake Ontario section maximum
allowable draft for downbound vessels was also increased
to 26'-3" during April 15 through November 30. However,
the maximum draft for upbound transits is still limited
to 26 '-1". Based on SLSA's study, dredging in several
critical reaches in the Canadian section of the River for
approximately $6 to $8 million will be required to allow
draft up to 26 '-3" for both up and downbound transits for
the entire navigation season. Any improvement dredging
will also require a lengthy environmental impact
analysis.

GPS STUDY

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are the results of the
study conducted by the National Volpe Transportation
Systems Center to determine the potential for using the
Global Positioning System? Please provide a copy of the
report. What contact have you had with the U.S. Coast
Guard (USCG) regarding potential GPS use in the Seaway?

ANSWER: Volpe National Transportation Systeitis
Center (VNTSC) completed its draft report on potential
GPS applications for Seaway operations in February 1993.
The Corporation began utilizing Differential GPS (DGPS)
for buoy deployment and for checking buoy position this
spring. The final report, scheduled for delivery to the
Corporation by 9/30/93, will include the engineering
design and cost estimates for a GPS-based vessel tracking
system. We will provide a copy to the committee. The
Corporation works closely with the Navigation Safety and
Waterway Services' office and the Research and
Development Center of the USCG. The Corporation plans to
enter into an Interagency Agreement with the USCG in FY
1995 for installation of a GPS radio-beacon station to
provide DGPS services in the St. Lawrence River.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: With the completion of the
VNTSC report, do you still anticipate no increased
personnel requirements and operating expenses for your
proposed Vessel Traffic Control Center to implement the
computerized vessel traffic and management system?
Please provide estimates and applicable fiscal year
requirements.

ANSWER: We still anticipate no increase in

personnel requirements in our Vessel Traffic Control
Center as a result of future GPS utilization. The
initial investment and annual O&M costs for vessel
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tracking applications will be addressed in the final
report which will be available by 9/30/93.

CONSULTING SERVICES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a listing of the
consulting services, along with the purposes and expenses
for each service, that will be used in FY 1993 to support
or improve management, for studies to improve decision
making, or for other Seaway purposes.

ANSWER: None.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please list consulting services
that were actually used in FY 1992 and the results of
those services.

ANSWER: Two consulting service projects were
undertaken in FY 1992. Martin O'Connell Associates was
retained to develop an estimate of the economic impacts
of the Great Lakes/Saint Lawrence Seaway System on 16
representative port communities throughout the eight
states bordering the System. The second project is a

study conducted by the Great Lakes Commission on behalf
of the Corporation and four other sponsoring agencies to
assess the safety, energy, and environmental implications
of shifts from the marine mode to surface modes
throughout the Great Lakes states.

HEALTH CARE COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an update of
initiatives you are undertaking to hold down the costs of
your health benefits program without reducing those
benefits for Seaway personnel. What was the result of
your efforts to explore the possibility of self-
insurance?

ANSWER: A Request-For-Proposal for both the health
and dental insurance contracts was sent to a number of
prospective bidders in 1992, including a local self-
insurance administrator. The only bids received were
from the current contract carriers. Therefore, the 1992
insurance contracts were continued unchanged.

A new managed care network has been recently
established in Northern New York, which is open to any
interested area firms. The plan is a self-insurance plan
with stop-loss insurance available, administered by a

firm which manages nationwide health care networks. A

monthly "premium" is paid to the Network Administrator
for each covered employee, and the Network Administrator
actually writes the checks to the health care providers.
The Union will need to be consulted, however, before any
serious discussions can be held on use of a managed care
network .

In the meantime, efforts will be made to get more
definitive data from our current insurance carriers on
health care costs associated with local health care
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providers. Information on such things as fees charged,
number of tests ordered, hospital stays, and surgical
procedures used may help identify those providers who
attempt to keep costs down for their patients. Employees
will then be made aware of those doctors and other
providers whose fees are within the usual and customary
rates for the Massena, New York area.

MAINTENANCE

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an update of
efforts taken to reduce the rapid deterioration of the
shoreline and other erosion effects in the Wiley-Dondero
Canal. Is riprap placement along the shoreline required?

ANSWER: The Corporation has completed a

hydrographic survey of the Canal and has prepared plans,
specifications and cost estimates for the proposed
dredging contract. Contract award is scheduled for the
end of August with completion of work by October 1993.
Upon the completion of the dredging project, the
Corporation will regularly monitor the shoreline in the
next several years to determine if any riprap protection
will be required in any portion of the Wiley-Dondero
Canal.

SEAWAY AUTOMATED INFORMATION SYSTEM (SAIS)

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When do you anticipate that
sufficient demand by industry and the development of a

system user population will be realized to allow
establishment of an active operating system?

ANSWER: Many individual firms, such as customs
brokers and freight forwarders have established internal
systems utilizing Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) in
their day-to-day operations. We anticipate that
sufficient demand for a dedicated total EDI System
operation could be realized in several years, but only if
there were an increase in liner-type vessel operations.

REMOTE WEATHER STATIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When were the remote weather
stations at Thousand Island Bridge, Alexandria Bay CG
Station, and Superior Shoal Navigation Light operational?
Please describe any delays encountered. Are all three
stations functioning as planned? What benefits have been
realized since the sites became operational? Are any
additional sites planned?

ANSWER: The remote weather stations at Thousand
Island Bridge, Alexandria Bay Coast Guard Station and
Superior Shoal Light became fully operational at the

beginning of the 1993 navigation season. They were
originally targeted for operation in the fall of 1992
when visibility and other weather data are most critical
for vessel traffic management in the Thousand Islands
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area of the Seaway. Although all stations became
operational by September 1992, fine-tuning of hardware
and debugging of computer software by The National Data
Buoy Center were not completed until March 1993. The
weather data from these sites, particularly visibility
and wind speed and direction, has provided important
information for VTC operators and ship operators in
vessel movement in these areas. Our FY 1994 capital plan
calls for two additional stations to be installed at
Bartlett Point and Crysler Shoal.

OIL AND HAZARDOUS MATERIAL SPILLS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a description of
and the response action taken for each oil and chemical
spill that occurred in the Seaway in FY 1992 and to date
in FY 1993.

ANSWER: There was no oil/chemical spill in the U.S.
Section of the Seaway in the 1992 navigation season, and
there have been no spills during the 1993 season to date.

VESSEL CASUALTIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the listing on

page 734 of last year's hearing record concerning vessel
incidents in the Seaway.

ANSWER: Listed below are the updated vessel
incident records in the American waters of the Seaway for
the 1992 navigation season.

Date Name Damage Cause
of of to of

Incident Vessel Facility Incident

04/02/92 Ziemia Chelminska Struck Handling Error
Monolith

04/24/92 Canadian Mariner None Touched Bottom
04/28/92 Federal St. Clair None Steering Problem
05/22/92 CPC Holandia Vessel Grounded

Damage
06/15/92 Quebecois Vessel Took Shear

Damage
06/29/92 Federal St. Clair Vessel Grounded

Damage
07/11/92 Wislanes No Poor Fendering

Chargeable
07/30/92 Le Brave No Took Shear

Chargeable
08/10/92 Menasha None Tug Sank
08/29/92 Canadian Navigator Sill Human Error

Bumper
09/23/92 Freenes None Engine Problem
09/28/92 Viktor Talalikhin None Anchor/Air

Curtain
10/02/92 M Hass None Engine Problem
10/20/92 Canadian Hunter Vessel Struck Lower
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10/25/92 Cajio

10/25/92 Docegulf

12/13/92 Varadero

Damage
Gate &

Fender
Gate
Diagonal
None

REVENUE AVAILABLE

Wall
Lost Air to
Engine

Starboard Shear

Gyro Error

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the data on the
top of page 737 of last year's hearing record regarding
revenue available by source in 1993 and 1994.

ANSWER:
FY 1993
(revised
estimate)

Interest on retained earnings. ... $410, 000
Concession operations 575,000
Rental of Administration Building. 83,000
Miscellaneous 187 . 000

$1,255,000

CAPITAL PLAN

FY 1994
(revised
estimate)

$414,000
600, 000
62,000
145.000

$1,221,000

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide the updated
five-year capital plan for the Seaway displayed on pages
738 of last year's hearing record. Please also explain
any differences in the FY 1994 capital project funds

requested compared with the estimates provided in last

year's hearing record.

ANSWER: The Corporation's updated five-year capital
plan is attached. As shown on the plan the requested FY
1994 capital project funds are $1.3 million as compared
to last year's estimate of $2.0 million.
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TOLL REVENUES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Do Seaway operations to date in
calendar year 1993 show that cargo tonnages and toll
revenues are on track with your forecasted amounts?
Please explain any differences in the projected and
actual amounts observed to date.

ANSWER: Current 1993 shipping season tonnage is

running below our earlier projection. We estimated a

year-end tonnage volume of about 1% over 1992. Current

tonnage through June 30, 1993, is about 6% below 1992 for
the same period.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table on page
741 of last year's hearing record regarding toll rates.
Also provide information concerning the assessment of

Seaway vessel tonnage and lockage fees in conjunction
with the collection of tolls.

ANSWER:
Seaway Tolls for Calendar Year 1993

Cargo Type

Bulk
Coal
Container
Govt. Aid
Grains
General

Vessel GRT 0.11 0. 13

Lockage:
Loaded $3,520
Ballast 2,600

Notes :

.Cargo tolls per metric weight ton.

.Vessel toll per gross registered ton (GRT) .

.Lockage charge per full transit of eight locks.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table on page
741 of last year's hearing record regarding toll revenue
projections versus actual tolls collected.

ANSWER:
Toll Revenue Projections versus Actual

(millions of dollars)

Estimates Actual
FY 90 $9.91 $8.83
FY 91 $9.88 $9.20
FY 92 $9.50 $8.87

Montreal-
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an update of the
results of your three-year expanded incentive toll
program, designed to generate cargo through toll rebates
and volume discounts, which began in the 1991 shipping
season. Do the results continue to exceed expectations
as they did the first year?

ANSWER: The "new business" portion of the program,
under which new cargo, as well as traditional cargo
handled at new ports of origin or destination, generated
rebates of $473,341 on 1.5 million tons of cargo in 1992.
Commodities qualifying for the volume rebate, which had
to exceed a five year average by 100,000 tons, generated
rebates of $275,733 on 2.3 million tons of qualifying
cargo in 1992. The second year response continues to
exceed expectations.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Are there any plans to extend
this program? If not, why not? If so, please discuss.

ANSWER: The future of the incentive toll program
will be discussed during toll negotiations, for 1994 and

beyond, with the Canadian Seaway Authority, to be held
over the next several weeks.

ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERSHIP

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has the membership of the

Seaway Advisory Board changed in the past year? Please
provide an updated listing of the Board members and their
particular qualifications.

ANSWER: Four members have resigned and the
President has not named replacements yet. The Board is

traditionally made up of members whose backgrounds create
a balance of interests that cut across Corporation
operations and policies. The remaining current member is
Leo C. McKenna of New York, New York, a national and
international financial consultant.

FINANCIAL POSITION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the tables on

page 742 of last year's hearing record regarding the
statement of your financial position, as well as the
statement of operations and changes.

ANSWER:
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SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 1992 AND 1991 AND DECEMBER 31, 1990

Sept 3 Sept 3 Dec 31
1992 1991 1990

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS:

Cash:
Held by U.S. Treasury .... $ 104 $ 147 $ 459
Held in banks and on hand. 138 15 109

Unexpended appropriations... - 445 9,093
Time deposits in minority

banks 11,724 12,822 12,986
Tolls and other receivables. 4,597 4,123 2,587
Other current assets 80 42
Inventories 330 328 331

Total current assets.... $ 16,973 $ 17,922 $ 25,565

PLANT, PROPERTY, AND EQUIPMENT:

Plant in service 148,669 145,150 144,482
Less accumulated
depreciation 55.278 53.059 51.485

Net plant in service 93,391 92,091 92,997
Work in progress 1.031 2.781 1. 373

Total plant, property and
equipment 94,422 94,872 94,370

OTHER ASSETS:
Lock spare parts 686 628 638
Investment in Seaway Int'l

Bridge Corporation, Ltd. 7 7 7

Total other assets 693 635 645

Total assets $112.088 $113.429 $120.580

SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 1992 AND 1991 AND DECEMBER 31, 1990

Sept 3 Sept 3 Dec 31
1992 1991 1990

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY OF
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Payable to the U.S.
Treasury 1,304 1,022 1,223

Accounts payable 1,001 1,942 1,279
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Accrued Leave 533 505 458
Accrued payroll costs.... 260 168 296
Deferred revenue 2 - 10

Total current
Liabilities 3.100 3.637 3.266

EQUITY OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT:
Invested capital 109,196 109,400 108,859

Unexpended appropriations:
Obligated - 445 1,676
Unobligated - - 7,417

Cumulative results of
operations (208 ) L53) (638 )

Total equity of the
U.S. Government 108.988 109.792 117. 314

Total liabilities and
equity of the U.S.
Government $112.088 $113.429 $120.580

SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS AND CHANGES IN CUMULATIVE

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30,

1992, NINE MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1991 AND THE YEAR
ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1990.

1992 1991 1990
(12 mos.) (9 mos.) (12 mos.)

OPERATING REVENUES
Appropriations expended... $ 8,807 $ 6,411 $ 9,049
Other 965 774 653

Total operating revenues.. 9.772 7. 185 9.702

OPERATING EXPENSES
Loc)cs and marine operations 1,921 1,186 1,761
Maintenance and engineering 2,922 2,503 3,027
General and development.... 2,993 1,842 2,932
Administrative expenses.... 2,785 1,775 2,176
Depreciation on plant in

service 2.392 1.697 2.255

Total operating expenses. . . 13.013 9. 003 12, 151

OPERATING LOSS (3,241) (1,818) (2,449)
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES

Interest on deposits
in minority banlcs 693 707 994

Transfer from Invested
Capital for depreciation
on plant in service 2 . 392 1 . 697 2.255

Total other financing
sources 3. 085 2. 404 3.249
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EXCESS OF OPERATING REVENUES
AND OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
OVER OPERATING EXPENSES

( 156) 586 800
Beginning cumulative
results of operations ( 52 ) ( 639 ) (1.438 )

Ending cumulative results
of operations. . o ($208 ) ($ 53 ) (S 638 )

TRAVEL MISSIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a listing of the
trade, "mini-trade", Lake state, industry, and other
travel missions made by or planned for Seaway personnel
in FY 1993 and FY 1994. For each trip, list the dates,
trip purposes, locations. Seaway Development Corporation
representatives, travel costs for each, and actual or
planned trip results. Please also identify those trips
for which "premium class travel" was authorized.

ANSWER:
1993 Spring Trade Mission to the Pacific Rim

Dates: April 18 to May 8, 1993
Purpose: The mission was organized at the request of
several Lakes/Seaway maritime interests, some of whom
already do business in the Pacific Rim but wanted to
further explore markets in the region. The mission sites
offet a market potential of about 8 million tons of cargo
annually for the Great Lakes region. In combination with
the mission, several participants attended the
International Association of Ports and Harbors (lAPH)
World Conference in Sydney, Australia, the first mission
site.
Locations; Sydney and Cairns, Australia; Tokyo, Japan;
Seoul, Korea; Bangkok, Thailand; and Hong Kong.
Corporation Representatives/Travel Costs: Pre-advance:
Stephen Rybicki-$11 , 438 ; Joseph Moore-$9 , 785; Mission:
Stanford E. Parris, Administrator and Mission Leader-
$8,786; M. Parris-$4,782; David Sanders, Chief of Staff-
$8,400; Stephen Rybicki, Mission Director-$8 ,

819 ;

Shelley Laracuente, Advance Of f icer-$9, 443 ; Joseph Moore,
Advance Of f icer-$7 ,

215 .

Results: In general, mission participants reported good
contacts and new trade leads and expected to handle new
business from the mission. Overall participants met with
about 500 maritime trade and government leaders as well
as individually with business contacts at each of the
sites. Examples of comments from a post mission survey
indicate: Cleveland Stevedore, Cleveland, Ohio, is
negotiating project cargo handling with Thailand and Hong
Kong contacts; the Port of Detroit, Michigan, is
negotiating a sister port agreement with the Port of
Bangkok; representatives of the Port of St. Lawrence,
Massena, New York, and co-owners of an environmental
services firm, are exchanging financial data with Japan
Steel Works of Tokyo.
Premium class travel: Authorized for Corporation
employees traveling with the mission group.
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1993 Fall Trade mission to Europe
Dates: (Planned) September 13 to September 25, 1993
Purpose: To promote cargo and vessel utilization between
the Seaway with markets in Russia, Poland and Rotterdam,
Netherlands. Russia is the primary destination for
Seaway grain exports and the Port of St. Petersburg is
the home base of the Baltic Shipping Company, which
currently is the only liner service operating between the
Great Lakes, Europe and Russia. Poland and the ports of

Gdynia and Gdansk represent the gateway for Polish and
other East European trade and the main ports for Polish
maritime interests. The Netherlands ranks as the
Seaway's number one market for bulk cargo; number two for
total overseas tonnage; number three for grain exports;
and number four for general cargo. Rotterdam ranks as
the world's busiest port and is a major transhipment port
for cargo moving to and from countries throughout Europe.
Locations: St. Petersburg and Kaliningrad, Russia;
Gdynia and Gdansk, Poland; and Rotterdam, Netherlands.
Corporation Representatives/Travel Costs: Pre-advance:
Stephen Rybicki-$3 , 200- (estimated) ; Shelley Laracuente-
$3 , 200- (estimated) ; Mission: Stanford E. Parris,
Administrator and Mission Leader; David Sanders, Chief of
Staff; Stephen Rybicki, Mission Director; Shelley
Laracuente, Advance Officer; Joseph Moore, Advance
Officer. Travel costs for the mission are estimated at
$5,500 to $6,500 each person.
Results: Awaits completion of the mission.
Premium class travel: Authorized for employees traveling
with the mission group.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What are the Corporation's
plans regarding trade missions? What new markets are
being explored, especially with the opening of markets in
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.

ANSWER: The Fall 1993 mission has scheduled mission
sites in St. Petersburg and Kalingrad, Russia, and Gdynia
and Gdansk, Poland. The potential for a future mission
to South Africa is being considered through maritime
industry contacts, possibly for the spring of 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a summary of

quantifiable benefits of travel missions accomplished
over the last five years. What amount of "new business"
did these missions accomplish? Please describe any new
country or commodity shipping markets realized by the

Seaway in the last five years. Which of these missions
were necessary to secure the additional trade?

ANSWER: Individual mission participant benefits are
considered proprietary information as many of them are in

competition with each other. In terms of the Seaway
Corporation, the primary benefits are the ability to

promote the entire Seaway System with traditional and new
market areas, and assisting the maritime industry to

improve the economy of the Midwest region. Two major
System benefits achieved over the past five years are the
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introduction of a Russian-flag, regular liner service,
between Russia, Northern Europe and the Seaway to U.S.

ports; and a successful test shipment of U.S. low-sulphur
coal from Superior, Wisconsin, to Spain. We are not aware
of any specifically "new" market or commodity which has
been realized, other than the test movement of low-sulfur
coal through the Seaway to Spain, which was a first.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a qualitative
summary of benefits attained through travel missions to
traditional customers. What are the specific goals and

objectives of these missions?

ANSWER: International transportation is a dynamic
industry impacted by constant change in global markets,
personnel, vessel services, port and route cost

competition. Traditional markets expect mission programs
as a matter of doing business and mutual respect between
the service provider and the customer. The specific
goals and objectives of the Corporation mission programs
are: direct one-on-one contact with traditional or

potential users; targeting specific commodity and vessel
service interests; a mutual exchange of Seaway System
information; establishment of a mechanism for follow-up
activities and reverse missions from overseas to the

Seaway; enhancing the Seaway presence with overseas
maritime interests; experience for planning additional
marketing and promotional projects.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide detailed
information on the travel budget for the Corporation for
FY 1993 and FY 1994 compared to previous years.

ANSWER:

1991 1992 1993 1994

($000)

Operations $258 $312 $325 $334

SEAWAY SPONSORED EVENTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a listing of any
trade, industry, or other visits, seminars, or "summits"
at the Seaway that have been sponsored by the Corporation
during the last year. Please outline the results of and
benefits derived from each of these sponsored events.

ANSWER:
1992

•Cosponsored, with the Canadian Seaway Authority (SLSA) ;

the Seaway exhibit at the U.S. Customs Expo in Detroit,
Michigan,
.Cosponsored with SLSA, the Seaway exhibit at the
Posidonia '92 International Shipping Expo in Athens,
Greece.
.Cosponsored with SLSA, the Seaway exhibit at Coal

Transpo '92, in Nice, France.
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•Cosponsored with SLSA, a series of joint meetings with
Chief executives of fifteen firms representing electrical
utilities, industrial firms, and coal buyers in Madrid,
Spain.

1993

.Cosponsored with SLSA, the Seaway exhibit at the
Connecticut Maritime Association annual trade show in

Greenwich, Connecticut.
•Sponsored a Seaway exhibit at the 16th Annual Seminar on
Coal Transportation and Distribution in Scottsdale,
Arizona.
.Sponsored a Seaway exhibit at Bulk Shipping Transpo
1993, in London, England.
.Cosponsored with SLSA, two Seaway Summit follow-up
meetings in Montreal and Toronto.
.Sponsored a first-time meeting of International Canals
and Waterways Authorities, in London, England.

The above programs have contributed to our overall
marketing and promotion efforts in terms of: System cost
containment, worldwide marketing, promotion of target
cargoes, improved industry/government relations and
expanded information sharing programs.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe the status of
your Seaway Maritime Training Program. Please also list
any training sessions held during the past year and the
maritime organizations and other entities that attended
each session.

ANSWER: The maritime training program was never
started and had to be cancelled due to the lack of
commitment for actual on-the-job training in the port
communities.

NEW INITIATIVES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What new initiatives have you
explored with the Canadian Seaway Authority to contain
costs, improve productivity, offer incentives, or
otherwise increase the use of the seaway over the last
year.

ANSWER: Apart from ongoing promotional efforts the
Seaway entities agreed to a permanent toll tariff
reduction on coal in order to encourage the potential for
low-sulfur U.S. coal exports to Europe. The 41%
reduction amounted to $0.45 per metric ton. A second
tariff reduction amounting to 53%, was made on recycling
and scrap material by changing the tariff classification
for such commodities from "general" to "bulk" cargo.
The maximum allowable draft for vessels was increased for
the third year. For the 1993 shipping season vessel
draft was increased from 26' to 26' 3" through the Welland
Canal for the entire season. Increased draft in the
Montreal/Lake Ontario Section is: 26' 1" for upbound
vessels and 26'3" for downbound vessels during the period
April 15, 1993 through November 30, 1993. For each inch
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of permissible draft a vessel can carry an additional 100
tons of cargo. The Corporation and the Authority
prepared an information and operations report which was
formally presented to Lloyd's of London, seeking
reduction of vessel insurance surcharges during the last
few weeks of the shipping season,

RESERVE FUNDS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a listing and
brief description of each non-routine or emergency use
which resulted in a drawdown of reserve funds.

ANSWER:

1986 Lock Rehabilitation - drawdown was
made to finance needed concrete
rehabilitation work at Eisenhower
Lock $2, 000, 000

1987 Operating Expenses - effective
April 1, 1987, the Corporation
was required to turn over U.S.
Seaway tolls to the Harbor
Maintenance Trust Fund and
depend on appropriations from
the Trust Fund to meet operating
expenses. Appropriations for
FY 1987 were not sufficient to
meet operating expenses $2,000,000

1990 Structural evaluation of lock
walls - appropriations and other
revenues in FY 1990 were not
sufficient to cover the full
cost of this project performed
by the Corps of Engineers $ 318,000

1993 Dredging Maintenance-
Dredging in Wiley-Dondero Canal
to correct for erosion causing
reduction in the width and
depth of the shipping channel $ 750,000

(est. )

FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide a list of all
personnel positions, including a description of each
position's functions and the associated salary and
benefits costs for each position, for both the
Washington, D.C. office and the Massena, NY office.

ANSWER:
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Personnel Costs FY 1994 - July 19, 1993

Explanation of Data Provided:
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1 - Wages: includes base rate plus shift premium
and regularly scheduled overtime

2 - Benefits: includes health and life insurance,
TSP, FICA and retirement costs

3 - (T) after title indicated temporary position

OFFICE: Office of Administrator
LOCATION: Washingt(
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OFFICE: Office of Associate Administrator
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary Benefits Total
ASSOC ADMINIS 1 $111,800 $31,981 $143,781
ASST RESIDENT MGR 1 $76,603 $9,908 $86,511
MANAGEMENT ANALYST 1 $36,986 $5,438 $42,424

OFFICE: Office of Human Resources
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary Benefits Total
DIR, HUMAN RES 1 $63,040 $20,935 $83,975
PERS MGMT SPEC 2 $88,654 $9,020 $97,674
EMP REL SPEC 1 $44,327 $6,888 $51,215
PERSONNEL ASST 1 $22,486 $5,741 $28,227

OFFICE: Office of Finance & Administration
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary Benefits Total
DIR, FIN & ADMIN 1 $86,589 $8,952 $95,541
DEP DIR, FIN & ADM 1 $58,515 $16,158 $74,673
SECRETARY 1 $30,193 $2,551 $32,744
REPORTS & FIN CLK 1 $21,124 $6,295 $27,419

OFFICE: Accounting Services Division
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary Benefits Total
CH, ACCOUNTG SVCS 1 $58,304 $8,095 $66,399
ACCOUNTANT 1 $42,984 $3,632 $46,616
ACCOUNTING TECH 1 $27,676 $7,227 $34,903

OFFICE: Computer Services Division
LOCATION: Massena
Title
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OFFICE: Office of Operations & Maintenance
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary Benefits Total
DIR, OPS & MAINT 1 $75,275 $9,796 $85,071
SR STAFF ENGINEER 1 $73,619 $9,656 $83,275
CHIEF OF SECURITY 1 $45,670 $13,190 $58,860
O&M ANALYST 1 $48,356 $4,086 $52,442
COMPLIANCE SPEC (T) 1 $27,789 $2,126 $29,915
MANAGEMENT ASSIST 1 $28,773 $5,044 $33,817
SECRETARY 2 $48,462 $14,061 $62,523
CLERK-TYPIST 1 $19,562 $6,211 $25,773

OFFICE: Lock Operations/Marine Division
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary Benefits Total
CH, LCK OPS/MAR DIV 1 $62,291 $10,102 $72,393
LOCK OPS ASST 1 $23,167 $3,175 $26,342

OFFICE: Lock Operations Branch
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary Benefits Total
OPERATIONS SPEC 1 $44,327 $8,584 $52,911
OPERATIONS SUPER 4 $175,965 $32,369 $208,334
VESSEL TRAFFIC CTR 4 $149,065 $48,658 $197,723
LOCK & DAM OP LEADER 8 $280,760 $71,811 $352,571
LOCK & DAM OPERATOR 9 $289,935 $84,018 $373,953
LINEHANDLER 6 $179,957 $65,197 $245,154
LINEHANDLER-REL LDO 9 $268,444 $93,345 $361,789
LNHDR/MAR RELIEF 1 $28,897 $7,773 $36,670
LNHDR/MAR REL (T) 3 $73,566 $5,628 $79,194

OFFICE: Marine Services Branch
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary
CH, MAR SVCS DIV 1 $52,711
BOAT OPERATOR/TECH 4 $136,489
CHIEF ENGINEER 1 $37,274
MARINE SPEC 1 $35,729
MARINE TECH 1 $35,729
ASSIST ENGINEER 1 $31,075

Benefits Total
$9,292

$48, 130
$9,444

$15,416
$9,313

$12,983

$62, 003

$184,619
$46,718
$51,145
$45,042
$44,058

OFFICE: Electrical/Electronics Division
LOCATION: Massena
Title No.

CH, ELEC/ELTC DIV 1

ELTRNC ENGINEER 1

DRAFTER (T) 1

CH, ELEC MAINT BR 1

ELECTRICIAN 2

ELEC/ ELTRNC MECH 3

ELECTRICIAN WORKER 2

Salary Benefits Total
$56,707
$45,954
$18, 340
$46,227
$71,458

$104,349
$57,851

$6,321
$7,025
$1,403

$11,610
$15,385
$43,745
$21, 108

$63,028
$52,979
$19,743
$57,837
$86,843

$148,094
$78,959

OFFICE: Facility Maintenance Division
LOCATION: Massena
Title No. Salary Benefits Total
CH, FAC MAINT DIV 1 $56,707 $9,630 $66,337
CIVIL ENGINEER 1 $39,228 $9,959 $49,187
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OFFICE: Building &
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Capital projects (excluding
personnel compensation and
benefits) - - 1 . 068

$957 $494 $2,701

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Why is it necessary that the
Corporation maintain a Washington D.C. office? What
impact would result from consolidating your offices in
Massena, New York?

ANSWER: The routine requirements of frequent
interface between the Corporation and the Department of
Transportation (DOT) , other federal agencies, the
Congress, constituent and overseas organizations is the
primary reason a Washington, D.C. office was established.
Involvement with other DOT agencies such as the Office of
Intermodalism has increased modal coordination throughout
the Department. A major impact would be increased travel
costs, as well as the lack of adequate commercial air
services, from a relatively rural upstate New York
community to and from Washington, D.C, and the Great
Lakes region.

SEAWAY TRANSIT DATA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide the opening and
closing dates for the Seaway over the course of the last
year.

ANSWER: The 1992 season opening date was March 30,
1992 and the closing date was December 23, 1992. The
1993 opening date was March 30, 1993.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table on page
728 of last year's Subcommittee hearing record showing
the amount of cargo and commodity type transiting the
Seaway, including projections or estimates for 1993 and
1994.

ANSWER:
Forecast and Actual Cargo by Type and Fiscal Year

(millions of metric tons)
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table on page
728 of last year's hearing record showing the annual
number of vessels transiting the Seaway.

ANSWER:
Vessel Transits By Fiscal Year

FY86 through FY92
FY86
FY87
FY88
FY89
FY90
FY91
FY92

3,060
3,368
3,269
3,923
2

2

2

725
849
642

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table on page
749 of last year's hearing record regarding calendar year
tonnage through 1994.

ANSWER:
CALENDAR YEAR TONNAGE

ACTUAL: ESTIMATED:

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

(revenue and tons in millions)

Grain
Coal
Iron Ore
General
All Other
Total
Toll
Revenue

11.45 12.23
0.78 0.49

11.18 11.53
4.45 3.75
9.21 8.66

15.49 12.25
0.59 0.34
8.46 8.73
3.51 3.29
6.86 6.76

37.07 36.66 34.91 31.37

$9.23 $9.24 $9.05 $8.76

12.25
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1988 1,027,602 879,438 4,316,733 34,595,473 85.3%
1989 1,377,273 569,627 4,186,116 31,093,540 83.9%
1990 1,183,829 890,612 3,607,475 31,418,355 85.7%
1991 1,029,814 866,101 3,438,134 30,511,713 87.4%
1992 965,099 615,685 3,119,218 26,620,484 84.9%

BUDGET DATA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the tables on

pages 751 of last year's hearing record concerning
executed and planned replacement and improvement projects
for 1992, 1993, and 1994.

ANSWER: Replacement and Improvement Projects are

provided below:

Capital Projects

Fiscal Year 1992

Upgrade lock control electrical equipment $ 50,000
Improve cable trays at Eisenhower Lock 50,000
Upgrade CCTV system 150 ,

000
Construction of fixed lights Nos . 58 & 85 375,000
Construct heavy equipment/vehicle repair shop... 175,000
Upgrade marine base office/shop facilities 75,000
Modify Bailey Bridge crossing at Snell Lock 100. OOP

$975,000

Fiscal Year 1993

Upgrade Maintenance Building Switchgear $200,000
Upgrade Marine Base Office/Shop Facilities 100,000
Water Plant Modifications/Upgrade 75,000
Improve Drainage/Pavement at Various Sites 125,000
Electrical Equipment Upgrade 50, 000

Upgrade Telephone System 100,000
Install Concrete Storage Pads for Stoplogs 46,000
Purchase and Install Fall Protection Devices. . . . 10.000

$706,000

Fiscal Year 1994

Safety Improvements $ 2 0, 000

Upgrade Communications/Telephone Equipment 30,000
Electrical System @Snug Harbor 90,000
Water Treatment Plants 250,000
Fendering System @Snug Harbor 45,000
New Stiff leg Derrick Buildings 75,000
Electrical Equipment Upgrade 100,000
Paving and Drainage Improvements 200,000
GPS Technology Utilization & Integration 50,000
Remote Weather Stations 85 , 000

Upgrade Marine Base Office/Shop Facilities _ 30,000
$975,000
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the tables on

page 752 of last year's hearing record concerning planned
equipment purchases,

ANSWER: Equipment purchases are listed below:

Capital Equipment

Fiscal Year 1992

Computer Equipment $100, 000

Replace construction barge 250,000
Hydrographic Survey Equipment 100,000
Replace/upgrade emergency response equipment. . 91 , 000

$541,000

Fiscal Year 1993

Office and Computer Equipment $ 5,000
Upgrade Hydrographic Survey Equipment 50,000
A 60 Ton Crane 500. 000

$555,000
Fiscal Year 1994

Buoys $ 7 5,000
Trucks 100,000
Computer Network 50,000
Machine Shop Tools 100.000

$325,000

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please also provide an update
to the information starting on page 754 of last year's
hearing record regarding contracts and proposed contracts

through FY 1994.
r

ANSWER: The information follows.
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RELATED AGENCIES

STATEMENT OF THE ARCHITECTURAL AND TRANSPORTATION
BARRIERS COMPLIANCE BOARD

I am pleased to present the fiscal year 1994 budget request for the Architectural and

Transportation Barriers Compliance Board. In presenting this request, I want to emphasize at the

outset that this request reflects my personal commitment and the commitment of the Board, as

a whole, to the policies and goals supported by this Administration to create an accessible

environment which can be used by all people. This request also reflects the Presidents order

to reduce administrative costs by 3% and to freeze Federal salaries with no cost of living increase

in fiscal year 1994.

To meet our mandates and responsibilities, we propose addressing four broad initiatives

in fiscal year 1994: (1) continued development and refinement of the Americans with Disabilities

Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG); (2) technical assistance and training on the Board's

accessibility guidelines; (3) research aimed at improving or developing new guidelines in areas

identified as needing further study during the ADAAG rulemaking process; and (4) continued

efforts in the areas of compliance and enforcement of the Architectural Barriers Act. We propose
to carry out these initiatives within a total fiscal year 1994 budget request of $3,348,000 and our

current employment ceiling of 36 full-time equivalent positions.

Before reviewing the specific request for fiscal year 1994, 1 would like to highlight several

of the Boards noteworthy accomplishments in fiscal year 1992 and describe areas of emphasis
and programs in the current fiscal year.

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Guideline Development

Fiscal year 1 992 was a very active year for the Board Board members and staff worked

diligently to implement the Board's responsibility to develop accessibility guidelines under the

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA.) We have:

o Completed deliberations on a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to supplement
ADAAG for certain State and local government facilities under Title il of the ADA.

o Acted on the following petitions for rulemaking under the Administrative Procedures

Act:

A petition from the American Bankers Association and two automated teller

machine (ATM) manufacturers requesting that the reach range requirement for

accessible ATMs be amended. In May 1992, the Board held a public hearing and

solicited comments in a Federal Register notice on the issue. In September 1992,

the Board published a notice of proposed rulemaking concerning reach ranges and

depths for ATMs. A final rule will be issued in April 1993.

• A petition from the international Mass Retail Association requesting the Board

to suspend ADAAG provisions for detectable warnings on curb ramps and hazardous

vehicular areas. The Board voted to propose a suspension of the requirements for

detectable warnings until January 1995 and is committed to conducting research on

detectable warnings during fiscal year 1993. The Board is planning to publish a

notice of proposed rulemaking on the suspension in April 1993.

A petition submitted to the Secretary of Transportation and the Board by the

Metropolitan Transit Authority of New York and seven other transit agencies regarding

certain Department of Transportation regulations and ADAAG provisions pertaining

to "key stations." The petitioners requested that the ADAAG provisions for detectable

warnings and effective communication for persons with hearing impairments in transit

facilities be suspended. The portion of the petition regarding effective communication

lor persons with hearing impairments was denied. The remaining points raised in the

petition were addressed by the Department of Transportation.
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A petition from Fair Access, Inc. requesting either a waiver from the 56-inch door

height requirement in ADAAG or a rule change. The Board denied the petition

without prejudice in view of pending rulemaking by the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration.

Technical Assistance and Training

In our technical assistance and training program we have:

o Responded to over 1 8,000 telephone requests for technical assistance and distributed

approximately 10,500 technical information packages to the public.

o Disseminated over 32,000 copies of ADAAG.

o Finalized technical bulletins on detectable wamings, visual alarms and text

telephones.

o Completed nine ADAAG vehicle guideline manuals on the following transportation

modalities:

Bus

Rapid rail

Light rail

Commuter rail

Intercity rail

Over-the-road-bus

High speed rail

Automated Guideway transit systems
Trams systems

o Completed a transportation access course with slides and workbooks.

o Completed training videos on ADAAG and the Uniform Federal Accessibility

Standards (UFAS).

o Sponsored or participated in 62 training sessions to various organizations on ADAAG
including the:

American Association of Management Executives

American Bankers Association

American Institute of Architects

American Public Transit Association

Building Owners and Managers Association

Community Transportation Association of America

Department of Justice and National Institute of Disability Research
Rehabilitation grantees conducting ADA technical assistance projects

Eastern Paralyzed Veterans Association

General Accounting Office

International Congress of Building Code Officials

International Facility Management Association

National Conference of States on Building Codes and Standards

National Easter Seal Society
National League of Cities

National Park Service

Project ACTION
Southern Building Code Congress International

University of Maryland

University of Michigan

o Participated in meetings with representatives of model building code groups, the ANSI

Committee, State building code officials, and the Department of Justice on coordinating the

development of ADAAG and the ANSI A117.1 standard.
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Research

In our research program we:

o Issued a Federal Register notice requesting comments on the Board's 5-year research

plan and ADA related research projects.

o Contracted lor the following research projects:

Quiet Areas in Restaurants . This twelve-month project will develop technical

assistance materials and recommendations for technical provisions for environmental

characteristics of quiet areas in restaurants and cafeterias for persons with hearing

impairments.

Assembly Area Accessibility . This twelve-month project will provide technical

assistance materials and develop recommendations for both technical and scoping

provisions for assembly area accessibility. The study will consider current standards

or guidelines for assembly area accessibility, new technology, post-occupancy
evaluations of accessibility at facilities designed under UFAS, and user group input

focusing on the needs of people with disabilities.

Automated Doors . This twelve-month project will develop specific

recommendations for the development of scoping and technical requirements for

automated doors to be included in ADAAG.

• Communications in Transportation Facilities for Persons with Hearing

Impairments and Persons with Vision Impairments . This project will examine the

communications needs of persons who have hearing impairments and persons who
have visual impairments with respect to transportation facilities. The project will

research, analyze, and report on state-of the-art and on-the-horizon programs,

products, systems and technologies that address those communications needs. It will

identify and recommend areas and directions of future research and product

development, and develop resource materials to assist transit facility planners,

designers and operators in implementing communications accessibility for these

persons.

Regulatory Impact Analysis for State and Local Government Facilities

Accessibility Guidelines . As a part of the requirements for a major rulemaking, the

Board has worked with a contractor to produce a cost benefit analysis of the

proposed accessibility guidelines for State and local government facilities. The

analysis will be updated before the publication of the final rule.

Architectural Barriers Act Compliance and Enforcement

In carrying out our compliance and enforcement program mandate under the Architectural

Barriers Act, the Board:

o Closed 153 Architectural Barriers Act complaints. Over half of these cases (53%)
were closed with the entity taking corrective action. The Board opened over 145 new cases

during fiscal year 1992.

o Initiated a proposed citation against the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit

Authority (WI^ATA) regarding a nonconforming ramp at the west entrance to the Twinbrook

Metrorail Station, with WfvlATA's Board of Directors agreeing to take necessary corrective action.

FISCAL YEAR 1993 MAJOR ACTIVITIES

In fiscal year 1993, the Board's major projects and priorities are as follows:

Guideline Development

The Board has both completed and initiated additional ADAAG rulemaking as follows:
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o Published a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) to supplement ADAAG for

certain State and local government facilities on December 21, 1992. The comment period

was for 90 days, closing on March 22, 1993. During that period, the Board held five public

hearings on the NPRM in the following locations: Charlotte, North Carolina; Denver Colorado,

St. Louis, Missouri; Washington, DC; and San Francisco, California. Approximately 500

people attended the hearings. The Board expects to issue final guidelines in the final quarter

of fiscal year 1993.

o Initiated rulemaking for access to recreational facilities and outdoor developed

areas. On February 3, 1993, the Board published a notice of intent to form an advisory

committee to assist the Board in developing accessibility guidelines for recreational facilities

and outdoor developed areas. The Board anticipates the first meeting of the committee will

be in the summer of 1993.

o Initialed rulemaking to supplement ADAAG for children's environments. On

February 3, 1993, the Board published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM)

seeking studies, data and information on existing standards or accessibility guidelines for

children's environments. The Board plans to publish a notice of proposed rulemaking on

children's environments during fiscal year 1994.

o Over-the-Road Buses. The ADA required that Congress" Office of Technology

Assessment (OTA) complete a study of the feasibility and costs of making over-the-road

buses accessible. The ADA mandated the Board to comment on the draft study, which we

have done, and that OTA finalize the study by July 1993. The Board and the Department of

Transportation are required to complete accessibility guidelines and regulations on over-the-

road buses by July 1994. The Board will begin writing the guidelines in July 1993 with the

goal of publishing a NPRM in January 1994. We anticipate doing a joint rulemaking effort with

the Department of Transportation so a final rule can tie issued by July 1994.

Technical Assistance and Training

In providing technical assistance to entities covered by the ADA, we plan to:

o Complete the initial distribution of ADAAG Checklist Manuals. The checklist is

intended to assist in surveying buildings and facilities for compliance with ADAAG. As of

March 1993, we have sold 3,500 copies of the checklist. With those sales alone, totalling

$8,500, we are able to reprint 3,400 copies of the checklist.

o Continue distribution of ADA technical assistance manuals by taking advantage of

our authority to sell publications.

o Develop and distribute additional technical assistance bulletins on such issues as

using ADAAG, entrances, dressing rooms and fitting rooms, and accessible parking.

o Continue to provide training sessions specifically on ADAAG. We plan to

coordinate with trade associations to reach individuals in the design and building code

enforcement industries. As of March 1993, we have provided training to the following

organizations:

ADA Dallas Conference

ADA Leadership Conference for County Officials

American Society of Civil Engineers

Department of Defense facilities staff at the Pentagon
Federal selective placement officers, equal employment opportunity officials,

and facility managers
Department of Transportation Paratransit Workshop for transit operators

Georgetown University Law Center

Institutional and Municipal Parking Congress
Local Board of Trade, Hollywood, FL

Los Angeles County Transportation Commission

Management Strategy Seminar for Facility Managers of Fortune 500

Companies
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Maryland Department of Housing and Community Deveiopment

Marymounl University

Mayer, Piatt and Brown sponsored ADA seminar, Chicago, IL

Minnesota Public Transit Association Conference

National Association of Vertical Transportation Professionals

National Forum on Golf Access
National Institute on Disability and Retiabilitation Researcti for ttie Disability

and Business Tectinical Assistance Centers

National Parks and Recreation Association

National Sheriff's Association

Paralyzed Veterans of America Advocacy and Legislation seminar

Parsons De Leuw, Inc.

Pennsylvania Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

President's Committee on Employment of People With Disabilities

Service Authority for Freeway Emergencies, San Diego, CA
Transportation Research Board, Tampa, FL

Transportation Research Board, Washington, DC
Trophy Dealers and Manufacturers Association, Las Vegas, NV
University of Maryland, School of Architecture

o Provide specialized technical assistance by responding to individual requests and

questions over the telephones and through correspondence. During the first five

months of fiscal year 1993, the Board responded to 7,410 telephone and 216 written

requests for technical assistance. In addition, 4,691 technical information pacl^ages
and 7,145 copies of ADAAG were mailed out.

In order to improve its capability to respond to public demand for technical assistance

over the telephone, the Board completed a comprehensive study of its telephone
communications. We are now in ttie process of upgrading our current telephone system by

adding additional toll free lines, computer hardware and software which will allow the queuing
of calls, on line management reports to allow us to respond to a heavy phone demand, and

new TDD equipment to better respond to calls from persons who are deaf, or speech or

hearing impaired. We have also added facsimile equipment connected to our computer

system so accessibility specialists can fax a document to a caller as they speak on the

telephone.

o Increase our efforts to reach and educate additional people and institutions

covered by the ADA. A Director of Communications will be added to the staff without

an increase in FTE. The incumbent's primary responsibility will be to establish and

implement an aggressive program to better inform the public atsout the requirements
for and advantages of accessibility.

Research

From the results of the public's comments on the Board's proposed research agenda
and the need for data to develop additional accessibility guidelines, the following research

piojects are being initiated in fiscal year 1993:

o Detectable Warnings . This project will research several issues related to

detectable warning surfaces. The project will begin with an extensive international literature

review to identify research that has already been conducted regarding detectable warning

surfaces. Secondly, it will examine whether there is a need for detectable warning surfaces.

If detectable warnings are needed, the research will examine where they are needed and the

technical specifications for the warnings.

o Ramp Slope and Landings . This twelve-month project will research and make

recommendations regarding ramp slope and landing requirements for new construction and

alterations. The project will study the adequacy of the 1:12 maximum slope and 30 foot

maximum length for today's population of individuals with mobility Impairments. The research

project will evaluate existing research and conduct human subject testing focused on

individuals with mobility impairments that have not been the subject of previous study.
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o Regulatory Impact Analysis . The regulatory impact analysis will be a limited

project to provide data for a cost benefit analysis of ttie proposed guidelines for recreation

facilities and outdoor developed areas.

Architectural Barriers Act Compliance and Enforcement

During ttie fiscal year, ttie Board will:

o Continue to carry out its responsibilities under the Architectural Barriers Act.

Since October 1, 1992, the Board has opened 46 new complaints alleging inaccessibility of

federally-funded facilities. These bring our outstanding caseload, as of mid-March 1993, to

129 (see attached chart). Of the 55 cases closed so far this fiscal year, 69 percent have been

closed because the barriers were removed. Based on experience, the Board anticipates that

it will open about 150 new cases during fiscal year 1993.

FISCAL YEAR 1994 MAJOR ACTIVITIES

Guideline Development

During fiscal year 1994, the Board is planning additional work on ADAAG as follows:

o Recreational Facilities and Outdoor Developed Areas . In the first half of the fiscal

year, the recreation advisory group will continue to meet with the goal of submitting a final

report to the Board in late spring 1994. In the final half of the fiscal year, the staff and a

working group of the Board will produce a draft NPRM. We plan to publish the NPRM in fiscal

year 1995.

o Children's Environments . Based on the Board's 1990 research project and any
information received through our ANPRI^, the Board staff will begin drafting accessibility

guidelines for children's environments in fiscal year 1994. It is the Board's goal to publish a

NPRfvl the summer of 1994 and a final rule in the spring of 1995.

o Federal Facilities . The Board intends to initiate rulemaking expeditiously after the

ADAAG revisions for State and local government facilities are final to include additional

sections to cover certain Federal facilities not addressed by the guidelines. Pursuant to its

authority under section 502 of the Rehabilitation Act, the Board intends to adopt the revised

ADAAG as the minimum guidelines and requirements for standards (The Uniform Federal

Accessibility Standards) issued by the four Federal standard setting agencies under the

Architectural Barriers Act. As a result of these varied actions private entities, State and local

governments entities, and the Federal government will all be required to comply with ADAAG
in the design, construction and alteration of buildings. There will be one accessibility standard

covering most buildings in the United Stales. We are currently working with the Departments
of Justice and Defense, Housing and Urban Development, the General Services

Administration and the U.S. Postal Service to identify the major issues for the Federal

Guidelines. We plan to issue a NPRM in fiscal year 1994 with a final regulation published in

the first quarter of fiscal year 1 995.

o Water Transportation . The Board must also develop accessibility guidelines for

boats, docks, and other forms of water transportation. We will work with the Department of

Transportation to begin examination of the major issues in fiscal year 1994. Publication of a

NPRM is not planned until fiscal year 1995.

The major costs of rulemaking are salaries and travel for Board members to attend bi-

monthly meetings, publishing the rules in the Federal Register , reprinting and mailing the

proposed and final rules, and preparing and shipping braille and cassette copies of the rules.

These specific costs are detailed in the enclosed object class budget.

Technical Assistance and Training

We expect the demand for technical assistance to increase in fiscal year 1994. Our

experience (see Figure 1
)
with ADAAG indicates that we will have a heavy demand for

technical assistance on the new accessibility guidelines for State and local government
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facilities as soon as they are published in final. Additionally, there will be requirements for

types of facilities such as jails, courtrooms, and public rights-of-way, which have never been

covered by accessibility standards. It also appears that requests for assistance on the

existing guidelines have reached a steady state, and will not decrease in fiscal year 1994.

The Board plans to meet this Increased demand with the use of our new phone system, by

revising current publications, distributing additional technical assistance bulletins, and by

developing new bulletins as the need arises. To the extent possible based on available

funding, the videotapes, slide shows and other training materials will be updated to cover new

guidelines as they are issued.

The direct costs associated with technical assistance and training are travel, printing of

publications, telephone operations, and postage. These costs have been built into our fiscal

year 1994 budget request. The Board, once again, plans to make maximum use of the

authority to sell publications.

Our training program will continue to follow the training policy adopted in January 1992.

It will take maximum advantage of the legislation authorizing acceptance of fees for training,

and emphasize a train-the-trainer approach to make the most efficient use of staff time and
travel. Based on our experience in fiscal years 1992 and 1993, we expect to conduct

approximately 60 training sessions. We also expect that we will be reimbursed for our costs

for about 50 percent of the training sessions. We expect the $1 9,000 in our proposed fiscal

year 1994 budget will meet our travel needs.

Research

In fiscal year 1994, the Board is requesting $400,000 for research and plans to initiate

the following projects:

o Space and Reach Range Requirements for Persons Using Power Wheelchairs

and Three-Wheeled Scooters and Interior Circulation in Transportation Vehicles . This project
will make recommendations for technical specifications for reach ranges, clear floor space,
and turning and maneuvering spaces for persons using power wheelchairs and three-wheeled

scooters. The project will also study whether additional specifications for interior circulation in

transportation vehicles are needed. Specifically, it will address space limitations at fare boxes

in buses and light rail vehicles, and whether fare boxes in such vehicles could be made
smaller or placed differently.

o Public Information for Persons with Cognitive Disabilities . This project will produce
technical assistance materials about providing public information and wayfinding information

for persons with cognitive disabilities in buildings, transportation facilities and outside areas.

The study will examine the symtx)ls and signage that can be used to meet the needs of that

population.

Architectural Barriers Act Compliance and Enforcement

Based on recent experience, we project that we will open about 150 new Architectural

Barriers Act complaints during fiscal year 1994 and close a majority of our outstanding cases

because corrective action will have been taken to remove barriers. We do not plan any
increases in staff or other resources devoted to this activity.

Administration

We do not plan any growth or major changes in the administration and management of

the Board in fiscal year 1994. We will reduce our administrative costs by 3 percent of our

fiscal year 1993 baseline by reducing administrative contracts by $5,000; equipment

purchases by $15,000; and the cost of Board meetings by $13,000.

CONCLUSION

To enable us to meet our fiscal year 1994 program goals, the Board is requesting a

total of $3,348,000. Of that amount, $2,084,000 is targeted for personnel expenses; $400,000
for research and technical assistance contracts; $165,000 for Board and staff travel; $248,000
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for office rent; $124,000 for printing; and $327,000 for all other administrative expenses

including telecommunications, postage, support services contracts, administrative services

contracts, supplies and equipment. An object class breakdown of our fiscal year 1994 request
is enclosed.

We have made every attempt to deploy resources as effectively as possible and to

reduce expenditures through increased efficiency of operations. We can assure you that the

Board's system of internal controls are in place and working.

The Board continues to have the formidable and crucial task of implementing our

responsibilities under the landmark Americans with Disabilities Act. These important tasks

entail informing people with disabilities of their rights, and informing entities covered by the Act

of their responsibilities. This will require years of continual effort by Federal agencies in

partnersfiip with public and private entities. With funding in the full amount of our request for

fiscal year 1994, we believe we can continue to meet this challenge.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

STATUS OF ADA RULEMAKINGS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide an updated
schedule of all accessibility guidelines that have been or
are being published by the Access Board that are required
by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) . Please
include the dates for:

public comment period;
release of guidelines by the Access Board;
publication of notice of proposed rulemakings; and
promulgations of regulations by the applicable

Cabinet Department.

ANSWER: The Board has issued the following ADA
Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) :

ADAAG for Buildings and Facilities (Sections 1-9)

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Published 01/22/91
Public Comment Period Ended 03/25/91
Final Guidelines Published 07/26/91
Department of Justice Adopted Guidelines 07/26/91

ADAAG for buildings and facilities initially consisted
of nine sections. Sections 1 through 4 contain general
sections, scoping provisions, and technical specifications
applicable to all types of buildings and facilities. The
scoping provisions specify which and how many elements and
spaces of a building or facility must be accessible (e.g.,
parking spaces, entrances, toilet rooms) . The technical
specifications describe how to design the elements and
spaces covered by the scoping provisions so that they are
accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities.
Sections 5 through 9 contain additional scoping provisions
and technical specifications for the following buildings
and facilities: restaurants and cafeterias (section 5);
medical care facilities (section 6) ; mercantile
establishments (section 7) ; libraries (section 8) ; and
hotels, motels, and transient lodging (section 9) . The
Department of Justice adopted sections 1 through 9 of
ADAAG on July 26, 1991 as the standard for accessible
design in its regulations for title III of the ADA.
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ADAAG for Transportation Facilities (Section 10) and ADAAG
for Transportation Vehicles

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Published 03/20/91
Public Comment Period Ended 05/20/91
Final Guidelines Published 09/06/91
Department of Transportation Adopted Guidelines 09/06/91

This rulemaking added section 10 to ADAAG for buildings
and facilities and contains additional scoping provisions
and technical specifications for transportation
facilities. A separate ADAAG was issued for
transportation vehicles which covers the following
vehicles and systems: buses and vans, rapid rail vehicles,
light rail vehicles, commuter rail cars, intercity rail
cars, over-the-road buses, automated guideway transit
vehicles, high-speed rail cars, monorails, and trams and
similar vehicles. The Department of Transportation
adopted sections 1 through 10 of ADAAG for buildings and
facilities and ADAAG for transportation vehicles on
September 6, 1991 as the standard for accessible design in
its ADA regulations.

ADAAG for State and Local Government Facilities
(Sections 11-14)

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Published 12/21/92
Public Comment Period Ended 03/22/93

This rulemaking will add four new sections to ADAAG for
buildings and facilities and will contain additional
scoping provisions and technical specifications for the
following State and local government facilities:
judicial, legislative and regulatory facilities (section
11) ; detention and correctional facilities (section 12) ;

residential housing (section 13); and public rights-of-way
(section 14) . The final guidelines will be published in
fiscal year 1994. The Department of Justice is preparing
a notice of proposed rulemaking to adopt sections 1

through 14 of ADAAG as the standard for accessible design
in its regulations for title II of the ADA.

ADAAG for Recreation Facilities and Outdoor Developed
Areas

Notice of Intent to Form Advisory
Committee Published 02/03/93

Public Comment Period Ended 04/05/93
Notice of Appointment of Advisory Committee
Members Published 06/10/93

This rulemaking will establish accessibility guidelines
for amusement parks, indoor and outdoor sports facilities,
zoos and botanical gardens, playgrounds and related
equipment, pools and other aquatic facilities, parks,
trails, and other outdoor developed areas. An advisory
committee composed of representatives of disability
organizations; the recreation industry; and Federal^ State
and local governments has been established to advise the
Board on issues related to making these facilities and
areas accessible to and useable by individuals with
disabilities. The advisory committee is expected to
present a report to the Board during fiscal year 1994
which will be used to develop a notice of proposed
rulemaking .

ADAAG for Children's Environments

Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Published 02/03/93
Public Comment Period Ended 06/01/93
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This rulemaking will establish accessibility guidelines
for day care centers; nursery, pre-school, kindergarten,
elementary and other school programs; children's museums;
and other children's environments. A notice of proposed
rulemaking is planned to be published during fiscal year
1994.

ADAAG for Over-the-Road Buses

This rulemaking will establish additional accessibility
guidelines to ensure over-the-road buses are accessible to
individuals who use wheelchairs and other mobility aids.
A notice of proposed rulemaking and final guidelines is
planned to be published during fiscal year 1994.

ADAAG for Water Transportation

This rulemaking will establish accessibility guidelines
for various forms of water transportation, including

gassenger ships, ferries, and docks. The rulemaking will
e initiated in fiscal year 1995.

The Board has also proposed to amend several sections
of ADAAG in response to petitions for rulemaking.
Specifically, a notice of proposed rulemaking to amend the
reach range requirements for accessible automated teller
machines was published on September 8, 1992 and a notice
to temporarily suspend certain requirements for detectable
warnings was published on July 9, 1993. During fiscal
year 1994

,
tne Board will also begin revising its

accessibility guidelines for federally financed buildings
and facilities covered by the Architectural Barriers Act
to be consistent with ADAAG.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has an update of the Access
Board's ADA Fact Sheet been necessary since December 1991?
If not, why not? Please provide a copy of the most up-to-
date version of the ADA Fact Sheet for the record (even if
that is the December 1991 version) .

ANSWER: The Board's ADA Fact Sheet summarizes in chart
form the accessibility requirements of the ADA; the
effective date for each requirement; where to find the
regulation for each requirement; and the enforcement
provisions and remedies. The ADA Fact Sheet is a very
popular publication. All the information contained in the
December 1991 version of the ADA Fact Sheet is still
current and, thus, there has been no need to revise the

?ublication.
A copy of the ADA Fact Sheet is provided for

he record.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In the Chairman's message that
accompanies the 1992 Annual Report of the Access Board,
you mention that the guidelines for Title II of the ADA
were published in the Federal Register for public comment
on December 21, 1992. Title II of the ADA covers "Public
Services" — state and local government services, and
transportation. Please provide a copy to the subcommittee
of these guidelines.

ANSWER: The guidelines mentioned in the Chairman's
message that accompanies that 1992 Annual Report are
proposed sections 11 through 14 of ADAAG for buildings and
facilities. As discussed above, these sections contain
additional scoping provisions and technical specifications
for the following State and local government facilities:
judicial, legislative and regulatory facilities (section
11) ; detention and correctional facilities (section 12) ;

residential housing (section 13) ; and public rights-of-

68-625 O - 94 - 22
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ways (section 14). A copy of the proposed guidelines is
provided for the record. State and local government
facilities would also have to comply with sections 1

through 10 of ADAAG. For example, if a State builds a new
courthouse, the building would have to comply with the
scoping provisions and technical specifications in section
4 of ADAAG for parking, toilet rooms, and the other
elements and spaces common to all buildings. If the
courthouse contains a cafeteria or library, those areas
would also have to comply with sections 5 and 8 of ADAAG.
In addition, the courthouse would have to comply with
section 11 of ADAAG for judicial facilities.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When did the public comment period
for Title II close?

ANSWER: The comment period for proposed sections 11
through 14 of ADAAG for buildings and facilities closed on
March 22, 1993.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide as complete an
analysis as possible of the public comments received thus
far on ADA Title II guidelines. Be sure to include and
categorize: types of responses (associations; advocacy
groups; individuals) ; and areas comment (state and local

?overnment
services versus transportation, and within

hat, sub-categorization) .

ANSWER: The Board has received about 560 comments
totaling over 6,000 pages on proposed sections 11 through
14 of ADAAG for buildings and facilities. The comments
are distributed among the following categories:

Individuals 150
State or local code administrators 10
State or local government agencies 185
Federal agencies 15
Organizations representing individuals with

disabilities 75
Manufacturers 40
Design professional 45
Professional and trade associations 40

The Board's staff is organizing and analyzing the
comments section-by-section. The Board has established a
Rulemaking Work Group, made up of Board members and
liaisons from Federal member agencies, that will review
the staff analysis of the comments during the summer of
1993 and recommend final guidelines to the full Board in
the fall of 1993, The final guidelines will include a
preamble that summarizes the comments and the Board's
responses to the comments.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: As the Committee understands the
Title III provisions of the ADA as they affect public
accommodations, religious entities, including churches,
are exempt from these provisions. However, secular groups
utilizing a church, parish hall, or other area may be
subject to legal action for providing an inaccessible
facility. What secular groups might be subject to such
legal action? Does this apply only to regular, for-profit
organizations who use church facilities (such as a day
school/day care center) ; or does it also apply to
occasional (weekly or less frequent) , non-profit
organizations such as the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts of
America, Alcoholics Anonymous, and other groups who
traditionally use church facilities for meeting purposes?

ANSWER: Section 307 of the ADA exempts religious
organizations from the requirements of title III of the
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ADA. The Department of Justice has provided the following
guidance at page 5 of its ADA Title III Technical
Assistance Manual regarding use of church facilities by
secular groups:

What if the congregation rents to a private day care center or elementary school?
Is the tenant organization also exempt? The private entity that
rents the congregation's facilities to operate a
place of public accommodation is not exempt, unless
it is also a religious entity. If it is not a
religious entity, then its activities would be
covered by title III. The congregation, however,
would remain exempt, even if its tenant is covered.
That is, the obligations of a landlord for a place
of public accommodation do not apply if the
landlord is a religious entity.

If a nonreligious entity operates a community theater or other place of public
accommodation in donated space on the congregation's premises, is the

nonreligious entity covered by title III? No. A nonreligious entity
running a place of public accommodation in spacedonated by a religious entity is exempt from title
Ill's requirements. The nonreligious tenant entity
is subject to title III only if a lease exists
under which rent or other consideration is paid.

BUDGET REQUEST ADJUSTMENTS

COMPARISON FY I99J TO PV 1994

CODE DESCRIPTION

III FULL-TIME PERM (FTP)
11.3 OTHER THAN FTP

—TEMPORARY FULL-TIME
—PART-TIME
—nOARD MEMDERS

11.5 OTHER PERSONNEL SERVICES
—OVERTIME
—EMPLOYEE AWARDS

11.8 SPECIAL PERSONNEL SERVICES
TOTAL PERSONNEL COMPENSATION
I2.I PERSONNEL BENEFITS

TOTAL PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

21.0

23.1

23.2

24

250

TRAVEL
—DOARD MEMDER i ATTENDANTS—BOARD STAFF
RENT (OFFICE SPACE)
OTHER RENTALS
23 22 COURIER SERVICE
23 24 POSTAGE METERS
23 25 POSTAGE
23 28 PHONES
PRINTING

CONTRACTS. GRAND TOTAL
RESEARCH & TECHNICAL ASSISTAN
ADMINISTRATIVE
—OTHER REIMBURSEMENTS (TOTA—25.9D STAFF TRAINING
—MAILING SERVICES

FY 1993
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260

31

—COURT REPORTER
—INTHRPRETER FOR DEAF
—COURIER. GSA
—BRMLLER MAINTENANCE
—COMPUTERIZED LEGAL RESEARC
—IBM COPIER MAINTENANCE
—COMPUTER MAINTENANCE
—DRUG TESTING

—MISCELLANEOUS (Spice Adjuttmenlt
—ORAILLE/CASSETTE PRODUCTION
— AUDITS

SUPPLIES

EQUIPMENT

GRAND TOTAL - PERSONNEL
GRAND TOTAL - NONPERSONNEL
ATDCO BUDGET GRAND TOTAL

15,000.00
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reasonable ]ob accommodations for travel and meetings.For example, a former public Board member who has a
hearing impairment required real time captioning of Board
meetings to participate in the meetings. The lower cost
for Board meetings in fiscal year 1994 reflects the
requirements of current public Board members.

BOARD MEMBERSHIP

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the information
found on page 780 of Senate Hearing 102-725, part 3,
regarding the status of terms of members on the Board,
including both Federal and public members. Please include
each member's attendance record at the Board meetings for
the 12 month period between June 1992 and May 1993.

ANSWER: Under the Rehabilitation Act Amendments of
1992, the term of office of public Board members is
increased from three years to four years, beginning with
appointments made after December 3, 1992. A public Board
member whose term has expired continues to serve until a
successor has been appointed. Public Board members maynot be appointed for more than two successive terms.
Federal agencies represented on the Board have ongoingterms. In the information provided below, where a publicBoard member's term has expired but the member has
continued to serve until a successor has been appointed,the month that the member was replaced is noted. The
month of the appointment of new public members is also
shown. The Board held six meetings between June 1992 and
May 1993. Following the table is a narrative explainingthe attendance record.

Access Board

Member and Liaison Attendance
By Meetings

July 1990 - May 1993

MEMBER/TERM
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MEMBER/TERM
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MEMBER/TERM
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Altarescu, Attorney, attended two meetings. The
Department has not named a new member to the Board.

Department of Housing and Urban Development: The
Honorable Gordon Mansfield, former Assistant Secretary for
Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. attended four
meetings, and the staff liaison, Ms. Cheryl Kent, Civil
Rights Specialist, attended four meetings. The Departmentnamed The Honorable Roberta Achtenberg as the new member
to the Board in July 1993.

Department of Interior: The Honorable John Schrote,
former Assistant Secretary for Policy, Management and
Budget, did not attend any meetings, and the staff
liaison, Mr. Barton House, Director of Architectural
Barriers Programs, and other staff, attended six meetings.The Department has not named a new member to the Board.

Department of Justice: The Honorable John Dunne, former
Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, attended
three meetings, and the staff liaison, Ms Merrily
Friedlander, Deputy Chief, Coordination and Review
Section, attendea six meetings. The Department has not
named a new member to the Board.

Department of Labor: The Honorable Marshall Breger,
former Solicitor of Labor, attended one meeting, and the
staff liaison, Mr. Gary Buff, Deputy Associate Solicitor,
attended four meetings. The Department has not named a
new member to the Board.

Department of Transportation: The Honorable Jeffrey
Shane, Assistant Secretary for Policy and International
Affairs, attended three meetings, and the staff liaison,
Mr. Ira Laster, Senior Program Coordinator, attended six
meetings. The Department has not named a new member to
the Board.

United States Postal Service: Mr. Mitchell Gordon, Vice
President for Facilities, attended two meetings; Mr. Fred
Eggleston, General Counsel, attended one meeting; and Mr.
Charles Baker, Architectural Barriers Compliance
Coordinator, and three other staff liaisons attended a
total of SIX meetings. Mr. Gordon continues to be a
member of the Board.

Department of Veterans Affairs: The Honorable Jo Ann
Webb, former Assistant Secretary for Policy and Planning,
attended two meetings, and the staff liaison, Mr. Dennis
Hancher, Acting Director to Barrier Free Designs, attended
three meetings. The Department has not named a new member
to the Board.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: How has the changeover to the new
Democratic administration affected the Federal Board
membership? Have you had to cancel Board meetings due to
not having a full slate of Federal Board members? Will
this slowness in filling cabinet and sub-cabinet positions
delay any of the Access Board's decision-making?

ANSWER: Nine of the Federal member positions on the
Board are currently vacant. Current Federal members are
the Vice President of the U.S. Postal Service, which is
not a Presidentially appointed position, and Assistant
Secretaries from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development and Department of Education. However, all
Federal member agencies have a career civil servant who
serves as liaison to the Board. These liaisons attend
Board and committee meetings and work with the Board staff
on a regular basis. They do an effective job of
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representing the views of their Federal agencies in Board
business.

Additionally, the Board has planned its business so
that major decisions are not required for much of fiscal
year 1993. The Board approved research projects for
fiscal years 1993 and 1994 at its November 1992 meeting.
The proposed accessibility guidelines for State and local
government buildings and facilities were published in the
Federal Register m December 1992. The public comment
period on the guidelines ended in March 1993. The
Rulemaking Work Group, made up of Board members and
liaisons from Federal member agencies, will review the
staff analysis of the comments during the summer of 1993
and recommend for the final guidelines to the full Board
in the fall of 1993. By that time, we anticipate having
more new Federal members. Thus, Federal member vacancies
have not affected the Board's work so far this year.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In fiscal year 1993, did you add
the planned Federal member representing the Department of
Commerce? If not, why not? When will this new Federal
member be added to the Board?

ANSWER: The Board has informed Secretary Brown that
the Department of Commerce is a new member of the Board.
Under Section 502 of the Rehabilitation Act, the Secretary
may designate someone holding an Executive Level IV or
higher position to be the member of the Board. Usually
this is an Assistant Secretary position. As is the case
with other Federal agencies, there are vacancies in the
Assistant Secretary positions at the Department of
Commerce. As those positions are filled, we expect that
Secretary Brown will designate a member to the Board.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: If you anticipate the addition of
an Executive Level IV or higher position from the
Department of Commerce to be added as a new Federal Board
member during fiscal year 1994, why doesn't the fiscal
year 1994 request, under line item 11.3 "Board Members,"
reflect an increase?

ANSWER: The Board does not incur any expenses from the
participation of Federal members. Their salaries and
Board related travel expenses are paid by the Federal
member's agency.

CURRENT AND PROJECTED STAFFING LEVELS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the current number of
full-time employees at the Access Board? Will the number
of personnel be affected by the President's administrative
reduction? Are there currently any part-time employees at
the Board?

ANSWER: The Access Board's staffing ceiling is 36
full-time equivalent (FTE) positions. We currently have
34 full-time employees and 1 part time employee. The
Administration's initiative to reduce the Federal
government full-time employment through Executive Order
12837 does not apply to agencies with less than 100 FTE
like the Board.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the table:
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ANSWER:

POSITIONS
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has an outside contractor been
hired to assist in planning and carrying out a publiceducation effort, as was planned for fiscal year 1993? If
so, what was the cost of the contract? What have been the
results of this effort thus far?

ANSWER: We have not hired an outside contractor to
assist in planning and carrying out a publiccommunications effort. We feel it would be more prudent to
allow the recently hired Director of Communications to
complete an analysis of the Board's needs and then to plan
a comprehensive public communications program for the
agency. After the completion of the analysis and plan,the Board may contract for specific public communications
projects.

TRAVEL COSTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: The fiscal year 1994 budget
request indicates a 10 percent increase in travel costs by
Board members, attendants and staff — from $150,000 under
the fiscal year 1993 operating plan to $165,000 under the
fiscal year 1994 request. Please describe the reasoning
behind this projected increase in travel costs.

ANSWER: The net increase in travel costs for Board and
staff is necessary to support the Recreation Access
Advisory Committee and staff travel to provide ADA
training. The Board has offered to pay for the travel of
committee members who cannot be supported by an
organization. Four of the 27 committee members have asked
the Board for travel assistance. We are planning to
provide this support in fiscal year 1994 for tnree
advisory committee meetings.

The planned $4,000 increase in staff travel is based
on our experience of providing both unreimbursed and
reimbursed ADA training. We are anticipating 60 training
sessions in fiscal year 1994 where we are reimbursed for
about 30 sessions.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please list, by city, all out-of-
town staff travel during fiscal years 1992 and 1993, by
date. Include a brief description of the purpose of the
trip, and indicate which trips were training sessions.

ANSWER: Out-of-town travel for fiscal years 1992 and
1993 is listed below by city. The dates and purposes for
travel are also noted.

STAFF TRAVEL FY 1992

CITY
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CITY
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CITY
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1

CITY
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Toronto,
Ontario
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SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Did the Access Board complete its
technical bulletin on design alternatives to assist in the
emergency evacuation of people with disabilities, "Rescue
Assistance"? Please provide a copy of this bulletin for
the record.

ANSWER: We have not prepared a technical assistance
bulletin on areas of rescue assistance because we have not
had many questions on areas of rescue assistance. We
identify topics for bulletins based on the types and
frequency of questions that are being asked on the
technical assistance phone lines. Many of these questions
tend to be repetitive. For these repetitive questions, we
develop technical assistance bulletins. This facilitates
consistent answers to the public and lessens the amount of
time that technical assistance specialists spend on the

ghone
with individual callers. We have completed four

ulletins since September 1992. They cover the following
subjects: detectable warnings, visual alarms, text
telephones, and how to use ADAAG. Bulletins are reviewed
by the Department of Justice and the Office of Management
and Budget before they are finalized.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please provide the Committee a
list of Access Board publications offered for sale to the
public and the price list.

ANSWER: Currently, the Board sells only one
publication, the "Americans with Disabilities Act
Accessibility Guidelines Checklist for Buildings and
Facilities" (ADAAG Checklist) . This 175-page checklist
is sold in bulk quantities for $2.50 per copy. Individual
copies are provided free.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What publications are offered for
free?

ANSWER: The Board offers over 30 publications on a

variety of accessibility issues which are provided at no
cost to the public. All of these publications are
available in standard print, and most are available in a
choice of alternate formats including braille, cassette,
computer disc, and large type. Our current publications
list is attached.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What is the rationale for not
charging for these publications, but instead offering them
for free?

ANSWER: The Board makes every effort to maximize the
amount of information available to the public and to
minimize the cost to the public. We believe that
providing free technical assistance materials to the
public will greatly facilitate compliance with
accessibility requirements. When we do charge fees for
providing information, we only recover our direct costs as
IS allowed by the recently revised OMB Circular A-130.
The ADAAG Checklist is a large document, and we could not
provide bulk quantities if we did not charge for the
publication.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What profit was realized from the
sale of publications over the course of fiscal year 1992?
What profit was realized from the sale of publications
thus far in fiscal year 1993?

ANSWER: The Board did not begin selling the ADAAG
Checklist until fiscal year 1993. So far, we have sold
$11,600 worth of ADAAG Cnecklists. Our printing cost for
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the publication was about $12,000. The Board did not
intend to make a "profit" on the publications. Our goal
is to cover our direct printing costs.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: When the planned upgrade to
telecommunications equipment is made, and the toll-free
lines are changed so that they will be used exclusively
for technical assistance, and not for other Board
activities such as ordering publications, how will
publications ordering be handled? Will there be a new 800
number established?

ANSWER: Currently the public can order publications
in writing, by calling our regular telephone service, or
by calling our toll-free telephone line. Approximately
17% of our toll-free telephone calls involve ordering
publications or ordering our guidelines. Once we
implement our telephone service improvements, individuals
can continue to order publications in writing or by
calling our regular telephone service. The toll-free
telephone line will be dedicated to technical assistance
inquiries only, thus providing improved service for this
important function. At the same time, we will automate
our regular telephone service publications ordering systemwhich should save time in the delivery of publications.
At this point, we do not plan to establish a toll-free
number for publication orders.

ACCESS BOARD RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please detail the process by which
research priorities are now determined. What offices,
standing committees. Board m.embers, and staff members are
involved in the decision-making process? At what point in
this process is public inpur sought? Who has final
approval on priority setting for the Access Board's
research program?

ANSWER: The Board selects research projects for each
fiscal year based on several considerations, including:
1) public comment in response to rulemaking; 2) need for
technical information for future rulemaking; and 3)
technical assistance program needs.

During the initial ADAAG rulemaking in 1991, the public
identified 31 areas that are in need of further study
before new or additional accessibility guidelines can be
developed. In May 1992, the Board published a notice in
the Federal Reqisrer requesting further public input to
assist the Board in prioritizing these areas. The Board's
research priorities for fiscal years 1993 and 1994 are
largely based on public response to the Federal Register
notice.

The Board also considers the need for technical
information for future rulemaking when selecting research
proiects. For example, in fiscal year 1991 the Board
contracted for a study on accessibility standards

,
for

children in anticipation of developing future guidelines
in this area. The study was completed in fiscal year 1992
and the Board published a notice in the Federal Register
in February 1993 notifying the public about the
availability of the study and requesting comments on
several critical issues related to tne rulemaking.

In addition, the Board also considers its technical
assistance program needs when selecting research projects.
For example, the Board receives many requests about where
to purchase various accessibility products such as devices
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to convert doorknobs to lever controls which do not
require twisting or turning. The Board has previously
contracted to have an accessibility products file
developed to meet this technical assistance need. The
file is constantly updated. We do not endorse specific
products but make the information available to the public.

The Board has successfully used these criteria to
choose its fiscal year 1993 and 1994 research projects.
The staff has reviewed public comments from the May 1992
Federal Register Notices, and has provided input on both
the pr9Jects needed to develop specifications for future
guidelines, and the technical assistance program needs.
The staff has made a report, with recommendations and
costs, to the Board's Technical Programs Committee. That
committee, within budget parameters set by the Planning
and Budget Committee, has set the priorities for funding
the projects. Based on recommendations from the Technical
Programs Committee, the Board has voted on the final list
of research projects for the two fiscal years.

We believe that this process opens the selection of
Board research projects to public comment, allows adequate
staff review, and gives the final funding decisions to the
Board itself. We plan to continue this process in future
years.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: In the research project the Board
plans to sponsor on public information for individuals
with cognitive disabilities, will the Board solicit
information from specific organizations such as the
Association for Retarded Citizens or educational groups
who deal with retarded and other special education
children, to develop a standardized signage or pictorial
symbol system that is compatible with systems already in
common use?

ANSWER: The research project on public information for
people with cognitive disabilities was recommended by the
Arc (formerly the Association for Retarded Citizens) and
several other organizations in response to the Board's May
1992 research notice. Before we begin drafting a
statement of work for this project we will discuss the
desired outcomes with the Arc and other groups to ensure
that our research results are meaningful.

CONTRACTING ACCESS BOARD RESEARCH PROJECTS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please list all current outside
contracts for research by research project; contractor;
and amount of contract. Please include a brief
description of each ongoing research project.

ANSWER: The Board has five current research projects,
all of which are being conducted by outside contractors.
Each of the projects were initiated in fiscal year 1992
and will be completed by September 30, 1993. The projects
are:

Quiet Areas in Restaurants. Contractor: Battelle.
Amount: $98,818. This 12 month project will develop
technical assistance materials and recommendations for
technical provisions for environmental characteristics of
quiet areas in restaurants and cafeterias for persons with
hearing impairments.

Assembly Area Accessibility. Contractor: North
Carolina State University Center for Accessible Housing.
Amount: $85,583. This 12 month project will provide
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technical assistance materials and develop recommendations
for both technical and scoping provisions for assembly
area accessibility. The study will consider current
standards or guidelines for assembly area accessibility,
new technology, post-occupancy evaluations of
accessibility at facilities designed under UFAS, and user
group input focusing on the needs of people with
disabilities.

Automated Doors. Contractor: State University of New
York at Buffalo. Amount: $66,222. This 12 month project
will develop specific recommendations for the development
of scoping and technical requirements for automated doors
to be included in ADAAG.

Conununi cations in Transportation Facilities for Persons
with Hearing Impairments and Persons with Vision
Impairments. Contractor: Science Applications
International Corporation. Amount: $51,600. This 12
month project will examine the communications needs of
persons who have hearing impairments and persons who have
visual impairments with respect to transportation
facilities. The project will research, analyze, and
report on state-of-the-art and on-the-horizon programs,
products, systems and technologies that address those
communications needs. It will identify and recommend
areas and directions of future research and product
development, and develop resource materials to assist
transit facility planners, designers and operators in
implementing communications accessibility for these
persons.

Regulatory Impact Analysis for State and Local
Government Facilities Accessibility Guidelines.
Contractor: Virginia Technology Associates. Amount:
$16,407. The Board has worked with this contractor to
produce a cost-benefit analysis of the proposed
accessibility guidelines for State and local government
facilities. The analysis will be updated before the
publication of the final rule.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please list all research projects
planned for fiscal year 1994. Will any of this research
be performed in-house? Have any contractors been chosen?
Describe the bidding and selection process for research
contracts. Is this process underway for research projects
planned to be carried out in fiscal year 1994?

ANSWER: In fiscal year 1994 the Board plans to
initiate two research projects and we will use outside
contractors to conduct both projects. The research
projects are:

Space and Reach Range Requirements for Persons Using
Power Wheelchairs and Three-Wheeled scooters and Interior
Circulation in Transportation Vehicles. This project will
result in recommendations for technical specifications for
reach ranges, clear floor space, and turning and
maneuvering spaces for persons using power wheelchairs and
three-wheeled scooters. The project will also entail

studying whether additional specifications for interior
circulation in transportation vehicles are needed.
Specifically, it will address space limitations at fare
boxes in buses and light rail vehicles, and whether fare
boxes in such vehicles could be made smaller or placed
differently.

Public Information for Persons with cognitive
Disabilities. This project will produce technical
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assistance materials about providing public information
and wayfinding information for persons with cognitivedisabilities in buildings, transportation facilities and
outside areas. The study will examine the symbols and
signage that can be used to meet the needs of that
population.

The bidding and selection process has not yet begun for
fiscal year 1994 research projects, thus no contractors
have been selected. Generally, after the Board sets its
research priorities for a given fiscal year, staff will
draft a statement of work for each research project.
Draft statements of work are reviewed and approved by the
Board's Technical Programs Committee. The Board has an
inter-agency agreement with the Department of Education
Grants and Contracts Services Office to process the
Board's contracts which are over $25,000. The Board's
staff works closely with that office to develop a request
for proposals (RFP)for each statement of work. The RFP is
then announced in the Commerce Business Daily to solicit
proposals. Proposals are generally due within sixty days.
All proposals received are reviewed by a panel of Board
staff and other individuals with expertise m the research
area. Based on the review, a qualified contractor is
selected.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Are the Board's research projects
on detectable warnings and ramp slope and landings being
conducted in-house, or by outside contractors? If by
outside contractors, please list the companies and the
amount of the contracts. Over what time frame will this
research be conducted?

ANSWER: The requests for proposals for the fiscal year
1993 research projects on detectable warnings and ramp
slopes were published in the Commerce Business Daily in
April 1993. Proposals were received in June and reviewed
immediately. We are currently in the pre-negotiation
stage with several potential contractors. Both of these
research contracts will be committed before the end of
September 1993. The research project on detectable
warnings is expected to last for seven months, and the
research project on ramp slopes will last for 12 months.

NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS ACT —
COMPLAINTS TO THE ACCESS BOARD AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please update the information on
pages 13-16 of the 1992 Annual Report to include data from
fiscal year 1993 thus far. (Please include at least six
months of data from fiscal year 1993, Oct. 1992 - Mar.
1993. and more recent months if the information is
available. )

Please include the following tables/graphs:— Status of Complaints by Fiscal Year Received
-- Complaints Received by State
-- Complaints Received and Closed by Fiscal Year

Please also re-run the text from the section entitled
"1992 Cases" on pages 15-16, and update this
information under a section called "1993 Cases Thus
Far".

ANSWER: The requested tables/graphs for the record are
attached, and the updated annual report section follows.
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1993 Cases Thus Far

The 69 new cases opened so far in fiscal year 1993
concern facilities in 27 States and the District of
Columbia as well as an American cemetery in Cambridge,
England. The States with the most Architectural Barriers
Act cases are Texas with 7, Indiana and the District of
Columbia with 6, and Michigan with 5 (see accompanying
list). Predictably, the types of facilities include
Federal buildings, military facilities, and post offices.
Also cited are courthouses and municipal buildings;
correctional facilities and prisons; schools, colleges,
and universities; libraries; senior citizen centers; and
street and road projects.

A total of 94 complaints, received in fiscal year 1993
or in preceding years, were closed so far in fiscal year
1993. In 29% of these closed cases, the Board had no
jurisdiction, and in 5% there was no violation of the
applicable standard. The other 62 cases (66%) were closed
because corrective actions were taken to remove the
barriers. (A pie chart showing the breakdown of these
cases is included in the attachments for the record.)

This figure continues to be significant. This is the
highest percentage ever of cases closed for corrective
action. Further, for only the fourth time in the Board's
history, a majority of closed cases are being closed for
corrective action. This can be attributed to two emerging
developments: (1) an ongoing, strong commitment by Federal
agencies to maKe their facilities accessible; and (2) a

growing awareness by other organizations and individuals,
due in large part to ADA implementation, that almost all
buildings and other facilities must be usable by people
with disabilities.

A trend, begun in fiscal year 1988, continues into
fiscal year 1993. More cases were closed than were opened
(see line graph). So far in fiscal year 1993, 69 cases
have been opened and 94 closed, again showing that the
Board's complaints are being handled in a timely and
effective way.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: According to your House testimony,
you state the Access Board's complaint process "is neither
a good indicator of what is happening regarding
accessibility in the country, nor a reflection of the
strength of advocacy groups in certain areas." You go on
to say that the majority of your complaints are filed by
individuals not associated with a particular advocacy
group, and, in addition, that each of those individuals
often files numerous complaints about different
facilities. Is this, in your view, the best way to
compile and respond to complaints concerning non-
compliance with the Architectural Barriers Act? Is there
possibly a more effective manner to receive, or even
solicit, this information?

ANSWER: Since 1976 the Board has used a complaint
driven system to enforce the Architectural Barriers Act
(ABA) . That system was not intended to provide broad-
based information about noncompliance with the ABA.
Congress and the Board felt that broader compliance with
the ABA could be achieved by an aggressive technical
assistance program to ensure Federally-funded buildings
and facilities are constructed in accordance with the

accessibility standards. Until the passage of the
Americans with Disabilities Act, most of the Board's
training and technical assistance activities were directed
towards those agencies which had significant design and
construction responsibilities. Some of those agencies.
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particularly the U.S. Postal Service, the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, the National Park Service,
and the General Services Administration, have established
extensive training programs on the accessibility
requirements. We believe this effort has been largely
successful. The number of complaints received by the
Board is decreasing, and there is a much higher degree of
cooperation from entities named in complaints to make the
required alterations.

The most accurate method to develop information on
compliance with the ABA would be to conduct a survey of
all buildings and facilities covered by the ABA. Lists of
all Federal grants to entities to construct or alter
buildingSf and all buildings and facilities owned or
leased directly by the Federal government could be
developed and a survey on compliance sent to each. We
believe the resources required for such an undertaking
would be far greater than the benefit derived.

The Board could also develop a compliance review
program as opposed to a complaint driven program. The
Board could "spot check" buildings and facilities owned or
leased by a particular Federal agency, or it could check
all Federal buildings in a particular city. The drawback
to this approach is that it would miss the larger number
of building and facilities constructed or altered through
Federal grants. The other limitation would be the
resources required to conduct a compliance review program.
The Board could not conduct such a program at our present
or anticipated funding levels.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: What national advocacy groups does
the Access Board regularly work with? Can they be tapped
for information on non-compliance, to determine whether
there is a pattern of non-compliance in a particular
region of the country, with a particular type of facility,
or with a particular governmental entity?

ANSWER: The Board's primary contact with advocacy
groups occurs when they file a complaint with us on behalf
of their constituents. So far this fiscal year, we have
received constituent complaints from 9 advocacy
organizations, including Advocacy, Inc. of Texas; New York
Lawyers for the Public Interest; Paralyzed Veterans of
America; United Cerebral Palsy Association; Tri-State
Resource and Advocacy for Independent Living in
Chattanooga, Tennessee; and the Washington Area Group for
the Hard of Hearing. During the past three fiscal years,
we have received complaints from 48 advocacy groups.

On occasion we have asked local advocacy organizations
located near the site of an alleged inaccessible building
to assist us by providing information either about the
barrier or about corrective actions taken to resolve a
complaint. These cooperative efforts have been very
successful. Also local advocacy organizations have
published articles on how to file complaints with the
Board in their newsletters. These articles have generally
resulted in several complaints filed with the Board.

It would be very difficult to tap local advocacy
organizations for information on compliance with the
Architectural Barriers Act. It is often very difficult to
determine whether or not a building is covered by the
Architectural Barriers Act. Sometimes files on Federal
grants must be searched to determine whether a building is
covered. If it is covered, one must then determine which
accessibility standards apply to all or various parts of
the building.
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We believe the most effective way to achieve more
comprehensive information about compliance with
accessibility requirements is by more widely publicizing
the Board's existence, mission and responsibilities under
both the Architectural Barriers Act and Americans with
Disabilities Act. The Board is about to undertake
development of a comprehensive public communications
strategy to better identify our target audiences and
develop the best communications materials to reach these
groups.

WMATA'S RESPONSE TO ACCESS BOARD ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority (WMATA) completed the
reconstruction of the west entrance ramp to the Twinbrook
station, which was supposed to be completed in May 1993?

ANSWER: WMATA has reported by telephone that the
reconstruction of the west entrance ramp to the Twinbrook
station has been completed. We are awaiting written
confirmation from WMATA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has the Access Board determined
whether or not it will take legal action against WMATA
this year for not providing an accessible primary entrance
when it constructed the Rockville, Maryland station?

ANSWER: WMATA did not provide an accessible primary
entrance when it constructea the commuter rail station in
Rockville, Maryland and has not agreed to take corrective
action. Our Office of General Counsel has prepared a
citation to initiate legal action against WMATA and plans
to move forward with the case this summer.

ACCESS TO OUTDOOR RECREATION AREAS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Has the proposed Advisory
Committee on Recreation Access begun meeting? For the
record, please list the members of this advisory committee
and the organizations they represent.

ANSWER: The Recreation Access Advisory Committee met
for the first time on July 15-16, 1993, in Washington,
D.C. A list of the advisory committee members follows.

Recreation Access Advisory Committee Members

Susan M. Goltsman, American Society of Landscape
Architects

Jack W. Buchheister, American Ski Federation

Steven King, American Society for Testing and Materials,
Accessibility Task Force

Peter Axelson, Beneficial Designs, Inc.

Ronald W. Drach, Disabled American Veterans

Robert W. Pike, Environmental Access, Inc.

George E. Renault, III, Golf Course Superintendents
Association of America

Francine Wai, Hawaii Commission on Persons with
Disabilities
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Tom Hall, International Association of Amusement Parks
and Attractions

Katharine McGuiness, Katherine McGuiness & Associates,
Inc.

W. Kenneth Wiseman, Lehman/Smith/Wiseman Associates

Marcie B. Goldstein, National Council on Independent
Living

John N. McGovern, National Recreation and Parks
Association

Drue Kale, New Jersey Department of Community Affairs

James E. Strates, Outdoor Amusement Business Assoc, Inc.

Henry J. Thrower, Professional Golfers' Assoc, of America

Kim A. Beasley, Paralyzed Veterans of America

Richard Skaff, San Francisco Department of Public Works

George E. DeVilbiss, Self Help for Hard of Hearing
People, Inc.

Judith A. Wheeler, States Organization for Boating Access

Catherine A. Roth, Universal Studios Florida

Joe L. Meade, US Department of Agriculture, Forest Service

Judith V. Rice, US Department of the Army, Army Corps
of Engineers

David C. Park, US Department of Interior, National
Park Service

Jan Elizabeth Wilson, US Olympic Committee, Disabled
Sports Services

John Paul Scott, Walt Disney Imagineering

Rodney G. Grozier, YMCA of the USA

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Currently, various groups have out
accessibility guidelines for outdoor recreation areas and

farks,
for which compliance is voluntary. Roughly, what

evel of compliance do you already see to these guidelines
for disabled accessibility to parks and recreation areas?

ANSWER: It is difficult to assess the level of
accessibility in outdoor recreational areas. Part of the
reason is that no consistent standard of accessibility
exists that is specific to outdoor areas, and thus
compliance cannot be measured. Also, the National Park
Service's and U.S. Forest Service's voluntary guidelines
are still not complete.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Have the National Park Service and
the U.S. Forest Service made their final document on
accessibility to outdoor recreation facilities, which was
to be complete in March 1993, available to the Access
Board? If so, please provide a copy for the record. If
the final report is still not available, please provide a

copy of the draft report.

ANSWER: For the past several years, the National Park
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Service and U.S. Forest Service have been developing
voluntary accessibility guidelines for outdoor
recreational facilities. Board staff has reviewed several
drafts of this document. The latest draft guideline dated
November 16, 1992 is attached. The Board's Recreation
Access Advisory Committee will consider this document
along with other voluntary guidelines.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Please describe the anticipated
schedule for the Board's development of guidelines and
rulemaking process on accessibility to outdoor recreation
facilities. Please include, to the extent possible, dates
for:

— public comment period,— release of guidelines by the Access Board,— publication of notice of proposed rulemakings, and— promulgation of regulations.

ANSWER: A notice of intent to form an advisory
committee was published in the Federal Register on
February 3, 1993. The comment period closed on April 4,
1993. On June 10, 1993, the Board published a notice in
the Federal Register establishing the advisory committee
and announcing that the first meeting will be held on July
15-16, 1993. We expect that the committee will meet for
6-9 months and that a notice of proposed rulemaking will
be issued in the fall of 1994.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Which cabinet department will be
officially responsible for the promulgation of the
regulations on accessibility to outdoor recreation
facilities?

ANSWER: The Department of Justice has the
responsibility to promulgate regulations on accessibility
to recreation facilities covered by titles II and III or
the ADA.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Chairman Mansfield stated in a
response to a question represented in last year's hearing
record that the Board expects that training programs will
be needed to ensure compliance with outdoor recreation
guidelines. Have any such training programs been planned?
Will any training programs be carried out in fiscal year
1993 or fiscal year 1994?

ANSWER: We continue to believe that training programs
will be needed to ensure effective compliance with
accessibility guidelines for recreational facilities and
outdoor developed areas. Training activities on these
accessibility guidelines will begin after the final
guidelines are published in the Federal Register , probably
in fiscal year 1995.

THE ACCESS BOARD'S RELATIONS WITH
NATIONAL ADVOCACY GROUPS

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Describe completely and in detail
the information sharing, cooperative efforts, and general
working relationships between and among the Access Board
and national advocacy groups, including but not limited
to:

— National Easter Seals Society— Project ACTION— National Institute for Accessible Transportation— Association for Retarded Citizens (Arc)— United Cerebral Palsy Association
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— National Association of the Deaf— American Foundation for the Blind— American Association of Retired Persons

ANSWER: Our positive relations with disability
advocacy organizations is partly reflected in the number
of requests for our training services. During fiscal
years 1992 and 1993, the Board provided several trainingsessions to disability advocacy organizations such as Self
Help for Hard of Hearing People, three training sessions
with the National Easter Seal Society, three sessions with
the Eastern Paralyzed Veterans Association, Project
ACTION, the Paralyzed Veterans of America, the National
Association of Protection and Advocacy Systems, and the
National Association of Governor's Committees on
Employment of People with Disabilities. Also, Proiect
ACTION is disseminating the Board's nine transportation
manuals.
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PUBLICATIONS CHECKLIST

U.S. ARCHITECTURAL & TRANSPORTATION BARRIERS COMPLIANCE BOARD (ACCESS BOARD)
1331 F Sheet, NW, Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20004-1111

202/272-5434 (Voice) 202y272-5449 (TDD)
• 202/272 5447 (FAX)

Ttw Access Board pioduces or dfelributes the lc*)wing puWcaHons. For single copies at no cost, drcle tte code ol those you want and clearly print

your name and address In Hie space provided al ttie end ol this lorm. For multiple copies, call or write the Access Board. Any putjiicalion may be

pliolocopied or reprinted to use lor nonprolit educational purposes. All publications are avaiable h regular print Many are also available In a variety ol

alternate lom>ats: B (Braille). CST (Cassette), DIS (5 1/4' DO Floppy IDisK In ASCII tomiat), or LT (large Type). Make your choice ol alternate formal

by circling the abbreviation belore each puHcalion description Allow three to live weeks lor deivery.

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS

G2 B CST DIS LT Access Atnerlea: A newsletter about the Access Board and its activities To be added to the newsletter mailing

ilsl, check here [ 1

Gt4 B CST DtS LT Amerlcms with DtsabHllles Act Accessibility Requirements: An overview k\ tabular lonn ot accessibility

requirements, ellective dates, regulations and enlorcement ol Titles l-IV ol the Americans with Disabilities Act

(xxAn).

G4 B CST DIS LT Annual Report to the President and Congress: Report on Access Board activities lor the previous fiscal year.

015 B CST DIS LT Filing • Complaint ._ (t's Your Right Ejiplains how to lite an Afchilectural Barriers Act complalnl with the

Access Board about Inaccessibiily Involving buildings designed, built, or altered with certain Federal funds or

teased for occupancy by Federal agencies. Includes compbini torm. Also provides a brief overview of various

other Federal accessMHy laws (3^3)

G10 B CST DIS LT Toward tn Accessible Envtromnent: EHectlve Research: Describes seven exemplary federaly funded

research projects on environmenlal accessibilty (9/88)

ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

S14 B CST DIS LT Americans with DIsabllltles Act Accessibility Guldeflnes (ADAAG): Accessibilily requirements for new

constniction and alteration ol biikings and ladlities covered by the ADA. Also includes Department ol Justice

regulations lof pubic accommodations and commercial ladlities (7/91).

54 CST Unlfomi Federal Accessibilily Standards (UFAS): Design, construction and alteration standards lor access to

federatly funded faciibes (4/B8).

ARCHITECTURAL ACCESS

S9 DIS LT Americans with DIsabilllles Act Accesslbfltty Guidelines (ADAAG) Checklist A cliecklisi for applying

ADAAG in the design, constnicllon. and alteration ol buHdings and laciilies. including transit facililies (2^3).

A26 B CST DIS LT Hands-on Archllechire: Contains pertinent Information from a Board sponsored researcli project with

suggested standards for specifying controls and operating mechanisms (l?/86)

56 B CST DIS LT Technical Paper on Accessibility Codes and Standards: Compares Ihe Minimum Guidelines and

Requirements lot Accessible Design and Die Unlorm Federal Accessibility Standards wilh tocal, slate, and

foreign access codes and standards (7/89).

55 DIS LT UnHorm Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS) Accessibility Checklist: A checklist lor applying UFAS in

Ihe design, construction, and alteration of buikJings and fadSlies (xx/xi).

57 LT UFAS Retrofit Manual: TNs 300 page document based on UFAS contains easy to understand, practical

solutions to often erKOunlered atleralion situations (is/ix).

StO LT Recommendations lor Accessibility Standards lor Children's Environments A ledmical report presenting

draft standards for facilities that serve preklndergarten through elementary aged ctiildren Includes post

occupancy evaluations (xx/xi).

COMMUNICATION ACCESS

CI B CST DIS LT Assistive Listening Systems: Describes commeidalty available devices and systems for making public

address and other types ol communication systems more accessibte to persons wilh hearing Impainnents

(lOfll).

C7 B CST OlS LT Using s TOD: Describes how to make and receive TDD (also known as text telephone) calls, how to use a

TDD machine, and how to recognize and answer TDD calls received on phones used lor voice calls (7/92).

IHANSHUH I Al ION ACCESS

TI9 B CST DIS LT AfrcraH Stowage Procedures lor Battery-powered Wheelchairs Describes a procedure for salely stovnnq

battery powered wheelchairs on airaalt lo conform with Hazardous Materials regulations, based on successful

practices ol several domestic and foreign air earners (9/88).

TIO B CST DIS LT Guidelines lor Alrcralt Boarding Chairs: Guides purchasers, designers, and manulaclurers ol boarding chairs

in Ihe design and purchase of saler and more ellective devfces; also Idenblies elements of a proper training

program (10/91)

T27 B CST DIS LT SecuremenI ol Wheelchairs and Other Mobility Aids Provides technical assistance to transit operators and

people vnth disabilities on how lo secure most common manual and power wtieelchalrs. including three wheel

scooters Discusses training and policy Issues and gives contacts in transit agendes that have developed

ellecUvB securemenI systems lor dealing with (lese devices (9/90).

TRANSPORTATION MANUALS

A series ol manuals lor manulaclurers. transit operators and spedficalton writers which explain Ihe background, rationale, and applicalkm of the ADA

Accessibility Guiderines for Transportation Vehteles for new and altered transportation systems (xx/xx).

LT Automated Guldeway Transit Vehicles and Systems

LT Buses, Vans, and Systems

LT Commuter Rail Cars and Systems

LT High-Speed Rail Cars, Monorails, and Systems

LT Intercity Rail Cars and Systems

LT Light Ran Vehicles and Systems

TJ4
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IT Oy*f-th*-nos<J BusM tn6 Systems

LT Ripid flUI Vetilcln and Systems

LT Trims, Similar Vehicles, end Systems

T3) B CST OIS

T?9 B CST DIS

TW B CST OIS

TECHNICAL BULLETINS

An on going senes ol technical assislance tmBelins kx design professionals developed (torn Irequenjy asked questions about spedtc ADAAG provisions.

Cunent IxJIellns include;

A29 B CST OIS LT Bulletin f I : DetecleMe Wimlngs (Includes listing ol manufacturers)

A3I B CST OIS LT Bufletln K: Visual Alarms

A32 B CST OIS LT Bulletin f3: Teit Te«eptione9

AM B CST DIS LT Bullelln fS: Using ADAAG

MIE

OMOMTAIICM

G8 CST DIS LT PuMcatlons Checklist; AddiSonal copies ol this order form can be obtained Itom Access Board.

1331 F Street, NW. Suite 1000. Washington, DC 20004 till: or cal 202/272 5434 (Voice) or 202/272 5449

(TOO).

July 2, 1993
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PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL RHODE JR., ASSISTANT TO THE
CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY

INTRODUCTION

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, I AM MICHAEL

RHODE JR., ASSISTANT TO THE CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY OF THE

PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION. I AM SUBMITTING TESTIMONY ON

BEHALF OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE

PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION. BOARD CHAIRMAN MICHAEL STONE, WHO

WAS ALSO THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY, RESIGNED EFFECTIVE

JANUARY 20, 1993. I AM PLEASED TO REPORT THAT JOHN W.

SHANNON, ACTING SECRETARY OF THE ARMY, WAS ELECTED AS THE

CHAIRMAN AT THE APRIL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

TRANSITION ISSUES

DURING THE YEAR, SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS WAS MADE BY THE

COMMISSION IN PREPARING FOR THE ORDERLY AND EFFICIENT

TRANSFER OF THE CANAL TO PANAMANIAN CONTROL IN DECEMBER OF

1999. SPECIFICALLY, MUCH WAS ACCOMPLISHED IN THE AREAS OF

THE TRANSITION TO A PANAMANIAN WORK FORCE, CANAL

MODERNIZATION, AND THE BEGINNING OF A SERIOUS AND METHODICAL

EXAMINATION OF POTENTIAL CHANGES IN THE GOVERNANCE AND

OPERATION OF THE COMMISSION.

FIRST, THE COMMISSION HAS CONTINUED AT A STRONG PACE

ITS TRANSITION TO A PANAMANIAN WORK FORCE, A REQUIREMENT OF

THE CANAL TREATY. THE COMMISSION BEGAN THIS EFFORT SHORTLY

AFTER THE TREATY ENTERED INTO FORCE IN OCTOBER, 1979. AT
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THAT POINT, ONLY 69% OF THE WORK FORCE WAS PANAMANIAN, MOST

OF WHOM WERE IN LOWER GRADES OF EMPLOYMENT. WE NOW HAVE AN

88% PANAMANIAN WORK FORCE AND PANAMANIANS ARE ENJOYING

STEADILY INCREASING REPRESENTATION IN SENIOR MANAGEMENT.

HERE, IN 1993, PANAMANIANS ARE ALREADY PLAYING A REAL AND

SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE CANAL AND IN

MAKING DECISIONS WHICH WILL SHAPE ITS FUTURE.

WE ARE PROUD OF THESE HARD NUMERICAL RESULTS, BUT OUR

FOCUS IS NOT MERELY ON MEETING A STATISTICAL MANDATE. WE

CONTINUE TO TAKE GREAT PAINS TO ENSURE THAT PANAMANIANS ARE

BEING TRAINED IN CERTAIN CRAFT, TECHNICAL AND HEAVY

INDUSTRIAL SKILLS THAT OTHERWISE WOULD NOT BE AVAILABLE IN

THE PANAMANIAN LABOR MARKET. WE CONTINUE TO TAKE SIMILAR

STEPS TO INCREASE PANAMANIAN PARTICIPATION IN PILOT TRAINING

PROGRAMS, SO THAT PANAMA CAN DRAW ON ITS CITIZENS FOR THESE

HIGHLY SKILLED PROFESSIONALS. ALL OF THESE EFFORTS ARE

AIMED AT TRANSFERRING THE CANAL IN LATE 1999 WITH A

VIRTUALLY 100% PANAMANIAN WORK FORCE TO SUPPORT IT.

SECOND, WE ARE PROCEEDING WITH MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS TO

THE CANAL TO MAKE IT ATTRACTIVE AND ECONOMICAL TO WORLD

SHIPPING WELL INTO THE NEXT CENTURY. WE REPORTED TO THIS

SUBCOMMITTEE LAST YEAR ON THE BOARD'S DECISION TO WIDEN THE

SEGMENT OF THE CANAL KNOWN AS THE GAILLARD CUT. THIS

PROJECT WILL ALLOW THE GAILLARD CUT TO ACCOMMODATE TWO-WAY

PASSAGE OF LARGER VESSELS.
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THE ADMINISTRATOR WILL REPORT IN DETAIL ON THE PROGRESS

THE COMMISSION IS MAKING REGARDING THIS TASK. I WOULD LIKE

JUST TO ADDRESS ONE ASPECT OF THIS PROJECT, AND THAT IS THE

FACT THAT IT IS TWENTY YEAR EFFORT THAT WILL BE COMPLETED

WELL AFTER PANAMANIAN ASSUMPTION OF THE CANAL. I BELIEVE

THIS IS A SIGNIFICANT AND CONCRETE ILLUSTRATION OF THE

DETERMINATION AND FORESIGHT OF BOTH THE UNITED STATES AND

PANAMANIAN GOVERNMENTS TO KEEP THE CANAL CONSISTENTLY IN

STEP WITH THE COMMERCIAL DEMANDS OF WORLD SHIPPING WELL INTO

THE 21ST CENTURY, AND OF COURSE WELL AFTER UNITED STATES

STEWARDSHIP OF THE CANAL HAS ENDED.

THIRD, THE COMMISSION HAS SEEN TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF

A VERY IMPORTANT STUDY MANDATED BY OUR 1993 AUTHORIZATION

ACT. THE GOAL OF THIS STUDY IS TO SET FORTH RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR ANY CHANGES TO THE PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION IN THE

TRANSITION PERIOD WHICH WOULD FACILITATE AND ENCOURAGE THE

OPERATION OF THE CANAL UNDER AN AUTONOMOUS ENTITY UNDER THE

GOVERNMENT OF PANAMA. IN OTHER WORDS, THE STUDY WILL AIM TO

GIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES WE CAN MAKE TO GIVE THE

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA THE BEST POSSIBLE ROLE MODEL TO FOLLOW

FOR OPERATING THE CANAL WITH THE HIGH QUALITY, EFFICIENCY,

RELIABILITY AND STABILITY THE SHIPPING COMMUNITY HAS COME TO

EXPECT.

THE STUDY INCLUDES PARTICIPATION BY THE DEPARTMENTS OF

STATE, DEFENSE, TREASURY, COMMERCE, AND TRANSPORTATION AS
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WELL AS THE PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION. IT IS TO BE SUBMITTED

TO THE CONGRESS BY THE PRESIDENT BY OCTOBER 23, 1993.

THE ARTHUR ANDERSEN FIRM WAS SELECTED BY THE CANAL'S

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT AS THE CONTRACTOR FOR THIS PROJECT.

THE COMMISSION BOARD OF DIRECTORS SELECTED THE FIRM OF WEIL,

GOTSHAL AND MANGES TO SERVE AS AN ADVISOR TO THE BOARD

REGARDING THE SUBJECTS COVERED BY THE STUDY.

IN PERFORMING THIS STUDY, THE ARTHUR ANDERSEN FIRM WILL

IDENTIFY, STUDY AND EVALUATE POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES FOR THE

PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION IN THE FORM OF AGENCY GOVERNANCE

STRUCTURES THAT CAN LEAD TO ITS OPERATION AS A MORE

AUTONOMOUS, APOLITICAL, SERVICE-ORIENTED TRANSPORTATION

ENTITY. IT WILL ALSO STUDY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

ALTERNATIVES WITH THE AIM OF MAKING THE COMMISSION MORE

FLEXIBLE, EFFICIENT AND FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT. THE ARTHUR

ANDERSEN FIRM IS DUE TO PRESENT ITS REPORT TO A SPECIAL

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN AUGUST.

I SHOULD ALSO ADD ONE OTHER ITEM OF PROGRESS IN OUR

TRANSITION EFFORT. THE PROVISION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES

FOR CERTAIN FORMER EMPLOYEES, WHOSE HEALTH CARE IS THE

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE COMMISSION, WERE CONTRACTED OUT TO A

PRIVATE PANAMANIAN HOSPITAL. PREVIOUSLY, THESE SERVICES

WERE PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE HEALTH FACILITIES

LOCATED IN PANAMA. THIS CHANGE WILL GREATLY FACILITATE THE
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CONTINUED PROVISION OF THIS CARE WITHOUT INTERRUPTIONS DUE

TO THE PHASE OUT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MEDICAL

FACILITIES IN PANAMA AS REQUIRED BY THE TREATIES.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

THE COMMISSION HAS A UNIQUE MISSION AS A GOVERNMENT

AGENCY, PARTLY BECAUSE IT IS NOT THE SOLE PROVIDER OF THE

SERVICES IT OFFERS. IT OPERATES IN A FREE, OPEN AND

INTENSELY COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT. ITS SERVICES MUST BE

ATTRACTIVE TO CUSTOMERS WHO HAVE SEVERAL ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

OR MEANS OF TRANSPORTING THEIR GOODS. ONLY BY PROVIDING

SUPERIOR AND RELIABLE SERVICE AT LOW COST CAN THE CANAL

RETAIN EITHER THE LONG TERM LOYALTY OR THE BUSINESS OF ITS

CUSTOMERS. THE CANAL'S OPERATING ENVIRONMENT IS NOT STATIC,

IT CHANGES CONTINUOUSLY, DRIVEN BY EVOLVING WORLD TRADE

PATTERNS, THE UPS AND DOWNS OF THE BUSINESS CYCLE, AND

DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS CONTAINERIZATION AND

INTERMODAL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS.

THE COMMISSION HAS A LONG HISTORY OF ADAPTING AND

RESPONDING TO THESE CHANGES WHILE PERFORMING ITS MISSION OF

PROVIDING SAFE AND EFFICIENT SERVICE TO THE WORLD SHIPPING

COMMUNITY. THE PAST YEAR WAS NO EXCEPTION. THE COMMISSION

HAD TO ADJUST ITS WORK FORCE AND RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS TO

PROVIDE SAFE AND EFFICIENT SERVICE TO A LEVEL OF TRAFFIC

LOWER THAN THAT EXPERIENCED IN THE PREVIOUS YEARS, WHILE

MEETING ITS TREATY OBLIGATIONS TO TRAIN AND DEVELOP A
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QUALIFIED PANAMANIAN WORK FORCE TO ADMINISTER AND OPERATE

THE CANAL AFTER 1999. I AM PLEASED TO REPORT THAT, AS IN

THE PAST, THE COMMISSION'S MANAGEMENT AND ITS EMPLOYEES HAVE

MET THESE CHALLENGES WHILE PROVIDING A HIGH QUALITY OF

SERVICE TO WORLD SHIPPING.

THROUGHOUT THE PAST YEAR, THE COMMISSION AND THE

GOVERNMENT OF PANAMA HAVE WORKED TOGETHER IN A SPIRIT OF

MUTUAL COOPERATION TO ADDRESS MANY OF THE NEEDS AND CONCERNS

OF THE CANAL OPERATION, SUCH AS THE PROVISION OF POLICE

SERVICES AND THE MAINTENANCE OF STREETS AND ROADS IN THE

CANAL OPERATING AND HOUSING AREAS.

BOARD ACTIVITIES

DURING THE COURSE OF THE YEAR, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ADDRESSED A VARIETY OF ISSUES; ALL OF THE MEETINGS WERE

EXTREMELY PRODUCTIVE AND CONDUCTED IN A BUSINESS-LIKE

MANNER. A STUDY PLAN WAS DEVELOPED TO IMPLEMENT THE STUDY

OF POSSIBLE CHANGES TO THE CANAL COMMISSION DISCUSSED ABOVE

AND BOARD MEMBERS HAVE BEEN VERY INVOLVED IN THIS STUDY.

THE BOARD ALSO EVALUATED, AND IS CONTINUING TO MONITOR

CLOSELY, THE PROGRESS OF THE GAILLARD CUT WIDENING PROJECT

DISCUSSED ABOVE.

ADDITIONALLY, THE COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD HAVE BEEN

DILIGENT IN CARRYING OUT THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES RELATIVE TO

PERSONNEL AND SECURITY. OPERATIONS AND. OF COURSE, BUDGET
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AND FINANCE. I MUST SAY, MR. CHAIRMAN, THAT THIS COMMITTEE

STRUCTURE CONTINUES TO WORK WELL WITH TWO PANAMANIAN MEMBERS

AND TWO U.S. MEMBERS ON EACH OF THE COMMITTEES. THESE

COMMITTEES HAVE BEEN A POSITIVE FORCE FOR BOTH THE BOARD AND

MANAGEMENT.

BUDGET PROGRAMS

FY 1992 WAS A CHALLENGING YEAR FOR THE COMMISSION. A

DECLINE IN TOLL REVENUES ATTRIBUTABLE PRIMARILY TO A RETURN

TO NORMAL WORLD TRADE PATTERNS FOLLOWING THE END OF

HOSTILITIES IN THE PERSIAN GULF, COMBINED WITH INFLATIONARY

PRESSURES ON OPERATING COSTS, REDUCED THE RESOURCES

AVAILABLE TO THE COMMISSION FOR PROVIDING SAFE AND EFFICIENT

TRANSIT SERVICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS. THE COMMISSION HELD ITS

COSTS WELL BELOW THE RATE OF INFLATION, WHILE CONTINUING TO

PROVIDE A HIGH QUALITY OF SERVICE TO ITS CUSTOMERS. THE

DECLINE IN TOLL REVENUES DID HOWEVER, RESULT IN UNRECOVERED

COSTS OF APPROXIMATELY $ 4 MILLION FOR THE YEAR. AS THE

ADMINISTRATOR WILL EXPLAIN, THE LOSS WAS CARRIED FORWARD AND

WILL BE RECOVERED IN FY 1993.

DURING THE CURRENT FISCAL YEAR. EVEN THOUGH THE LOWER

TRAFFIC LEVELS EXPERIENCED IN 1992 HAVE CONTINUED INTO THE

EARLY PART OF 1993, WE DO PROJECT A VERY MODEST INCREASE IN

CANAL TRAFFIC LATER IN THE YEAR AS THE U.S. ECONOMY

IMPROVES. THE YEAR AS A WHOLE, HOWEVER, IS EXPECTED TO SHOW

LITTLE OR NO GROWTH OVER THE PRIOR YEAR.
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WITH REGARDS TO FY 1994, TOLLS ARE PROJECTED TO GROW AT

A RELATIVELY MODEST PACE. UPWARD INFLATIONARY PRESSURE ON

COSTS IS ALSO EXPECTED TO BE SMALL DUE TO AN ANTICIPATED LOW

INFLATION RATE.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WHILE MR. GUARDIA WILL ADDRESS IN

DETAIL THE COMMISSION'S BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994, I WANT

TO AFFIRM THAT THE PROGRAMS FOR THAT YEAR ARE ESSENTIAL AND

ARE IN ACCORD WITH THOSE OF THE PRESIDENT.

RECOGNITION OF CANAL EMPLOYEES

AT THIS TIME, I WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS, ON BEHALF OF THE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ITS GRATITUDE FOR THE LOYALTY AND

COMMITMENT OF ALL PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION EMPLOYEES. THEIR

DEDICATION HAS RESULTED IN ANOTHER YEAR OF SAFE AND

EFFICIENT SERVICE TO THE INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING COMMUNITY.

IT IS THEIR DEDICATION TO PROVIDING SAFE AND EFFICIENT

SERVICE THAT MAKES THE CANAL ENTERPRISE A MODEL OF

EFFICIENCY FOR THE WORLD SHIPPING COMMUNITY. THE DEDICATION

AND PROFESSIONALISM OF THE CANAL'S EMPLOYEES IS DEMONSTRATED

IN EVERY ASPECT OF THE CANAL'S OPERATIONS AND IS READILY

APPARENT TO EACH AND EVERY VESSEL THAT TRANSITS THE

WATERWAY.

CONCLUSION

MR. CHAIRMAN, THIS CONCLUDES MY PREPARED REMARKS.
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STATEMENT OF GILBERTO GUARDIA, ADMINISTRATOR

INTRODUCTION

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, I AM

GILBERTO GUARDIA, ADMINISTRATOR OF THE PANAMA CANAL

COMMISSION. I AM PLEASED TO SUBJECT THE FISCAL YEAR 1994

APPEAR OF THE PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION, THE UNITED STATES

AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF THE

PANAMA CANAL.

I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS MY

SINCERE APPRECIATION TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE AND EACH OF ITS

MEMBERS FOR THE SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE THAT THEY HAVE PROVIDED

THE PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION DURING THE RECENT YEARS. AND, MR.

CHAIRMAN, I LOOK FORWARD TO A CONTINUATION OF THIS HARMONIOUS

AND PRODUCTIVE RELATIONSHIP IN THE FUTURE UNDER YOUR

LEADERSHIP.

OVERVIEW FISCAL YEAR 1992

FISCAL YEAR 1992 WAS A SOMEWHAT MORE DIFFICULT YEAR FOR

THE PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION THAN ANTICIPATED IN MY TESTIMONY

TO THIS COMMITTEE LAST YEAR. CANAL TRAFFIC LEVELS IN 1992

DECLINED SLIGHTLY AS WORLD TRADE RETURNED TO MORE NORMAL

PATTERNS FOLLOWING THE END OF THE PERSIAN GULF WAR.

ADDITIONALLY, THE PROLONGED RECESSION IN THE U.S. AND JAPAN

HAD A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON OUR TRAFFIC LEVELS. AS A RESULT, A

NUMBER OF CANAL CARGOES EXPERIENCED DECLINES INCLUDING
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MANUFACTURES OF IRON AND STEEL, PHOSPHATES, ORES AND METALS,

REFRIGERATED PRODUCTS, AUTOMOBILES, CHEMICALS AND

PETROCHEMICALS, MINERALS, AND GRAINS. THESE LOSSES WERE ONLY

PARTIALLY OFFSET BY GAINS IN PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, LUMBER, COAL,

AND CONTAINERIZED CARGO.

THE DOWNTURN IN CARGO SHIPMENTS DROVE A REDUCTION IN

OCEANGOING TRANSITS FROM 12,763 IN FISCAL YEAR 1991 TO 12,636

FOR 1992, AND SHIP TONNAGE MEASURED IN PANAMA CANAL NET TONS

DECLINED FROM 193 MILLION TONS TO 190 MILLION TONS. THIS DROP

IN TRAFFIC LEVELS RESULTED IN TOLLS REVENUE OF $369 MILLION,

SOME $6 MILLION BELOW THE $375 MILLION PRODUCED IN 1991.

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES (BEFORE DEDUCTIONS FOR CAPITAL

CONTRIBUTIONS) WERE $507 MILLION VERSUS $512 MILLION IN 1991,

IN RESPONSE TO THE DECLINE IN TOLLS REVENUES, THE

COMMISSION HELD OPERATING COSTS TO $509 MILLION, AN INCREASE

OF ABOUT 1 PERCENT OVER THE $503 MILLION INCURRED IN FISCAL

YEAR 1991. THE 1 PERCENT INCREASE WAS WELL BELOW THE EFFECT

OF INFLATION ON PAYROLL AND OTHER COSTS EXPERIENCED BY THE

COMMISSION DURING THE YEAR.

THE INFLATIONARY INCREASE IN COSTS IN FISCAL YEAR 1992

WAS PARTIALLY OFFSET BY THE MANAGEMENT ACTIONS TAKEN IN 1991.

IN 1991, THE COMMISSION ACCELERATED CERTAIN MAINTENANCE

PROGRAMS AND OTHER PROJECTS, TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE

TEMPORARY SURGE IN REVENUES RESULTING FROM THE CONFLICT IN THE
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PERSIAN GULF. THESE MANAGEMENT ACTIONS MITIGATED, TO A

CONSIDERABLE DEGREE, THE COST PRESSURES EXPERIENCED BY THE

COMMISSION IN FISCAL YEAR 1992. NEVERTHELESS, DESPITE HOLDING

THE INCREASE IN OPERATING EXPENSES WELL BELOW THE RATE OF

INFLATION, THE COMMISSION INCURRED APPROXIMATELY $4 MILLION

MORE IN COSTS THAN IT EARNED IN REVENUES DURING THE YEAR. THE

LOSS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992 IS CARRIED FORWARD, AS REQUIRED BY

PUBLIC LAW 96-70, AND SHOULD BE RECOVERED IN FISCAL YEAR 1993.

FISCAL YEAR 1993

AS REPORTED LAST YEAR, THE COMMISSION WAS ANTICIPATING

A SUBSTANTIAL OPERATING LOSS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1993. THE

COMMISSION FORECASTS SHOWED THAT THE MINIMAL GROWTH IN TRAFFIC

AND TOLL REVENUES WOULD BE INADEQUATE TO OFFSET THE

INFLATIONARY INCREASE IN OPERATING COSTS AND TO PROVIDE THE

ADDITIONAL FUNDS NEEDED TO FINANCE THE AGENCY'S CAPITAL

IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. IN VIEW OF THE TIGHT CONSTRAINTS ON

OPERATING EXPENSES IN PRIOR YEARS, ADDITIONAL REDUCTIONS IN

OPERATING COSTS COULD NOT BE ACCOMMODATED WITHOUT A SERIOUS

DETERIORATION IN SERVICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.

THE COMMISSION PROJECTED A TOTAL REVENUE DEFICIENCY FOR

FISCAL YEAR 1993 OF $37.6 MILLION. THIS DEFICIENCY INCLUDED

(1) AN $18 MILLION OPERATING LOSS PROJECTED FOR 1993; (2) THE

$4 MILLION OPERATING LOSS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992 REQUIRED TO BE

RECOVERED IN 1993; AND (3) THE FINANCING REQUIREMENT OF $15

MILLION FOR THE 1993 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND WORKING
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CAPITAL. ACCORDINGLY, OUR BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1993

INCLUDED A 9.9 PERCENT TOLL-RATE INCREASE WHICH WAS APPROVED

BY THE PRESIDENT, EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1992.

ACTUAL TRAFFIC PERFORMANCE FOR THE FIRST FIVE MONTHS OF

FISCAL YEAR 1993 HAS BEEN SLUGGISH. COMMERCIAL CARGO TONNAGE

HAS BEEN FLAT COMPARED TO THE LEVELS REGISTERED DURING THE

SAME PERIOD IN FISCAL YEAR 1992. RECESSION-SENSITIVE

COMMODITIES, SUCH AS MANUFACTURES OF IRON AND STEEL, AND COAL

AND COKE, ARE DOWN SHARPLY; THE IMPORTANT REFRIGERATED

PRODUCTS TRADE PERFORMED BELOW PRIOR-YEAR LEVELS; AND

CONTAINERIZED CARGO SHIPMENTS LARGELY INFLUENCED BY THE U.S.

AND JAPANESE ECONOMIES, REMAIN VIRTUALLY UNCHANGED. WHILE

SOME IMPROVEMENT IN CANAL TRAFFIC LEVELS IS EXPECTED TO OCCUR

LATER IN THE YEAR, AS THE U.S. ECONOMY STRENGTHENS, CURRENT

PATTERNS INDICATE THAT OUR FISCAL YEAR TRAFFIC GROWTH WILL BE

LESS THAN ONE PERCENT OVER FISCAL YEAR 1992. THUS, OUR

ORIGINAL CONSERVATIVE TOLL REVENUE ESTIMATE FOR FISCAL YEAR

1993 OF $418 MILLION HAS BEEN REDUCED TO $408 MILLION.

AS A RESULT OF THE LOWER TOLL REVENUES FORECAST, OUR

EXPENSE BUDGET FOR 1993, OF COURSE, HAS BEEN REDUCED,

CONSISTENT WITH THE REVISED TRAFFIC AND REVENUE FORECAST, AND

ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS OF SERVICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS. TOTAL

OPERATING EXPENSES ARE NOW BUDGETED AT $526 MILLION COMPARED

TO OUR ORIGINAL BUDGET OF $536 MILLION AND $509 MILLION IN
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1992. THE INCREASE IN EXPENSES OVER FISCAL YEAR 1992 NOW

ANTICIPATED, IS PRIMARILY DUE TO THE EFFECT OF INFLATION ON

WAGES, SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS, FUEL OIL, AND THE TONNAGE

PAYMENTS TO THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA.

THE COMMISSION'S BUDGET FOR PAYROLL AND RELATED COSTS

IS $286 MILLION (54 PERCENT OF TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES) UP

2.9 PERCENT AFTER ABSORBING THE PAY-RATE INCREASES OF 3.7

PERCENT, EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1 AND APRIL 1, OF THIS FISCAL YEAR.

ALSO, THE TONNAGE PAYMENTS TO THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA, REQUIRED

BY TREATY, ARE FORECAST TO INCREASE TO $69 MILLION, OR $2.4

MILLION OVER 1992 AS A RESULT OF THE REQUIRED BIENNIAL

ADJUSTMENT, EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1992.

IN SUMMARY, WE ARE EXPERIENCING LOWER TRAFFIC LEVELS

THAN ORIGINALLY FORECAST AND INFLATIONARY COST INCREASES ABOVE

ACTUAL TRAFFIC GROWTH. NEVERTHELESS, WE HAVE ADJUSTED OUR

OPERATING COSTS DOWNWARD TO LEVELS THAT WILL ENSURE THAT TOTAL

OPERATING REVENUES, WILL RECOVER: (1) ALL OPERATING EXPENSES

FOR FISCAL YEAR 1993; (2) THE $4 MILLION LOSS CARRIED FORWARD

FROM 1992; AND (3) THE $15 MILLION REQUIRED FOR THE 1993

CAPITAL PROGRAM AND WORKING CAPITAL.

OUTLOOK FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994

TURNING TO FISCAL YEAR 1994 THE COMMISSION'S BUDGET, AS

MANDATED BY PUBLIC LAW 96-70, PROVIDES FOR A BREAK-EVEN

OPERATION. NET OPERATING REVENUES (AFTER PROVIDING $14.5
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MILLION FOR THE CAPITAL PROGRAM AND $2 MILLION FOR WORKING

CAPITAL) ARE ESTIMATED AT $541 MILLION, COMPARED TO $529

MILLION IN 1993.

STRONGER ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE U.S. IN 1993, ALONG

WITH SOME MARGINAL IMPROVEMENT IN THE JAPANESE AND CERTAIN

EUROPEAN ECONOMIES, PRESENTS A SLIGHTLY BRIGHTER OUTLOOK FOR

WORLD TRADE AND CANAL BUSINESS IN FISCAL YEAR 1994.

ADDITIONALLY, LATIN AMERICAN TRADE WITH THE U.S. AND EUROPE,

ALTHOUGH SMALL IN ABSOLUTE SIZE, IS FORECAST TO CONTINUE

EXPANDING AS ECONOMIC REFORMS IN LATIN AMERICAN NATIONS

STIMULATE TRADE AND INVESTMENT. THE IMPROVEMENT IN THE U.S.

AND JAPANESE ECONOMIES, HOWEVER, IS EXPECTED TO BE MODERATE;

AND THIS SLOW RECOVERY, TOGETHER WITH WEAK GROWTH IN EUROPE,

POINTS TO SMALL GAINS IN CANAL TRADE.

CANAL COMMERCIAL CARGO MOVEMENTS ARE FORECAST TO

INCREASE ABOUT 2.5 PERCENT, LED BY INCREASES IN U.S. GRAIN

EXPORTS AND CONTAINERIZED CARGO. ADDITIONALLY. FIVE

CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF DECLINE IN THE AUTOMOBILE TRADE SHOULD

END IN 1993, AND SHIPMENTS OF REFRIGERATED PRODUCTS ARE

FORECAST TO STRENGTHEN, PROVIDED THE BANANA TRADE IS NOT

ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY PROPOSED EUROPEAN TRADE BARRIERS.

THIS GENERAL IMPROVEMENT IN CANAL TRADE IS ANTICIPATED

TO RESULT IN OCEANGOING TRANSITS RISING FROM 12,425, OR 34 PER

DAY, IN 1993 TO 12,650, OR 34.7 PER DAY, IN 1994. PANAMA
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CANAL NET TONS ARE FORECAST TO INCREASE 2.2 PERCENT FROM 191.5

MILLION IN 1993 TO 195.8 MILLION IN 1994. TOLL REVENUES

SHOULD INCREASE $9 MILLION, OR 2.2 PERCENT, FROM $408 MILLION

TO $417 MILLION IN 1994. TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES (BEFORE

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND WORKING CAPITAL)

ARE FORECAST AT $558 MILLION, AN INCREASE OF ABOUT $14 MILLION

OR 2.5 PERCENT FROM 1993.

WITH REGARDS TO OPERATING COSTS, TOTAL OPERATING

EXPENSES FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994 ARE FORECAST TO BE $542 MILLION,

AN INCREASE OF $16 MILLION, OR 3 PERCENT, OVER THE $526

MILLION CURRENTLY ESTIMATED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1993.

THE PAYROLL COSTS BUDGETED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994 REFLECT

THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSED WAGE FREEZE. DESPITE THE ANTICIPATED

FREEZE, THE COMMISSION'S PAYROLL AND RELATED COSTS ARE

PROJECTED TO INCREASE $12 MILLION, PRIMARILY AS A RESULT OF

(1) THE FULL YEAR CARRYOVER EFFECT OF THE 3.7 PERCENT PAY

INCREASES WHICH TOOK EFFECT IN JANUARY AND APRIL OF 1993, AND

WITHIN GRADE STEP INCREASES; (2) ADDITIONAL MANPOWER

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LINE HANDLING FORCE REQUIRED TO HANDLE

THE INCREASE IN VESSELS OVER 100 FOOT BEAM TRANSITING THE

WATERWAY; AND (3) SMALL INCREASES IN WORK YEARS FOR THE

MARITIME TRAINING PROGRAM AND SOME ADDITIONAL OVERHAUL WORK.

SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS COSTS ARE PROJECTED TO INCREASE

BY $3 MILLION, PRIMARILY AS A RESULT OF PRICE ESCALATION AND
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AN INCREASE IN THE PROCUREMENT OF REPLACEMENT DREDGE PARTS

NEEDED TO SUPPORT ONGOING CHANNEL MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT

PROJECTS. IN ADDITION, TREATY PAYMENTS TO PANAMA WILL

INCREASE $1.5 MILLION.

IN SUMMARY, THE COMMISSION HAS BUDGETED A BREAK EVEN

OPERATION FOR 1994, RECOVERING ALL COSTS OF OPERATIONS AND THE

FUNDS REQUIRED FOR ITS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND WORKING

CAPITAL.

CONGRESSIONAL LIMITATIONS

FOR THOSE ITEMS UNDER CONGRESSIONAL LIMITATIONS, THE

COMMISSION IS REQUESTING A TOTAL OF $46,000 FOR OFFICIAL

RECEPTION AND REPRESENTATION EXPENSES, OF WHICH (1) NOT MORE

THAN $11,000 MAY BE AVAILABLE TO THE SUPERVISORY BOARD OF THE

COMMISSION; (2) NOT MORE THAN $5,000 MAY BE AVAILABLE FOR SUCH

EXPENSES OF THE SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION; AND (3) NOT MORE

THAN $30,000 MAY BE AVAILABLE TO THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE

COMMISSION.

WITH RESPECT TO ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES. THE

REVOLVING-FUND LEGISLATION LIMITS SUCH EXPENSES TO THE AMOUNT

PROVIDED ANNUALLY IN APPROPRIATION ACTS. AS PROVIDED IN THE

PRESIDENT'S BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994, THE COMMISSION

PROJECTS A REQUIREMENT OF $51.7 MILLION FOR THIS CATEGORY OF

EXPENSE. I WOULD LIKE TO ADDRESS IN MORE DETAIL THE FUNCTIONS

THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THIS CATEGORY.
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1. EXECUTIVE DIRECTION. $13.5 MILLION. THIS PROVIDES

FOR THE MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, DIRECTION, AND CONTROL OF

OVERALL COMMISSION ACTIVITIES, SUCH AS THE OFFICE OF THE

ADMINISTRATOR, OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, AND THE COSTS

ASSOCIATED WITH THE SECRETARY'S OFFICE IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

2. OPERATIONS DIRECTION. $2.4 MILLION. THIS PROVIDES

FOR THE BUREAU-LEVEL DIRECTION AND COORDINATION OF SEPARATE

OPERATING BUREAUS WHICH ARE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE TRANSIT

AND SUPPORT FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMISSION.

3. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT. $16.0 MILLION. THIS FUNCTION

IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF FINANCIAL PLANS,

ACCOUNTING AND RATE-MAKING POLICIES, COMMISSION BUDGETS,

ESTABLISHMENT OF SYSTEMS OF INTERNAL CONTROL, AND OPERATION OF

THE COMMISSION'S CENTRAL COMPUTER OPERATION.

4. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION. $4.9 MILLION. THIS

FUNCTION HAS THE AGENCY-WIDE RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL

ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT, AND THE JOINT PERSONNEL PROGRAM

THAT PROVIDES STAFFING SERVICES FOR PARTICIPATING FEDERAL

AGENCIES IN THE PANAMA CANAL AREA.

5. EMPLOYMENT COSTS. $15.0 MILLION . THIS CATEGORY OF

EXPENSE COVERS CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT COSTS OF THE COMMISSION

WHICH ARE GENERAL IN NATURE AND NOT IDENTIFIED WITH OTHER

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES. INCLUDED ARE PROVISIONS FOR
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REIMBURSEMENT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FOR EDUCATION AND

HOSPITAL SERVICES, THE COMMISSION'S SHARE OF PREMIUM COSTS FOR

EMPLOYEES' HEALTH BENEFITS INSURANCE, AND EMPLOYEES'

HOME-LEAVE TRAVEL COSTS.

CAPITAL REOUIREMENTS

TURNING TO THE CAPITAL PROGRAM FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994, AS

IN PAST YEARS, EIGHTY PERCENT OF THE PROGRAM IS DEVOTED TO

ESSENTIAL TRANSIT FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT. IN THAT REGARD,

I WOULD LIKE TO ADDRESS IN MORE DETAIL, THE MAJOR CONTINUING

PROJECT IN OUR CAPITAL PROGRAM, THE WIDENING OF THE GAILLARD

CUT.

CUT WIDENING

THE GAILLARD CUT WIDENING PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO INCREASE

THE CANAL'S CAPACITY ON AN INCREMENTAL BASIS AS THE WORK

PROGRESSES, THEREBY PROVIDING AN ENHANCED RESERVE CAPACITY

MARGIN SUFFICIENT TO HANDLE PROJECTED LEVELS OF TRANSITS WELL

INTO THE NEXT CENTURY. THE GAILLARD CUT IS A NARROW 8 MILE

STRETCH OF THE CANAL WHERE CERTAIN LARGE VESSELS ARE, FOR

SAFETY REASONS, RESTRICTED TO ONE WAY TRAFFIC DURING DAYLIGHT

HOURS ONLY. AS SUCH IT MAY BECOME A BOTTLENECK LIMITING THE

ABILITY OF THE CANAL TO MEET THE PROJECTED LONG TERM GROWTH IN

DEMAND FOR LARGE VESSEL TRANSITS. THE CUT WIDENING PROJECT

CONSISTS OF TWO TYPES OF EARTH REMOVAL, THE REMOVAL OF EARTH

LOCATED ABOVE THE WATER LEVEL CALLED DRY WORK, AND THE REMOVAL

OF EARTH AND ROCK LOCATED BELOW THE LAKE LEVEL WHICH IS
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REFERRED TO AS WET WORK. THE PROGRAM WAS DESIGNED AND

SCHEDULED TO ALLOW FOR THE DRY EXCAVATION TO BE DONE BY

OUTSIDE CONTRACTORS AND THE WET EXCAVATION TO BE ACCOMPLISHED

UTILIZING EXISTING COMMISSION RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT, WITH

THE DRY WORK PRECEDING THE WET WORK BY ABOUT ONE YEAR.

THE DRY EXCAVATION WORK WHICH BEGAN IN FISCAL YEAR

1992, IS DIVIDED INTO THREE PHASES COVERING THE NORTHERN,

CENTRAL, AND SOUTHERN SECTIONS OF THE CUT. THE NORTHERN

PHASE, WHICH IS CURRENTLY IN PROGRESS, IS SUBDIVIDED INTO TEN

EXCAVATION PROJECTS. TWO OF THE EXCAVATION PROJECTS ARE

ALREADY COMPLETED, A THIRD IS 90 PERCENT COMPLETE, ANOTHER

ALMOST HALF DONE AND WORK COMMENCED ON A FIFTH IN JANUARY.

THE CONTRACT FOR A SIXTH SECTION WAS AWARDED IN FEBRUARY, WITH

WORK SCHEDULED TO COMMENCE IN MARCH OF THIS YEAR AND BE

COMPLETED IN OCTOBER. IN SUMMARY, THE DRY EXCAVATION WORK IS

PROGRESSING IN A MOST SATISFACTORY MANNER. OVER 60 PERCENT OF

THE WORK ON THE CONTRACTS AWARDED SO FAR HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

IN ADDITION, THE BIDS FOR THE DRY EXCAVATION CONTRACT WORK

AWARDED TO DATE HAVE BEEN SUBSTANTIALLY BELOW THE INITIAL

ENGINEERING ESTIMATES WHICH HAS ALLOWED US TO ADVANCE THE

WORK, AND TO BE AHEAD OF SCHEDULE IN THE PROGRAM.

THE WET EXCAVATION USING EXISTING "IN-HOUSE" DREDGING

RESOURCES ON AN "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS, WILL REMOVE THE

REMAINING EARTH AND ROCK TO A DEPTH OF 48 FEET BELOW THE WATER

LEVEL. THE AREA TO BE REMOVED WILL BE DRILLED, AND THEN
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BLASTED TO BREAK UP THE ROCK FORMATIONS BELOW THE WATER, IN

ORDER TO FACILITATE THE FINAL REMOVAL OF THE MATERIAL BY

COMMISSION DREDGING EQUIPMENT. THE LAND BASED AND WATER BASED

DRILLING AND BLASTING WILL COMMENCE DURING THE FIRST QUARTER

OF FISCAL YEAR 1994. THE REMOVAL OF THE BELOW WATER LAND MASS

BY THE COMMISSION'S DREDGES WILL BEGIN IN LATE 1994.

CONCLUSION

IN CLOSING, I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY DISCUSS CERTAIN

ASPECTS OF THE EFFORTS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY TO PREPARE FOR THE

YEAR 2000. ALTHOUGH MUCH STILL REMAINS TO BE DONE TO

ADEQUATELY PREPARE FOR THE SMOOTH TRANSFER OF THE CANAL TO

PANAMA, THE COMMISSION IS DOING ALL THAT IT CAN TO ENSURE THAT

THE CANAL CONTINUES TO PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY TRANSIT SERVICE TO

WORLD SHIPPING. THE WATERWAY IS CURRENTLY IN GOOD OPERATING

CONDITION, AND WE ARE INVESTING APPROXIMATELY $125 MILLION

ANNUALLY IN MAINTAINING AND IMPROVING THE FACILITY.

WE CONTINUALLY STRIVE TO MAINTAIN PROFESSIONALISM AND

HIGH MORALE AMONG OUR EMPLOYEES. ACCORDINGLY, TRAINING

PROGRAMS CONTINUE TO RECEIVE TOP PRIORITY TO ENSURE A QUALITY

WORK FORCE AND PROVIDE FOR INCREASED PARTICIPATION BY

PANAMANIANS THROUGHOUT THE ORGANIZATION. PANAMANIAN CITIZENS

NOW COMPRISE APPROXIMATELY 88 PERCENT OF THE COMMISSION'S WORK

FORCE, WITH INCREASING INVOLVEMENT AT ALL MANAGEMENT LEVELS.

THE NUMBER OF PANAMANIAN PILOTS PRESENTLY TOTALS 106. BY YEAR
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END, APPROXIMATELY HALF OF OUR PILOT FORCE WILL BE PANAMANIAN

CITIZENS.

TO BETTER PREPARE PANAMANIAN GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND

DESIGNATED WORKING GROUPS FOR THE TRANSITION, I HAVE BEEN

ACTIVELY INVOLVED, ALONG WITH SENIOR MEMBERS OF MY STAFF, IN

PRESENTING SPECIALLY DESIGNED BRIEFINGS ON CANAL OPERATIONS.

THE PRIMARY THRUST OF THESE PRESENTATIONS HAS BEEN TO IDENTIFY

THE POLICIES, SYSTEMS AND FUNCTIONS THAT ARE CURRENTLY

NECESSARY FOR THE SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF

THE PANAMA CANAL.

THE GOVERNMENT OF PANAMA HAS BEEN TAKING MORE POSITIVE

STEPS DURING THE PAST YEAR TO PLAN FOR THE TRANSITION. FOR

EXAMPLE, IN A SEPARATE, BUT RELATED MATTER, LEGISLATION WAS

RECENTLY PASSED BY THE PANAMANIAN GOVERNMENT CREATING THE

INTEROCEANIC REGIONAL AUTHORITY, AN AUTONOMOUS GOVERNMENT

AGENCY WHICH WILL HAVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ADMINISTRATION

AND DEVELOPMENT OF AREAS OF THE FORMER CANAL ZONE EITHER

ALREADY REVERTED TO PANAMA OR TO BE TURNED OVER IN THE FUTURE.

THE PRESIDENT OF PANAMA HAS ALREADY APPOINTED THE NINE

INDIVIDUALS WHO WILL BE THE AUTHORITY'S GOVERNING BOARD.

HOPEFULLY THEY WILL BE APPROVED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

SHORTLY, AND PLANNING FOR THE USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE

REVERTED AREAS CAN BEGIN IN THE NEAR TERM.
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FURTHERMORE, THE AD HOC COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY

PRESIDENT ENDARA IS NOW STUDYING HOW BEST TO STRUCTURE THE NEW

CANAL ENTITY WHICH WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FUTURE

ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATERWAY. IN THAT REGARD, EIGHT

FUNCTIONAL SUBCOMMITTEES HAVE BEEN FORMED BY PANAMA TO ASSIST

IN THAT ENDEAVOR BY FOCUSSING ON THE KEY ISSUES RELATIVE TO

THE TRANSITION. WE HAVE BEEN WORKING HARD TO ASSIST THESE

SUBCOMMITTEES AND THEY HAVE BEEN MEETING WITH US AND RECEIVING

BRIEFINGS ON CANAL MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION.

I BELIEVE THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF PANAMA IS MOVING IN

THE RIGHT DIRECTION AND I AM PLEASED THAT THEIR PLANNING

PROCESS IS NOW UNDERWAY. ALTHOUGH THERE IS A LOT TO BE DONE,

MOST OF THE KEY INDIVIDUALS AND DECISION MAKERS ARE BEGINNING

TO DEVELOP A MUCH BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE IMPORTANT ISSUES

WHICH MUST BE ADDRESSED TO FACILITATE A SMOOTH TRANSITION OF

THE WATERWAY TO PANAMANIAN CONTROL ON DECEMBER 31, 1999.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THAT CONCLUDES MY PREPARED REMARKS.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LAUTENBERG

1. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please update your assessment of the

efforts by the Government of Panama to prepare for the transition
of Canal control In the year 2000. Include in your assessment
issues related to treaty responsibilities, waterway quality,
financial management, toll policies, and personnel practices. Has

an in depth planning effort by Panama been developed? If not, when
do they expect to develop it? If so, please provide a copy or

suminary document.

ANSWER. In May 1991, Panama's President Endara designated a

high level Ad Hoc Committee made up of prominent citizens from the

private sector, with one of the Panamanian members of the Canal

agency's Board of Directors as its chairman. This committee was to
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address a wide range of important Canal-related issues, to include
such matters as the type of entity that Panama should establish to

operate the Canal after the expiration of the present treaty, the

employment system that would be in force beginning in the year
2000, tolls and financial policies, and the future use of Canal

areas scheduled to revert to Panama on or before December 31, 1999.

In September 1992, the Ad Hoc Committee proposed that an autonomous

government agency (the Interoceanic Region Authority, referred to

in Spanish by the acronym "ART") be established to plan,
administer, promote and develop the properties reverting to Panama

and to encourage the optimum economic development of the region.
Panama's Legislative Assembly enacted a law establishing the ART on

May 1, 1993, and soon after that approved President Endara's

nomination of nine prominent Panamanian citizens to form the Board

of Directors of the Interoceanic Region Authority.

In the meantime, the Ad Hoc Committee was elevated by President

Endara to the status of a Presidential Commission and, having
established eight subcommittees to study various aspects of Canal

operation and organization, turned its focus to determining the

nature and characteristics of the entity that will be responsible
for operating the Canal after 1999. The Commission presented
recommendations to President Endara in the form of a constitutional

amendment that, among other things, would create a Canal

organization as a public corporation to be very similar to the

present Panama Canal Commission in terms of its financial

management practices, employment conditions, and toll policies.
President Endara is expected to present the bill for this

constitutional amendment to the Legislative Assembly in the fall of

this year.

A copy of the Constitutional amendment will be provided to the

Committee when released by President Endara.

2. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please indicate progress you have made

in reducing the number of navigational aids stolen or vandalized by

comparing last years data against prior years.

ANSWER. Theft of navigational aids decreased considerably
when compared to figures recorded prior to 1992. Following is a

summary of Panama Canal Commission's Navigational Aids reported
s tolen/vandal ized .

CALENDAR TOTAL TOTAL

YEAR NUMBER VALUE

1990 27 $14,547.27
1991 26 37,652.16
1992 17 6,013.02

The vast improvement in curtailing the criminal trend of

navigational aids is attributed to existing Canal Commission

Security Force and Panama Police personnel that routinely patrol

the banks of the Panama Canal.

68-625 0-94-24
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Canal Liaison personnel continue to coordinate periodic
search/seizure operations with law enforcement entities of the

Republic of Panama and continue to recover navigational aids.

Presently, the Canal Security Force conduct joint water
patrol with Panama Police personnel and in the near future a second
water joint patrol will be added to provide additional security in
the Canal channel.

3. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please provide the schedule of housing
transfers to the Government of Panama that have occurred or are

planned in FY 1991 and beyond. Please specify in dollars the cost
reductions realized as a result of the prior housing transfers?

ANSWER. During FY 1991, the Commission transferred 55

housing units to the Government of Panama. One hundred and thirty
seven (137) housing units were transferred during FY 1992.
Transfer of 70 housing units is contemplated by the end of FY 1993.
It is anticipated that approximately 70 housing units will be
transferred in FY 1994.

COST REDUCTION:

The cost reduction based on the average unit cost for each

year are as follows:

FY 91 (55 units) -- Represented savings of $171,050.00
FY 92 (137 units) -- Represented savings of $381,861.00

4. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please provide a table for FY 1992, 1993

and 1994 of the composition of the Commission's permanent work

force, showing the total of the U.S., Panamanian, and third country
nationals employed.

ANSWER.
Permanent Work Force

U.S. Panamanian Percent

Citizens Citizens TCN ^' TOTAL Panamanian

FY 1992 Actual
FY 1993 Estimate
FY 1994 Estimate

1/ Third Country Nationals

2/ 2X Projactad annual forca Incraasa

825
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ANSWER.
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testing on Commission employees, showing the number of personnel
tested, the number of positive drug tests that resulted, the number
of those positive results Involving navigational, lock operations,
and protection services personnel, and the number of disciplinary
and rehabilitation actions taken.

ANSWER. Between October 1, 1991 and June 30, 1993, a total
of 397 employees were tested and one refused to undergo testing.
The 28 employees whose test results were positive and the one who
refused to undergo testing were employed In the following general
occupations:

Navigational - 3

Lock Operations - 20

^ Protection services - 4

Other - 2

29

In accordance with the Commission's Drug-Free Workplace
Program, removal action Is Initiated for Individuals who test

positive or refuse testing, but held In abeyance for any who

voluntarily enroll In the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) for

rehabilitation counseling. For those who successfully complete
the treatment plan and refrain from drug use, the removal action Is

canceled. The following actions have been taken with regard to the

29 cases:

Initially enrolled In EAP 29

EAP enrollment continues: 19

Successfully completed EAP: 4

Retired: 1

Removed from the service: 5

8. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please update the table on page 845 of

last year's record regarding Canal traffic and tolls generated.
Have the actual traffic totals to date reflected prior forecasts?
Please explain the factors which caused any differences between the

actual and forecasted amounts. What effect will any identified
factors have on FY 1994 vessel traffic estimates?

ANSWER. Canal traffic and tolls revenue during the first
nine months of the fiscal year were near revised budget targets.
Tolls revenue, at $305 million was $1.6 million or 0.5 percent
below the revised budget target of $306.6 million. Oceangoing
transits for the nine months were 9,344 (an average of 34.2 dally)
or 0.2 percent below the 9,365 transits forecast for the period.

Average ship size, also performed near the estimate, with vessels

having beams of 100 feet and over totaling 2,267 transits versus
the forecast of 2,290. As a result, FY 1994 vessel transit
estimates will remain as forecasted.

Canal traffic data from January 1992 to present are provided
below.
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Panama Canal Traffic and Tolls Revenue
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1989 13,398

1990 13,325

1991 14,108

1992 14,148

Equip. Breakdown
Other Locks Mtnce
Non- Locks Reasons
Other Reasons
TOTALS

Equip. Breakdown
Other Locks Mtnce
Non- Locks Reasons
Other Reasons
TOTALS

Equip . Breakdown
Other Locks Mtnce
Non-Locks Reasons
Other Reasons
TOTALS

Equip. Breakdown
Other Locks Mtnce
Non-Locks Reasons
Other Reasons
TOTALS

364
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APR 1,319 1,131 30.4
MAY 1,242 1,055 21.3

JUN 1.099 989 19.9

TOTAL FY 93 10,520 9,344 25.4

11. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please provide information for each
month of FY 1992 and to date in FY 1993 on the total number of
vessels that have utilized the transit reservation system, the

monthly revenue obtained from such use, and the average elapsed
times of those vessels in Canal waters.

FY 1993
Vessels

Fees Booked Fees

(Dollars in thousands)

$ 867 221 $ 989
974 188 1,016

1,054 882 993

1,398 264 1,232
1,503 357 1,591
1,503 498 2,126
1,115 427 1,736

921 304 1,369
1,285 205 985

686

1.349
1.145
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ANSWER.

Tolls
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Other Revenues
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

President's

Budget
(Initial Estimate)

Following Year
President's Budget
(Revised Estimate)

(In thousands of dollars)
312,000 333.000
339,000 339.000
358.590 345,500
373.830 360.100
366,700 364,000
374,000 372.000

125.370
117.309
113.870
120,400
117,774
131,883

109.927
110.081
119.303
110.665
128.622
134.431

Actual

329,859
339.210
329,766
355,558
374.625
368.663

106,274
110.088
106.034
119.116
137,725
138,913

Projected and actual amounts as of June 1993

(In thousands of dollars)
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ANSWER.

Cargo Tonnage To and From the U.S.

FY 1992

(long tons)
From To

North Atlantic 5,^83,862 8,663.940

South Atlantic 5,052,489 3,678.039

Great Lakes Ports 55.883 343,671

Gulf Ports 55.888.952 9.544,305

U.S. Other * 3,550.969 2,910,557

Alaska 892,542 33.085

Hawaii 109,155 365.380

U.S. West Coast 10.510.160 7.728.668

Total 81,544.012 33.267.645

All other countries 77.728.606 126.004.973

Total Canal Cargo 159.272.618 159.272.618

* Cargo not identified by region.

NOTE: The above statistics include 2.847,481 long tons of cargo
moved between U.S. coasts.

16. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please update the table on page 857 of

last year's hearing record regarding cargo forecasts by commodity
group .

ANSWER. Updated cargo forecasts by commodity group are

indicated below.

Cargo Forecast by Commodity Group
(Thousands of Long Tons)

FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1993 (Oct 92-June 93)

(actual) (forecast) (actual) (forecast)
Bananas 2,153 2,059 1.523 1.544

Reefer, Other 3,515 3,780 2,717 2,835
Chemicals 6,299 6,675 4,969 5.007
Petrochemicals 1.474 1,478 1.573 1.109
Coal & Coke 8.908 8.797 6.150 6.598
Grains, Other 17.867 17,357 15.144 13.018

Soybeans 7.228 7.414 6.317 5.560
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Wheat
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Ores and Metals 9,558

Other Agricultural commodities 4,969

Petroleum & Petroleum
Products 25,203

Miscellaneous 27 . 552

Total Commercial Cargo 159.273

11.366 12,458 10,509

5,136 5,437 5,160

24,000 25,231 22,235

27.391 25.894 24.914

162.696 157.073 151.636

18. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. What has been the effect of the 9.9%

toll rate increase implemented on October 1, 19927

ANSWER. The 9.9% toll rate increase has not affected traffic

volume through the Canal. Prior sensitivity studies of Canal

traffic to toll rate hikes indicate that traffic diversion is

expected to occur only after toll rates are raised 15% or more at

one time.

19. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Measures of Canal efficiency include

"indicators of diversion to Canal alternative" and "ship accident

ratios". Please provide relevant annual data on each over the last

three years.

ANSWER.
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ANSWER.
Oct-Jun

Actual YTD
FY 1992 FY 1993

a. OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY - WASHINGTON
Business luncheons with R.P. Government

Officials, officials of Panama Canal Treaty
Committees, Canal Users and Special Guests .. $2,000 $1,200

b. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Board of Director's Dinners hosted by
Chairman for guests, Board members and other

officials 6,000 1,000
Other 2.100 1.000

Total expenses $ 10.100 $ 3.200

Oct -June

Actual YTD
FY 1992 FY 1993

c. OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
Official dinners hosted by the Administrator .. $11,321 $7,596
Official luncheons hosted by the Administrator. 5,773 2,215

Official ceremonies held to inaugurate new or

remodeled buildings and other observances ... 2,436 3,420

Briefings, meetings and orientation presented
to official visitors of the Panama Canal .... 1,620 421

Other miscellaneous Items such as floral

wreaths, tickets for functions, printing
invitations

, envelopes ,
etc 6 . 802 766

Total expenses $ 27.952 $ 14.418

21. SENATOR I^UTENBERG. Please provide a listing of any trade

mission. Industry mission, and other missions made by or planned
for Canal personnel In FY 1992, FY 1993, and FY 1994. For each

mission, list the dates, trip purposes, locations, Canal

representatives, travel costs for each, and actual or planned
mission results.

ANSWER. Each year designated Commission officials conduct
one or two economic and market on-site surveys of principal regions
served by the Panama Canal. During these trips, meetings are held
with major Canal customers and representatives of regional shipping
associations. These personal contacts are generally regarded as

the most effective method to market Canal services, as well as to

stay abreast of Important changes in the maritime Industry which

may affect traffic through the Canal. At the same time,
information is provided on Improvements and programs undertaken at

the Canal to maintain services efficient and competitive. The

Information gathered from these missions has proven to be

Invaluable to the Commission's planning process. Trips are

scheduled to coincide with regional expositions or conferences
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which are broadly attended by important officials from the

international maritime community.

22. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Regarding the total level of funds upon
which the Commission must pay interest to the U.S. Treasury, please

provide for FY 1992, 1993, and 1994 the actual or anticipated
amounts of the U.S. investment, the amount that investment was

decreased by toll and other revenues deposited into the Canal

Revolving Fund, and the amount that investment was increased by
amounts disbursed for the Fund.

ANSWER. The following shows the amounts that

increased/decreased the U.S. investment for fiscal years 1992, 1993

and 1994.
Actual Estimate Estimate
FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994

(In thousands of dollars)
U.S. investment 120,557 122,271 116,291

Receipts -506,622 -544,559 -558,184
Disbursements 509,303 538,579 555,633

Property transferred to other

Government agencies -967

23. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Have you completed, as you anticipated
for October 1991, the development of a long-range capital project
requirements plan for FY 1993 through FY 2007? Please provide a

copy of the plan to the Committee, and also describe the

significant capital funding requirements for future years
identified in the plan. What involvement and/or response was

provided by the Government of Panama to this plan?

ANSWER. No, the 15-year, long range capital plan has not yet
been completed. Each Bureau/Independent Unit has identified its

anticipated requirements for the next fifteen years. However,
final internal coordination and approval is pending. During the

preparation phase of this plan there has not been any direct
involvement of the Government of Panama. The Panama Canal
Commission is considered as an ongoing concern and in the

determination of the projects to be included in the plan several
factors were considered such as: Canal traffic, Treaty related

requirements, replacement of major equipment and technological
obsolescence.

24. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please provide a detailed accounting of
amounts now anticipated to be expended as part of your capital
budget in FY 1993. Please note if any amounts differ from the

amounts initially budgeted in your request for FY 1993 and explain
the disparity.

ANSWER. The Commission anticipates to obligate $35.7 million
or 84.2% of its total fiscal year 1993 capital program of $42.4
million which includes $4.4 million in unobligated funds at the end
of fiscal year 1992. During the agency's Management Review an
extensive study was made of the Commission's short and long term

capital program requirements to insure that projects identified in
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prior year programs were still viable. As a result, It was
determined that the reprogramming action as shown on the following
table, will make the most effective use of the Commission's capital
resources .

FY 1993 Capital Program
(Dollars in thousands)

FY 1993 Capital Program as approved $38.000

Major additions
Restore slippage

Improve fire protection, Pedro Miguel Locks 3,535

New requirements
Replace launches, marine operations 625

Replace compressed air system 547

Replace cross under elevators

(manhoists), all locks 492

Upgrade Marine Traffic Control System 485

Replace Gatun Locks main office building 433

Replace machine shops and tool rooms, Gatun Locks 412

Replace Cardenas substation 412
Conversion to trunked radio system 315

Replace water valves and meters 206

Replace Industrial Division 2.4 KV swltchgear 165
Telecommunications improvements 114

Repair/replace roof. Building 910 La Boca 102
All others 735

Total new requirements 5,0!»3

Major reductions
Advancements to FY 1992 of FY 1993

approved projects -5,34i

Deferral of approved projects
Water transmission main, from Mindi to Gatun -1,768
Replace launches -1,497
Replace locomotive turntables -1,137
Power feed cables, all locks -644

Total deferrals -5,(Xi6

Net change due to revised estimates, change
in scope of project, savings, etc.

FY 1993 Capital Program

1.812

$38.000

25. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. In those areas of your capital budget
where you are asking for funding on a recurring basis, please note

any instance in which funds requested in FY 1994 are being pooled
with funds provided in FY 1993 or previous years for the identical

project.

ANSWER. There is not any instance in which funds requested
in FY 1994 are being pooled with funds provided in FY 1993 or

previous years for the identical project.
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26. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please discuss the progress to date on
the Gaillard Cut Widening project for which construction operations
were planned to begin in FY 1992. Please also provide your
estimated outyear capital funding requirements and project
milestones for this long-term effort. Was the contract for the

procurement of the crawler rotary blasthole drill awarded? What
was the final contract amount? Please explain why no milestones
for the project exist? With the absence of milestones, how have

you conveyed the projects goals and objectives to all parties
involved? What assurances do you have that effective progress will
be made towards project completion? How is progress defined with
the absence intermediate goals?

ANSWER. Construction operations on Gaillard Cut began as
scheduled in FY 1992. To date, six separate dry-excavation
contracts have been awarded for the removal of approximately 1.6
million cubic meters of material. Eighty percent of this amount
has already been removed; three of the six contracts have been

completed. The six contracts have been awarded for approximately
$6.3 million compared with the Commission's estimate of $8.7
million- -a savings of $2.4 million. Capital funds for the Cut

Widening have been established at approximately $10 million (in
1992 dollars) for FY 1994 and each year thereafter (outyears).

The negotiated contract for the procurement of a state-of-
the-art crawler rotary blasthole drill was awarded on October 1,

1992, to Harnischfeger Corporation for a total of $1.8 million.

Delivery of the drill rig, which was scheduled for September 1993
has been set back to November 1993. The close to two months delay,
which is considered by the manufacturer a worst case scenario, will
not delay the Cut widening dredging operation (wet excavation) ,

which is scheduled for the latter part of FY 1994.

The Cut Widening Project has been defined and structured with
a relaxed, flexible construction schedule that can be accelerated
or slowed down to meet future traffic demands. As such, there are
no fixed milestones for this long-term effort. The length of
Gaillard Cut, however, has been artificially divided into the

North, Central, and South sectors of approximately equal lengths.
Current schedule calls for completion of the North sector, that
reaches out to La Pita, by the year 2001; the Central sector, that
reaches out to Gold Hill, by the year 2009; and the final South
sector by the year 2013. According to our flexible timetable, we
are on schedule.

27. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please update the table on page 868 of
last year's hearing record regarding cash grants to community and
recreational organizations within the Canal area.

ANSWER. The information follows.
Thru June

FY 1991 FY 1992 Ff 1993

Atlantic Division Slow-Pitch Softball $ -- $ 2,000 $ 2,000
Atlantic Residents' Advisory Committee... -- -- 500

Boy Scouts of America Cayuco Race -- 2,200 1,900
Gatun Saddle Club 4,425 5,500
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Gatun Yacht Club 6,800 5.000
Industrial Division Softball league 825 1,300
Junior Football League (Balboa Rams) 7,000 3,050 2,500

PCC Folkloric Dance Group -- 1,300
FCC Basketball Team - - - - 325

PCC Softball Team -- -- 150

Pride Conference participants -- -- 4,500

The Theater Guild of Ancon 5,800 4,500 4,000
193d Inf. Bd. Community Recreation Div. . . 150 150 150

TOTAL $25.000 $25.000 $ 16.025

28. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please update the material on page 869

of last year's hearing record regarding audits and investigations
by the Inspector General and Commission actions taken in response.

ANSWER. The following audits/investigations were completed
in FY 1992. In addition, there are other audits/investigations
that were started in FY 1992 and carried forward to the following
fiscal year.

COMPLETED AUDITS/INVESTIGATIONS
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992

INVENTORY OBSERVATIONS

Two observations of physical inventories and review of

controls over inventories were made. The primary objective of the

audits was to verify the accuracy of the Commission's inventory
balances .

CASH VERIFICATIONS

There were five surprise cash verifications of imprest funds.

The primary objectives of these audits were to ensure that funds

are properly accounted for and that controls are in place and

operating effectively. Minor discrepancies noted during the audits

were corrected by management.

PERFORMANCE/FINANCIAL AUDITS

1. Audit of Undelivered Orders.

This audit was made to ensure that amounts reported as undelivered
orders by the Commission at fiscal year end represented valid

obligations, were properly classified and recorded in the accounts,
and were properly reported. Generally, the Commission's

undelivered orders were properly reported and recorded.

Adjustments noted during the audit were brought to the attention of

the units involved and corrective action was taken.

2. Audit of Payroll Accounts

The objectives of this audit were to evaluate Internal controls

over the payroll process; determine Commission compliance with

applicable regulations and procedures; and determine If
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transactions were properly recorded in the accounts. The audit

showed internal controls are adequate and operating effectively.
However, potential problems were noted regarding validation for

maximum leave advance and certain practices for distribution of

payroll checks. In response to these two potential problems,
Commission management took appropriate action.

3. Audit of Tolls and Transit Related Revenue

The objectives of this audit were to determine that services

rendered to shipping were properly accounted for and billed;

billings were made at rates prescribed In the Official Tariff; and

revenue was correctly recorded In the accounts. The audit

concluded that Internal controls over the collecting and recording
of tolls and transit related revenue are adequate and operating

effectively. Minor discrepancies found during the audit were

corrected by management.

U. Financial Operations of the Commission for FY 1991

The objectives of the audit were to determine that the financial

statements of the Commission present fairly Its financial position
and the results of Its operations In accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles, that the Commission's system of

Internal controls Is adequate and operating effectively, and that

the Commission compiled with laws and regulations which may have a

material Impact on Its financial position. The audit disclosed no

major audit adjustments. Minor discrepancies were discussed with

operating officials during the audit.

5. Audit of Official Reception and Representation Accounts

The audit objectives were to determine whether account balances

were within authorized spending limitations; fiscal year 1991

expenses were properly classified and recorded; charges were proper

expenditures of appropriated funds; and Internal controls over the

funds were adequate and operating effectively. The audit concluded

that expenditures were generally classified In the proper
Commission accounts. Only minor mlsclasslf Icatlons were noted; and

these were brought to the attention of the Accounting Division for

appropriate action during the course of the audit. Some Improper

expenditures were made and management Invoiced the certifying
officer for the amount.

6. Audit of Accounts Payable

The audit objectives were to evaluate the Internal controls over

processing and payment of Invoices, and to determine that

disbursements were based on a recognized liability, properly
authorized, and accurately recorded. Disbursement transactions
were generally recorded properly. Eleven purchases were found for

Items that were not proper expenditures of appropriated funds.

Recovery actions were Initiated based on Comptroller General

decisions and the General Counsel opinion that Improper payments
should be recovered from the certifying officers who certified the

Invoices for payment.
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Frequent Flyer Benefits Can Reduce Cominission Travel
Costs

The audit objectives were to determine whether the allegation of

improper use of frequent flyer miles earned on official travel had
merit; whether Commission employees earned or used frequent flyer
benefits in conjunction with official travel; and whether the
Commission had procedures for integrating frequent flyer benefits
in the agency's travel plans.

Airline and Commission records substantiated the allegation of

improper use of frequent flyer miles earned on official travel

making those employees liable to the Commission for the fair market
value of these benefits. It was recommended that management
develop an agency policy on frequent flyer travel programs, and to

establish procedures to implement agency policy, including
provisions for the recovery and utilization of frequent flyer miles
earned. Also, management was to determine the value of frequent
flyer miles used inappropriately by Commission employees and seek

recovery for the value of the frequent flyer miles.

Cominission management agreed with recommendations to integrate
frequent flyer benefits with Cominission travel plans, and, where

necessary, seek recovery of benefits used inappropriately.
Procedures have been adopted to warn travelers about the ownership
of benefits earned through official travel. However, a frequent
flyer policy has not been developed nor has recovery been made of
benefits used inappropriately. Management action has been held in

abeyance pending a Comptroller General review and reexamination of

existing, government -wide policies and rules relating to the

personal use of frequent flyer benefits earned on official travel.

8. Insurance Coverage on Transportation Type Contract

The objective of this audit was to determine the level of

compliance with regulations and policies related to vehicle

liability Insurance in transportation contracts. The audit showed
that Commission contracting personnel permitted contractors under

transportation and transportation-related contracts to perform
without liability insurance coverage in certain instances and with

inadequate coverage in others. Commission management has taken
several steps to correct problems, including training and
establishment of a standard insurance clause.

9. Controls Need to be Strengthened Over Entitlement to

Educational Travel

The audit objectives were to evaluate current procedures for

monitoring educational travel benefits, and to determine whether
educational travel costs paid by the Commission were made in

accordance with eligibility requirements. Verification with

applicable schools and review of Commission files disclosed that

some dependents may have received travel benefits for which they
were not eligible. Five recommendations were made to strengthen
controls over travel entitlement and to recover the cost of travel

to which the traveler was not entitled.
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For all audit exceptions noted, management is taking action to

review on a case -by-case basis. For the remaining recommendations,

management agreed to take action as recommended and modification to

existing procedures governing educational travel have been made.

INVESTIGATIONS

1. Electricity Use In Commission Quarters

The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) investigated an

allegation that an employee stole electricity by bypassing a meter

In government quarters. The OIG found sufficient evidence to

support the allegation and referred the matter to the Commission's

management . Upon further investigation management determined that

the employee was Innocent of any wrongdoing.

29. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please update the information provided
on page 874 of last year's hearing record regarding unrecovered

costs from renters as well as the distribution of these costs by

employee type.

ANSWER. In the application of employee housing rental rates,

no distinction is made by citizenship. There is, however, a

segment (approximately 63%) of the U.S. employee renters who

receive free rent in connection with the equity package designed to

offset the higher living costs of these employees who must shop in

the local economy, having lost the right to shop in the military
retail facilities. The actual unrecovered costs from renters for

the three previous years are as follows:

FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992

(In thousands of dollars)

Total Operating Cost $ 4.904 $ 5,697 $ 4,525

Less : Commission Housing
Units*

Equity Package
Rental Income

Unrecovered from renters $ 766 $ 1.123 $ 820

*Commission housing units are units held for Official use purpose
vacancies .

The distribution of these unrecovered costs by citizenship,
base on the percentage of rent paid by each group occupying
Commission quarters is as follows:

FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992

U.S. Employee Renters
Panama Employee Renters

TCN Employee Renters
Contractors
Others

-1.320
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30. SENATOR LAUTENBERG . Please provide a description of and the

response action taken for each oil and hazardous material spill
that occurred In Canal waters In FY 1992 and to date In FY 1993.

ANSWER. The Pollution Control Section (ECDV) has responded
to a total of 35 oil spills in the Canal waters during the period
concerned (32 In FY 92 and 3 through June 30th, FY 93). These
Incidents are rather unpredictable and their nature cannot be
attributed to specific factors or circumstances. A total of 1577.7
barrels of oil were spilled and recovered in 16 of the 35

incidents. Normally, these Incidents occurred during working
hours, and our forces and equipment responded during the first 30
to 60 minutes after the call was received. Depending an the

magnitude of the incident, such deployments may include self-

propelled oil skimmer, portable skimmers, vacuum trailers, oil
booms and sorbents, and the necessary personnel Including small
craft operators who are supervised by biologists and biological
technicians. The remaining incidents did not warrant recovery
actions since the amounts of oil spilled were minimal.

31. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please update the table on page 875 of
last year's hearing record regarding the number of vessel accidents
that occurred In Canal waters. Please also describe those
accidents in FT 1992 and to date in FY 1993 that resulted in any
damage to Canal Commission property/resources or to the Canal water
environment .

ANSWER.

NUMBER OF VESSELS ACCIDENTS INVESTIGATIONS
Conducted during FY 1986 - FY 1992

Total Total/Out Total Transit
In Locks of Locks BLl 's Port Areas

FY 86
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32. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please update the table on page 876 of

last year's hearing record regarding positions in the several

offices of the Commission.
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Guide Service:
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3. This represents the estimated liability for Commission

employee's accrued leave.

C. Actuarial Liabilities:

A. This amount represents the Commission's liability for the

unfunded liability of the U.S. Civil Service Retirement Fund which

is attributable to benefits payable from the fund to, or on behalf

of, employees and their survivors under the early retirement

provision of P.L. 96-70.

5. This is the short and long-term liability of the

Commission for future annuity payments to non-U. S. citizen

employees, or their eligible widows, from the predecessor Canal

agency who retired prior to October 5, 1958 and who are not covered

by the U.S. Civil Retirement System.

6. This Is the Commission's short and long-term liability to

the repatriation of all eligible U.S. citizen employees and their

families .

7. This represents the estimated short and long-term

liability to the Panama Canal Commission Compensation Fund for job
related injuries as prescribed by the Federal Employee's

Compensation Act (FECA) .

D. Other Liabilities:

8. This represents estimated amounts held in trust by the

Commission for customers as guarantee for tolls, materials,

supplies, etc. or services to be performed by the Commission. Also

included are amounts payable on postal money orders from the

predecessor agency, the Canal Zone Government.

9. This represents the portion of collections for the

capital program in excess of depreciation recoveries; and working

capital used to finance the increase in the Commission's inventory
value. Both are programmed annually by the Board of Directors

including:

a. Collections for the capital program which have been

utilized and are being amortized through depreciation offsets.

b. Collections for working capital, not yet used, but

programmed for future years.

34. SENATOR U^iUTENBERG. Please update the tables on page 879 of

last year's hearing record regarding the towboat and launch

replacement programs.
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ANSWER.
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CHAME II
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Tolls and Transit Related Revenue X
Audit of Undelivered Orders X X

Accounting for Lease/Purchase
Agreements X X

Review of Payroll Costs and
Controls X

Description of Findings

FY 1992

Fiscal Year 1991 Audits of the Accounts of Commission Agents.
This report covers the audits of the accounts of four Commission

agents. The audit included surprise cash counts and verification
of internal controls. Corrective action on minor findings were
taken during the course of the audits.

Audit of Undelivered Orders for Fiscal year 1991. This report
covers the results of the review of undelivered orders as of

September 30, 1991. The audit noted that problems encountered

during the previous year's audit had been corrected.

Audit of Payroll Accounts for Fiscal Year 1991. This report
covers the review of controls over payroll processing, compliance
with applicable Commission regulations and procedures, and proper
recording of payroll transactions. The audit disclosed some minor

problems over validation of leave advance and payroll check

distribution, for which management has Initiated corrective
actions .

Audit of Tolls and Transit Related Revenue for Fiscal Year
1991 . This was a financial audit of the major source of revenue
for the Commission. It disclosed that internal controls over the

recording and billing of tolls and transit related revenue are

adequate and operating effectively. The audit also covered the new
automated billing system which was found to provide automatically
generated invoices in an accurate and timely manner.

Financial Operations of the Commission - FY 1991. This report
combines the results of interim financial audits and tests and

verification work performed at fiscal year end. The report
disclosed no major weaknesses In controls.

Fiscal Year 1992 Audits of the Accounts of Commission Agents.
This report covers the audits of the accounts of five Commission

agents. The audit included surprise cash counts and verification
of internal controls over cash handling. Corrective action on

minor findings were taken during the course of the audits.

Audit of Accounts Payable - FY 1991. This report covers the

audit of accounts payable for FY 1991. The audit disclosed that
internal controls over disbursements made by the Commission were

adequate and operating effectively. However, additional emphasis
was needed to ensure that all Commission units comply with

procedures applicable to signature cards. The audit also noted
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several improper expenditures for which certifying officers should

be invoiced for payment to the Commission.

FY 1993

Representation of Motor Transportation Division Driver in

Court. This report presents the results of an administrative

investigation into the alleged misrepresentation of a Commission

employee in Panama court. The investigation showed that there was

no evidence to support the employee's claim. The employee was

separated from the Commission in accordance with applicable
personnel procedures.

Audit of Internal Controls Over Accounts Payable. This report
covers the results of the audit of Commission accounts payable for
FY 1992 with specific emphasis on the general control environment.
Internal controls over disbursements made by the Commission were
found to be adequate and operating effectively. Consequently, the

report contained no recommendations for management action.

Audit of Tolls and Transit Related Revenue for FY 1992. This

report covers the financial audit of tolls and transit related
revenue for FY 1992. The audit disclosed that controls over the

recording and billing of tolls, tug assists and other transit
related revenues are generally adequate and operating effectively.
The review did, however, show that key personnel need additional

training on management controls. This recommendation will be
addressed in a subsequent report specifically discussing management
controls.

Audit of Undelivered Orders for Fiscal Year 1992. This report
covers the results of a review of undelivered orders at the end of
fiscal year 1992. Generally, the Commission's undelivered orders
were properly reported and recorded at the end of the fiscal year.
However, two areas of weaknesses were noted. One involved training
and rating of supervisors in Internal controls. This subject will
be addressed in a separate report. The other area concerned the

verification of open contracts at year end. This deficiency has
been corrected.

AccountinE for Lease/Purchase Agreements. This report
addresses the review of controls over computer equipment obtained

through lease/purchase agreements from WANG. The audit disclosed
that equipment was not properly accounted for during and after the

lease period. The Commission has initiated action to control

computer equipment obtained through lease/purchase; and the Chief
Financial Officer has agreed to take action to bring Financial

Systems Manual procedures in line with FASB rules.

Review of Payroll Costs and Controls for Fiscal Year 1992.

This report covers the audit of payroll costs and related controls
for FY 1992. The audit disclosed that internal controls were

generally adequate and transactions were properly authorized and
recorded. However, some shortcomings in controls were noted,

especially for the control of overtime. Although there were no
Indications that payments were made for time not worked, controls
in effect did not always provide the assurance that authorization
had been granted and that time worked had been approved.
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36. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please provide a listing of the

Investigations conducted by the OIG since FY 1990 that have not
been fully completed, along with an assessment as to what degree,
by the lack of access to necessary records within the Republic of
Panama .

ANSWER. Listing of investigations begun since FY 1990 (for
notes to listing, see end of list)

1990 InvestJEations.

1. Subject: Panama based service contractor #1 and PCC
officials .

Areas of investigation: Extortion/bribery; conspiracy; false

entries; violation of executive order; contracting
irregularities .

Note a,b.

2. Subject: Panama based service contractor #2, PCC officials,
relatives and associates of PCC officials.

Areas of Investigation: Extortion/bribery; conspiracy; false

entries; false claims; theft of property; conflict of

interest; contracting irregularities.
Notes a,c.

3. Subject: Panama based service contractor #3 and PCC
officials.

Areas of Investigation: Improper contract award; improper
payments to contractor.

4. Subject: Panama based service contractor #4 and PCC
officials .

Areas of Investigation: Extortion/bribery; conspiracy; false

entries; false claims; conflict of interest;

contracting irregularities.
Notes a,b,c.

5. Subject: U.S. based supply contractor #1 and PCC official
and relative.

Areas of Investigation: Bribery; conspiracy; false entries;
false claims; contracting irregularities.

Note b.

1991 Investigations.

1. Subject: Panama based supply contractor #2 and PCC
officials .

Areas of Investigation: Conflict of interest and contracting
irregularities .

Note a.

2. Subject: Panama based supply contractor #3 and Panama based
service contractor #5.

Areas of Investigation: False entries; delivery of inferior

product; false claim; conspiracy.
Note a.
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Subject: Panama based supply contractor #4 and PCC

officials .

Areas of Investigation: Extortioner Ibery; conspiracy; false

entries; contracting Irregularities.
Note a,b.

Subject: PCC official #1.

Area of Investigation: False entries.

5. Subject: PCC official #2.

Area of Investigation: Bribery.
Note a.

6. Subject: PCC official #3.

Area of Investigation: Bribery; conflict of interest.

Note a.

7. Subject: Various PCC officials.

Area of Investigation: Unauthorized use of PCC communication

equipment.

1992 InvestlEatlons.

1. Subject: U.S. based service contractor #6 and PCC officials.

Areas of Investigation: Extortion/bribery; conspiracy;

contracting irregularities.
Note b.

2. Subject: Panama based service contractor #7 and PCC

officials .

Areas of Investigation: Extortion/bribery; conspiracy; theft

of property; contracting irregularities.
Note a.

3. Subject: Panama based service contractor #8, PCC officials

and contractor.
Areas of Investigation: Extortion/bribery; conspiracy;

contracting irregularities.
Note a.

4. Subject: Panama based contractor agent #1, PCC officials and

contractor.
Areas of Investigation: Extortion/bribery; conspiracy;

contracting irregularities.
Note a.

5. Subject: PCC official #4.

Areas of Investigation: False entries; conflict of Interest.

Note a.

1993 Investigations.

1. Subject: Panama based service contractor #9, PCC official
and relative.

Areas of Investigation: Bribery; conspiracy; contracting
irregularities.

Note a.
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2. Subject: Panama based service contractor #10, PCC official
and relative.

Areas of Investigation: Bribery; conspiracy; contracting
irregularities .

Note a.

3. Subject: U.S. based supply contractor #5, PCC official and
relative .

Areas of Investigation: Bribery; conspiracy; false entries;
false claims; contracting irregularities.

4. Subject: PCC official #5.

Area of Investigation: Misuse of agency mail system.

NOTES :

a. Investigation hampered by lack of access to Panama
records. Public Law 100-504 grants the Inspector General subpoena
power to require the production of records. However, this subpoena
power is only enforceable within the jurisdiction of the United
States. Almost 90 percent of the Panama Canal Commission workforce
is Panamanian and the majority of the contractors presently under
review are Panama based. As a consequence, investigative efforts
continue to be seriously hampered by the absence of subpoena power
in Panama. The GIG has continued to solicit the cooperation of

Panamanian authorities in obtaining documentary and testimonial
evidence essential for GIG Investigations. The Inspector General
has also requested the agency's Procurement Executive to

incorporate a contract clause into PCC contracts which would

provide access to contractor records in Panama.

b. Since March 1991, the Office of Inspector General has

been working jointly with attorneys from the U.S. Department of

Justice and agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation on
these cases.

c. In November 1990, the Office of Inspector General had

developed evidence that a Panama Canal Commission employee and a

contractor had conspired to defraud the Commission. The contractor
had submitted false claims and the Commission employee had
falsified records. However, the Office of Inspector General did
not have legal jurisdiction over Panamanian nationals and access to

Panama bank records .

In March 1991, arrangements were worked out for dealing with Panama
authorities. The subsequent joint investigation between Panama
authorities and the Inspector General has provided additional
evidence on the extent of the fraud and identified additional

persons Involved in the fraud.

Cooperation between Panamanian authorities and the Inspector
General continues.
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37. SENATOR LAUTENBERG. Please provide an estimate of the

savings in FY 1994 that can be realized by the Commission by

integrating frequent flyer benefits in the overall Commission
travel plans. ,

ANSWER. No estimate is available at this time. The Canal

agency is awaiting results of the re-examination of the frequent

flyer program currently being conducted by the General Accounting
Office before developing any program of its ovm in this area.

O

68-625 (768)
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